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INT~ODUCTWN 

NOW that"th'e 1\l"ew Era is at hand-;,he da'loXning of 
the Aqua~ian Ag~-tl~ousands .mder the general title Jf 
Advance T~ought are begit,lJ1ing to respond actively to 
the influence of "the water-bearer," and because this 
adva;1ce guard of the Army of1(Truth and Peace requires 
insignt tv the mysteries of Natur~ in order to best pro
mote-' their cause of e .. lightenment~ we take this oppor
tu:-:ity to preteht for consideration and study the high
est. of all sciences, astrology. Highest, because when 
rightly unclerstood, it opens .the way clearly to an under
standing of the manifestations of Nature through human 
and mundane affairs. 

T,he science of astrology is not confined to those of 
technical traiuing, for much of it can be learned by per
sons of ordinary education. But astrology is best at;
q&ircd by those who have an inborn love of mystical 
subjects, and who at ·:he same tirne possess an active 
sixth sense faculty, that of intuition. A peculiar temper-, 

' ament lt)<e' that of the metaphysically inclined, rather 
than extraordir . .J.ry schooling, is the particular requisit~ 
of those who would become adepts in t;1is branch of 

,useful investigation. 

Astrology is takt!n from the records of astral phenor.t-
.ena ans! r?:dyced to a s~ience by observing the effects of 
planetary infiuen<;e, commencing with the history of man; 
these observations being con1piled and,r-ecorduA bj some 
of the brightest intellects ku~wn, both ancieht and mod
ern. To test its reliability, its truths, and tl1e advantages 
it offt.'rs, requires dnly earnest, llhprejll,diced investiga· 
tion. By it the it1equalities oi humanity are explained 
and much.light is shed upon the path l~ading to improve
ment of condit?ons for all living beings. 

a • o I ' 

. ~strolo~Y. was t~ first science' known tp' man and' the 
presefli age is· beginning til re~~ize that it is t'h~ greatest, 

.tht: paretlt o£-·them ~II. Wj::h a knowl~dge of astrology 
Miuc;h of. the ·unkno~n '1le~omes kn9wn, the mysteric.l\1. 
becom"s·· plilin and new, light' is sf.ed in ~11 directions. 
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Anyohe wi"th ordinary"' ability cari Jearn much Qf astr~ 
Ogy. It is no longer a <ijfficult :;tudy. Nothing.out of 
the ordinary iSf' required to become acqua~nted with it. 
With p~oper instruction •and a r~asor.able ainount 'of 
eff{lr:t one clln lea~n to cast) horoscope an<i read it so 
that it becomes a guide regarding changes, health, mar-• 
riage, business and all imRortant affairs of.Jife. 

There is not only pleasure but• also satisfaction .. and 
profit in the knowledge which a!.t~;ology -gives. • Evt:n 
a slight investigation of the science tends to make people 

•broader in their views and ITDre charitable toward their 
fellow beings. Astrology is a subject which becomes 

'•more and more scientific with age. As the number of 
earnest investigators increases so does nfore and moce 
conclusive evidence of its usefulness accrue. New facts 
are constantly being presented for unbiaset:, truth-seek
ing minds to review, and if occasion offers, to use with 
ad'vantage. Nobody can rightly claim to possess 'a 
propef understandin~ of astrolo!IY until they can cast 
and delineate the horoscope of birth, and erect and read 
~ progressed chart. 

7he term ':.horoscope" •is derived from the words, 
·~ora," an hour, and ''scopl!," to view: a view of the , 
heavens for a certa-in hour, especially, an hour as meas
ured by the Sun. Formeyly the word referred only to 
th~ Ascendant, or rising degree in a chart, bu• now its 
meaning is more general and has• reference \o a "'whole ' 
figure Qr .map of the heavens at birth 'l:ime and is fre
quently referred to•as a nati~ty. A horoscope is correct
ly drawn only when erected m accordance with the laws 
of Astronomy geocentrkally applied, and such a 4ch:nt 
drawn by an asft'ologer is practically identical, from a 
mathematical standpoint, with one erecled from.the same 
data in awy astron~mical observatory in the world, but 
its aignifV:anee is c:qnceaW from all 'exceptJhose who *e 
falfl.iliar with the precep~ of astrole!Q" 

The putpose of Astrol<Jgy i1 not•to sho{llder; dff• re: 
Sg,Qnsibilities to a -planet but,\ut \he q>ntrary, to learn ~y.• 
pfanetary indiptionSOoas tgey were affectipgt the EMth• 
and its atmosphere af the lirpe of•Uirth (i. e., the flat!Jre. 
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.of '"ibrations inbreathea· by a rlewly-b~rn bab'! wkich 
!!ndow ~he tendencies' of character it will manifest) ,. 
whether undesr•ablc;, trait's and drcumstanr.es will result 
from these ,infiuenG:es, a.:td to endeavor to develop tn this.,, 
nature qualities which will i~sure an ell."alted expression 
o( life. Thus w'e bring about' conditions and consequerft 
events in harmony with the best testimonies contained 
in the' native's horoscope, a Tid "through knowledge and 
effort>consciously appli!:d, improve the manifestation of 
Nature.~ 

· ln. this forward movement for enlightenment astrology, • 
as of old, maintains a place in the front ranks of progress 
as an agent for development. Through improved meth
ods,.for making•observations and more accurate systems 
of calculating planetary configurations, astrologers are 
able· to give ~tter delineations and more useful advice 
and information than ever before. More is now known 
of-planetary influence and· human response because of 
the greater number of ,1ualified in"estigators and .finer 
facilities for compiling and disseminating the facts. 

• "Tc-. atop abott- In an;r .reaear~ that blda fair to wl'lleia tbe ptea 
o~~IJ,oowled'p, to"recoll from feac~f dUfleultJ l!r adverse crltlciBm, 
r. to brlna reproach u&Yon ielrA&." l• 

.!}Sir WWllam Croelk8. • 
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INJ?EX ~!>·.Eleventh ·Edition 

• This hook is' a~r<:nged ~in fi \'/parts, the •advantage of 
this· divisiP.n being ouvious. A'dvancet! students save·' 
time in beinr. able to turn at'~nce to parts necessary fc:;r 
r"tfcrence without searching through the whole book, as 
each ~art is CQmplete in itself."'! The subjects follow in 

· logical sequence, enabling :-tudents to assimilate the 
essential principles and' methods, in the orderly manner 
nec:!ssa1•y for ptactic(l,l 'results, with the least expendi· 
t.ure ,of time and effort. 

New students should lind the arrangement advantag
eous in that it conduces to concentration on one part of 
the .subject and" the mastery of it before proceeding to 
the next, thus making assimilation of each section easy 
and 'interestin~. The five steps constitute a complete 
method of Practical, Modt;rn Horoscope Casting and. 
Deiineating. 

• INTRODJJGTI0N . .. 
Page 

9 to 22 

PART I: The Natal Horoscopl! 23 to 156 
, Philosophy and Technic df Horoscope Making 

with detailed ExaJllples and Illustrat:1:ms. A sim
plified, scientific, practical Met_Jwd for casting the 
Nativity.·, 

• h ! 

PART II: The Progressed Chart • . . . 157 to 228 
How to progress the Nat~ Horosd~pe -for'~ny 
desired Year of Life to ascertain th<' Conditions 
of. Li~e during that .Period.·AppliMtion of Transits 
to both Natal and Progressed Horoscopes. lllus
tmted by working Examples. 

' PART III: Del~neatio,ns for Hor~scopes . 229'to 506 
M~re than 5Ge, R~adjngs which· inclu3e the Indi- ' 
W~otions o~ Planets-, by Aspect, 'Sign an<l•Ho)lse 

· .Posit~ns, ho'ih for Nata!- anA Progressed Roro
sc;ppes. "Speeial Attention Jl given tc.. the ascend

.. Jri"g Sign as relat~d 'ic"" Personality, Physical 
" Ap{>e~ance and Men.,t.,al TendenCies, tti assist 
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Studer.ts in det£:tmining t~ true Ascend,nt 'bf 
uncertain Birth Times. A la~ge. Chapter ·.:m the• 

· Influence 2£ Transite. 

'PART IV: Re~tificati~n qJ. the i3irtli Time~· 507 to 531 
For rectifying Approxi~ate Birth Times~ For Un
Known Times. Tables and Examples for simplify-
ing the Process of Rl'cti~cation. 

PART V: Important Subjects (or Addjtional Stuciy, 
. . . . . . . . . .• . . ·. . 5~3 tt 790 

Parts I, II, III and IV form a comprehensiv~ 
Treatise on Genethliad. Part V is a 'book in 
itself, containing matter not generally included in 
such texts, along these lines: Symbplogy of the 
Planets, Astrological Vocabulary, Attributes o: 
the Zodiacal Signs, Dictionary of Astrologic<1l 
Terms, Your Best Location, Twins, ~ow to Use 
the Midnight Ephemeris,.Time Factors (explain-.. 
i~~:g the different kinds of yme), Countries and 
Cities (list of) as Influencea by the Signs, Par
tiling Aspects, Their date and time in horoscopes, 
Time Key or Measure of Time, Criticaf IJ,egrees 
and Exaltations, and..- ~ 
"The Pre:Natal Epoch". 679 to 701 

Research MetHods for Astrologi~l Students: An 
Introduction to the ·Principles of Statistical An
alysis as Applie(l t0 -Astrological Re\e.r.·ch, by 
Donald A. Blcldlley . . . . . . 704 to 732 • 
Pi~ld~g. Wint!en: A fest of Astrological Skill. 
The Principles and Pra.ctice of Contest Analysis; 
by Dontld A. Bs·P.dley . . •. . . 7.\l te 755 .. 

TABLE OF CONTENTS: ... '· .... ~ 791 
In a.ddition to the Indexes at begil-"ing of each 
Par~. a detail~d T;hle of Contents i9Jisted alpha. 

, be really • for immeQ.iate referellCe .• 
lllusva,tsons . . • 12 
Tables 8C.2 to 813 
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llREFAil:E 

The ' word, a.;trology, is derived frqp1 two· Greek 
words, "astra," ? star:, and "kgos," logic or reason. lt 
literally implies the doctri: .e and law· as shown by the 
stars or plafiets. Astrology~is the science which defines 
'!he .._ction of celestial bodies upon animate and inanimate 
objects, ~nd 'their reaction to such influences. It is the 
part'".lt of astronom:r. Originally, all who studied 
th;;· sta.rs wer'< ::~trolor,ers. The antiqu_ity of astrology is 
such as to place 1t ar.1ong the very earhest records of hu
man learning. Later, astro\ogy and astronomy were one· 
science, but the latter now treats only of distances, mag
nitudes, masses, compositions, motions, speed, etc., anc 
is founded upun observations made with various instru
m~nts; therefore astronomy may be termed a purely ob
jec~ive scien~e. concerned as it is with the outt'r ex
pressions of other worlds, (with their form or body,) 
w.hile astrology may be considered as subjective, deali,lg 
with the influence of ,the life wit~in the form afld its 
effect upon surrounding bodies, the Earth and its inhab
itants in partir,ular and so may properly be termed, Th~ 
St~dy o£. Life's,.Reactions to Planetary Vibrations. The 
making of a horoscopal figure is an astron0mical procesJ; 

. the reading of the chart is a .. trological. 

Astrological science is generally broadly divided into 
five grea,t: branches, namely: Medical Astrology, or 

'Astro-Pathc:ogy, is d.:voted to diagnosis, healing and 
prevention of physical and mental ailments by knowl
edge gained from a horosc~oJpe. Hipt>ocrate§; who has 
been justly nam,ed the Fath'~r of Medicine, declared, "A 
phfsifian cannot safe'ly administP.r, medicine if he be un
acquamted with astrology," which simt:~Y means that in 
thtubsence of kndwledge of first principles for guidance, 
the application,pf remedies, however good the:: may be, 
is "pt to be ~esswork. Fortqnately: for the public at 
large, there are m9,ny, of the new.,school of physiCians and 
SL."t'geons t"f~O do urderstand astrology and W~Q)are using 
this Jtno!'led4'e with. grati1yi~ results. 
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'Asotro-Meteoroiogy Js t'he art of predicting the" we~t,ie{ 
-Erom planetary aspects. This bra~ch is· again "becoming 
a popular stUQY and ha~ been reduced t~ a marvelous • 
<1:-gree 'of accuracy by ;a number. of' r;,~scarchers. h is 
not at all associ~ed with tlee methods usee! in common 
altnanacs and by the Govefnment vVeather'"Bureau. It 
is only a matter of time, however, when nations g<ener'
ally will recognize this ,nformation and· incl:tde ·it in 
their present calculations, thus. making their swstem 
more practical, serviceable and eMicient.• • 

• Judicial Astrology relate~ to the forecasting of" the 
principal events which will come to pass in a country 

.• and conditions which will prevail in the land. For in
stance, the financial panic in the fall of•l907 was ijre
dicted by the progressed Moon in the U.S. Government's 
horoscope coming by progressed motion t~an opposition 
of the radical amJ progressed Uranus, the Moon being 
in the house of money in the! national chart. StudeJtts 
of St'l!.te Astrology, rs this brarwh is sometimes called, 
not only foresaw but expected a financial panic. Here 

"is another instance concerning the use of JudlCii!l Astrol
ogy: The Japanese were very proficient in thi's braflch 
when they h~d official <!ourt astrologers, and, in r.on
:.ection with the war against Russia ( 1904-5) while gen
erals and statesme., everywhere were predicting success• 
for the Russian arms, as.trologers url'animously declared 
tllat Japan would be successful. The Japan"se, them
selves, through their knowledg-1! of astr&.logy: never" 
sought, a battle except on a day that would be good for 
them witli 'tpe resblt• that tJ&ey were astoundingly victor
ious in spite of superior forces. The Japanese govern
ment then used astro10>gy as a neceisary featurejn the 
successful administration of its affairs, but soon after
ward abolished court astrology. It ts only a qu~~ion 
of time :,vhen the"United States and otller nations will 
find astJ;ology in<l.ispen<wble for an order!,Y arrange111i!nt 
atrd, conc:luct of affairs i~ harmonv..with natural laws. 

Rapid ad~ancement is ~King" made. in this' 4>randf'Qf tht 
science, and through it the ~fi~.1Ctj, of an"intni-MerC!\lt• 
ilil' Jl-lanet (a.J.ready..named "'ulcan) is ~eipg. felt .,an~" 
recognized. Astron&mer/ have•.tot yet been sul!cessfu,l . . . 
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in locating Vulcan Wlth 0 lhe teleocop<e, nor die\ r.&tronpmt 
• for•that ntatter 11ocaJ;e •he planet U'ranus until long after 
•its influence 11\d )>een learned b~ astrolofers, and .it was 
eventually found ill the exact degree o !he zodiac as 
predicted !;y thenf. Lfkewise i~ the diicovery af Plutcl. 
At about th11 same time thar.astronomers were noticirc 
t<he perturbations of Neptune by means of its variations 
on th~ir photQgraphic charts, :IStrologers were noticing 
otherwise'" unaccounted for influences in charts which 
see~;d to focus.a~ _abo\tt the ce.nter of the sign Canct;r. 
Hotvev~r. the "posthop of the btg, fix~d star, Wasat, m 
that. location complicated the investigations of astrolo
gers by causing peculiaritie~ to be assigned to it, in ab
sence of ocular proof of the presence of another body 
there. In fact,. it is strange that Pluto was not "dis-
cov~~:red" before March 12, 1930. · 

H'orary Ast•ology predicts events ana conditions as 
they are foreshadowed by a map of the heavens at the 
tirfte a question of serious import is submit!ed to. an 
astrologer; or the tim~ when a ckarly defined e~ent,_ 
thought, idea or inspiration occurs to a person; gr the 

' time wheo a p~position is advanced to them and they 
are•earne~ly de!irous of knowing what the outcome will 
k . -

• Genethlialogy, or Natal Astrology~ is directly con
cerned with the bir\h of a bei'lg into pfiysil'al exprt'5· 
sion. Fro!ll a chart of the planetary system cast tor tht 
fnomen'-'1 dati and plac~ of birth, can be read the char
acter, temperament, mental tendencies, physical peculiar· 
ities and ailments, together wth mudt ether i1_1tormation _ 
relating to the person and events which will affect the 
life to iny importan5 extent. 

It is to this last•named branch of astrology, through 
the "Geoc~ntric .,system now generally used, that we 
direit the atte11Iion of students -~hrough. the p\ges of 
this bdpk . 

. • "r'his.Js a mgst importantil>{lar.t ofastrolog'}' and should 
be pfastered ~fore t'he othv l;ra~hes are attempted. 
Tb"l'become' thorough~ fa'fni'far with the effect of plane .. 
\\ry 'infiuc!'ll<.'es• upon hpJllan b•ings 'jme nflbst test th~~ 
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;.m~ given by apply'ng them t£> his own expefier{cef) or 
tq the events which transpire in 'the lives of others who 
are well knqwn. In tl\is way only_ c-an we decide for 
nursei'Ves whether or nttt the claims of astrology agree 
with conditions ·and occum~nces which are known to be 
{.n"deniable facts to "us. ' ' 

Eventually astrology 'will render valu;.ble _.ser ~ice in 
the important matter of human procreation. " 

The few opponents of this sc1erv::e are invanaoly per
sons who know practically nothing of it and cannot p~ov"! 
any of their arguments by the science itself, while on the 
other hand, those who advocate its. study have made in
vestigation and are prepared to demon&trate the proofs 
of their claims not alone by word of mouth, but in h~ack 
and white, mathematically. 

, As editor of "The Astrological Bulletina" magazine for 
mo~ than thirty years, I am in position to sfate 
from daily experit!\1ce that astrology is making rapid 
strides forward. More and more it is being added to the 
curriculum of progressive business and flrot'es~ional peo
ple. The time has arrh;-ed for the mas!les as ~ whore to 
take an inte1"est in the subject seriously and practically. 
Astrology has a grander,' greater, nobler mission no,.. 
than ever before· in history. It ser.ves, not as a means 
for escaping or evadin~ undesirable conditions, but to 
shed li~ht and inspiration on life, its braaty and its 
possibilities. It is an aid in fa'cing condi~ons !:orrectly 
~nd making proper adj';lst.men~s. not according to mater
Ial appear-ances, but w1th!:a h1gher concept based upon 
kn6wledge of spiritual values. 

As to the 111ethod to pursue in this study, I would 
suggest that you become thoroughly familiar wit!J the 
symb~ogy befo!:e attempting the pro~:~ess of erecting a 
chart,. otherwise:, you "'tt;ill be in tbe dile91ma of kn~ing 
·how to ma.)ce a cha~ but unabl• to. read it. After one 
has leal,n~cf the symbols of the sign!ol pla[\cts•and as~ts, 
and understands their (.cnd@ncies.and characteristics; it 
is then proper to cast youf"«>w~ ho1oscop~, stu"dyingo:jJ:.?s 
'd whole, loq,g and ~arefullv.""By so i:loing ,.you )Vill b~ ahl.~e 
to judg~ whether i.Jr not Y,ou bne made any er~r ~n tJte 
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- a. • • 
'fork, judging by t~ knowledA"e of your ·own •exper-
iences. • M athem.ttically, astrology is a science, • ar.ti 
therefore if )"'tl have made no•mistakc in.your horoscopal 
calculatipns th• 'res•lts obtaened will agree m a very 
astonishm2" manner with •he facts a~ you -know th~m. 

f"rocure tne birth date of,those whose lives present 
som~ special feature; note birth date~ from biographical 
sk~ches of persons- celebrated for various gifts or 
alhie.rement6 ~ take ~e nativities of your relatives and 
friends, as they are• all valuable examples ior comparison 
and study. You will be S61rprised (at first) to find holl. 
the life story of every being corresponds to the positions 
lind relations _of heavenly bodies at time of birth . 

• The real secret of successful horoscope reading de-
pends not l•ss on the correct casting of a chart than 
upon the ability to judP.e the testimonies therein by 
Jllaving first become fam1liar with the nature of all the 
elements. The chaactcristics c.£ a planet mflst be 
blended with the natme of the house and tendencies of 
the sigtJ it occupies, in relation to the quality of th! 
a!;pect tl: behol,ds so that the combination will reveal the 
truth. It is the purpose of thi"s book to assist the inve~i
gator to read a horoscope l!orrectly, as well as to cast-it 
properly. 

We a~~e "free" according t~ our wisdom, and we are 
"fated" in• proportioft to our lack of understanding. 
Astrology teaches when to expect changing. circum· 
stances in life and their nat&Jre; by it\Jne may prepare to 
manipulate, transform and improve so-called "adverse" 
CGn<ijtions before ethey appear $1d manifest better re
sponses than otherwise. Our object .is to present the 
subject of astrology in such a manner that many of the 
valuable truths contained within it~ vast dotnain may 
take a use£~ active and pr~inen: part in assisting 
those who are parti~pating in tile present forward rv<fve
lltent, th12s. JVakinf for still greater advaoceFtnt toward -
indh.-idual 'excellence, d'evelt>pment and expansion...,
Qtaterially, n'lentall.v aad }lhysically-through consciqps 
co.,operati•n .with Natural Law i11dicateti by the·s"lar' 
sy~tetb. That law tft!ate~ · ~onditions whi~h provid·~ 
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opporluniti~s for us t~•rise above the common il\usi'on. ... 
Of Ji.fe by spiritual interpr~tation .ari'd finer rea~t'ions. 

~' I' 

i!f from these pa~es the,oreader ga.>ins 1-Jut a srnall part 
of th~ pleastJre anll practical <benefit the autl}or has de
rived from the study of astro'logy, 1 will feel well repaid 
for thus presenting the tesults of investigations _and 
practice which have extended over many years. · 

.• ' 

'-Llev;ellyn G~.or·-~· 

';,.l'lo man II worth hie salt who fS nbt ret.dy at all tl- to rflllt 
h111 bOdy, to rlsli: hll!l W\fl·belll8', to risk his life, Jo a rrea.~ CINR. 

• • • -Theodore Booleve!t. . 
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Aatrol\fg)t J.a The Science of Life'o Reaeqons 
• L • To .t"JanetiUY Vibrations 

Atstrolo~, as the interprc-jer of Nature, shows that 
the 'wOI'ld 1s conducted according to a well defined plan, 
tl)!t everything is ananged with wonderful 'order, duly 
t~meti with m:trvelou! precision and effected with unerr
ing accuracy. Nothing happens by chance; there are no 
at:cident& in the divine pl;m; and in reality there is nJ 
discord, for Nature recognizes no distinctions and works 
only for progress through a refining process which some• 
tpnes destroys only to reconstruct with improvement. 
As students advance in the study of astrology they real
ize that we are here for certain, definite, natural purposes, 
each in his place, according to an orderly or cosmic plan ; 
tvith opportunities to produce certain results, but" it 
remains for us to det•rmine the atuality of those "results 
by refining our reactions to planetary influence. · · 

• Thu~ it is •een that although we are subject to the 
various seasonal changes and are affectLod by planetlry 
influences, yet we are n&t altogether and absolutety 
creatures of pred&stination or fate, •for it remains with 
us to improve or neglect our.,opportunities; to manif&st 
the influcm;:e in a coar,.se or in a refined manner. 

Therefore, it behooves us to study Nature that. we may 
consciously co-operate wi{h her in• orde~: to produce 
higher and finer results from the various causes set in 
motif>n through ~-

We do not change the law: we do not hold Nature in 
abeyance nor lhave i~ at OUT beck and call as- may suit 
ollr personal jo.ncies, hut we ea•'impr.nve our mauifeatu 
reaponae to it by•imfJmving ouP thinking, QUr !Jaotts :n() 
lcti~ns. 

,,. vv net.her you ha¥e a 'l!lo-.alled fortunate or unfortun¥e 
pl2net f.,r•yQUr significator, xou will ~ave opportuniltes 
fo~ ellpressiol1 in you'~articular eflVlronmen.t whlc:h no 
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rther "individual will h~ve, and if' JN'e wish to make the 
world a .better place to livt in, we. must begin by r~fining 

.[ d . ( ' our owu everJ ay expressiOns, or response to urges 
f~om within\ whicit owe (nei~.origln to~planetary vibra
tzocs. 

The study of astrology\.Shows us when fertain influ
ences are _operative, but our own reactions, n.entally, 
physically and spiritually, determtne to a large ex'l·\nt 
the quality of the results as affectrng. us and our itmn6.:i

' iate surroundings. Thus astrology becomes the mqst 
' important of all studies, aDd ita precepts should be · 
~_taught in every school. 

- ... . ' -
Ever eoDIJider thla Unlverz4!• u Oue ,JotvlDg oouc. _wlftl. oJN! 

lllllleria! sulJstance and one aplrl(\ 
~ontemplnle 11\lc fundamental causetl, stripped of ,.au. diSIWseB. . . ~ 
Consider well the nlture of tbi1JJ8, dlstlngulshlnc Mtween 

.matter. cvusl!. pnrpose.-Mo~~t 'Aurelius. 
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A to Z Horoac.m.. :Maker :uid Delineator .. . . ")..,.,.. 

PAR.T I 

THE NATAL CHART 

,"The highest of all learning is the knowledge of the· 
stars. To trace their course is to untangle the threads 
of the m1stery of life from the beginning to the end. 
j:£ we. could follow t!eem perfectly nothing would be 
hidden from us.'' -Henry Van Dyke. 

' . . ' .. (From page 21 ot "Tbe Stortr ot tbe Otber Wise Mao.") 

Ipdex to Part I on ne_xt pag ... 
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THE ZOD~C 

The Z9diac is.a ciocle of spqce surrounding die Ear.ih. 
It ·may oe imagined as a <belt in the- heavens about 15 

8 degrees wia.e in which the J!ianets travel. It is the Sun's 
appz,-ent path, called the ecliJ?,tic. The zodiacal circle ·js 
divided.into' twelve; parts, each part containing 30 de
gr~s 01 .. pace called. the Signs of the Zodiac. Thus a 
sign ~ a one-t"Welfth -division of the zodiacal circle and 
is defined as -:ontair:ing 30 degrees of celestial longitude: 

• 12 signs c;ach measuring 3Q degrees constitute the citcle•, 
of the zodiac _or 360 degrees. In this circle the planets · 
travel each in its own orbit, one outlying beyond the, • 
other. The z-odiac, then, is a circle divided into twelve 
signs through which the planets travel or transit from 
w.est to eas\, going through one sign after another in 
their order from Aries to Pisces. Although the zodiac 
is generally referred to as a circle it is, in fact, ellipti(al. 
Note the illustration Q,ll page 8. ,, • 

Each _sign liossesses a certain specific influence of it;, 
o9V'n. 

• The motion of the Earth• around the Sun once a yev 
causes the Sun to appear to pass through one of the 12 

,5igns each month~ Its influellce, according to location, 
determines not alone the seasons but the general l'!atilre 

' and character of pers6ns born at that time. 

The planets also, as th~ travel 1roun<t •the' Zodiac, 
exert an influence according to their separate natures 
and 1-p accordance .with the qualtt.y of the -upects which 
'they _form. 

'Y' Aries 
~·Taurus 

'Il G~mini 
!!> Caneer 
£\.Leo. 
1111 Vii .10 

~cal Sip• 

'))Tote: When' plac~d 
in a chart ~ese si'-"s 
are a1Wif'S opposite t" each' other, as 
sho~ here: • ~ 

Libra . .c. 
,Scorp~o 111. 

~agittariua I 
Capritom., 'd 
ACJpt.t:•: 
• 



GENETHLIACAL ASTROLOGY. 

~ymbOla of Signlf a~d Their ..Pl~dary IUllera 

Ther~ is a cllrrespondi~g vibnition, .a ba\-monio~s con· 
dttion, as it wer;, existftlg betwc!en the zodiacal signs 
a~. the planets. Each sign_11s, ther~fore, given a planet 
which is termed its "ruler." Mars, Venus and Mercur)* 
each rule two signs. Stwly the f<>llowing ,table: 

• & Mars rules .......•..... 'T' Aries an<! ................. 111. Scuzyio 
~ Venus rules .. ·-··· 1:S Taurus af.d ···-······-··· """ 1-.ibn~ 
~ Mercury rules .•... ll Gemini and'·····::········· 111! Virgo 

]) Moon rules ................................ $ Can~er 

0 Sun rules .................................... £1. Leo 
11 Jupiter rules ................................ I Sagittarius 
'l Saturn rules ···-··························· 'd Capricorn 
'II Uranus rules ................................ = Hquarius 
IV Neptune rules ............. ~ ............. * Pisces 
a North Node;~ South No1e: ED Pars Fortunre. 

The sign ruled by Pluto is not yet scientifically deter· 
mined. Although several signs have be~ ptoiosed for 
qmsideration, Scorpio msets most of tht! requ~rements. 
• Although the Moon is a satellite, revolving around 
the Earth, in astroJogy it is spoken of and referred to as• 
a planet to avoid making the distint:tion ev-ery time it 
i~ referred to along with•the other planets, a!ld because 
its rays are extremely important•and stron~ in addition • 
to its power of collecting the vibration& of other planets 
and ret\ect1ng the11.1 to the ~arth. Likewise, for conven
ience the S'un is termed a•ptanet although it does not 
traverse the.zodiac i11.the same mapner as the plan~ts. 
The Sun may b; call-ed the center or pivot of this• (our) 
planetary system for in actuality each f>lanet has an olbit 
of its o"'n in whil!h it travels and circle!\ the Sun. (See 
the diagram"on p~e 8 .•• 

• 'Fhe pJ;lneiS have chlfracteristicsW""I\ich are known 'lY 
the effect!. .zteoir vibrationu>rQ$luce on the buntan, a~inilfl,. · 
vegetabl~ and miner:_al kmg,doms. • As ellfll pLanet• has 
lfValities which agree or cotnci'4e with those of one•·ot"" 
tDO~ of the ~igns, for Cenvenience they 'Br~ eaJied• the•• 
"rulers" of. those si211s. -· 
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"Yhe pi·.1nets are .not ·arbitrarily"allocated to sigi\s as 
• "rulers': but are in 'each, case sq designated by vi~ue· of 
similitudes. Foi'' instance, although the :doon i~ but a 
·s~tel~ite. oS the E'arth,' it possellses powers .s.uffi_cient t~ 
dtgmfy 1t by the name of ·'ij, planet. Its own mherc:pt 
i.ntluence is found to be such that the Moon is termed the 
"rut~' of the, sign Cancer wh'.ch is credited with influ
ence~ tho.'l: coincide with those of the Moon. Thus it is 
seer.. that the word "ruler" although a convenient term, 
is :l mitmomer: •wh'lt is really implied is that the influ
~nc~s of a certain planet harmonize or coincide with 
those of one or more of th~! signs which afford a freer 
medium for its expression. 

Difference Between Signa and Houaes 

On erectinl:( :i chart or horoscope, we draw a circle 
and divide it into 12 spacc;s: These spaces are termed 
bdbaea upon which we write the signs and place tile 
symbols of the planets .. -according to their location' at a 
specified time. 

I!.ach IR>use PilS a distinct nature with which the stu 
dent should become thoroughljr familia·r . 

• 
• The houses are numbered from Of\e to twelve. Th1 
first one is.!9cated 1ust under the Eastern Angle (wher 
facing sou,h) or left hand side Of the chart, and the sip: 
'that is put on it is callld the Ascendant or Riaing Sign 
This is because the Earth appears to be stationary anc 
the signs seem to revolve aJOund it !:rom ea!t to west 
A new degree of the zodiac! appears to ascend on the 
eas1erR horizon eve-n fcur minut~;s and a .new sign tc 
rise every two liou_rs. 

The Ascendant 
.• • . . 1' 

Although thl!: stgns.are appar-.ntly c!onstantly ascend· 
i~, the h~uses ne11er change their locatiot\s. .The firs1 
one i~alwayjj"just under tke :f9lstern Angfe ~r1he chart 
reJ,Prdle!>'S of what sign Uta~ be passing over it. 

) . . .~ 

_ A • JnDSf ·rmportant Pirt of the fJork itt astroloty ls 
l04;ating the Ascendant (rising sign and degsee). The 
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Rising Sign and it~ R"uler, tog;ther Y'ith Bl'Y planets. 
w.hich may be in the Fjrst Hopse, have an infl\lence oq 
the mind ani reveal to some extent th~ characteristics 
"f the native, and the J!!eneral indicat\ons of;. the life .. 

The ascendant is always that point on the eastern 
liorizon where the Sun.appears to rise in the rqorning. 
It is the point where the signs and degrees of.the zodiac 
appear fo rise or ascend in their -sequence. Pr~erly·, 
the ."ascendant" is that particul.tr sign '-nd degr¥-C ·exact· 
ly on the eastern horizon in the" latitude of the birth 
place at the moment for wltich the chart is .cast. ' ' 

This apparent rising of the signs is due to the Earth's 
rotation on its axis at a rate of speed which cause\ one 
degree of the zodiac to appear to ascend to the eastern 
horizon every four minutes. As there ane 30 degre'es to 
a sign, it requires approximately two hours for a com
plete sign to pass the horiron, to be followed in 'this 
orde•r by each of th4111 succeedingesigns until in·a complete 
day of 24 hours every degree of the zodiac will have been 
momentarily on the ascendant. By th• usc pf Sidereal• 
Time, (into. whic~ ierms birth time is. ~onv~ted):.and 
'rabies of He-uses, the elact degree and sign passing the 
ascendant may be ascertai\ted for any latitude. 

, By what has been !;aid concerning the rising of a 
zodiacal degree every four minutes, the •eccssity of 
correct birth data becomes strif<ingly applrent: -

• 
By · caroful st~dy of tfte foregoins;- it will become 

evident that because Aries is the first sign of the zodiac 
it is by no means always on the first cusp of a chtrt• The 
signs are apparently constantly. revolving, and at differ
ent times of the day, different signs and degrees aore on 
the ascendant anCi other house cu,sps, h$lce the necessity 
of knowing the;birtlt•time. The cha~r op "Sidtreal 
time" roill.explain ht~w to find•the ·~ending sign in 
:rabies of .Houses and "!~er-a to pia~ ea~ -sfgn eropll:ly 
an everj' chart. 

,• The influence o(• plal¥1ta in the 'odi.acat ·~ 4ffe .. 
charact~ principally, accordinr·to -.,hich signs they oc- · 
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tupted orl'date of birth.•'Knowirig.ttie characteristica or 
what the natural teltd~cies will be, as shown thereby, 
gives ODe the GJ>J>Ortunity tO improve Wea~ traits, or to 
eliminate undestra'>fe o,"\es as th~ case requlres. Tb team 
which sip c;,ach planet -ecc:tpied at bitlh, it is neces:. 
Sfry to refer to an Ephemeri!; (a record of the plane!t!l' 
daily ~ositions) for that date and time.• 

wvi.n a child is born the magnetic currents set in 
motit~ by that particuhr Ascendant, stamp themselves 
on !be fndividti'al by !'"'!tting a definite trend to the chem
ical and cellular activities, and throughout the whole life 
the qualiti.S. of that Ascendant will be seeking expres
sion. You will find people looking out of their particu
lar window, as it were: An Aries person will look out on 
the .. world from an Aries standpoint, the Taurus individ
ual ,will see things according to his sign, and so on 
through the twelve divisions. 

l'n a general sense, it may be;_ considered that the pirth 
month sign (or Sun sign' denotes tl:w individuality, while 
the Ascendant denotes the personality. 

Ifulivid~lity, .as indicated b~ the Sun Sign, consists 
of inherent tendencies, capacit)' and abilities or thos~ 
inner qualities by which the ~ndividual knows himself. • 

Personality may ~e considered as the external expres
sions whir.h characterize the person; that which dis'
'tinguishes hibt from otl\ers and identifies him. 

By what you have just read abou~ the bi'rth~month 
sign (Sun sign) and the Asc~nding sign, you are aware 
tha\ th,ey provide tV'j() ways of stud.,ying people. Neither 
one alone completely or accurately des~;ribes a person. 
There are approxfmately two hours every day (about 
sunrise) when tile birth month sign is t>n the A!'jl:endant, 
thua giving a ljouble influence r# that sign, showing a 
pronounced blend of individualit.v and per_sonality. _ • 

· • -aea.ting" (~c chapter e~itl~~· "Influen~ 4>1." the :sun :n 111e TlVelve.Signs'"shows ~liat people born ~n"ditferent 
' . 

~ l'ml lllfcmdtltD ot Ephemerldn f.Dd 'llablee of.SOUIIel wUI 'be 
f.Oimcl to•the cataJoaue of U.WeiiJn PubUeatlons, Ltd. 
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• 
~o!Khs d\ffer c~nsilh;nbly as Individuals. Rekding tM 
"I!lfluence of the Ascending Signf;" givls infof·m!ltio~ of ' 
how people -.,ould expr~s thctilselves.aqcording to the' 
!ijgn aS'cending at birth. • 

•The Sun requires one \DOnth to apparently transit 
through the 30 degrees of a sign ; during that ti:ne tl:fe 
urth has made 30 rot'ltitJns on its axis. lt is on~as a 
matter of convenience that astrology places th~ ca':th in 
the center of a chart and assumeS:the Sup to be tran. 'ting 
in the earth's orbit. 

Let us consider that peritJd from March 2·1st to Aprft 
19th when the Sun is said to be transiting through Aries: 
All persons born in that period are Arians, but as the 
earth rotates on its axis each day a new sign appean on 
the Ascendant every two hours, consequently some 
Aries-month individuals are born at a tirrfe of day ~hen 
~ries was ascending (which ,would increase their Arian 
qual\ties) while others born two hours later would 4 be 
Arians with Tauru! ascending'· those born two hours 
after that would be Arians with Gemini ascending; and 
so on. Each person looks out on the' w<1rld through ' 
~ifferent colored windol\'s. as it were' That we "see 
things from a• different angle" is an astrolog-ical aphorism. •. - ' 

You may learn. a great deal about any one just by 
~tudying their birth date; sign (Sun sign). 

You may acquire additional informatioq ~'f them b_x 
study of their ascending sign. , 

You' m;:l' learn•still mort. about that person when you 
read th~ influence of the planets as they were located 
in the different signsr lit time of birth. • • •. 

The house positions of the planets !tt the tim~ of J>irth 
will pro.vide further revelation of event1 and their mun
dime interests an~ coratitions. 

. ' 
• The pr~I.PaL dlfterence between the dllaram 011. pare 8 an& a. 
horoscope, hf that the Son u.d l!l•e Earth ue \rans~. Tt1e 
Earth belnc pictured tn the cellt.er, tha Son apparentlr tradsltlnr 
t})e Earth's true path thronrh line •etru• each month. With th" 
ltarth In center rotattur o~ lte axle, tha relatloa et tbe.alrneo 
around It are easily u'certalned b7 ftrellDI ot a Table of H0118M. • 

t • • • 
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All tlJe signs of th~ zodiae· are' good; one sign is 
~qually a .. good as :-.nother . 

• The progressive student will do well to i emem"ler that 
'destiny" properly mi:ans whattver is .possible unto u&, 
and "fate" '":leans the exterr_al circumstances which .:p
~ar ip our pathway to be manipulated and eventually 
overc.'>me thrpugh effort and - nderstanding: "He who 
wou,.t1 slay dragons must first learn their habits." To 
ove·'Come fate we mu~t first know our fate. Astrology 
pornts the way to t~at desirable information. 

• Astrology is not a doctrine of fatalism. It provides 
us with an inventory of the working materials with 
which we were endowed at birth in the form of tenden
cies, mental capacity, physical endowments and abilities; 
but ho\t' we use or neglect to use the tools remains with
in &ur own jwisdiction. "Wisdom puts an end to pain." 
Through astrology we learn how to improve our work
mJnship on the wheel of life and consequently to improve 
our fate by complying. consciously with Nature's laws 
instead of violating them . 

. . ',this szst'em'of astrology is known as the modernized 
Arabian Systelil, the oldest 'mown, but revised ani 
adapted to present conditione; and peoples.· Correspon~

"ing to and harmonizing with astronomy, it is necessarily 
geocentric in its methods ("geo" meaning earth, and 
"centric" meaning center) ; in other words, recognizing 

, the Earth• as a center e>f influence and observation. 

Placing the Earth in the center of a chart (i~ place 
of the Sun, see page 8) ma~s it easy' to vi~{!alize how, 
by the turning of the Earth on its axis from west to east, 
the- si«ns appear tG ascend at the eastern' horizon and 
descend on the wt;stem. . ~ 

A"strology is .a language of symbo:S, hence )he first 
step toward it!i mastety is a thQ(oug~, knowledge of its 
symbology. Before ~ttempting to erect a horoscope, 
~come porfectly f~miliar with tte charact~rist~s of"the 

· planetl, the' t~ndenc\es be~ow-%d by the iigbi. and the 
n~tire of the houses. TJlen.:tearn which planets rule the 
'dlfferent si'"s and tfracttce making ,the syrgbols of ~~ ,. d. I , • · an p ane,s. 



THE HOUS~S ~oF A' ~OROSCOPE 

The twelve~ houees or the Mroscopc rhould not be 
ccnfusea with the twel~ aipa ("{ th• zodia~, because 
toea student the t'i.velve housr~s are divisions Jn a quap or 
chart and always occupy tlie same place tlierein, whil«i, 
the signs are sec:tions i@ the zodiac, and due ~the 
Earth's motion on its axis, ·they apparentty•are \;On tant
ly revolving from east, over the .meridian to the =-est. 
Later on we will learn just whatcsigns ar~ passitW -oyer 
the various houses at-any given bird! time. . ' ' 

The houses relate particullrly to the material interests 
, and conditions, while the signs tell us more of the spirit
ual qualities which manifest as character, temperament 
and tendencies. ' 

Inasmuch as parts of the human body Ire concer~ed, 
tlte signs and houses are identical in influence, that is, 
the first zodiacal sign Aries rules the head and face 'as 
does also the first hbuse in a cftart. The sign Taurus 

,rules the throat as does the second house, and so on. 
Each house has a specific value and qullity" oj its own 
amd these chiracteristics. should be leahled tlioroughly 
Q)' the student who hopes t(il read a horoscope well. 

For instance: ,n addition to th& influence already 
a&signed to them on othtr pages, the houses are known 
as Angular, Succedent and Cadert. The angtes are the 
four cardinal points in a horoscope, i. e., t"tie I st, lOth, 
7th anli 4tk housej. known respectively ·as the Ascendant, 
Midheaven '(MC.-Medium:cceli or Meridian), Descend
ant, and· the Nadir or lowest point. These are the most 
important places to ct>flsider when j~dging· a hor~rsct~pe. 
When a planet ,s in an angular house it is then termed 
"accidentally digr;itied," if cadent, "accidentally debili-
tated." - -

"\he succeilent ·houst# are thos' which" follow or suc
ceed tbe•.angles and are next in power. _ T,hey are -tlae . 
2nd, 5th,.8th and 11th h<Nsel. . . ......... 
• .Cadent houses are those ewtftch fall from the ang..,. 
O:nd" any plaftets foftnd therein.,.are said •tct he .weakly&' 
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.~osited irt' Jhe ch,.art. ~1'1~ 3rd, 6"thr 9th ~nd 12th hodses 
are cadent . 

• 
Nature Qf the Hciusos and Things They Represent • - . . 

.lst~use-Kules the personality, natural 01sposltlon 
and te encies, self-interest antleworldly outlook gener

. ally. ' "h~ parls of the body represented are the head 
and Lee . 

• 2nd Housc-Finan~ial affairs, tlfQnetary prospects 
G"ain • or loss according to the nature of the planets 
therein, and how the ruler of thi!:: house is aspected and 
where posited in the chart. Represents throat and ears. 

3r~ House - Brethren, short journeys, writings, 
studi~s. mental.inclinations and ability. Denotes shoul
ders, arms, hands, lungs, coll,ilr bone and nervous system., 

• 
4th House---F;1ther, jjome, envijonment, dom«!stic 

affairs, and general condition at close of life. The out
.look regarding 1Jlines, lands, property and the end of 
undet"takinis. Rwles the breast, stomach and digestive. 
organs. 

•sth House-Children, love affairs, Jilleasurable emo
tions, speculations. ~ules the heart, sides and upper 
half of the ~ack. ' • 

6th House-Sickness, servants or employes, service, 
work, food, .hygiene, clothing.and smaW ani~;lls. • De
notes the solar-plexus and bo~els. 

7th"H~use --Unions~ partnerships~ marriage~ contracts, 
lawsuits, open enen,ies, dealings with others and the 
public" generally. Parts denoted are •reins, kipneys, 
ovaric;.s and lower:•half of the back:. 

8th House-L~gacies,•th~ monet or goods• of "then,
del\t'tt; at~d atl• !llatte~ connqs:teA with the dead~ astral 
experie-nce~ F'lnancial' affairs .of the partner, bei'hg the 
seeetfd house of the partnet. ~Seventh house represents.' 
t~ pat'tnp's fir:ft house.) :Rules the~muscufar systelh, ' 
bladder and sex organs. ..-
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' 9t\] Heuse-Lon~ journeys, • .foreign count~ies and 
places remote from birth; drearr.3, visions, p"ychic ·ex
periences, education, intaition ;:nd higher develnpment; 
acientilic, pllilanthropic\ philosot;>hic· and' spiritual ten
dencies. Partnec:'s brother 

5 
or s1ster, being' the third 

hvuse from the seventh. £1gnifies the live. and thighs. 

lOth House-Professi<'..a, occupation, hol'or, fan\;. pro· 
motion, .mother, employer; affairs of the ct~unf\ty or 
government. Rules the knees. • 

11th House-Friends, associations, hopes and wi~hes; 
indicates the financial cond'ition of the employer, being 
the "second" house from the tenth. Rules the ankles. 

12th House-Unseen or unexpected troubles;< re
straint, limitations, exile, seclusion, secret sorrows, sjlent 
sufferings and woe, self-undoing, secret"· enemies, hos
<pitals, large animals; occult er hidden side of life. Rifles 
the <feet. 

Fourth and Tenth Houses 

In Relation to Father and MotHer• 

Reference' to twelve of .the leading astrological text
books, published during the past three hundred yeart, 
shows the tenth 110use ruling the mother; fourth house. 

•the father. Only one ~ the early writers reverses this 
indication, while another, wh~ leans t~~rd Easter~ 
methods quotes the tenth house as J;Uiing father in the 
horos"co!k of fe111ales, moVter in male charts; the fourth 
ruling mo•ther in the hord!>cope of females, the father in 
male charti. My owp experience confirms the teachings 
of the twelve older·writers. It is•an invariabl~rule in 
Horary Astrology to use tenth hoflse for mother and 
fourth, for fathet" in all cases. -

' If your own florosC:ope is corijFCt, thitt is, based ·upon 
a' known t1me of birth .and then ~rrected J>y the .r"les 
of rectili~tlon, it shou~ be» an easy matt;~ to dfltermi.ne 
the rulerships of these houses by" observing t>he tf'l!W'sits 
of planets through the tenth lnd ft>urth houses and Wt
in'g the effect upon pa~ent!l.. Aspect~ l>f• psogtess~8, 
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planets tO<•those cusps are• also si~nLfi~ant. If oPJe of ,the· 
'parel\ts is •deceased,. tr'tlnsits or progressed aspects to 
either heuse ~ill indif:ate cerresponding reactiolfs 
by the rema_ining Qa,.ent, due to !he fact thlt one ohouse 
opposes the" other. In fife tiv:re JS a natural or psychic1 

sympathy bet\veen the parentt; and when aspects affect 
t~ ho~~e of one parent the thoughts or external condi
_tions oy ~he other are likely to bt disturbed. Hence, the 
studeJ; _ in•studying this. matter for his own satisfaction 
needs l>e very ob!',trvant F.nd analytical to determine the 
posif1~n•of the forces which characterize the phenomena 
under. consideration. 

Logically it would seem that the fourth house should 
rule the mother as it corresponds to the domestic sign, 
Can~r. which is ruled by the Moon, both of which are 
term11d "feminine." • 
0~ the other hand the nome and domestic life is• 

largely influenced by the iather, his t~mperament, he'tllth 
and general success. 

Agr.ain, c:apri.::orn the natural tenth sign is termed 
feminine, and it i: mainly the mO(her's influq1ce in early' 
life which directs the tenden«:ies and aspirations that, 
atl.erwanls determine the worldly outJook, the honor, 
credit, esteem and po~ition achie'.:ed. 

•Much ~<clllid•be reason~d on both sides of this topic, 
but proof of the 11rgument rests with that which is 
shown by actual horoscopal demonstrat'ion. T11is "must 
be determined by practical st~dents, as no amount of 
reasogill¥, theorizing ,or arguing caQ substit11te the ac
tual operation of cosmic vibrations . 

• 
However, times-are changing. Dome!O'tic relatiQils and 

conditions have .undergone great .&an&es in England, 
and America particulart,, and it ma.t'" eventual~ be deter-• 
mintd through caref'-tl investigation by COVlP.et~nt re
searcher\, that otllese changes"'arl! -portrayed by 1 reversal 
ofopiltentat"indidltions.sin<;~: t~~ time of the ancients, and 4 

t~t the· ne~· 01;der requires a new allocatifill of th~eo .. 
.fea,tur~s ~oncerning the f-"llrth. and tenth houses: 
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Ni~th house It',ftuence 
(• ,, 

Cana'da Ia \? the United' States 'it. foreign rount•·y: and vice 
yersu, il\asmuch as they nr'l under dil'l'fren'c forms of government. 
A Canadian who \'It' shes to ente} the civil service of• this country 
lr. obliged to take out natural~'<ation papers just 1.1.s do English, 
German, French, Italian, Spanish, or any foreign bor11 person. 
Duty Ia charged on new gf'!'dS coming or going Into ~. S. or 
Canada, a~d just as strictly' on the border as Jr. the ,!nt~or. 

Although Alaska for years past has belonged to the U. S., It 
strikes one forcibly that It must hea'r a nlnfn .'louse rt~•oti,.""I to 
persons whose home is remote from it. 'For instance, many have 
gnne there nud prospered, not suft'erlog any partlculnr dlsco~fm•t 
frnm the cold, and other adverse ~lements, while a young man 
whom we know, fortunate In many respects, but with Saturn In 
ninth, went to Alaska and nearly froze to death. He suffered 
many other hardshlpa besides. So the ninth house must represent 
foreignness In every sense of the word. ' 

The ninth house of a horoscope not only rut~ long jou~neyo, 
foreign aft'alrs, foreigners and foreign countries, hut also places 
homote from that or bh·th regarilleas ot whpthl'r actually u».der 
anotl\er ling, that Is, t~ persona bor~ in the U. S., Alaska or the 
l'hlllpplnes would be • •oreign" places. A person born In the U. 
H., near the border or Mexico, upon crossing the horder, even but 
a short dlstunce. would technically be In a fol.elgr, c,ountry. As· 
trologlcally, the ml'l'e fact of his crossing over the ll"e woul!l not 

'entitle the act. to ninth hou'~e consideration because the customs . 
• climate, t>tc .• would nil remalll the same, anfl no radical change 

Is apparent nor foreign clements to contend with. But, of cour"-l 
judgment must be l!xerclsed on such QUE\1llons R8 these, for cir· 

_cumstanl'es niter cases. t'or Instance, had this bypothetlcal 
American formally cast orr his allegiance to the U. !i, and adopted 
Mexico as hla country and entered< Into actlveolnter'lst In thr 
aft'alrs of that country, then It would bt> 11 ninth house matter, 
for while distanee ~ld not make it a foreign aft'alr, It wos made 
so by tbe circumsfances, co~ltlons and the new elements and 
activities 'encounte•·ed. 

Due to the Parfh's rotation the Sua seem'S to rise on the eastern 
horizon eacb mornJ,.ng, passing through the 12tb and 11th houaea 
and arrfvlng at casp of lOth house a,t noon. • At aunset It Ia on 
the dl'IICer:dant, or 7th clflv. after which during .the night It tal8ee 
through the 6th, 5tb, 4t~ 3rd Rnd 21lfl houses to arrive (by tha 
ea"th'a axlat•rotatlon) oo tJ!e ftrat cuap i!ll'Rin at I!Jlnrlse. , w 

The ot1Jer plaoete likewise ·apriear to l!ourse througll tbe 'housee, 
c but It should be remembered taRt the ~tual o\'otlon of the \llal<l-
• ~ lo their olbltll Ia Jut the reveree, that II. tly!y <'1(\tually lr&lllll' 

from Arlee to TauMIII; to G•mlnl, ~d so on. 
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,The 'ela_tioLI' of Signs 1111d Houaea 

NORTH 
1 NADIA 

f.:xplain~g'd;_,tinction b;tween a "house" and a "sign." 

Signs are the t~elve divisi<lns of the,zodiac.• • 

Houses are twelve segments of spaces qetween the 
Earth lnd the Zodiac. (Considerink the earth as in the 
center for conveniel'lce.) • 

• 
Pipets travel'in the zodiacal drcle, but for conven· 

ience in making"and r<;.ading a clfart th~ planets are in. 
ser,ed in ths: houses, A line is 1dn from ea~h pbnet 'to 
the si&'l it ol:,apies on the .~at~a for which 'tbe "chart is 
f1!a4.e.' (~e E~mple "Ch~rts) • 
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THE 
0

ZODIACA·~ ,SIGNS 
-' 

Rpling Plapets 

•l' Aries ruled by ~ Mars ,. 
!S Taurus ruled by ~ Venus 
ll Gemini ruled by 1;1 Menury 
§ Cancer ruled by ]) Moon 
&\. Leo ruled by 0 Sun 
1lJZ Virgo ruled by 1;1 Mercury 

=.:= ..I...I.IUn:l CUJII:\.I V¥ :J" Y ~UWS 

111. Scorpio ruled by 0) Mars•· 
t Sagittarius .. by 2J JW>!ter 
..., Capricorn ruled t.y 1). Sn turn 
= ;{quariu~ ruled by Iii 'Uranus * P!!v,!es ruletl by W•· N~tuue 

Triplicities 

The zodiacal signs are divided into four groups called 
"triplicities," and in their order they represent the four 
elements, fire, earth, air and water. (See chapt,er on 
"Triplicities" in Part V.) " 

Fie~:y Triplicity is composed of Aries, Leo, Sagitt~rius. 
~ ( 

Earthly Triplicity: Taurus, Virgo, Capricorn. 
' .. 

Airy Triplicity: Gemini, Libra, Aquarius. 
l • 

• Watery Trtplicity: Ca'iu;er, Scorpio, Pisces. 

Classification. 

Movable or Cardinal sign~----.\ries, f-a'ncC;r, Lib~a, 
Capricorn. . . 
Fixe~ signs-"faurus, ~:eo, Scorpio, Aquarius. 

Common or Flex~~ aigns--Gemjni, Virgo, Safiittarius, 
Pisces. 

Fruitful signa.--Cancer, Scorpio, Pisces. 
• • 

Barren signs,-Ge~~ni, Leo, Virgo .• , 

'Maa.:ulide signs-Aries, Gemfni,..Leo, Lipra, Sag\ttar-
ius, Aqit~rihs. ' 

Feminine aigns-Taui111s, • Ca51cer, 'Virgo, Scbci)(o, 
Capricorn, •Pisces.~ 

. N orrtftern signa are, tpe' first six beginping with· ~.ries. . . .. - . . 
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stouthep~ sig~s are Jbe remaini'!lg six beginning 'With 
Libra .• (Sun is itr Soy.th Deflination when in these 
signs.) 

Signs ol" short ascension,-Capricorn,•Aquarius, Pisces, 
/<ries,1 Taurts, Gemini. Th~se are the signs which Will 
sometllmes be omitted from the Ephemeris and are 
ther6:or' "intercepted" betweln two cusps in a chart. 

S1gns of Jon~ ascen11ion-Cancer, Leo, Virgo, Libra, 
Sd'rpioo, Sagi'ttarius0 "These are the signs which will 

.sorgctimes be found entered twice in the Ephemeris, and . 
therefore stretch across two cusps in the chart, thus 
making some signs "intercept." 

l3i-corporeal or double-bodied signs-Gemini, Pisces 
and first half of Sagittarius. 

Equinoctiaf signs-Aries and Libra. 

"Tropical signs-Cancer and Lapncorn. 

Human signs-Gemi~i, Virgo, ,.1quarius and first part 
of Sagittar.ius .• 

Bestiaf sign~Aries, Tauru!i, Leo, Capricorn and lajt 
half of Sagittarius. • 

Signs of voice--SJemini, Virgo, Liltra, Sagittarius and 
Aquarius . 

• Mute sigrrs-Cancer, Scorpio, Pisces. 

Features of thco. Zodiacal•Signs . ' 
And Zones of the Human Body Ruled by the Signs 
• • • • • • 

Aries---Movable Qr cardinal, fiery, maxuline, ruled by 
Mars. It governs the head and fa\c. 

T~rus-Fixe~~ earthly, feminin('f semi-fruitful.' ruled bv 
Venus. G<lvfrnS ti1roat and ~eck . • 

<!!!mini-Common• or flexed,• airy, barr~n, ftlasculine, 
• ruled. by ~<'rcury. Go",-~,·,Ps hands, arm~, ~boulders, 
•• •collarbonc;lungs.:md.nerovou~ system. • 
Catlce.r---•Mo\"able or cardinal..wat~y, verf fruitful,•fllfl
- H1ine, ruled by the 1\foon. -Governs breast 31\d stomach.· 
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Leo-Fi:~~.ed, fiery, b<~rrt:n, masculine, ruled by the Sun~ 
Governs heart, sides and upper p~rtion of th_e ba~k. 

Virgo;.-Fle»~d or com,mon, earthly, 'barren, feminine, 
• ruled by Merc;ury. Governs solar plexus o.nd bowels. 

' •• :fibra-Movable or cardinal, airy, semi-fruitful, 
1 
mascl'-

line, ruled by Venus.,, Governs kidney~, loin, ?varies 
and lower portion af back. 

Scorpio-Fixed, watery, fruitf~o~l, fel'l'inine, ruled by 
Mars. Governs the bladder and· sex organs. ' •·· 

Sagittarius-Flexed or common, fiery, masculine, ~ule.d 
by Jupiter. Governs liver, hips, thighs and condition 
of the blood. 

Capricorn-Movable or cardinal, earthly, semi-fr• 'tful, 
feminine, ruled by Saturn. Governs kTlf.es and sp·:t-en. 

Aquarius-Fixed, airy, masculine, barren, rule0 bv 
' Uf,anus. Governs calves, ankles, distribution of booily 

fluids and intuitioo.•. 
Pisces-Flexed or common, watery, h~•litf!ll, femimne. • 

Governs feet and psychic faculty. 

Cardinal, Fixed and Common Signs 

The cardinal signs may be like~<ed to the car~inal 
voints of a compass, I. e., east, west, nqrth, south. 
Zodiacally expressed: Aries, ea!lt; Libra, west;, Cancerr 
north ; Capricorn, south. These signs, Aries, Cancer, 
Libra' an<i Capri-.orn are \'ailed cardinal signs, because 
of the cpadge of seasons therein : Aries, spring; Cancer, 
summer; Libra, fall; Capricorn, wil;tter. These c;.ha11ges 
of season are dpe to the Sun's apparent change or declin
ation, or, in reality, to the obliquity df the Earth aq:ord
ing to its locatiol1' in its orbit. 

"' Fixed signs m&y be 4ikened unto the h1iddle of a ·sea-
soJl, th~re being thr~ signs td et-ch season. If . t;!te 
cardinal siglll brings us ipto ~ change of ;-"-tlsOn then the 
fixed sign sees us firmly ce.ntered 6r set lJl that sea:s<ln. 

\ . . .. . .. 
.. • Common ligns arc the third or last moll tOO of the fou$1' 
seasons .. We have. becofl\e W't.ll acquainted with. th.e 
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season throughout the •cardinal' aQd' fixed morfths and in 
the• comnfon signs Y/e tlnish up the duties which are com
mon to "such Sol'!a.Gon and' begin to prepare f~r the ·change 
to the neJS,t quarter. -

, Perr,ns ~orn during the "reign of cardinal signs a're 
said W be versatile, adaptable j.nd readily capable of ad
justir.g ~em!l'elves to changing conditions as they occur. 

hhose who (lrc born fn fixed signs are more set in their 
ways and more fixet'. in their views than those born in 
'tardinal or common signs. They are likely to have more 
continuity and be more difficult to move, change or 
sway. They do not so readily change their minds; are 
not so quick to adju!.t and adapt themselves. 

"Fhose borllt in common signs have more or less the 
attributes of both cardinal and fixed and can adapt 
tM:mselves to the natureS of both those signs, cons'e
quently, to the natives.of the othir signs, those of the 
common signs, seem to be mutable or unstable. 

l'h HoPary .P..strology a planet posited in an angular 
house is said to be "accidentafly" dignified; if in a suc
,cedent house it is not accidentally dignified neither :s 
it debilitated, but if posited in a cadent house it is acci
dentally debilitated. The angular, succedent and cadeot 
houses c~respond in nature with cardinal, fixed and 
'commoh sig~s. First h•ouse, angular; second house, sue
cedent; third hotlse, cadent.. Repeat .around. thco cir~le. 

, "I liDO~- "Is the Dipt ot the m~ bltt a DIPt without mcina 
or 1tar. -contgelu ,. . 
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PLANE'I'3 

Their Astrolo&io::al Nature an1 Inftu~nce 

Moon 

l> T):le Moon's influence is said to be cold, moist, 
phlegmatic and feminine. She \s' fruitful and convertible 
in nature, being fortunate or unfprtunat'e, accol dii'Jl; to 
her position (by house) in a chart and her aspects and 
location in the zodiac (by sign) at that time. Her influ
ence in a horoscope is of utmost importance. Her prox
imity to the Earth and rapidity of motion render her a 
powerful significator in all branches of astrology. • She 
makes a complete transit of the zodiac every 27 da,ys, 7 
hours and 43 minutes. ' 

• Sl;;e rules !iquids, fresh water, milk, public commod-
ities such as groce:ies, fish, <'..rinks, etc.; also sailing, 
brewing, nursing and females generally. She denotes 
trades people like delivery men or thos~ eng~ged iQ oc-
~cupations where they ,meet the gen~ral public. The 
,Moon influences growth of: all plant me. She governs the 
brain, stomach, breasts, left eye of the male and right e';/e 
of the female. H~r day is Monday. Metal, silver. Colors, 
•pale yellowish white, a silver shade and pale _green. The 
Moon rules the sign Cancer. 

M(.rcury 
•• 

~ The jnfluence pf the planet Mercury is neutral, 
dualistic, coldl moi~t, sexless and convertible.' It ex
presses accordmg to position. aspect" and location in the 
zodiac t good when in favorable aspect;, to other pfancts 
and malefic when ~o.dversely ;rspecteo. Mercury, can 
rarely be seen with tfle naked eye, as i1: is never more 
titan 2&deg'rees from thr Sun and C{lnsequen,tly can .<¥\IY 
come irit8 1spect of ac .::o'!>junction, pat·01flel, vt&:i!l_tile, 
quindecile and semi-sextil~ with that luminaty. "V~the,n 

~'V'ithin 8~ ~egrees pf the S6n t11e a\pect is ~dverse, be'ihg 
"'"c~mbust" or burrit u~ and J.oses a gfeat 'deal bf i~ 
ability, lfhe influence .i~ best when leayi,ng the Sun# · 



it rulOoS that• pa~:t '3f the intelll!ct which is suscl!ptible 
to cui&Qvation through. study,. precept, observation .and' 
imitation. M"ercury influences the nervoll4$ systim, solar 
plexus, btiwels, .lrms,"mouth, fbngue, ~ense of sight, P'!r
cepti!J1, ul'!derstanding, irlterpretation and" expression. 

•n d(l'als with traveling, teaching, clerkship, speaking, 
writing, printing, publishing; literature, stationery, secre
tar~es, eookkeeping, letters, mailing, etc. Its day is Wed
nesday; its metal is rwuid metal or quicksilver. Colors 
ar~ ature bltle and 4ove; also spotted mixtures. Mercury 

, rules the signs Gemini and Virgo. 

Venus 

•9 Venus is termed a feminine planet. She rules the 
sepse of touch and to a great extent the disposition. She 
inclines to aft that pertains to the higher attributes of the 
rgind: music, poetry, painting, singing, drama, opera ~nd 
all refined amusements and adornment. Her iq.fluence 
is expressed as generofts, kind, goe:d-humored and loving. 
She is considered benefic, warm, moist and fruitful. 

Venus is tht: brightest pla~t in the solar system. J;Jer 
orbit being smaller than thllt of the Eardt she can never 
be more than 48 degrees distant from the Sun, co~~e
quently can only ~orne into aspect o"f conjunction, paral
lel, vigiq,J:ile, quindecile, semi-sextile, semi-quintile and 
semi-$quar« with that.luminary. She governs the throat, 
kidneys, reins and ovaries. Her day is Friday. Metal, 
copper. Colors are turquoi.l;e and pililk. VeP!us"Tules the 
signs Taurus and Libra. 

Sun 

b The Su~ in nature is hot, dry, masculine and life
g~ving. He p,ossesses the poweY of absorbing •the nature 
and influenc~'of any.planet within a~ orb of 8Ya degrees 
ef his cogjunctio~ A planet.s~ situated i~ termed '~com
bu~f· as the' Sun appare~d.>'appropriate! i•s".qualities . 

• ' Represepts health, trie "ita! principle, g_eneral prow-er-
ity, ltigft offtce, posit~ns o£ orank~ and title, gove~rift!nt 
1ffairs and ?f'ficials; new and!irtakings, publicjty, popu-
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laritr; superior or pr~?ua and haughty persons. Go11~rns 
the sides, upper portion of the back, heart, right eye of 
the male and, left eye of 'the female. H:s :lay is Sunday. 
:¥ etal, ·~old. Color, orance. The S".un 'rules the; sign Leo. 

M~s 
& Mars is significant~.Jf strength, force, energy, cour

age and a~tivity. It is called a hot, dry, masculi11e pl,ilnet, 
and has much to do with the ai1J,bitions1 desires and an
imal nature. His manifestation i~. constructive •or ·de-

' structive, according to what use the individual mak~s of 
the vibrations, as indicated by the position, aspects and 
location in a chart. He governs the sex organs, bladder, 

' muscular system, head, face, left ear and the sense of 
taste. Also cuts, burns, scalds, etc. Rules iron, s~el, 
surgery, chemistry, military matters and war; policerpen, 
surgeons, dentists, butchers, chemists, tl".ose of quick 
t(mper and reddish complexion. Day, Tuesday. Co\or, 
red. ,\fars rules the signs Aries and Scorpio. 

t• • 

Jupiter 
\ ' 

2l Jupiter, by the ancients termed Jov.,e, is tne gre.Uer 
fLrtune, and is. said to be hot, moist, sanguine, temperate, 
secial, expansive, masculine& and moderate. He governs 
the blood, liver, • veins, arteries and thighs. Rules 
h~her education. Signifies judges, councilors, bankers, 
brokers, theologians, philanthropists' also science, law, 
reason and comparison. Rules fiflancial dellings: specu-' 
lations,. shipping business and forei~n affairs. Day, 
Thursday.' .Metal: tin. CoJ:>r, green. Jupiter rules the 
sign Sagittarius. 

Saturn 

'1 Sometimes s.;rmbolized as Fathe"r Time. In oklen 
days Sa1er, or Satan, was its qame ~d it signified 
(d)evil, ~arkness, secrecy, loss and misfortune. •Its 
natwe is cold. dry, phl~matic, mt1ancholic, earthly and 
masculine# .~hen Saturn•ij well pla&d or.as~ectql. tftt:, 
person is•grave, profouncf, ~rtdent,• cautiou\ a11d of. ex
ctllent organizing and executive.abil~y. B'ut when he"is• 
w.t.tlt or afflic:Yed, the'"ati'(e is apt to be birot'l:4, a,cq11isi-, 
tive, irritat,le, discontented a.nd d)mplaining. He govt:r~s. 
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,"the teet}f, bones
1 

splee11': knees, • rigHt ear, anc/ sen!!e of 
hea~ing. Rules orioklclYing, pottery, masonry, plumbing 
and other lab~Mi4lus or "uncon~nial emplo.yment, De
notes aged .persons; thi.n, nervov,s, dark, seClusive AIW 
farmer:'j m~nfrS; coal, junk ~r produce ·>dealers, property 
~wner'J It rules land, property, mines, lead and dealings 
in real ·estate. Day, Saturd'lY· Metal, lead. Color, 
black. ~turrf rules the sign Capricorn . 

. Uranus 
•• 

It;! Formerly calletl Herschel in honor of him whose 
work stands high in the pages of astral science. Its 
nature is cold, dry, airy, positive, electro-magnetic, ec· 
centric, occult and malefic. It governs the organs of 
curiosity, inventions and investigation; genius and per
sonal magnetism; also all things of a curious or wonder
ful "nature. k precipitates sudden, unexpected events. 
It denotes astrologers, inventors, eccentric persons, and 
ha~ rule over astrology, metaphysics, psychical researcl'l, 
telepathy and occult suejects. It ~as rule over el~ctric
ity and electrical appilances, telegraphy, telephouey, 
radio and •ele~ronic devices, airships, airplanes and ' 
aeronautits, veilicles, dynamos, phonographs, etc. It 
rules the ankles and intuitive "intellect. Its metals ai'e 
~latinum and aluminum; als"o uranium, radium and tltt 
radio-active elemepts. Its colors ue checks, plaids, 
mingled shades and changeable colors. Uranus rul\js 

1 the si~ A'tj_~arius. 
Neptune 

W The Greek name w;O; Poseidr,n, "Illler of the 
waters." Neptune seems to be yet in a nebulous condi
tion a.~d its influen;:e is more p~hic that\ physical or 
material. It repr~sents inspiration, p~chometry, me· 
dillllnship and the inner or spirit feelin_g. It rules things 
and conditions ~f a mysterious o. hid'den natufe, secret 
afflirs, detectlYe work, divers, •ubmarine vessels, etc.; 
also silence meetings lnd spiritualistic invettigation .• !ts 
plt"ur1 is c!ol<J. moi!t, neutt:~l .flld the expr~ssiad depends 
upo11 th~ loc\tion, aspect lnlj'l· f,osition, 1. e., ~t .is benefic 

"Wilen in gooa asptct wit!i other planets, but malefLc 
,whon tdVti:I"Se~y aspected. It ~s to~o witt. the recepd'l.le 
.a~c\ psychic facult1es; l'ftles the feet. It is not known to 
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rule any ~ineral,' rristal "r othet, material subst:mce, as 
do die other planets. ''It rules arvesfhet.Ccs, OJiiates, •in-

.. tox(cating beverages, and.probanly gas and drugG which 
produce, uncot~.sciousness. Denotes pty~hfcs, detectives, 
m'steries; the d~ep sea~ kelp, ulfder-~ea growth, voy
ag~s. oil, fish; also fraud an,.f deception. It~ colo\· is an 
intensified turquoise and the colors of the ocean. Nep-• 
tune rules the sign Pisce!. 

Note: To learn further of thli>se nine planets, t.ow 
they apply to the personality, afft'.:t cha!'acter, etcv r1der 
to their reading when in the First lfouse of a chart. 

Pluto 

(To date no symbol has been officially assigned to 
Pluto. So it is designated by e.) 

I:? In mythology a planet named Plutq is descri&ed 
in a manner which leaves little doubt that it is being 
designated as the ruler of the gjgn Scorpio. Astrologiool 
resear~ers are now checking up.on the influence of the 
recently discovered p~net, given the name of Pluto, to 
~scertain whether or not it is the planet wf-a11cient lore. 
It is probable that in the course of tim~ othe• plant:ts 
wMI be Iocated.by telescopt:s so that eventually there will 
beo one planet allotted to eac~ sign. In our present state 1 
of development the.present allocation of planets fits the 
consciousness of the inhabitants of thfs world very well, 
bu' as we acquire the ability to discover new ~anets our 
consciousness is likewise broadef1ed and e!evated and 
becomes, receptive to higher vibrations, making necessary 
the allocatioq of n~ly disco:ered planets to appropriate 
signs in order to interpret correctly the expressions of 
advancing ~u:ntality. S4!e Pluto, pages 324 to 334. • • 

~lanetary Dignities 

As the planets a;e cb~c;tantly moving, tpey are of~n 
in Si~ns whici'J they do 11ot rule, although they may be 
pow~rful .rv- .w~ak. therein,~ recording -to hqw they ,hat'. 
momze with the s1gn. 

,Iii such Ioc,tions t~ey are "terrned•"exalte<l," in their"" 
"f:l.l,'' or in their "detrime!lt," as.the case 1nay·b~ • _' 
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_ It shotlold be understopJ that .the plantt itself does not 
• so boecome. strong or wP.ak, but thal our responses tb its 
influence.are stronger or weaker . 

A planet.js said· to b.- in its detriment when located in 
the sig)l opposite to the oFe it rules. Thu!:, as Mars 
Q.lles P/ries, it is in its detriment when located in tile 
opposite sign, Libra. 

A .Plan'H'5 fall is the sign opposite to its e~altation. 
Thus, Mars is e,xalted'. in Capricorn; his fall is in the 
sigl\•opposite, \vhich i~ Cancer. 

• Tl'le signs of exaltation are as follows: 

Sun in Aries. Saturn in Libra. 
Moon in Taurus. Uranu~ in Scorpio. 
~- Node in Gemini. S. Node in Sagittarius. 
J~piter in Cancer. Mars in Capricorn. 
Neptune in 'l.eo. Uranus in Aquarius. 
~ercury in Virgo. V cnu~ in Pisces. 

It will be noticed t,h•t Mercury~ rules Virgo a'nd is 
exalted in Virgo; likewise, Uranus rules Aquarius and 
is exalted, in ~uarius, thus giving the planet double 
digl\ity \\!hen i~ these signs. The dignity of Uranus in 
Scorpio is not yet altogether est!tbli~hed. · . . 
• There is some doubt as to the ex~ltation of Uranus 
being in Scorpio; i~might be exalted Ill Virgo, which is 
a mental, jCientific sirrn, or exalted in Gemini, an airy, 

omental j;ign ~led by Mercury. However, Uranu~ is said 
to have a double dignity in Aquarius, so alike or harmon
ious is it with that sign. T~ dignitie.; and debil1ties of 
Neptune by sign arc also yer in doubt. See" chapter on 
"Oc,ta ... es" in Part V. 

The Moon's No-te is not a planet but a point in the 
hea'll'ens where the Moon crosses the ~liptic from north 
latitude to soutlt latitude and vice-versa. It is &mmon
ly ltnown as tilt "Dragon's Head"~ and IITail." The North 
N.,~e or Head is consitlt:red bene~c. but the•SouJh Node, 
opposite p~int. or t'ail, is ~ll6c. Its zodW!t;i!o place on 
any 'dati'. is shown i'll the -to:pllemeris. Its influence is 
~cribed in Part UI. •Seo Dictionary of Astrological 
~Terms jn f'lrt- V, also page I H). 

<> 
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• Dignities "a~d •Debiliftc;s of Planets " 
p ' 41 

Chart illustratine- the table on page 50 .• .. . 
• 

Geocentric Motion of the Planets 

The planets in the proper order of their speed through 
the zodia~ aore: MooJJ• Mercury, Venus, Earth,,M.:us, 
Jupiter, Saturn,. Uranus, Neptune an~ Pluto. . 

The Moon mattes a complete tramJ:t through the 
zodiac every 27 diys, ~.hours and 43 min"tes; her a-ter
a~.daily mq,tion is abeut 13 degfees; th.e speed varies 
between '1.2 a11d 15 degreet;1irregularlf. Whert her ,spe~<! 
is 12 degre~s per dar, mo\i!irf is 30 .minutes' of l.on~i.tude 
~r hour; when gomg 13 c¥grr.es lJI a day, mot10n1 ~s• 
~Y.. minuteSt an hour; when traveling 14 oogrees in a ol 

day, hourly motion is 35 ~i.nut~; and when at the ra_te. 
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,"of lS degr,es in.a day • hourly ;;,ct•i~n is 37y( mimttes. 
To find tpe motion of any planet in one day subtract it~ 
place indicated "irr ap Eohemeris on one da4f from that 
given on the next~ 

oMercJry, Venus and Sun make the circle of the zodiac 
in an average ,of one year, Me.:ury never being- more 
than 28 degrees from the Sun, and Venus never morr 
than •48 degrees from Sun. Mercury moves betwec11 !•I• 
andol.001 minute6 o'f lon,.gitude per day on an averagr Thr 
avera_ge daily motion of Venus is between fi~ and R2 
minules of longitude; the Sun's motion is al>• .u'. • ·'l·.' 
degree per day, or 2;~ minutes an hour. 

Mars traverses its orhit in nearly two year' . .-.r :lh( ut 
22 months on an average; its daily motion bei11g fro;-:1 
31 to" 44 minutlfS of longitude. Jupiter requires 12 ve:u~ 
to transit the entire zodiac, going through one sign each. 
yeaf and traveling about 2~~ degrees pe; m0•1!h o• be
tween 5 and IS minutes f>er day. ~turn • .~·:·.;,letes the 

.circle in about 29% years, going throu;;h unf sign in 
about two .arid t!ne-half years, or at tht' ratr nf about J 
degree per" montk Uranus req11ires aiJ,~ut R4 year~ t•> 1 

go through the entire zodiac, ~even year, to gu thl'ougl •• 
otte sign, and travels at the rate 0f allllut 4'-i degree;. 
per year, or approxi~ately one minute ~er <Ia~·· lt take' 
Neptune about 165 years to go completely through the• 
zpdiac, o,r t!tr,mgh one ,:;ign in about 14 years, and it 
travels about 2 degcees in one year. Pluto require~ about 
248 years to make a complete~circuit of1 the zodiac: 

The planets often complete the c1rcuit in nJorr or It''' 
time 'thlln given in the foregoing, ·<,wing to rctr•lgradt• 
movement, but this Is the a\·erage time ~un and Moon 
are nt!ver retrogr;!de. • 

I~a .connection witi Planetary, Dignities see ~t~(\ tl\e 
list of ltxaltatiun Dee:rees on. o~!'e 678. 
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, Tabl.e of the Dignities and Debiliti~s of :Ptanet!l . 
(According to the senerally accepted allocation.) . . 

Slrn ' Ruler Detri. E..:alt. Fall 
Aries Mars ... f;;.nus Sun 1aturo 
Taurus Venus Mars ... Moon ... Lranua 
Gt>mlnl .. Mercury .... Jupiter N. Nocle .. S. Node 
Cancer Moon . Saturn .. • Jupiter .. . Mars 
Leo Sun Uranus'. Neptune ... Uranus 
VIrgo Mercury. Neptun~ Mercury .. l(~n<.b 

Libra Venus Mars ... Saturn .... Sun 
Scorpio Mars Venus Uranus .. Moon 
Sagittarius .. Jupiter Mercury, s. Node ... N. Node 
Capricorn . Saturn .. Moon . Mars •.... Jupiter 
Aquarius Uranus Sun Uranus ... NeptTne 
Pisces Neptune . Mercury. . Venus .. . Mercury • ( 

Nature and Correspondences 
• 

Th ~ Influence of the Moun, VPnus, Sun and Jupiter Is conslclered 
good. The Influence c • Mars, Satllrn and Uranus Is known as 
malefic. The influence of Pluto is not yet definitely determined. 
Mercury and Neptune are neutral, 1. "·· theK· Influence Is good 
whpn In good aspect to other planets hut Is ~dverse' when <•villy 
aspected. Jul}iter Is called• the "greater fortune" and Veous the 
.. lesser fortune." : 

_...~When a plane~ is at home (in it~ own sign,) exalted, 
dignified by position in the chart (in angles or being the 
planet most elevated or nearest the midhe;~ven,} or well 
aspected by beneficent planets,' it manifests its highest 
qualities, that is~ the native is incli~ed to react wisely 
or favorably. ·' 

/ 
/When a •planet is. Qut of dignity (out of hon.e "Sign, 
exaltation, outoof angle, etc.,) and depilitated by unfavor
able sign position or aspects, especially by malefic plan
ets, tho lower sid'e of._its nature is more :ikely to be prom
inently manifestrd. 

lf a r'\anet should recail'e a good i.spect from aJ>en'e~c 
ilnd an 6\d\-ehe aspect fr'Ol{l·'!l malofic, the 'plan~t in.ques
tion will manifest both s1qes pf its natllre-the hight.r 
~n~ the lower-whfn influenced by direGti<>n~ and.tran 
sits, and in accordance with th.: nature of such ·asuects. 
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'1he d~lineatitms.foW.~wing, concerning the -nine "plan
ets, will•be helJ>ful in un.J.erstarwiing the principal.expres
sions of each pl~n<!t when dignified by sig~. howe posi
tion or go6d aspect~ a~ comparM wit~ their _expressio!Js 
when /11-di~ified, that is~ ..J.ebilitated by sign, how.;e 
"osition or adverse aspects. .. 

Moon 

Dignified-Reflectiv~ receptive, pliable, variable, 
retr~ed', domestic, pul!>lic, maternal, pro~uctive, adaptable. 
• IJebilitated-Frivolous, passive, weak, conceited, com
mon, nonsensical, personal, childish, changeable, luny. 

Mercury 

Dignified--Perceptive, observant, intellectual, accom
plished, clevef, skillful, vigilant, adroit, fluent, lucid, ex
peditious, studious, concc;ntrative, possessed of goqd 
m~ntal ability and memory. 

Debilitated-Careless, protuse, •IndeCISive, 1m1tatlve, 
• shiftless, dt:sul~ory, embarassed, nervous, rambling, un-, 

poi&ed, uainformed, forgetful, diffusive. Shrewd, crafty, 
artful, untruthftl. 

Venua 

Dignified--Affectionate, harmoniou~. chaste, sympath· 
etic, contented, cheerful, graceful, humane, compassiog

.ate, refi.ne<!, o.ompanioll,jlble, artistic. 
Debilitated-Immodest, disorderly, lewd, emotional, 

indolent, loud, untidy, thoulthtless, gaudy, extravagant; 
excessive love of pleasure ana ease. • 

Sun 

Dignified-Ambltious, honorable, lofty, dignified, 
loyal, faithful, <Kstinguished, gallapt. 

debilitated_._"Disdai~ful, proulf, dom,neering, despotjc, 
ar,ogant, authorit3live, haughty~ 

' . \: 
ltlov.s 

• ·Dignifi!!d-.-<;ourageous, v-enturespme, steong, dari•~· 
aggres!:ive, energetic, a.tive., fhrle!;s, constru~tive, "pas
sit-nate. 
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• 
Debilftated-Bold,• fOfttempttlctus, violent, ;orritable, 

coars'e, audacious, forceful, imput.;ivr-, i"mpatitnt, cdm
bative. destructive. sens'll'!ll. 

!upi,ter 

Dignified-Benevolent, philanthropic, generous,· truth-' 
ful, honest, moral, sincele, charitable, rea5onab.Je, com
passionate, impartial. 

Debilitated-Prodigal, wastefui, extr:.vagant, ll"e!en
tious, improvident, dissipated, hy[>ocritical, thriftless,. 
unjust, dishonest. ' 

Saturn 

Dignified-Prudent, contemplative, cautious, respo"ns• 
ible, precise, persistem, persevering, indu~trious, previ
dent, patient, economical, r.eserved, serious, resolute, con
siderate, mathematical, temp~rate, chaste, executive. • 

l. 

Debilitated-Skeptiral, melan6whc, deceitful, incom· 
petent, exacting, avaricious, perverse, indifferent, labor· 
ious, impotent, repining, acquisitive, secre(ive; SQSpiciC\US 
h·arful, slow, callous, lew,-:1, pessimistic, fmreliable . 

• 
Uranus 

• Dignified-Original, inventive, ingenious, P[ogressive, 
reformative, intuitive, social, t.>lented, n:etapbysical,. 
unique, unconventional, clairvoyant, magnetic, premom
tory, cd·nstructive., 

Debilitated-Abnormal, fantastic, extreme, 
eccentric, ab~upt, repdlant, erratic, grotesque, 
tate, prematur, destructive, radical. 

& Neptune 

rovmg, 
pkctpi-

Djgnified-,Psychic, i~spirational~ idealistic, psychom
etric, imp'r.e~sipnable, mys~,:al, spirit-Jfercep,tiv~. poetica1,. 
musical. , 

'Pebilitated.-Vagu~ emotionar, inllulgent, .supersepsi
tf".:e, 'deceptive, dreamy, vlu;:iHatiug, schemlng, 'ob~essed. ' 
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. . 
,Ca~ting the Chart 

The Epl&cmeris 

After the !tigns and planets, and their symbols have 
beer;~ lea1-ned, continue, the "investigation by pr.ocurirtg a 
ge~entric Ep.he;neris f.or the year of birth. 

• In the Ephemeris tor the birth year on a line with the 
date of birth will be found figures expressing the "Sider
eal Time" for noon• on that dav in hours and minutes. 
(In some Ephemerides the seco~ds are also quoted. Dis
reglrd the seconds until the rules have been learned.) 
Sido;real time is the Sun time when it is noon at any place 
on Earth. In \he Ephemeris, Sidereal time is usually ab: 
br;viated S. T. Note the S! T. in the following specimen 

An Ephemeris is a pul>lication ~ich shows the S. T. 
at noon ea~h 4;ly in a certain year, and among other 
things, tha: si~ and degree of the sign occupied by the 
planets at noon•each day at Greenwich (E~land). It i~ 
necessary therefore to refer t& an Ephemeris for the yefl; 
~n which birth took place, and in it rejerence is made to 
the birth month afld date. This will then show the 
zodiacal pcv;itions of the planets on that day. There ar~ 
(welve signs,•and thirtr degrees of celestial longitude tu 
each sign. The pl-anets are constantly moving fn~m one 
degree to the next, passing t!rough o~e sign, and enter
ing the next sign, except when retrograde. (Apparently 
·movini in reverse order.) You \\vU know when to con
sider a planet ret~ograde or direct in motion by the 
lette{s R or D in the planets' longitude columns of the 
Ephemeris. Se~ illustration of pai"e flom IIllO ·Ephem· 
erisowhere you.~ill see that Sat!J6n W¥ retrograde dur· 
ing the month of Detember. Note that iSs longitt~~ 
gr~aJiy decreased~nd that it,retrogressed,from'Taurus 
to Arjes. • - • 

-----·· -··-. .. . . --
• Slime ephemerl!l~ are based on_ ml~lgbt !~stead of Doen. 
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~PECIM:l£•:'1 
• 

Ephemeris ofo the Ptanets' J;'l.,ccs 
' . 

'Calculate? for Mean Noo~• at Greenwich 
Decemb~r. 1910. • \ 

Longitud..! of the Planets .. 

Drs·r ~~·/·~-,~·~·~·;·i·~·J~'~· ·~· ·~· ·~· ·~· 
1 16 37 8 25/9 39 18 54 4 18

1

0 I<16 4 5 16 :t4 22' 47 21al2~8 •:!> 
2 41 9 26 10 54120 26 16 8 3'1.4 Jl 17 35 f9 11 0 
3 45 10 27\12 10,21 58128 2 2914 28.18 16 52 10 17 [7 
4 49 11 28\13 25,23 30,10YJ 2 26 4 40\18 57 55 9 53 
6 53 12 29\14 41,25 2 22 111 234 52,19 38 58 8 50 
6 57 13 30\15 ~6 26 34\4 .:::30 21 5 3 20 19 23 1 6 f7 

., 17 1.14 31117 12j28 5117 210 J8j5 15\21 1 23 4!21 5 17 u 
8 5 15 32 18 27,29 36 29 49 1515 26121 42 7 4 ~ 
9 9 16 33 19 43 1 Yj' 7 12JEss 12js 38 22 23 to 2 as 

10 13 17 34 20 58,
1
2 38,'26 221 10 5 49 23 5 r 13 I :!'~ 

11 li 18 35122 14 4 SlOT 12 8'6 0 23 46 161 0 31 
12 21 19 36.23 29 5 38 124 26 • 5!G uj24 27 19 20 ~.8\ 2!0 
13 ' 25 20 37\24 44\7 6\9 6 2 316 22,25 9 22 57, 25 .. 
1417 29121 3Hj26 Oj8 :f-.:123 56j0 1\G 33125 5~0'23 25 20 56117 22 
15 33 22 39:21 1511o 2:a n 3!29'f5916 44 26 32 28 54 19 
16 37 23 40!28 31\11 28\24 13 57j6 55 27 14 32 • 53 15 
17 40 24 41,29 46,'12 5219 ~161' 5617 6127 55 35 • 51 1'2 
18 44

1
2. 42r· Yj' 2 14 15j24 ~ 4 54/7 17 28 37 38 50 9 

19 48 ~6 43 2 18115 3618 Jt28 5l 7 27,29 1 41 48 6 
20 52 27 44 !3 33\16 ss:22 25 51 7 38 o 1 o 44 47 3 

21117 5612~ 45'4 48118 12!5 T1)l53129 4917 48 19 42\23 48\20 45jl7 0 
22 118 0~~9 46!6 3119 2~:1d :'3/ 4:,1·1 >~,1 li ali Hltb 57 
23 4 01rJ4717 18'20 3511 <>-28 47;8 9,2 5 54)' 42 53 
2f 8 I 49 8 34!21 40,13 441 46!8o 19'2 47 (8 411 50 
25 12 2 sn/9 so!22 41;25 44 45:8 2913 .29 24 1 39 f7 
21 163 alii n336'711)36 44;8 39411 • 37 44 
27 20 4 .~2,12 2!rl4 25\t9 22 44!8 49,4 ~3 81 36 n 
28118 24~5 53il3 36,25 6\l l 8'29 43118 5915 351'24 11120 34~6 37 
29 28,6 · 54;14 51,2~ 3H2 571 43 9 a 6 17 H 32 il4 
ao 32 1 55116 7j26 i124 53 4219 1816 59 18 31 a1 
31 18 36:/8 6717·22,26 J7l6 ~56,29 42 9 27 7• u 2f 2J 20 29 16 28 

:Rc_trogradation 

•When a pJ,.;tnet appea.rs to begirt to move backward in 
the' orde~.ol the signs it ~} usually (Lut not a! wax;;)· t:le
noted by.a~ R marked wi\f\iCs degr.~es in (he Ephemeris. 
'tJhen it apparently turns d,ire..;t in. motion it IS usu!.Jiy 
i(l\lirated byo D at that ,date. A planet, is~ ~aid tn be;. 
stationarY. when neither mavin~ direct nor retr'og~ade. 
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: T!Je pa\h or orbit of f"~ry planet is m~re of in elLipse 
than a circ'le. N'o two planets perform a complete revo
lution in 'the same ~eriod of tim•e. Owing t9 the differ
ences in their speed tfiere is qmtinual change \n th-; 
zodiac <fS vit>.wed from the oorth, one J}lanet overtaking 
qnd pa5sing another, then apf>arently slowing, stopping 
and beginning to move backwa~d. The apparent stop
ping is a. "stalionary" position; the apparent backward 
mov~ment is termed "retrograde." However, although 
eac!J. planet mQvos more- quickly at certain points of its 
orbit (fhe earth's motion varies between 59 and fil min
lltes•of longitude per day), no planet actually becomes 
stationary or retrograde, only by appearance, caused by 
the combined motions of the planet and the earth and 
their positions relative to the Sun. (See illustration on 
page 57.) 

\Vhen you find in the Ephemeris that the longitude of 
an! planet is increasing be'tween one day and the next 
you may know such pla:tet is direc~ in motion. If long
itude decreases, the planet is retrograde. 

We bel~ve t~ influence of benefic planets is weakened, 
when they are retrograde. The" condition Iff retrograda
tion is contrary or inharmoni~us to the regular directioft 
of actu'll movement. in the zodiac and• is in that respect 
evil; hence, when malefic planets are rt>trograde thcii 
malefice is•i~creased. Aspccb, whether radical or pro
"gressed; that are throw~ to a rt'trograde planet rob the 
premittor of its efficacy, what it promises fallin!f short 
in actual results. Should hot\! the pla~ets be. retrograde 
the things indicated by the aspect would be deficient or 
disaf>pP>inting, hence retrograda{ivn is considered a 
debility. 

The effect of l planet is usually ·tery strong w "•en it is 
stat~onary up<Jl, the vJace of a •radictt.l or progressed 
pl~net or in aspect to such. For•instance, ~aturn is re
trogra~e f& 140 dajs, and sta'"nary apprOiCiputely five 
days•befr~re a~9 after•n:trogh<t!ation. 

• Jupiter cs• retrograde 120 datts ahd is s~tionary oa~·· 
prox.i.mately five days be"fore.and after. . .. - . 
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M,ars is. retrograde fpr•80 days•and is stationaly two or•_ 
three cklys before and after. . . . 

Ven\ts is ''!trograde 42 days and ill. stationary approx-
it.lately two dan befor~· an1 after. ' 

'Mercury is retrograde i4 days and is s~ation~ry ap'
proximately one day breore and after. 'The Sun and 
Moon are never retrograde or stationary.) 

' 
The favorable influence of a g'uod asveot formc;d by a 

planet during retrogradation is coilsiderably debilitate<:! 
and falls short of its efficacy in the good results which 
would otherwise be indicated. 

The adverse influence of an adverse aspect formed by 
a planet during retrogradation is considerably accr~tu
ated. (Please see page 222.) 

The •.uustratlon of Mars Retrogradf and accompanying exp•ar:· 
utlon ure reprinted !rota "Astron·lmago," by courtesy of 'h• 
author, J. P. Hennings. 

The "Illustration of a Retrograde Plano~t" sht>ws what 
ltappens if Mars becomes'"retrograde." 
• 
The diagram sJ;Iows the actual relative position of 

Earth, Sun and Mars at the beginning of 1933 . 
• • 
The inner solid circle represent!. the orbit bf the Earth.' 

The second solid circle represents the <trbit of Mars. The 
outer broken-line drcle rep1esents the Zodiac. . ' 

On the 3ht of Janu'\ry, 1933, the Earth is in p~shion 
A, and from our poirit of vision we see the Sun in II 
Aquarius. We 'see Mars (represented by a small s,olid 
ulack dot) in 19 ~irgo. 

~ I 

By the end of Febru~ry, 1933, poth Ea'rth and Mars 
have mo~ed (orward in• th.:ir respective orbit~. and tlce 
Sun is now. seen against ,Ute ,.,background e( 10 Pi~c;cs. · 

. ' . Mar~. however, does not {IIU\Ie sq fast as the Earlk:' 
'iith, the coN;equence th'lt its relative pooitton is MCn t 

further ba~k in the Zodiac .. If ._.e draw a straight li~e 
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Illustration ol Mars 'Retro~~de 

from B to the seclmd position of Mars and through to 
the zodiacal background we jfpd that ~e now see Mars 
in 11 Virgo. Mars has retrogressed from 19 ~o 11 Virgo. 

By the end of March 1933 the Earth hAs advanced to 
position C, and we see the Sun in 10 ,_Aries. 

Mlrs likewisa•has advanced on ~s orbit but not so fast 
as $he Earth, and O,!Jr ~ine of visltm Earth-Mar!j plac;es 
Mars i• Vitg~ .1. 

:·111. order. not" to cctnfuse abe picture with too manr· 
lines we slc;iJI a•month, and by the etld of Mly, 1933, >we• 
fin4 the Earth in position 'D aAd ~ars in positiop ~· We 
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sec;, Ma1s in i2 Vil;go, in other words, it Iias turneci 
"direct" and has advanced fronfZ ~o l'l Virgo . 

. By·, the tnd of June, 1933 the E3.rth '·is in position E 
'and Mar~ in pr.sition e. yv e see Mars in 27 ~irgo. 

<. 
Anyone can complete the picture and he will find that 

Mars will stay direct t!.ntil a relative position similar to 
A B is reached. In other words, Mars appears a)ways 
retrograde shortly before and 'll'ter its opposition to the 
Sun.-Astron-Imago. , ' ~ 

Sidereal Time -How to Use It 

For P. M. Births 

When a birth occurs in the p. m., add"the time ~f the 
event to the S. T. given in ,the Ephemeris for that 1late 
and .the answer will be the S. T. at birth. If the ~urn 
exceeds 24 hours (ct full astri)logical day) ~ubtract 24 
and use the remainder as the S. T. at birth. Thi~ figure, 
is then used as a starting point in the 'fabi'es:.of llQuses 

,.as 5hown in the next cl;lapter. 
' •· 

For A. M. Births 
• 

, When a hi1th uc<:urs in the a. m. (between midnig-ht 
and noon), the method differs ~lightly frolil rhat of p. no. 
births. 

Fo1 an ; •. m. birth subtrftct the time of the event frcm 
noon ( 12 m. or 11 :60) and then subtract the remainder 
from the S.'T. giveD tn the Ephemeris for that <.:att! and 
the answer is'1'he S. T. at birth. Thk; figure i~ then used 
as a starting pr1int in the Tables of Houses. H you 
should find the S. T.>1s given in the Epl1emeri5 too small 
to be subtracted! fron,, add 24 hour~ trJ •it, then do the 
s\iptracting .and the n!mainder is' th! S. T. at birth, 

t'or a.n -example, to Tl~§trate the diff~rent ru~es to 
jollow, we will use the date J;.)ece{Jlber 'lith, 1910, lV~tv 
:'fOI'k City. • Birth at 11. a. m. mean local time (l•how 
before nqon). -
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• S. T. W.49 at noon (~ given "in. the Ephem\!ris Dec. 
olth) ·minus'1 hour, birt'h before noon, (i. e., 11 a. m.,) 
gives S. T. 15. 4Q ~t birth." Find lhis figure (S. T. 15.49) 
in T. of H. of the ..latitude for which the chart is "to be. 
erected. · 

'Note : Had the birth time been 1 p, m. (or one hour 
after noon) we· would simply ha':>e added 1 hour to the 
given.S. ·r. for noon, and the sum would be used as the 
starting point in the T. o't, H. which will .!how what signs 
and t'leg¥ees are· passin15 over cusps of houses in the hor
oscope at birth time in the latitude of the birth place. 

Tables of Houses - How To Use Them 

Have at hand a horoscope blank such as is used for 
the txample Chart further on in this book. Turn to the 
back •part of Rjtphael's Ephemeris and find New York 
T. of H. as this hirth occurs near New Yqrk City which 
is il1' Latitude 40• 43' north.' In the S. T. columns look 
for the S. T. nearest that i"hich we have just workea out 
of the foregoing example, 15.49. Th~ nearest S. T. given ,n the tabl~s •is lk'i.47. Take that as our starting point: 
In t!Te neJt!lt narlijJW column, on the same line, we find. 
the figures 29 and farther up dte same column is the · 
S!fmbol of the zodiacal sign, g'corpio, and right above h: 
the figure 10. This means that the 2~th degree of the 
si!'.n, S.::u1pio, shouhi" be pldo.:c<.l on tile cusp ot the tenth 
house in owr chart. The other five narrow columns· 
sf10uld bt'! treated in the '!;ame manner. 

It will be noticed that th~ tahles give the sign and 
degree for only six houses in bur chart, but as we have 
alreacjy jearned in a preceding chanter, which. signs must 
always 'Le opposite to each other we fill il} the other six 
cusps.of the chart in their proper order, using the same 
number of degrses. In so doing thl! exampl1 chart 
should work out)ike this: ' 

• li 29• nt on Tenth cusp, opposlte 21" ~ on Fourth, 
.21' 1 ~D .~Ieven~ cusp, ofP<fJ\te 21" n on Tlf}~ 
n • ~ on Twelfth ~WJp, opr~fte n• § on Sl:.:th~ 
1• 46' :: First CIIJBp, oppo•lte 1' 46' S\. on Seventh. 

m• * ooA Second cusp, opposite 25• 111 on l!!lgbth. 
, a• H OD 'lblrd CWIP, oppoefte s• lll on Ninth • 

• 
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" . Be very careful t6 copy frail} the Tables the C".lrrec: 
ttign. Sometimes the sign shown at the top of a column 
completes ·'he 30 degrees comprising une sign and the 

·sign 'next in order h~gins loVII er dl>wn. In that case 
reject the sign~ at top ant! use the one ,,ho.J.1 nearest 
above the Sidereal Time at Birth. 

The degrees given may vary slightly if uther than 
Raphael's Tables are used, due lo slight difference in lat
itude, viz., from 40• 43' to 41 •. ·' 

Looking around our chart it will be noticed that the 
sign Aries and its opposite sign (Libra) have been left 
out. Place them in center of the houses where they would 
naturally fall in the regular order of the signs, i. fl., be
tween second and third. cusps for Aries, and between 
eighth and ninth cusps for Libra. ' 

O~tentimes it will be foun'd that one sign extends 'Over 
two cusps and thu~ causes an"ther sign to be crowded 
out; therefore, always look the chart over carefully and, 
see if all the signs are there and in the'prope~ sequ,~nce . 
.Signs thus left out anq_ so inserted, a!> in th'e example, 
~are called "iutercepted" sir,ns. 

If the example data called for birth in 40 degrees only, 
'lO minutes of latitude, there would be a slight difference. 
Just to illustrate what differellf.e a few 113irlutes of lati
tude makes in some cases, note the li~t of cusps follow
ing, t;.ken from Simplified Scientific T. of H., latitude 
41 deg. north. ' ' 

List from pa~'e 34ofT. of H. 41" north~ 
< 

~· Scorpio on lOth cusp. 
20" Sagittarius on 11th cukp. 
H • Cs~ricorn on l:i!th cusp ... 
7" 34' Aquarius oo 111! cusr 

26" Plsceo.1'on 2nd cusp~ 
' . 3" Taurus' ori 3rd clisp. 

J. (,. "' ' 

• Note last' line of l.able following: 
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An Illustration 
•• 

From•Simpl~ed ·scieRtific Tables of Ho~aea 

B M .s • ' 
. 

13. 51 37 0 24 1:1 523 16 zr 
M zr 1 ~ 16 6 19 17 28 
:19 17 2 ~ 17 7 1:1 18 29 

.r14 3 '8 3 27 18 811 19 '1' 
6 :19 4 28 19 9 8 20 1 

10 :11 :1 29 19 10 6 22 3 
14 14 44 6 I 20 11 4 23 :1 

18 37 7 0 21 12 3 24 6 
22 31 8 1 22 13 3 2:1 1 

14, 26 2:1 9 2 23 14 4 26 8 
30 20 10 3 23 15 5 28 9 
34 16 11 4 24 16 7 29 10 

14 38 13 12 5 2:1 17 10 * 11 
42 10 ~f 6 26 18 14 1 13 
46 8 7 27 19 19 3 15 

14 50 7 1:1 f1 28 20 24' 5 16 
54 7 16 9 29 21 3i 6 17 
58 .. 17 10 ., 22 39 7 19 

15 ~ 2 8 18 11 1 23 47 9 20 
6 rf 19 12 2 :w :17 11 2,, 

10 12 20 12 3 26 7 12 22 
1:1 14 1:1 21 13 4 2719 13 23 

18 19 22 14 5 28 31 lfi 2:1 
22 23 2S 15 6 2945 17 26 

15 
~.= 

24 16 7 1= 0 18 27 . 2:1 11 7 2 17 19 28 
34 41 26 18 8 334 20 29 

1:1 38 49 '27 19 9 4 53 :1 ~ 
42 57 28 20 10 (. 6 13 1 

1:1 47' 6 29 20 111 734 26 3 

In recedt years, beginning about lb98 or 99, most of 
Raphael's Ephemerides contain three T. of H.; for Lon
don, Li~erpool and _New York City.-

For Births i!il South L~titude 

To use ttorttl'f. of fl. for ao~h1:~iltitude, you- rr.ust add 
twelve hour~ to the S. T. at !:)'!'rtf~, then use the de'grees 
sho~11•in the T. of H.,.>but'th(/ oppoaite signs~ because 
sips of• short hseension in north • latifude are' signs ol 
:>ng ascension in south latitude-, an.d vice versa. • 

A ~ 
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'·Then-note the time of Noon -~a,rk f,1r the· longihtde ~f 
·that. birth place and rorrect the plant;ts' pla.:es for the 
amo\•nt of time born before or after Noon Mark; enter 

~them in the cl-.art in '\he usual' manner as in'ltructed in 
.. this lesson. · 

,T nterception 

Due ·partly to the latitude {or which a horos~ope is 
cast, as well as to inequality m the ·.;h;:pe of the !':arth, 
it sometimes appears that a sign is intercepted between 
the cusps of two houses yet not on either of them'. How
ever, if the conventional form of horoscope blank is re
placed with a chart on which the 12 signs and 360 de
grees are shown,* the house cu~ps marked in hy the 
student as indicated by the T. of H., will readily show 
that interception i~ an appearance on~y when viewed 
from certain latitudes on the Earth. At the equator all 
the, Signs rise in regular rotation, but as Wt' proce'l!d tO 
south or north la.titude an ~:nequality in their rising 
occurs. In other words, there is no intercention in the 
zodiac. It appears only in charts. 

, It will hi: seen that ·aq intercepted sign is one which 
has all of its thirty degrees contained within the confit.es 
of one house of' a chart, whereas,ordinarily a sign has 

. some degrees above a cusp and the remainder below it. 
The fact that a sign is interc~pted in a ,hRroscope dqes 
not seem to alter its influence. In other words, inter
('cptiun neither .increases nor decrea':ses the force of the 
tendenci($ bestowed by lhat sign. However, the influ
ences of a house which is host to such entire sign may 
be "stepped up" st>" that planets therein may· seem to 
possess mort! potency than if po!'lited there when not 
intercepted. H~wever, that this is more or less tonjec
ture i~ indicated b:1' tne fact that the 8 findings of f!Strol
ogers are not if~ agr~ement on ~his po'i•.1t of accelerated 

'itdluence. ~here mafbe lome occt.Vt influence assqciated 
with or ind(cated by inl:{rcepted signs and in so;ne ca-ses 
it may manifest physica'Hy. The'! older. astrologers held 
that the most important put 'Vf arhouse was its cusp. 
c • ,. (. • . 

' . --------~.---------
A blfmk such as used \(Jth the "MechanlcPI·Aspectarlan." 

' r t , , 
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:The. stuJept shr;mld r~ember -ttfat if the T ~ of H. 
shows a sig-n covering twQ cusps., the opposite sign of· 
the zodiac will lifn!w~e do so and, conseque~tly, li!Ome 
other signl.and its <Jt>pos~e will bt inter~pted., In the 
high northern lntitudes it is nt>t uncommon to find two 
sigas intercepted in "one house and of course the two 

• opposite signs will be intercepted 1n the opposite house. 

(See .Intercepted signs, Chan s, p. 170, and note on p. 77.) 

Cotrectioll to Sidereal Time 

To tf-te earnest student who is desirous of being ac
curate in details connected with the proper construction 
of a chart, we offer a consideration which should be dealt 
with iQ all cases when the birth time is presumed to be 
reasonably correct, and that is a correction between the 
mean rocal time -of birth and S. T. at noon. That is, 
noting: the difference in tim~ between birth time and 
noon, ~orrect the Sidereal Time quoted for that birth day 
at the rate of 10 second(; ft1r every h•ur of such differ
e~ce. The "Table of Correction to S. T." on page 64 
makes the operatio?t simple for part5 of an hour. 

• • • • 
S. T. increases from the first qay of spring at the rate 

of :tpproximately 4 minutes per day of 24 hours; 2 min
utes in 12 hours; 1 miitute in 6 hours, ot about 10 sec
onds in 1 hour . 

• 
If birth 'Dccur~ed before•noon subtract the necessary 

correction from the S. T., as shown in ~phemeris. • If 
birth was after noon, add to th&.S. T. the correction of 

·10 seconds for every hour after. 
• • • • 

Thus: For a hirth.occurring 4:00 p. m.•mean local 
time DCJ:. 4, 1910- • 

16:49.:41 S. T. a'c." noon t~at date : 
add •. :40 Correction ~r 4 hours, {Birth occurred,4 hrs.' 

affe~ n~on.) 
16 :4~ :~1 t:.oansfo.rm 81" seconds to 1 minute and 21 

seco~ds, makin&' the S. -f. 1"6 :Se :21 aft&r corret:tion be;, 
twe.tn mtan at\d S~ T. To t1'!is we "now add the 4 hours. 
maki~ the S. T. ~t birth 20 :50 :Zl. 
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' '· 
Table of Co.>~eetion tt\ Side~=eal Tim« 

• 
For Farts of An HC\u.:-

Ten seconds is the approximate correction· per hour; 
'technically it is 9.856. 

Min. 60= IO seconds correction. 
Min. 54= 9 secon<;\s correction. 
Min. 48= 8 secortds correction. 
Min. 42= 7 seconds"correction. 
Min. 36= 6 seconds correction. 
Min. 30= 5 seconds correction. 
Min. 24= 4 seconds correction. 
Min. 18= 3 seconds correction. 
Min. 12= 2 seconds correction. 
Min. 6= 1 second correction. 

1;l-tis table will help in niaking correction to S. T., as 
given in Ephemeris, for lon:;itude of birth place, and 
also the correction 'between mean and S. T. 

Correction to Sidereal Time for Longit•tde of Birth PlaGe 
' ' 

Another factor necessary to consider in an eff5'rt 
towards accuracy is a correction to S. T. for the long
itude of any place in question. 

Change the longitude into time by multiplying it by 
4 mi.,utes, and divide the product bJ 60 minutes (to get 
hours anti minutes) or !j() seconds if less than 15 de
grees frpm Greenwich, and get minutes and seconds: 
the answer is the ·t~me di$tauce from Greenw.:ch. For 
every hour d: this time allow 10 s~conds, and for parts 
of an ,hour in Rroportion. 

See above "T•1ble of Correction to Si<'ereal Time:· 

' If the longitude of th-e place is, east, (of Green·.;ich) 
subtract '10 seconds fdt-".e•·ery hour east,.. from the S. T. 
at noon. 

•If the place is west lbngituc;le, add 10 seco11ds for evc.ry 
hour .WHt, to the S. T. · 
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• Following is an exam{11~ whicPI ~lles into c<1nsidera
tion fhe nl!cessa!y oor~ctions between standard and 
mean 1ocal"time, .tloe correetion b~ween meal\ and S. T.; 
and also the .correc~on !:¥=tween S. T. and the longoitude• 
of the bir~ place. 

8irth at Salem, OJ'egon. Longitude 123 degrees west. 
December 4, 1910, 4:12p.m., starMard or ordinary clock 
time. At Salem the difference between standard time 
and m'ean time is 12 minytes, subtracted (as pe~ lesson 
on "1'I~w to Co'hv;rt ~tandard time into Mean time,") 
thus ll}aking the true or mean time of birth 4:00 p. m. 

16:49:41 S. T. at noon Dec. 4, 1910. 
add :40 correction for 4 hours after noon. 
ad<J. :82 approximate correction for 123 deg. west 

longitude. 
16:49:163 trattspose the 163" to equal 2' and 43" and 

add it to the S. T., making 
16!'51 :43 the corrected S. T. at noon. 
4:00:00 add, birth tim• after nooo. 

20:51:43 ~otrecfed S. T. at birth. . " 
Salem, Oregon,• at 123° west, •is about 'R. hour~ and ' 

12.minutes west of Greenwich, ~o the correction to S. T.• 
for longitude is approximately 82 second~, plus. 

Of course, for birth dates before standard time was • 
adopted, (No.-.)8, 1883, at noon) arld when nearly every 
place had" its own local tTme, and w!wn the. hirth hour 
also is only vaguely known, thrse detailed correc.tions 
may be omitted. But for ch\rts rrecrrd fo10 Horary 
astrology and for children born 5ince 1883 whose births 
were ~a~fully timed, these rules sl'l•mld alw;iys he ob
served, especially the correction between Mandard and 
local time, described in the next chapter .• 

The.table given ~n page 64 will b~ ~an1y for determin
ing how many slconds t" use for Ptrts of an hour. 

N<:fte: • It oshould IJe rememlkred that gr;at .Care is 
required to asc~hain the eor~cl~our of birth~ ~cause 
in f"CJ,'t:nt years ~me QlacP.s u,se Daylight Saving (also 
ca~ed ·~sum'II•r ~ime" and "\Vat; Ti1111e"), wltich is uqe' 
hour iq advance of regular ~tandar~ time. 
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'TJME CHANGES .. 
An Importaitt Lessun For ~t·Jdents 

, Standard Time as usetj "in the United ·'htate·s, Canada 
and Mexico, is the term employed l:o designate that all 
the clocks in each tim·_ zone register thP. same time, re
gardless of whether a place is east or west of the center 
of a zone. Standard time is therefore an artificial method 
of time and for horoscopal work tpe standard time .;:10uld 
always be changed to mean time. 

Mean time, sometimes called local mean time, mean 
Solar time, civil time, or true local time; all of which 
titles are intended to designate the real time of a place 
as distinguished from its standard or artificial clock time. 
The birth time given for horoscope wol'k should always 
be reduced to this mean time which is then changed 
intc Sidereal Time to determine the S. T. at birth. 

How to Convert Standard Time Into ,,Mei\n Local Tim-: 

For Any Place in AmeGica 

On November 18, 188~. at noon, a change was m;tje 
from local to standard time, theref0re, for all birth times 
and for all charts to be cast for any year since that date, 
in Amcrica, * calcut"ation should be m:tde to convert 
standard time hack into mean local time, and the true 
timc~r used as tJ;l.us fqund~ For instance, in Salem, Ore., 
~tandard: or city clock tic-ne, is approximately 12 minutes 
faster than mean, or true, time. To find what the differ
ence is between sta-ndard and mean time for Jny other 
place in America, observe the follvwing rule: 

Am'erica is diviCed into five "hour zones," each one 
IS degrees of '10ngit<1de in wi~th. Tire center of each 
r.one i'S a tiividing line. Places east of center need. !=!Orne
thing ll<\d~-d .to clock . ..erne; places west of center need 
sometiling subtracted from clock time. ' 

·' 

•' Also for using the. "lmpro':ed Po,)rpet~al Pllinetary Hou'r Boo'k:· 
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: Add fout minYtes to. ·dock timt for every degree of 
longitude.a place m!y be situat~d eut of the "center:• 
of a zone. The• ~suit is M~ Local Time from .which 
~ne hour1is to be bbtrlcted_if Daylig~ Savi1;1g time il 
1n use. 
•subtract four min'utes from dock time for every degree 

of lon~tude a place may be situated weat of the "center" 
of a time zone. The r~sult is Mean Local Time from 
which one hour i§ to b~ subtracted if Daylight Saving 
timi rs.in use .• 

Time Zone Diviaiona 

The first zone has "Inter-Colonial," or "Atlantic" time 
as it is more generally called. It extends from S2Yz de
greq west longitude to 67Yz degrees west longitude. 
(This space of IS degrees includes Novia Scotia, the 
Berntudas, the Lesser Antilles and British Guiana.) The 
center of this zone is the 60th degree of west longitude. 

The second zone has "Eastern" time. It extends lrom 
67Y, degrees west longittfde to 82Y:a~~degrees west longi

.tude. The cs:ntv of this division is 75 degrees west 
longilude. • 

The third zon~ has "Central"· time. It etttends from" 
B~Y. degrees west longitude ttl 97Y, degrees west long-" 
itude. The center of this division is .90 degrees west 
longitude. • 

The fourtll 1one has "Rocky Mduntain" time. It ex-
tends frotn 970 devees ~est longitude to 112Yz degrees 
west longitude. The center of this divisiqn is 105 dogrees 
west longitude. 

The fifth zone has "Pacific" time. It extends from 
112Y,'dt!grees west longitude to 12~~ degrees west long
itude. The center <'f this division is 120"degrees west 
longitflde. 

• 

On. the center of a division, i. e., fJJ, 7S, 90, lOS and 120 
degrees west 16ngituda, "standarg" time and '"mean'~ 
tim• ars evt;n. But.as one prf>ceeds east or w~st of•a 
center a differe!lce betwe-en itt>tlldard and trtlee t1me oc
cu.rs.at th«- rate iJf four' minutes for each degree of long
itu<re, which ptust be "added ~ or su!ltracted.from youa • 
clbck in ordh to get true time. Then subtract one hcrur ' 
if Qaylight Sav\n_g Time is in use. 
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Note: When it is• f~und hy" refererce to a reliable 
atlas that the place of r~sidence is very near the limit of 
a zone, i. ~. near 67Y,, 82Y,, 97Y,, I 12% degrees west 
ivngitude, great care sLould be .aken to ascert'lin what 
standard cif time is in use .a-c that place, i .. e., what zone 
time. The foregoing rules also apply to Canada. 

No other corrections to clock time are necessary, ex
cept to deduct one hour from cl"ck time when Daylight 
Saving time is used. The dai~y new~pa_pers announce 
the dates for beginning and endinb of the Daylig.1t Sav
ing periods. Unfortunately all places do not begir. and 
end on the same dates, nor do all places use it. Astro
logically speaking, we wish there were no such thing as 
Daylight Saving Time because it contains liability of 

• l 
senous errors. 

Examples 

No. 1 : Find the necessar~ correction between st?nd 
ard l..'nd mean time for a birth at Salem, Oregon. 

Rule: Salem, Oregon, is at 123 degrees west long
itude. That city is, therefore, in the Prl'~ific zrme, and is 
located 3 degrees west of the center (io e., 120 degrees 
west longitude). Four minutes to each degree equals 
four times three degrees or 12 minutes. Being west of 
the center, subtr;,ct 12 minutes from clock time for that 

.place for data since Nov. 18, 1883. Thus: When it is 
10 o'clock standard time at SaleJTI, the me.,,n or true time 
at that place is 12 minutes to 10 a. m., i. e,, 9:48 a. m .. 
and tl.e correctiqp to time should be used for astrological 
purposes ra Salem, Oreg~. 

Exan:pk No. 2. , tO'ind the necessary correctio'l be
tween standad and mean time for J3oston, Mass. 

Process: Boston is on the 71 st degree of west· long
itude. · That city is, -therefore, in the eastern zone. _It i!; 
)ocated 4 degret:s ea!rt of the <;f!nter (~~ e., 75 degree!~ 
w.est JQngiti.lde,) and 4 IJlinutes for each de&ree of lpng
itude eql\_ab 4 times 4.,·1\e!'rrees, or' 16 l'[linutes. • :Sei11g 
east of· the-center, add lo minute!. to all clocl~ times for 

• that place, since 1883. T.'lUs·; If, a tinie is given 'as' I 
o'dock at lioston, t'ne mean time at that plicc is 1 :46. B! 
sure tp 110te whether J:?ayJ;ght"Saving ti~e is in use., 
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Montana. ·in Mouitt&tin Time 
• 

The enUre atatjl ~f Monta'ba waa ~laced In stan!lard Mo~mt&in 
time June 1, 1919, i,. !! ru\jng Issued by the Intersfate C•mmerce 
Commlasl,n. · However the Zone Timt Map aaowa by the red lllfe 
juat east of a t~nrtlon of the we!tern boundary that the railroads 
ll!ft a amall section ttl Montana In the Pacific zone. For blrtha 
In places where zone time changes Jlre not definitely known It 
will be necessary to ascertain carefully what standard o! time Ia 
used there. For tills Information write to the RaiiVI'aY Statloo 
Agent. 

'l~fs.!s an Important ¥Qtlce to horoscopal students, as It means 
that hereufter all charts made for places In Montana west of 
Il2'h degrees of longitude must be corrected to Mountain time. 
Heretofore that portion of Montana was In the Pacific time zone. 
The new ruling al!'ects all towns in Montana between 1I2'h and 
1I6 degrees w<•st longitude. Henceforth, to convert Mountain 
clock time Into true me11n (horoscopal) time for Butte subtract 
30 minutes from clock time. For Missoula, subtract 36 minutes. 
Ail Other townseln this portion of Montana accordingly. Study 
the following rules aud make note of this new time factor for 
futvre reference. 

' Idaho likewise, practicnl41 the entire state, except the Pan-
handle, haa been phteed in Mountain Uufl!. 

Time in Detroit 
• 

The Delrolt N"ws gives the following statlstlca0 regardlng th:J!e 
6n Detroit, Michigan: 

A number of propos~ions regarding time l!hange were voted on 
In Detroit betwPen 1005 and llHfi_ 'fhe first time was the sprln& 
election or lt!O..'\, when the votPrs fav11red central standard tiiiK' 
by a larl!e tna}trity. 

In 1907 three proPositions were voted OJ!o Central standard. 
Eastern standard and Sun time.~ The blggl!st ma,Wrlty waa In 
favor of ()(>ntral standard. In the fall of 1908 a similar vote waa 
tak~I\· In the sp;ing of 19]] the propO!jj.tlon to chauge to Eastern 
stanaarll was defeated by just a bare i'n\jorlty. In August 1916 
the proposition to chaflge to Eastern standard ~assed by a large 
maJo•lty, and Detroit haR had Eastern stanq,ard ever alnce. 

Rece.9: Changes in U. S. fiq Zones 
• • Erom the Na tiona I Bureau of Stpndbda we have the ,followlnr 

h.uiTel:lr.o: • 

"Thl! Intt>rstat~ Commerce haa ordered a chnnge tn tne northern 
P.,rflon of the boundarr llrw. b~ween the Eastern and Centra6 
~lme .zones .s" u to Include the whple o, the low~ penlnauJ,I \f0 

Michigan and the entire eta~ ot Oblo In the Eastern l'lme Zone. 
Tltls 'cbange Is etfectlve Sept. 27. i930" • 
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D.aylight SaY.mg 

·Daylight ·Saving offe~s many adv,ntal!:·es in 'the com
r.tercial world a& well r.s to indi..ridua,s, but- i~ tends to 
complicate·_ the "time facto!'.>" for students, of astrology 
in that if the rule comes into general practice in th~ 
United States it becom~s incumbent upon astrological 
practitioners and students to make allowances for that 
advanced hour and subtract it •from all given Horary 
chart times as well as for the tl'irth titnes of infants-; in 
addition to making the usual correction between' mean 
and standard time as always, since noon November 18, 
1883, when Standard Time was adopted. 

In other words, it must be plainly understood whether 
any certain given time is Daylight Saving time or 'not ; 
if so, subtract one hour from it, then mak.r the usual cor
rection from standard to mean time, for all astrological . 
purpr.ses. ' ,-

' To convert standa.-d clock time into mean local time, 
add or subtract the number of minute;:; given to clock' 
_time at the various places as shown in ttte tables on next 
page. Your ·.:lock recording standard time may be faster 
or slower than mean time.' 

The following list is based on the•preceding rules con
!:erning the time zonP.s but in actual practice the rail
roads do not adhere rigidly to thm but di··;ide tile zones 
where best suited to their terminals. This list is figured 
from a Standar~ Zone Time Map. It illustrates the 
deviations ·from rule, as bHorementioned. • 

. . . 
• See deserlptlonoof Zone Time Map In tb~ Aa&rolocleal Catalopae 
luued by Llewellyn, Publications, Ltd. 

•• By c~urtea;v ot Irellli! Hume Ta:rlor, Co-tldltor with tbe late 
George I.eo Curran, of "World Daylight Savl:!g Tlme"-wo1 are 
lillljbled to glle tbe follo-.rlog specific 'Jata relative to temporary 
Chicago "tJrne change. Otherlvlllt' add U' minutes, to clockr In 
Chicago tol"' c6rrectlon to Cnttrpl Standard Tllllf: ' · 

"Chlcngo'a City Council voted to place Chicago .no Enatern 
•3,tandurd '!'I me throughout thep en~re J128r. 1'hla was etri!ot!ve 
' troll Mnrch 't, 1936. a\ 2:00 a. m., Cen&ral Btl\lldlo.rsJ Tllll\', unt!J 

November 15th, 1936, 2 :00 a. m,.. Eu:em Standnrd Time. Altbougll 
'' (Cootl()ued oo pace '12.) • 
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, Eumples .Jf Time Change~~ ur Cuovert Stabdar"d ln&o Mean Time. 
• • • • • • 

Easter11 Standard 1'\me , 1Central Standard Time • 
Center of zone Ill o'75tJI deg. Center of zone ola OO~h dec. 

Iflln. Mia 
Albany, N. Y. •· add 5 Baton Rouge, La. sub. 5 
4tlanta, Ga. . • aub. 38 Birmingham, Ala. add 12 
Augusta, Me. add 21 BIU'Iington, Iowa sub. 5 
Bangor, Me. • 2r. CliTcago, Ill.•• . add 9 
Boston, Mass. • I6 Council BluiTs, Ia. .· sub. 24 
Baltimore, llfd. sub~ 7 Davenport, Ia. . • 2 
Bu~~. N. Y. . • . • "1.6 Des Moines, Iowa • IS 
Charlelll.on, S. C. r' 20 Dubuque, Iowa . . . • S 
Charleston, W. Va. • 27 Fargo, N. D. . . . . • Zl 
Charlotte, N. C. • 23 Ft. Wayne, Ind. add 19 
Cincinnati, Ohio • 38 Ft. Worth, Texas . sub. 29 
Cleveland, Ohio • 27 HouRton, Texas . . , n 21 
Columbia, S. C. • 24 Indianapolis, Ind. . add 15 
Colu!nbus, Ohio • 32 Jackson, Miss. . . sub. I 
Concprd, N. H. . add 14 Kansas City, Mo. . .. 18 
Dayton, Ohio . •. sub. 37 Leavenworth, Kan. " 20 
Detroit, Mich. . . • 32 Lincoln, Neb. . " Zl 
Ft. •Myers, Fin. N 28 Little Rock, Ark. • 9 
Galveston, Texas . • .zo Louisville, Ky. . . }dd 17 
Grond Rapids, Mich. • 13 Madisen, Wise. . . .. 3 
liartt'ord, Conn. . add 9 Memphis, Tenn. . • 0 
Lansing. Mlclr. . • sub. 38 Milwaukee. Wise. . • 8 
Mom'real, Can. . 1 a<l<l II Minneapolis, Minn. sub. I1~ Newark, N. J. . . • 3 Nashville, TenD. . ndd 3 
~ew Londm Conn. ; II •New Orleans, La. . .. ~ 
New York City . 4 Omaha, Neb. . sub. 24 
Newport, R. I. . . , • 15 Rock Islal'ld, Ill. .. 2 
Palm Bench, Fla. sub. 20 Slous Falls, S. D. • 2i 
Phlladelphla,oPa. • I St. !'louis, Mo. . • I 
Pittsburg)!, Pa. •. • 020 Springfield, Ill. . add 1 
Portland, Me. . • add 19 St. Paul, Minn. . sob. 12 
Providence, R. I. • 14 • Topeka, ll,pn. . . • .. 23 
Rnlelgh, N. C. . sub. 15 eWlchlta, Kan. · . • . " 30 
Richmond, Va. • . " 10 
Rocii'IISttr, N. Y. • . • IO •• SOE'i Note on page 70. 
Savannah, Ga. . . • 24 
Springfield, Mass. . . • add IO 
Syrac'llse, N. Y. aub. 5 
'l'ampa, Fla. • • 30 
Toledo, Ohio . • • .. 34 
Trenton, N. J. . • adl I • • 
Uti N Y b 1 • In actual prat'tlce time cloea •a. . .• . . . .au . 
Waahlnitoo, o .. ,(). . • 8 ~(\t change eu~tlf "'lt the aa
Quebee, Capada . . alld 15 • Ylgned center of zone line, but 
• • • ROmetlmes a little on either 

aide heenuse aQ!ndartl tllPie ls'reaAy rallr<>vd time alld It generaVI 
1h11n~ In tnch •zone wher~ the rlflhvay hns Ita "dlvlsloo" or• 
termloal. '.l'herefore It Ia aTwl\ys Wfl.ll to Inquire of ,the oatlve 
wlfat standard of \,\me Ia In local. use at the blrtb place. • . . . . -
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Examples nf Time cbr.n~S< to Coofert Standard into <Mean Time. 

• Mountain 1'1tamlard Tim~ 
Ceotet ot z"ne is lOrith deg. 

liin. 
AlbuquerquE', N . .l\1. 
Botse, Jdaho • 
Bntte, Moot. 
Cbl'yenne, Wyo. 
Colton, Utah 
Deadwood·. S IJ. 
Denver, Colo. 
El l,a!o;:o, Texas 
Georgl:?'tuwnj C1)lo. 
Helena, M.mt. 
Ogden, Utah . 
Phoenix, Ariz. 
Prescott, Ariz. 
Provo, Ut;th . . 
Salt Luke City. Utah . 
Sante i''e. N. M. 
'rucsou, Adz. 
Misso!'la, Mont. 

sub. 7 
45 

" ao 
uuJ 1 
HUb. ~0 
adc1 f) 
~uh 0 

.. 

" 6 
:I 

f' t I • 

Pltcific Standard 'l'lme 
'eenrer (){ '!:one is '120th deg. 

Min. 
Baker, On•. c. add 9 
Carson .l~1ty, Nev. " , 1 
CHenr (]'Alene, Jdaho 13 
l;oh.lfieltl, Ne•·· 11 
lluntington, Ore. 11 
L<J.l Angeles, Calif. 7 
1\farysvill,., Galif. . il~· 7 
l'ortl'.o nd, Ort'. . ~ lJ 
Sacramento, Calif. 6 
~a lt•m. Ore . 12 
San Diego, 1 ~ulif. . add 12 
Rnn li'rant•Jc..co, ('alif .. Ruh. 10 
~an .Tosf', C~1li f. . . . " 8 
S:tllta Barllar:~, Calif .. "'hl J 
S•,altiP. WasiL Sj>b. 10 
Sv<•kUIII', w,r.,h. add 10 
~hl('kton, Calif. sulJ. 5 
Valit•jo, Calif. ' !l 
V,wtorta, H. t;, 13 

U. S. 'l'erritories and Insular l'o"~""sions 
(" 

l;taud,u·d time i~ als.u IJSI.'d in tit!' Tel'l'itorte• outside of. the 
\::ontinental Uqite<l States. The pi:Jc'"' :~nd 'dot> time used are 
o;iven ll!'low: 

A lasl<>t (Central) ..•... approx 1 () hour~ ~to wet· thnn Gr<'PIIWirh. · 
Guam . _ ........ __ .. 9 1;i hour~ fa-;tPr than firt"'t:nwi<.'h. 
tluwuii _ ·-· ............... 101_."l hout·s ~hiWt).r than Ur~DW1<:h. 
1-•un.tt!Ua <:anal /' ... Uilt-' ,, hours ~I·HVi.r t'C,-11! (;rt•enWl\·1,, 
PhHippint·~ 8 hofirs fash:-r than Gl'''•·nwich. 
l'uflrtotHieo 4 hour:-; slO"nrpr th<.tll Gref:'nWi<·h. 
Ramoa ......... . f. / t11 hnnrs s!owc!r than Grt?'l(~nwle-h. 
VJrgin IslantJ~ ·-· • 4 hnurs slower than nrf:>eflWic-!1. 

(Note: Eff('Ctlvl> Av[\1 1, 1!):;:2, all or ~k>;i<'u, ""c"l'"L•g the 
northern t{'rntor.y of Low~r Califorma, take~ the tim~ or the 
ninE:,tielh nwricfh~u W(~st. H hounJ ~lowPr 1han GJ·e~nwJC'h, which 
Is CPntrul Htundur~l tim!!. l'rior L> that date this sectltm was 
In Eastef·n Standard tia>e.J c. 

• '(conti!me<l from Pi•ge 70.) •• 
It rniglil ·loa,.!! worked oul hetjer to have( Clolcago and New. l'ork 
t;ily ou nr"•"'i'I"' tim~. !loP wasure was OPfe&.t~ by popblar vote 
ut lh<" IH•Il~ on <'i~cthm tlay No•:t•mhcr •3, 19:!6. 'rhls malies con· 
,~i<leraille t·onfn-.on in accurate tim<'~ beCJ!Use mrmy ot"the sutjJ,Ms 
rtfld surruuu<ijng ei ties ,adopted 'Easrern 'time at tltr. Slime time as 
'Chl~ago did, but lmve left It' and returned to c!lbtral'tlme fvltholt 

foll()win;; ""' Chwag<> datej' ('l'he book from which thla ls.qupted 
!M temp:Jr~ rily out <:f pl•int.,) 
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.Time.Changes .N~cessary in• Horoscope Work 

When a hor~sto~e is to be erected for a~plac~ which 
IS east c;( the center of"a standa,-d tim~ zone, count h0'W 
many degre(!IS of longitude rt: i"s east, multiply that num
~er by four minut~s and add the result to the birth time 
given by the r.lock; then procet.~ to erect the chart with 
the true time thus found. (See Note concerning Day-
light Saving time on p\ges 65 and 68.) · 

• • • • 
If t~e place of birth is west of a center in one of these 

zont."S, count how many degrees it is west, multiply the 
number bv four minutes, then subtract the amount from 
the tim!~ given and proceed to erect the chart in the usual 
ma'ilner. (See Note concerning Daylight Saving time on 
pages 65 and 68.) 

[~ othe1· wo'l-ds, allow 1 minute for each 74 of a degree 
of .longittHle from a center in any zone, adding to the 
time given if the place ii cast, and subtracting fro)n it if 
the place is west of tile center. •Portland, Oregon, is 

• approximat"ly ~ degrees west of center in the Pacific 
zon~; therefore• 12 minutes should always be subtracted 
from the standard time to make mean local time. ' 

Special attention should b~ given to the rules in con
nection with Horar;¥ Astrology and Mu11dane Astrology 
and in the use of Planetary Hour Tables. • • 

In calculat~ug the nabivity. however, the efforts toward 
accnraev should ROt end here, for the horoscope should 
be corrected or "rectified'' b~ "Ar..: ohEvcnts" before an 
attempt is made ;,t figuring lhe progre~sed chart. Very 
few, ps-ople kuow more than thr • approxi1111ate time of 
their birth, and for that reason extra ,ffort should be 
cxcrJ,ed to make the data as correct as possible before 
erecting a charta 

When very "l~articuljr work is»requfred, that is, when 
pr&<;ise, scientific results are 1 de~red ( dat()oS and nature 
of ev~ltS, ct~~) the

0 dat~. must,9e correctedoil\ ;1 Scientific 
m\nf1er. • 
'Ot~e of \he mosi accurdte and. reliabl• methods. ls 

given in f>art 'IV in thi.s vo.luine: A process of cai'CuU
tion's deducted. _from prominent'dates in the Ufe.. These 
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rules, however, come• under the.highe• branches co! as-· 
trological work and should be undertaken only.when the 
student is flimiliar with the science .gefllrally. 

Tjme Standar6s ill Fo:eign 'countrie~ 
A few words regarding other standard~ of tfme will not be 

amlaa rlgh t here. '!'he careful student wlfi remember to lnvesll
ple lhe dates received f~ births In foreign. countries before 
erecting the horoscope. Many notions have standards of time all 
their own 11nd, therefore, great cautlo.n ~llould be exe1·clsed. 

In Russia, for instance, they \!sed tke julian caleli!dar 
(until February 14th, 1918 when the Gregorian c~lendar 
was adopted), and in the nineteenth century their tlates 
differed from ours (i. e., Gregorian, adopted in England 
in 1752) by 12 d<iys, and in this twentieth century by 13 
days. When it is September 5th by our calendar j.t is 
August 23rd by theirs. The Gregorian calendar, adopted 
February 14th, 1918, was superceded by the Soviet• cal
endar October 1st, 1929. By it five days comprise each 
weekf'lnd six such weeks comprise each of the tw@:lve 
months, leaving five (in leap )t!ar six) surplus days to 
be accounted special 'festivals. 

1 Throughout England, Greenwich soon<lar<l time 1s 
used (excepf in Canterbury and Ipswich, where local 
trme is kept) and to find the mean time of any plact 
there add 4 minutes for every degree of longitude eaat 
oJ. Greenwich, and aubtract 4 minutes for each degree 
of longitude weat. • • • 

Another Kind of Time : 
When' the rnllroa" extended !ts line to X .... , and adopted 

Mountain time tor Its olrlclal I•vrpoaea, the little town was thrown 
Into contusion. Since earliest times the townsfolk had used 
Central Stalldard time. • Folks went to church • by It, wrre. bap
tized, married a~ burled by Central time, and the old sexton 
could not be InduCed to change his habits. • Now, In order not to 
miss being at the station to see the trolns come In, they•were 
obliged t" keep two cllliOlks, one timed to ~lral, the other to 
Mountain. Soon thee cltlzqs split Into two tactJons: "Mountain" 
aod "Central" and there '~a much ar~r-Jing ot tfie pros ·and cons. 
Uncte Ezra listened hut said nethlng. and rtter consLdarable .atgl
tatlng he derided to use a tJ~e jaal half way JletWeen 'Central 
and Mounto.ln, so D.B "not to huh any one'a teellbp."t • 

· 111t It ltlutra es the•~v»-
- if t.lme blstbs or fVents 

hJ.ve moved \'rom" birth placet 
and co.nnot ctve definite Information on such matters, write to ijle 
atatlon ~ie~t or COUiltY clar~ foJO, autbentlc datil <of time ehan&fs. 
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~OPN MARKS 

Noon 'ark is• tqe'mef11local time at birth:place wbep 
it is noou (12 m.) at Greerwicb: England. . 

• 
•Because Greenwich, England, represented o• 0' of ter

restrial longitude at the time of b~ilding the Observatory 
there, most Ephemerides are calculated from that point. 
This is very convenient"Jor Britishers and in the early 
day~ tl' Astrold'gic'al Jiistory in the United States calcu
lation.s for correcting the planets' places for a chart were 
made by adding to or subtracting from Greenwich time. 

But for American students and those born other than 
at G5eenwich that cumbersome and unnecessary method 
should be substituted by one more up-to-date and in 
keeping with a.!tual geographical conditions. 

The method of Noon Marks for such calculatil'OS is 
the logical process. 

' Noon M'-"k is-<the mean, local time at the birth place, 
whed it is noon_pt Greenwich, England. It is simply a. 
time equivalent, or to state it ,another way:' ,. 

t 
Noon Mark is tho: mean, local time .corresponding to 

the time the planets ~re inserted in the Ephemeris. Th~ 
ephemeral p'ace of the planets mu.>t be corrected for the 
amount of tirJe one is born before or after the Noon 
Mark. •Compare the birth time with the Noon,Mark 
and the difference between thejp will inclicate the amount 
of correction necessary to the given longitude for each 
planet, before ia\serting them in tl:~ horoscope. 

' 
Th~ following ill~strations will show how to do so 

correctly. Ther~:~ is nothing com:!Jiicated abo'.tt this 
methbd; on the..contrary, it is sii'!Jpler lllnd more logical 
than the old way, espedlt.lly by .using the "Table of Nopfl 
Mat'ks",on pages 78 'flnd 79 . 

•• 
~-ting tbc-o Planp' J?la~ea for the Time of Birth .. , - . 
•We'have'now finished.with the T. of H., so tum, to' 

th& Rphemeris f?t" the example '!date of birth '(Dec. 4, 
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1910) and take a gl!.n~e at the.,plane~~· pla~es, a~.they 
<1-re given by sign and degree of ~ongttude. , (Latitude 
and declino.tion we will not us"e at pre.>ent.) 'rhe plane

•tary iocations are cakulated fur ea~.:h day ;;..t noon in 
Greenwich, England. (Se-! specimen of •w Ephemeris 
on page 54 for December, 1910.) •· 

For persons born nght 10 t..reenwlch 1t IS only neces
sary to make a correction to the planets' places, as they 
are found in the Ephemeris fo\ noon1 fo,r the amq_u,ut of 
their motion in the time betwecn ·~irth and noon~· adding 
if born after noon and subtracting if before noon. -

The Moon, being swiftest in motion, is the principal 
planet to correct. Its approximate motion is about 0 
degree of longitude per hour. (Its motion varit!s be
tween 30 and 370 minutes of longitude per hQur of 
time.) ~ 

. ~ 

Bflit for births occurring in places other than Green
wich it is nec.essar)\. to work iPi a slightly different man
ner to find the planets' correct places in the zodiac a1. 
the moment of b1rth. First find the t,me' (called ,Noon 

• Mark) at t~ place of birth when it is n'bon in Greenwich 
.and correct the planets' !"iven ephemeral places accord
ing to their motion in the amount of time that birth o'c
curred before or after the Noon • Mark of that place, 

•adding the motion if ,born after the Noon lv\ark and sub
tracting if born before the No<On Mark 

Noon Marlc for Any6 Place - How to Find It 

Here is a simple rule for finding any Noon Mark; 
Refer to ari atlas and•find the longitude of the bi~h'place, 
multiply the tongitude by 4 minutt.>s, divide by 60, sub
tract tpe remainder from 11 ;60 (12m.) if it is west long
itude, and the ans~r is the a. m. tim~ (Noon Matk) in 
Jhe place of birth w~n it is no.vn in Cbeenwich. 

•If the lo~gitude is e~t multiply~t by. 4, "divil!e "by 60 
and tire answer is the p. fu. (Noon Mar"k) time• in the 

, birth place when it is nqpn oin (;reen""'kh. Whdl • .tiJe:
;um canndl: be divtded .by 60 the sum iasePf .is the No~ 
Mark. in minutes of tipu: ·p. nt. 
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: Foi exa~le, WI! find t~;t New.Yt>rk Ci~y is iti approx
imately 71 degrees west lpngitu<\e. 

• • 
74 X 4 'f' .296 m,in'tl.te~; 296 + .60 = 4 hrs., 56-mins .. 

Subtracting t~is amount from. noon ( 11 :60) leaves 7 :04 a. 
IJ\, as the Noon Ma_rk for New York City, which is the 
same as saying that the planets' ~laces are shown in the 
Ephemeris for 7:04 a. m. in New York City instead of 
for Greenwich noon. 

Nbt'e.- The "'l'able o( N"oon Marks" on pages 78 and 79 
obviates the necessity of the foregoing calculations. 

Our example native was born at 11 a. m., therefore, 
approximately 4 hours after the Noon Mark (7 :04 a. m.) 
so d~e allowance must be made for the planets' addition
al progress through the zodiac in the 4 hours. As the 
Mool'l's motion~is approximately Y, degree per hour, in 
4 hours after the Noon Mark it would move forward in 
the 'zodiac about 2 degrees·: Add this to the M~on's 
place as given in the liphemeris for Dec. 4th, 1910; 
Moon's longitude, 10 :02 in CaprictJrn, plus 2 degrees 

'motion in 4 hour<, equals the Moon's longitude, 12:02 in 
Caprkorn, at mr.ment of birth. 

,. 

, Note: If the person had bet:n born 4 hours before tht· 
Noon Mark (about 3 a. m.) the 2 degr~es motion of the 
Moon would be subttacted. .. 

The other planets mo:•e so slo~ly that by beginners 
they need not be ('alculated down any finer than their 
places given for the day in thr Epheme;-is. However, if 
desired, it can be done hy l't>garithms, but 'often the 
equa~ion can be performed mentally. 

1: •• .. •• 

Intereeption 

One· cannot be to9 cautious In the matter·•ot maklnr, up thle 
chart.,ot zodiac as given In T. of H. tor 'd. T. at birth, bec:aUR 
not only Ia It possible for one or two sf.;ns to'1he Intercepted, bnt 
also two signa Intercepted tb one house.. Take for Instance, S. '1'. 
at tfll'thc 19 :5Ci In latltNde 54• N. :· Here we find tables gtv(nf 
Capricorn 27" ®>lOth cusp; Aq~arlta 20" on lltll: "Pisces, 28 
on l~tH; Gemini, 2:22 on' Ascendant. Note the omlasloh ot hro 
situ; Aries and 'taurus •. whl.;~h JtlU&t both be placed Intercepted,, 
In twelfth h!'IR'e." This makes OeD\Inl ood Can~. and tl)e& 
df»posttes, crossing two cuspa. each. 11nd puts I.lbra and &oorplo · 
Intercepted In 6th: · • 
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·.rable of Noon Marb '1 How to Use 

. Noon Mark is simplythe mean loc~l ~ime at birth place 
when ·it is noon (12 m.~ at Grec.nw1cla, Engla('d. 

Rule: To find the Noon Mark look ilf an atlas and 
note the longitude of birth place. Then consult the fol-
lowing Table of Noon' Marks, find that degree in the 
column of longitude and the fig-pres next to it show the 
time of Noon Mark. Look to .•he left side of lon~itude 
column when birth place is east .:>f Greenwich :-na the 
time giv:en as p. m. For places west of Greenwich look 
on right side of longitude column and time given as a. m. 

Table of Noon Marb 
Times eq)livalent to Greenwich noon. 

B. ~ w. B. ~ w. ·:Jl. ~ w. 
P.K. ~ A.M. P.M. ~ A.M. P.M. .::1 A,,., 

12.~ 0 12.00 2.00 so ,lO.OO 4.00 60 8.00 
0.04 1 11.56 •• 2.04 31 9.ll6 4.04 61 7.156 
0.08 2 11.52 2.08 32 9.52 4.08 62 7.52 
0.12 3 11.48 2.12 33 9.48 4.12 ·63 7.48 
0.16 4 11.44 2.16 34 9.44 '4.16 64 7.44 
0.20 5 11.40 2.20 35, 9.40 4.20 65 7.40 
6.24 6 11.36 2.24 ~36 9.36 4.24 66 7.38, 
().28 7 11.32 2.28 37 9.32 4.28 67 7.32 
0.32 8 11.28 2.32 38 9.28 .• 4.32 68 7.28 
0.38 9 11.24 2.36 39 9.24 4.36 69 7.24 
0.40 10 11.20 t.40 40 9.20 4.40' 70 7.20 
0.44 11 11.16 2.44 41 '1il.l6 4:44 71 7.16 
0.48 12 11.12 2.48 42 9.12 4.48 72 7.12 
0.112. 13 11.08, 2.52 ,.43 9.08 4.52 73 7.08 
0.56 14· 11.04 2.56. 44 9.04 4.ll6 74 7.04 
1.00 15 11.00 3.00 45 9.00 5.00 75 7.00 
1.04 1"6 ·10.156 ,.3.04 46 8.56 -5.04 7&· 3.56 
1.08 17 10.(12 8.08 47 8.52 5.08 77 6.52 
1.12 18 10.48 3.12 48 8.48 ' 5.12 78 U8 
1.16 19 10.4i. 8.16 49 8.44 5.16 79 6.44 
1.20 (, 20 10.40 ·- 3.20 50 8.40 11.20 80 Q.40 
1.24 21 10.36' :{24 Ill 8.36 -~-24 81 &.38 
1.28 22 10.32 ~.28 1!2 IU2 11.28 82 6.32' 
U2 28 10.28 8.32 ' 158 8.28. 1!.32 0 83 8.C8 
1.38 ~ .. :W.24 3.3lt M 8.24 1!.,'16 84. 6.24 
1.40 ·211 10.20 8.40 b5 8.21:1 11.40 ,JJ:I "6.20 
1M 28 10.16 8.44 ~ .• 8.1~ 1:1.44 86 6:J.f!'-
1.48 27 ,10.12 .. 3.48 8.12 ' i·" 87 

.6.12 
1!62 28 10.08 3.M; :sa '8.08 .112'88 6.08 • 
1.158 ~ 10.04 "8 '159 8.04 3.158 89 O.ot 
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Table o"f Noon kara . -

J~ 
I ·w. E. w. ' E. J w. E. • J • 

P.M. A.M. P.Jl. A.k. ~.H. A.M. 
too • 

6.00 00 8.04 121 8.66 10.08 152 1.112 
'6.04 91 5.56 8.08 122 3.52 10.12 158 1.48 
6.08 92 5.5,l! 8.12 123 3MB 10.16 154 L44 
6.12 9S M8 8.16 124 3.44 10.20 1M 1.40 
6.16 94 6.44 8.28 1211 3.40 10~ 1M 1.38 
6.20 95 5.40 . 8.24• 126 3.86 10.28 167 1.32 
6.! .... 96 6.3ft i-28 127 8.82 10.32 168 1.28 
6.28 97 6.32 8.32 128 8.28 10.86 159 1.24 
6.32' 98 6.28 8.86 129 8.24 10.40 100 1.20 
6.86 00 6.24 8.40 180 8.20 10.44 161 1.16 
6.40 100 5.20 8.44 181 8.16 10.48 162 1.12 
6.44 101 5.16 8.48 132 3.12 1o.IS2 163 1.08 
6.4,ll 102 5.12 8.62 133 8.08 10.M 164 UM 
6.52 103 6.08 8.56 134 3.04 11.00 166 1.00 
6.118 104 5.gt 9.00 135 8.00 11.04 166 O.M 
7.00 105 5. 9.04 136 2.56 11.08 16'7 0.62 
7.g: 106 4.56 9.08 137 2.62 11.12 168 0.48 
7. 107 4.52 IU2 138 2.48 11.16 169 '>.44 
7.12 108 4.48 9.1&-139 2.44 11.20 170 0.40 
7.16 109 4.44 9.20 140 2.40' 11.24 171 0.86 
7.20 110 \1.40- 9.24 141 2.86 11.28 172 0.32 
7.~ 111. 4.86 9.28 142 2.82 11.32 173 0.28 
7. 112 4.82• 9.82 143 2.28 11.:3 174 0.24 
7.32 113 4.28 9.86 144. 2.24 11. 176 o.20 
7.36 114 4.24 9.40 145 2.20 11.44 176 0.16 
7.40 115 4.20 9.44 146 2.16 .11.48 177 0.12 
7.44 116 4.16 ·9.48 147 2.12 11.l!2 178 0.08 
7.48 117 4.12 9.62 148 2.~ 11.66 179 0.04 
7.62 118 •4.g: 9.56 149 2. 12.00 180 0.00 
7.56 119 4. 10.011 150 2.00 
8.00 120 4.00 • 10.04 151 1.56 

Another point which somenmes contuses- the new 
student is that of finding the correct amoqnt of time 
betwe'etf'Noon Ntark and birth time \\•hen ~rth is in p.m. 
and Noon Mark in a~ m. In such cases subtract the Noon 
Mark "from noon ~ 11 :60) and add the result to ti¥ birth 
time,J:he answer is amount of time !>o•rn lifter Noon Mark. 

T~\s can plso be C'Scertamec! by counting ar9und r>n 
the facl of a Jl'latch from ti;je .tesignating •Neon Mark 
to t~e 'birtil time. If ~oon. ark is 4:00 a. m. and birth 
8:~ p.m., t~e amount of"tum born jfter Nopn Mark ia1 

16 hours. ~ ~ • 
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Placing tlte Planets in a Chart 

'Rememb~,. that the zodiacal signs are.,a.!Jpare~atly rising 
from t1te eastern horizQn (cusp .,of iirst hous<,) and as
cending over thl: top of th.<: chart (called M1dheaven) 
and setting in the west. 

'· The actual motion of the planets is, therefore, just the 
reverse, r. e., they are moving under the eastern horizon, 
on through the Nadir (cusp of tfourth. ho,use, the lowest 
point in the chart), up and around the map through" the 
western half, except when marked R in Ephemeris, 
which means retrograde. But apparently the planets are 
carried around with the signs. Right now we are con
cerned with the actual planetary motion. 

When placing the planets in a chart use the degr~e of 
the sign on the cusp of a house as a guide: When a 
plane; has approached to within 8 degrees of the de,::-ree 
on the cusp its influence hegin~to operate in that house. 
This should be indttated by running a ray from the 
planet to the number of the house as ~own in our ex
lmple charts. To insure getting the planefs properly 
mserted it i!f' a good plan to imagine tlie signs and de
~ees on house cusps as ~ast or stationary and that ?t 
birth the planets. were moving toward, or have just 
~assed them, as the case may be. · 

A Mental E<fuation 

To Find l!nd C.-rect Plctnets' Places for the Amount 

of Time Born Before or After Noon Mark . 
• 

The Moon's•motion varies betwee:J 12 and 15 degrees 
per da.r. The av~rage daily motion is about 13 degrees. 
To find"" its actual mMion on any date, 'subtract its f!,"iven 
ephemeral place ~n on@ day from,that of-the next, if'born 
aher Noon Mark, but\ubtract from day preceding b\rth
day if bbliJI.before Noo-p. Mark. The an.s:wh is•niotion 
in one day. 

l 

, 'Multiply\he de~es Qf the answer by PO,•a,dd the min
utes if t~re are any, difide tht' sum by 24, and you, h~.Je 
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the ~oon's motiop per !;Jour. This•amount is t6en used 
to correct ].loon's giv~n e)lhemer"&l place on date.9f birtl1 
according to theeamopnt of time Eiorn before fir t~r the 
Noon Mar~. 

oNote: When thee figures of Moon's given ephemeral 
place are too sri)all to be subtract.d from, add 30 degrees 
to it and then do the subtracting. 

Wl)j!Ji Moon moves •12" pef day Its speed Is 30 ' per hour 
When 'Moon moves 13" ~r day Its speed Is 32¥.,' per hour 
Whel'l Moon moves 14" per day Its speed Is 35 ' per hOUP 
When Moon moves 15" per day Its speed Is 37 1h' PE'f hour 

The other planets' places are usually easy to correct 
by m~ntal calculation similar to the above, but for more 
precise work it ~ advisable to correct the planets' places 
by logarithms. 

LQilKitude 

60 s,c<Jndse (") make I minute-marked 

60 minute~ (') make 

30 degrees (") make 

I degree-mark&d 
• I sign-marked S 

• 
12 signs (or 3&l") make I circle or Zodiac. 
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t-CGARIT~MS 

.Corr~cting Planets' Pla'e1 fror~~- Noon 'Mark 
to Their Trut Places ._'t Tilfie of Bi~th 

I 

When very precise and accurate work is required the 
planets' correct places 'should be found by means of log
arithms. a table of which may ~e found in this book and 
in back of Ephemeris for any rear. Jhs: proper ~u,Ie by 
which to use them is as follows; 

Add proportional logarithm of the planet's daily mo
tion to logarithm of the amount of time born from Noon 
Mark (these two logs. must always be added) and the 
sum will be the log. of the motion required. 

Add this derived motion, in terms of l,0ngitude, h> the 
planet's given ephemeral place if born after Noon Mark, 
but r,ubtract if born before· Noon Mark, and the J~sult 
will be the planet's true place. at moment oi birth. Re
verse the above prd.:cs~ fnr retrograde planets. 

Example-Person horn December !rd, 'i9J7, 4 hour~ 
rand 30 min';ltes after Noon Mark: 

Moon 28 :30 Scorpio ot\ Dec. 4 
Moon 14:11 S..:orpio on Dec. 3 , 

14-19 ·-= l'vldtion in 24 hrs. -- lpg~ .2244 
Log-. for 4:30 ~fter ,N. Mk .. 7270 

.9514 
0.9515 is nearest logarithm that can be found in table 

of logs,"w!lich ~how.:.' at top of column 2'degrees1
; on side 

of table we ~nd 41 minutes; Mooh therefore moves 2 
degree;; and 41 rvinutes in the 4 hours and 30 minutes of 
time oorn after N~on Mark, and thi~ amount mllSt be 
jidded to Moon~s eph~meral pl~.:e on b'l'tth, thus: 

• 
"Moon. 14:11 Scorpio 

·2~41 motion fn· 4< hrs. a1.d 30 m'ihs. Qn this date 

,t.foon 1' :52 in ScorR,IO, correct place.at•·t.ime of birth 
and is s? entered in thjs birth •chart. 
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·The motion of !-leprun"e, Uranu1 and Saturn js some
times so slr)w that ;t cannot be computed by ll)garithms,. 
but mental A:quatior. is sufficient. -

,How to Correct a Planet's Pla~e by Logarithms 

Rule: Add proportional logarithm of the planet's 
daily motion (distance bavelerl between two days) to 
the IQg;arithm of. amount ~f time born from Noon Mark 
(these tfto logs must al.\yays be alldcd) and the sum will 
be the ·log. of motion required. Note the degrees and 
minutes represented by this logarithm, then add this 
derived motion, in terms of longitude, to the planet's 
given_ephemeral place if born afte'l' Hoon Mark, but sub
tract ii born before Noon Mark, and the result will be the 
plane~s true place at moment or btrth. Reverse this 
process for retrograde planets. 

"Mnn's reacdons to planetarY stimuli qualify hiB every e:J~pre&
lllon o·•ure. Thi~ Is e. fact known t<> all astrologt>rs; but when It Is 
brough~ to the' attention nf those wbn are engaged In the fi~1d of 
Soeial Economlts It M>comes a revelation of striking ell'ect. Man'1 
reaetlons to planetary sdmull qualif,. his every esprAislon of Ufe. 
1'htty glve ver.t to his every Impetus, plan or decision. and conse
qr·ently they guide his actions. Planetary stlmuJi are the most Jm.. 
portant fattors of man's hperierree, whether he Is aware of I& or 
not, Most people do not realize this and ~o they blunder oo !rom 
day to day, tre3uWJtly makin~ the Hame mistakes over and over. 
Therefort-, 11 Is vitally necessary that man should understand the 
nature nf the urges whlc!h animAte his being; learn how to Dljldl!y 
or accentuate his response to the pluetary vlb1111.ioni and so prollt 
by lntelllgl'nt use of these mighty to~es ot 1'ruth and lteallty. 

"Knowll!llge of askology makes man a wart of the tlnfe and char
acter ot the operations of Natnre and so provides ~lm the oppor
tunity to think and plan, before It Ia time to act; and to use dle
crlmlnatton 111 bls r~ctlona to planetary aspetts, In acco&dance 
with t~ extent ot his awareness and abllltfto control and deter
mloe his actlona. "-..From "Lectures on Jtstrol~" by LlewellJD 
George. · 
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- .. 
Prof.ortional L"gl!ritbma 

' Degrees or Hoqn. r 

Min 0 1 • 2 ~ 4 5 •. 6 f 8 9 "to n 
• , 

0 3.1684 1.3802 1.0782 9031 7781 8812 6021 6351 4771 4260 8802 3388 0 
I 3.1684 !.37:rG 1.0768 9007 7763 6798 6009 63'41 4762 4262 3796 3382 i 
2 2.8573 1.3680 1.0720 89&• 7746 6784 6997 6330 4763 4244 3788 3376 J 
3 Z.8812 1.8590 1.0686 89!19 7728 8789 6986 6320 474+ 4238 3780 3388 I 
4 2.6563 1.3622 1.0649 8935 7710 67&6 6973 5310 4736 4228 3773 3882 4 
6 2.4694 1.3454 1.0614 8912 7692 6741 IVI61 5300 4726 4220 3788 3356 6 
6 2.3802 1.33881.0680 8888 7674 6728.6949 5289 4717 4212 3769 3349 8 
7 2.3133 1.3323 1.0646 8865 7667 6712"5937 627g.470P 4204 3762 3:0.1~ 7 
8 2.265~ 1.3268 1.0611 8842 7639 6698 592f 52S9 4699 4198 37461336 8 
9 2.2041 1.319& 1.0478 8819 7622 6684 5913 5259 4690 4188 3737 3329 8 

10 2.1684 1.3133 1.0444 8796 7604 6670 6902 6249 4682 4180 3730 3313 10 
II 2.11701.8071 !.OUt 8773 76B7 6666 6~90 6239 4673 4172 3723 3318 11 
12 3.0782 1.8010 ].0378 8761 7670 6642 5878 5229 4664 4184 3718 3310 1Z 
13 2.0444 1.2960 1.0345 8728 7652 8628 5866 6219 4665 4158 3709 3303 !3 
a 2.0122 1.2891 t.03t3 8708 7536 6614 5866 6209 4646 U48 3702 3297 14 
15 !.9823,l.2833 1.0280 8683 7618 6600 6843 6199 4638 4141 3695 3291 !& 
18 1.95421.2776 1.0248 8661 7601 6687 6833 6189 4629 4133 3688 3211'. 18 
17 1.92711.2719 1.0216 8639 7484 6573 6820 6179 4620 4126 3681 3278 17 
18 1.9031 1.2863 1.0185 8617 7467 6559 6809 6169 461j4117 3674 3274. )~ 
19 1.8796 1.2607 1.0163 8695 7451 8546 5797 5159 tGO• 4109 3667 3281i 
zn 1.8573 1.2553 1.0122 8573 7434 6632 5786 6149 4594 uo2 3860 3268 ~· 
21 1.8361 1.2499 1.0091 8562 7417 C619 6774 6139 4586 4094 3669 326~ 21 
21f 1.8159 1.2446 t.oo6t 8530 740t 6505 5763 6129 4577 4086 3646 3246 z~ 
23 t.7966 1.2393 1 ooao 8609 7384 649$5752 6120 4668 4079 3838 3238 J! 
24 1.77811.2341 1.000~8487 7168 6478 6740 5110 4569 4071 3632 3233 !4 
26 1.7804 1.2289 0.9970 8466 7351 6465 6729 5100 4651 4063 3625 3227 2~ 
!8 t.7434 1.2239 o.9940 8445 na6 6451 671~ 5090 41"42 4U55 3818 3220 28 
27 1.7270 1.2188 0.9910 8424 7l18 6438 6706 6081 4634 4048"3611 321.-1 27 
28 1.71121.2139 0.9881 8403 7302 6425 6695 5071 f$% 4040 3604 3208 28 
29 1.6960 !,~090 0.9862 8362 7286 6412 6684 5061 4616 4032 3697 3201 28 
30 1.6812 1.2041 0.9823 8361 72(0 6398 5673 5061 4608 4025 3690 3186 30 
31 1.88701.1993 0.9794 8341 7264 6385 6662 6042 4499 4017 3683 3189 31r 
3% 1.6532 1.1946 0.9765 8327 7238 6372 5651 5032 4491 4010 3676 3183 32 
33 1.6398 1.1899 O.'J737 8300 7222 6359 5640 &'123 4482 4002 3570 3176 33 
34 1.6269 1.1852 o.9708 8279 7206 6346 n629 5013 4474 3994 3583 3170 34 
36 ~.6143 1.1806 0.9680 8~59 7190 633:! 5618 5003 4466 3987 3656 3184 36 
36 1.60211.1761 0.9662 8~39 7174 6320 6607 4994 4457~191~ 3&49 3167 38 
37 1.6902 1.1716 0.9526 8219 7159 6307 t596 49A4 4H9 :!972 31i42 3151 37 
38 1.67881.1671 0 9697 8199 7143 6294 5586 4976 4440 3964 3536 3146 38 
39 • 1.5673 1.1627 0.9570 8179 7128 6282 5574 498's 4432 3967 3529 3139 39 
40 1.5683 1.1684 & 9542 8159 7H~ 6269 5563 4966 4424 3949 3522 3133 40 
41 1.64fir. 1.1540 0.9515 8140 71Y'7 6256 5652 4947 4415 3942 3516 3128 41 
42 1.5351 1.1498 0.9488 8120 70MI &243 5541 4937 4407 3934 3508 3120 4Z 
43 1.62<19 J.H65 0.9462 8101 7066 6231 5n3t 4928 4399 3927 360t 3114 n 
H 1.61491.1413 0.9435<i!U81 7050 6218 5520 4918 43~0 3919 349IIJ1b8 44 
46 1.6061 1.131:2 0.9409 8062 7036 6205 5509 4909 4382 3912 3438 3102 46 
41 1.4956 1.1331 0.9383 8043 7070 6193 5498 4!!'o0 4374 3905 3481 3088 48 
47 1.4863 1.1290 0.9358 8023 7005 6180 5488 4890 4366 3897 3476 3009 47 
48 \4771 1.1249 Cl:9330 8004 6990 8168 5477 4881 4167 3890 3468 3083 t8 
48 1.4882 1.1209 0.930&-7936 6976 8166 5468 4872 4349 3882 3481 3077 48 
50 1.4694 1.1110 !!.9279 7i~8 8960 6143 5456 4863 431! 3875 3454 307Y &o 
51 1.45081.1130 0.9254 7f47 8946 6131 6tt5 4863 433~ 3888 3448 3066 51 
&2 1.442+ 1.1091 0.9228 "lt29 8~10 6118 6436 4844 4324 3860 3441 3058 62 
53 t.U411.1053 0.9203 7910 8915 6108 5424 4l35 4318 386t 3434~019' 61 
54 t.06n t..l0t5 0.9178 7891(19~0 8084 &414 4828 430U848 ~428 3047 If 
66 1,4111"0 1.0177 0.9153 7873 888918081 540D 4&17 4300 3838 3421 3041 G5 
58 1.4102 1.0939 0.9128 7864 8871 8089 6393 4808 42Q~ 8831 8'411 30841 ·~ 
&7 t.t025 t.oto2 o.8tttt 7838 181f eon 6382•1798 4284 3824 8408 3028 .,, 
n t.8848r.0816 o.807178t8 114 8045 5372 478142713817 uet aoaz sa 

"61 1.1176 t.OIZ8 o eon 7800' 8127 803J,.681t nao 4118 asow·ns& 8011 It' 
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*For Fipding the -PlanetS: ~lac~s 

De~rreea" or Hou..J. - . , 
12 1a '14 15 • 16 ~ · 1s 1Q 20 21 22 23 • 

• 0 3010 2863 284t 2041 1781 1488 12ft 1016 0782 0580 0378 0181 0 
i 3004 2667 2331 2031 :1,761 1493 1246 lOll 0788 0577 087& 0182 1 
2 2988 2152 2330 2032 1762 1489 1241 1007 0786 0673 0371 0179 I 
3 2992 2148 2326 -2021 1747 14&6 1237 10111 o1a1 o570 036& on& a-
4 2186 284 0 2320 2022 1743 1481 1233 0998 0777 0116 0384 0172 4 
' ~980 283~ 2315 2017 1731 1476 1229 0898 0774 0683 0311 0111 6 
8 2974 2629 28Jo 1012 1784 1112 1225 0992 0110 o&69 03&a or8e 8 
7 2968 2824 2301 1008 1728 141M 1221 0888 0768 0616 0356 0183 7 
8 28611 2618 2300 1003' 172& Hat 1217 0984 0783 0&62 0362 OliO 8 
9 29&6 '".!613 2211 1188 112o•u1o 1213 0580 D76t 0648 oua 01&7 1 

10 2960 2607 22as 1913 1111 H56 1209 0977 0761 0648 oat& 01&3 10 
11 2944 2102 2284 1988 1711 1461 1206 0973 0762 0642 0342 0160 II 
12 2938 2696 2271 Jt84 1707 1447 1201 0989 0749 0631 0339 OH7 U 
13 2933 2691 2274 1971 1702 1443 1197 0915 0745 0535 0136 01&4 11 
14 29Z7 2585 2269 1974 1898 1438 1193 0982 0742 0532 0332 OlU H 
16 2921 2580 2264 1969 !694 1434 1189 0968 0738 0629 0329 0138 II 
I& 2!ll6 2674 2269 1966 1689 H30 1186 0964 0734 0626 0328 013& 18 
11 2909 2569 2264 1960 1686 U26 11s2 o9&o 0731 0622 oaz2 oua n 
18 29113 2684 2249 1966 1680 1422 1178 0947 0727 0618 0319 Ollt II 
19 21117 2568 2244 1950 1676' 1417 1174 0943 0724 0&16 0316 012& It 
20 2891 2663 2239 1946 1671 1413 1170 0939 0720 0611 0313 0122 80 
21 2886 2547 2234 1941 1887 1409 1116 0936 0717 0608 0308 0118 II 
22 21ao 2542 2229 1936 1663 1406 11&2 0932 0713 0606 0301 one :u 
23 2814 2636 2223 1932 1658 1401 1168 0928 0709 0601 0303 0113 2fj 
24 2868 2631 2218 1927 1664 139. 1164 0924 0701 0498 0300 0110 14 
2& 2862 2626 2213 1922 1649 1393 1150 0920 ot02 0496 0298 0107 I& 
28 2858 2520 2208 1917 1646 1398 1146 0917 0899 0491 0293 0104 21 
17 Z860 2616 ..2283 19f3 1&40 1384 1142 0913 0686 0488 0280 0101 17 
21 2 .. 6 2608 'l!U8 1908 1838 1380 1138 0909 0892 0486 0287 0098 II 
" 2831 2&04 2193 1.:13 1832 1376 1134 0906 0688 0481 0283 0084 II 
30 2833 2481 2188 18Jt 1&27 1372 1130 0902 0685 0478 OtiiO 0091 10 
31 2827 %493 2188 1894 1823 1388 112610898 0681 0474 0277 0088 Jl 
ft 2821 2488 2178 1888 1&19 1313 1123 0894 0878 0471 0274 0086 II 
33 2816 2483 2173 1886 1114 1369 1111 0881 0674 0488 0271 0082 II 
34 2810 2477 2168 1880 !NO 1356 1116 0887 0670 0'484 0287 0078 14 
36 2804 2472 2164 1876 1606 1351 1111 0883 0867 0481 0284 007f I& 
38 2798 2467 2l69 1871 1601 1347 1107 0880.0884 0468 0281 0073 18 
37 2793 2461 2'f64o1866 1697 13j3 1103 0871 0660 0464 0268 0070 17 
38 2787 241i6 2149 1862 1692 13!9 1099 0872 0668 0461 02611 00117 II 
31 2781 2461 2144 1867 ~688 1336 1096 0888 0663 0448 0250 0084 81 
40 2776 2446 2139 1862 1&84 1331 1092 0886 0848 0444 0248 0081 oiO 
41 1110 Z440 2134 1848 1679 1327 108810861 0648 a.u 0246 ooaa 41 
42 2714 2436 2129 1843 1676 1822 10&4eo867 ou2 0437 ozu•oo&s 42 
48 2768 2430 2124 1838 1671 1318 1080 0814 0838 0484 0238 0052 " 
44 276lJ 2624 2119 1.'134 1686_ 1314 1078 08110 083& 0431 0236 0048 44 
46 274? 2'419 2114 f829 1682 1310 1072 0848 111132 0428 0232 0045 46 
ce 2741 2414 2108 1826 ass tl30I 1088 0843 0829 0424•0229 0042 u 
47 2738 2409- 2104 1820 16'53 1302 1014 0831 0826 0421 0228 0031 47 
48 2731 24lB 2088 !818 1&41 12§ 1081 0835 0621 0j18 0223 0038 48 
49 2724 2198 2056 1811 1&46 I 1067 0832 06J8 IA14 0220 0011 41 
50 27.U 2883 2080 1808 1640 128 1063 0828 0814 OUI 0218 0030 &0 
&t 2713 2388 zoss. iiU! 1638 128 IOU D82UOI11 o•o8 0213 0021 51 
&2 2707 2382 2080 1,717 1532 111:82 1046 0821 .J)I08 0404 0210 0024 12 
sa 2002 11.111 2076 1791 1628 1278 1041 .oa11 ~so4 040J 0201 eon u 
&4 nse 1'12 2910 178& 1~3 1274 1037 ou4 0101 039& o2o• oou &4 
&5 2691 2387 201r, 4784 1.&19 1270 1034 OIA:O 0597 03t4 0291 .0015 I& 
&& 2886 2382.2081 1779 JSJ&•u8& 10~ oao6 o5u 0381 OJt7 one se 
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GENE'i'HLIACAL ASTROLOGY 

• EPHEMERIS 

Longilude of "the ?l<~o.wts 

becember 1907 . 
Planets' Placi'ii are for any N~n ark. 
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.PARS, -FORTUNJE 

'P.art _of Fortune) 

The Part of F8rtune Is a zodiacal point which Is equally distant 
frcfm the Aacendant as fhe Moon Is from the Suo In longitude. It 
beneftta the house .In which It Is locnte.l at birth. 

The place of Moon's node and the ten planets for any date 
may be readily obtained by •referring to an Ephemeris; bot the 
place,ot the Part ,pf Fortune• must be calculated from the horo
scope lfself. It Ia used also In Horary Astrology, and Ita placa 
In either a natal or horary chart may be found as follows: 

Rule: Add the longitude of the Ascendant to the Moon's longl· 
tude from which sum subtract the longitude of the Sun, and the 
remainder will he the place of the Part of Fortune. 
Au~st 23, 1884, 0:46 A. M., Elkhart, Ill. The "Horot!cope 

Illustrated" (chart No. 3) shows the Ascendant to be Cancer 4" 
18', wblch equals 3 whole signs 4 degrees 18 minutes from the 
first point of the z~lac (0"00' 'J' ). 

Th\ Moon Is 29" 52' In VIrgo, -or 5 whole signa 29 degr~s 52 
minutes from the first point of the zodiac (0"00' 'T' ). • 

Add these two positions In• t.,.rms of l~:ngltude, and from the 
1um subtract the place of the $un. 'rhe result will be longitude 
of the Part of J'ortlfbe ~-

Asc. 6 4 • 18' ...................... 3.04 :18 + Moon 1lJ! 29" 52' 
1 

............ 5.29 :52' 
8.3.'l :70 

Lesa Sun,_ o• 29' ................ ri.i0:29 
3.33:41 = Place of e. 

Transpose tile 3..1 degrees hy writlog tl'lem 1 sign and 3 degrees 
and the Bl16Wer 'Ifill rE'IId 4 !.•gos 3 degrees 41 minutes from flrat 
point of zodiac (0"00'. 'T'). 4.03:41 = S\. 3" 41' as. place of $. 
Find that place In the chart and Fter the SJ!Dbol. It ~II fall 
In the second house. It the work ~as been correctl:r performed 
It will prove the rule, namely, that ~ will be dlstan~ from the 
Ascends~ the samli! number of degrees '11111\1Ch the M(JOn Is distant 
from the Sun. Test lt. The Moon Is 29" 23' froVl the Sua. The 
~ Is 29" 23' from the .lfscendant. 

Be c:reful not to rpake an error when ~nt!ng trom fllllt point 
of Ar~. 

For Instance: 
Artes lJI" la.o :Hi. 
'l'nurua 15" Ia 11. whole sign and 111•degrees. 
Gemini 1 r;." Is 2 whole tligns an\l 15 degrees. 
~cer 15" Is 3 ~hole wgns,and 115 degrees. • 
In other wql'!Js, &ne whole sign frOJp tht!' first polrlt of ArlC!Ii 1'8 

ttfe 1st point ot Taurus. -(lnftUene41 of, Pars Fortullll! Is. descrll!ed 
In i>arl III.) 
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'ZCJD,IACAL -ASPECTS . ' 
A most ' 'lfalling experlence of' the excJ,I:IWlent o"t sublunary 

nature~., by '\he conjunctl~n and asQ'3Cts' ot the pla~ets, has In
structed and comp~lled my un'fming bellef.-Kerler 

Aar..~ect Defined 

An aspect is a certain angular distance between 
two points in the zodiac; fro~ one planet to aP>ather 
or from a planet to a point in the' chart, as for irlstance, 
a house cusp. Certain distances produce effective angles 
which are appropriately named. Astrology uses 16 as
pects, including the Conjunction and Parallel. 

An aspect is the angle between two planets at some 
time and place in their established oi'bits, and 'their 
angular relation to the earth, the influence of which is 
regi~_ered or received by tliose individuals who ar~ re
ceptive or keyed to those partisular vibrations, according 
to the impress or id!pulse given their being at the mo
ment of their birth by the planetary v1brations prc;vail-

,ing at that time and place. 

It has been observed that students just beginning th'e 
study of astrology usually find it difficult to master the 
,subject of planetary aspects and orbs. Because this is 
a basic feature in horoscopy, it. should bo..fl..lly, compre
hended. That its importance may , be realized, extra 
effort•is here ma,pe to famj.liarize students with each de
tail that ooch step shall i\e thoroughly understood and 
the aspect6, correctly recorded. 

It makes arf immense difference whether an aspect is 
applyil!g or sep"J"atjng, that is, for"min.g or wanin~. 

Aspects are djtY'ided. into two ~lasses, •karmonious and 
i'nfiarmonious, accordtng to the nat1,1re of the action. or 
the responses, they pro~uce. Har~onious Aspe~ts ·may 
be tho1..1oglh 'of as pacifymgt or _mollifying,' whi.le the in-
1~a~m~nious aspect~ may _b'i cot~sidtred a~ s_timulatin~·br 
tlr\tatmg. •The stnnula.tmg effect of the i'h.harmonJOUf 
aspects \s often seen iv the h6roscopes of persons. w,ho 
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~ave ;'maae their ,mark" .or achieved distinction by vigor-
ous efforts: On the' other hanc\ in the ho~copes oj 
persons wrVt a pttpopderance of harmonious.aspects we 
find they h'ave attat.1ed s:<ccess no+, so much by the ·vigor
ous prosecuti<¥1 of business e~orts as by' apparent "good 
lock" or fortunate drcumstances. They "get the breaks." 
For instance, t}je old homestead ,-,hich the folks acquired 
from the Government at $2.00 per acre and on which 
they worked hard for years to clear and cultivate, is at 
last willed to a nephew w'ho finds that a town has grown 
up aro~nd the old place and it is now, without labor on 
his part, worth a fortune when divided into city lots. 

Not every one with a preponderance of good aspects 
is "s~ccessful" in life; some may be too easily satisfied 
or contented. Nor does every one with a preponderance 
of inl'larmonioua aspects achieve "success" through stim
ulating effort; they may be too easily irritated and de
velof> obstacles in their path through enmities, inj·uies, 
etc . 

• So it wiU be ~en that aspects are the modifying in-
fluen•ces in a h~roscope. Unless aspects are properly. 
computed the necessary mo1ilications can\wt be read 
~d the delineations not properly made. The influence 
of a planet in a "h~use" is qualified <by the aspects it 
beholds. 

Much 'of the skill and art in reading horoscopes de
pends upon the correct recording of a~ects and knowl
edge of their influence. The ~rst requisite is•the ability 
to calculate and collect the facts about aspects. Although 
such b~ks as t,e "A to Z HorosctJte Maker and Delin
eator" give the text of the influ('nce of ~ach planetary 
aspect, the saying_ of Ptolemy should be.observed;, "Judg
men~ must be rc!gulated by thyself, a~ well as by the 
science.' 

ConsTder ·tfl.t', different applications of the.s;pfle aspect 
in SfVeral.such 1=ases a's a mah in the penitentiarJ, or one 
lymg ill in a hospital ~a yt>ut!a off on his vac'ltion; a m'\t' 
¥t charge Ql a flourishi~g busines~; a woman chi~fly, 
COJ1Ctrned with her family of• children. 
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A phy~ician does' n<tt aiagnose untilqe is f(\miliar, with' 
the history of the case; J'ikewise ;n 'astrologer ~hould not 
render juc:l\·ment until he is Iamiljar. f•ith ~is client's 
statiod in life, his con<Jition an« actit ites, in order that 
he may properly anticipate· the nature oi the person's 
response to the vibratory action of• an aspect. To do 
this correctly he must i1ave made no mi!jtake about the 
aspect. 

In fact, the aspect must first "oe diagn06ed along• these 
lines: • 

1-Quallty of aspect (good or adverse) 

2-Piatlc (wide orb) or partlla (exact aspect) 

3-Formlng or waning 

4-Is the ospectlng planet sinister or dexter' How many de
grees away from the aspectecl planet Is the one which Is doing 
the as~'!Cting? How many degree$ J>lus or minus the exact asf,ect? 

5-Is the aspeding planet angola" succedent or cadent? • 
6-Is the aspecting planet In a cardinal, llx'id or,ll!ovable sign?' 

• 7 -Is the aspectlng planet lo a fruitful or i¥'.rren sign? 

.~Is the aspecling planet t1 s~called benefic or maletlc? 

9-What house oi the horoscope doe; the aspectlng planet 
occupy? 
• 

10-Does the nspecting • planet hnv..e any nthea /spe<;ts at the 
same time? If so compare them ana decide whether one accen-
tuates qr modifies the other. • 

11-What oia the nature oil the aspected planet, malefic or 
benefic? 

12-What hous; does tTie aspected planet occupy? Is It-elevated 
above the aspecting plan~t. or below lt ln"the chart? 

• 
13-Art either of tlljSe planets In their elgns of dignity or 

deblllty? 

'lt-Is either of them ,.troJ¥ade? -

The most olmportant of th@se quest1o9s -are: <(J) -What Is the 
nature of-tile aspect?: and (3) fa It applying or sepuatlng?• To 
~mine these polnta correctly, 9111 l!heul.d study the Dlagradr 
o11fd~ lllustrdl11n of A&IM!Cts,oll pace 102. . ' . 
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,Table ~ the ~xte.en Fl~eiary Aspe''tl 

d Conjsnctlon..-Same d~ee of !ongltude; g<X,f or .advetse, 
according ~ natur, of. planets. · ,, ' .. .. P Parallel-Same degree of declh .. atlon; <rood or adverse, ac· 
cording to naiJu-e of planets. • 

.A. Vlglntll-18 degrees apart, slightly good. 
'1/ Qalndecll-24 degrees apart, ~lightly good. 
X Seml-sextlle--30 degrees apart, slightly good. 
l Deelle--36 degrees ajiart, slightly good. 

) 

" ileml·squnre--45 depees apart, slightly adverse. * !fextll-oo degrees apart, good. 
Q Qulntll-72 degrees apart, slightly good. 
0 Squar-90 degrees apart, adverse. 
t Tredecll-108 degrees apart, slightly good. 
4 Trln-120 degrees apart, good. 
# Sesqulquadrat-135 degrees apart, slightly adverse. 
~ Blqulntlle-1144 degrees apart, slightly good. 
181 Qulncunx-150 degrees apart, slightly adverse. 
l! Opposltlon-180 degrees a'part, adverse. 

The parallel, complete when planets a:e In the same degree and 
minute of MttlnatVm. begins one degree from point of aspect when 
app\,Vlng, and ends one degree past lt. The degree of declination 
of planets may tile found In the Ephemeris. Do not confu.Se 
declination with longitude. 

Memoriz; the Symbols of •Aspects 

Those gj.,oe~ in this t~ble are tfte ones mainly used . 
• 

Conjunction ........... !............ d Seml-sextile ....................... X 
Parallel ................ Par. or P .. Semi-squa~ ....... ~ ............... L 
Opposition .......................... 8 Qulntlle .............. ................. Q 
Trl;e .................................... t::. Sesqlijquadrate • ................. # 
Square : ................................. 0 Bl-qulntlle -~--..................... ± 
SeJrlite .................................. * Quincunx .. ................. . .... 181 

• • • • 
NQte: 'l'hese are the aspects to be cons~ered In the rending 

of n natal chart:O'the otheilJ (.A. v l f) nre so slight In lnftueJlCe 
that they are not gea,rally used, texc~t In tbe progressed boro-
scofle, ..- In ~ther ftnef calculations. • -- . 
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Z~diacal Order and Nat~e of 4spectp" 
' I • . -

Same deg.~~ Conjunction, unifying, binding. • 
Same aeg.-P Parallel, Sll/]le as a c~unc~on In eJr'k! 

18 deg . ..-A- Vll!fntlle, allghtiJI good, harmonlzlvg. 
24 deg.-v Qulndeclle, slightly good, oormonlzlng. 
30 deg.-X Seml-oextii~Wsllghtly gcod, harmonizing. 
36 deg.-1 Decile, slightly good, harmonizing. 
45 deg.'-L Semi-square, moderateey evil, disintegrative. 
60 deg.-* Sextlle, favorable, cr\a tlve. 
72 deg.- Q Qulntlle, slightly good, h\rmoolzlng. 
!lO deg.-D Square, disar,polntlng, rejective, obstructive. 

108 deg.- f Tredecile, slightly gooe, harmonizing. 
120 deg.-A Trine, fortunate, constructive, harmonious. 
135 deg.-# Sesqulquadrate, slightly evil, provoking. 
144 deg.-± Bl-qulntlle, slightly good. 
150 deg.-1&1 Quincunx, allgbtly evil, lndllfepnt, lndechflve 

Irritating. 
180jleg.-6' Opposition, sepatatlve, extreme, opposed, •IP. 

structlve. 

Relative Power of Aspect\ 

d Conjun,tlon. 
P Parallel 
8 180' Opposition 
A 120' Trine 
0 oo· Square 
* 60' Sextlle 
L 45 • Semi-square 
X 30" Seml-sextlle 

li!) 150' Quln&nx 
Q 72' Qulntlle 
# 135' Sesqofquadrate 
± 144' Jll-qulntlle 
.A. 18' "lglntlle 
v 24 • Qulndecll". 
1 ,36' Decile • 
! 108' 'l'redeclle • 

The strongest aspect is hfre shown at top of 'list; the 
parallel is said to be as strong as a conjunction. The 
other aspects are list!f! in the order of their st~n"gth. 
The weakest ('fredecile) is at end of ofist. 
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Major Aspec:.4ts . . . . * Sexti1&-Co111Jllete at eG desreea"apart. Its In)l'lence·Io 10011. 
0 Squar'-compW at. 90 degrP,f!S apart. Ito lnll'benee Ia 

llollvene. • 
t:. Trlne--CSmplete at 120 ae~ apart. Ita lnlluence Ia pacl 
8 Opposition-Complete at 180 de~rees apart. Its Inllueuce Ia 

llollvene. 
c:1 Conjunction-A term used to signify that twp or more 

planets are In the oame de"JU:ee of Ion11itude. When one planet Is 
wltllle Ito orb ot the body of another plnnet, or with the cusp of 
s hou81!, It Is said then *to be In conjunction with that planet or 
c1111p. The etree& of thlo pooltlon Ia good or adverse according to 
the nature of the planets. 

Allow the full orb of a planet to form a major aspect. 
P Parallel-Means equal dlst11nce from The celestial equator, 

norllb or south, or one utella r body north and the other south of 
It. A parallel of declination has tlte same etred as a conjunction. 
Allow an orb of.,only one degree &o form thla aspect. The declln· 
ntlons of planets are to be found In an Ephemeris for date. of 
blrvt. 

Strength or Power of Major Aspeeta 
• 

1st-Conjunction and Parallel. 
2nd-Qppositlon• 180 degrees apart. 
3oo-Trlrie, 120 degrees. 
4th-Square, ~ degrees. 
5th-Sextlle, 60 degreea. 

Minor Aspects 

.A. Vlglntll~18 liegreea apart, sllgfl&ly good. has an orb of"2 
degrees. 

v Qulndeclle-24 degrees apart, sUgbtly good, has 110 orb of 2 
degrees. • 

X Seml-sextlle-30 degrees ap/et, sllgbtl/ good; lias an orb of 
4 degrees. 

1 ~eclle-36 41egrees apart, oUghtlJ• good, half an orb of 2 
degrees. • 

L 5eml-square-4() degrees apart, sllgh&ly advene; has an orb 
of 4 degrees. • • 

QeQulntlle-72 degrees aport, sllgJtly gOld: has an orb of 4 
u.egrees. •• 

! Tredeclle-108 dea:rees apart• sUgfltly good, has an orb tl2 
de/rees. • " • 

# Sesqulquatitate-1M degrees aport, sUglltlr ld'e,.e; hu aD 
'll'beof 2 ~reea. 
~ BI-qulntye-144 det~ ap1trt, sUgllpy good; Jtu aD orb,.8f 
degrees. • • • • • 
llSI,Qulncnnx-150 degreea•apar.t, lllllglltly llollverie; }tall an orb 
•2 degrees. 
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• I " - • Foregoing are the minor a~pects commot.ly used In natal charts. 
The minor ~ nect11 all havl! about t'.te same rrlatlve 'amount of 
power o~ streltgth. The semi-square ~m!f t<t'be the More power
ful of the minor aa~s. • 

An Orderly Tabulation of •Aspects 

Always count the shortest way through the zodiac in 
the chart, either forward or balk, to figure an aspect. 
When a benefic planet is found to b

1
e retrograde (m11rked 

R in the Ephemeris,) its power for good is weafcened. 
When a malefic planet is retrograde its malignancy is 
magnified. 

When figuring the aspects for a horoscope always ~art 
with the Moon. Being the swiftest in motion she can 
apply to and form aspects with all the ~ther planets. 
Then take Mercury, it being next in speed. Find the 
distanle between it and all the remaining planets in t~cir 
order and see if any aspects a'te formed and carefully 
tabulate them. Theri in the same manner take up the 
aspects of Venus, Sun, Mars, Jupiter, Sattrn, ·uranus jnd 
Keptune. PIJ!tO being slowest and last in order, can 
ap,'>ly to none. 

When checking \Jp aspects do the owork in this order: 
• ]) Moon to ............ ........... :_ --··········· ~ 9 0 t "lJ ~ I# \V E! 
~ Mercury .. ········-···················· ............ :. 9 0 o 2j; ? 1/,1 \V E! 
9 Verms to .........•............ : .............................. 0 t 2j; ? I# W E! 

0 Sun to -~······················-·······-.. ···············-······· o U: ? I# \li E! 
o Mars to ... ······-···························-·· .................. U: ? I# W E! 
u: Jupiter tO" ···················-~---··········· ........................... ~.... ? I#.....,. e 
? Saturn to ... :: .......................... -.... ............•................... W \li E! 
I# Uranus to ...................................... .. .................. . ................ \li• e 
W Neptune to ······--·~----~'!' .............•............................ : .................. , ..... E! 
e Pluto to none. I. ,_ . • 
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RLANJi:TARY C1RBS 
• 0 

The orb ~f a pl~~e'l: or. the orb ,pf an aspect is ifs sur
rounding circle of influence . .Eight deg~es forward and 
back of a plan•et corv;titute its orb. This amount of dis
ta~ce in longitude applies to all .the planets except the 
Sun and Moon. (See "Orb of Influence Explained.") The 
Sun's orb is 12 degrees ow hen applying (forming) to a 
major aspect, aQd 17 degtees when leaving it (separat
ing) :h!wing passed th~ point of aspect. This rule applies 
particularly to the Sun's conjunctions, as it is likely that 
its orb (in major aspects) is perceptible to the senses 
only 12 degrees before and after an exact aspect. 

Thl Moon's orb is 8 degrees when approaching a 
major-aspect, and 12 degrees when leaving it. 

Thl's rule applies pm·ticularly to the Moon's conJunc
tions, as it is likely that irfactual prictice its orb of per
ceeptible influence is 8 degrees applying to and separ
ating from ma'jor ~spccts. 

When the Moon, for instanee, is traveling toward l 
pllnet in question, the sextile (*) begins its influence 
when Moon is 68 deg~es distant and increases in power 
a,; l\Ivnn Jr.i~, U]J t<;> th~ exact dega-ee of ~spect (60 de
grees --7 *.) aftc.,. wluch 1t:> power wanes w1th constantly 
diminishing influence until Moon reaches 48 degrees 
distance or 12 degrees past thl!. actual ~gree pr sex tile 

, aspect. 

Exampie--Moon in. Leo 10 degrees, Vefms in Libra 
18 degrees = sextile beginning; Moon in Leo 18 degrees, 
Venus in Libra 18 4egrees = sextile e~a~t; Moon ih Leo 
30 degnes, Venu.\ in Libra 18 degr•es - end of sextile. . ' . . ~ 

'':r.en $he Moon, fcA· instance, is traveling f"ilrY from 
a plane~ in question, the- sextilc aspect begins to ferm at 
52 4e!rees "distartee,._avd i:s ipfluence will increase In 

·power to the 60th.degree (exact de,greeoof sextil'e aspecto).• 
Fr&m 60 to 72 degrees awa~from ttle planet the ppwer of 
the asl*ct wanes. ~ith constanSIY diminiiihing in1lu~nce. 
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Example-Mercury 13 degreer. in Sorpio, Moon 5 de
grees. in iUsces = trir\e begin'1ing'; Mercury .13 degrees 
in Scorpio: Moon 13 degrees in P.isc~~ = .t;rine exact; 
Mercury 13 dttgrees 1n Scorp"to, Moon 25 degrees in 
Pisces = end of trine. · 

The applying planet comes into aspect and that aspect 
begins to operate as soon as the planet's orb reaches the 
degree constituting the aspect.,' It remains effective until 
the planet has passed out of its ,range l>f orb. 

The quality of this influence is determined by the na
ture of the aspect, i. e., whether it is a good or an adverse 
one. 

C• 

Suppose that Mars is approaching Jupiter: When Mars 
gets within 8 degrees of the place in thl!"zodiac occupied 
by Jupiter the influence . of cofljunction begins, the 
stro:lgest point being where the two planets would oc
cupy the same degree of longitude, beyond which the 
influence of the aspect decreases in power and ceases a• 
8 degrees past the place of Jupiter. · 

• Example-Mars 1 degtee in Leo, Juptter '!I degrees m 
Leo = Conjunction forming; Mars 9 degrees in Leo, 
Jupiter 9 degrees in Leo = Conjunction exact; Jupiter 
9 degrees in Leo, Mars 17 degrees in Leo = end of Con-. . " JUnCtiOn. , , 

These rules apply to a'l of the aspects and should be 
thoroughly mastered in 'order that the student may de
termine with accu~?CY whether an aspect is forming or 
separating. .It is very important to know whether an 
aspect is applying or waning. If the three foregoing 
examf1les are stud'ed until perfectly \.mderstood t'he sub
ject of planetarlj asp"!cts becomes quit~ simple, attd pre
dictions may be ma-te more cocrectly. ' For instance, in 
the branch known as liorary Astlology it is ~ot •!o be 
predicte6 that an event will occur from en aspect that is .,-t. . 
'The influence of a; aspeQt that is "fonmng .is mc.re 

powerful than ~hat of an"_aspect whic~ js aepanltinc_ As 
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the aspectms plan«t draws near the"culminating degree, 
the aspect grows stro.;ger.but, as~soon as thet!=uln:tina-• 
ting point is"flasse~ and the planet begins to leave i~ the 
power wanes, and after tlfe planet \rrive~at the limit of 
the orh, the influence of the :fspect becomes practically 
imflerceptible. 

In the orb of aspect with the Sun or Moon the.line of 
demarcation between the ~xtile and quintile, particular
ly, sc~rl\~ obscur'e, but jhat is of little moment because 
both a::;pects are of the same quality, i. e., good. 

Note: This same "overlapping of orbs" occurs be
tween the vigintile, quindccile, semi-sextile and decile 
aspect• if an orb of 4 degrees is used for minor aspects; 
hence._in actual practice it is probably more practical to 
use an orb of b~ 2 degrees for these aspects. 

It appears that the ancient "rule for the Sun of Iz'de
grees applying, and 17 delrees leavi~g an aspect, must 
IYlt be too strictly adhered to. For instance, when Sun 
is lea vjng a tr:ne ~spect and proceeding away from the 
aspected planet tl'fe orb of 17 added to 120 "i 137, or 2 
dc"rces past the scsquiquadrate tispect of 135•! 

Likewise, Sun leavi1l'g ~cxtile, and drawing away from 
planet 60+ 17j=77", or 5 degrees pa.'St the quintile, 72•! 

• 
In such ~ases drop. the diminishing aspect and record 

the next a~ soon as within 2 or ~ degrees e:>f ~am_ e. as the 
. case requires. 

11 ' R 1 ' ••A nterceptlon tn e at1on to spe<;ts 
• 

NQte :• When logking up aspects i~ ~ horoscoJ¥: re· 
collect .that each sign contains 30 de"rees,tand remembe1 
to count from onrzodiacat sign ~ ai1Pther, including th( 
interc•pt~ si~ns. N't from one house to anotl~er, a~ 
the houses seltiwm con.tain exactly 30 degrt!~ •• some 
howje~ hav~1g 1~'5 and some more especially thos< 

·houses which <oontain a~ in\erc\:pted lijgn, as U1e whole 
30 ~egrees of the• intercept~d si_gn\ is therein as well a~ 
those dtgrees of tJ1~ other sign,_ as shown _by the ~usps. 
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Coun't the numbt!r of degrQes between rianetr fro~ 
.sign, to t!gn regardle~ of wh,ether or not a sign may be 
inte~ceptM. Interception makes nG difthen~ when figur
ing aspects. l,nterce{ltion is 6nly an appearance, while 
longitudinal distance is a 'iact. 

Orb ofc Influence Explained 

Students sometimes wonda· how a planet's orb of 
influence became known, thit is, the :-ange in ,drgrees 
where an aspect begins to mat;~if~st prior to the :.ctual or 
partile aspect. For instance: The orb of Jupiter is said 
to be 10 degrees; the orb of the influence of Mercury, 
Venus, Mars, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune is 8 degrees, 
while the orb of the Sun is 12 degrees; the 1ioon 8 
degrees. 

• One.o( the interesting ways in which the extent ot orbs 
is ;pcertained, is by watching in an Ephemeris, the ap
proach of two planets to a a:onjunction and noting by 
newspaper reports•the beginning of events which coin
cide with the nature of such conjunciion.• ,Observatiorls 
of such phenomena began long hefor~ there were' news
papers; lot1g before printing was invented, which is of 

• c:omparatively recent or'igin. In fact, the invention< of 
writing was la"6eiY the result of Jhe need to adequately 
record celestial phenomena with relation to seasons for 
planting, hunting, fishing, warnings q{ \1oods, famine 
or pestilence. · · 

• 
Probaply tht! reason r._P.at Jupiter has a larger orb than 

the oth~r planets (excepting our satellite the Moon, and • 
the Sun) • is becaui~ it is by far the largest ant:lftg those 
planets. 

Ju?itcr, the •gic.nt planet," is (excr.-pting the S~n), the 
largest body i~ our 0solar syste1.n. It i:; more tha'h three 
times as large and •. abqut thr~ times as massive as all 
'the other planets put together. Y(t, such iG the. pr€pond
cratiqg•rrl'ass of our Sun that !upiter 'iS less than one
thousandth part of our cent,ral luminary. • 

' Returning to the s,l}bject '(l{ range ol· orb, it" is notice
able that the great Miss~ssippi River. ft.oods bega'n about 
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April.l7th; ,1927, .when Pranus was in Aries o· degrees 
56 minute!i, and Jupiter ~xactly ten degrees bj:fore th~ 
conjunction_,with" it; Jupiter being in Pisces 2:'0 degrees 
56 minutes. -

"Uranus has to do with distribution of fluids and gases 
in the human body. The picture.:>£ its sign is a spilling 
water pot; the symbol of its sign is = . 

• 
Jut>iter is the planet of bountiful supply, but when 

conjoined with an erratic planet like Uranus, it produces 
excess; especially when in Pisces (the sign of the seas) 
does it tend to produce floods. So we observe that, while 
the conjunction was yet in process of forming, that is, 
as so~n as Jupiter came within ten degrees of Uranus, 
the influence became manifest . . 

It is noticeable that Mars entered Cancer at the same 
time~ Cancer is a watery sigiJ, ruling fresh water. ('Nep: 
tune denotes salt water.)- Mars in Cancer caused the 

-.gr_eat amount of loss, damage and st~ife. Uranus denoted 
the cJynamiting ~f the levees, while Jupiter's influence 
is seen in the g~at philanthropic movements to aid the.<> 
fl~od sufferers. 

Another way for slludents to study th~ length or range 
of planetary orbs is by noting in their own horoscope. 
the distance• h.\ degrees from an • aspect when events 
transpire of its coi\lcidin~ nature, by the movement of 
transiting planets. 

In qns chart pnder observation the Sun is,eleven de
grees lacking partite opposition to "Saturn, ruler of the 
house· of sickness in that chart. The Sun's apparent 
motion by transit.js one degree per d;.y•and it is .potice
able that the native feels physic~ly i!tdisposed eleven 
days before the' square! and ~PP!lSitions made by th~ 
Sun' ·By 'the time tHat the Sun makes the partil~ aspeet, 
the native hasooecome,adjusted to the influe~ee, but on 
the,.iay or oartile the influence is a~ in strongly felt . 

• Because the native has. a kno\lrledge of planetary 'in- I 

fluences, s'he is a~le to "disco~nt" or minimize tfte effectt 
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of thatoinfluence 'throt~gh the•warning whick astrolo~· 
provides, by careful tttention 6 to, prd'per ~·ophybctics, 
·hygiene,~iet, exercise, recreution, rel.'l.xatioll and con
struotive, optimistic mental attitud\!s, • 

It is at eleven aegrees pnor to tne aspect tnat ~ne 
effect of Sun adverse'",Saturn beco~es noticeable, but it 
is quite likely that the indisposition has been forming for 
twenty.four hours previous to its being consciously 
noted, that is, one degree previous, mjiking an.o.rb of 
influence with a total range of twelve degrees. 

However, it is biblically stated that in "those days" 
(the Aquarian age) the times shall be shortened; hence, 
it will make interesting study for students to observe 
events, conditions or states of being associated" with 
planetary aspects, and make a record of Jhe observations 
so that the tabulations can be compared with the records 
of o~hcr students, to determine whether in these sto:enu
ous times the orbs have been,"shortened." 

Aspects Applying or Sepanting, 

'· Applicatitm: (a) When a planet direct in course ap
fJiies to an aspect with an~ther planet or cusp; (b) wh'=n 
a planet retrograde applies to an a.spect; (c) when both 

• planets are retrograde and one overtakes the other. 

Separation: Moving away from the partile; a dimin
ution. of influence because of dissol'ution of the aspect. 
In Horary astro,ogy it iP/ticates events just past, or that 
the matter inQuired after will not occur. 

Thc"conjuncti{m'':md parallel, stricti~ speaking, a,e not 
aspects but pos1tion!'- Howev[r, for et>nvenience they 
'l!{e usually referred to a~ aspects. J 

PlatM: aspects are those which lire not. exac,, but }Vi~h
• in orb either applying or ~eparatiag·. 

~·art•lr- aspects are t~ose wh"ich are exact. 
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Plan~tary 'lis peds ar.e f:ontinuaijy occurring-;, usually 
there are a !\umber of them'in operation each d;..y. E..very 
aspect has its own. Ifart¥:ular inijnence while it "also 
assists in makiqg up the gene~! tendenci@s in combina
tioQ with the other aspects that may also be in operation. 

The various aspects derive their names from the angu
lar relations which planetseform one with another in their 
transi~ ~rough tbe zodiac~ the earth in each case being 
the foca• point of the 1-ays. The aspects which are in 
operation at the time of a birth are of particular signifi
cance to that individual. Their vibrations motivate and 
cast the tendencies of metabolism and other bodily func,
tions which find physical and mental expression that 
identify the personality, qualify the actions and largely 
deterllMne the e~ironment and experiences. 

To Figure ~spects 

Always go the shortest way throug1• the zodiac in the 
c~art, either jorwafd or back, to figure an aspect. 

The following diagram is a sjmple illustrar10n of as
pec.ll:s. It is intended only to lielp portray the id<'a of 

4 

how the Moon, for in,stance, might forlfl aspects with 
other planets. For convenience every aspect is here 
shown as beirP'g ~xact or p.artile. ("- n aspect which is 
not exact is platic.) 

flanetary vibrations operate accorcPlng to the grade of lntellt-
,• gence, whet~l'r It be through the seed, the animal or t}le.. human. 
The humftn has the 'advantage of being al'11e to accept. modify, 
amplify. diminish or transform the effect of planet4ry vibrations 
through ~onscious exercise of his faculties. Man Is frl'l' within 
the conftnes of Cosmic J.uw: thl' degrel' of fl'lelfom he manifests 
being lugely dependent upon what use he ma~~s or his lntelll· 
gence. Hence the stfMy of piJVletary as~s Is lmjJortant. 
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Diagrammapc Illustl'ati,on df Aspects . . 
.MIDHEAVEN. • 

,.• 

.. 

N 
NADIR 

Dexter or Sinister Aspects 
Rentember that~ln'astrology, 

the top of chat! rep•esents 
south; therefore the l)Joon Is 
''dexter" (at right of) a'nd 
travellihlf !\Way from : 

Plut•, X = seml-se:ttile 
W * = sextlle 
II 0'-= square ' 
"? 6 =trine 

The •lloon Is "sinister" (to 
the left,. of) and t'.'avelllnc 

'1owurd: 
fl X = seml·s:?Itll~, 
\1 * = se:ttlle ' 
9 o='square 

,.0 6.::..: trine 

2!•illJ =quincunx , 
1\R tte Moon lio exac~ly e ' & It 18 oeltller' dexter nor llnlater. 
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• 
• Ex~eptit\g the exact oppositiod, f!ll"aspec~s are either 
dexter or sihister." Tliafis, an a!li>ecting planet is either 
at the rig'hJ (dexter) of the lt.oft (sinisterVof .those 
planets with whic~ it m~ be making aspects. ln•other 
words, it is ~ther travellin" aw~y froW~, or travelling 
t~ward those plane,ts. In the foregoing diagram the 
Moon is travelling away from ajl those planets which 
are above the horizon; the Moon is to the right of them 
and consequently formiP~ dexter aspects. The Moon is 
apprp~ching all, the plant.ots under the horizon, is to the 
left of 0 them and ther.nore forming sinister aspects. 

Dexter and sinister positions also have significance in 
that the influence of the rays of an aspector planet must 
necelisarily be of somewhat different quality or effect 
when it is moving away (dexter) from the aspected 
planc!t, comparid with when it is approaching (sinister) 
such planet. But this difference is not sufficiently per
cept,ble to define its effect ih nativities. 

1 The two words theretore destgna'te relattvely the ktncl 
or position,of an "aspect (whether approaching or leaving 
the body of ano~er planet) rather than describing differ;, 
ent influences. Sinister asp~cts are sorrtewhat more 
tfowerful than dexter aspects. • 

• The positions "dexter" and "sinister" of the aspecting 
planet at;e n"otoparticularly signific~nt in natal astrology. 
They are mentione,d here simply as information and not 
as a feature to be stressed. 

f"spocts, in Relation to the Natal Chart 

Note: 

1-.-The orbs -~i~en here pertain !o Ch, natal chart only . 

....,_O;bs ,of prog~ssed honlscofje are tully explaiged 
in Part II under head.ing, "The Progressed.~otoscope." . . -

3-In Ho,ary Astr~,Jogy (see Dictionary of Astrolo;-
<ical Terms in" latter p~ges) ,nly' aspects" which •are. 
applying, or f~r!_Jling, are expected to produce .events or 
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conditions; aspects w,hlch are s'i:parating, or dimini;;hing; 
indicate past condition~. 0) r • • 

~Aspects both forming a11d seyarating are to be 
recorded in the ~1atal chart., , . 

In the orb of aspect with the Sun or Moon the line 
of demarcation between the Sextile and Quintile, par
ticularly1 seems rather obscure,• but that is of little mo
ment because both aspects are•of the same qualitr. 

' ' 
Parallel, complete when in the same degree of declin

ation, begins 1 degree away when applying and ends 1 
•degree past. The degree of declination of planets may 
be found in the Ephemeris. 

It is well also to note the house ruled Qy the aspe1:ting 
planet for its tendency is to manifest qualities of such 
hous~ through the aspect. 

Note: In Horar)"' astrology any planet conjunction 
with the Sun is adverse, being "combtl'.;t," ·burnt up, or 
~s influence appropriated by the Sun. fn which ca'se it 
would seem '!letter in a natpl chart, also, if a planet were 
n8t closer to the Sun than "8_0 degrees. ~ 

Rule: To find the aspects in yu~r own or any horo
;cope for the time of birth, count how ..mlmy degrees 
there are between the planets in the zodiac and then 
refer t~ the following tables to learn whether or not that 
number of degrels constitt!tes an aspect. 

Note: The three ·~abies following show the 'number 
of degrees wh\ch constitute the limits of otb of each 
aspect as used in. ~tual practice, showing also the as· 
pects most gener4,11y used in relation t~ the natal chart. 
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Solar Aspects 
• • 

The table.giveh.bel,ow shows the name ot each i-Spect 
and the numbe~: of•degrc!es constituti:tg .it when formed 
by the Sun: • • 

-vigintile, 16 to 2CJ degre.es apart ............ slightly good 
Quindecile. 22 to 26 degrees a~art.. ...... slightly good 
Semi-sextile, 26 to 34 d~grees apart ........ slightly: good 
Decile, 34 to 38 degree• apart ................ slightly good 
Set'lliLsquare, ~I to ~9 degrees apart .... slightly adv. 
SextiTe, 50 to 68 degrees apart ............................ Good 
Quintile, 68 to 76 degrees apart ............ slightly good 
Square, 78 .to 107 degrees apart.. .................. Adverse 
Tredecile, 106 to 110 degrees apart ........ slightly good 
Triae, 109 to 133 degrees apart ............................ Good 
Ses9uiquadrate, 133 to 137 deg. apart.. .. slightly adv. 
Biquintile, 14:! to 146 degrees apart.. .. slightly good 
Quincunx, 148 to 152 degrees apart .... slightly a~v. 
Opposition, 168 to 197 ~egrees apart.. .......... Adverse 
Conjunction, 12 degrees approaclring a planet or 

' point in the.zod.jac, and 17 degrees when leaving it. 

Lunar Aspects 

!"he table following shows the name of each aspect 
and the number of degrees constituting"it when formed 
by the Moon : • 

Vigintilc, ttl 'o 20 degrees apart.. ...... slightly good 
Quindecile, 22 to 26 degrees apart.. ...... slightly gqpd 
Semi-sextile, 26 to 34 degre<'-5 apart....~lightly good 
Decile, 34 to 38 degrees aparr ................ slightly good 
Semi-s~uare, 41 to 49 degrees a{)4Vt .... slightly adv. 
Sextife, 52 to 68 degrees apart.. .................... L ...... Good 
Quintile, 68 to 76 degrees apart.. .......... slightly good 
Square, 82 to 1W. degrees apart.. .... !! .. ; ........ Advirse 
Tredecile, 106 1~ 110 degrees apad: ........ slightly good 
Trine, 112 to 132 degrc!es apaft... ........................ Good 
Se~-uiqp'adsate, 13~to 137 deg. apart .... slig~tlradv. 
Bi-quintile, 142 to 146 degrees apart .... slight1y IJOOd 
Qpiacunx: 148 t1o 152 degrees apart--slightly adv. 
Opposition, nz to 1\12 degrees ;.part... ......... Adverse • 
€onjunction, 8° degrees •approa'ching a plan~ or 
point'in the zodiac, and 12 d~grees wht;n leaving it. . - . . 
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. . ' Inter-Pianttary (MulUa1)) ,Aspects 
f r- "' 

Th. \ . ' • ' r. taule gtven below shows ~he, name.,'> of aspects, 
their nature anp their orb of it'.tf!uert~e in degrees when 
formed between any of •the seven planets, Mercury, 
Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Nepti.Yie. 
Aspects among these \Jlanets are termed inter-planetary, 
or mut:ual, aspects. The orb of Pluto has not been 
definitely ascertained. • 

Vigintile, 16 to 20 degrees apart... ..... slightl/ g~od 
Quindecile, 22 to 26 degrees apart... ..... slightly good 
Semi-sextile, 26 to 34 degrees apart.. .. slightly good 
Decile, 34 to 38 degrees apart.. .............. siightly good 
Semi-square 41 to 49 degrees apart ........ slightly adv. 
Sextile, 52 to 68 degrees apart.. .......................... Cood 
Quintile, 68 to 76 degrees apart.. ........ · .. slightly good 
S9uare, 82 to 98 degree~ apart... ..................... Adverse 
Tredecile, 106 to 110 degrees apart.. .. slightly good 
Trine, 112 to 12~ degrees r:part.. .......................... Good 
Sesquiquadrate, f33 to 137 deg. apart.. .. slightly adv. 
Bi-quintile, 142 to 146 deg. apart.~ ...... slightly good' 
Quincun~. 148 to 152 deg. apart... .. JC .... slightly 'adv. 
Opposition, 172 to 18i degrees apart... ......... Adverse 
Conjunction, within 8 degrees approaching or leaf
ing a planet or point in the zodiac. 

In following Nature's urge we not only feel goocf during good 
aapeda but we ypress our feelings In pleasant thoughts, words 
II.Dd acts, lienee, we are apt1\o do and say the right things at the 
right time which procluee results In kind, that Is, we are lnellned 
to do the things whlcilehrlng pleasure, happlqess, goodl fortuna and' 
producth·eo~ ' 

On the other hand, we are apt during adverse aspects to feel 
loharlllooloua and t• act likewise, brlngln~dlspleo.sure, 6ppoaltloo, 
etc .. which produf!e obsjaeles, llmltatlooa and trouble. BJit as we 
progress along the sca'\e of undel'flaodlog tru,ough the atudy ot 
Nature's lawa we gl\"e•tbe 1lawa better ,Interpretation and expres
lioo, sa'thal each ancl every "aspect" ~lll benefit. ua'l{l SOl\Je way. 
-the t~ailed adverse as well aa tile so-called.· good. We will not 
Interfere with Nature's operatloos through mlsluterpretatlc>D but 
will be euehled to ~raw wltb N&:ure to our general kdiaoc~ , 
J6ent. Aatroloey polota the way. 
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.P.ARALLELS- OF DEt:LINATION 

Parallel r Equi-1 "dis~nce fro111 the celestial ~qua tor, 
north or south; or one stelL'J,r body notth and the other 
§OUth. 

0 

The declinations of Neptune, \Jranus, Saturn, Jupiter, 
Mars. Venus and MerCJ.lry are given at top part of page 
in Raphael's Ephemeris,.but be careful not to use latitude 
whtc~ is given there also, as it is not used in these 
calculations. 

Where declinations of planets are given for every 
third day, if your required date is one not shown, re
me!llber to make the necessary correction by subtracting 
one declination from another on the two given dates 
between whictl your desired day falls. The result is 
motion in 3 days; if you need to go 1 day farthc;.r, take 
one!third of this motion, or for 2 days take two-thirds 
of it and add or subtra~t it from,. date preceding birth 

, date according to whether the decimation was increasing 
or decreasing. ~aphael's Ephemeris for later years gives 
dec~nation eve!';' other day. In Part II of.this book are 
two pages of Ephemerides showing the declination -of 
~lanets. 

In the Simplified Scientific Ephemeris the declinatiom. 
are given dh .-ight hand page, and in the Astrologer's 
Ephemeris at bottqm of page, for alternate days. 

Beginners need not try toereauce the aeellnauon 01 
the above named planets to the hour and min.ute of birth, 
as it is\ufficietU now to record it fbr the

0
day only. 

De~;lination for the luminaries is g_iv~n for evliry day, 
in the EphcmeriST and their true decl{n:ttion at birth time 
shou,d be ascor.tained iJ1 the samt manner as obtainirur 
longitud(i, except where dec~nadon is decreasing be
twi'eh <.fne day and the next when it should lle.tl'eated as 
though rqrogiade, i. e., add instead of subtract~ or vice 
verA, as the caAe reqMire& . 

• 
• To find whether or not any ~lanets are par~dlcl, (P) -
m.ke• a note of !he declinatipn of eacq planet_ as_ given 
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in the Ephemeris for dl!te of birth und'er that heaaing. 
Work out Moon's declination to date and a\su to time 
of birth, and then com,oare thee all.. 'If you find any 
planets within ol\e degree ~f each other, tjley are said 
to be parallel. N. or S. (north or s.outh) that is, on11 
north and the other sott.'h, or both north or both south, 
makes no difierence. The object of working on the dec
linations is to compare them one with another to ascer
tain if any are in parallel; i.e.~ in the s:tme degJ;ee or 
within one degree of being the sam<!. Parallels so•:ound 

, are recorded in the list of aspects, as illustrated later on, 
because the effect of a parallel is of similar nature to a 
conjunction. 

•. 
We are ve17 much Inclined to give the name "good" to those 

feellnp and sen1111tlons wblcb register In our 11\'nds as pleasant, 
that II, when sensory nerves receive a stimulus, which, when 
tranam\tted to the brain and there reacting In the attitude w,~lcb 
we call pleasure, the resulting motor discharges and the chemical 
activity coincident thereto produce W\jat the world choosea to call 
"aood feeling," hence, plt..netary angles which produce thla char
acter ot results are known by the general term. of "good" or ' 
~favorable" aspects. ' 

On tbe otheJ!' hand, the vibrations of planetary angles which 
gtfe our sensory nerves a stltnulus that causes an attitude 0: 
displeasure are callep "adverse aspects," because the nopleaaao( 
mental attitude thus aroused produces m.'Otor discharges In the 
mind and body wblch register an unpleasant feeling. Planetary 
angles or aspects are one 'of the chief Influences ,wltlch direct the 
matabollstlc proeesse11 of the hody. Anabollstlc action registers 
aa plea~~&nt and Ia produced by "favorable'·' aspects; catabollatlc 
action registers as t~npleasant •tnd Is produced by "adverse" ae
pecta. Herem lies the crux •f how planets affect people. We 
lind planetary vlbrallons giving dh·ectlon to metabolism (expand· 
lng, contractlhg and ot.blet·wlse chunglng the quality 6! ·bodily 
Jtulda), the lncon.!ng stimuli produclnr <'IJ,emlcal changes noticed 
as feellnp which loduce attltudea of mind,-the attitude determln· 
log the qourse or cb.ar~cter of out· aeta, which In turn alsd make 
up our e~~vlrorunen&l -

•Planetary vlhratlona acf cbltfiy npoll the nerviiua system, which 
astr-ologically is govprned by, respunah·e qt related to, tl1~ J>l&lnet 
Mercury, "tlte.Messenger of the Ood1<." 'J'he nervooa ,,.stem Ia 
I he messenger of the mind and through the mlm!•are .transmitted 
the Intelligent Impulses which know. ho'\ to diPect the act! a.,, ot 
fbol ,!'&rloua organs of t.be body• so aa to bring abqJt approprlate 

' reapo- ~n tbe organa ael4:~ &Del tbe funct16oa Involved. 

• ( Cootlnued .oo pap 122.) 
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• 1\looh 
Good-Conj . .pr P with Mefcury, Ven;s, Jupiter. 
Mverse-Conj. or ,P with Mars, Saturn, Uranus. 
Doubtful-Conj. or P with Sun~ Neptune or Pluto. 
The exact conjunction of Sun and Moon is good ex
cept when beset by unravorable aspects, although it 
tendi 'o weaken the heafth, especially in a female. 

" . 
Mercury 

Good-Conj. or P with Venus, Sun, Jupiter. 
Adverse-Conj. or P with Mars, Saturn, Uranus. 
Doubtfui-Conj. or P with Neptune or Pluto. 

Venus 
Good-Conj. ore P with Sun, Jupiter, Neptune. 
Adverse-Conj. or P with Mars, Saturn, Uranus 
Dou!Jtful-Conj. or P with Pluto . • 

Sun 
t;ood-Conj, or flo with Jupiter. 
Adverse-Conj. i)r P with Mars, Saturn, Ur;anus. 
Doubtful-Conj. or P with N~tune or Pluto. • 

Mars 
Good-No Conj. or r with Mars is considered good. 
Adverse-Cowj. or P with J .tpiter, Saturn, Uranus, 
Neptune or Plu(o. 

• Jupiter 
Good-Conj. or P Neptune . 

• Adverse-Conj. or P with Saturn, Uranus. 
DoubtfBl.LConj. 'br P with Pluto. ... 

"Saturn 
Good-'No Conj. 0111 P with Saturn is c~rl;idered good. 
Adver:!e-Conj. Qf P with Uranus, 'Neptune or Pluto . • . Uranus 
Good!_:N~·Co"ni.-.or P•with Uranus is conside~dogpod. 
Adverse-CQnj. or P with Neptune or Pluto. 

• Neptufae ..!. Pruto 
• T~ conJunctions' and parailels .of'Neptune and fluto 
• are inctudcJ in the foregoing ~aragraph~ . • 
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ANALYZING" PLANETARY ASPECTS 

The Importance of plapetary upe!et8 carnot be over-emphasized. 
To Uldat earnest students to give full consideration to the matter 
of upects, we reprint tbe foT!owlng chapter ft•om "Tbe Astrolo-
181"'11 Searcbllgbt.'' 

During the course of corres);londence between Sir Isaac 
Newton and Edmund Halle)' the latter took occasion to 
speak disparagingly of the astrological infll{~rt.-:es of 
planets and their aspects, whereupon Newton rebuked 
Halley by saying, "I have studied these things; you have 
not." 

In the Jan.-Feb.-March issue of "The Astr~Jlogical 
Bulletina," 1933 (out of print), I gave a brief but sig
nificant biography of the great Kepler whose voluminous 
wr~tings portray his vast. labors in the interests of both 
astrology and astronomy. Kepler very carefully pursued 
Genethliacal astroJogy and d:lmpiled a diary of the events 
in his life which coinc!ded with the aspects both in u
ture and time. Were there not tru"ih in -astrolqgy and 
were the• practice of it a fraud, as •;ts enemies would 
have us believe, a man ~o scientific and honest as Kepler 
never would l,tave practiced it nor spent valuable ·"time 
and labor in the compilation of Almanacs and Ephemer
ides. A scientist •Of his ability cannot, be classed as 
"either a fool or a knave." If astrolbgy were false he 
woold have discovered it and proalaimed it to be so. In 
their aqxiouseendeavor§ to disparage astrology (without 
proper examination of"its doctrines) critics often appear 
to be heedless Q{ whose reputatioq they lfi"#Y injure 
through ltasty and unfounde4 condemnation. They 
praise Kepler for his astronomical findings and condemn 
his "astrologi4l'researches. • 

"There is no gr~ter,bar to'"progress"than that principle 
' of conduct which condemns a thihg prior .to ;'s irwestiga
tion." • • 

Kepl,r's definition ol an. aspect i~ "An angl«!',f&rmed 
•on the earth by 'the peams (ra)'s) of lW~ planets." That" 
ther& would be no misconstrumg of the facts as he tried• 
a~:~.d proved lhem he further says, , 
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"A• mostr unfa11inp; c!'xperience m the exc~ement of 
sublunary•na.tures by the•conjunetion and aspects·of tlie 
planets, ha' inslrou~ed. and co111pelled my un~illing 
belief." -

"This is the langu<\ge of one of ~he world's great scien
tists. However, it is unnecessary to make discussion of 
a matter which anyone, ,honestly seeking truth,. may de
cide by actual experime~t. In the textbooks a full ac
courft ,1,s given Of the iules necessary for computing and 
recording the aspects to determine their strength and 
influence indicated by horoscopes. 

Planetary 'aspects are the potent influences which 
motivate the world. It is the aspects which mainly 
direct metabolism, produce chemical changes, develop 
moods, instigat~ states of mind, determine actions and 
events. Hence aspects become the most importa'fit fac
tor t'br the consideration of astrological researchers. 

• Ptolemy, justly termed "The Fa•ther of Modern As
trology," in. the ftrst of his hundred aphorisms gives the 
follof..ing admo~ition to students: ' 

•"Judgment must be regulated by thyself, as well as 
by the science, for it is not possible that particular forms 
of events should be declared by any person, however
scientific, sirrce. human understandtf!g conceives only a 
certain general idea of some sensible event, and not its 
particular form. It' is therefo•e necessiTY for him who 
practices herein to adopt inferCIIlce. They onl~ who are 
inspired _by Deity can predict parti.:;ulars." 

In other words, the student should 'tompare and 
analyz~ all the elements involved in <j,n aspect before 
making deduction• as to the conditioli~it may develop. 
Besidts this, t~t; chann'l for its emanifestation should 
also be observed for ,it would l>e absurd to believe that 
the !am• 'as!!'ect wh~her radical, progressed. qr'transit
ory, will be exptessed in the same identical reacti~ns by, 
for• iJ'Istance, a miner, jn a,viatpr, a prisoner, a broker, ~~ 
clerk or a dJ\Id,, The mistakes fVhith are o~casionaUy 
nhde are not because of f.rult in the principles oi astrol
ogf but in their•fiulty application. 
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-By this we see that ~\Pin Ptolerpy v.as right: "Judg
ment must be regulated by tJ..yself, as well as by the 
science." When ~tudying a horpscc..pc;:·or when compar
ing two charts, !ltudent's will find it very helpful in "reg
ulating their judgment" to consider capacity, experience 
and opportunity. For instance: The amiable dry gooas 
salesman, although a good salesman and possessing good 
aspects both natal and progrt,>ssed, would hardly be 
chosen to head a business of. nation-wide activity in 
preference to a man who had lrsser good asp~crs in 
operation but who had acquired several university de
grees, was a traveller and lecturer and an officer in var
ious lodges, etc. The inference is obvious .. A man who 
has acquired several degrees has exercised his inherent 
abilities; travelling and lecturing have brought exper
ience; contact with officials gives him opportunity. He 
knows how to utilize knowledge and is lapable of large 
respor.sibilities with possibility of great achievement, 
therefore even with fewer good aspects than the worthy 
clerk he can accomJ*sh more.'-

Adverse Aspects Not Always Detrimental . 
~ 

·Adverse aspects are nol always detrimental; the .fee' l
ings of discomfoit or dissatisfaction which their stimuli 
,produce frequently develop determrlled effort to improve 
the lot in life through initiative and work, ,.egardless of 
difficulties and disappointments. By this the individual 
may oreate capacity, experience and ·opportunity leading 
to achievement. ' Many a(.\:omplished persons and many 
who are performing signal public service have achievetr,
not becaus'e of the good aspects in t'1eir chuts, but 
despite those'which are commonly called "adverse." 

A pteponderail~ of "good" aspectr gives tendencies 
to pleasure, comfort, • ontentment, sociakility, tranquility 
1Qd "good luck." S:~me-years "ago I knew a lady who 
had only g;ood aspects in her natil chart.• Sfte W>.ls a 
good SQut, generous, kind, sociable and cootented; had a 

,good husband with a f~ir i,pcofPe. 2ut slle en•ircely 
lbilised tM zest in tife )Vhich is experie11celi through' de
sire fQr. accomplishment .and dn the inspiration accon•· 
panying the effnrts to ach,ieve. She missed the tllrill of 

c t T { 
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8ecom\ng victor o"er obs&acles and ~nfavorable environ
ment or circumstances."She.missed"lhe joy of en~usiasm 
and zeal in pttrsuing a .purpose or of helping to make the 
world a better place-for an people @olive in. Therefore, 
a mixed chart :;eems best, onl containing good and ad
vell6e aspects, thus <lffording both satisfaction and in-

' centive. -

The fifth arcane of the ·Tarot says, "Before yo"u may 
tell a man whetijer he is 'ftappy or unhappy you must 
find ott~ what use he }fas made of his will-power, for 
every man is created in the image of his own works " 

Scientific Deductions 

A ftWdamental value of astrology is embraced in the 
fact that it, better than any other means, explains the 
operation of natu~l laws as registered through planetary 
vibrations, and proves its hypothesis by the correspQfld
ing co~ditions and events which are everywhere evident 
and continually transpiring~ Througli the study of as
tr"logy in relation to celestial and physical correspond
ences, or reactions• to planetary vibrations, a trained 
studen( is enable!t to make logical deductio•s and to 
develop his skill to a point of a!curacy where it enters · 
the tealm of science. In fact, he may do S<l with a degree 
of accuracy which com]tares favorably with the percent
age of deductions that are derived fr.om other branches 
of science. l"h~ student may so intelligently develop his 
faculty for deduction that in many cases he can as un
erringly predict forthcoming conditions as !n astrpnomer 
~redicts the time of the next ecli)fse. 

In the• 8eveloplftent of that Ptol~aic ~inference" 
through the exercise of good judgment in the use of 
aspects, i.t is necessary to consider the(lj> in relation. to 
planet, sign and hotfse. In other w~rds, an aspect is 
never ju(iged of it'!!'elf alone, but ,alWjYS in connection 
with th; planet, sign aryi house from which it emaoates 
and to whi~ it"is,projected. 

Mbdifyiag Jnftuences 

Tl&e square is 
0

the most en'ltrgizing of -the aspects. It 
:rends 1o Friction, cqn~roversy, actjon, strug~le, host)lit_y. 
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abrupt • expression, ,!Jdsitive a!.sertions, discontent, rest~ 
lessnes!\: Whether the.e;e attribtltel' wifl be over-expressed 

·and· used destructively, or rr;odified and use!d construc
tivefy, is largely de{lendent ,updh ,bow t'he signs and 
houses are a~reeable or, otherwise to the planets in
volved, especially to the more ponderous planets. If the 
square is between Rlanets whose' adverse natures 'arc 
similar to a square, such as Mars, Saturn or Uranus, the 
undesirable features will be accentuated, and still more 
so if the planets involved ar<: in angu,lar houses of the 
chart and in signs in which they are not dignifiM~ The 
foregoing would be greatly modified and would he much 
less malefic if the planets were Mars in Aries and Saturn 
-in Capricorn (signs in which they are dignified) and if 
they were in the least expressive houses (cadent) of the 
chart. Here we see how an adverse aspect may"exhibit 
its most malign influence and how that same aspect may 
be greatly modified according as it was' contacted by sign 
and• house and the nature 'Of the planets involved ... 

• The same premises may be applied to the favm·able 
aspects. If the good aspect is forme~ by benefic planets, 
from signs in which they are dignified and'from nngular 
houses, it~ best and strongest influence will be expressed. 

' But if those planets are in signs not agreeable to t-'leir 
nature, and in•· cadent houses, the opportunities for the 
benign expression of the good aspect is greatly lessened . . 

l 

In these two illustrations the student is examining the 
actual elements in a chart upon which to base the judg
ment alild is baing so ,tn the same scientific manner in 
whieh researchers in other branches of science proceed 
to makt! their d£ductions or conclusions. '!'be astra· 
logical stuHent goes a step further however, and does 
not stop at ju~ging the extent or the power of ~n aspect, 
but is to adoift 1nferenc:e as to its n.ode of expression; a 
factor which is dC!termined largely .l>y the chAnnel or 

, medium for the !:Pxprl!ssion ::,f a,n aspect, which is the 
indivtdu~l's own condition, his stcfte of mind imd·«!nviron
ment. • The inference is obvious of httw differently the 
same aspect could operate. upq_n one man' in a •}},o.spital 
und anf>ther, tift! 3(-tive manager of a manufacturing' 
indu~ry. • • 
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Not .Law Evl}sfon 

The stud~nt of• astrology is not seeking to evaie na
tural law, nor to lvoid r'esponsibftities; •n the contrary, 
he is studying to analyze antl understand them in order 
tO acquit himself tflore creditabry and satisfactorily in 
his own conscience and at the sadie time be in a position 
to point the way to others who are seeking light. Al
though not neglecting re~sonable and necessary precau
tion!!, in the entergenrjes of life, he is able to appraise 
or evaluate conditions and circumstances at their tr.ae 
worth from the standpoint of spiritual unfoldment and, 
consequently\ is frequently able to discern the good in 
seemingly adverse aspects. The mere interpretation of 
a horoscope is insufficient; indeed it may prove discour
aging or hurtful unless astrology is understood to be the 
means of pointit!g out the problems of life to be encoun
tered, and that planetary influences should be maflipu
lated in a hopeful and intelligent manner. In connection 
with astrology the study • of metapiysics will assist in 
.teveloping those.attitudes which realize joy through 
visioQ of ete~al verities by controlling and directing , 
the reactions tc:f planetary aspects, thus bansforming 
a~versity into blessings. -

• For further discusr.'!on of this topic read the chapter 
in Part III, • entitled, "Planetary ·Aspects." Also the ' 
chapter in Part' V, entitled, "Astrology-Is It Science 
or Religion?" 

The eminent Henry Ward Beecher, when asked his opinion about 
aatrologx t>Ubllahed, tbla reply, "Tbe p19ctlc:al apiJIIc:atlon of 
astrology abould Interest every human being wb~ cares to rise 
above the common level ol humanity. Ita value Ia In the tac:t tbat 
It does for tbe human race what no other stllnte pretenda.to do, 
nnd thnt Is, &o allow miD bla proper place ID UfQ' In these words 
that famous preacw struck tbe keynoteeof astrology. It abows 
man his proper place In life, .. nd, b)" met¥18 of upeeta, It points • 
out at»~plc:lty ~tel and.perloda tor bla more Important. effortl 
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COMBINim' IHFLUENtES Of HOUSES " - . • • ASPECTS AND• PLANETS 

The influence·· and effect t>f planets in a horoscope de
pend largely upon their aspects, and .an aspect, favorable 
or unfavorable, to any9lanet will alter its indications in 
the chart as judged without an aspect. The reading 
given for a. planet in a house tnust be modified or ar
ranged to coincide with the asp~cts to the planet iii' qrder 
tn ,delineate a horoscope correctly~ -

For instance: Mercury in third house unaspected gives 
mental perception, mental activity; learns •much by ob
servat!o~; ability in matters of speaking, writin~s or 
comm1ss1ons. 

I" Mercury in third house well aspected,' for instance b;" 
Jupitf:r, gives a jovial mind with very good judg111ent. 
Ability for collegiate studies, inclination to medicin~. 
law or philosophy . .Success in writings, travel and pro
fessonal matters. Gain through brethn~n a.:1c;l neighbors.' 

• 
'/ Mercury itn third house afflicted, for i"stance by Mars, 
lfives clever, sharp, shrew~. active mind. Quick tempere,d, 
sarcastic, resent,ul, impatient, impulsive and forceful in 

,speech. Difficulty through writirfgs and trouble with 
brethren or neighbor!. Careless with fa~tscand hasty in 
drawing conclusions. 

Th~s it, is es~ntial not' only to render judgment on a 
planet in .a house according to the quality of its aspect, 
but also by nature ~f planet with whicb it is ac;p.ected . 

• 
First house rules health and the 'presence of a malefic 

plane~ therein JeY'ds to disturb the Jtealth, and' if the 
planet is evilly aspe~tted it affects the health still -more, 
cmd vice-versa. - · 
• 
Satum.ift the second house is not nec~ssarily a~ lndi· 

cation \hat the native will be poverty strickenoall hill life, 
~r if Saqun is dignified- by• sigf• or well aspected 'by 
otfler planets, the nativ\! may fCCumulat~ money by cart.
ful or eeonomical method~ in such thinJ;rs as Saturn r\.1Jes. 
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- -
A planet Jn a bouse skows certai"n indications accord-

ing to the ,nature of that.house, "and the char:lcte~;istics 
of the plant!t. Tof:!e .asp~ct shows you how to modify 
those indications. 

"As a planet often bas more than one aspect it is some
times necessary to make a com~ination judgment, es
pecially where one aspect is good and the other adverse. 
Saturn in second house iP. good aspect to Jupiter and in 
evil 4sl'ect to Vl!nus w~uld show success where property, 
land and investment were concerned, but loss through 
women or through excess of pleasure. 

Therefore, 'Jearn well what each house governs, the 
chara.cteristics of each planet and how to calculate the 
aspects quickly and correctly. Then the matter of judg
ment and the re\ding of a horoscope will be easy. 

Th"e principal aspects to l;e considered in a nativity 
are the major aspects, i. c~. Conjunc,ion, Parallel, Oppo
'6ition, Trin~, .Squire and Sextilc. 

1n a progresst:d horoscope (treated later .on) all the 1 

a~ects, major, minor, parallel!P and declination, must ~ 
carefully computed a11d considered in t~e judgment. 

Astrolog)O Is oot"a doctrine of fatalism; It Is a herald of Oppor
tunity: Opportunity to IJve, learn and conquer s<>-called adversities. 
The "common herd" s(realled, are tloose who 1~\·e In lgnora!lce of 
the strenms of planetary energy t~at Incline them w feel and 
think ln given ways. They give responsive nets In accordonce 
with thelr .. gnoranc~:, their race beliefs, CU!\loms, o·pllgl4)n and their 
kind of 'training. They follow the lelld ol the hl,lnd leading the 
blind. For them the astrologer can very accurately rend wluu 
they will do; wl1at will happen to them, und when It will occnr . .. u • 

Awal<ened lndlvldn:ls. how~>ver. (those who iiave become aware 
of the mighty puwtPS In whlr•h they live ft.ud move Hnd have thflr

0 belngl con ,~;r·eutly modl(y that whlcb wr~ld surely curue to- pa,s 
If tb~ 1act<ed "'e lnfurnP.Jtlr•u which astrology supplies. olu otlleo· 
words, It Ia uxln11101tlc thnt &tie conMious response glfelll to plane· 
tarx .-JbratiOIIS Ill q!VIIIfled by the grade of conMlousness alld whal 
use "lit made of IL • • • • • • 

• 
• • • 
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STR:eNGTH OF, PLANE1' IN ANY CHART .. . - . 
How "to Det6"mine It - . 

A planet is at its best When located in its own home 
si~, as Saturn in Capricorn, or Mercury in Gemini 6r 
Vtrgo. It is next beS( when located in the sign of its 
Exaltation, as Sun in Aries, or Moon in Taurus. It is 
not so strong when in the !iign of its Detriment, as 
Venus in Scorpio or Aries. rt i~ most•weakly ~~ated 
when in the sign of its Fall, as Mars in Cancer, or jupiter 
in Capricorn. 

When a planet is neither in its Home Sign, Exaltation, 
Detriment or Fall, its strength is judged accordigg to 
its position by house in the horoscope, whether Angular, 
Succedent or Cadent. If Angular, its •trength is the 
same as though in home or Exalted sign; if in a Succe
dent t.ouse it is the same as though in sign of Detrin!ent; 
if in a Cadent house it is the .arne as though in sign of 
Fall. 

• The good or evil qualities of a planet are accenhtated 
by the aspeets it may receive from other planets. 
• • • Jupiter, for instance, in its own sign, angular and well 

aspected, may br:ng the native great good fortune,· when
"ever well aspected b.)i favorable "directions~ or transits. 
But if in its fall, cadent and adversely lspected, it has 
little 9r no power for good and the native may suffer lack 
of favorable opportunitie! (at needed times) and dis
credit ancl loss when Jupiter is evilly aspected by 
-irections. • ~ 

Ruling Plane~ 

The • planet go~rnin£ the Ascend:Mt is termed the 
Significator . 
• 

'The qther rulers are : 

Ary oplanet which may be in the first"hou&e or even 
.within 12 degrees above t.be irst r.:usp, 'i. e., any pfadet 
1fitbin 12 •degrees 'hove to 20 degrees •be tow the first 
cusp, especially when in the sdme sign. . 
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The• planet ruli11g tqe Bign the :;un is in. . . ' . 
The planet• witho wliich the Sun is in closest nu,mber 

of degrees of an asp'ect, e!fpeci~lly applying to the aspect. 

'i'he planet strongest, most prominent, or highest ir 
elevation in the chart. • 

Sun, Moon and Mercury are always co-significators . 
• . . , 

· The Order of'Making the Horoscope 

1-Make the correction to the Given Birth Time• for 
the difference· between Standard time and Mean Local 
Sun time for the place of birth, that is, if the birth oc
curre!l since November 18, 1883. 

2-If birth oc&rred in A. M. find the number of hours 
and ~inutes it lacks of noon. and subtract that alliount 
from the S. T. of the desired date. The result will be the 
S. T. at birth. 

• If birth oq:urrect in P. M., simply add the birth time to 
the S~ T. of the tJesired date. 

i-With the sum thus gaineli enter an appropriate "P. 
of H. (for latitude nearest that of the t>irth place) and 
locate the S. T. whi& corresponds nearest to that re· 
quired. Fill ~ the signs and degr~es as given therein. ' 
Fill in the rem!iining six cusps of the chart with the 
opposite signs and degrees. 

4-Find the Noon Mark for tlfle place of birt.'h. 

5-Fi.nS how much time birth occcrred befote or after 
the Noon Mark. 

6-Find how far. the Moon would 1't~vel in zodiacal 
longitude at the rate of approximl\tely one-half degree 
per hour, in the ~ength ot time betyteen birth and Noon• 
Marl<a . If. 'birth occurred before Noon Mark subtr;.act th't
amount of Moan's motion from the longitudiftal place 
givl;n.for it'in tht\ Ephemeris of that date, and ent"er this 
corr~'cted MoQn's, placl in ~he 'horoscQpe. -

• Remember to aobtract ooe ~our from clock time If Oayllght 
Savlbg, or War 'llltle, was lo uae. 
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If birth occurrea a.fter Noon~Mark <\dd the amopnt of' 
distance J:he Moon wo•1ld travel, :..t ~ degree per hour, 
{in the time between Noon M~rk and ,birth~, •to its place 
as gi~en in the Epheljleris tha.t: day,•and then enter its 
corrected plac!!" as thus fownd in the horoscope. 

. . . 
The foregoing menJal equation for Moon's place is 

sufficient only if the ttme of birth is uncertain. 

If the. time of birth is know~a to be nearly correct then 
the Moon's place should be corre«ted by •logarithrf>c~ The 
places of Mercury, Venus, Sun and Mars should also be 
ascertained by logarithms, if time of birth is known. 

7-Reference to the Ephemeris for the required date 
will show that Neptune, Uranus, Saturn and J•tpiter 
move so slowly that it is only necessary to enter them to 
the nearest degree of longitude. Mars, 6un, Venus and 
Mercury can be placed cor_rectly by mental arithTetic. 
If yoft need to move the planets forward or back about 
one-half a day, divide the motion for a day by 2; if for 
6 hours (one-fourth' of a day), divide the motion of a• 
day by 4; for eight hours (one-third 'of a' day), qivide 

-the motion for a day by 3; and for 4 ho!lrs (one-sixth of 
a, day), divi~e the motion. for a day by 6. 

8-Figure the aspects and tabula~e them in order. 

9-Make a list of the ruling planets. 

Studying the Horos~ope . ' 
(For ~:e"adings refer t~ Part III. "Delineations For 

Horo!>copes.") 
• 10-Begin to study the chart by reading the influences 

of Sui\ accord in&~ the zodiacal sign i,p which it may be 
located. 

',11-Read the delit.eatlon of ·the .influence uf th'l as 
cending- sigp. ' ' • · • • 
12-~e.ad the i_nfluence of tpe ¥oon oaccorcling tt-.,J:O-

. 'd'3fal sign. · 

. 13-R.'!ad the influence 'Of Mercury ac~ording to sicn. 
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• 14-,Read the i~ftuencc:" of the. Si'gnificator a~d other 
co-rulers ac,cording to' the. signs ip which the)• may be. 
located. • , , 

• • 
IS-Read the aspects to t:'1e Significator and to the 

co•rulers. ' 

Note: In reading the aspects keep in mind ~hether 
or not the planets in que~tion are in their home sign, 
exaltllti()n, detriment or fall, and regulate the delinea-
tions 1lt:cordingly. ~ 

lfr.-By this time you will have gained a fair idea of 
the power of each planet in the chart, and keeping that 
in view proceed to read the planets according to their 
positi~ns in the chart houses, being careful to adjust the 
delineations as .conditions require, which will not be 
difficult when you are familiar with the nature of the 
plane~, signs, aspects and houses. Remember thl:t no 
science or art can be mast'l!red in a short time, but, the 
t;.lements having been learned, thei~ correct application 
6rings accur~te re:9ults. After the chart has been studied 
as outlined in lO.to 16, prepare to write a deJineation as ' 
suggested in the following cl1ap~ers . 

• 
Some can read a cl.art more readily than others, but 

anyone, who desires to do so, can aJ:quire the knack, on ' 
the same prin~i¢e as acquiring musical ability; i. e., the 
elements having beef\ learned, practice brings proficiency. 
The same rule applies to astroklgy inasr:auch as the ele
ments having been mastered, !heir correct application 
brings a•curate results. After the;, system .has been 
learned" the quicf<est way to further development and 
understanding along t"hese lines is through casting and 
reading horoscopes. 

A great deal ol inform!ltion <.tan we gleaned from th~' 
life cilart. hy. using t1rle different rules as given ·in the 
various books dealing with Horary Astrology" for an
sweri~tg questions. Usc; th~ life horoscope (if it has been 
rectified,) as t!.ou_gh it were a hbrary chart, for ho matte•~ 
wken a question of mom'lnt i.s asked, and no matter 
wh~t its nature .may be, if the querent is serious and . ' ' . 
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casts a ~orary chart -fqr it and -;nterp~ts the chal't cor
rectly, there will be n" deviatiun from the am;wer which 
the liie chart would return if t~e saffll! ques\ion and rule 
were applied teo it. Howerer, 1t is wise not to attempt 
the Horary Branch until the liatal and Progressed ho~o· 
scope system has been.mastered. This system embraces 
the fundamentals necessary for the successful undertak
ing of any branch of astrological research. 

For questions which arise within yourself re~Ming 
yourself, look into the life chart (the radix); for ques
tions arising as the result of propositions or suggestions 
made to you, look to the horary chart .. To ascertain 
when certain conditions will occur refer to the progressed 
horoscope. -

(Continued from page 108.) 
• • • Thus we see that the 11lanetsry ospecta, of themselves, are 

neither good nor adverse, they sre limply operation, dlll'erentlsted 
principally according t" the angles formed and the character of 
their produd. It must be remembered that JVe sre not conscious' 
ot all our bodily reactions to stimuli, nor Is every stimulus ,traoa-

•tormed lnto qiiiSdOUII thought; In tact, most of our bodily reac
t4'DB are performed uncooscl~usly. 

Solar, lunar and planetary quivers supply the cells, through ·the 
media of the sensllry nerves, their motility; the Inherent sod 
oacqulred knowledge of the cells endows them with the ability to 
manifest their lntelllgem!e and so we have s l,lvl!lg organism or 
body through which and by means of which ·we can ill:press lite. 

Dllrt!rent planetyy aspects or angles p~ovlde dlll'erent sensory 
stimuli sccerdlng as their VIbrations dlll'er In wave, Intensity, 
frequency .and durntlon; or whether they are direct, Indirect. 
curved, straight, long 91 short vibrations. liij:ludlng tile, aspects 
wlllch Kepler ~overell, astrology uses sixteen planetary aspects 
or angles. Some are termed favorable 11'bd some unfsvor11ble, ac
cording to whetbeJi. J,helr ell'ects give us pleasure or displeasure. 
'!be aabects sre llio named according t• their dllrerence In 
streogth of lnftuencc. 
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-
liOROOCOP:g; DELI~i£ATION . . , 
T~e ~clc of_ Doing It Correctly 

lt has been observtd that many who learn to erect a 
horoscope are "all at sea" when it c~mes to delineating it. 
For that reason I am here giving my own method used 
effectively for many years. 

Tht!· . .fecret of horoscope delineation lies in the prepara
tion. That is, before commencing to delineate a chart 
make careful preparation by compiling a table of notes 
for guidance .. The more complete the memoranda, the 
simpler becomes the work of delineation. In the table 
of metnoranda outline the elements to be considered and 
make notes with each element to be featured. The 
orderly table of ~ements, the notes you make in connec
tion 'lfith them, together with references to "Deltnea
tions For Horoscopes" in .Part III, will enable you to 
modify or adjust the readings to suit the particular horo
l!tope under consilleration. Once more let me impress 
the student with the fact that the secret of success in 
delineation lies largely in the preparation.• In other 
wqrds, make your table of htemoranda outline the! 
features to be considered . 

.Fe_atures of The HorGscope 

The teatures are t?Sually taken in this order: 

Individuality - Personality 
Finanpl~ • 
Journeys, .Mind 
Home Life 
Pleasures ~ 

,.. 

Health, Sickne.!S6, OccuiJation 
Ma~riagt:, Partners~ips 
Legacy'' · , 
Vo:r.,ages, •Scien~e 
Hohors 
.Friends 
R<!strictions 
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This order may v'ary in some case&; for. insta11ce, if 
there w~·e no planets .,n the t.entH' house ancl its planet
ary ryler were cadent or unaspected, ne particular honors 
art: indicated; ~nsequ~ntly that' featufe could be omitted . 

• 

A table of the desired features should be outlined and 
used as· a guide, in connectio~ with the compilation of 
notes necessary to delineate the J1orosc~pe as s~:wn in 
the following memoranda. · ' 

Example For Compiling Memor~nda 

In Preparation for Delineating a Natal Horoscope 
• 

(See "Additional Aid to Horoscope Rea~ing," page 145.) 

To. gather memoranda for each feature refer t~ the 
section of this book entitled, "Delineations For Horo· 
scopes" -

Individuality 

• Read the" description {Jf sign occupied by the Sun. 
Read the house occupied by the Sun. Note which hotl'se 
the Sun rules in" the chart and re<vf its influence. Note 

.which cusp Leo occupies, as the Sun is ruler of that par-
ticular house. • 

M<tke notes <tn the infjpence of t1-.e major aspects to 
the Sun. • 

Notice: • \)'hen feferring to the dell'neations 'for the 
foregoing remember to make notes•of the readings which 
relate to the ind~~duality. 

In the same mann~r tr;at th~ remaintllg features . 
• 
Have" J;tlfard to each feature under consid"erat~ori 1when 

referritlg to the various delineations a"nd a1ake notes 
•tJt~t appn~priately .relate to it. • • -
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Pe_fsonality 

Read the >iqftuence ~f the ascending sign. . . -
Read the sign oc~upielf by the !'Ia net which rules the 

sign on cusp of first house. • 
• • • 
Read the major aspects to that 1lanet. If any planets 

are in the first house read their influence by house and 
sign. 

' Rea\1' the inftuence <1f the Moon by sign, house and 
principal aspects. 

Tn compiling notes from the "Delineations For Horo
scopes" you may at first experience difficulty in defining 
individuality as differentiated from personality, in which 
case reference tq_ the definitions on page 29 will be help
ful. 

Finan'ces 

• Note which sign occupies cusp of :fecond house. Read 
its influence. <rnd that of its ruling planet by sign and 
house" and its principal aspects. 

~hould any planet occupy tlie second house, read it~ 
influence by sign and ~ouse it occupies, then by sign and 
house it rules in the chart. 

In makl'ng reierence to the chapter of "Delineations 
For Horoscopes" remember to keep your notes tg the 
subject of finances. 

The ~;e.,aining.features should be .treated in the same 
manner as outlined foli finances. It will be- noticed that 
just as finances relate to the second house of a chart so 
are the other featuJes related to the hc.~es in sequence. 

"Mentalit\1 - 1 ourr\l:ya 

Third liouse iqftuence: Relates to brothers and ·sisters, 
journrys, !rtudie!io writings, mf'ntal inclination\ and 
abi11tfes. For compilint ncll:es from chapter of,"Delinea. 
ti~ns For Horoseopes" folLow the' prOcedure outlined•in 
"fin;mces." 
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'Home Life 
« 

~ I 

Fourth house influ~nce: Relates t,o fat.lter, property, 
envifonment, domesti_!= or home lite 1 latter years. 

Pleasure - Specubtion 

Fifth house influence: Relates to pleasure, sports, 
speculation, love affairs and children. (See also chapter 
on Children.) 

Health - Occupation 

Sixth house influence: Relates to sickl)ess and occu
pation. (See also the chapters entitled, "Health, Phys
ical Ailments, Parts of the body ruled by the zodiacal 
signs, Ailments denoted by the ascendant, Accidents 
Occupation.) • 

• Marriage • 
• 

Seventh house irft1uence: Relates to marriage, part, 
nerships, enemies, law suits. (Also see chapters entitled, 

, Marriage, Description of Marriage Partner.) 
• 

Legacies 

, Eighth house influence: Relates to legacies, bequests, 
money received throbgh insurance, and ma\ter.s connect
ed w1th the goods or property of the dead. (See also 
chap~r entitled, Kind of Death.) · . ~ 

Voyage; - Education 
• • 

Ninth ho\fse influence: Relat~s to long journeys, 
voyages, foreign countries; dreams, visions, prophetic or 
intuitional exptt:'l'ences; psychic and• spiritual develop
ment; higher educa~on, academic ach,.ir.vement; inven-
\:~on, scientific attair.merfts. • 

Profeuion - Honora 

, Tenth house influence:. Raates to profession, honors, 
rtuue, mot"her and ~ffai.rs of the country or governmel\t. 
(Regarding profession, also sle Occupa~on.) 
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Prien cia 

Eleventh .house influence: Relates to friends"; also td 
the hopes and wish.es.• • 

Restpctions 

Twelfth house influence: Relat~s to unseen or unex
pected troubles, secret enmities, secret sorrows, .self-un
doing, jails, hospitals; secxt or occult side of life. 

Fif!anCes : Delineation Illustrated 

To illustrate the advantage of compiling memoranda 
on the various feah:res of a horoscope, let us take for 
instance the su1J1ect of finances. Read the rule already 
given then use the followifl{l" chart for reference. and 
comp~e memoranda relating to the financial prospects . • 

The student who has thoroughly learned tve influence 
or nature of planets, houses, signs and aspects, and whe 
folfows the preceding outline, should becQme an excellent 
hnroscope reader. 
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HOROSCOP~ NO. 1 

Delineating the C,:hart 
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Example Readint Regafdivg' Finances • 

;Saturn coniunction witb'second•cusp (same :s Saturn 
in second house) ·~ •opiJPsition to the Moon, ruh:r of 
second house is an unfavor;:ble 'ndicat'ton concerning 
mQnetary affairs. IJ: denotes delay, hindrance, disap
pomtments and losses through lafjc of money. It indi
cates danger of severe losses tlirough dealings with 
others, partners, matters relating to land and products 
of the earth. -1-s Saturn ':is conjunction with ruler of 
fifth ~Jluse (Venus) speculations and games of chance 
would also be a source of loss. As the fifth house rules 
love affairs there may also be monetary loss through 
such or through lawsuits (Moon opposing Saturn from 
seventh house) resulting from fifth house matters. 

Neptune in second house: Neptune is in adverse 
aspect with Jupiter posited in the eleventh house, which 
indic~es loss through fraud, plots, schemes or treaohery, 
the failure of banks or bu.-sting of speculative bubbles. 
Danger of loss through adv1ce of frieids or by entrusting 
l'honey to the~p. panger of loss through lawsuits con
cernin.g busil!ess enterprises. Jupiter ruler of seventh, 
Neptune ruler of tenth house: Business partnerships ' 
hai best be avoided, also fin:mcial transactions witl'l 
friends. 

Sun sextile ~eptune: Sun is in .,twelfth and is ruler • 
of third hoose, it'ldicating that money may be gained by 
obscure and patient fndeavor through writings, science, 
large institutions and matters uelating to the sea. • 

Neptuns in Leo: Neptune is ruler of tenth hpuse, that 
of profe~s10ns or "government appoin\ment~ but !ihould 
the native essay to rud for political office his opponents 
would be likely to win while he would olfld the venture 
very costly: Jupite~. ruler house of opponents (7th) in 
adverse aspect to" N eptun~ Taken al~ne, Neptune in Leo. 
in se~nd Jlouse denots;s gain by turn,ng his skill to mat• 
ters of pleasure, ~port, music, art, poetry, painting,'opera, 
drama., or healing jnstitutions. · 

' · .. 
It is not lik~ly•that he will be able"to acquire.a col\ 

sicferablt amount of monet:fry wealth; what he does· act· 
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quire he will earn ~nd be in • danger of losing if used 
,speculafvely. His w..:alth is in ,the mental realm-his 
reward in what he acilieves, <liscovers ancl <iisseminates 
for the benefit of the world. , ' , · 

Makd· Your Own Chart 

Make your own horoscope"'(or a study rhart you may 
prefer to use instead of your own data), embradng- and 
showing all the conditions refcired to in the first part 
of this lesson by the numbers I to 9, in chapter on 
"Making the Horoscope." Then study it as outlined in 
10 to 16, finally making a Memoranda as shown for each 
of the features, to be followed by a complete delin~ation. 

Take plenty of time on this study. Work out one point 
at a,..time and do it thoroughly and completely. When 
delineating your own chart do not read it simpl} from 
what you know of yourself, ~ut hold fast to the princi
ples and procedure'already outlined. 

In the preceding chapters you acquired infonnation 
,of the vanous elements .. constituting a horoscope. You 
learned of the tendencies bestowed by the signs, of tow 
the planets bestir those tendencies into characteristic 
action, and how their indications are modified accord
ing to the house occupied, by dignity o: debility, and 
especially by their aspects. You learned what matters 
are • embraced in each of the twelve houses of a chart; 
how th~ zodiacal signA add their special influence to 
house .and planet. In the Table of Memoranda you were 
shown how to cofrelate theo;e elemen~s practically, pre· 
paratory to' delineating a chart. - If you find it difficult 
to compile tbl'.._ notes in the Table of Memoranda for 
each element to be considered (theJ notes which are to 
guide you in bringing put th,. features of the chart and 

, to help ,YOU stress vr modify certain points as you study 
the v~rAO.'lS readings in "D~line<~;tions For Hotos~opes"), 
the tlfficulty encountered 1s ev1dence ·i.hat at th1s stage 
of your study where yo,1.1 should poss~ss a lund o; infor-

. tnation 'of the el'~mCJJts before-mentinneJ, your trouble 
is due to deficiency in that tespect. • 
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Fortunately, this difPiculty ~an. 11e o'vercome. Turn 
back to tke pr~cedlng" chapterj and study sverything 
related to ~he influence!!~ and it~dications employed in 
horoscope readitfa-, As l:j,efore mentioned. 

• The process of erecting a chart is not difficult, neither 
is the reading whe~ approach-ed by the method provided 
in this chapter. It may be properly stated that the secret 
of correct horoscope delineation lies in the compilation 
of me~oranda .for refere:JOCe and guidance. 

No instructor or book can give the student the ability 
to synthesize, but the proper procedure can be outlined 
to develop t}lis needed faculty. The art of synthesis is 
like good judgment or intuition: it cannot be handed 
from one to another; it is a growth within the person, 
an expansion or extension of knowledge, as a result of 
careful study M authentic texts, assimilation of the in
forr:gation thus acquired and application of the prW!ciples 
thus learned. 

• But if the fundamentals have b~en correctly assimil
ated; if the "stud'ent has paid the necessary attention to 
the 1nitial steps of study and thereby thorovghly learnel! 
~e characteristics of the p!.anets, their dignities a.nd 
d'ebilities; the tendencies and properties of signs and 
houses; the quality end influence of a~pects; and if the 
various ele~ents of the chart ha.ve been properly coJ.e. 
lated so .they ean be readily analyzed by means of the 
Table of Memoran!Ja, the student should be able to com
bine these various elements ~th logical judgment• in the 
form of a delineation embradng the salient 'features of 
the ho.r~tscope. 

In the next chapter will be tound a natal chart With the 
principal calculations for its erection ~orked out in se
quence to serve ls an example of what has been taught 
jn previous chll.pters concernipg f_!Je making of a natfl 
cha5t, 

The ca~ulations are followed by a delineafioo which 
is•i.Jftended lo sl\ow how the reading may be condensed, 
instead of tl'eating each feature. sel'arately as was 'bltt- • 
tiied in this. ch~pter. · 
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. HOROSCOPE. NO. 2 
' ' f• ' • 

Nativity' of W. Fl. Chan!!Y 

Birth: Jan. I3, I82I; II :3Z p. m.' 
( 

Chesterville, Franklin Co., Maine 

Latitude 44° No.; ~T,ongitude_70° West. 

This is the h¢1'i>scope of Professor Chaney, inserted 
here in appreciation <lf his valiant· se;vice to astrology: 
one of the brave pi~neers of olstrologi't:al work in the 
United ~tates. 
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Ellplancdion_of•Examplt\ chart No. 2 • 
• 

Data: Male, bd\tl ;an11a~y 13, 1821; 44' N. Lat., 70' 
W. Long. 

t::orrected mean Iota! tin1e of birth is 11 :32 p. m. 
S. T. at noon, Jan. 13, 1821... .........•...... _., ............. 19.30:34 
Corrf'ction for 11 )/;! hours after noon at 10 

c~:rc~~~n pf~r h~u~~~-;~--~--~-i-~~t~-~---~~~t---~"i + .. Ol :
55 

Greenwich (70 degreh west longitude) ... -----+ .00:47 

S. T ...................................................... .19.31 :136 

Transpose the 136 seconds, making 2 minutes and 16 
seconds, thus giving 19.33:16 as corrected S. T. 

flus 11.32 :00 = (after noon) 

30.65 :16· transpose the 65 mino. and 
we have 31.05:16. Subtract 24 hours 

less 24. 

1.05:16 = S. T. at birth. 

Refer to T. of H. for latitude 44 degrees nortn, anu 
place cusps of houses in chart accordingly, after which 
turn to the Ephemeri~ and from it make a correction to 
planets' placa; f,pr the amount of time born after Noon 
Mark. T11e Noon Mark for 70 degrees west is 7:20 a. m.; 
native was born 11 :32 p. m., which is 16 hours aod 12 
minutes after Noon Mark. -

Thus.: '7 :20 a. •m. Noon Mark su"tracted from 11 :60 
(noon) gives .f-40 addl!d to 11 :32 p. m. givts 16.12 after 
Noon Mark, and the- constant logarithm_ior this is .1707. 

For the bend\t.of thos~ who mi~t like to rectify this 
native's birth time b,l( the rules 'givoo elsewhere we give> 
the ltnofiing inforrrfdtion: Father's death br a.:cideni:. 
March 2, 1~30, oat which time the native was cr y,:ars, 1 
mo~ and 19 days ol4. ¥ars in the fourth ·house was 
chosen as p~rqgator of event. • (See Rectifrcati!ln •cJf' 
B'lr:th ':fime in Part IV.) 
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84 8 anz 1 "i 17 " 6382 57 I 

; :.i~:rj:.~,t:~H; :!:~~" 0 * A
0

*
0 

28 8 6 22.59 4 ~s 9 6929 22 • ,. * 
.. ~ 8 oCI :B3 1 5 1 11 1m 0* l! * A • 
809 28 6 lliJ-29 dO 
81 9 0 6 18 83 ,. 1 • 0 d 

• 
Declinlltion of IV 22 :~0 south on Jan. 13 
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Correcting '{he Planets; Loi1gitudl! 

l!or 16 Hours ti' Minut;s After. Noon 'Mark 

Moon's Correction 

Jan. 14, 1821, Moon .:n Ger.tini 7 degrees 49 min. (Add 
30 degrees to this, making it 37.49, so as to subtract cor
rectly.) 

37.49 Moon's place January l<hh. 
-24.10= Moon's Place on January 13th (in Taurus) 

13.39=daily motion = logarithm .2451 
+ .1707 constant iog . 

.415~=9·13' Moon's 
motion in the 16 hrs. 12 min. born after Noon Mark. 

<• 

Moon 24.10 January 13, 1821 
+ 9.13 ' 

33.23 
' 

• As there are only 30 degrees in a sign we drop 30 a~•d 
use the remainder which shows that Moon left the sign 
Taurus and enteted Gemini by 3" 23'. Enter it so in the 

'chart. 

Sun's • .Correction" ,. 
Sun 24.06 Capricorn January 14 
Sun-23.05" q1pricoln January 13 

1.01 = moj.if.>n in I day= logarithm 1.3730 
constant logarithm .1707 ,,,, __ _ 

Sun 23.U~ /anuary 13 
+ 0:41 tnotion in 16 hrs. 12 min. afy!r N, Mk. 

1.5437 = n•41' 
I ' ''I 

23"46' = Sun 'm €apnc:orn at 01rth•time. 
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MercJJry's Corre&tlon 

Mercury 7.31 Ca!'14icornJanuary 14 
Mercury-6.09 Capricorn January•t3 

1.28 = monon m \'•'e daj, log. 1.2139 
+ constant logarithm .1707 
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Merc&y 6.09 J~nuary.l3 
1.3846 = o· 59' 

+0.59 motion in 16 hrs, 12 min. after N. Mk. 

6.68 transposed gives 7" 08' Mercury in Cap
ricorn at time of birth. 

Venus' C<Xrection 

Venus 22.31 Sagittarius January !i 
Venus-21.1? .Sagittarius January 13 

1.14 = motion in one day = log. l.i!891 
+ constant logarithm .1707 

Venus 21.17•Ja;IUary 13 
+ 0.50 

• 1.4598=0' 50' 

21.67 transposed gives•.22• 07' Venus,in Sagit
tarius at !ime of birth. 

Mars' Correction 

•• • Mars 23.29 Capricorn, "J anuaty If (to make the sub·• 
tractlbn e~sil.y, trans;ose these figures by taking 1 d~
gree and adding it to the minutes) thus giviPigo 

22.89 
f1ars' place on January I~22.43o 

' IJ.46 =·motion ih .. ne. dav. 
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logarith~ ,.1.4956 
+ constant logarithm .1707 

• 1.6663 6 o· 31~ 
Mars 22.43 Capricorn ]an1.1~ry 13• 

+ 0.31 motion (n 16 Ylrs. 12 mins. 

22.74 transposed gh zs Mars' place at birth time 
as 23" 14' Capricorn. 

Without working by logarithms we can place 

Jupiter in Pisces 20.12 at time of birth. 
Saturn in Aries 7.52. 
Uranus in Capricorn 0.24. 
Nl!ptune in Capricorn 1:24 . 

• Note: To find daily motion of planet in a nativity 
where birth is after Noon Mark, alw<iirs subtract planet'·s 

, place on birthday from that of the next day. If birth 
occurred before Noon Mark subtract longitude of day 
previous from that of birthday. This rule applies only 
to the nativity,.for in a progressed chart we must always 
subtract place on birthday from !"hat of the next day in 
advance, regardless 'Uf whether born be(oa or after Noon 
Muk ' 

Atter having erected"a map an·d placed the planets 
therein, "the next step i!: to make a list of all the plane
tary a!;p6cts for fqture reference. 

Plane~ary Aspects in H~roscope No. 2 

]) 

• • ' ,Moon Is 146" from ~: :!:: sep., slightly good. 
136" f~oro 0: l:J. aepnrntlng, good." 
13?"• from 8 : l:J. Rp.'lratlnl, good. 
73" from 2l: Q. &eflll!l-tlng. allglltly lfuod. 
00" from '1 : * CRPiylq, IOod. 

1!ill" from 'I : No sRpect. • 
~52: frum IV : 181 RPRrttiDI, allchtiJ ,pctverae. 
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Ill 
lllereury Ia 13" trom e: No aaflect. 

16" trom 0: N'<i aApec~ 
16" from & : No aspect 

• 73" from ll : Q. BJlPlylnJsllghtly good, 
oo· from ? : 0 adverse. • 
7" from 'l' : d separatlo , adverse. 
6" from IV: d separatli!J, adverse. 

Venus- Is 31" from 0: X forming, slightly good. 
31" from & : X forming, slightly good. 
88" from 2.l : 0 separating, adverse. 

105" from ) : No aspect. 
s• from '*': d applying, adverse. 
9" from 1V : No aspect 

0 
Sun ltl o· 31' from & : d separating, adverse. 

57" from ll: * separa~g. good. 

• 74" from ? : Q. applying, allghtl]a good . 
23" trow .11;1: )Jo aspect. 
:22" tro~ IV: No aspect. 

Mars Is 57" from ll: * separating, good. 
74" from ? : Q. a~plylng, slightly gooJ. 
2.1" trom8 'i' : No aspect. 
22" from \II~ No aspect 

ll. 
Jupiter Ia 17" from ? : No aspect. 

80" Jrom 'i': No aspect. 
70• from 1V :0 No a!pect. 

? •• 
Saturn Is 97" from 41 : 0 separating, adver&e. 

9!1" from Ill.:. 0 separttlng, apvene. 

UraNJS Ia 1" trop~ W: c." applying, adverse. 
• 

188 

l'1i this taQle ''applfingll an41 "separating"" refer t~ ,lhe 
~egree whicft Ct)nstitutes the aspect,"not that the planets , 
a~ applying tp or sepa~ating from each other in the 
zodiac. 
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In fin<\ing the dist~~e between plar.ets it. is sufficient 
to use degrees only; tlte minutles ot longitude~ may safely 
be on<;itted at this time. ' 

Sun and Venus are about 1 degree from equal declina
tion, thus constituting a _ ~allel.• We have alrea\ly 
noted an aspect betw~n thf-m by semi-sextile, but this 
parallel makes the aspect stronger and more favorable. 
As Venus and Mars are pa~lel. this statement auplies 
to them also. 

Venus and Neptune are parallel. Mercury is parallel 
Uranus. Sun is parallel Neptune. 

Condensed Delineation of A Natal Horoscope 

(See Chart No. 2, page 132.) 

Ruling Planets: Venus is significalor because she 
rules \.he ascending sign. Saturn is a ruler by virtue of 
ruling the birth month or Syn sign, Capricorn; Mars, 
berause in closest n11mber of degrees of any aspect with 
the Sun; Moon, because she is highest in t~e map. • 

• Physical pescription is derived from the combined 
irduences of the ascending sign, planet ruling the ·:\s
cendant and the sign in which it is here located, togetlier 
with its principa, aspects and the planets which may be 
•in the Ascendant. -r:his combination is usually so diffi
cult to delineate correctly that the avertig~ stlldent had 
best omit it. In this chart, howeveJ;, the following indi
cations are apparent. Libra rising with the planetary 
siguificato'", Venus, loc::P~:ed in Sagittarius shows t:he 
native to Qe above jverage height and heavy, ('.s Venus 
is in the ex}iansive Jupiter's sig:n ana also in' aspect 
to that planet, which is located in Pisces, another sig!1 cf 
weight and the b:altation of Venus. 1 he s•gn Libra on 
the Ascendant usuaiiJI gives a good-looking countenance. 
hut here, Saturn opptjsing the A-scendant,' gives a serious, 
sttrn aqd forbidding appearance. 

Indiwdu;lity (inner qualities) is sh<J\tn b¥ the loca· 
.tion of the "Sun by sign ~d ~spect. }'Iere we fincf •• Sun 
in tapricorn, conju~ctiiln ,Ma~s. sextil~ J.upltcr . .The ron· 
junction. makes the natiye Sf:\f-confident, positiv~, P

1
-tf

severlng,and brave. The sextile with ju}>iter' makes Jiim 
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"very philosophical, and the Sun' il\ Capricorn \dds re
serve and nrethod'. 

Personality; or ~xU!rntl expression, is designated by 
the Moon's location in the zodiac arAi its principal 
aSJ>eCts. Here we find ;sn in Gemini and sextile to 
Saturn. In the pres~nce o uch a person we would feel 
impressed with his' convers ional•ability, his knowledge 
of general public affairs, .Practical ability, ingenuity, 
versatility and s_trong chardl'Eter. 

Mental Quality and tendencies are denoted by Mercury 
and the sign in which it may be located, the Ascendant 
and aspects to ascending degree, also the Moon and its 
sign and aspects, and any planets which may be in the 
third house. Libra governing the Ascendant gives per
ception, comparison, order and harmony. Venus its ruler, 
posited in third •!1ouse, gives good mental quality of fruit
ful or abundant nature with ~ love for cultural arti, such 
as lit"erature, science, etc. Mercury in Capricorn adds 
calculation, caution and <:ft:pth to the mind, and serious 
.:ontemplation. Its adverse aspect•to Saturn, however, 
indicates di5ccmte"nt, sarcasm and worry. Moon in the 
scientific s!gn, Gemini, and in orb of conjllnction with' 
ni,llth cusp inclines the mind to religion, law and scienee, 
adds also perception and ability for expression. Uranus 
in third house conjttnction with Nepfunc gives much 
mental origil'),.ality, unique ideas, ifJ.ventive and intuitive• 
faculty and a1Jil1ty for study of occult science. 

DispQSition is governed b.:. the ascending sig'll, its 
ruler, the sign it is in and its aspects; also byo the Sun's 
sign an<.J. aspects. Here we find the disposition is in
dined to be ple~sant, amiable, jovlhl and, kind, due to 
Libra rising and Ventis in Sagittarius. Sun in conjunc
tion with Mars, however, gives a fierJJ>'Inature, forceful, 
aggressive and inc,ined to stubbornness, while the good 
aspect to J upit~l' modifiC!S the viol~nce and adds highc;r 
motiJ•es _and charit:¢1eness. Satufn opposing the- Jl.s
cendant shows him· to be his own worst enemy l>Y alway~ 
showjng his worst .side first and impressing sn-angers 
unt"avorabiy. To'reall' kn'Dw this man we must <:ultitve
tps· acqtiaintlinct:; then we -will admhe his mental cap
ac~y arn:~· 1'espec~ him for l1is many good q-ualities. 
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Health and Sicklless il.re dete:mined by the Ascendant 
its ruler. and their aspects, and an)'" planets therein 
likewise consider the sixth ho¥se. ' The signs and houses 
occup:ed by the malefics also indi<!ate parts of the body 
affected, and pkrticub.rly so if the malefics are affected 
by aspect or debility. In thjs chart Libra on the As
cendant shows that the na~ve would at some time 'be 
affected by kidney cofuplaiq~. especially as-Venus is ad
verse to Jupiter in the sixth. Saturn in Aries would 
give tendency to colds in th~·'lead and near-sightedness, 
deafness, headaches, etc.; its squa"e with Mercury ~ould 
cause decay of teeth and bowel trouble, and the latter 
planet being in Capricorn gives a tendency to rheuma
tism and stiffened joints, especially the kpees. Uranus 
and Neptune in third would affect the sight, likewise the 
Sun afflicted in an angle. (His eyesight entirely failed 
in later years.) Mars and the Sun in Capricorn incline 
toward accidents to the knees, and beirlg in the fourth 
houst;r indicate spells of stomach disorder. However, 
while this conjunction is conducive to feverish com
plaints it should be remembered that any aspect of Sun 
to Mars strengthens the constitution ~nd. increases thL 
vitality to throw off and overcome illness. Although the 

·Sun is not hyleg, yet the afflictions of Mercury, Mars 
ar;d Sun in fourth house show the latter part of life to 
be beset with many troubles. The good aspects to Jup
iter show that 'in sickness he wt>uld be benefited by 

'neighbors and would,never be entirely without comforts. 

Note: The Sun or Moon is hyleg- or "giver of life" if 
posiUd between the 5th degree above or 25th degree be
low Ascertdant; 5 degree£ below to 25 dgrees above cusp 
of seventh, house; or between 5 degrees belo'lll' cusp of 
ninth to 25 d~grees below cusp of the eleventh hduse. If 
neither Sun nor Moon are in one o"f. these places then the 
ascending sign &'lld degree are hyleg. When the hyleg 
is affiicted by directiq11s there; is danger to life and health. 

' .Business or Profea.&ion is governed by the tepth house, 
its ruler a,nd aspects and any planets which' may be 
posited- therein. In this horoscope we •hav~ no planet 
m the tenth, so we look, to t.he ruler 'thereof, whtc.h is 
tlfe'· Moon, located •in the scientific sip Gemini and in 
conjunction with cusp of ninth, also a .scientific. ho!f.s'e. 
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•'!'his would indicate a tra•eler, sailor, 'l>·ublisher:•preach
er, lawyer, s~:ienti!lt. Venus, ruler0 of Ascendant.,mclines 
the mind to 6J1, or artistic applicaticn of intellectual mat-' 
ters; to sports and-Jiterarr efforts relating to sports, ad
venture or travel. Jupiter, ruler o~ third,~n sixth shows 
pr~fessional service and ~-indicates that profe!osional 
occupations would b~ mor to his liking and more for
tunate than business or a t de. '-1:oon, ruler of tenth, 
shows his vocation would ring him a great .deal of 
publicity. 

• • 
Financial Indications• are judged by the location, posi-

tion and aspects of the benefics and also the ruler of 
second house, and any planets which may be posited 
therein. Here we find both the "fortunes" cadent and 
also in adverse aspect to each other; the Sun is afflicted 
by Mars and the Moon is going cadent in a common sign, 
all of which is very unfavorable for money getting. To 
make the indications still worse we see Saturn op~osing 
the Rscendant, which gives 'long periods of adversity. 
Mars, the ruler of secomi house, in conjunction with 
~un and sextile Jupiter, shows ability to earn money by 
dint of hard ,effort- in professional service, but it is spent 
as soon as earned. There are no testimonies for wealth • 
or accumulation of property. Ruler of first in 1:hird sho\VS 
th@ native's mind to be taken up with study and science 
in which he is highly ,proficient, especiaMy in the occult. 

Marriage ir• tJ;je <Ioroscope of a male is judged by the ' 
Moon prirfcipally, with Venus as a co-prorogator. Here 
we find Venus, ruler of the Ascendant, parallel witll and 
applying to a semi-sextile of J\ars, ruler of t~ seventh 
house, thus showing that the native is inclined to part
nership~> \nd unions. Moon in Gentini, sextite to cusp 
of seventh hous~. shows more than one unit:ln, especially 
as it is in favorable aspect of Saturn. Mowever, Saturn 
in adverse aspect 8f Mercury and it ruring the house of 
sorrow (twelfth). indicat&s de~h ~ first wife. Saturn 
afflicting the seventh. while also afBicting the ascendil\f 
degrte; tistifies agafbst harmony or good results, al
though marriage may help him in publishing': etc., as 
Satt~th is in good asp1ct l"ith. Moon on cu!l\> of ninth. 
Venus applying. to conjunction y;itlt Uranus indictt!s 
separations and divorce. -• • • 
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Cbildl:en: Barr'en si'gns on cusps of fifth and eleventh 
houses a_nd the rulers thereof not jn fruitful-signs, Moon 
"not in a fruitful sign;·the As~endant not 1l fTuitful sign, 
its rater not in a fruitful sign,, anti J;JlJ fruitful planet in 
fifth or eleventh, are ~ndications of no children. 

Summary: We hare her/~ stro~g. forceful character, 
a man who never forgets a yrong and always appreciates 
a kindness. His early env~ronment will be restrictive, 
but his thirst for knowledge~•Nill result in high intellec
tual attainments and he will rentier the scientific-~Jccult 
puhlic valuable service. Marital and legal difficulties 
will interrupt his progress and he should avoid such mat
ters as much as possible, and concentrate vpon his finan
cial affairs, thereby conserving his forces, physically and 
materially, to withstand the adversities of his later days. 

w~ have now illustrated the method of delineacing a 
chart and shown in their h>g>~al order the points gener
ally of most interes\.. In ordinary practice the "physicC~I 
description" may be omitted. However, to. make a reg-

• ular study 9f a chart we would proceed to look up the 
iuRuence at all the aspects, all the planets by sign, all 
the planets by house, and the rulers of all the houses as 
they are posited•in the various hotlfies of the chart. Study 

• of the nativity does not end here as transiting planets, 
(shown in current year Ephemeris) are , traversing 
through different houses in the natal chart and constant
ly fot-ming aspects with ljllanets in the radix thus bring
ing up nc!w events, new .conditions, new states of being, 
and a'S the student watche!< these he will realiZI', at times 
with awe, tlv.: stup~ndous working order of the' laws of 
nature. 

Further research is made by mear.s of a yearly chart 
or Progressed Horo::.cope in which th• ·monthly aspects 
'of the Moon indiclfte the trend of affairs, and mutual 
aspects \?etween the planets desigrl"ate the 'quaCity of the 
year as a whole, whether the lesson to" be learned will 
be through pleasure or, limitati•.ns. 'These poin·~ are 
fu1ly covered in dfaptr.rs on Aspects, Orbi, Transits and 
The Pz;ogressed Horoscope. < , • 
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"ADDITIONAL ~ID TO HOROSCbPE READING 

In rel'\tion- td the, "eyample for Compiling Memor;.nda 
in Preparation for R~adin~a Horo~ope" tpe topics listed 
in that chapter are herein given special treatment to be 
cot!sidered in connecl!ion ~Part III on "Delineations 
for Horoscopes" as an aid 'n mlll<ing deduction~ and 
forming correct judgment of e horoscope. 

House Cusps • 
This is a matter that cannot be confined to set rules, 

as the "cusp" or dividing line between the houses is a 
mundane thing; in reality there are no dividing lines in 
the heavens. In fact, it should be treated as a psycho
logical influence and has a dose relation to the entire 
chart. 

In t~e anc1ent texts on astrology it was general!~ ad
mitted that when the Sun JJad reached 28 degrees of a 
sign its influence was mainly in the aext sign. By way 
ol example, if the iiun is in 28 degrees of Virgo we use 
Mercury as the ruling planet, although the characteristics 
of Libra 'fOUld be very noticeable in that per~m's mak~ 
up.• 

Judgiflg the Mentality 

• The mental ru,ers are the Sun, Moon and Mercury, 
although all of the planets have an influence on the "lind, 
especially the ruler of the Ascelfl:lant, rulers of third and 
ninth houses. Also Saturn and•Uranus if in aspect to 
the men~al ruler~. Read their delilieations J.Ccording 
to the aspects they may, behold. · 

Health 

In speaking of'l1ealth, ldok to the ~un for a male, and o 

to the.Mo"" fs>r a fe~le. 

Sun in g()od hpect to Moon, Mars or Jus>iter is a 
· favoF..t;te testi!llony for ~e~kh ood ~ stro!lg constit~tiQ,_ 
wiSh an abundance of v1tah!y, esp«Jatry 1f the Sun IS m 
the ~rst:house. 
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Sun &fflicting Ur14ntts: Uer10tes suicides and accident' 
rather than ill health. ,. 

•Sun afflicting Saturn: Pool health, long and serious 
illness, especiaUy wh\:n either planet is occidental. 

Sun afflicting Jupiter: ./lndicaies liver complai~ts, 
blood diseases, apopl~xy a1d pleurisy. 

Sun afflicting Mars: ~ngthens the constitu'tion, 
but inclines to accidents, cuts, b•uns, scalds ana lievers. 

Sun and Moon in adverse aspect: Weakens the con
stitution, lowers ·.the vitality and seldom gives long life. 

Sun or Moon in the sixth house is not good for health; 
Uranus there indicates peculiar and complex disorders, 
although there should be a chan.ce of recovery by em
ploying methods harmonizing with the nature of \.franus 
such as electric, magnetic, mesmeric treatments, etc. 

L 

Oriental position\; of the planets signify, short, suddet., 
sharp attacks of !>ickness, but occidental J:lositions pro
duce seriO?us, long, lingering sickness and chronic 
tiseases. 

Remember to look to the Mood and her aspects when 
judging the health .of a female. If the Moon is in ad
verse a~pect to Venus, it weakens and aeranges the con
stit~tion, and indicates annoying periodical sickness. 

Particular Ailments 

The phy~ical aitmeuts to which one is liable are 
judged by "fhe~scending sign and by the signs occupied 
by the malefic planets, especially if• any of them afflict 
the Sun or Moon; also judge py the sign which the Sun 

• or Moon is in whe11 so afflicted. :The ruler qf the sixth 
'house. and its afflictions, or any planet• in •the~sixth, 
shoul{l b~ considered . 

., wPlanets in car4inal signs indicate t}rain fever, head
aches,_ fits, disorders of tJM: stomach, cancer,_ kidrtey 
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troubles, cohls, rlleumjltism, inju•ie~ to the hQad and 
knees. Funeti9nal_ disorders. 

Planets in fixed signs indicate dfseases•of the throat, 
dipJ1theria, bronchitis, ast~a. heart troubles, defective 
circulation, spinal complaint"~ tro~le with the bladder 
and urinary organs, injuries o the sides, back, secrets 
and ankles. Organic troublf' , 

Plarkts in com'mon signs indicate tendency to tuber
culoses, weak chest and lungs, bowel complaints, blood 
disorders, dropsy and spasms; injuries to the hands, 
arms, collar bone, thighs and feet. Nervous disorders. 

The cardinal signs (Aries, Cancer, Libra and Capri
corn) rule the head, breasts, stomach, ovaries, kidneys 
and knees. 

The fixed signs (Taurus, ,)....eo, Scorpio and Aquarius) 
rule the throat, heart, bladder, genera;ive system, calves, 
af!kles and di~tribu~on of bodily fluids. 

The common signs (Gemini, Virgo, Sagittarius and 
Pis~s) rule the lungs, nervous system, solar plexus," 
bowels, liver and--feet. -

For Zones of.the Human Body Ru~ed by the Zodiacal 
Signs, see 'IFeatures of the Zodiacal Signs." 

Ailments Denoted by the Ascendant 
• 

Fiery sig'ns asceading predi&.pose tha native te inflam
matory conditions of the. system, to fevers anti to sudden 
illnesses generally, acute but of short dug;tion. _ 

• Airy signs risinli denote a tenden~ to nervous trou-
bles, debility and illnessel arisi!\g £,om over-exertion, • 
exhaustion,, 'etc. · • 

Watq,ry sigus dsipg give liability of tumors, Gancerou~ 
'growth's, muco~s dischaPges~ colds and, moist humo_rs"'' 

' . 
• -~hly signs rising denot~ rheumatism. gout an4 flat 
ulence, with a tenaency toward ehron_ic disorders.. • 
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Accidents 

Oriental positions of the plan&ts !!how· accidents; oc
cidental posit~ns in~line mostly to sickness. 

Sun afflicting Pluto orr1~ ephtne: Danger thro~gh 
robbers, drugs and ·f7oison . 

Sun afflicting Uranus·~ Accidents by machinery, 
electricity, vehicles, railroads, air plani!S, etc . 

• 
Sun afflicting Saturn: Falls and bruises. 

Sun afflicting Jupiter: Danger through fire. 

Sun afflicting Mars: Severe cuts, scalds, wounds by 
firearms. 

SJ.!n and Moon in adverse aspect: 

Venus and Mercury n~le only 
scratches, etc. 

Danger on water. 
• 

minor accidents, 

Adverse aspects between Moon, Uranus: Saturn, Jup
jter or Mars when oriental produce effects much the 
same as the Sun afflicted. ~ 

Kind of De;th 

The time or date of death is a difficult thing to ascer
tairt definitely, and ev~;n if kno~n it is seldom wise 
to announce it, but the kind of death is often signified 
hy the ·Sun, Moon, ruler of the Ascendant, sixth and 
eighth hbus

0
es. - • 

If these pltrets arc afflicted by malefics in orient, 
violent or sudacn death is denoted. • 

, Occidental plan6ts and aspects point more to death by 
sickness. The lights afflicted anti the m!le~t:s erevated 
abovll th~m show violent death. Sun •or ¥oon in con
junction \vith Mars in Qrst,.sixt.h, ei~hth or tent" •• J>.ouse. 
1f.dicates sudden•de~th, especially if Vranus or Saturn 
add a. testimony of affliction. Death is usually cau!;ed 
by .a rpmbination of aspects. ' 
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Neptune indicatej; a mysterious de;fth, by gas, d~own
ing, drugs, .Poisons. Urapus sh~ws strange \leaths, 
usually sudderf and 11nexpected, through inventi~ns, 
electricity, lightnin~, raitroads, -~ehicler., explosions, 
travel or suicide. 

Saturn denotes colds, cons~:tptio·t, dropsy, spleen dis
order and chronic diseases. J• piter shows death by liver 
troubles, blood disorders, apr lexy, inflammation of the 
lungs .• 

• • 
Mars indicates fevers, smallpox, bladder troubles, 

erysipelas, bursted blood vessels, hemorrhage, miscar
riage, abortion, strangury, cuts, burns, scalds, and 
wounds. Death is usually the result of a short, sudden 
attack of sickness. 

Sun shows heart troubles, fevers or constitutional 
weakn';SS. 

Venus shows kidney or f'ttnctional _derangement. 

•Mercury indicat~ brain, nervous or mtestmal diS-
orders. • 

' • 
l\loon inclines to stomach troubles, public death, bye 

drowning, etc., according to the aspects . 
• 

It is generally good policy not to attempt to tell people 
how or whe_n t~ey. are likely to die. • 

• Occupation • 
It is difficult to designate thl exact occupation, for 

several r~.fsons. Some persons have. no choire in the 
matter, their parents having decided their woPk for them, 
and they follow their parents' will ofttr-nes in direct 
opposition to their .own desires. In th~s respect the 
tenth house may Jl.e regar<J.ed as QeSi!nating the ideal or 
;elf-chosen occupation or profession, ood the sixth house,. 
work, !!ervioCe, tlrudgerf carried on under dislike,. dis-taste, 
protest or force of circumstances. On the otnef- band, 

• man.Ji jthoose• a line- of w/)rk, not because of an! partie~.; 
Jar liking for it, b1.1t for mon~tary gilin,•thereby bringinl?' 
their occupation largely under the rule of the ¥Cond 
boule. • 
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Any' planet in the tenth hou'se will ~how in what direc
. tion the. natural desirts may lead, by blendlng the nature 

of the planet with tHe nature of the sign.it'occupies and 
the !J.spect whjch it way behcJ.d • • • 

The nature of the planeEt·Jd th& quality of its aspects 
will determine the l:wnefit or difficulties of the occupa
tion. It is necessary also o note the strongest planet in 
nativity by house, sign an ' aspect. 

With most of the planets in dte map below the earth, 
or weak, or mostly in common signs, the native should 
be in the employ of others. If above the earth, strong 
or well aspected, the native may be the employer of 
others. If the majority of planets are in airy signs, a 
profession should be chosen, but if in earthly signs, a 
business would be best. 

T6e Sun and its aspet!'ts are very important in this 
matter. 

Mercury in conjunction with the :aun inclines to sut
cess in bookkeeping, accounting, clerking, secretarial and 
literary work. , 

Venus in gqod aspect to Sun inclines to success as 
jeweler, musician, artist, actor, p!lotographer, etc. 

Sun in good aspe~t to Mars inclines ro ;uccess in mili
tary: affairs, work with iron and :;teet, dentist, barber, 
butcher, surgeon, chem~t or agent. In good aspect to 
Jupiter,,'inclines to sucl!ess as lawyer, clergyman, physi
cian, banker, judg~ or senator; in gooci aspecteto Saturn, 
inclines to •.;uccess in mining, Jgriculture, rea.! estate, 
property, lead,:,foal and other minerals; in good aspect to 
Uranus, inclini!s to success in public or governmental 
positions or as engi11eer<' electrician, inventor, astrologer, 

, also as reporter oq progressi~e papet's"; in good aspect 
'to N~>tune, inclines to success asoa drug8'ist;.oil ~eater, 
detecti~,' speculator, or success in so~ occult, inspira-
tional an~ unusual pursuit. , • • , 
ft .... ( ' , •• 

Moon in good aspect to S?,n, inclints to success with 
the gtneral public in ~iqu1ds, comll\On commodities; 
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hawker, ca~man,• expressman, yollceman, oy;;terman, 
laundryman, dairymad, milkman,• sailor, fisherman or" 
traveler. 

If many planets are in,one sign, things signified by 
th~ sign and by the" house '<~they occupy will attract at
tention, but whether it will ~~ forlunate or not depends 
upon the nature of the coml'1nation and the aspects. 

Tht most suceess w\11 come throu~h things indicated 
by the planet best aspected and in connection with the 
sign and house it occupies in the chart. 

Sun and Moon in good aspect: Business and employ
ment come readily and benefit through them; the adverse 
aspect of Sun and Moon has a reverse effect. 

Moon afflicting Saturn: Likely to lose in bu~iness 
through financial slumps and ·depressions, and when out 
of employment have a ha'id time getting sta~ed again. 

• Sun and Mars ~ good aspect are very favorable for 
employment' and business, denoting rapid advancement; 
Sun afflicting Mars, disagreement with em!'loyers an.d 

- {aflger of accidents. 

Marriage 

"~hqpse not alone a propt!r mate, 
But proper time to marry."-Cowper . 

Ptolemy says in his "Tetrabit>Jos," book iv, «<hapter v, 
"Whenever both nativities, viz., 'that of the husband and 
that of t.ht wife, :111ay exhibit the luminaries cohfigurated 
together in concord, that is to say either in•trine or sex
tile to each other, the cohabitation will;host usually be 
lasting, especially il the said concord exist by means of 
an interchange, Pf by mu~ual re\:epdon; but its duration 
will also be much more securely csta~lished provided the• 
MoorP in the flUsband's nativity should correspqnd with 
the Sun in the wife's nativity. If, however, the relative 
positi,ans of the luminuies ,be ip signs inconjbnct (1'§0,: 
apart,) or in opposition, or in quaTtil<'!, the cohabitation 
will be speedily dissolved •QPon slight causes, a.nd the 
tot!! separation cJf the parties will ensue. 
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"And ,should the coqfigurati~n of tht: lumi,naries, when 
made in concord, be 'well) aspecfed by the ,benefics, the 
cohaltitation will continue in respactability, comfort and 
advantage; bu•, on ~1e other' hand,' it will abound in 
strife, contention and misfortune if the malefics be in 
(evil) aspect to said confi!lultfiion.""(Words in parentf\e
sis by L. G.) 

Here is a simple but acc~te rule which needs for its 
practical application the two maps of• the heavqns at 
birth, a comparison uf which will''give a reliable decision 
as to whether any particular couple are well or ill suited. 

Moon and Venus rule the attractions in·a male chart; 
Sun and Mars in a female chart. 

The partner is described by the planet to which the 
Muon or Sun first applies, to any aspect, after birth, in 
the ddix. Aspects that are just past do nut cou~t. If 
the first applying aspect is o' adverse nature the result 
of the attraction is •mfavorablc, i. e., there will be trou
ble and difficulty. If the aspect is a gO'.ld one, the result~ 
are likely to be favorable. · 

•If the Moon and Venus (or the Sun and Mars in a 
female chart) arr- strong and free from affliction especial
ly by Saturn, the native has an ea'rly attraction. 

Sun or Moon in the fifth or seventh house and aspected 
to se,vcral planets causes an early attraction. 

Fruitfu~ sigus on the.cusps ot the htth and seventh 
~ses ar~ favorable for an early union. • . 

'When Satl!rn afflicts Sun or Mnon it delays marriage 
and should the~\ planets be weak and Saturn strong, and 
barren signs on the cusps of the firrt and fifth houses, 
the native is not like4y t~ marr¥ . 
• 
• If th.,e Sun or MJon applies to 111ore th11n r1ne. aspect 

it signifi~ "more than one union; two asp~cts, two unions; 
thref'. aspeats, three unions, etc. -
#'' Astrology show~ the umon ot attectlilns regardless of 

whether the unions are made! legal or not accor,ding: to 
the l,awa; of the land. 
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If the Su\1 or M~on _be -in Gemipi;Sagittarius.~r Pisces 
more than pne umon '1s dr.noted. • · . , 

If Saturn afflict~ the S':ln or MMn death of the partner 
is_ signified, or coldness d~velops between them. 

Description of larriqe Partner 

In a man's horoscope, if the Moon applies to a good 
aspeG:t <>f Mercury the wife will be clever, perceptive, 
sens{ble, active and a' good talker; if in adverse aspect, 
critical and complaining. 

In good aspect with Venus she will be beautiful, lov
ing, accomplished and refined; in adverse aspect flirta
tious and extravagant. 

In good aspect to Sun she will be generous, noble, 
symf"ithetic, straightforward and magnanimou~. Ad
verse : proud, domineerin{{. 

• In good aspect. to Mars: active, energetic, brave. ln 
adverse aspect: bold, refractory, quick-tempered and 
headstrong . 
• In good aspect to Jupiter: just, kind, charitable, philo-

sophic, cheerful and <of good disposition. Adverse: ex
travagant. 

In good aspect tp Saturn: grave, serious, steady, at
tentive to duties, painst;rki1'g and frugal. A<i'verse: 
melancholy, sickly, mercenary ... 

• In ~ood aspect to Uranus she will pos~ess many pe-
culianties, somewhat' impulsive and independent, but 
enterprising, progressive and original. .J Adverse: eccen
tric, impulsive. fhe adverse asnect usually indicates 
separation or dborce. 

I~' gocid aspect to 'N t"ptune she will be medil!lilistic or 
psychic, ft\lld o'f music and the mysteries of ~ature. Ad
vei'S>i: vague, indefinil!e, negative. 

· For a female ch~rt take the Sun's aspects apd apply 
th''em as indicated, above. 
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. . . ' . . 
In a 'female chart,' if the Sun is afflicted by Uranus 

sfle is liable to go astrJ.y. Sai:Jlrn •afflicting \he Sun the 
husbavd may be miserfy, gloomy, qude, ur!fortunate and 
somewhat sick!:¥. Ma~-; afflicti~g Surf the husband may 
be hot-tempered, coarse and harsh. Venus afflicting 
Sun, a passionate partner.f'Moone afflicting Sun, •a 
changeable partner. J~piterJafflicting the Sun indicates 
a partner liable to financial f;>sses. 

In a male chart when the Moon aspeets UraMis.men 
cohabit with married women; if \Tenus aspects l.Hanus 
they cohabit with single females. In either chart, male 
or female, if Uranus, Neptune or Saturn be in either 
first, fifth or seventh house it is seldom tliat the native 
leads an entirely chaste life. 

Jupiter or Venus in the seventh gives domestic felicity 
and comfort; well aspected, gain by marriage. . . 

Sun or Moon in the seven¢ is favorable, but much 
depends upon the aSif'!Cts and the dignity by sign. . . 

Moon (in male chart) afflicted by Uranu~, Saturn or 
Mars, indicates heavy misfortune for the wife through 
ac6dent, sickness or operation and danger of her demise. 
Sun (in female cJ!art) afflicted in a like manner affects 
the husband. · 

Neptune in affliction with Venus indl'cates deception 
in courtship and marriage. Uranu~ in adverse aspect 
with V'enus indicates mistt"ust, separation and danger of 
scandals . .Saturn in advefse aspect with Venus indicates 
delays, trouble, sor~w and disappointp-tent. .Mars in 
adverse aspecto with Venus indicates suspiciotl anCi irrit
ability. Very li\tle happiness, comfort or prosperity is 
experienced if Oranus, Saturn or ~ars occupy the 
seventh house (unle~ they be well di~nified and as
ptcted) and if they vre ::fflicteA thereid the union will 
prbve a .very unfortunate event. 

Children . . 
• 

The nature of sign occupaeQ by the Moon, and her 
aspects, are to be com;idered carefully ia this qubtidb. • • • 
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The Moon in Cancer, "Scorpio; P!sces or Taurus makes 
the native•fruitful, and if in g!Jod aspect to :Jupiter pr 
Venus it usu:dly _giv~s a iarge family .. Moon ang~lar (in 
first, fourth, seve:.th or .tenth hovse) mcreases the num
ber of children. Moon, Jupiter or venus in fifth or 
1\leventh house is .a fa':'')rable testimony for children. 
The Sun in the fifth in· a truitful.sign, and well aspected 
by Moon or Venus is a tes}imony for children. 

Comdder the-fifth and eleventh houses. (The eleventh 
because .it is the fiftn house of the partner.) Fruitful 
signs covering these cusps are favorable and increase 
the number of children. 

A fruitful sign ascending or the Sun in a fruitful sign 
is favorable for children. 

Barren signs on the cusps of the first, fifth or eLeventh, 
or die Sun in a barren sign, lessen the chances for 
children. 

The Moor! in •Aries, Leo or Sagittarius, the nature is 
inclined to barrenness; and if the Moon is afflicted by 
Uranus, Saturn, Mars or Sun there is little chance.for 
lny children. 

Uranus, Saturn, Mars or Sun in fifth or eleventh house 
denies childleneor destroys them, according to the nature 
of the sign, the aspects and the dignity of the planet . 

• 
Mercury and Neptune depend upon the "aspects re

ceived :jpd the !lature of the sign o~cupied. · ~ 

When the testimoby is for children,, and the cusp of 
the fifth is covered by a feminine si(f'ft and its ruler a 
feminine planet, !nost of the chil~ren will be girls. 

W!;Jeq.th~ sign arvl its ruler are masculine, mqst of the 
offspring w1ll be boys . 

• • 
"Pte fifth house sbbws•the•first child; seventh ";~use 

the second child; nint~ hous~ tliird child; eleventh 
~u~ fourth c;hild; first house, fifth child i third house, 
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sixth child ; fifth hou~. seventh "child, a,rld so on around 
the circle~ By childre~' is metnt not alone 'those who 
live tope born and reared, but all co.nceptions.' 

If the fifth house shows children and the eleventh 
house denies them, or vice ver~ somt. will live and somt 
will die. 

If the malefics occupy thc'-seventh house the second 
child may die; and so on. If the ruler l'lf one oi these 
houses is heavily afflicted there is 'danger of losing \hat 
child. 

DU!erence In degree of development or understanding deter
mines, to a large extent, the difference In human response to 
planetary aspects. One who Is Ignorant of Natural Law will 
blindly follow his own Imperfect conceptions of hla feelings, urges 
and conditions, and then rant about bls "bad luck." Another 
Individual, under the same planetary Influence, who unders\anda 
the workings of Cosmic Vlbrntlons. Ia apt to be much less disturb
ed and n great deal more fortunate. • The one follows "fate"; the 
other anticipates It and Jrotlts to the degree of hla knowledge in , 
&be rellnemen& of his response to plane&u-y w,llra&lons, In other 
words, Ignorance Impels people to do many regrettable things 
which the appllr.ntlon of wisdom transcends . .. 

No one should feel discouraged because they find a number ~ 
adverse aspects In tl:lelr horoscope. They are In every horoscope, 
and for a purpose. '!'hey remind us that t't14.!re Ia work to be done, 
bnltles to be fought and w,on, dllflcultles to be overcome-and that 
In victory over self Ilea sweet rewnrd. In othe~ w8rds, weakness 
and fnulta denoted by ndverse n~pects ahould not be a!:cepted as 
a handicap, but rather regarded as a challwge to develop latent 
powers and fncultles. · 

• 
By usin&' adverse uapecta, lnsteUII or Delllg aDUBed ny tnem, man 

may win his 'battle of lite lhrough sheer merit. of persl!ltJ.mt, de
termined effort, eJncournged by the wlsdo~ of the ages, astrology. 
The horoscope of W!l.nY successful men and women ahow that they 
won success, not be&use of good aspects, hut becnuse riley over
came nnd utilized the SQ-Cnlled "adverse" as)II!Cts . 

• ;I'he aspects are pe1·fect, bu\ man'l respo111JM •are mostly poor 
or 4mperfect, and the p£r reHponses to tlle aspects &JlOII oipor
tunltles ftlr Qtrfect happiness; and SQ lie hrlngs• hinlself Into 
conflict, r.11tl\er than into harmony with Nature,. and does so to 
hla owp. detrl111ent. • •• 
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. . . 
A tQ Z Horoscope Make~; and Delineator - . 

PART II 

THE PROGRESSED HOROSCOPE 

For I .hav.e laid upon thee the years of their 
iniquity, according to the number of the days . 
. __ I have appointed thee each day fo~ a year. • 
... The vision that he seeth is for many days 
to come and h~ prophesieth of t~e times that 
are far •ff . .-Ezekiel, Chapter~ 4 and 12 . . 

Are thy da~ as the djys of man? Are thy 
years as man's days?-Jo~ 10, s_ 

l have considqed the days of old,• the years 
of ancient times.-Psalm 77, 5. 

J ndex to Patt II on· next page. 
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f I ' I 

TH~ PROGRESSED ~OROSCOP~ 

Thr.ot}' and Technic 

The Progressed Horos,ope is a chart made for any 
yiar after birth, in ~hich one mw read the conditions 
of that period, according to nstrology. 

'I , 
The horoscope of birth and the progressed chart may 

be lik.en~d unto 'a boo~ of information. The index tells 
what • the volume contains and the chapters give the de
tails. The birth chart is like an index, the progressed 
chart like a chapter; and as a book contains only that 
which was inaexed, so from a progressed chart should 
be read only that which is indicated at birth. 

From the location of tlie planets in the zodiac at birth, 
their aspects and the positions in the horoscope, &n in
fluen<-": is exerted throughout the whole life. This fact 
can easily be discerned 1Jy watching the transit of a 
~Janet over natal positions (or over~he cusp of a house 
m the natal,chart,, although the planet itself may long 
since have moved away from the original plice. 

• 
'i'he reason for the permanent influence of the planets 

is, as one writer says .. "Because these il'lfluences are in
herent in the very structure of the physical body. All 
atoms and molrecules of the physical"plane, and all mater
ial combin!ltions, whether solid, liquid, gas or ether, are 
classified in terms df planets ind zodiacal signs. ·The 
physical body has been built Ui of these combinations, 
and it forms a highly complex whole, whic)l exactly 
correspon8s in csmposition to the stellar gosttions (lo
cations and aspects) !It birth, and responds to their 
vibrations. The horoscope, therefore, is •egistered in the 
body itself, and lasts as long as life endures." (See rhap
ter m Part V e10tjtled, "Changetof ~esidence.") 

As .the ilirt,P map ~nay be considered permanent be
cause it r'eprescvts the structure and comllosit,d\t~ the 
bod:>; 'the ~ysical vehjcle and individuaht)")~ so ~a 

' syste~ of 'progression ' be! corfsidered vahd because tt 
repn;sents the clfanges taking place in the livinr being 
wtU.in the limits.i'!lposed at birth. • 
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The twelve zodiacal \'igns apparently rrse and set dur
ing the twenty-four hours of ea..:h day. The planets 
contin.1ally traveling through the zodiac change their 
relation one to-anotht.r and also to the places held at 
birth. For instance, if the Sun were in the first degree 
of a sign at birth and Jupiter In the' twentieth degree <>f 
the same sign, the Surt would arrive at the place held by 
Jupiter in the nineteenth da~· after birth. 

With regard to the conjunctioli' used' as an e!<a:nple: 
Jupiter being a benefic and the conjunction a good one, 
the effects would be very favorable but if Jupiter had 
been heavily afflicted at birth no great good results 
would occur. (See "Progressed Horoscope Aspects" in 
Part III.) 

The changes among the signs and planets after birth 
are classed under two head.s: 

First: The rotation of the ~arth on its axis apparent
ly causes the signs ~ move at the rate of approximately 
l degree every 4 minutes, so in the <!Jur!le of 24 hours 
the whole z~diac of 360 degrees has crossed over the hor
izen of every point on the earth. In those 24 hours the 
earth has also moved forward in its orbit approxirnattly 
one degree and "by so doing it cot~sumes approximately 
4 minutes of time more than 24 hours. Reference to the 
S. T. column in an Ephemeris shows th1t Sidereal Time 
advances about 4 minutes per day in accordance with the 
earth's daily orbital prog-ess of one degree . 

• 
The "Midheaven progresses uniformly, but this is not 

true of the q~her ~usc cusps due mainly to 'mequality 
in the shape of the earth, except lit the equator. There
fore, each day ~unted forward in the Ephemeris to re
present one year of life changes the •Midheaven one de
gree each day. Th~ ot11er cu54>s changQ in their proper 
sequence as indicatt'tl by the Tables of Houses. . . . ·. . ( 

Th .ofiginal places of the planets in. the natal chart 
a angt!d by this motion, bu~ not• their longillu~inal 
p ces For instaflce._ if" a planet were. in conjuJction 
with tile degree on the cusp oof the first house at birth, 
every- fQur minutes (ever.v year) tha~ degree and planet 
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• will appear tb be carritld UJl one cft:Jree into the •twelfth 
house and it's Jistance from the Horizon and meridian 
would change. Tm planet Just ptentio\led woul~ be 
exerting a twelfth house influence and would, sooner or 
lat.,r, form aspects oS sextile, semi-square, semi-sextile, 
conjunction, etc., with what was the degree constituting 
the Midheaven (meridian or C1JSP of tenth house) at birth. 

' 
The sefond chl',nge which takes place is caused by the 

planets' actual movemellt in the zodiac. In this way a 
planet may move away from its location in the zodiac 
at birth and form new aspects to other planets; also to 
its original place in the radix. The measure of time for 
a chart made by this seeming movement is one day for 
each year of life, i. e., the aspects formed during the first 
day indicate the events of the first twelve months of life; 
the next day represents the next 12 months, and so on. 
The elements taken into account by "direction" ar~ the 
places of Sun, Moon, plaJiets and house cusps. The 
Ascendant and Midheaven are of more importance than 
tfte other cusl?s' A6Jy of these may progress to an aspect 
of any other, or to an aspect of its own place in the birth 
chart. A 

-.1/e use the word "position" for place in the chart, and 
the word "location" f01• place in zodiac. ·• 

The word "rldi.K" means root or b"eginning, and since 
after birth "the signs and planets all move away from 
the places occupied irf the birth .chart, and because they 
all move at different rates, they ,form new aspocts, not 
only to th; various fixed places in the birth horoscope, 
but also among th~mselves as they ad~ance., Therefore, 
a distinction must be m~de between any r.lanet or cusp 
as it exists in the map for birth, and the,i;ame one as it 
is placed after havillg moved away from the place at 
birth. • , • • ' , 

~ 

Thetwont "r01dix" is .used to designate planets or ,::usps' 
in the birth char):, and the term "progressed" 'itfdi.cates 
the p!ues arfd condition~ in the orogressed chart. "

• , • l ·~ 

Such a directio~tal aspect as the Gne flsed for example 
(Sug coojunction Jupiter) tvould be registered ifl thi~ 
way: Prog. Sun co•j. Jupiter radix, ~ P 0 d U R.adjx) 
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meani~~ that the Stin py its pr~g-ressed motlon had come 
·to a conjunction witp the pl;•ce t:>f Jupiter ,in the birth 
chart. ' 

Jupiter would also have moved away from its radical 
place, and as the Sun moves faster than Jupiter, it wolild 
m a few years (day~ catch up to Jupiter and form an
other conjunction. This '\"pect being due to the pro
gressed motion of both planets is termed a "progressed 
mutual aspect" and would he written 'thus: Pvo~. Sun 
conj. Jupiter prog. ( P 0 d 2! P.' or P 0 d P 2!.) 

A planet which had progressed to a square or other 
aspect of its own place in the radix would he entered 
thus: Prog. Moon square Moon radix; or Pro g. Moon 
sex tile Ascendant radix; or Prog. Moon sextile Ascend
ant Prog . 

• Thus it will be seen t.liat the directional aspe~ts are 
divided into two general cla~scs: 

- . 

Fir~t. directions from progressed 1!1lanct~ or cu~p« to 
radical pla~ets or cu;,ps. 

• Second, directions from progressed planets or cut.ps 
to progressed wanets or cusps. 

The motion of tht Moon is approxima!ely 13 degrees 
per day (per year by progression), co~scque-ntly it will 
require about 2Y, years to progress through one sign of 
the zodiac. Thus in apt'roximately 28 years it will pro
gress completely arouncP the circle and return to the place 
it originally held ~t birth. The Mool),'s aspeUs formed 
as it progre<.,ses from house to bouse through both the 
natal and progressed charts is very important and indi
cates most of fhe conditions and events encountered in 
life. This will be i'ppr.eciated by noting its various in-

' Ruences as indicatrd by the houses i'l: 'traverses, all of 
which. are accentuated in accordance with the .:J&.;pects 
whicq. f:o!t! Moon may form. In fact, in ,the course of its 
apjY.:cent .28 year circle of the signs .and hbuses .it. will 
Wflfm every possi~le as{fect In the natal chart and .. prac- ' 
tically every possibl'l~ aspel:J in the f>rogressed chart. , 
One ~f the main features connected. with prngrc,.;ed 
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horoscope work is "to record the mo~thly place .of the 
progressing MoP,n and tablllate the• month and year of 

, the varidus aspects \fhith iJ will meet. 

When the Moon is in the tenth, or ruler ot 1t (radiX 
or ~rog.) the aspects" for~ed by it have reference to 
business affairs, occupation, profession and mother; the 
eleventh house to friends; the ~welfth house to restraint, 
limitations, difficulty, sorrow; the first to health and per
sonal a~ail-s; the !.econd to money matters; the third to 
brethre~. neighbors, sho~t journeys, writings; the fourth 
to property, domestic affairs, father (parents); the fifth 
to speculation, pleasure, love affairs, children; the sixth 
to sickness, em"ployees, small animals, food, medicine, 
clothing; the seventh to marriage, partner, opponents, 
opposition, lawsuits; the eighth to deaths, legacy, gain 
through money of others; the ninth to long journeys, 
voyages, visions, dreams, psychic experiences, spiritual 
tendenctes. · 

The aspects formed by any of the pljnets to the degree 
co'f!stituting the.cust~ of a house are important, provided 
the exact time of birth was known and used, in which 
case the degree on the house cusps would ~ correct .. 
But eif only an approximate birth time were used, then 
the degrees on the house cusps would be.only approxi
mately correct and, con;equently, it would be uncertain 
when a planet ~o~ld arrive at a cm'ljunction with the 
actual, or cotrect, degree ruling a cusp . 

• 
Jupiter or Venus conjunction, ~rine or sextile to Mid-

heaven (sign and degree of tenth tusp) is a very'fortun
ate indicati•n for QUSiness affairs, ho~rs, etc.; .but the 
amount of good they ..,ill bring depends ~pon their 
power for good in the radix. lf either plae~et is heavily 
afflicted in the radix.its power for good ~y direction is 
correspondingly weakened . 

• • 
Any ~f till! planets c~ming to a corfjunction, parallel, ,' 

opposition, trin~. square, sextile, etc., with the :.i~n· and 
degree on the.cusf' of a house will bring influenc' to 'bc:,.ar 
accord'bt•g to the nature df the house, and in proporti&r.,. 
to the planet's power in the radix by e'ssential dignity, 
'asper.t, lb~tion and po,;ition. • The conjunction, howevf'r, 

• is of most importance. 



• For instance, supp&se Mars, by its progl'essed motion, 
comes to a conjunction with the cusp of '{he fourth house 
in e~ther radix or prpgressed o::hait, •h would bring trou
ble, controversy, loss and difficulty with regard to pro
perty, father and domestic 'dffairr.. And if Mars was 
much afflicted at bi~th it would make the evil so much 
the worse, whereas, if it had been well aspected and dig
nified at birth the evil woJid be much lessened. And so 
on in like manner with the other plan.ets and .ths: other 
cusps. The conjunction of a rf.anet to a cusp i~ more 
important than the aspects to it, i.e., more important 
than the sextile, square, trine, etc. The more a malefic 
is afflicted in the radix, the more adverse is the nature 
which it carries with it by progression. The same rule 
holds hoth ways, i.e., the more a planet is dignified and 
well aspected in the radix, the more beneficent is the 
nature which it carries with it by progression. The in
ftuet'lce of minor aspects tb cusps is almost impercoeptible. 
Aspects to cusps should be vrithin two degrees, forming. 
Aspects past ( co111pleted) do not count, as conditiors 
they represent have passed, so are nf>t tab.ulated. 

Take th,e progressed planets one by one and enter them 
<n the birth chart, with colored ink for distinction,,and 
note if from their progressed places in the zodiac they 
form any aspect to the planets•as they were at birth, 
allowing two degr(es orb to make an aspect. Only the 
forming aspects are to be tabulated for delineation. 

Lay out five columns.,for aspect\. and head them thus: 
(l) Progressed aspect~ to radix, (2) Progressed mutual 
aspects, (3) Transits over progressed aspects to radix, 
(4) Transi~ ovCJ' progressed mutual •aspects:' (S) Paral
lels of decimation. 

t• 
Aspects to ~sps of houses, either radical or progress· 

ed need not be con;;idefed unless th~ birth time ts known 
, to be correct, or corrected by' a reliable" system of rectifi· 
• cation, as a difference of every fQ)lr minuJes•jn tlte birth 

time 'd:Jo~nges the cusps one degree, while a difference of 
i~' miJiutes or so does not perr.J!p\ibl)" chavg;e the 

1f.·anets' location in theozod;ac. 'Therefore, pay most at~ 
tentiorr to aspects betw~en the plane<i:.s. Of aspects to 
cusps~ the conjunction is of most imnortance;· espeq.iaHy ' 
with lst, lOth, 7th and '4th radix and progress-ed. 
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• 
Illustrating" the Prdceas "of 

• • 
:c~ting the Progressed Chart 

Progreesed Birthday, "Sidereal6fime and Signs 

·to erect a "progressed" chart, refer to an Ephemeris 
for the date and year of birth, and ~aunt each day after 
birth as one year in life, i. e .. a chart made for the first 
day after birth would show (by planets' positions, as
pects, 

0
.!t<.".) the dmditi')'ls to operate between one year 

and two years of age; a chart cast for the second day 
after birth would show the conditions for the twelve 
months followjng the second anniversary, and so oo 
through any number of years. 

If you wish to erect a chart ior the twentieth year of 
a person born on the first day of the month, count 
twenty days after birthday, and it will take you t~ the 
twenty'-first day of that month. A chart made in the 
usual way for the time of bPrth will show the conditions 
fQr the twelve mon_ths following. 

Example 

4:3d a.m., August 17, 1909, present birtbday. 
•1876, birthday. 

33 years old, 
which is equal to 33 d;lys after birth. Thirty-three days 
added to birthday (Aug. 17) briAgs us to Sept. 19, 1876, 
as the progressed birthday for ""hich a chart • is then 
m.ade in th• usual }Vay. 

After counting forwar8 in the EphemeriC~ the required 
number of days (for the age desired), you•then make the 
calculations to S. T! for this date in exactly the same 
manner as when •making the birfh h!Jroscope, i. e., you 
find th; S. :r. of birth .according to hf>w much time the' 
birth occurred "before or after noon. Then tum. to the 
same latitudt in •the Table of Houses as wa~ us~Jn 
makirtlf the birth chart; find thi.s last named S. T. :.t~ 
birth and copy ouo the signs and de,ree"s Ior the various 

• hoU!ves in,to a circ\'lar blank" chart. · 
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~qtude and L~tude ;, ~e ilrogre!'sed Chart 
, ' . 

T~1e progressed chart is always erectei:l for the latitude 
of birth placer. The- progressed ch.frt is a projection of 
the birth chart. The latter is based upon zodiacal condi
tions affecting that particular larttude (latitude ofnthe 
birth place) which'"are "cast" in the individual burn 
there at that time, and ttlroughout the life there is an 
intimate relation to the conditions so cast. See chapter 
on "Change of Residence" in P~rt V. 

Placing the Planets 

Having placed the signs and degrees in the chart from 
the Table of Houses, turn to the Ephemeris and copy the 
-planets' places into the horoscope, first taking care to get 
their correct locations according to the time of birth, by 
how, much time birth occurred before or after the noon 
mark of birth place. · 

The lfl.oon's Monthly Motion 
• 

Before proceeding to figure out 'the 'v.uious aspects 
between t)le planets, find the motion of the Moon on the 
!}regressed Lirth date by counting how many deg_rees 
and minutes of longitude it will travel between it~ gtven 
place on this 'day and its given. place on the next day. 
Then change this a,mount of Moon's motion from degrees 
and minutes to all minutes by multi\)ly•mg .. the degrees 
by 60 and adding the minutes to this sum. Dividing 
the total hy 12 shows l.hc rate at' whi<"h the Moon will 
move. forward in the wdiac through the chart in each of 
the twdve mont"s during this progressed yc,u. Adding 
this ammm: of Moon's monthly motfbn twelve times to 
the place of :&'loon at birth hour'on this progrcs~ed birth
day will sho~ in what degree the Moon will be each 
month during the r.orn,ing twelve n'wnths. 

' . ' 
The average m~tion of the Moon is about thirteen de-

gree~ pqr year, which is equal•to 1" 5' l(;o1gitfidc per 
m,9Yfh Ly progression. In locating th·~ degree occupied 
.lrr the M<•on each mpnth. begin )'our cc:unt fl'.pm thr 
actual hir\h mc.tnth. and date, Lecatl-~e the progres~ed 
birth.!ay represents the real•birth dat~. In the.foregoing· 
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example, for instapce, Sept. 19, 1~76, represents A\lg. 17, 
1909; because August.l7 was the- actual birthday.* . 

Th~ Aspects • 
After having made a column ot ligures by a<l<lmg the 

M-oon's monthly motion t~elve times to its place at birth 
time on this day, and also having ~itten the name of the 
month beside each addition so that a glance will show 
which degree the Moon occupies each month, you may 
begin tGt look uv the a~ec:ts which the Moon forms dur
ing tne year; that is, see if it will form any aspects from 
its place the first month of this progressed year, and if 
so mark them down. Then look for· the aspects formed 
in the second" month if any, and so on throughout tl'le 
twelve months. Remember to allow an orb of but two 
degrees. (See illustration on page 178.) 

These are termed Lunar Aspects and they are very im
portawt. By working in the foregoing manner on@ may 
readily see in which mon:h during the year an aspect 
will become complete, and thus prejlare to take advan
tage of, or oJfse'o. its effects according to its nature, 
whether good or adverse. Remember that an aspect by 
this progressive direction has an orb of only two degre~s. 
AM aspec!s, however, whether major or minor, should 
be regarded, but tjreir inAuence is to be j~dged according 
to their power and tl1eir indications in the radix. For 
instance, if tr~ grogressed Moon f<.Prmed an adverse as
pect with •Venus, you should not predict anything bad 
t:nless these two were in adverse aspect at birth; al
though it would not be a goo«! month to pres~ matters 
relating to courtship, marriage, ltc. . ' . 

The other plan"ets mpYc so slowly Dy dir~ction ·that it 
is not necessary to find their monthly motion, as we do ________ _L __________ __ 

• In conoectloo with •progressions. or "~trections" as they are 
sometimes cnll<'d. •he tnbles G<1 paged 09'2 and 603 may bt> exped-. 
lttousl;y used. I•'or lnst:tnct>, if u birth da~ Is Dt>ct>mber 20th and 
n progl"esse<l chart Is to "!It! mnde for 40 yl'!lrs Iuter: 

•• December ~h ifl the 354tll day ot year (See table, pag~.f192-3). 
+ 40. day1 for .Progression • · . 
--- • 0 

31Hth qp.y or January 29tb of Ute tollow
I'Dg year. 
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with th'.: Moon. lf~e •Lunar progressed aspects require• 
very clqse attention ~ecause they show tpe nature of 
·things and conditiom signifi(ld by the house the Moon 
occu~ies in the progressed chart, nnd the house it rules, 
as well as the•.hou!>e (t may b'e worlhng through in the 
radix when placed in it irorn Jhe progressed chart. 

• • 
After all the aspe({s between the planets in the pro

gressed chart have been recorded, copy the progressed 
planets according to their sign and degree into the rad
ical chart, with colored ink f01; distinction, <lnd, note 
whether from their progressed places in the zodiac they 
form any aspect with other planets, or their own ph. es, 
a~ held at birth. Pay particular attention .to the asp•,ds 
wh1ch may be formed by the Moon and Sun. 

It makes no difference in the nature of an aspec:t 
whether it be in the radix or in the progressed char<, 
that i;;, the square will always be adverse, the sextile 
always good, etc. It should be remembered that the orb 
of aspect by progre~sion is bitt two degrees. 

It is considered that the Sun, Mo'hn, 'Mars, Jupiter, 
Saturn and, Uranus, in particular, passing in aspect by 
dl'rection to the places of the planets at birth, or pass~'lg 
t-heir own radical places, or passing progressed places 
of the planets, afe very important and bring about events, 
especially if the pl:tnets were in an a!>p,ect of similar 
quality at birth. Mercury,. Venus, Neptune. and Pluto 
are important also, but to a lesser extent. 
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• PROGRESSING THE. \:HART 

It is presumed tha$ the studenf now understancJs how 
to erect and read & natal-chart (t~e radiJ) so we turn to 
Chart No. 3 which is the radix of the progressed chart 
we are about to make. The latter is illustrated in Chart 

· No. 4. It is advisable to read thi~ process over carefully 
and then with pencil and paper work the entire example 
out, two or three times if necessary, until your work 
corresp(ilnds wi$h the illustration. By doing this it will 
be fl!lund that the w<frk is not at all difficult. Anyone 
with ordinary education and persistence can learn to 
perform it correctly. 

Progressed Birthday - How to Find 

August 23, 1910=year for which a chart is desired. 
August 23, 1884=birth date . 

• 26 years. ~his is equivalent to 26 days 
after birthday; 26 days added to ethe birthday equals 

"September 18, 1i84, and a chart made as though the 
native were 'born on this date at 0:45:46 a. m., will repre
sent his 26th year from August 23, 1910, t& August .?.3, 
1~11. 

Note: When counPing the number of" days after birth
day, rememb~ not to count the day of birth as one year, 
for the child is n"ot a year old until 12 months after birth. 
A chart made for tbe date and time of birth shows the 
conditions for the child for tift: ensuing twelv.e months. 
A chart made for one day aftef l;lirth represents the life 
between the firs~ and second annivet;saries. Likewise a 
chart made for 26 dayi after birthday repr~sents the life 
between the 26th and 27th birthdays. }· 

Tbe table on pa'ke 692 Is very handy fos finding the da&e reprtf. 
sentlll6 the,progressed 31j!&r. For Instance, In above example ~ 
days after 'the "birth date (August 23) Is September.llitli. 

A'aQSt 23 Is 236tb day of year (see tabla). 
• - + 26 days for pr"orres'kion __ ., • 

261ft day of tll'e year or September 1St~ 
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.... 
The ·position of Pluto "in this chart is in the 12th house 

inn 2° 02'. 
The sider~al time at noon is, 10.08 ;44, minus 1' 53" 

correction for '11 hours 14 minutes born before noon, 
plus 60 seconds for the longitude 1vest of Greenwich, 
gives 10.07:5 I as c<Jrreoted siljereal time. Tran!>pose it 
\o 33:67.51 to simplify the subtractioh' of 11 hours 14 
minutes ~4 seconds, amount of time borr11 bt!fore~noon . 

• PaiA,$ 172 and lTll are Inserted to enahle st~Adents to check the 
tol~wing etnmple by the use of Raphael's•Eplleml_rls. 'JIIu: pre
ceding examples in, twis com"\e eufl>loyed the Slmpllfted Ephi.'-merls. 
These two ephl'merioles ,Hwe heen most coUimonly used by ~tu
dents. sume preferring Slmplllled0 on account ot Its large print 
Howj!ve~ there are now uthar ephemerldes

0
afallable. • • 
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• - . 
Jforoaco~ No. 4. Ptoireased Cbatt. 

ArPLIC 'NT FILL IM Wtl' FOA)I i AITMI.OOI& f'II.L 1,- 7Hll FOU • 

~.-!~f.S:f.f.' x •.P. w -~ 1.....,..., .... ~MUt;',£)ll.GO :2] 
~-·.(./f. )1,.,.1, ~~·· •

1 
• .,., .... _... ... ,..... ... c .. bi.J 11.14:14 

lh"'''!rat./ft/hN-~~ 1au.,,.,. ..... ,.,...,.....,..cMI) ...... 000 00 
...... ~ ....... c'J4.• .. 1-····- ...... - ............... 00.88:07 
..... 'h.. . .,.,.,....,7tX.-"'. - , ....... .,.,~ .. ._. ... t?'/ .. loO"""'...c 
_.,..,,., .... ~ ~" .................. ~·."!~.A:M.· 
--. ..:... ~ -.$l." 

/I. Tf.· '• •- MIDMEAYIN 
"•ll••'·ll-r;:_.. 
.l./f:l4".t.r ... ~ 

-. 

Erect~d for ~eptember iS, 1884 •(26 d~Lys ·after birth
day, as per data in Aoroscope No. 3), which represents 
the year beginning August 23, 1910, a~d ending August 
23, 1911. • 

Refprence to "t~e Ephemeris oo foiNiwlog pages shows tl\at 
Me•·lucy l'ec.,.nPs retr~r.ade ( ll ) on Sept. 6th. The symbol waa 
inn<l••ertently omitted f~'(>m chart of progressed hor\>tJCQPe on this 
pnge. PletVJe idsert the symbol R opposite Mer&nry~ position 
f•n•I\Jur convenience when cllecklqg the following element11. 

Llk~wl..e, you -Arlll note the symboi'D I~ Mercury'& column op
JllSite September ,28th, Indicating the date when Mel1:ury again 
a88ume~~ dIrect mot!pn. 
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Progy-eaaed Ho~c:npe - How to· Erect It 

11.51 :14r:::::S. T. at noon, Sept. 181, 18e4. 
11.50:74 Transposed to make subtracti~n easy. 
OO.Dl :53 Subtract for correction .to S. T. (11 hrs. 14 

mins. oorn before noon.)' 
11.49:21 
00.00:60 Add for correction to Longitude (89Yz• W. = 

5 hrs., 58 mins. from Greenwich.) 
11.49:81 

Reduce the 81 seconds to minutes and we have 
i 1.50:21 corrected S. T. . 
' These two corrections are explained in Part I under 
chapters headed, "Correction Between Mean and Sider
eal Time," and "Correction to Sidereal Time for Longi
tude." 

From the corrected S. T. we now subtract the amount 
of time born before noon : " 

' 
11.50:2l=Corrected S. T. 

-11.14:14=Amount of time before noon (0.45:46 a.m.) 

00.36:07=S. T. a.,t birth. 

Enter a Tables of Houses for nearest latit\•de to birth 
place, and copy signs and degrees for the• vario1.1s cusps 
from the nearest figure to 0.36:07. (See section of Tables 
on next pag~.) 

Now we are ready k> correct the planet;:;' given. places 
for the amount' of time born from Noon Mark, after 
which we enter tlt·em in the chart . • 

• Planets' .Progressed Places 
' .. . ~ 

B.orn in longitude 89Yz degrees wut, Noon Mar14'· is 
6.02 a. nH hi'rth at 0.45 :46 a. m. 
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A ~ectio1t From the Tab1ei of Houses,, 

Lat;tude 40' North 

Sidereal 
Time 

' 

3 
1IR 

H M s . • • •• ' • • 
0 0 0 0 6 15 18 28 8 1 

3 40 1 7 16 19 13 9 2 
• 7 26 z. 8 17 19 59 10 3 

0 11 0 3 9 18 20 44 11 4 
14 41 4 10 19 21 29 12 5 
18 21 5 11 19 22"14 12 5 

0 22 . 2 6 12 20 22 58 13 6 
25 42 7 13 21 23 43 14 7 
29 23 8 14 22 24 28 IS 8 

0 33 4 9 16 23 25 13 16 9 
·o 36 45 10 17 ;24 25 57 16 10 
' 40 26 11 18 25 26 42 17 11 
0 44 8 12 1~ 26 27 26 18 12 

47 50 13 20 27 2St 11 19 13 
51. '32 14 21 28 28 55 20 14 

c 55 14 IS 22 28 29 39 20. 14 
58 57 16 23 29 0!;\.24 21 15 

1 2 40 17 24 § 1 8 22 16 
1 6 23 18• 25 0 1 53 23 17 

10 7 19 26 1 4 37 24 18 
t3 "st• 20 26 2 3 22 24 19 

1 17 35 2) 27 3 4 6 25 20 
21 20 22 28 • 4 51 26 ~~ 25 6 23 29 5• 5 35 27 

1 ~8 52 24 II I . 6 6~0,28 ·23 
32 38 I 25 " t I 71 7 5 2~ 23 

5.61 :60=Noon M\rk transposed from ~02 for conven-
.....{),45 :46 Time of b1rth. ience. 

5.16,14 {\m'lunt of t.ime born m::mn:: 1.roon ¥ark. 

The plane~· gi'ven ephemeral places must bt:t<LUJ: =~o::u 
.for tht:tr motion in S hrs. 16 rnin .• (Omit the 14 seconds.) 

Do it by use of"logarithmfl as taught in Part I. ~Refer 
to hlble bf logarittnrs for figure:; 5 hrs. 16 min. ~.65p) 
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This is termed the collstant loyarit.'un, because used con
stantly in correcting the planets' pljices. · ' 

One example Will sutt1ce here; the other planets' cor· 
rect places may be seen in Horoscope No. 4. 

' 
We will correct given ephemeral place of the Moon 

Moon 28"07' Virgo Sept. 19, 1884. 
Moon 15"0~' Virgo Sept. 18, IW (prog. birthday~. 

13"05'=daily motion. 

• To find the planets' daily motion in the progresse<l 
horoscope, always subtract place on progressed birthday 
from that on next day in advance (adding 30 degrees to 
it if necessary) regardless of whether born before or 
after !~ oon Mark. Adhere rigidly to this rule. 

Logarithm for 13.05' is .2635 
Constant logarithm .6587 

.- .9222=2"52' to be subtracted 
fr6m Moon's given ephemeral place on progressed birth
day.+ 

Moon 14"62' Virgo transposed from_ 15"02' 
- 2.52' - -

12"10' Virgo is Mcon's correct place at birth time. 
Enter it ~o in the chart.' Work remaining planets in like 
manner and check.,'!p you': results by referrin,e: to their 
places a!- gi\len in noroscope N~. 4. 

t Had native been born after Noon Mark this amount 
would be added. IfJ>Ianet be retrog1ade reverse the rule 
by subtracting where you would otherVTise add . 

• 
M~op's Longitude Per Montlf- How to•FinU 
.tf"'" 

Moon 28"~7' Virgo SeQt. 19, 1884. 
Moon 15".02' Vir!'o ~ept. 1a. 1884. 

\3".05'= Motion i~ one day or bne year· by p.ro
gres!jion Change J3"05' to minutia of longitude by 
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multiplying \he 13-degrees by 60 and adding the_S mins. 
Dividing the, re~ult by 12 .gives the Moon's motion per· 
month, thus: 

13"05', 
<60 

780' 
+OS' 

(12 m_ont'hs in 1 'yr.) ~2) 785' (65'25~ or )'.05'25" is 
72 Moon's motion per 

monJh in this year. 
65 
60 

S-12=25 seconds (one
twelfth is 5 seconds.) 

• 
Add•this 1"05'25~ twelve times to Moon's place at 

birth time on the progressdl birthday (12"10' Virgo) as 
f~lows · 

Moon 12"10' Virgo at birth time on Sept. 18, 1884, 
which represents the real birth date, August 23rd, an'tl 
the • progressed year between August 23, 1910, and 
August 23, 1911. To- 1~"10' Virgo add Moon's monthly 
motion twelve times to find its longitude each month, 
from which. w~ n1ake note of all aspects that may be 
formed with planets iJ1 the radix and in the progressed 
chart, and record them beside tfte month in which they 
fall due. • 

Mark a ray from eaclj, aspect to the monl!'h in which 
the aspect will become complete, but be ureful not to 
mark it after it is complete. 1t is import<fnt to note the 
aspects as they are f~rming. 

Read. the ,infll'ence of .the various aspectg thus recQrdec 
in "Delineations for Horoscopes" in Part III. 
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Moon's ~ongitudinal P1.1sitiol'l 
r 

" Each Month During This .Progrt:ssed Year 

The actual birthday of this progressed year and Moon's 
monthly position therein are: 

Aug. 23. 1910, Moon Virgo 

Sept. 23, 1910, Moon Virgo 

12.10:00-ll B M. C. Rad. 
+ 1.05 :25 (*See note below.) 
13.~5:25 

+ 1.05:25 

Oct. 23, 1910, Moon Virgo 14.20:50 
+ 1.05:25 

Nov. 23, 1910, Moon Virgo 15.26:15-ll Q Asc. R. 
+ 1.05:25 

Dec: 23, 1910, Moon V~rgo 16.31 :40-ll X & Rad. 
+ 1.05:25 

Jan. 23, 1911, Moon Virgo· 17.37 :OS 
+ 1.05:25 

Feb. 23, 1911, Moon Virgo 18.42:30-~ ·* 9 Rad. 
+ 1.05 :25 ll x 2,( Rad. 

' 
Mar. 23, 1911, Moon Virgo 19.47:55 

+ 1.05:25 -·--
Apr. 23, 191 I, Mor;>n Virgo 20.53:20 

+ 1.05:25 

May 23, 1911, Moon Virgo 21.5?.:45-ll 0 ? Rad. 
~ + 1.05:25 

June 23. 1911, M,9on Virgo 
0 

July 23, 191 ;., Moon Virgo 

23.04:10-ll .t>.,W P.R. 
+ 1.05 :25 ]) 0 ? Prog. 

2~.09:35-ll X 2,( Prog. 

"'"U\~ ·J.~ \ L ~ l>to'i . 
. . hug. "l~. \.')\\., ~\~<m ~-\t ~'' 't:> \\ ~ '\ b ~ ~'';;)'\• 
' • R-=c.lja/ll:r or Radt 

~Proereued. c-aJ I'Vl.t/ch ,.,..,f"rtl' to th• ah•rl o' llnh. 
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The' fore~omgo column or ngu{es-ts added correctly it 
when the fop figure!\ ar~ subtr~ted from the bottom 
(add 30 degrel:s to the latter when necessary) •he re
mainder equals tl!e Mo.,n's moti.,n in ;.rogressed year. 
(25"15'-12"10'=13"05', Moon's motion from Aug. 23, 
1'910 to Aug. 23, 19tl.) ~xample is correct. 

Aspects by Direction in the Progressed Chart 

The next step I~ to find and tabulate the Moon's aspects month 
by D)Ontfl. It cnn be ~ne easily and quickly It you use an 
uspectarian blank and disc. 

In a blank a~pectarian (a circular ~hart containing the 
twelve signs ·and the 360 degrees marked therein) l'f;,.~ 
the planets from the radix and the progressed charts 
again~t the proper sign and degree. Attach the cardboard 
disc, turn the arrow to Moon's progressed place on first 
month of prog. year and make note of what asp10cts, if 
any, <are pointed out. Move arrow forward one degree 
(representing the Moon'' motion in one month) and 

,.again note the aspects, and so o• for the remaining 
months of tpe ye:fr. 

Place the arrow against each of the progre~sed plan,ts, 
ir1" their order of speed, and note any aspects which may 
be forming within two degrees to eith~ radical or pro
gressed planets. Asp~cts just past do not count. Allow 
but two deg~e~ orb applying for •a major aspect; one 
degree or11 for a minor aspect . 

• 
It is well to insert the radic~l places in blacL:: and the 

progressed in red for distinction. Also mark the As
cendant ofnd M . .C. of the radix and• progress'l:d charts . • • 

Aspects of the Progressed Moon • 
The following is" a list of as(lect~ formed by the pro

gressed Moon • as it advances froiD Virgo 12"10 t() 
Virg" 25.,15' .in the t~Venty-sixth year. -

Au~. 1910, M'bov opposition M. C. R. at 12~_:a't)verse. 
Sept., no aspects formed! 
Oct., no aspect formed. _ • 
Nov., 'Moon qdi'ltile Asc. R .• at 16"18'-slightJ, ~tood. 
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Dec., ~oon semi-sextile Mars R. at ··16"31:-sli. good. 
January, 1911, no aspect. · .. 
February, Moon sextile Ven\'S radix at 18"42'-good. 
Feb., Moon s~mi-sex'tile Jupiter R. at 18"58'-sli. good. 
March, no aspect. · 
Apnl, no aspect. 
May, Moon square Saturn radix at 22"33'-adverse. 
June, Moon trine Nep. Pr. at 23"12' and R. 23"~l'·good. 
June, Moon square Saturn prog'. at 23" 57'-adver,;e. 
July, Moon semi-sextile U: prog. at 24"27'-good. 

_}uly, Moon semi-square~ prog. at 24"41'--sli. adverse. 
•· August, Moon conjunction 0 prog. at 25"43'-good. 

Delineating the Moon's Progressed Aspects 

Not1:: Delineations are made according to whether 
the aspect is formed with planet in radix or progres_, ·d 
chart. For instance, if the aspect is to a planet in radix, 
consider the house i'• rules in the radix and the house it 
occupies, in addition to its own inherent characteristics. 
the natur.e •of the aspect and matters indicated by the 
house in which the aspecting planet is posited. T,~e 
following delineiitions illustrate this, as they are derived 
from these elements. • · 

August, 1910: M·~on opposition ra'Jic'al Midheaven 
from its place in third house of p~;ogress. Worry and 
anxiety or discontent art likely to result in some dis
credit or 'setback in busi'.1ess. An unfavorable month in 
which to .make any changes or attemP.ts for promotion. 
The mother'!> health may be ad.Yersely affected. Sign 
no contracts, ~reements, securities, etc.; in fact, enter 
iQto no obligati6ns in which there m~y be an element of 
risk or chance of fa,:Jun, or where failure would mean 
~oss of position an<t damage to the repl1tation. Do not 
travel.. As there is no aspect operating i.p S.ep~o..nber, 
this a1~~c\ may have a11 influence in tha! montlr-slso. 

As the native's birthday i& on 23rd· of the· monl)r, we 
quote month of· Jofug~o~st for the aspect, because the as
pects usually begin to manifest a littJe prior ~o their 
cult1lina'i:ion. ' 
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Novembq, 19:Kl: Moon quin•ile- Ascendant.radix, is 
favorable fpr dealin~s with br~hren and neighbors, 
short journeys: com111issions and writings. Maid-s the 
mind unasuallv ~ctive • and cotrect if! observations. 
Brings some fa-vor and &ain in a general way. 

December, 1910: Moon semi-sd\:ile Mars radix, brings 
new friends or acquaintances, much pleasure and also 
activity and industry. Slight business or financial gain. 
It adds "to the l:ourag,t and ambitions. There being no 
aspect operating in January, this one may affect that • 
month somewhat. 

February, i911: Moon sextile Venus radix, and•;i~~ 
semi-sextile to Jupiter radix. Very favorable for peace 
and pleasure. Chance of financial gain through some 
speculation or investment. If wife's nativity shows in 
dications for children she may give birth in this ftlontb. 
It is ~lso an auspicious time for a child to be conceived. 
On the whole the native \viii meet with pleasure, pro
f:'ress and gain. This aspect may als~ affect March some-
what. • • • 

• 
l'f.ay, 1911.: Moon square Saturn radix, lowers lhe 

vitality and afflicts the health, especi\IIY as Moon is 
ruler of the Ascendant-in radix. Being in the third house 
of progress, it.depresses the mind and leads to gloom and 
anxiety. Saturn• ruling seventh house of radix makes 
this aspect detrimeqtal to the wife and her health, as 
Saturn is posited in the twelftlf', which is sixth, house of 
partner. This is an unfavorablt" time to start new busi
ness, to i•vest, b

0
uy or seek .advance81ent. The watch

word should be conser,vation of energy atfd protection 
of general interests. ' 

June, 1911: Moon· trine Neptune radix and progressed, 
relieves some or l!he adverse inftuenq; of last aspect, buj" 
is not-so ~ro,pg as itemight be, as Neptune was cadent. 
at birth, and while Moon is leaving the aspect"df "quare 
Saturl\ radi;( it is forming square Saturn prog~ssed and 
therefurc: the indications fo"r Jube _are. almost the same 
as for May. 
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July, ~911: Moo~ scmi-sextile Jupr~er progressed is 
slightly favorable in oHsetting r,ickhess and c.onducing to 
gain financially. Moon semi-squa.re Venus progressed 
is slightly unfa•. urabl~ for dombtic a'tfairs and dealin~s 
with fritnds and the oppositr sex. This aspect w1ll 
hardly be noticeable as Moon was 'm slightly good a's
pect to Venus at birtl'.., and more especially as it is sur
passed by the growing influence of the more powerful 
aspect of Moon conjunction with progressed Sun, follow-
ing. · 

August, 1911: Moon conjunction Sun'progressed: This 
conjunction is not liavorable for health and in this chart 

--u:-u._curs in the third house, ruling the mind. As Uranus 
is also in close proximity it will create intense mental 
activity, which will be a disturbing factor unless con
trolled. It causes danger of accidents on journeys and 
through railroads, electricity, etc. Otherwise it IS con
ducive to enlightenment, progress and gain. 

f 
Importance of Aspects 

The aspects of progressed planets to the !"adical chart 
ar,s: very important, especially to the radical Sun, Moon, 
ruler of the Ascendant, ruler of the birth month siyn, 
Midheaven, am\ ascending degree . 

• 
In forming judgfur.nts by means of progressed aspects 

be governed by the testimonies of the tacf1x "nd remem
ber that "figs do not grow of thistl~s," or yice versa. Do 
not promise or predict tmything by progressed indica
tions wliich is not sub-stantiated by indications in the 
radix. 

It will be ftlund that a prac'lical application of the 
method outlin&d in this lesson will account for every 
Important event in the native's life, and does so in the 

.natural order of pla~et.a\-y .sequences wit,hout recourse to 
theoretical, hypothltical or artificial procedures: a record 
'that c'aQ .be achieved by no other ~ingle SJ.Stein. - . 

Progresselj Aspects to Radix 

Sun,conjunctlo~ with Ural1US (P 0 'cS R '&1). 
¥er•ury retrograding.to conj. Ura\lu's (P II 8' d R•J&I). 
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Mercury retrog~ading fo conj. its place in radi~ (P t! 
IJ d R t! ). - • 

Mars trine" A!lcendavt (P ~ 6 R' Asc.). • 
Uranus applying"to cot,junction.Moon ./..P It' d R ]) ). 

Mutu~ Pr~ressed Aspects 

Sun sextile Ascendant (P 0 * I- Asc.). 
Sun applying to conjunction Uranus (P 0 d P It'). 
1\{ercu,ry retrogrades to conj. Uranus (P !;! lJ cS P It'). 
M.C. has just passeti a trine with progressed Venus, 

so we do not record it. (It would be recorded thus: 
P M.C. sep. from 6 P 9.) 

Delineating the Progressed Aspects 

P 0 * P Asc. and P 0 cS P W. 
Sun is progressing through third house and is ruler of 

progressed second; natal Uranus is in fourth, prog~;essing 
the third: Tends to domestic infelicity, trouble over 
property, change of residt*lce, financial difficulties. Also 
.inclines to journeying. Apt to di~urb the health and 
produces nervou~ excitable, radical or rebellious states 
of mind. Sun sextile the ascendant gives interest in 
stJ.~dies of a progressive nature. • 

P !;! 1J cS P and R W. • 
Inclines to intense~ mental activity, which, if rightly 

directed, rna)" d,!velop into clairvo'yance. It will make 
the native· keenly intuiti\'C and he will know and under
stand things befort thq arf spoken or before they 
happen. This activity must be_rightly directed and con
trolled or it will cause mental disturbance. The native 
should drefullyoconsider sl!dden idt'as and ptans before 
operating them. ' • 

Pt!IJcSR!;!. 
When a planet !'>rogresses to, an aspect of its own rad

ical place the l!epdency is to excite •or set into motion its 
indi'i3tioRs in the bi{th chart, accoitliug to the natu.re.of 
the aspect whether. good or adverse. The £~njunction 
to it~ own.pla~e ~n~ensifies the ~ctivitics of a.pl~"':>,et very 
similar to what mtght be.con~;tdered a doutile mfluence 
of that planet. • In this case the .prdgtessed Mercury is 
r&trograding towards a co\ijunction with its radi£al place. 
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Radictl'Mercury :s •in lourth house w l}ile the progressed 
Mercury is in P. third', thus intensifying dmditions re
lating to 4th and at the same• time activQting 3rd house 
influences. 

t 8 /j, R. Asc. 
Mars progressed trine Ascerfdant •.-adix: As Mars is 'in 

the progressed fourth. house this aspect will particularly 
affect affairs ruled by that house, as well as those things 
which are designated by the Ascendant. As Mars rules 
the progressed fifth and tenth houses the matte£s which 
are ruled by them will also he a\Iected. As Mars is a 
very active planet, the native will be actively concerned 
in affairs relating to hio; parents in a beneficial manner . 

•• ~ :s likely to make changes and improv~ments in his 
home. As Mars rules the fifth house this aspect will pro
mote interest in sports and amusements. A child may 
be conceived or born during this aspect. It may also 
incline to gaming or speculation, or perhaps the purchase 
of property as the ascendant is in §, a fourth iwuse 
sign (property). The nativt's business will prosper 
through his own act~vities, and he will be accorded some. 
public credit or honors. (Mars, rulet' of 't(nth; Moon, 
ruler of himself and also a general ruler of the public.) 

PJ&IdRl>. 
You will noti~;e that the progressed Uranus in 28:22 

Virgo has moved to within I deg. 30 mins. of radical 
Moon. These planets are in conjunctivn• at birth and 
reference to the Ephemeris on Sept. 18, 1884, shows that 
it will require more than twelve days' (years) movement 
forward 4t the zodiac b~fore Uranus actually reaches 
29:52 Virgo at which point the conjunction is partile. 
The effect- of this progressed aspect is• to gra<fually in
crease the inltuencc of the natal runjunction. 

•· 
Delineatint the Mutual Progre1sed Aspects 

The progressed Sufi settile progressed ~scendanl con
d'l,!ces to health of booy, peace of mind, lavor f~om ~hose 

'The tlr111so natus, natll·lty and radix are used Interchangeably 
in thelrllll:ppllcatlon to the Birth Chart, Just JlS llatalo and rJldlcal 
also refer to •t.he horoscope oC bl rtlt. Progressed and progrn'slve 
likewise are usl'd tg aleslgnale the Progre~se<J. Horoscope, while 
'directional" and "by dlrec!tlon" als11 refer to the progressed chart 
a~d proglletiSed aspecta. • · · 
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in authority, new friends: some e~v:ltion in rank ~ccord
ing to the native's so~:ial ,position and in prop~rtion to 
the Sun's power in rjldix. In thrs chart Sun ocr;:upies 
third house in Vir~o in 1ondix and,. holds .the same place 
in progressed chart. The progressed Ascendant is still 
in•the sign it held a1 birth, Cancer, but has progressed 
from 4" 18' to 25" 57', which bring. a new influence into 
the life, namely that of the planet ruling this decanate * 
of Cancer, Neptune, in addition to the influence of the 
Moon, significatc:u of radix . 

Delineation of 
J:>ects is included 
183 and 184. · 

• 
the remaining Mutual Progressed As
in Progressed Aspocts to Radix, pages -.... ~ 

INFLUENCE OF THE MOON'S NODES 

The motion is retrograd~at rate of about three minutes 
of longitude per day. The Nodes "J'e of some value in 
Natal astrolog;y alild useful in the Horary branch. For 
the benefit of those who might wish to investigate the 
subject for themselves, we give what is cons1dered th,eir 
injuence. (See also page 47.) 

The Moon's North :Sode passing the place of or form
ing a major ~spect with the radir.al place of Jupiter, 
Venus, Sun, Mooll or Mercury is said to indicate benefits 
to the native. Passi,ng in sextile or trine to the radical 
Neptune, Uranus, Saturn and •Mars is also said to be 
beneficial. Its square and opposition to the' henef1cs, 
conjunction, squ'!t,re and opp9sition t9 the mal.efics, por
tend evil according to t,he houses occupied by it and the 
nature of the planet afflicted. The MooA's South Node 
crossing over any planet is evil for thin'gs ruled by the 
house occupied an~ the planet> th11s afflicted. As the 
Nodes doubtles!; •have perceptible iqfluence, these samt 
testir.wni(S f'QUSt hold true also in relation to tbe prq
gressed horoscope. Refer to chapter under tM~ Q,eading 
in Pjl!it I II: 

• • • See "Decans" In Dictionary of Astrological 'ferms; u.lsq chapter 
on •Dec a rls I o Part 'v, pages 572-3. • 
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• I 

• -PARAL:r;ELS' OF :DECLINATION • 
Tho next step is to work: up tl\e aecnnauons to nna 

whether any p~rallels ,ue formt:d durtng this progressed 
year_ 

Declination of planets may be found at top of page in 
Raphael's Ephemeris and is given for every second or 
third day, except Sun and Moon, which are given for 
each day on lower part of left hand page_ In tlte Amer
ican Ephemeris (Simplified) the 'declinations are given 
on right hand page. The Ephemeris usually gives the 
latitude of planets ;tlso but the calculations for this pro-

'"&"M!!i::.ed horoscope work d0 not require lalitude. 

To find whether or not progressed Moon will come to 
a parallel declination to its own radical place in declin
ation, or to the radical or progressed declinations of the 
other •planets during the progressed year, proc~r.:d as 
follows: 

When two or moh planets have tbe same degree of 
declination they are parallel; whether nortH or south or 
on~ north and the other south is immaterial, for if they 
arc equal distance from the celestial equator they are 
parallel and the.effect is the same as though the planets 
were in conjunction. -

Parallels may be found not only between .planets as 
they were located at birth, but also liS they may progress 
and come to the degree \>f another planet's declination 
in the raJix or in the progressed chart. 

As the Moon is ~kely to move several aegre-es m aec
lination any dasr (equal to a year· in progression), she is 
liable to form stveral parallels in the course of such a 
period. The infiue,.ce t~f a paraller is likely to begin 
when within one dej"ree of being compltte, but is most 
aJ>t to 9pe_rate when the parallel bfi,Comes e,.x~~· _ 

•• 

The'bl9llation and tabulation of d,ecKnations for the 
progressed thart are ideaticaJ in method to those ~t.the • 
radix but we go' l step further when tne Moon is con
cerned.• The Moon's declination is troated similarly 1 to 
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its progress in loJlgitude· month -by• month in ofder to 
ascertain wl'lether it will come !nto parallel with the 
declination ot a1;y planet in' either t~e natal or progressed 
charts dur;ug that ,-ea'r. eWhen it does c~me into a par
allel the effects are similar to a co~junction between the 
same planets and should l1e delineated in the same terms 
as a conjunction. 

To find Moon's declination each month in the pro
gressed 1car, proceed as follows: Refer to Ephemeris 
for desired date' and p1ake note of Moon's declination 
for that day and the day following. Subtract one from 
the other to find the distance traveled, reduce this 
amount to all. minutes by multiplying by 60, divide the 
result by 12 to find the motion per month, then add"'tiiis 
amount twelve times to Moon's Declination at birth time 
on progressed birthday if the declination is increasing 
in size of degrees, as per Ephemeris, but subtract this 
amou')t if the declination in Ephemeris is decreasing. 

When the motion of M~Wn in declination is less than 
~ne degree for any year (as will so~etimes be the case) 
multiply the: •givl!>l minutes by 60, thus reducing the 
motion to seconds. Divide the seconds by 12 and we 
have th .. number of seconds of declination Nl:oon m(•¥es 
pet month. Divide the seconds by 60 to transform the 
figure to minutes an<\. seconds of moti<Jn in declination 
and then add ur subtract this amount from Moon's place 
in declinatiori' at birth time en jJrogressed birthday, 
according 'to whether Moon is increasing or decreasing 
in declination. -

After having made the column of figures showing 
Moon's c!egree Qf declination each a1onth, compare its 
declination each mont!. with the degrees M declination 
of other planets in both the radix and .. the progressed 
charts to ascertain.in which months the parallel aspects 
will be formed that year. It ~s l.l'lite possible that in 
some yca~s the'n! will he no parallds in operation. • 

When the Ephemeris shows that declil1'9.t~n will 
chan!j.e frorn ntlrtb to south or vice versa, ~tween the 
two' 4ates, add (instead ofosubkactin~). to find the daily 
(yearly) motiorl. Then jrom it!l' place on progressed 
bwthday subtrac:1: the monthly motion until it is 'reduced - . . 
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as sma'll as possible; af.ter whi-ch add th monthly motion 
for remainder of the, year. 

' 
To Find Declinatio~ of the Cusps Ior Either Radix 

or Progressed lloros-:opes 

The cusp of a house (sign and degree) has the same 
declination as the Sun when it is in that sign and degree. 

Use the Ephemeris for the prog:ressed year, i. 'e., if you 
are making a chart for the 26th birthday which falls in 
1910, use the 1910 Ephemeris for reference regarding the 

--~H'!i; declination of any particular degree_ in the zodiac. 

The progressed chart has 25" 57' of Cancer on the 
Ascendant. Look in the 1910 Ephemeris and find when 
the Sun will be in that sign and degree, which is July 
19th, omd its declination is 20:59 North. This is the 
declination for the cusp of the Ascendant in the pro
gressed chart. Put the sam\: figures on the opposite 
cusp, i. e. ; cusp of seventh house, and so on in like man 
ner with all the other cusps. The fif'st, lenth, seventh 
and fourth cusps are most important in both radix and 

0 • h prsgress&ve c arts. 

The declinatiens of cusps are pot to be used except 
when the time of birth is known to be absolutely correct 
or proved so by a relfable method of rec!ification. Every 
four minutes of time change the cusps one' degree in 
longitude and consequen~y the declination changes also. 

When .you have found all the declinations and made a 
list of th~ parallel~ mark them in the l:st of aspects be
side the month in which they fail due. After this has 
been accompli!>~d give a delineation of the elements. 

Make a note of plat!ets' declination~- from places shown 
i'n Ephemeris, for .,both radix and progressed charts. 
E"quat6places of Neptune, Uranus, \Saturn, Jupker, 'l.\1ars, 
Venus.-a'lla Mercury by mental arithmetic on date of 
birthday, bt!t find exact places of Sun and Mo~n foJO birth • 
time by use of logiirithms. Also work out Moon's dec
lination. for each month in that year~ In this figure 
(Horos~ope No. 4) the progressed de~linations' are "all 

0 • 
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•• 
taken from September 18:1884, alj re•presenting th.e pro-
gressed birthpay, August 2.1, 1910. ~ 

The most important'parpllels are those which may be 
formed by the Moon in its monthry moti~n or place in 
pragress. Parallels o>mon~ the other planets bear an 
influence upon the whole year. R<ecord only those par
allels which are forming. 

As most students like to examine examples in detail, 
we herew'ith give' the p[ocess complete: 

Approximate Declination of Planets in Radix 
(Horoscope No. 3) and Progressed (Horoscope No. 4) . •· -
(Calculated by mental equation, except Sun and Moon.) 

Radix. Progressed. 
Neptune .................................. 16".5S'N. 16 •. 52'N. 
Ural\us .................................... 1".56'N. 1•.11"N. 
Saturn ................................ ., .. 21".SO'N. 21".52'N. 
Jupiter .................................... 15".46'N. 14'.03'N. 

•Mars ..................................... 6".2i'~- 13".00' S. 
Venus ...... : ............................. 17 •. 13'N. 15'.41'N. 
Mercury ............................ -... 1" .()6' S. • 2" .14'N.., 
~n .......................................... 11".18'N. 1".42'N. 
Moon ...................................... 1'.10' S. • 4".27'N . • 
So there will, be no doubt in the ~tudent's mind as to 

the proceduTe (or 11nding Moon's declination for moment 
of birth, we give an e,.xample from the progressed chart: 

• (Note: When the declination changes between two 
days from south to north or north to south, as in this 
case, we d~ not stt'btract one 11-om the •other ,J.o lind daily 
motion,-we add them. 

• 

3'.33'N.=Moon's ~eclination Sept. 18, •1884. 
+0 •. 35' S.=Moon's declination 3ept.• 19, 1884 . 

• 
4•.o1J=dli13' motion- tor motion for the 26th year by. 
4•.08'=logaritom .7639 p~ress.) 

•• • Co"nst. log. .6587 • • 

, ., 1.4226e=0 •. 54'~motion in a.mount 
of dme Horn befo~e Noon Mark, • 
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As ~oon's decli~ation was decreasing on, this birthday 
· we must reverse the usual r;-rocess for finding its place 
at birth time, 5 hours 16 minutes obefore Noon Mark, and 
must add the•o• .54' Instead of subtr~cting it . 

• 
Moon 3".33'N. declination on Sept 18, 1884. 

+0".54'=motiol1 in time born before Noon Mark. 

4".27'=Moon's declination at time of birth. 
• 0 

r 
Moon's Monthly Motion in Declination 

_Jo find Moon's Qmonthly motion in declination we pro
ceed in a similar manner to finding it in longitude, except 
that when the declination is decreasing its monthly mo
tion must be subtracted twelve times from its place at 
birth time. When increasing, the motion is added twelve 
time!;. 

In our example we found \\foon's daily motion, or mo
tion for the 26th y\!ar, 4".08' and it is decreasing. •. ' 

Multipl¥ 4" by 60', add the 8' and divide by twelve 
X6Q 

24e 
+ 8 

12) 248' (.20' :40"=monthly motion of Moon. 
24 

8-1?=40" (one-twetrth of a minute is 5") ... . . 
As the deqination was decr~asing on September 18, 

1884, we subtroct this 20' :40" twelve times from the dec
lination at birth ti~e '4".27'N.) as (ollows: 

Example 

Moon'!i declination at birth time on September 18, 
1884, repr~sents its place o~ the actual birthday ~d 26th 
year, from Au~t 13, 1910 to Augus• 23, 1911. As the 
declimtion is decreasing at•rate of 020' :40• p~r mqnth, • 
we. fintl its monthlv olau as follows.: 
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Moon's Decfination Each Month in 26th Year 

Aug. 23, 1910 .... ! ... 4.26 W {Tr~V~sposelll from 4" .27" 

• 
-0.20 ~40 for convenience.) 

Sept. 23, 1910 ....... .4.06 :20 Equi-.alent to 3 • 65' so· 
-0.20 :40 )) P prog. lOth cusp 

Oct. 23, 1910 ........ 3.45:40 
-0.~0:40 

Nov. 23, 1910 ........ 3.25 :00 Equiva,ent to 3" 24' 60" 
. -0.20:40 

Dec. 23, 1910 ........ 3.04 :20 Equivalent to 2" 63' SO" 
-0.20:40 

Jarf. 23, 1911... ..... 2.43:40 
-0.20:4!1 

Feb. 23, 1911...~ .... 2.23 :00 Equivalent to 2" 22' 60" 
-0.20 :40 l> P ~ Prog. , 

• 
-r.tar. 23, 1911... ..... 2.02 :20 Equivalent to 1" 61' 80" 

-0~0:40 lJ P 1!;1 Ra!lix )) P 0 Prog. 

Apr. 23,. 1~11.! ...... 1.41 :40 
-0.20:40 • 

May 23, 1911.. ...... 1.21 :00 Equivalent to 1• "20' 60" 
-0.20 :40 ll p· '1.1 J-~rog. ll P ~ Radix 

• •l> P )) Radix 
June 23, 191L ...... 1.<5o:20 Equivalentoto o• 59' SO" 

-0.20:40 • 
• 

July 23, 1911., ...... 0.39 :40 
~.20:40 

-~ 

A~(- 23,.191L. ..... O.l9:00 North Declinati~:>n. 

Pr~of: The foregoing column tis f/6rked correctly if 
the diff~rence between de!!lination at top and detlination 
at~ottom of colum11 is equal to•the Daily Motiorf (4~.08'). 
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When. declination is, decreasing, as ·in this case, sub
tract lower figure from that at top of coluum . .. 

4" .27' at top, , 
-V".19' at bottom of column. 

4 • .08' =equal to Dai:y Motion as previously found; our 
column is therefore correct. 

When the declination is increasing, subtra<::t upper 
figure from the lower one to fir:id sum equal to Daily 
Motion. 

- T!-e parallels formed by the Moon with other planets 
or house cusps in the various months should be recorded 
beside the month in which they fall due. 

Declinations of House Cusps 

To find declinations of CUS!l,S in the radix look through 
the birth year Ephep1eris at Sun's declination. The cusp 
of a house has the same declination 'iS the Sun woulu 
have in that same sign and degree. 

' To find declination of cusps in the progressed chrrt, 
look for Sun's ,Peclination in the current year, i. e., in 
this case use the 1910 Ephemeris, as the 26th birthday 
occurs in that year.• When any planet l>as declination 
equal to that of a cusp it is parallel therewith·and affects 
it with an influence simi!ar to a conjunction. 

Unless"Tables of Houses for the exact latitude of birth 
place wete used ill erectirtg the char~. and birth time 
known to be-exact, it is useless and perhaps misleading 
also to attemp~o use cusp declinations. For this reason, 
and also others~ it is extremely difficult to get the dec
linations absolutely~exact and hence to state just when 
~n event would occilr, indicated by an cprlcoming parallel, 
except. tO State it in terms of a certain ll}Onlh OJ year. 
Howe...e't; a parallel usually takes about a year to com
plete (ex~pting those of Moon) and wnile•the rarallel 
ts on it influences matters t:onnected with that house. 
Such as Saturn parolllel cu!jp of secohd house, which 

• • • 
(PI- turD to bottom ot pap l~ofor eooUoult7.) · 
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Radif Cusp ApproximatetDeelinationa 
• 

Without enlering into int~icate carculations of prqpor-
tionals, b.ut taking tile nea:~est "give~ Sun c!Gclination for 
cusps of houses, we find the approx1mate declinations to 
be :as follows for our RadiJ: Horoscope No. 3, using the 
1884 ephemeris. 
Ascendant 4"18' Cancer = Dec. about 23"23' N. 
2nd House 24" Cancer = Dec. about 21"16' N. 
3rd Hous-e 16" • Leo • = Dec. about 15"58' N. 
4th House 12' Virgo = Dec. about 6'57' N. 
5th House 16" Libra - Dec. about 6,32' S. 
6th House 27" . Scorpio = Dec~ about 19"38' .S. 
7th House 4"18' Capricorn = Dec. about 23"23' "S. 
8th House 24" Capricorn = Dec. about 21'00' S. 
9th House 16" Aquarius = Dec. about 16'00' S. 

lOth House 12" Pisces -- Dec. about 6"56' S. 
11th House 16" Aries - Dec. about 6"20'N. 
12th Ho\Jse 27" Taurus = Dec. ahout 19'29' N. 

It will be noticed, by reference to F.phemeris, that the 
declination of pne c!lsp is approximately the same as on 
opposite cusp, therefore, when a planet comes to a par
allel of one cusp it is also parallel with the oppJsite CUSP', 
hut rt affects that house more which is on same side of 
equator as itself by nor¢ or south declination. 

Progressel\t ~usp Approximate Declinations 

For the p~ogressed cusps we proceed in the same 
manner as before, but 'use Ephe1t1eris for the year 1910 
in which the 26th birthday occurs. (See Horoscope # 4) 
Ascendant !5'57' l.ancer •- Dec. oabout 20'59' N. 
2nd House 16" Leo = Dec. about

4
16"03' N. 

3rd House 10" Virge. = Dec. ah9llt 7'47' N. 
4th House 10" Li~a = Dec. about 4'07' S. 
5th House 17' Scorpio = 'Dec.~ about 16"59' S. 
6th House 24" "Soagittariu s = Dec.• about 23"20' S. 
7th Hdbse 25'57' Capnt:orn = Dec. about 21;03~ S. 
8th House 16' ,Aquarius = Dec. about 16 <Jol S. 
9th Hri>llse 10" Pi!!ces = Dec. about :/"49' S. 

lOth House 10" Aries ' = 'be_c. about 3'55' N. 
llth House 17" '{aurus • = Dec. about 16"SS: N. 
12th flousl! 24' Gemini =,Dec. about 23"2Q' N. • • 
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Tab!~ of Declinatiorfs .. . 
Planets 

e W Jil ? 2l & ~ If may be calcuhited by mental equa
tion ; 0 ll by logarithms. 

Progressed •· 
Neptune 16'52' N. 
Uranus 1"17' N. 
Saturn 21'52'N. 
Jupiter 14'03' N. 
Mars 13'00' S. 
Venus 15~-n· N. 

·'Mercury 2'14' N. 
Sun 1"42'N. 
Moon 4'27' N. 

Radix 
Neptune 16"55' N. 
Uranus 1'56' N. 
Saturn 21'.50' N. 
jupiter 15'46' N. 
Mars 6'27' S. 
Venus 17'13' N. 
Mercury 1'06' S. 
Sun ll'l8'N. 
Moon 1'10' S. 

House Cusps 
Progressed 

lst House 20'59' N. 
2nd House 16'(13' N. 
3rd House 7'47' N .. 
4th House 4'07' S. 
5th House 16'59' S. 
6th House 23'20' S. 
7th House 21'00' S. 
8th House 16'06' S. 
9th House 7'49' S. 

lOth House 3'55' N. 
11th House 16"55' N. 
12ti-P House 23'20' N. 

Radix . 
lst House 23'23' N. 
2nd House 21'16' N. 
3rd HouGe 15'58' N. 
4th House 6"57' N. 
5th House 6'32' S. 
6th House 19'38' S.'' 
]th House 23"23' S. 
'8th House 21'11' S. 
9th lio1!5e 16'00' S. 

lOth House •6'56' S. 
lith House 6'20' N. 
12th House 19'29' N. 

In pr¥tlcal worlf rlecllnatlons are arranged In J:wo columns, 
one for the eadlx and the other tor prog~ssed, on one aheet of 
paper for conveJIIence In comparing t'llem for checking off parallela. 
Do not comparil'.decllnatlons of house cuspa with each other. Com
pare pr-ta• decllnatlona with the decllnatlona of cuapa to ftnd 
parallels. ~ • • 

(Continued from pa&'e 182~) 
would siepress finances and r~vent tae llati'6e from 
acculflblating an over-supply o money .that year at least, 
and, if ~her directions for financial ,.eversel were !'howl', 
this parallel wCJul<l indicate heavy financial stringency 
wheq the aspect was on, tOr when j. planet in transtt. 
ca:me.to a parallel witl\ this afflicte9 cusp. 
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.Com~arisons and C~siderations • • • • 
With tables like t~e foregoing, we are ready: 

1st-To compare the progressld plan~ts' declinations 
v•ith those of radix. -

2nd-Compare the progressed• planets' declinations 
with each other. 

3rd-Compare progressed planets' declinations with 
house cusp declinatio~ in both radix and progressed. 

4th-Compare Moon's declinatiov each month with 
planets and .cusps in both radix and progressed. and 
make note of month in which the parallel will be com
plete. 

Note: Do not compare progressed cusps with radix 
cusps, nor a progressed major planet with its ,-adical 
placet 

A planet is in influence of parallel with another planet 
"as soon as within.one degree, reganfless of whether both 
are north ot south or one north and the other south . 

• When a planet is parallel with a cusp and also its 'bp
posite cusp, delineate the parallel in terms of the house 
which is in same dirctetion (N. or S.) M declination as 
the planet. 

Declinations must be within one degree of being equal 
in order to be parallel. . 

When a planet appears to be within parallel of another 
or with a•cusp, q:amine the .,Epheme!iis and your figures 
carefully to see whethtr the parallel is fot~ing, or has 
already been formed and is separating ~r past; in the 
latter case we do not tabulate it. Re~ord only those 
which are applying or formirtg. Observe whether a 
planet's declina\ion is increasing or ,decreasing in ordc;t 
to determ,ne. if it is•approaching or separati~g from It 
parallel. --

, Sdrde near parallt'ls are aever actualJy completed, or 
not for many years, becausr of the slow motion in declin· 
atjpn. T.ake, for• instance, the progressed Neptll11e P.ar· 
allel rz.dical Venus( Neptune ig 16'5~' N., Venu§ 17. 13', 
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hence the, distance betweoen them is but 2i' of <:leclination, 
but reference to the Ephemeri3, for several . months in 
advanc~ reveals the fact that Neph:ne will never reach 
the exact declint.tion of Venus In this' native's lifetime. 
However, as there, is always an, orb of parallel between 
them, the effect of the parallel will be active when some 
planet by transit coml:s to a point between these two 
declinations and by "translation" unites Neptune and 
Venus by parallel of declination. The parallel of these 
two planets is not particularly impwtant. We deal with 
it here as an illustration . 

• , ~irst Estimatl!' Table of Apparent Parallels 

(Subject to revision.) 

No. 1. Prog. Neptune P. Venus radix. 
No. 2. Prog. Neptune P. cusp of ninth house in radix. 
No. 3: Prog. Neptune P. cusps of 2nd, Sth, 8th, and 

11th progressed. , 
No. 4. Prog. Uranur P. Mercury and Moon radix. 
No. 5. Prog. Saturn P. 2nd and 8th cusps· radix. 
No. 6. Prof'. Saturn P. 1st and 7th cusps progressed. 
No.' 7. Prog. Sun P. Uranus progressed. 
No. 8. Prog. Vfnus P. Jupiter R. and 3rd house R. 

' No. 9. Prog. Moon P. tenth cusp Prog. between Sep-
tember 23r'a and October 23r-1. 1910. 

No. 10. Prog. Moon P. Mercury progressed between 
Feb. 23rd and llfarch 23rd·: 191 I 

No. 11.. Prog. Moon P. Uranus radix between March 
.23rd ami. April 23rd, I 911. , ~ 

No. 12. Prog.' Moon P. Sun progressed between March 
23rd '11nd April 23rd. 

No. 13. Prog. Moon P. u;rarJUs progr6ssed between May 
23rd and June 23rd, 1911. , 

No. 14. Prog. Mood' P. its own radical place, betiVeen 
>,May 23rd and June 23rd .. 1911. •· · 

No. 15. Pr(lg. Moon P. Mercury raqix •bettveen May 
23rd and June·23rd, 1911. '. '· 

Whel'\ ct.mparln~ ~ur decl\nations ~·s directed, we 
make;_ a ICst such as the pr,eceding whifh includes· all tHE' 
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near parallels. We the-n examipe ~ach one ~refully to 
see if it b'l!comes cc.mplete in this year of th~ native!s 
life, and also to rejec' those which" are past. We ~e that 
Neptune never r11adies ethe exac1 decli~tion. of Venus, 
during the life of this native, so we omit No. 1 from our 
l'lew list. 

Referenct: 10 ~pnemens for declination of radix ninth 
cusp (Aquarius 16") shows that the declination (approx. 
16"00' S.) is deueasing each day in advance and although 
Neptune's declinatiol\ is also decreasing it will never 
reach the exact parallel with ninth house. Omit No. 2 · 
from our new list. 

Parallel No. 3: Examining the Ephemeris, we find 
that Neptune's parallel with cusp of second and eighth 
houses will not be complete during his life, so omit them. 
The parallel with cusps of fifth and eleventh hooses is 
past.• 

No.4: Uranus' declination revra1s that it will not 
• come into exact •parallel with Moon's radix declination 
for about slx days (years), and with Mercury's declina· 
tion in radix for about eight days (years), so• omit it irom 
tfle new list. 

No. 5: Cusp of radix second house is Cancer Z4", dec
lination is 21•"1~. Ephemeris sho*s that this figure de· 
creases as the days (years) advance. Saturn therefore 
does not complete • this paraiJel so we must reject it. 
Likewise the cusp of eighth house. 

No. 6 :• Cusp. of first house in pro~ressed chart is 
Cancer 25"57', declination is about 20 59". Ephemeris 
shows this is decreasing so Saturn do10~ not make this 
parallel and is rejcw::ted. Likewise the seventh cusp. 

No. 7: Ref~rence to Ephemeri~ for September \8. 
1884: shot.rs the Sun•hastening to a parallel with .Uranw; 
and is complet~ during this 26th year. List i\ 'l!o. 

No~ 8: Jupiter's declination tn radi,;l: ,is 1!)"40". Venus 
in progressed is "IS" 41', dt>,~:reasing', so the parallel is past 
b,' Venus' declimtion drawing _away from that o'"]up1ter. 
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Nos. 9, 10, 11, 12, ~3. \4 and bare formed at the period 
~tated, sb place them o~ your list.. · ,, . . 

Revised Lillt of I;'arallels F'ormel' ·in 26th Year 

1.-Prog. Uranus P. Sun prog:-essed. 
2.-Prog. Moon P. te~:~th cusp progressed between Sept. 

23rd and October 23rd, 1910. 
3.-Prog. Moon P. Mercury progressed between Febru

ary 23rd and March 23rd. 
4.-Prog. Moon P. Uranus radix' between March 23rd 

and April 23rd, 1911. 
5.-Prog. Moon P. 'Sun progressed between March 23rd 

· and April 23rd, 1911. 
6.-Prog. Moon P. Uranus progressed between 1\t y 

23rd and June 23rd, 1911. 
7.-Prog. Moon P. its own radical place between Ma!' 

:l3rd and June 23rd, 1911. .. 
8.-Prog. Moon P. Mercury. radix between May 23rtl 

and June 23rq, 191 I. 

Delineating the Influence of Parallels 
, . . 

I.-Progressed Uranus and progressed Sun parall.:l: 
As both these planets are in third house and rule eighth 
and second houses, respectively, it will cause the mind 
to seek change and improvement, especially where salary 
or finance is concerned. As Uranus usually acts prema
turely, the native is cau~ioned not ~o make changes ex
cept afte1 careful and deliberate judgment. This will be 
an excellent period for the native to study the occult, 
astrology~ in,ventidhs and progressive matters' generally. 
He will be very intuitive. Dan~er in travel. 

2.-Moon par;Jiel cusp of tenth hoqse between Septem
ber 23rd and Octol:kr 2~rd, 1910. Som~ changes in his 
business will occu-, necessitating sht~rt journeys and 
much corz;espondence. As Moon is •his ruler, it will' prove 
bcnefic':al and result in favor, populari\.)' and advance-
ment. ", ' • • 

3.-Moon pa.;_llel 'Mercury. ProgresSed between Feb
ruarv ~rd and March ~3rd. If the Student will enter 
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' this parallel at Februarj 23rd, ~Oib will not.e Hrat the 
Moon is at the saJJe tip1e making other favorablCP aspects 
to Venus arfd Jupiter, the'teby de!>'ignating this parallel' 
of Moon and progrtssld !'4ercury as a favo_rable inft~ence. 

04.-Moon parallel Urali!US radix between March 23rd 
and April 23rd, 1911, causes long journeys concerning 
railroads, inventions or such thi~gs as Uranus rules. 
Very intuitive. Strange or prophetic dreams and intui
tions. Danger in travel. Difficulty in domestic affairs. 
Changes concerning parents. 

5.-Moon parallel Sun progressed between March 23rd 
and April 23r~. 1911: Favorable fo'l- advancement and 
popularity, short journeys, good for dealings with 5i-eth
ren and neighbors and matters of correspondence. 
Mental illumination. Good financial conditions. 

6.-Moon parallel Uranus progressed between. May 
23rd Jnd June 23rd, 1911, inclines to changes, investiga
tion, interest in occult and all progressive matters. Makes 
~he mind very alert, intuitive and ir.4olentive. Interest in 
affairs of br~thre1f and neighbors. Danger in travel. 

7.-Moon parallel its own radical place be'tween May 
2~d and June 23rd, 1911, tends to publicity, changes 
and advancement. Jn~lined to read and•study. Domes
tic changes. 

8.-Moon parallel Mercury radix between May 23rd 
and June 23rd, 19ll,oconduces to business acth·ity and to 
changes and removals, as Mer~ury was in fourth house 
in radix. Inclines to interest in property. . -

Just as aspects in longitude are delineated, thus also 
are parallels read from the houses occvpied and ruled 
by the planets in the radix or progressed, according to 
which chart the.aspect or parallel atft!cts . 

• Notes IJn Zodiacal Parallels 

~Jvn fiooin~ the motion of Sun and Moo~ in· ~eclin
ation •m a progressed chart•, always u~e. the <late an ad
vance of the progressed bir~h date, 'tegardless of whether 
born before or aner the Noon Mark. 
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When the declinat~">n is decreasina- between date of 
. progres"sed birthday, and th~ ne:r:t day, tr.eat it as you 
would a retrograde planet. 

It is not abs.olutely. necessary to work out exactly what 
day or date the parallel falls 'due, rbecause its influeace 
extends over an unor:rtain period, varying according to 
its motion in declination, and it may begin to exert a 
perceptible effect several weeks before birthday to sev
eral weeks after. Some declinations change so slowly 
that when a parallel begins, by orb, it may be many 
days (years by progress) before it becomes partile and 
therefore show uptin as many years' progressed charts . . 

Parallels seem to affect conditions which the native 
will find it necessary to meet, and these conditions are 
accompanied by events, more or less radical, according 
to tht native's plane of progress or state of consciousness. 
For instance, Moon parallel Mars would produce a fever
ish, passionate, rash disposit'on in an undeveloped type 
living on the purelr animal plane, which would lead to 
accidents. and quarrels, while to an• advanced, refined 
being this same parallel would produce added energy 
ra.ulting i'n constructive activity. In the one case the 
influence is apparently evil, in the other the effects "are 
good, the diffef'ence being not in,. the planets but in the 
state of understanding of the being through which the 
influences operate. "'n other words, tlre sort of reactions 
which an individual makes to an aspect largely deter
mines the results of the,_influence. • Some people make a 
bad aspect worse by the way they think and act. Others 
greatly modify an adverse aspect by their, intelligent 
response to .planetary influ•ences, '' 
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TRANSI'nS' 

The transit of f planrt is its passage by epht:meral 
motion, in the current year as sh~wn by•the Ephemeris, 
O)::er some important pla.ce in the chart, either radix or 
progressed; or its aspect to such points . • 

In a progressed chart the effect of a transit over (con
junction) the degree of Midheaven, Ascendant or any 
planet, is more "effecti...-e than an aspect thereto. 

In a nativity, transits by either c~njunction or aspect 
are noticeable, the major aspects more particularl~ than 
the minor. 

There is little difference between the effect of a transit 
and the same aspect by direction, the difference being 
rather in time of duration than difference in influence, 
although, because aspects by direction last longer than 
those by transit, the lattel may seem different. For in
Mance, Saturl} COQjunction cusp of tfth house by direction 
might last ctver a year, during which time, unless offset 
by other testimonies, it would likely prod•ce phy~cal 
dieahility, obstructions, limitations and restricted action, 
which might result in serious illness; \"hile the transit 
of Saturn over sixth tusp or over planet in sixth house 
might cause a.severe cold or an attack of "flu,'' but com
paratively .speaka"ng, its effects would soon pass. If the 
nativity indicated much ill health, the native would likely 
suffer frequent spells of indis~osition during .the whole 
period of its passage through the sixth, which is the 
house of "sickneSj;, and the person vnould feel• especially 
indisposed on the da)"6 when the Moon tas shown in 
current Ephemeris) passed through thi!i"house and over 
Saturn therein. 

To stu<!y the effect of transits, lt\Olrn the effect of ~&s
pects' by llir•ction, b\Jt modify the delineatiops because 
of the shorter, duration, and never predict 58\nething 
fro!ll & tratfsit whkh is not promised by some! configura· 
tion at birth. If a person has t good horoscope for 
health finance qr marriare, there is no use pr,.edicting 
trflubl~ 'because of a malefic, transiting through first. • • 
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' 
second 'or seventh··h~ses, because Qothing more than 
slight a'nnoyances ar!! likely ~o o.;:cur. : 

When looking up transits. tt.e declinations of the 
transitor shou!d not he overlooked, for when it compares 
with the declination of any planet or cusp in the horo
scope it constitutes a parallel and" has an effect like a 
conjunction c 

Duration of Inftuence 

The duration of the effects of tran~its depends upon 
two things. 

First, note whic!h planet is doing the transiting, for 
eadi planet moves through the zodiac at its own rate of 
motion, the Moon being swiftest and Pluto slowest. 
Their order of speed is: Moon, Mercury, Venus, Sun, 
Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, Pluto. 

Se~ond consideration: Does the transitor tun;- retro
grade before it gets out of Grb of aspect with the trans
ited? Frequently ;t transiting planet reaches a certain 
point, turns retrograde and recrossec too~ point; then, 
turning direct in motion, crosses it for the third time 
tbi~s affecting that place or planet much longer than 
usual. Look in the current Ephemeris and count how 
many days it r-equires the transitor in question to tra
verse 8 degrees preceding the exact aspect. After the 
aspect is complete, 'the effect quickly .diri1inishes, unless 
the transitor becomes retrograde and goes back over the 
aspect. It takes NeptUilf. several }'\!ars to form and com
plete an< aspect, while Venus or Mercury would cover 
the same amount of longitude in a few days. During a 
period of gpod d1rections • the potency of good transits 
is enhanced ard the adverse trahsits diminished in inftu
ence; and vice• versa. 

A progressed or• directional aspect is technically due 
'to operate when tl)e aspect is exactly r.6mplete,• but the 
.transit of a planet over the placeoof a dirr-ctlonal•aspect 
which Its 'still forming (within a degree or so) may excite 
it into a~t,.ion prematurely. To iltuGtnite, ':;uppq<~~ tha~ 
Saturn by its prngress'ed motion is close to forming a . . 
• See e\apter Ia Part V, B~ to Calculate ll:xaet JJate ot AJpect. 
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'conjunction with Uranul>• in the' bir.tll chart, anti that 
Mars by traasit dflrin~ the comiJg year will cross over 
Saturn's progressed place, •it woul~ then excite into ac-· 
tion the conjunctio~J betwo;en Saturn and Uranus, w'here
as, without such excitement it woflld ha* been a year 
or .two, maybe (according to number of degrees apart,) 
before the conjunction would becoO).e complete and oper
ate by itself. Therefore if you find a directional aspect 
forming, look carefully through the current Ephemeris 
and note when tl]e Sun or any of the planefs (the major 
planets more especially~ will cross over the critical point, 
and record the date when the effects will be felt . 

• Future Conditions at a Glance 

In every month the transits of W, 1&1, '1, ll, 8 should 
be noted to see if any of them cross over the planets in 
the radix, or form major aspects to them. Or if they 
cross over or form major aspects to some planets 1'11. the 
progrelsed chart which are themselves in aspect, as in 
that case the transit sets t"e progressed aspect into ac
tivity during the period of the trad'Sit. But generally 
speaking, trans1ts through the radix are the most impor
tant. 

1'he transit of the Sun through the radix is important. 
The good and adverseo aspects which it "forms to radix 
planets indica~e the favorable and. unfavorable Solar 
periods in ejlch yeAr. The Sun moves forward about one 
degree each day, hence, it is twelve days applying to an 
aspect. Do not seriously consider the minor aspects. 

The tra~sits of Mercury and Venus are not .very im
portant unless the:y are rulidg planels. They concern 
the minor details of li(c, when consider~td as transits, 
yet in the lives of people who arc concerned mostly with 
ordinary matters th~e two arc quit~ important. In the 
lives of those w)Jo are concerned with larger things,. 
busine~s and public • affairs, the llrger planets a~ 
more importabt. The transit of the natl'(e's.,iuJinc' 
planets (one.ruli'llg birth month and the one w&tich rules 
'the a~ncling sign at birtht aro very imporlant. The 
aspects formed by rulers in transit,•wh'ich coincide with 
aSJU!cts they held'at birth, ~re very powerful co~pared 



with' other aspec.ts (they miy form. For instance, if 
Mars ~s a ruling planet and wao;; in opposidon to Jupiter 
at l?irth, then the adverse transits of Mars to the radix 
Jupiter wou~d be VC(ry strong, whih its good aspects to 
Jupiter would bring but little benefit. 

Look in a curre' 1t Ephemeris and take note of the 
various planetary positions, then compare their ephem
eral places with radix planets to see if any aspects are 
formed. Note the date in Ephemeris \lhen the transiting 
planet begins the aspect (allowing an orb of eight de
grees applying) and the date when the aspect is com
plete (exact). This will show the length of the period 
of lhe influence. , 

The influence of transits should be judged according 
to their radical indications, i. e., if a planet is in adverse 
aspt-ct to another at birth its adverse aspects to that 
planet by transit are of more significance than ;ts good 
aspects. In other words, ;ts adverse aspects being in 
accord with the c..·iginal indication would stir up cor·e
sponding conditions; whereas its good aspects being 
contrary Jo the original indications would not have the 
power to produce any particular or noticeable a<l,van
tages. To illustrate an Adverse Transit over a good 
Progressed Aspect, let us con..;ider Venus progressed 
sextile Sun progre,o;;sed and an adverse transit would be 
the coming of Saturn to a conjunction Venu.s, but Saturn 
would at the same time be in se~tile to Sun, which is a 
good ~pect. This tra~1sit would have the effect of de
laying for the time being the influence of the good aspect 
betweer. Venus .,and Sui!, as set down in the regular 
canons of :.strology and would. produce disappointments 
in matters tLIIed by the house then occupied by this 
transiting Saturn. The good aspect of Sun standmg by 
would prevent a~;- vety serious results from the transit 
of Saturn over yenus. The good ZtSPect of Saturn to 

'the progressed Sun would tend t.o benefjt matte.-s ruled 
by the: "house occupied by Sun. On the other hand, a 
good trat,•sit over a good direction "Nould accent.uate the 
favorable vibrations 6f th'e direction and it would be 
especially noticeable on the days whep the Moon also by 
trans\~ formed good a~pects to this combination. " 
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Aspects by ,transtt which coincile ;,..ith the ot;iginal 
(radical) indications will aat direct~ upon the native 
and in his affairs. Aspects which do not coincide will 
act indirectly: not u~on th~ native and hi!.J own affairs 
but more upon other peopl~ whom he is contacting dur
ing ~uch transit. All 'aspects operate in some manner, 
but whether directly on the native br on others about 
him depends upon the original (radical) indications be
tween the two planets in question. If in adverse aspect 
at birth the good aspect py transit is not likely to bring 
the native any particular benefit but he will see others 
benefiting in a manner coinciding with the nature of this 
aspect as relatec;l to its transiting hous"e and sign. For 
example: If the aspecting planet is transiting through 
seventh house in the sign, Scorpio, forming a good as
pect to the radical Moon with which it was in adverse 
aspect at birth, it might benefit his partner or his wife. 
If he happened to be engaged in a lawsuit at that toime 
it woula benefit the opponent and if the Moon at birth 
ruled the third house and ~s posited in the eleventh, 
thon that good trans~ would also bcllefit his brothers, 
sisters, neighb"r's aJd his friends. On the other hand, 
if that good transit concerned planets that ha4 been in 
good,aspect at birth then the native would benefit direct
ly through the matters and people mentioned above and 
might also be in a positi<.!n to help them. • 

The followinlf ta.Oie provides help(ul information in 
connection with transits as it shows the approximate 
period which would be required .ior a planet to transit 
from its radical position through the twelve signs and 
return to its,original place in a chart. 

• • 
Geocentric Period• of Planetary Tr\nlita 

Through the ZodiacaJ Signa' 
• • 

]) tranaltll the,l2 algDIJ ID 27 days, 7 lfours, 48 mloa. 
11, 9. 0 traDJit the 12 slfPIS Ia approx•mately 1 year 
8 traoa!'m IIIla 12 alalia ID approximately 22 moDtlll · ., 
2l tralllftll th~ 12 algDIJ ID approJ:Imately 12 ,un 
'1· ~DJIU: the 12 "gDIJ Ia approxtmately 29~ ydn 
'I tralllftll the ~2 BIJDI In approxlmPJel;,• IN yean 
IV tranaltll tbe :Ill BIJDI ID approximately lim yean • 

•e traiaalta tbe 12 \'fPIB lD appro~lmately 248 yean • 
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As, Venus never• i/more th,an 48 degrees distant from 
the Sun, and Mercu••y never· more than 28 degrees, their 
period is similar to that of the ·Su~:~, namely, one year. 
However, du-e to s.ationary and retrograde positions 
these periods are only approximat,e. For accurate hnro
scope work the transiting aspects of planets to points in 

.a chart require refer~nce to an Ephemeris. • 

Usually, in compiling a list of tra11sits, Venus, Mer
cury and Moon are omitted w/;!en dealing with major 
influences as they are chiefly indicative of favorable and 
unfavorable days,~while the more ponderous and slower 
mo!dng planets mark the periods. However, all transits 
are important and delineation of their effects should be 
made in terms of the directions in operation. Transits 
aid in determining the dates when a given direction (pro
gressed aspect) is most likely to become operative. 
Tratfsits to the Part of Fortune and the Moon'ifl Nodes 
should also be observed, esP,,ecially the conjunction. 

How f.o Find and Use Tran11its 

cAn easr way to find transits and record them is as 
follows: ·· 

From the birth chart make a fable for permanent use, 
showing for each planet the degree of t!>e zodiac which 
is in exact aspect of conjunction, sextile, !'quare, trine 
and opposition. Then look in current Ephemeris and 
note w~.en any planet ~ill pass through the degrees you 
have. recorded. In that way you will know the dates 
when your radiJGo. is affected by traQsiting }l>lanets and 
thus be ena'oled to prepare yourr.elf according to whether 
the aspect fm'lned is good or adverse. 

' ' 
For example: S:uppose at birth' you had Mercury in 

· Aries 26 degrees, the sextile to that is ~mini 26 degrees, 
Aquarius 26 degrees ; the square. is Can~er •·26 degrees, 
Capriourn 26 degrees; the trine is Leo 26 degrees, Sagit
tarius 26. ,degrees ; the opposition is I:ibrlt 26 sJ«;grees, . ' . 

• t 

• An effective way of 'ualn• tra&slts for a ,'deftnlte purp01e may 
be foull'tt outlined In the book "Astrolopr's Searehllprt" In t!lap
ter .!leaded, How to Find Best Dates for C.>neepdcm. 
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('fhe place of conjtmction is, of codrse, Aries 26 d,:grees.) 
Referring to .1910 Eph~muis, we find that Mars, for in-· 
stance, will be in conjunction with the radical Metcury 
on January 16th, ~ars biing ther.• in Ar~s 26 degrees. 
On April 25th Mars will.be sextile to this Mer~ry as 
it i's then in Gemini 2o degrees; on June 13th it is square; 
July 31st it is trine; November h\ it is in opposition. 
These are all the major aspects the transiting Mars will 
form to Mercury that year. The parallels should also 
be considered. The eff~ct of a transit begins about eight 
degrees prior to actual completion with major aspects, 
and about four degrees prior with minor aspects. The 
influence of a .transit expires quickly after culmir;wtion 
of the aspect. 

Note by the Ephemeris when each planet forms as
pects to all the planets in your chart, as illustrated above 
by Mars to Mercury . 

• 
Those who wish to be "Yery exact can amplify their 

t<Jble, or aspect referenc!! sheet, by fi~ing also the points 
of minor asp~cts ~d it' is then useful to watch aspects 
from planets in the progressed chart, as affecting the 
ooints of aspect in the radix. - • 

The transits of plan!)tS over minor aspects are hardly 
perceptible, but the transits over major aspects are im
portant while Phe_:i are forming. A•transit of Sun over 
the conjunction, square or opposition of the radical Sat
urn causes mental a'lld physicil depression, and such 
periods are very unfortunate for beginning an)' new or 
important undertaking. The Sun's orb of aspect is 
twelve degrees applying and oas it md'ves a~out one de
gree per day, the unfavotable period conti~ues for twelve 
days and then begins to wane. Even t\Jough there be 
favorable directional aspects operating, these twelve 
days should be ilvoided for importatft affairs. • . -- . . . 
• Th011e who poAeu the "Improved Mechanl~al AspecttuU.n" ~an 
lllld all the pplnte. of aspect to planeta In either ra~lx or pr~ 

creesell ~hnrt In a vert few minutes b;v merely placldg arrow ot 
revolvldg dial In ~ontact with loy ptanet ot the ~hart and the 
lhH!I running trom U IJhow all the degr~a and llllfDB In aspect 
Reqll'd th..-e In tabl\ form nncf torn arrow to next plallet, and 
so,on. Once the table Ls made It Ill JII)Od tor an t1JDe. • 
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But when favorable'-transits occur 'durin~ favorable 
directional or progre~sed asp«cts it may te depended 
upon as a fortunate period, apd especially those days 
when the Modn also'· forms good a'spects by transit. 
Transits are as important as prqg-res~ed aspects but the,ir 
effect is not so lasting

1 
i. e., the period of their operation 

is shorter. 

A Transit Illustrated 

Transits over the places of plant!ts in a natal chart or 
forming aspects with them are very effective and like
wise so in the progtessed chart. 

Transits to the place of planets which are forming a 
progressed aspect are very important. To illustrate this 
latter point, turn to Example Horoscope No. 4 and note 
that til.:= progressed Mars is forming a trine to the radical 
Ascendant. Read the delineation of this aspect <page 
184) which will be effective • from August 2.3, 1910 to 
August 23, 1911. H;Jwever, during the year other pro~ 
gressed aspects also operate, some of ';vhich are of con
trary nature, consequently, the effect of the progressed 
Mats trine Ascendant radix will be most noticeable when 
the aspect is supported or accentuated by transits 'of 
similar nature, t~1at is, good aspec~s. 

To calculate such s'upporting transits· maK:e note of the 
signs and degrees which favorably aspect th'e place of 
Mars and the Ascendant., Example": The Ascendant, ~ 
4" is* I:S '4", 6 * 4", * IIJ! 4", 6 Ill 4". The points which 
Mars favqrably asRects from Ill 4" are "' 4", ~,4", IIJ! 4", 
~ 4". Therefore, any planets wh_ich transit through the 
signs and deg~ees just shown must necessarily form 
favorable aspects to the progressed influence involved, 
i. e., Prog. & 6 Asc~dant radix. . -

•Before consultin!f'<he Ephemeris for 1910 to ~nd which 
p1anets' ;nay transit those favorable degrees, condense 
them into pne little table like this: 4" ~ •• IIJ!, Ill, "'· *• I:S, 
and then by observation yo•J will readily see tlt;;;t , ' 
would be in oppoilitien the ascendant, .although sextile 
to Mar~. Capricorn 4" is nof a whollt favora'~le point 
so it, is 'eliminated. Likewise ts 4• .is opposition Mlrs 
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!!!though trine the Ascendant, but )is -it. is not a ~bolly 
favorable point, it is rejc,cted. This leaves 4" §, llJ!~ Ill, *. 
But another ftct to remembl:r is that no planet conjj,mc
tion Mars is favoraQie, 'so .this eliminates Ill 4", leaving 
4" §, llJ!, *· Again must discretion• be use•d for not all 
plar,cts coming to cogjun~ion with the Ascendant are 
favorable. Mars, Saturn and Uranu'& transiting over the 
ascending degree are disturbing; Sun, Venus, Jupiter 
are favorable; Moon and Mercury are considered good 
also. Neptune's jnfluence is doubtful. Therefore, be 

~ 

Longitude of the Planets for August, 1910 

(Adapted from a page of Raphael~ Ephemeris-l 

D D 0 ) 
M W Long. Long. 

V t 1/ II 
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careful' in judgi-.1~ effects of, planets w~1ich may transit. 
the A.scendant. 

f<lowever, transiting bodies c;rossing over the horo
scopal place~ of oth.er bodies- or ovu important places in 
the horoscope such as sextile, square, trine or opposition 
to any planet, have a very ~ensible effect regardle!.s of 
whether or not thrre may be any directional aspect in 
force at the time.' 

By the Ephemeris page you may. trace any planets 
which transit the signs and <k!grees involved, namely, 
4' $, n:!, * during August, 1910. Make a list of such 
transits and recocd the date. Reference to the Ephemeris 
pai;~ shows the following transits: 

Transit Table 

0 4" liJI August 28, 1910. 
!;I 4:' I1Jl August 8, 1910. 
& 4 • I1Jl August 12, 1910. 

" 

]) 4' $ August 2, 1910. 
]) 4" I1Jl August 6, 1910. 
1> 4' * Augus'i. 21, 1910. 
]) 4 • $ August 29, 1910. 

In the foregoing we have an illu~ratlon of transits to 
a progressed aspect, together with the dates of the ex
thing in'riuences for one month. In actual practice the 
student would proceed in like manner from month to 
month in the· Ephemeris for th.e entire year of progres
sion. · 

Transits exert a more or less p~~erful' influence ac
cording to whether qr not other influences of similar 
nature- are in oper:~.tion. To illustrate this point clearly, 
turn to the Lunar Progressed Aspects where they are 
listed un ,page {78, and .you will sec; that ih November, 
1910, the wo~ressed Moon will favorably aspect the 
As~enda!lt r~t.dax. This supports the aspect of progressed 
Mars tnne Ascendant rad1x in 1910; also the tranaita 
which occur in N'l>vember. In December it will be noted 
that progressed .Moon is in favorabLe' aspect with Mars 
radix. This harmonizes with fhe aspect of progre~sed ,. . . . ' 
• Althouab 10me of the. tra~te mentioned oec:ur on 6a'l:ee prior 
to blrth41.J, (A-q. 2;!. 1910), tbe7 ere 111ed to demonstrate the 
pr~ of cbeckln& transits. • l • 
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Mars trine Ascendant ·radix, ald will accentqate or in
crease the•J>ower of the fOinciding transits in December. 

' Thus it is seen that :a directioJlal asp;ct is not notice
able continually throughout the year; its influence may 
he accelerated or .dimiflished according to the transits. 
This phase of transits, relative .to exciting progressed 
aspects, affords very interesting study and is also a valu
able feature connected wtth the Progressed Horoscope 
indications. Only because it requires some detail work 
is it generally negletted. But it should never be neg
lected. It is not difficult to understand and I urge stu- • 
dents to study this matter careful)y because of its im
portance. It· will be noticed that attention is give'!l main
ly to major aspects, as minor aspects by transit are 
usually evident only in minor or commonplace matters. 

Summarizing 

Pr~gressed Mars trine .t.scendant radix in 1910: Study 
the delineation of this influence in Part III. The Transtt 

•Table shows. when this aspect wi11 be excited and on 
those dates 'the native has the opportunity to work with 
Nature by concerning himself with the thinks indicated. 
U the progressed aspect had been malefic instead of 
benefic the dates of the transits to oltserve would be 
those when the proglessed aspect was evilly excited by 
squares and !1ppQsition. They wo~ld thus forewarn the 
native and enable him to so conduct his affairs as to 
avoid much of the disturbanc._s which would otherwise 
arise at the times indicated. 

Example of Transite in a Mltal C:hah . ' 
To illustrate the transit of a planet aSi>ecting tl)e rad-

ical planets, refer tQ the Ephemeris for 1910. Note that 
the Sun is transiting the sign Leo irP August. The radii 
shows 2l 18.58' jn !;\., Ephemeris :~hows that the Sun 
will transit this deg~e on August 12th. The. llt!luence 
of the Sun conjpnction Jupiter is very benefic. Reference 
to t)Jf'e Tradsit !able sbow1. that on August- "12th there 
is als6 a favorable transit of Mars.operating to the pro
gressed Mars trine ascendant Radix, thus making the 
day doubly benign •• 
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Referri,ng again to' thl Ephemeris, it .is observed that 
Mars enters Virgo on .August qth at which ti'me it must 
transit-' over the place of natal Sun at 0"29' IIR. Mars 
crossing place !if Sun is very altivatiwg and disturbing. 
It inclines to feverishness and to accidents. As Mars 
will be in the third house of Raltix ito will tend to exces• 
sive mental activity, h~:ste, force, aggressiveness, conten
tion and accidents on short journeys. 

Reference to the Ephemeris again shovts Mercury and 
, Moon also entering Virgo on August 6th. This makes 

a combination of three planet~ all crossing the radical 
Sun on that day. 'l'he conjoined influence of the Moon 
and !Wercury is favorable but their conj·unction with 
Mars is not. Hence, these mixed or contrary influences 
should produce a hectic day for this individual-a day 
in which he should exercise the utmof>t moderation, dis
crimin.ttion and tact, being extra cautious in writings, 
agreements, promises and short journeys . 

• 
Reference to the lJ-ansit Table shows that on the same 

day a favorable transit occurs which will ~e helpful and 
tend to modily these indications somewhat. Provided 
wil'tl this intormation, the native is enabled to act guard
edly and thus avoid much of the difficulty indicated Ly 
the triple conjll'nction mentioned. 

Example of Transits. 

Reference to the AugiJst Ephenteris shows the Sun 
transitin~ Leo. Chart No. 4 shows two planets in Leo: 
Venus· 9 .41', Jupiter 24"27'. The Sun will cross these 
degrees on 4-ugusr 2nd and 18th: 

Venus is traesiting Cancer until August 19th when it 
enters Leo. Venus cros,ses the progcessed Ascendant in 
.Cancer 25"57' on Atgust 15th. Venus crosses the pro· 
trressed Venus between August 26th aetd 27tJ;l. 

The tr~nsit of each planet in A~gust sh~uld be traced 
to find tr"a.nsiting aspects to planet& in' th~ progr~ssed 
chart and, whotaer gdod dr adverse; they shoOid be· 
recordFd, after whicli the same procct1ure is employed 
.for .ead:1 succeeding mon.th. For ins~ance, itwiH be seen 
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that Satut;ll beg'lns to retrograo'e from the 6th.degree of 
Taurus in•August ;[nd as Chart• No. 4 shows Mars in 
Scorpio 3' 41' it is evid~nt that Saturn by retrogiadation 
will transit to a~ opposition of ~ars. 

' The transit ovel" or to a point .1ffected by a progressed 
aspect will accentuate or precipi&te its effects, provided 
the transit coincides with the nature of the progressed 
aspect. If of contrary nature, however, its power will be 
checked and tbe dir;ction delayed in its action. 

A strong conjunction or opposition of two transiting• 
planets occurring in a critical or•sensitive place in a 
horoscope is always important and affects thinl!; ruled 
by the houses in which they are transiting. 

Transits begin to operate about eight degrees prior to 
the aspect and their influence is mainly felt on th~Jse days 
duri11g their formation when other aspects of similar 
nature come into actioil, especially if the transiting 
planet is in any way affected simili.irlY on the same date. 

· In a case like tilis of Saturn app[ying to opposition of 
Progressed Mars during June, August, September and 
October, 1910, its malign effect will not f>e notioeable 
~very day, but especially on those days when the Moon 
crosses those first f'w dt'grees of Tauus and Scorpio, 
occupied by Saturn and Mars, or square to those points, 
that is, i~ L~o and Aquarius. ' 

Once again let me remind tJ!e student that the subject 
of transits is important and well worthy of oai'Cful study. 
It is treated in detail here to enable you to grasp it cor
rectly aftd app~ it practically. In' actuaJ ptactice you 
will find it far· less cOmplicated than it,may seem now. 
Additional information on Transits willa be found. in Part 
V under subhead,o "Transits apd <;:hange of Residence." 

Luna tiona 

Does the :Monthiy New :Moon Affect Indi\ridualsi' 
• 

SJme New Moons (lunation~ are very irflportant, de· 
pending upon whether or not the •um'iriaries at their con
J~~nctiWl form &ny impo/tant aspects to planets in the 
tndividual's nativitv. When •the lunation oc~urs. in a 
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favorable {>lace in the' hJroscope and in agood, aspect to 
some of the radical planets it bf!toktns that the month, 
summed up in a general way, will be fortunate especial
ly if no strong!}'' maligs aspects' testify otherwise, but 
even then such lunation will ten,<i to mitigate the evil. 
The contrary is to be judged when tile lunation occurs' 
in adverse aspect to p11fhets in the radix, the evil being 
magnified should the lunation be an eclipse. The New 
Moons may be applied to the progressed horoscope in 
like manner. ' 
I 

The results of a lunation (good or adverse) are det.·"
mined bv the combined influences of the house in wh• .!I 
it occurs, the houses occupied by planets aspected bv 
the lunation, and the houses these planets rule. Fo1 
instance, the second house relates to finances; eleventh 
house to friends. etc. 

As the Lunation, or New Moon, is virtually a transit, 
the sign and degree of its occu~rence each month in the 
zodiac should be corrt:lated to both the;, na~al and pro
gressed charts. Reference to page 209 show;; that the 
Moon will m~et the Sun in conjunction on August 5th 
in the'l2th degree of Leo. Inspection of the progressive. 
chart shows that this point falls between Venus and 
Jupiter, thus forming a very forttl'.late indice for the 
month generally, taker as a whole, and t~is influence 
therefore tends to offset the forementioned triple transit 
over the radical Sun on August 6th. (Page 212) As the 
lunation falls near the plac~ of Jupiter. in the radix and 
sextile to. Mars this further accentuates its benign influ
ence due to.its benefio":ent asp~cts in both ,charts.• 
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FA"O~ABLE DAYS 

In Relatiol\ to Y C'jU' Own Horoscope 

How to Find Them 

Favorable and unfavorable days are indicated by the 
dates when Moon (as shown by her place in current 
Ephemeris) crosst.'S over or aspects important places in 
the nativity. • 

The Moon's aspects are the most important factor of 
all in determining the daily events in one's life. ObW~rv
ing students will soon learn how to apply these to their 
own horoscope, as the Lunar transits are all of monthly 
occurrence. 

Look in the current Ephemeris at the Moon's l~gi
tude on "the first of the month. Find that place in your 
own RaJix chart, then note'what aspects it will form 
to .your Radix planets during the da~ considering that 
it will move forwarcf in the zodiac about thirteen degrees 
in the next twenty-four hours. 

Tlte Moon's place as listed in the Ephemeris is its 
position at the time of JIDOn mark of tho place where 
you now reside. After noon mark, the Moon will ad
vance at the ratt! of. about one degret! every two hours . . 

Noon Mark is the mean time for which the planets' 
locations are inserted for each dly in the Ephetqeris at 
some particular place. It is the equivalent to noon in 
Greenwich. For ins~nce, on April 6, 193f, the Ep!.emeris 
shows Venus in 0"06' of li'isces at noon, Grc;edwich. At 
120" W. long. that is the position qf Venus0at 4:00a.m. 
In other words, the Jlloon Mark for places situated at 
120" W. long. is 4 a. m. on any aate.• (Noon Mark is 
defined in Part I.J 

• 
The Moon tdnsiting -a trine or sextile with tM!ooplace 

of the Sun in•yodr Radix is generally an indif&tion of 
one of 'tlie best days in the month in q ~usiness way, 
provided at the satpe time t~e Moorl does not form an 
ldvepe aspect with some otfier planet, and particv'larly 
with malefic planets ift the ndix. • • • 
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The, Moon conjun~tion wi~h you!' Sun. is good also, 
providing the Sun eat birth .. wa!> unafflicted. The con
jun ... tion is good for business, but not as good physically, 
as it someti1ues tenus to lower the' vitality. When the 
Moon is forming adverse asp~cts to your Natal Sun,. the 
day is adverse for new undertakings or for dealings with 
people of high po!l1tion, and is especially adverse for 
asking favors. 

The Moon in good aspect to. your Jupiter is next in 
power to her good aspect with the place of the Sun. 
Including the co11iunction and parallel, the good aspects 
to Jupiter are considered among the best which occur 
monthly. These aspects favor general business and 
social activity. 

The adverse aspects to Jupiter are not to be consider
ed a's very malign, yet they incline to misjudgrqent, ex
cess, extremes, extravaganc,e or over-estimation in busi
ness calculations or decisions. ,, 

The Moon's good aspects to Venus are next in power. 
T,hese, a~· with Jupiter, include the conjunction and 
parallel. On the days when this aspect occurs, it m'.ikes 
one feel hapRier, more optimistic, :nure sociable and 
more inclined to entertainment than usuaL Very good 
for visits and deaHngs with the femjnir~ sf'x. The ad
verse aspects to Venus are not very Jmport"dnt, but still 
they disfavor the thing~ just mentioned. 

Th.e Moon transiting an adver~e aspect with your 
natal N1!ptune, l5ranus, Saturn nr Mc.rs are 'all unfavor
able indicati('ns, the worst or1e being the aspect with 
Satu,rn. No new business should be undertaken when 
the Moon is in adversr- aspect wit£ the place of Saturn 
at birth, if it can Se avoided, for its teqdency is to bring 
.disappointments, • loss, hindrance, delays, vexations, 
anxiety. The good aspects to 'these planets tend to 
benefits .through the things which they ru,le. 

The Moon's· aspect i:o M.ercury or to its own place in 
the Radix, is not very imtfortant. Pfowever,. whe~J as-' 
per.tink Mercury, it inclines the mind to excessive mental, 
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activity, ar.1d pethaps causes the' native to be c'ven more 
to talking and reading tflan usu<tl. The aspects to the 
Moon incline to ~hange,and a desire to be on th~ muve, 
especially if the Moon IS in a mt>vable ~ign. 

The most important indications by this monthly 
transit of the Moon are shown wlien it' aspects the ruling 
planets of the horoscope, that is, the planet which rules 
the birth mont,h sign and the planet which rules the as
cending sign, or any.planet which may have been in the 
ascendant at the time of birth. 

In other words, on a day when the transitiag Moon 
favorably aspects a planet Is a good time for matters 
or things indicated by that planet; on the other hand, 
it is unfavorable for those things when that same planet 
is afflicted hy the Moon. As stated before, the most 
imprirtant of these to consider are the ruling •planets. 
Note the house of the iadix through which Moon is 
transiting. 

The good transits of the Moon will be more powerful 
in the months when the Moon by its pr·ogrl!ssed pOiition 
i!. forming favorable a5pects. Or at the time when there 
is a favorable transiJ of some other planet operating at 
the. same time, or during the period of a favorable lun
atitm, that i~. t,lle sign and deg1~e in which the New 
Moon octurs as related by house and aspect in your 
nativity. The Moon's favorible transits will be much 
weaker in the months when the Moon is aaversely as
pected ~y its progressed position. The Moon's good 
monthly transit" aspect to 3. planet \viii a¥aif little if in 
the same month the p;ogressed Moon is ~dversely afflict
ing that particular planet, and especia~ly so if the pre
vious lunation octurred unfav.ora~ly in the horoscope. 

Moon'• Tra.lll!it 'through the H"uses of a Nativity 

The ad"antege of knowing Moon's place ,ilnd aspects, 
as tt>nnected wit I. your nativity, lies in th~ fact that it 
has much dom\nion over the gePierll ·daily affairs. Its 
iJ!fluence is important b~cause it goes entireJy around 
your chart each month, through e_ach house, and.forms 
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every asptct to all the planets. Loqk in 'curreut Ephem
eris and note its place, then find' that place in your chart. 
When we see the Moon formillg a crrtain aspect we 
judge its effect, • and kl'lowing in advance what causes 
and effects will be in operation, go!ves .'IS the opportunity 
to decide a course of action in keeping with the indica-
tions. ' 

The house through which the transiting: Moon is pass
ing in the Radix is important, as fc helps to color the 
'.lspect with the nature of things ruled by that house. 
For instance, if the MJon is passing through your second 
house at:rl forming a good aspect to your natal Mercury, 
that would indicate a good day for dealing financially in 
matters connected with literature, advertising, printers, 
publishers; for visits, neighbors, kindred, etc. Usually 
when dte Moon passes through the sixth house of the 
horoscope, the native does not feel quite up to his •"lor
mal physical stamina. Should t~ Moon meet with heavy 
afflictions when passing thmugh the sixth house, natur
ally it would indicate' sickness or physiLal in.disposition 
of the kind indicated by the planets aspected. 

If the Moon is making a good aspect in your Radix: 
but on the same \iay is making ado•erse aspects in the 
zodiac, the good infiuc;nce is weakened, an<,! vice versa. 

It is presumed that you are thorou_ghly famfliar with 
the characteristics of the zol!iacal signs and the influences 
of the planl!ts, as well as things signified by the houses. 
This knowledge sho~tld enable you to interpret C'i)rrectly 
the influence of the aspects f<5rme<J. by th"e daily transits 
of the Moon in your horoscope at birth. In this matter, 
it should be rentembered you are to use the current 
Ephemeris, not that o~ the•birth year ol progressed year . 

• 
If' you will make it a point to noy: th~ Moon's daily 

position a~:u aspects in your natal chart day l)y day, reg
ularly f01 a.few months, you will SOQfl !tarn wha_t to 
expect of each aspect as •t oc~urs. This will be fou'nd 
of inestimable vafue irt helpini to determine the best 
course of action, especially on days when importan\ 
busines:s matters should be- transacted.• Read the Infiu-
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ence of Moon .Tran~iting the Twelve Houses, as !)hown 
in "Delineatiorts For Ho\-oscopes," in• Part III. 

bally Transits 

By daily transits we- mean those transits which occur 
each day in the zodiac among the •planets themselves 
without reference or application to the chart of any in
dividual, although, in a general sense they may be so 
correlated. • 

• An Ephemeris and the "Moon Sign Book''e reeord the Moon's 
dally position tn the zodiac. t It requires no great amouat of 
horOBCopal knowledge to be able to tell by these meaus just 
what house the Moon may be transiting In the Individual natal 
chart and the principal aspeets formed, and thus keep In touch 
with the changing lnftuences, to great advantage In numerous 
ways. Observatlous of thla nature provide the best proofs of 
Lnnar lnlluence, for, as the Moon goes from one house to andther 
and forml the various aspects, events will be seen to occur and 
feelings to change correapondlnglyP 

vie have here been B!;le&klng of thl! translling Moon as applied 
to the natal chart, ani!, were It not for certain modlftcatlons, the 
same coodltlons, events, etc., would reoccur with month.ly regular
Ity, except that the date of the phenomena would dltrer. Tile 
modllft:atlon Is that ot the Moon'~< dally "aspects" to planets In 
tha zodiac which establish the general nature ~f the day and 
those horOI!COpes which corrtspond to that general condition are 
the ones' which moat strikingly feel the e1feqs of Lunar ID11nence 

. tor that day. And 'her .!In Ilea the value of horoscopal knowledge 
In that respect,' tor It wlll be readily seen that If the ceneral 
condltlona are ext'ellent on a certain date, bot s n Individual's 
horoecopal condltloDB very adverse, tlfe oatlve need no~ expect 
Jooch of either testimony ; whereas, without betng able to note 
the contrary t'&BtlmoDles, that Ia, If the native baaed his judfiJDent 
ot the day upon the ollie set ot lntluencea wlthf.ut COD,llldiholng the 
other set be might at 110me tUI:Ie, sooner or later, 1>p disappointed 
In reaults expected. 

Compared to ooe penodwho can thus•read.,the horoscope. there 
are thoUBands who c~U~not, many of whom desire to take advantage 
ot a 11011rce ot tutormaslon which may ald In their progreu. For • 
this latter clau tJie Mooll Stgn Book" Ia especially prepared, 
and Is truly a "Planetary Dally Guide for All" as It atflftra the 
dates when youroplalfetar,y ruler Ia favorably or adverseU' aspect
ad: Th!J 2Dethod Ia very e1flcacloqs, aa ,Ia shown by b!stlmonlals 
from people who make a practice ot caretnl pbson'atlon year after 
:rear. -

t The BalledN was ~ntlnned In 1983. 
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Following is a list 'of the aspects t:.ken £,rom the Plan
etary Time Tables in the "Bulletina" for March 10, 1933, 
wM.:h is the date of the e~rthquake which shook up 
Long Beacht Los A~tgeles and surmunding towns. 

Planetary Time Tables for March, 1933 

Friday IO&tt 
-A.M.-

A ) p 8 •4.00 
}) In 111! 5.41 
-P.M.-

A }) p 9 5.01 
0 }) # l&f 5.14 
A }) PW 5.29 
A }) d 8 6.34 
A }) ' w 8.47 
A }) Pl&f 10.36 
A }) e. 9 10.59 
A 9 p w 11.37 

Note: Foregoing Plnnl'tary Time Tables for March, 1933, were 
t11-.ken from "The Astrological Bulletlna," then a quarterly maga
zine. Beginning with lasue No. 251 the Bulletlna became an A1"1111Al. 

1'hll Planetarf Time Tahlffi are pl"blfshed for one year In ad
vance. We have ao nametl them because they show In· orderly 
sequence the time whl-n nHpects become partlle•ln the zodiac. (In 
Pacltlc Stantlartl Time.) 'l'he nuture of each aspect Ia also Indi
cated. 'l'he time atutetl Is the moment ot maximum Influence, after 
which the lntluence tlhuinl:tlles . 

• 
You• will ftnd It very helpful to atudy the Planetary Time Tables 

from da,t to tlay dlltl their (jelfncatlona, headed "l>'avorable and 
Unfnvorahie•Djlys" In the "Uulletlna Annual." It will help you to 
determine the lbtluenee of aHpecta anti Rhow how to combine their 
lntluenees when• several ore In operation at practically the same 
time. Many persons depevd upon these tally Indications tor JUld
ance who have no knchvledge of their own horoscope and, of course, 
It Is better to have.aome JUidance than nolle at all. However, 

"atudegta who are familiar with operaU.Ona ih their bwn chart may 
uae th• f'lanetary Time Tables more el'tectlve1y. For Instance, 
It the Tl!f.e 'l'ables ahow a prepontlerance of. adyerae aapecta on 
the same illly your horoscope If al'tllcted; you are awan,; ~hat tcr 
you the unravoM~e !ionllltlons are accentuated. It your ho~ 
seope Is afflicted anillhe Time. Table lndl~>atlone are good, then 
the ad'terse Indications ot your chart will not be so manifest The 
rul,e bOida lood both waya. 
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• SOLAR *PERIC.'\o~. ' 

Good' and Advers~ 

As the Sun in its apparent da"ily motion transits 
through the zodiac it mov~s away from the place it held 
on your birthday, passing through ooe sign each month 
and at the end of a year returns to place of birthday. 

In the sixth mot~th from your birthday the Sun comes 
into opposition of your ;;odiacal sign of birth and its own 
place in your nativity, and tends to produce a trying 
time generally. Not a good time to m')ke any important 
move or ask fa~ors. In the third and ninth montbs it 
forms a square to your sign which is also an unfavorable 
period. 

Your Adverse Solar Periods Each Year 
(Approximately) 

From 78 to 95 d~ys after birthday. 
From J68 .to 185 days after•birthday. 
From 258 to 275 days after birthday . 

• T,llis seventeen day period, which occurs three ti~s 
each year, is not a good time to make important moves 
or ask favors. The "a<)verse" days in tht!se periods are 
apt to'be more ~o than usual, while tj1e "good" days are 
less favorable. Olf your "Astrological \Vall Calendar" 
make a list of these p~riods for usc with your good and 
adverse days. 

YGur Go9d Solar Periods Ea,h Year 
(Approximately) 

From 48 4> 65 days after birttday. 
From 108 to 125 days afterebirthday. 
From 22& to 245 days after J>irthday. 
From.2~ to <605 days after birthday. 

In thsse fo~r good.periods aim to extend your.interests 
and a8vance your business.• Yo\lr good dayl in these 
good periods are a.pt to be more fa~rable than at other 

'times, while your adverse cl'ays are usually less .'!levere. 
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'SPECTRTJltf' SHOWS mrFERENCE 
-

·:~cience and In'vention"' for' May, tm, published a 
diagram showing Sun, Vent1.; and Earth with lines indi
cating reflec~ion of Yight. When Venus is receding from 
Earth, lines are displaced toward red end of spectrum ; 
when moving toward Earth, lines are toward the oppo
site or violet end of spectrum. 

This may be interesting to researchers in the field of 
color. ' 

The subject of•Retrogradation, in relation to the horo-
scop<:, is treated on pages 54 to 58. · 
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INFI!UENCE OF PA~S.li'ORTUN~ 

Rule for 'finding place·· of Part 'of Fortune is r-.iven in 
Part I, and its influence -in the twelve houses is described 
in Part III. - · 

Apparently it has no influenc.e on the character or 
health, but is said to benefit any house in which it may 
be posited at birth by gain in things ruled by such house, 
subject to the 'luality of aspects it receives. 

Benefic planets by progressed motion or by transit• 
passing over or favorably aspectin.! the radical Part of 
Fortune are a favorable influence. 

Malefic planets in like manner passing over or adverse
ly aspecting it foreshadow loss. 

• 
As, shown by the method of computing its place, its 

position depends partly q}l location of Moon, and as the 
Moon in the progressed 'chart is constantly moving for-

' ward and tra.vel~. about thirteen degrees during the year, 
it follows that the place of Pars Fortunre in progressed 
chart would likewise be constantly changfng. Due to· 
this there is likelihood of error in placing it, so it may be 
omitted, if preferre<\; in fact, like the Moon's Nodes, 
many astrologers do not use it at all, except in Horary 
astrology. \l/e .mention these p6ints in order to aid 
those who desire to make practical research into the 
matter. In our own experiepce we have found these 
factors important and deserving of serious at'tention. 
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. Ef..:LIPSES 

A;e Eclipses Effactive Or~ly in Natal eharts, 

or Do The)l Also J.ffect the Progi'essed Chart? 

Eclipses affect that chart most in which they form the 
strongest aspects. Generally speaking, the natal chart 
is more responsive to New Moons, eclipses and transits 
than the progressed horoscope. For instance, if an 
eclipse occurred in such sign and ,!egrec that it formt·d 

• no aspects in either natal or progressed charts, its influ
ence would be felt through its house position in the natal 
chart rr-"re than by its house position in tl:e progressed 
horoscope. 

A New Moon, an eclipse, or a transit may cause an 
aspect forming in the progressed chart to be "set off" 
prematurely if they come into a like aspect with that 
formed by the planets. Howe~rer, there is really nothing 
premature in Nature. If the cclip~e. New Moon, or 
transiting planet shduld form an aspe~t contrary to a 
progressed aspect in proces5 of forming (coming to com
pletif'n) it would tend to retard the latter or modify its 
influence during the time such transit, New Moon <-r 
eclipse would be; effectively in operation. 

. ' A chapter 11t 14 pages eqtltled, "Eclipses," will be fo!fnj In 
"Powerful Planets. "• In tlle same book a chapter of 20 pages Ia 
devoted to "Comets," wh1ch gives dates of ~he sptJearance of 
fsmoua cbroeta and the elfeeta of their visitation. 
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RECAPITULATI6N 

The Progressed Horoscope 'is a chart made fol:- any 
year after birth to'show the natu1e of ca~~ditions which 
will affect the life during ,the twelve months of that year. , 

Each day after bfrth is equal to one year in progres
sion. 

In the birth year Ephemeris count forward as many 
days after birthday a15, you need to equal the year de
sired. Having found the desired date for progressed 
year, cast a chart as though you wer~ born on that day, 
using birth tia,le and same T. of H. used in makj,ug the 
natal chart. 

Correct the planets' places by logarithms, using their 
longitude on day for which chart is made and next day 
in advance, regardless of whether birth occurred !]efore 
or after Noon Mark. 

List the aspects, remembuting to reject all those which 
~ve passed the point of completion., and allow two de
grees for orb ,of asJ>ects between planets; one degree for 
the minor aspects. 

Galculate the declinations and record all parallels. Al
low 1 degree for orb. 

Record the ilpportant transits for the year of progres
sion, using Epllemtris for that year instead of birth year 
Ephemeris. · Allow 8 .degrees for orb of transit aspects. 

List all the influences, favoral>le and unfavomble, by 
aspect, parallel, transit and Moon's monthly position in 
longitude. ' 

Delineate each influence separately in tertTls or positiOn, 
location and dignity of the planets concented, and weigh 
their strength and plfwer. 

State the outst11.nding influences, wll;ther favorable o~;; • 
unfavorable: · 

Synthesize the.horosc:ope by condensing your.analyses 
into a<.y>ncis; judgm·ent of t~e yeir as a wholt. Do not 
predict anrthing from the progress.d ~hllrt that is not 
.mdicated m the natal chat't. Remember-"The_•Stars 
.incllbe; tliey do not c;C\mpel." 
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THEN AND. NOW 

Primary and Secondary Directions 
I '· 

'rhe Progressed Horoscope 
' 

Wilson's Dictionary of Astrology, "In which the var
ious systems and opinions of the most approved authors 
are correctly defined" (1885, p. 356), q1,1otes an example 
in the nativity of Charles V, Emperor of Germany, by 

' the renowned astrologer, Placidus. Herein Placidus 
demonstrates the ,importance of the influence of the 
follow:TJg, in the "day for a year" progression: 

Progressed planets forming aspects among themselves. 

Progressed planets forming aspects to planets in Na
tivity, (Sun- is classed as a planet.) 

' Progressed Moon from itr monthly position forming 
aspects to both naf!il and progressed planets. 

Progressed declination of Moon a~d planets forming 
parallels among themselves and with planets in the radix. 

Transits as affecting radix and progressed positiohs. 

Declinations of transiting planets forming parallP.ls to 
radix and progresseJ declinations. , · 

Lunations as affecting radix and progressed charts, 
both in )ongitude and dt;clination. 

Placid,•ts did no• outline them in this order but in his 
example enrv one of the foregoing was pointed out, 
while Wilson' adds the general opinion that the pro
gressed planets should be observed as they aspect the 
places of the angle:. in the radix (cusps of l st, lOth, 7th 
·~nd 4th houses). , ' 

. ' ! 
Placi'llus used these progressed feat~res in connection 

with ano;;,her method o£ directing •(primaty) b~,tt said 
that unless one Qf these prbgressed directions occurred 
at the same time, th~ primary direction would be of little 
or no fmportance. 
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Which giv.es rise to the belief that it is these pro
gressed influences, considered and applied in the mlnner 
enumerated and ta'ught, lhat are, •after 31, of primary 
importance. 

The late Alan Leo, famous English astrologer, said, 
"This method of progressing the horoscope not only 
includes the Primary and Secondary Directional Systems 
within itself, but 'also a,dds new factors of vital interest." 

This method in olden days was c;;tlled "secondary," 
but it has been. so improved by modern research~<> that 
it has assumed a p1ace of primary importance, and is 
now generally termed The Progressed Horoscope. 

Here let me give students a friendly warning not to 
be in the least disturbed by two statements in a r~cent 
(1931) 'astrological treatise: (1) "Progressed planets do 
not aspect each other," and ~) "Like progressed planets, 
transiting plan .. ts a_spect the radical ~lanets of the natal 
chart." -

Tthe second statement means that transiting planets 
do not aspect progressed planets. But every experienced 
astrol9ger knows otherf.oise.~ 

... . 
"Progressed planets do not aspect each other?" (1) It 

is unthinkable! To omit the influences of the progressed 
aspects one with another in the ~rogressed chart, would 
be omitting valuable information which should be in 
possession of the client by me:,.ns of wt.ich he may plan 
accordingly before it is time to act. Imagin~ how you 
would feel if you paid an astrologer to m~oke your pro
gressed horoscope avd he omitt~d all mention of the 
progressed Moon's aspects to all the' other progressed 
planets, pro$resse~ A~cendant and .Midheaven, • pro-, 

• Tbe rules a~ uamJ!lM lfven ID "Practical Alltrljoc l'or 
J!loraryboo;l.f' or the "A fo Z H~pe. Maker," wbell put IDto 
praettce, Will be couvlncln• proof ot the Pj)Wer aud lnftueuee ot 
both motloDB referred to, and wn~ place the mment In a ~t1011 
to av that anyone who sa:rs othenrlae reveala their !,:ilk of 
•ctuar uperlence to horoacop:r, or a d!Reprd for complete com
putaUODI and accurate ana1J8(e. 
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gressed,. Part of Fortune, progressed• decl~nations, and 
the mutual aspects .among the •planets on progressed 
birthtlay. (2) Picture the further deficiency in the Pro
gressed Horot.cope if.the Trat\sit as~ects to Progressed 
Planetary Aspects were omitted! You would feel that 
you had received but half a delinea·.ion. Without these 
features the Progressed Horoscope delineation would 
be misleading because incomplete, thus failing to indi
cate many important conditions which would eventuate 
in that year, and therefore not !ruly 'representative of 
the values which astrology has to offer when rightly 
practiced. 

Another Method of Bringing Out "Directiona" 

If your nativity Is very "radleal" (sueh as havlq the majority 
of the plauets In onl\es or eardlnal algoa,) then the dlreetlons of 
Mldheaven and Ascendant to radii of these plaoetll are very 
lmpol';.&nt. 

To get thla direction yon aiJqoly move the CUIIP of the tenth 
houae forward one degree for l!aeh year, bot leave the planets 
as they were at birth, 

Io a "radleal" nativity the transits of ~lan~ttr over the radii 
all very IJn?Qrtont 

If the nativity Ia not radleal, the progressed euspa to the<pro
creaaed planets' ,olaeea are most Important, and the transits of 
ruiiDc planets over these prolftl8Sild vlaeea. 

ll'or lastance: If yod' Wish to direct euaiJ!I to lll.dleal ,plaoeta for 
twentieth year, move the tenth radii c:uap forward 20 , then ftnd 
thta new M. C. In Table of Houaes for Vle aame latitude aa birth 
plaee. and arrange other ewpa as abown therein from that M. c. 
IDIIert ptaneta In the aame alcns and decreN of lonl\tude as at 
birth "(the bOWie poeltloas of some will be ehanged,) and note If 
any plallt!te are ertaBin& or llspectln& CU9W' of -lat.• lOth, 7th or 
4th houae Ptfrtl.eularly, and Judge armrdln&ly. To IIIUIItrate: We 
wlll eoppoi,e tliat UranUII wae 20" beyond fourth euep at birth. 
By movlq teDtta euap forward 20" (one degree for eaeh year) 
whleh aoto-tleally movett the fonrth CWIP likewise, It Will brlnl 
the fourth C!1J8P to a l:onjonctlon with the radleal Uranus, lndleat• ,m. a nddeD ehalll'\ of residence or demise tJf a parent. 

VadCIII' other methoda ot "dlreetlni" ex(et, eeb u the Trlr· 
ODODieb'teal method, dlreetlq the Prenatal Epoch, Solar Revolu
tlolll, Th.-Jtadlll: B,..rc., ete. The method (iveu•ln th(l book le 
the one 111011t anlvenaliT -lllllld, tor when all Ita elelllell~ are atlt
t.ed, u oatlllllllf llereiD. It teDders reliable Information for all 
praetltal pn~ by ambraclllf all aetlve zodlaeal lnllaeDeel, u, 
euumen&tad In lllaell type 1?11 pap 226. ' 
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-. , . - -
A to Z HC)I'oacope Maker and Delineator. 

PART III 

DEliNEATIONS for HOROSCOPES 

, "To everytbln6 there 18 a eeasou, an~ a time to eve17 
PDI'Jl08f: nndet the heaven: 

A time to be born and a time to die; a time to plant and 
a time to pluck up that wbl~b 18 planted; • • 

aA time to ldll and a time to beat ; a time to break down 
and a time to build up ; 

A time to weep and • time to laugb ; a time to mourn 
• and a time to dan~; 

A time to ca.llt a'!!'B:V stones and a time to gather stonee 
top~er ; a dme to embra~ and a time to retrain 
from embraclng; 

A time to get and a' time to IOM; a time to keep and a 
time to ca.at awa:v; • 

A time to rend and a time to aew ; a time to keep silence 
and ·a time tp speak; • • 

A time to love and a tjme t.O bate; a time of•war and 
a time ot peec:e." -&ee. III, 1-8. 

IndeM to Part III on page":Z:it. 
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PLANETP/R.Y IN,DICATIONS' 
• . . . 

IT IS PRESUMED that th0se Who undePtake to apply 
the iflformation given in Part III have mastered the 
necessary stepG of htroscope 'making and are familiar 
with the various element!i related to the natal and pro-
gressed horoscopes. ' 

The degree of success acquired in horoscope reading 
is exactly in proportion to your knowledge of the fore
going steps. It is essential, for, accurate delineation, 
that the student be familiar with the tendencies of the 
zodiacal signs, the characteristics of the planets, the 
nature of the hou~es, and the quality o.f the aspects, 
before ·attempting to delineate a horoscope. 

The birth chart (radix or nativity) is like a panoramic 
view of the life as a whole. The indications conta· ed 
therei1; give insight to the character, disposition ;;r.d 
tendencies of the individual and what may be ext>ect ~d 
of that person. The progr~sed chart, containing the 
directional aspects, Jresents a sectional view of the bi1 t~. 
chart and shows the conditions of thal par~icular periv•· 
and the till}.es when directional aspects will culminate . 

• 
Life brings conflicting experiences to some perso-ns 

and when readrng the indicatior10 in a horoscope the 
astrologer sees these,conflictions. For ins~ance, a planet 
in one sign might give contrary testinfony to, that of an
other planet in a different sign. Qne planet signifies a 
certain condition, the ott.er planet seems to deny it or 
testify to the opposite. These two apparently contra
dictory· iudication!i, do not nullify each other, for the 
testimony o~ each planet will manifest when brought 
into action by' a directional aspect or a transit. Some 
influences are n'bt brought into play until the latter part 
of life. Every testinon;t in the bi tit chart, whether by 
r.lanet, location, as~ect or position, rega~rding character 
of circpmstance, will in its own .tim~ becolne active. 
This is -j11"ainly foretold in Ecc. III, 1-8: 
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INDEX to Pa}t HI 

Part III treats in detail all the features connecte6. with 
the interpretation "of horoscopes. • The c'.elineations are 
given in an orderly and ~oncise manner, in non-technical 
terminology, in onfer to simplify the process for new 
investigators, as well as to provide a practical reference 
work for advanced students and for teachers in class or 
private instruction. 

ASPECTS, Philosophy of 419 

The lnfluenee of the SUN in the ~aeal Slcus 
Nature and rglerahlp of the Sun . . . . . ~7-8 
Sun lu Aries . 238 Sun In Libra . 241 
Sun In Taurus 239 Sun In Scorpio . . 241 
Sun In Gemini 239 Sun In Sagittarius 242 
Sun In Cancer 240 Sun In Capricorn 242 
Sun In Leo . 240 Sun In Aquarius . 243 
Sun In VIrgo 240 Sun In Pisces . . .• 243 

Jnllu,_e of Sign A~endinc a& Birth Time 
The Ascendant: A general description of the Zodiacal Sign 

ascending at tl~ of birth f . 244 
Aries . •. 245 Libra . . . 250 
Taurus . 245 Scorpio . . . 250 
Gem I nl . . . . 246 Sagitta rlus . •. 351 
&ncer . . . . . 247 Capricorn . . 252 
Leo . . . . . . 248 Aquarius ,. . . 253 
VIrgo . . . . . :!49 Pisces . . . . 254 

INFLUENCE OF TQE PLANETS IN 'HIE ZODIACAl, SIGNS 
Dllfere.cce lletween Signs and Houses 

The luftueoee of' the MOON 'Ill the Zodlaeai Slpw 
Nature and rulerahlp of the Moon . . . . • . 258 
Moon In Aries . 259 Moon lp Libra . . . 263 
Moon In Taurus ' 260 Moon In Scor.nJo '. . 263 
Moon In Gemini 260 Moon In St·glttarlua . 2M 
Moon In Cancer 261 Moon In Cfprlcorn . 2M 
Moon In Leo • 261 Meon In Aquarius . ' 265 
Moon In VIrgo . ; 262 Moo~~tln Plscee • . . 265 

The IDia-'ee of MERCURY Ill the,Zocllaal Sip 
Nature and rplenJtlP Ill Mercury . . . . . ,,. • 287' 
Mercury In Aries . . 268 Marcury In Libra • 270 
Metel}ry In l.l'aurus ~ 269 Mercury In Seorato . 271 
Mei'Ctry In Gem!Dl . 269 • ).lerenry In Sal\ttarlua 2'11 
Mercury In Cance~ 269 Me~ury 1u Capricorn 271 
Mercury In Leo . 270 • Mercury In AquariUf • 272 
Mercury In VIrgo . 270 Mereary In PiBeee • • 272 
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''!be IDBueoee .:tf 1Nus ill the z~ei.l Sign~~ 
Nature•and rulershlp or Venus . . • . ·• • 273 
Venus In Arlee •274 • Venus In Libt•a . . 277 
Venus In Taurus 275 Venus In Scorpio . . 277 
Venus In Gem19,1 Y,75 'Venus ~n Sagittarius • 278 
Venus In Cancer 276 Venus In Capricorn 279 
Venus In Leo . 276 .Venuf in Aquarius 279 
Venus ln Virgo 277 Venus In Pisces • 280 

'lbe ID8ueoee of MARS in the Zodiaeal Sign~~ 
Nature and rulershlp or Mara • . • . 281 
Mars \n Aries 282 Msrs In !!.!bra . . 287 
Mars In Taurus 283 Mlfrs In Scorpio . . 288 
Mara In Gemini 284 Mars In Sagittarius . 288 
Mars In Cancer 284 Mars In Capricorn 289 
Mars In Leo . • 285 Mars In Aquarius . 290 
Mars It-~ VIrgo . 286 Mars in Plseee . . 291 

The Inftuenee of JUPITER Ia the Zodiaeal Signs 
Nature and rulershlp of Jupiter . . . . . . 293 
Jupiter In Aries . 294 Jupiter In Libra . . 297 
Jupit~ in Taurus . 295 Jupiter In Scorpio . 298 
Jupiter In Gemini . 295 Jupiter In Sagittarius' 298 
Jupiter In Cancer • . 296 , Jupiter In Capricorn . 299 
Jupiter In Leo . 296 · Jupiter In Aquarius . 299 
Jupiter In VIrgo . . ,,297 Jupiter In Pisces . . 300 . ' 

Tbe IDBuflllell ol SA TURN Ia the Zodlaeal Sign~~ 
Na¥Jre and •rulershlp or Saturn . . . . • • 301 
Saturn In Aries . 302 Salurn In Libra . • 304' 
Saturn In Taurus . 303 Saturn In !'l<"ornlo :l04 
Saturn In Gemini•. 303 Samrn In Sagittarius . 305 
Saturn In Cancer . 303 Saturn In Capricorn . :so5 
Saturn In Leo • • '303 Saturn b A!lcarius . 306 
Saturn In Virgo . 304 Saturn In Pisces· 306 

The IDBueoee of URA!NUS in the. Zodiaeal Siena 
Nature.a~d rulershlp or Uranus . . . . . • 308 
Uranus In Aries • • 309 Uranus In Libra .. . 312 
Uranus lrf T11urus • 310 Uranus It• Scorpio , 312 
Ur1.nus In Gt!mlol . 310 Ufanus In Sagittarius . 313 
Uranus In CanCf'[ . 311 Uranus In Capricorn . 313 
Uranus In Leo . . . 311 Uranus In Aquarius . 314 
Uranus In Virgo . • 1,311 • Uranu~ In Pisces . . 314 

• The lnftueoee o( NEPTUNE In the Zodi&c-al Sign~~ 
_Nature, and rulershlp of Neptune . •. .f . , . ' . 316 
Neptune fd Aries • • 318 Neptune ·,n I.lbra . 321 
Neptune ln0 Taurus • 318 Neptunp In •3col".lio • , 321 
Neptune In &emlnl • 319, Neptune In Sagtttarlne 822 
Neptune In Cancer •. 320 Neptune ~n Capricorn. 322 
Neptune In Leo • 320 Neptune to Aquarius . 323 
NeptunlJn Virgo • . 321 Neptune In Places • 323' 
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INFLUENCE OF ,PLANETS IN THE 'MUNDANE j10USE8 

How to jud,ee their Inftuem;e 335 

Planets ID lai f\ouse • 
Moon ..•... 337 
Mercury . . . 337 
Venue . . . . ~ 8811 
Sun . S39 
Mars . S39 
Jupiter . 340 
Saturn . 340 
Uranus . • 841 
Neptune . d43 

Pianeta In 3rd House 
Moon . . 848 
Mercury . . , . . IWB 
Venus . 84& 
Sun . . . . . 848 
Mara . 848 
Jupiter . . . MO 
Saturn . . . MO 
Uranus . . . 3M 
Neptene . . . 351 

Planeta 1D 5dl House 
Moon . 357 
Mercury . , . ·• . 357 
Venus . 358 
Sun . . Sli8 
Man . 358 
Jupiter . . . 358 
Saturn . . . S.~ 
Uranus . . . . . . lf60 
Ne}Stune . . . . . 360 

Planet& ID oftb h'-e 
Mooo . ' . 888 
Mercury . ' 888 
Venus . 388 
Suo . . 388 
Mars . ., 388 
Jupiter . . • 870 
Saturn . . . 87b 
Uranus . • . 871 
Neptune . . . ~ 871 

Planet& In ttll a
Moon . . , . • . • 878 
Mercury ' . • ' • 378 Venus . . •. . • 87'r 
Suo . . . • , • • 87'1' 
Marso . • '. . • : 378 
.Juplt.er . • . • • 878 
Saturn • • • • J 378 
Uranus • • . • 378 
lCeptuoe • • • • ., 880 

Plaaete iD Znd Hoiue 
M&on • •. 3411 
Mercury 345 
Venus . 3411 
Sun . . 3411 
Mars . S48 
Jupiter . S48 
Saturn . S48 
Uranus . 347 
Neptune . 847 

PlaMta iD 4111 HOQIMI 
Mooro . . 302 
Mercury . - . 252 
Venua . 358 
Suo . . 354 
Mars 354 
Jupiter 354 
Saturn . 355 
Uranus . . . • 355 
Neptune . . . 358 

Planet.! ID 6th House 
Moon . 361 
Mer&ry . 362 
Venus • . 362 
Sun .•.. •· 363 
Mars . 863 
Jupiter . . . 384 
Saturn .• . . 313.'5 
Uranus • . . 385 
Nep~ne . . . 386 

P'-U In 8dl House 
:Moon . 372 

,Mercury . 372 
Venus • . • •. 378 
Sun . . . 373 
Marl! • • . . • 374 
Jupiter • . •. . 374 
Saturn . • . • . . 374 
Uranus ,, ....• 375 
~eptune . . . . . 375 
....._iolethR- , 

Moon • . 381, 
Mercury • . , 381 
v eD118 • • '·' 382 
Sun • • • 38S 
Mar11 . . • , • • • S88 
J"bplter, .. • • • • . 11M 
SatllrD • • 8815 
Uranu .. . . . ,•. 888 
~eptuDe • • lj8'J 
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PlaDets ID tub Hotme 
Moon •. 388 

. PIUJefs ID 12th House 
Moon • . •. 392 

Mercury . . . . •388 
V entftl • 388 

• Mercury • • 392 
Venus • 302 

Sun .... .,. ;.!89 
Mars . . . 389 

'Sun . • . 393 
Mars . 393 

Jupiter . 389 
Saturn . . . . 390 

•1fupil;fr . 394 
Saturn . . . . 394 

Uranus • . . 300 Uranus . . . . 300 
Neptune . 391 Neptune . • . • 300 

HOUSE RULERS, Significance of a Planetary House 
Ruler when posited In Another House . ' . . 396--412 

Ruler of Fint House when posited in other Houses 397 
Ruler of Second 399 Ruler of Eichtb 400 
Ruler of 'lblrd . 400 Ruler of Ninth . 407 
Ruler •-f Fourth . 401 Ruler of T8Dtb . 409 
Ruler of FUth . 402 Ruler of Eleventh 410 
Ruler of Sixth . . 403 Ruler of Twelfth . 411 
Ruler or Seventh . 405 

INFLUENCE OF PARS FORTUN.E AND MOON'S NODES 
• IN THE TWELVE MUNDANE HOUSES 

In First House . 414 Io Seventh House 416 
In Second House • 414 In Eighth House . 417 
In Third House .,. 415 In Ninth House • 417 
In Fourth House . 415 In Teni~ House . 417 
In Fifth House . . 415 In Eleventh l'l:ouse 418 
1n.Slxth House . . 416 In Twelfth House 418 

ZODIACAL ASPECTS DELINEATED 
Favorable and Unfavorable Aspede of all the Planets 

With Refereoee &o the Natal Otart . 
(See "Conjunctft>ns and Parallels'' Q_n p&ge 421.) 

Mooo 
Favorable Aspects 

Moon to, Mercury • 423 • 
Hooo to Venus • . 424 
)a.oo'li.. \.<:\ ~'l.'ll. • • • 425 
'io..~ \.<:) ''tfo.'ll.'t'@. • ~ • 1\'l.\\ 

lllloon to J u~\ter . 42'1 
Moon to Saturn . . 428 
Moon to Uranml • • 4.29 
Moon to Neptune . .. 43e 

Unfavorable Aspects 
Moon to Mercury • 423 
Moon to Venus . . 424 
lii\oon. to 'i!.un. . . . <\'2!) 
l4oon. to.\\an. . . ~ 
Moon to Jupiter • 4Zt 
Moon to Saturn . 428 
Moon to Uranus • ..SO 
Moon• to Nept11118 480 

Favorable Aapu." Mercury • 
Hercur:, to Venus 432 
llercuey to Sun • 433 
llercury 1.\t Mars . •• 4Sf 

to Jupiter • 43G 
Saturn' • •488 

• 488 
• 489, 

Ualavonltle Allpeete 
Me'J-cnrll to l"eau . 488 
llercarjl tn San . . 488 
llercw)l tb Man 4U 
Mercu17 to .JUpiter -: 48IJ 
llercarft to Sa tam • 1 487 
Mercury to Uranue • G8 
llerc~r.r to Neptoae , 411& 
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Veau~' 
Favorfble .&\pee&. 

Venus to Spn . . • • 440, 
Veous to Mars • . • 441 
Venus to Jupiter ._ . 44i 
Venua to Saturn . . 448 
Venus to Uranus . . 
Venus to Neptune •. 

Favorable Aapeeta 
Sun to Mara ., 445 
Sun to Jupiter . . 446 
Sun to Saturn. . . 448 
Sun to Uranus . 449 
Sun to Neptune . 45il 

Favorable A~t. 
Mars to Jupiter 451 
Mars to Saturn 452 
Mars to Uranus 453 
Mar; to Neptune 4M 

Suo 

..,.pl&er 
Favorable Aspeeta 

Jupiter to S{lturn •. 4M 
Jupiter to Uranus . 456 
Jupiter to Neptune . 457 

Favorable Aapeeta o 
Saturn to Uranus . 458 
Saturn to Ne[ltunP• • 459 

Favorable Aapeefa 
Uranus to Neptune . 460 

Saturn 

UI'IIIIUS 

Unfavorable lapeeta 
Vtnus to Sun . . . 440 
Venus to Mara . •. 441 
Venus to Jupiter 442 
\"enus to ~aturn . 443 
Venus to Uranus . 444 
Venus to Neptune 445 

Unfavorable Aapeeta 
Sun to Jupiter 447 
Sun to Mars . 446 
Sun to Saturn 448 
Sun to Uranus 4110 
Sun Ito Neptune 451 

• 
Unfavorable Aspeeta 

Mara to Jupiter 452 
Mara to Saturn 453 
Mara to Uranus . .. 4M 
Mara to Neptune 456 

Unfavorable Aapeeta 
Jupiter to Saturn 456 
Jupiter to Uranus . 457 
Jupiter to Nelftune . -JI!8 

Unfav&rable Aapeeta 
Saturn to Uranus . 458 
Satarn to Neptune . 459 

Unfavorable ~pee&. 
Uranus to Neptune . oleO 

Nep&lme -
Aapecta of Neptun41 are covered In the torel'ofna. 

Plu&o 
For Ptuto'a aspects - llii'C 824. 
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IDfi~BK~ of Aapeets by Tr .... u 

Ge~~eral lndlcatioDI et the Ga.d add Adverse Aspects 
ot Tranaltlng ~!aneta 

Good' • Adverse 
Moon . 461 ¥oon • . 
Mercury 461 Mercui-y . . . 
VenDI . 462 Venus . . • . 
Sun . . 464 Sun . . . . . 
Mars • . 465 Mars 
Jupiter . . 466 Jupiter . . . . 
Saturn . . 467 Saturn . • . . . 
Uranus . . 468 Uranus . . . . . 
Neptune . . . 470 Neptune . • . . . 
Pluto . . . ., 471 Pinto • . . . • 

lrdlueaee of Tranaitlng Mooa In the Twelve· Houses 

In Aseendallt 472 Ill 7th House . 
Ill 2Dd House 472 Ill Stli House . 
In 3rd House 472 In 9th House . 
Ill 4tl\_ House 473 In 10th House 
Ill 5th Hou!lt' 473 In 11th House . 
In 6th House 473 In 12th House . 

461 
462 
463 
464 
465 
467 
468 
469 
470 
471 

473 
473 
478 
478 
473 
474 

4711 PROGRESSED HOROSCOPE ASPECTS 
Solar Progressed A~ta . '• 476--479 
lAmar Progressed AapectiJ 
Mupw Protressed Aspect& 
Mercury . . . . . 485 
Venus ...... 487 
Mars .... • .. 489 

. . . 
. .Jupiter 

Saturn 
Ur&nus 

480-484 
485---494 

491 
...... 493 
..•.. 494 

PROGRESSED Aj)PECTS TO THE ASCENDANT .. . .. 
Moon . . . . 41115 Jupiter . • . . 498 
Mercury • . . . . 400 Satntn . . , • . • 498 
Venus . , . . . • . 496 • Uranus . . . . . . 499 
Sun . . . . . . . 496 Neptune . . . . . 499 
Mars· . . . • . . . 497 Pluto . . . . . • 500 . ' 

PROGRESSED ASPEC'lil TO 'I'IIE MWHEAVEN 

Moon. • • . • , • -. 1!01 Jupiter • • 504 
Mercury • . . • • 501 Satu"l, • , 504 
Veu01 • , . • ; • < 1102' UranUB • . 500 

' Sun • . . . . . . 1!02 Neptune • • 50ii 
Idars • . . . . ~ 503 Pluto . . . . • . . :1011 
Pl'(lln!aro Aapecta to Radix Planets or Cutps • . 479, 1!06 
Tralllltlng Aspect& to Radix or CUsps . I • 506 
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, INFLUENCE OF THE SUN 

IN 'tHE TW.EL'VE ZOI.SIACAL SIGiiS 

,The Sun 

The Sun apparently passes through all the signs of 
the zodiac in one year, leaving one sign and entering 
the next about the 21st day of each month. The Sun 
is always on tlie ecliptic, therefore, void of latitude. It 
rules the sign Leo and has but one sign for its "home.''. 

The warm,th which we commonly experie"*e is r.ot 
the heat of the Sun, as is usually supposed, but is due 
to a cool, positive magnetic wave meeting one of nega
tive quality from the Earth, thereby developing both 
light and heat and affecting all other planets likewise, 
in proportion to their mass and density, but vai"ying in 
inten•sity according to theJ?osition as related to the solar 
orb and other stellar considerations . 

If not hltmpered by unfavorable aspects from other 
planets, and dignified by position in the horoscope, it 
l:estows a nature which is ambitious, proud, (but seldom 
admitting it) magnanimous, frank, gc;nerous, humane, 
fir~ and honorable. • Leo natives aspire to positions of 
rulership and. by J:heir earnest nature inspire others with 
a respect lor the1r abilities, so they usually attain posi
tions of trust, responsibility and honor where they are 
perfectly at home and capabl~ of practical eJ~;ecution to 
a very satisfactory degree. 

But when the Sun •at birth is unfavorably aspected 
and otherwise undignified the native \<; incline<! to be 
too forceful, lordly, domineeriqg, P.Ositive, arrogant and 
extravagant, ipclining, also, to si~kness of a feveri!IP, 
inflammatory nature, eye afflictionsoand heart disorders, 
as well as loss•Js of' position, credit or estewrt due to 
impulsiveqess,. 

Ali the adverte testimonies, "partic.'Ularly those owing 
their origin to the mind lnd physical conditioG, can be 
c-orrected and grea.tly improves! by study of ps~ch9logy, 
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and by taking a deep interest in advance thought 
subject~ with a view 'to unfolding latent qualities, de
veloping self-control and harmonlzing t"te environmental 
conditions. Th~ early' morning sunshine should be 
sought, the heat of day avoided. V''hen making con
scious effort along constructive lines, Leo people will 
find frequent strolls on the hills and in the woods con
ducive to inspiration, vigor and harmony. Many impor· 
tant events of life will occur on Sunday .. 

Things Ruled by the Sun 

The San by nature is hot, dry, masculine and life· 
g1vmg. It has much to do with health and the vital 
principle. It has dominion over the individual progress 
and social success. It rules positions of rank and title 
and hig.b office generally. In the human anatomy it 
governs the sides, back, heart, right eye of the male and 
left eye of the female. 

Occasionally the Sun may enter the algn a day l!arller or later 
than the date~~ quoted In thla chapter. It a person Is born on 
one ot .,the data; given as the change from one sign to another 
It becomes necessary to note carefully the Sun's plsce given h. 
birth yesr ephemeris to determine whether or not It had changed 
signa at tlme of birth. An ancleut rulewwaa to the effect that 
when a planet reached the 28th degree It began to Influence '<he 
next sign. -

The planet which rules the algn the Sun occupies ~t birth Ia 
known as a "ruling" planet i\nd througliout life the aspects 
of the rulln~t plunPt, whether by transit or by progression, are 
Important. factors in producing events and changing condlllona. . . 
Sun is in Arie~ between March 21• and April 19 Yearly 

0 'T' 

In Aries the Sun gives much mental enetgy and quick 
wit. • NaQves of this"sign are naturvl l~ders, 'more or 
less headstfbng or impulsive, ambitious, f II ol enterprise 
and new idea~. They do not like to be t nder 'i:he direc
tion of a master apq are mclin~d to be fiery and qtfick
tempered, quick to resl!nt abu~ or impdsition but for
giving anc\ do not hold a grudge long. Their great love 
of freedom and justic;_e, co\lpled with 'their enthusiasm 
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and self-will, makes them liable 'to go to extremes 
through indignation, hasty speech .or lack of discretion. 
They possess penetrating will-power, are penllstent, 
de~ermined and not casil/ discour~ed. 1\re philosophic
al by nature, admire scientific thought, and are at their 
best when at the .. heaA of things, such as director, 
instructor, superintendent or manager. 

Mars is the planetary ruler of the sign Aries. 

Sun is in Taurus between April 20 and May 20 Yearly 

0 !S 

In Taurus the Sun makes the native self-reliant, deter
mined, persistent, stable, firm, careful and cautious. 
Taurians fear pain. They seem patient and will wait 
a long time for their plans to mature; gentle wh.en un
provo!oed but furious when angered and then headstrong 
and unyielding; secretive a :ad reserved with latent energy 
'lnd mental power; practical and Cljlnstructive. Lovers 
of nature, act: mflsic, literature and amusement. Are 
usually capable of becoming psychics, mediums and 
healers. Make good public servants, oFficials •and 
sprendid executive workers. 

• 
V~nus is the planetary ruler of the sign Taurus. 

Sun is in Gemini between May 21 and June 20 Yearly 

0 n• 

In Gemini the ~n makes the nativeosympath<!tic, kind
hearted, affectionate, fend of home and <!hildren and 
easily influenced by kindness, at times t9 his detr~ment. 
Is sensitive, intuitiCV~al, idealistic. Fond of science and 
as a rule studious and usually endo\ved with great im. 
aginative abilit.f. Possesses an activ.e mind and can be 
relied upon tQ ac~quickly in an emergency. l:; •an ex· 
perimenter and i vestigator, quick reasoner, generally 

.a goo& writt!r; li 5 to be busy and can enpge in two 
or more octupatipns at on"ce but .mus~ be allowed to 
work in his own way. Changeful, inquiring, dt>ubtful 
nafure, hard to understand, but versatile, alert, d!xterous . . . 
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' ' 
and skiitful. Is am'bitious, aspiring a~d loves change 
and diversity. • 

Mercury is the planetary rulc:.r of th.e sign Gemini. 

Sun is in Cancer between June 21 ~~:nd July 22 Yearly 

0 $ 

In Cancer the Sun gives a quiet, reserved, retiring sen
sitive disposition, yet inclined to publi.:ity. Versatile, 

, changeable; with many "ups and downs," changes of 
occupation and position, but desires to stick to his own 
course. ,Possesses a fertile imagination and dramatic 
ability, loves nature, adventure and strange experiences. 
Is mediumistic, receptive and influenced greatly by 
surroundings. Industrious, prudent, frugal and very 
conscientious. Has a retentive memory. Loves appro
bation,' sympathy and kindness; fears ridicule. Fruitful 
and reproductive, patriotic; attached to home" and 
family. 

The Moon is the planetary ruler of .. the !!ign Cancer. 

Sun ·:s in Leo between July 23 and August 22 Yearly 

0 n 

In Leo the Sun g:ves an active mind, good nature, 
generosity, many friends. Is a natural tearier, ambi
tious, independent, deterp,tined, per6istent, industrious, 
honest and very conscientious; philosophical, philan
thropic. Quickly angered but quickly appeased. Has a 
sunny disposition, '•S frank,, outspoken,. candid, forceful 
and greatly appreciates affection •in which he is usually 
ardent and sincrre. Magnetic, intuitive and inventive; 
fond of children, spqrts, drama, honers and high office. 

·The Sun is the p!anetary ruler of the -sign Leo. 
' . -

Sun is in "Virgo between August 23 an~J Sept. 22 Yearly 

.. 0 WI 
In Virgo the Sun makes th.: native inodest, thought

ful, seridlls, contemplative and industrious with desit~ . . . 
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to refine th; mind a;d acquire 'knowledge .•• Learns 
quickly, is' philosophical., a good .reasoner and usually 
has a good command of language. It gives good en
durance, reserve force, quick recnperatio11 and as a rule 
Virgoans do not shq,w their age. Quick-tempered 
but not a fighter Is Virgo prefers arbitration. Loves 
order, beauty, art and literature. Not easily discouraged 
or kept down, although somewhat given to worry. Is 
idealistic yet practical, frugal yet speculative, ingenious, 
careful, cautious and usually endowed with good fore
thought. Very active and seldom contented long at a • 
time. Desires wealth but not able, is a rule, to acquire 
wealth easily. Interested in hygienics, diet a ad labor 
conditions. 

Mercury is the planetary ruler of the sign Virgo. 

Sun is in Libra between Sept. 23 and Oct. 22 Yearly 

ab 
• In Libra J:ke ~un gives love of justice, peace and 
harmony. The native is courteous, pleasant, agreeable 
and as a rule even tempered, affectionate, sympatltetic 
anti sensitive to surroundings and conditions of friends. 
Is a natural peacemaker, just, kind, arl'liable and gen
erou~. Modest, neat, particular; loves art, refined pleas
ure and amusemerlts; artistic and drslikes unclean work. 
Is intuitive 'and has objective foresight. Usually marries 
young and generally more thMJ once. 

Venus is the planetary ruler of the ~ign Libr~. 

Sun is in Scorpto between Oct. 23 and Nov. 21 Yearly 
• 

0 II\ • • 
In !:icorpjo die Sun gives strong characteristics ani 

shrewd, keen jud~en'l. The Scorpion native is..ct-itical, • 
suspicious, fke~t al but enterprising, resef1ed, ten
ncious,•determine and secr,tive., Fond of lu'lturies but 
economical and c lculating; restless., e\'u!rgetic, fond of 
travd especially on water lnd admires grandeur•in na· 
tut\. Attends to 0\ll(n affairs in ,business but in lnatters 
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of duty' may make to~ouble for others. In speech plain, 
blunt, sarcastic and forceful; in polit1cs ot law very 
aggressive. At best, 'original, 'scientific, sagacious, dar
ing and creative, capable of mu::h sucress through bold 
enterprise. Ptne engineers, contractors, surgeons, 
chemists, detectives and sheriffl are. born in this sign. 

Mars is the planetary ruler of the sign Scorpio. 

Sun in Sagittarius between Nov. 22 and, Dec. 21 Yearly 

0 t 

In Sagittarius th«! Sun gives a jovial, !.>right, hopeful, 
genero~ and charitable nature: self-reliatlt, active en
terprising, frank, outspoken, honest, ambitious, perse
vering and not easily discouraged. Loves liberty, free
dom and out-of-doors sports; dislikes a master and will 
not be., driven. Generally has a strong will and is sin
cere, honorable, earnest, aspiring, energetic, and • what 
he says goes right to the mr.rk. Shows reverence for 
philosophy and science, has good calculation and fore-. 
sight and is usually prophetic as to' thl: . outcome of 
movements _or enterprises. 

Jupiter is the planetary ruler of the sign Sagittaritis. 

Sun is in Capricorn between Dec. •22 and Jan. 19 Yearly 

0 \1 

In Capricorn the Sun •f;'ives a quiet, thoughtful, ser
ious n.atu1-e, deep mind and good reasoning ability; gen
erally pr~ctical, eGonomical and given to investigation. 
Capricornians act with dignity. and ' self-esteem, are 
somewhat particular, ambitious and persevering; never 
entirely discotiraged although often disappointed: 
thorough and hard •workers. Careful, cautious, frugal, 
.end make the most of opportunities. • Usually meet 
wHh s~me heavy obstacles in tho. path of desires and 
progress;"yet by dint of persistent, pa~ient' and concen
trated effo::;t often butt their way thrcf!.!gh a'ad triumph 
over circumstan.c~'l. 

Satur't;' is the planetary ruler of the sign Caprico~:~. 
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Sun is in .1\quarius between Jan. 20 and Feb. l.8 Yearly 
0 ;::: 

• • In Aquarius the Sun gives a• quiet,• patient, deter-
mined, unobtrusivt:,. an~ faithful nature, as a rule. The 
Aquarian is refined, pleasant, friendly, generous, char
itable, dignified and humanitarian; fond of art, music, 
scenery and literature; cautious, steady, intelligent, 
intuitive, discr.iminative, concentrative, s t u d i o u s, 
thoug·htful and philosophical. Good reasoner, practical 
as well as theoretical; strong likes and dislike& and • 
often with very radical and advanced ideas; is cheerful, 
sincere and honest, easily influenced by kindn~ss, slow 
to anger, but will not be driven; loves liberty and is 
fond of occult research. 

Uranus is the planetary ruler of the sign Aquarius . 
• 

' Sun is in Pisces between feb. 19 and March 20 Yearly 

0 * 
In Pisces the Sun generally gives a kind. and loving 

naJure, confiding, honest, amiable, sympathetic • and 
especially kind to dumb animals or people in distress. 
Neat, particular and ae lover of order an~ completeness; 
mod~st, often timid and lacking s;lf-confidence. As a 
rule Pisceaps are industrious, methodical and logical in 
their conclusions; idealistic, imaginative, inspirational; 
often gifted with mediumistic ~acuity and US\li.lly fond 
of secret, occult or psychic investigation. 

Neptune is the" plane,tary .. uter of the sign "Fisces. 
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THE ASCENbANT, 

, A General Description· of the. Inftuence 

of the Zodia\:al Sigt. Ascendlng at Time of Birth 

The following delineations of the effect of Ascending Signa 
are for the olgos alone without any planet In the Firat Houoe. 
If any planet be therein It will modify these testimonies. A 
fortunate planet wUI Increase the good and dlminlah the adverse 
qualities; vice versa tf the planet be malefic. • 

• The physical descriptlonH denoted by the sign ascending may 
be termed thP lrleol, nr normal, which may be expected from 
each sign. In actual p\·octice, however, It will he observed that 
they freqthmtly vary from the normal In oome ·respects. The 
variations are mainly due to the effect of the sign In which Ia 
located the planet ruling the ascending algn; whether It be In one 
of almllar or contrary nature; the nature of the planets strongly 
aapectlng that algnlflcator, etc. Racial characteristics, hereditary 
pecullarltles, early training, environment, occupational traits, 
and geographical Influences, all have some effect tn mouldl['g the 
physiognomy. 

The planets which may occupy the First House also have tllelr 
share In determining tlfe appearance: Ju(Jik'r il•cltnes to over·' 
weight, Saturn to underweight; Mars Inclines to develop the 
muscl!lar system; the Sun's Influence Is somewhat similar to 
that of Mars but less florid and more dignified; Venus denotr-s 
graceful form and pleasing appearance; Mercury, tall to medium 
height, perceptive ,faculties prominent, .restless activity; Moon, 
rather plump, medium height, pale complexion; Uranus, phy.slcal 
peculiarities, unusual Ghl\racterlstlcs, odd, Impulsive actions; 
Neptune frequently Indicates some physical <ll"fect, pale or trans
parent complexion, something noticeable about the eyeo or mouth. 

Saturn ali\cendlng usually ntakes the hair, eyes and complexion 
darker . thnn otherwise Indicated. It It Is In adverse aspect to 
one of th': rulera o~ slgolllcator It tends to make the body 
aborter. 

Mars on the Ascendant operates to produce red hair or sandy 
mW!tache, ruddy ~omplexlon and gray eyes . 

• • Uranoe, Saturn or :M'ara aacendlng usually gives a mark or a 
acar about the head ot face, also on that part 'bt the body ruled 
't!l the ljlgn the planef Ia ln. · 

Uranu alone In the Ascendant c:ondnc• to lenlth of limb, 
elender forllf.and peculiar or odd expreealon, !add atually ,_ larp 

. I 
The pl,!lnet ruUq hour ot birth "also baa conefderable etrect on 

the pbyatcal and mental make-up of a native. c 
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Aries Ascending 

Personality: Those wlio are born at a time when the 
sign Aries is rismg an! at theii best ~hen they can 
guide, control and govern themselves or others, as they 
have the ability tooplan'and map out the future and lay 
out modes of action. They are lovers of independence, 
fond of their own way and happy only in activity and 
command. The desire is to be at the h'ead of things 
and leaders in t'fwught and action. They are enterpris
ing and ambitious, quite versatile and usually rather, 
headstrong and impulsive; forceful and determined in 
effort and ex2ressive in speech; inteflse when i~erested, 
vehement when excited. Somewhat inclined to be fiery 
or quick-tempered and ready to resent abuse or imposi
tion and although liable' to go to extremes through in
dignation, they do not hold a grudge for any great 
length of time. They admire scientific thought <Pnd are 
quite 'philosophical; do not become discouraged easily 
as they possess a sharp, ~nctrating will power. They 
ilo best in vocations requiring quick action, decision, 
executive or' mechanical ability and responsibility. 
Motive temperament. The planetary sgnificator is ~ars . 

• Physical Appearance: Middle stature or rather above 
it, spare body, long tace and neck, ru~dy complexion, 
head broad at the temples and narrow at the chin, thin 
features, mark or'scar on head or temples; bushy eye· 
brows, sharp sight, eyes gray to grayish brown; rough 
or wiry hair but som-etimes t!ne in youth, varying in 
color from dark to sandy, sometimes going bald at the 
temples, sandy "'hiskers. 

Mental Tendencies: Ambition, activity, energy,, cour
~ge, en.terprise, imiVJlsiveness, a1dortl combativeness and 
mgenu1ty. 

Ta.~rua Ascending 

• Per!V)nality: • .Aj !!elf-reliant, persistent nat.te. capab~e 
of wofking hard pnd long 1n ortler tG accomphsh the1r 
purposes. Gentle while m1provok'ed, !Jut "mad, as a 
buU" when really angered and when opposed ate stub-• . 
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born and unyieldif1g. Usually quic;t, .dogmatic and 
somewh~t secretive or reserved cqncerning their affairs. 
They ,have a great &al of enaurance, latent power and 
energy; are practical ~nd have \Jrgani:ring ability; usual
ly sincere, reli~ble and trustworthy. They are fond of 
pleasure and love beauty in nal.ure; art, music and lit
erature; are influenced greatly by sympathy. Possess
ing a magnetic quality, they are able to benefit those 
who are irritable or nervous. They are careful, steady 
and able to carry to completiOn the projects they under
take. Have the ability to earn money for others and 
are good at all executive work. Matters connected 
with the earth anti its products succeed under their 
supervision; vital temperament. The pla'netary signifi
cator is Venus. 

Physical Appearance: In stature short to middle 
height<- inclined to plumpness and often stoop-shoulder
ed; square face and square build of hody, short, '.Strong 
neck, full forehead, nose, lip!'. cheeks and mouth; heavy 
jaw; dark eyes; hai10 wavy, dark and sometimes curling,; 
round and prominent eyes; hands f>lump, short and 
broad . 

• 
Mental Tendencies: Persevering, constant, conse~v

ative, determintd, obstinate, proud and ambitious of 
power, yet sociable• affectionate and loving, but can 
also be very unreasonable, prejudiced and stubborn as 
a bull. When angry will not stop at anything. Usually 
slow, but good, steady worker. The undeveloped types 
are s9metimes very indolent and sensual. 

Gemini 'Ascel;'ding • 

Personality:' Ambitious, aspiring, curious and given 
to inquiry, investi~atioh and expefimcnting; also apt, 
llexterous, active and capable of engaging in two or 
p1ore pursuits at (he same time., The natttre is sym
pathetic ... and sensitive, the mind is i~· tuit'wnal, percep
tive and fPlaginative, also quite id11a is\ic tmd fpnd of, 
all mental recreaJ;ion. • Thel'e is a li :ing for pl'easure, 
adventure, science a'hd eduCM.tional p rsuits. At times 
restlesst anxious, high-strung and diffusive, mentally ' 
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timid, indecisive, irritable and dcitable. L'l~e change 
and divetsity and must be constj!ntly busy to be happy, 
because inactivity creates impatience. As a rule Gem
inians are very dever 41ls they are prog,essive, inventive, 
mechanical, ingenious and possess inherent conversa
tional and literai'J abtlity. They do best in occupations 
where there is variety of activity, where the mind and 
hands can be engaged in several different things. The 
literary and educational world is their best outlet. 
Mental temperament. The planetary significator is 
Mercury. 

Physical Appearance: Tall, sl~nder, erect but lithe 
figure; quic'k, active walk; long arms and firrgers; thin 
features, long face, nose and chin; sanguine complexion; 
hazel or gray eyes; quick sight; dark hair, usually 
brown. 

• 
Mental Tendencies: Quick at learning, fond of read

ing and writing, inquisittve, capable of acquiring a good 
education; dexterous, lively, in~enious, quick-witted; 
inclination· and "admiration for music, drawing, painting, 
languages, dancing, travel and inventiof\. So"letimes 
,shy or retiring, good disposition, humane. Nervous and 
restless. 

Cancer Ascen~ing 

Personality: Changeable, sensitive and retiring dis
position with many changes 'll.nd ups and doll'ns of pos
ition and occupation. They have a fertile imagination, 
are somewhat sentimental, sympa,hetic an'il talkative. 
Fond of horne' and bmil.J1; have a tenuious memory, 
especially for family or historical events; industrious, 
frugal, economical and an:o~ious to acq'Uire the g-oods of 
life. Fear of ridfcule or criticism• makes them discreet, 
diplomatic al'ld conventional. They appreciate ap£!o
bation ;l.nd are e~ily encourageJ by kind.I'ess. "I:he 
emotions a~e s~rong and they delight in beautiful scen
ery .,and ion r~"lantic or strange e:-~periencel and adven
tur~. They hr-vc psyd1rc and meo:liumistic faculty, are 
very conscientious, recevtive to new ideas, an<J. have the 

JUbility to adapt themselves to environment. • They are . . 
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adapted ·t'o pursuits .of 'a fiuchJating nature.' such as 
catering to public needs and desires. Vital temperament. 
The pla~etary signitic<rtor is th-.! M'"oon. 

Physical Appearance~ Not usually' above average 
height, tendency to stoutness, SOII]etimes an awkward or 
heavy gait; round face, full cheeks, tendency to double 
chin, short nose sometimes prominent at the tip; gray 
or light blue eyes, pale complexion, wide chest, hands 
and feet small; uses crab-like positions and motions of 
the arms. " 

Mental Tendencies: Fond of novelty, change and 
traveling, _yet usually attached to relatives. and home; 
inclined to public life. Desirous of possessions, nu
tious, prudent, careful with money yet often impc.. :d 
upon; sympathetic and changeful. As a rule some 
psychic or occult faculty manifests. 

Leo Ascending 

Personality: Good-natured phllosophlcal, generous, 
kind-hearted, noble disposition: Leo nlftives. are frank, 
free, outspoken, independent, impulsive, forceful and 
demortstrative in manner. Their nature is electric anq 
inspmng. They have great hope, faith and fortitude; 
are energetic ana lavish in the e~enditure of energy 
and vitality when their sympathy or interest is arousf!d. 
In affection they are' ardent, sincere ·and passionate. 
They are philanthropic, charitable, loyal, aspiring, con
scientious, adaptable, inve.1tive and intuitive; are im
perious an<1 fond of power and command; usually pop
ular and" l~aders in Jheir social sphere. They are gen
erally good-tempered, though' high-strung and quick to 
anger, yet are very forgiving and do not hold a grudge 
for long; high ic'teals. They receive and grant favors 
readily and are usual)i.y fo't-tunate in tH'e long run. They 
sul:ceed best where they have authority or hold some 
high or .responsible position in ma~aging or executive 
departmenrs. Motive temperament. Tille signiticator is 
the Sun. 

Physical Appea'ranc&: BroaJi shouldflrs, large bones 
and mus~es, tall, upper part of body better forme<L 
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than the lower, thin waist, prominent knees: upright 
carriage; hair soft avd wavy, usually light in color with 
tendency t!5 baldness; Head full-sized and round, gray 
eyes, ruddy or fl41rid complexion. 

Mental Tendencies:\ Ambitious, generous, honorable, 
frank, warm-hearted, self-confident, fearless, impulsive, 
determined, persevering and conscientious; fond of 
power and distinction; liking for art; cheerful, optimistic 
disposition. 

Virgo Ascendin.,g 

Personality: Modest, conservative, thoughtful, con
templative and industrious. Virgoans have a desire for 
wealth but require extra effcrt to save money; are very 
active, not easily contented, and learn readily and 
quickly; have good endurance and do not show their 
age. • Of a speculative turj and often give way to worry 
and over-anxiety; are sensitive to surroundings and to 

'the conditiol\S o' others. They a~ quite discriminative 
and carefur of details. Cautious regarding their own 
interests and will not neglect the interests tJf othess, be
iAg diplomatic, tactful and shrewd. They are prudent, 
economical, practical and usually act with forethought. 
The Virgo native sh~uld avoid drugs and animal foods 
as much as possible, and study hygiene in connection 
with diet to maintain health. Commercial and business 
affairs and matters connecte~ with the earth and its 
products succeed under their careful supervision. Usual
ly mental-motive temperament. The planetary signifi-
cator is Mercury. • • 

Physical Appearance: Average hel'ght or a little 
above, moderately- plump, wen forroed; oval face, dark 
hair, eyes and. complexion; straigh! nose; active w~tk. 

Mental nndtlllcies: Fond of learning, aclive mind, 
good mental -atVEties, critical, thoughtful,.emethodical, 
ingeJious; someJimes ratlfer urtdecided but usually pre
cise though nervous and. lacking self-confideqce; per
ceptive and somewhat intuith_:e. 
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l.ibra Ascending 

Perspnality: Love justice, rfeatness and order, peace 
and harmony, and are. usually •tery Cli'Urteous, pleasant 
and agreeable 'person~; although quick in anger, are 
easily appeased. They are fond10f b.~auty in all forms: 
in nature, art, music, literature, etc., and can enter with 
zest into refined and cultured pleasures and amusements 
and greatly enjoy the company and society of brave, 
happy, sunny and mirthful people. They are affectionate, 
sympathetic, kind, generous and compassionate; ideal

•istic, artistic, adaptable, constructive, intuitive, impres
sionable and inspir<ttional. They admire modesty and 
refinemel'tt; are ambitious but dislike unclean work and 
all discord. The best outlet for their talents is in the 
professions, and they have ability for lines requiring good 
taste, artistic touch and fine finish. Mental-vital tempera
ment .• The planetary significator is Venus. 

" Physical Appearance: Well-formed body, tall, slender 
in youth but tendency to sto~tness in middle age; hair 
smooth, brown to Mack, blue or bro~·n r.yes, Grecian• 
nose, round or oval face, features regular,' often have 
dimpLes, go~ looking, youthful appearance, good com
plexion. 

Mental Tend~ncies: Good mf.ntal abilities, keen 
sense of perception wjth foresight and good comparison, 
imaginative or artistic; good-natured, hopeful, cheerful, 
genial, humane, just, orderly; usually amorous, loving 
but changeful, fond of sdciety and amusements. Like 
to "go .places and do things," be in style or up-to-date. 
Fond of ine clothes and jewelry . 

• 
Scorpio Ascending 

Personality: Resetved, tenacious," determined and 
sc!'cretive, somewhat inclined to be susptcious or skep
t~cal and stinging!/ sarcastic. Ti¥y are ~ui!:k-witted, 
quick in speech and action, alert, forceful and positive. 
They are elten blunt, brusque and Jef~ing1.y fopd of 
contest; neverthel•ss th~y rrtake staulfh and spl'endid 
friends. They possess grit aoo enterpnse that will en 
able the;,. to reach high ~ttainments. They accompli~1 
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their purposes by su'!Jtlety and llitrength of '(~will, or by 
force if. necdsary. They have mechanic~ skill and 
much con!;tructive ' (or •destructi"ve) ability. They enjoy 
travel, are fan~ of iwvestigating mysteries a~d things 
occult. Although appreciatint:" luxu'l'y, can be very 
frugal and eCO!lDmi,al. They are natural detectives, 
sheriffs, bailiffs, chemists, surgeons and contractors, and 
gifted in accomplishing things requiring muscular skill 
or aggressive enterprise. Motive-vital temperament. 
The planetary significator is Mars. 

Physical Appearance: Average height or slightly 
below, tendency to stoutness or ~ least full form, often 
square type of face and build of body; thiclr, dark hair 
curling or wavy, sometimes crimpy or frizzy; prominent 
brows and perceptive faculties, aquiline or Jewish type 
of nose and profile, dusky complexion. 

Mental Tendencies: Quick, keen, shrew<t, critical, 
penetrating mind and keen judgment. Strong will and 
determination; self-reli!nt, bold, fixed views. A subtle 

' mind hard jo igfluence, not casil' imposed upon, willful, 
couragemls, energetic and active when interested but 
at other times indolent. Sarcastic or impt~lsive a.nd very 

•angry when provoked. Frequently interested in some 
form of occult or chemical research a~d fond of mystery. 
S~;>me are very pra~tical, matter-of-fact, executive, good 
business men, contractors, etc. Tobey make good officers, 
naval men, workers with or dealers in liquids. Inclin
ation to surgery or some pr,.actical scientific research or 
pursuit. 

Sal!"ittarius Ascendinl!" 
- . 

Personality: Inclined to be jovial, bright, hopeful, 
generous and charitable. Love lib~ty and .freedom, 
are very indeper~ent, dislike•a master and will allow no 
one to order.or drive them about, but are usually gnod
humored and hon14rable. In disp~sition, franl,<:, featless, 
impulsive, •demonstrative, outspoken, nervou-sly energet
ic, ambitious, sincere and quick to arrive ~ conclusions. 
Th&y are sym~athetic a:ad lo~ing, po,sscss good calcula
tion and foresight, are Jntuitive' and prophetic, and, al-• 

• though often appearing blunt or abrupt, yet .they rarely 
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miss .the 'ma.rk in therr d~ductiods. At times they are 
restless,- d'ver-anxious and high-strung.' They respect 
religious customs, enj~y outdobr sports, ate fond of 
animals" and interested in traval, law.. medicine and 
philosophy. In 'l:he prMessions or commercial world 
Sagittarians are generally aggre!f,;ive,. progressive and 
aspiring, quick to see and take advantage of opportun
ities and to consummate business arrangements defin
itely. In speech they go straight "to the point," and aim 
directly at the mark. They like wholesale,;'big business" 
and large financial undertakings. Motive-mental temper
a&ent. The planetary significator is Jupiter . 

• Physical-Appearance: Tall, slender, well-made figure 
inclined to stoop; generally long or oval face, rounded 
forehead, expressive blue or hazel eyes, clear complex
ion, hair brown or chestnut inclining to baldness espec
ially nea~ the temples; tendency to stamp or scrape the 
feet. 

Mental Tendencies: Gener~us, good-hearted, good
tempered, just, frankf· free, cheerful, .cha.ritable and 
friendly; active and enterprising; sympathetic, humane 
and somewhat impulsive. Inclination for philosophy, 
law, medicine or religion; fond of traveling, voyaging' 
and out-of-door sports and exercisei. 

Capritorn Ascending 

Personality: Serious, qui~t. thoughtful, contemplative 
nature, possessing dignity and self-esteem enough to 
look well· after their interests. They are cautious, pru
dent, econo~i~al an~ practioal, and ustJally act only 
after due premeditation. They are ambitious and per
severing. and can •work hard and long without becom
ing discouraged. CaWLble of much •endeavor where 
opportunity is afforded, especially in busines;;. They 
possess organizing ability and, bei~g determirJed and 
pe~istent, ~lso cautious and calculating, of profound 
thought and concentrative ability, they, are. aM: to plan 
and carry out' schemes of <:onsiderable mhgnitude. 'Fhey 

• are not demonstradve. in feel \Jig and ao not readily 
show theit. sympathy; they prefer ideas to words and. 
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acts to promise,:;. They are industrious, self-reliant and 
thrifty; r~spect religion£ are given to investigation, in
terested in' theology and becom~ very profound in any 
subject or sciente und~rtaken. .If Sat11rn, the significa· 
tor, is much afflicted in the horoscope, they meet with 
many delays and•·dis~ppointments, and are inclined to 
give way too readily to adverse circumstances; also re
stricted by poor health. Otherwise they do well in 
matters connected with the earth and its products, and 
with large corporations and public utility concerns. 
Motive or motive-mental temperament. 

Physical Appearance: Stature .lverage to short; gen
erally defecfive walk and liability to rheumaflsm in the 
joints or marks and scars about the knees; sometimes 
thin and bony; prominent features usually long and 
thin; long or prominent nose, thin neck, long chin, hair 
dark or black, not over plentiful, thin beard; us.ally not 
ver;/' handsome. 

, Mental Tendencies: Self-willed, strong in purpose, 
ambitious, ,r-ese~ed, pensive and• secretive. In dispos
ition quiet, cold, sometimes despondent, much mental 
ingenuity and fertility, changeable, capri~ious, <!onniv
~ng and determined. A great desire for wealth, power, 
position and tenden~ to look out for rtJemselves. Ability 
fol" managing and organizing. They succeed by per 
severance and forceful. steady ~ction, rather than by 
spasmodic effort. 

Aquarius Ascending • 

Personality: • Detesmineti, quiet, patient, unobtrusive 
and faithful nature as a rule. Aquarians are philosoph· 
ical, very humanitari~n and u~ualiJ: re~r,t':d; fond of art, 
music, scenery arfd lrterature. ln thsposrtron reasonable, 
thoughtful, discriminative. Have good memory, \re 
clear rea"soners and, very capable of dealing .w.ith facots. 
Everything' in the mental world appeals to them and 
they.are ~ncl!re a~d practica.l, fo~4 ?f hono~and dignity, 
acti~e in refor~,ns, progrtssrvt ~~ ideas and· possess a 
sympathetic, good-hearted, pleasant, generous nature. 
Have strong likes and dislik~s, usually sociah'e ~nd of 
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large acq"~aintance; i{!tuitive, fo;;d of o.-:cult research; 
peculiar, radical or ecc.;ntric in ;;orne ways. ,1'hey suc· 
ceed in pursuits where steady application of mind and 
concentration of though~ are ned!ssary, ''or where socia
bility and friends are required. They have inventive 
genius and literary ability. Mentaf~morive temperament. 
Uranus is the planetary significator. 

Physical Appearance: Middle stature, full or square 
build of figure, strong, well formed, tend~ncy to stout
n~ss in middle age; good, clear complexion, oval or long, 
fleshy face; hair varie!i from light to dark, flaxen, brown, 
etc.; usuall.y good-looking, friendly countenance. 

Mental Tendencies: Intelligent, good memory and 
reasoning faculty, very capable of dealing with facts; 
possess ~ood concentration and appreciate knowledge. 
Kind, humane, self-controlled, constant, persever~ng, 
happy disposition; ingenious, i.•ventive, sometimes in
cline to psychic or socialistic matters; love for human
izing influences, p.ursl!its and occupatiuns: ,often be
-::ome physicians; have many friends. 

Pisces Ascending 

Personality: Kind, Joving, trustful, confiding, sym
pathetic nature. The disposition is courteous, affable, 
hospitable and methodical. Pisceans are idealistic, im
aginative, impressionable, ~motional, mediumistic, re
ceptive and quiet. Apt in detail and orderly in manner. 
Quick to observe deficiencies ,in others or lack of com
pleteness in an~thing. They are u!l'ually lacking in con
fidence and self-e~~eem, are modest and timid and hesi
tate about putting themselves forward, At times they 
are inclined to be over-~nxious and become disheartened, 
indec;isive and lackin!J in life and energy. • Capable of 
developing Jine psychometric, teleplt\hic, int,uitive and 
inspirational faculty. They love music, scenery and 
animals, and tfsually succeed in occupations' that reqpire 
industry, discretion otnd.power "to make the best of cir
'cumstancef, and in any emplo.fment that brings some 
kind of. chlnge, or where a,ttention to details and com- ' 
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pleteness is nec~,.ssary. ·vital temperament. Tjle plane
tary signift~ator is ~eptpne. 

Physical Appearance.' Middl~~ to shqrt stature with 
short limbs, inclining to corpulence especially in later 
years; full or flcslfy fa~e, pale complexion, tendency to 
double chin; full eyes, wide mouth, plentiful hair, dark 
brown to black, small hands and feet. 

Mental Tendencies: Quick in understanding, inspir
ational, versatile, easy-going, good-natured, uncertain,_, 
changeful, psychically receptive, emolional and fond of 
music; passionate, affectionate, cltaritable; !!Ometimes 
reserved, secretive or mysterious in their way' of doing 
things 

"Astrololl' Is ·astronomy briYucht to earth and appl'-d to the 
a•atra ot man."-Emerson. • 
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I~FLUENC~ OF THE PLANETS . . 
I!f THE TWE:LVE ZODIACAL SIGNS 

. ~ 

Difference Between Signs and Houses 
r 

One of the stumbling blocks in the path of the be
ginner in delineation is to differentiate properly be
tween the influence of a planet by sign and house. 

Medi.:eval astrologers frequently spoke of the "houses 
of the zodiac," a term confusing to students, as there 
are no houses in the: zodiac,-the signs constitute the 
zodiac. · · 

A "house" is one of the twelve pyramidal shaped 
divisions of the horoscope, which seem to have their 
apex o'l earth and their outlet in the zodiac. The in
fluence of a planet passing through any one of t;hese 
divisions is colored both by t.he nature of the house 
and sign; consequently it should be read both "on earth 
and in heaven." 

The. house~ deal with things, mundane and material; 
with the objective mind and environmental affairs. Th.: 
signs govern the ,5ubjective states of mind, metabolistic 
processes, feelings, tendencies and consequent mertal 
attitudes, originating V'<ithin the depths of our being and 
which may or may not manifest outwardly on •the plane 
of action. 

This· chapter deals with the influence of planets by 
sign only. • The suggestions. given at tl:e beginning of 
the chapter eT!titled, "Influence of' Planets in the Mun
dane Houses," po.ge 113, should be carefully read and 
applied ·here. The fir!lt and most important step is to be
COVte thoroughly familiar witb the intrinsic nature of the 
sigQs. A planet naturally partakes to some extent of the 
nature or tlte sign in which it is located, which influence, 
added to its own individual characteristics, produces a 
"blend" callfflg for fine dtscriiiJination in its analysi;t;. 

For in~tance: The active, enterprising Mars when in 
Capricorn: takes on some ?f the condensing, combining, 
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• organizing influence of that sign. 1'he energy 9f Mars 
is toned dowo by the resere of Capricorn; the reticence 
of Capricorn is stimulate by the enthusiasm of Mars. 
Hence we see a tood mend of ;nfluen'41! resulting in 
the ability to organize and execute matters in a prac-
tical manner. -

Mars in Libra, however, would not make such a good 
blend of influence. Here Mars is in his detriment. The 
peace-loving, passive Libra, sign of unity and dealings 
with others, would be disturbed by the aggressive, posi
tive Mars, indicating ardent, rash, impulsive love affairs, 
difficulty in marriage, strife in pa~nership and open 
enmities. • • 

If the nature of each planet and sign is well learned 
there will be little difficulty in reading a horoscope. 

• • 
"Enr;r new dlecover;r Ia phnle~~, eheltllatrJ, metaphJIICII or 

••troaomy, atmpiJ further utr·loct- ecleatUie thoucht." .... l'rom 
"Ho• Plaoeta Alreet You." 
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MOON 

' 
Her Influence {n the Twelv'e Zodiacal Signs 

The Moon- Rules the Sign Cancer 

People ruled by the Moon are usually sensitive, emo
tional and domesticated, possessing a love for home and 
kindred. They usually are posted regarding the family 
tree, are very patriotic and have a good memory for 

,. events in history. They are interested in public condi
tions of some sort or other. They arc very sympathetic 
and the women ar~ easily led to tears. Having a fertile 
imaginition and being also very conscientious, they meet 
with many ups and downs in life. They are quite re
ceptive or mediumistic and frequently possess musical 
talent. They like water and natural beauty and should 
never< live for long in a dry, barren place. 

When undeveloped, that iS, unenlightened, they may 
be either too "easy-•6oing" and given .to s.elf-gratificatid,1 
and over-indulgence in eating, drinking or pleasure, or 
are, too chungeable, negative and uncertain. 

The developr.d Lunar individu_al has passed from the 
brooklet stage to that of "still 'waters running deep," 
capable of assisting--in floating mighty affairs for public 
need and good. · 

As is •the case with Mercurial and Neptunian persons, 
so should Lunarians abstain from animal flesh as food, 
and espt.!cially wf1en phys1cally indisJ\osed. The Moon 
represents 'the stomach and ,vhen afflicted leaves its 
natives liable do diseases incident thereto, and as it i!l 
said' that many of, the. animals slaughtered for market 

,are diseased, they may be a menace ~o people with a 
sensitive stomach, as have those ruled by. the Moon . 

• Physicians say that pl~nty of wholesome fr.uit and veget
ables wil~ do much to banish worry ,and ,ma\ntain health. . . ' . ' ' 

For employment -they do well as -nurses, cooks, con-
fec.tionFrs, grocers, garde~ers, matrons, dealers , in 
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liquids, stewa~ds~ clerk~, companio11s- a-nd other "occupa
tions of a €ommon, P.ublic or fluctuating naturl!!. 

In astrology we refer to the Moon as being cold, 
moist, feminine, 'fruitfur and coavertibk in character, 
that is, being fortunate or unfortunate according to its 
~ition and aspects in .. the horoscope. 

It rufa public or common commodities such as gro
ceries, liqutch, etc., that pertain to the domestic side of 
life. Monday is-the day of the Moon. Metal, silver. 

AstrologicaUy Considered 

The Moon ~xerts considerable inftuence over. the gen
eral or ordinary and common affairs of daily life. It 
makes a complete transit of the zodiac every 27 days, 7 
hours and 43 minutes. In other words, it makes one 
complete revolution through the horoscope of every 
individual in that length of time. As it passes tt1rough 
the various "houses" and forms the different "aspects" 
to the planets' places at tlirth, it produces conditions, 
events, feelings a~d states of mind lir health accordingly. 
As no two •horoscopes are exactly alike, the Moon's 
monthly transit produces all manner of vuying condi
ti!ins. 

Things Ruled by the M11on 
• 

The Moon in ancient times was called Isis, Ess(1s, 
Luna, Eleusis and the Virgin Mere. She has dominion 
over the ebb and flow of the tides and clear, virgin pure 
water. She is significant of• things of a constantly 
changing or fluctuating character; is feminine; nocturn
al, cold, moist, P.hlegmatic and fruit~l. She .rules the 
breast and stomach, left eye• of a male and oright eye of 
a female. The Moon rules the public in ~eneral, liquids, 
public commodities such as groceries, k1tchen utensils; 
fresh water fish, lai\ndry; baking, narsing, bathing, sail
ing, brewing, atJd females generally . 

• 
ll:oon in Arlee 

]I .... 
• • • • Strong iJDagining faculty. positivi!, forceful, masterful, 

in4ependent, self-reliant, courageous and practiOIII. En· 
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thusiasti~ In whate~r line is cJt interest 'at that time: 
changea'ble, restless, uneasy and dislilc;:s to .be ordered 
about or held to any one line. Cenc!rally quitk-tempered, 
inclined to be persistent, impul!i,ive and aggressive. Im
bued with actiwity, er.ergy, enterprise, originality and 
inventive ability. Fond of traveJing,jind of original and 
independent ventures. Will attempt to hew out a path 
of their own and apt to be at the head of some under
taking or in some way prominent in their sphere of in
fluence. If afflicted, some danger of, drown!ng and 
trouble through women, changes of occupation and 

•position. Indicates aches or pains in the head. 

Moor. in Taurua 

) lS 

This bestows a courteous and affable disposition in
dined •to friendship, love and marriage. Determined, 
and not to be thwarted in their aims. The nature is con
servative and resists forced ~changes or outside influ
ences. Hopeful, ambitious and desirpus, of excelling.•· 
Good hearted, sympathies easily aroused. Tends to the 
acqujsition "f friends, possessions, houses and lands. 
Favors occupations connected with the earth and its 
products and av dealings in such things: success in 
chemistry or hygiene, in business and in places near, the 
water; sometimes aSI>istance in a financial or business 
way through the opposite sex. Intuitive and as a rule 
has good judgment . 

• 
An ·inclination for pleasure, luxury, music, singing and 

the good things of tife. Giv~s friendships of quality and 
good positio'tl. · 

Moon in Gemini 
, n 

.... ' . 
. , 1 his to,cation of the Moon gi':es <the subj~ct an agree-
able, warm-hearted, sympathetiC, humane, P.rogressive 
and 'ingenlttus nature, with the capa'city' of beint very · 
reserved in some matters, sutb as personal or domestic 
QJatters., but fluent coneemint; local or national affair_s: 
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• • 
Strengthen~ and enli"'ens .the intelloec:t, inclines to litera
ture and gains pleasure f'om books or scientific pursuits. 
Gives an active ftody and a ver!atile, r~ceptive mind, 
responsive to new ideas end capable of following artistic, 
literary, or professronal 'occupations. 

Dislikes quarreling and warfare. Subject to many 
changes and some journeys. Through lack of caution, 
discretion or pnMence apt to be drawn into embarassing 
or difficult positions. 

Moon in Cancer 

) s 
This indicates one whose desire is to work along lines 

of least resistance; friendly, sociable and domestic in 
manner and usually much attached to his own ; feeling 
and emotion are active an~ usually for good. Somewhat 
changeable, influenced greatly by the surroundings and 
is sensitive to .outiide influences; in•other words, senses 
conditions p~ychically (consciously or unconsciously) . 

• • 
Xhe native is kind and agreeable to all, sympathetic 

and humane. Sometimes allows imposi9on without an 
act of resentment; s~metimes is elected to posts of 
honor. Good, conscientious, sensitwe, superior nature; 
hard struggJes, great obstacles, voyages. Loves travel
ing, also home; attraction to the mother. It favors 
dealing with the public in liqu~ds, chemistry, eatering, 
shipping and a residence near the water. Fond of the 
occult. antique and curious t~ings. -

There is some ability for acting and fXpressilt{ the 
thoughts or emotions of others, and usually for pOetry 
or music also. • ' • 

Koon in Leo 
]I a. 

This "makes one ambitious, sell-canfitlebt, self-reliant. 
lor,at. honorable, generous• in money matters\• high· 
maftded, magnanimous, candid • and warm-hearted; a 
persevering, lively and penetrqing mind; organia!ns 
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ability; generally a leader among nis associ.;tes; popular 
with "the opposite sex; sincerfj love; fond of home and 
honor; partictiJar in dress and very brderly in conduct. 
It favors intuition and genius pnd ,gives a free-hearted 
nature with a love for pleasul-e, music, art, sports. 

This location of the Moon has a tendency to uplift the 
native, mentally and socially, and place him in positions 
of trust, respect and responsibility or in control or 

' management of enterprises. 

Moon in Vireo 

) 111 

Good mental ability,. receptive mind, good memory 
and a'bility to learn easily; capable of followinJ some 
intellectual pursuit. Fondness for science in general 
and things occult. Often h~s clairvoyant, psychometric 
or intuitive faculty.P The native is q,o;uaUy quiet, uno~
tentatious and unpretentious, though talented and quiet
ly ambitiotts, preferring to earn his way through merit 
of mental ability; fertile imagination, fondness cfor 
change, travel ,and investigation, 

Althpugh somewhat reserved, has many friends, e::
pecially of the opposite sex; usually has seuet sorrowt 
through marriage. Trquble with stomach and bow~l!' 
until pr6per discretion is observed in diet. 

There•· is likelthood of many short journeys and 
changes. this location favors 'a variety of occupations 
in literature ol as teacher, secretary, bookkeeper, clerk, 
messenger, travel~r. ohemist, druggist, confectioner; 
oometimes success with the earth and ~ts products, but 
more especially when the subject has an ~artbly sign 

'rising at< birth, or the planet ruling the Arcendant in an 
earthly s\(n. 

" ( ; 
This location' o'f the Moon makes a good, trustwortb7 

iervan{C and the native is • usually fortunate thro~gb . 
those who serve under ,him, unless a malefic be in 'tbe . 
sixth house. 
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¥oo~ in Librf 

.J> 6 

This location of the ~oon, taken alone, favors or in
clines to unions, partn~rships and general popularity. 
Fond of pleasure, society and amusements and the com
pany of young people. The native is affectionate, good
na.tured, agreeable, courteous, warm-hearted, affable 
mirthful, inclined. to love and marriage; kind in manner 
and makes friends easily. Liking for fine clothes, adorn-• 
ment, luxury, approbation and all rt;fining and harmon
ious influence.s. 

The life is considerably affe.cted by other people and 
the Libran usually prefers. to work in association with 
another. 

• Apl;reciation for music, painting, scenery and all the 
fine arts generally; comjderable skill and ingenuity 
j.long these lines 

1

if Mercury is in 1ood aspect. 

Moon in Scorpio 

]) Ill. 

I'lclines to vigorou~ activity. The native has enter
prise,- will, determination, practical ability; is firm and 
self-confident enough to push forward and gain success 
in undertakings and take care of his own; somewhat 
abrupt and impulsive. It give~ a fondness for. pleasure, 
comfort and desire to satisfy the tastes. The nature is 
energetic, forcefwl, independent, ma!.terful, aggressive, 
courageous and positite; will not toleratl! imposition, 
nor be swerved from his purpose by opposition, yet will 
often sacrifice a gr~at deal in r10turn for kindness;' some
times quick-tempered. It inclinet to interest in t~e 
occult or 01yste"rious in nature, and, \.f there are any cqn
forming. asp~cts, wii'l advocate and assist in. ~arrying 
out revolutjon'!ry changes, employing sarcas1 or satire. 

Ta~en alone the location s;gnifi~ , attachments or 
attractions and difficulties with the opposite sex and 
iftharmony in the marriage state. Dangers ,•through 
voyages. To women, it incline~ to dangerous childbirth. 

• • 
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Moon in Sagi.ttariua 

) I 
• 

Shows the native to be generous, benevolent, human
itarian, charitable, kind-hearted, •sociable, good-humored, 
jovial, sometimes quickly angered but forgiving, of 
ready promise, hopeful, frank and free; shows love of 
beauty, harmony and sports. 

, Usually has a quick, restless and unsettled manner, 
either in mind or body, and often both. Inclines to 
travel or. change the place of residence fr.equently; ac
tive, never averse to physical exercise, a quick walker 
and worker; fond of children, pets and sports; some in
clination for the investigation of religion, philosophy, 
law, commerce and foreign affairs generally. A natural 
teacher-; very philosophical and often has something of 
the prophet in his nature, usually being correct in "judg
ment regarding the outcome o(movements or enterprises. 
Ingenious, talented nd has ability for scieo~e. < 

Thjs location of the Moon tends to bring one out be
fore the public in some manner and he may assist m 
carrying on gr'at religious, educational or political 
reforms. Benefits through women. It is somewhat 
significant of inheritafiCf' if Sagittarius occupies the cusp 
of the eighth house. . 

• 
Moon in Capricorn 

) . ~ 
Tends to brinc one before the public in some manner, 

but wl.ether beneficitllY or otherwise. depends upon the 
other indications in the chart. 

· ir the Moon is well aspected at• birth, especially by 
. the Sun, DlfY attract attention as a prominC!nt aqd re- , 
spectable person. .If .the envtronment has been gOod it 
may ~ifest as rulership, gmeralship and administra
tive abHi\y. •· 
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If the m~ntal ~ulets ("') were ~fflicted and the early 
training neglected it giveS a vague, indeterminatf' mind, 
lack of creative energy 2llthough ,ambitious; misfortune 
through women and lax control of the appetites. Usual
ly has enemies wh!1ther•..merited or not, and some draw
back or difficulty attached to the occupation or reputa
ti.on of the native. If the aspects in the chart are 
generally good it indicates honors and prominence; the 
native has abili)y to ,.interest others and inspire confi
dence; a good organiJer and welfare worker. 

This location is also indicative of 'Care and caution in 
money matters. The nature is often too cold ahd calcu
lating and at times too regardless of the feelings of 
others. 

Moon in Aquariua 

]) = 
Active, intuitional, agreeable, friendly and courteous 

disposition. ."rhe "native is sociabll and sympathetic in 
manner; broad, humane, independent anq somewhat 
unconventional. Gives liking for the strange and curious 
wi\h an inclination for subjects that are unusual, origin
al or eccentric; inventive ability. 

It tends to political, educational' and scientific work, 
interest in ·astrology, occult matters generally, secret 
societies, etc. It gives a good f1lculty for image-making; 
mental sensitiveness; sorrow and changes occasioned 
by friends. 

Troubles through woinen and liability to sorrow and 
wandering life, if badly aspected. 

• :Moon in Piscea 

]) * 
• 

Kind, benevolent,. quiet, retiring, sympath~c, fond of 
\uxury'; comfor't, diversity, ahan~. beapcy and harmony. 
Meets with many misfortupes and bbstacles which tend • 
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to make the native <eel irresolute, inert, .downhearted 
and eAsily discouraged at timfs. It gives a taste for 
reading and 1-:een ptrception of r&·mance, having a 
powerful and fruitful imaginatipn. As speaker, writer 
or composer he is copious, fluer\t, ea'rnest and very cor
rect in details. 

Inconstancy is indicated in the love affairs; generally 
has a hard time saving money. If the ·sun also is in a 

• watery sign or a watery sign ascending the native is 
likely to grow coq~ulent. 

With the Moon in this location, the native is often 
very receptive, mediumistic or inspirational and respon
sive to psychic conditions generally. Suffers both phys
ically and mentally through adverse environment, un
congetfial surroundings and misunderstanding. . 

"To c11D7 tbe IDG- ot the ltan 18 to deD7 tbe willdom and 
~ ot OocL "-TJeiiOeBralle 
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ME~CURY 

Influence oin the~Twelve .Zodiaca,l Signs 

Mercury ruleti' tw"o signs: Gemini and Virgo 

• In astrology the influence of the planet Mercury is 
known to be variable, convertible, neutral and dualistic:. 
That is, it expresses a nature in accordance· with the 
character of the planet which it aspects: benefic: when• 
with fortunate planets or when in ffvorable aspect, and 
malefic otherwise. 

Mercury lias particular influence over the nervous 
system, bowels, hands, arms, shoulders, collar-bone, 
tongue, sense of sight, perception, understanding, inter-
pretatjon and expression. ' 

Persons who respond to Mercury as a ruling planet 
llre active m\ndt>p, quick to discr,m, eager to acquire 
knowledge, fond of investigation, inquiry;-research, ex
ploration and are usually much given to • reading. If 
Mercury is well placed in the horoscope at birth they 
make good linguists, orators, writers, t"eporters, teach
ers, .secretaries, etc., ileing fully capable of maintaining 
any position where adaptability, llexterity, perception, 
skill, quick wit, imagination and good memory are re
quired. They usually conduct,their work in an orderly, 
methodical, systematic and handy manner, be.-ing adept 
at simplifying arrangements. 

But when Mercury is ill placed at bJrtll ana att11ctea 
the native has the same inclinations as those just men
tioned but not the. expert power o~ execution and th_ey 
do better as cl~rks, printers, bookkeepers, typists, et<~., 
carrying out ideas r~ther than crea~ng them. · 

When .P4,e~cury is afflicted it inclines t~ excessive 
'nervoo~s activity both of b(\dy aqd mind, and unless con
trolled by will power the tendem;y ts 'to worry, haste 
and irritability, which inclines to mistakes, for&Otfuluess 
and contruversy. There is al!iP a consequent effect on 
the health, detrimental to the .operation of the 6~wels 
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and other organs previously mentioned as being under 
this planet's dominion. At su~h times it will be noticed 
that speech is impede~ by lack< of ability for exv ·-::sion 
while those w'l!o are given to stammering will notice 
added impediment. -

The influence of the afflicted Mercury may be muc.b 
improved by cultivating continuity, concentration, de
liberation and patience. 

• Among the ancients, Mercury was known as Thoth, 
Hermes, and "The 'Messenger of the Gods." Its speed 
in orbit i'!i approximately 95,000 miles per "hour. It was 
usually portrayed .as a youth, flying with wings at his 
heels, bearing a caduceus made of olive wood about 
which were twined two serpents, the rod being sur
mountlid with a pair of wings. This symbol well repre
sents the essential qualities of the planet, duality;·speed 
and wisdom. It is noticed tilat Mercurial people have 
a youthful appearan~e. 

Thine• Ruled by Mercury 

Mercury rules that part of the intellect which is sus
ceptible to cultivation; it also rures the sense of &ight 
and understanding. lt governs the solar plexus, bowels, 
lungs, hands, arms, tongue and the nervous system 
generally. Its colors are blue-gray and dove, also spotted 
mixtures.. Its nature is "neutral and dualistic. Metal, 
quicksihrer. 

~Impulsive and fiery, quick in thougtlt and speech, 
good in repartee or argument and often contentious, 
a'lltagon~stic and dis putative; exp"ressive, •earnest and 
demonstrat,ive; apt to enlarge or exa&gerate uncon
sciously, b1,1l is l!b~ral, i11ventive, unique, interesti~ and ' 
clever. 

Fond of reading, writiag, literature and literary peo
ple. lr_!clined to enter qaickly into projects and given 
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to change of opinions. "The faults ~re want of -mental 
continuity, lack o"f order and method, and general rest
lessness, alth'bugh a "frieddly aspect from Satunl will 
largely correct th«;~e and•give mu~h more stability. 

MVCU{Y in Taurua 

f IS 

·Pleasant and lla~:~PY disposition, fond of the opposite 
sex, pleasure, rC\.'reation, music, art and intellectual or 
refined amusement. Very practical and determined · 
mind, especially where mental develo~ment is concerned. 
Good reasonin_J and judgment, persevering and some
what obstinate; however, discreet and diplomatic al
though of fixed opinions and strong likes and dislikes; 
desirous of acquiring money, possessions and an estab
lished income. 

Mercury in Gemini 

11 • II 

• 

\ 

Q .k' •. ' I . I d fl utc , ang~mous, c ever, mventtve an resource u 
mind. Sympathetic, unbiased, very seldom tlrejudi.ced, 
usq;tlly good-humored and generous. Perceptive, observ
ing, shrewd and executive in detail; good. orator, lawyer 
or bu~iness man. lnfot'med on topics of the day. 

Fond of travel, change, novelty, speculation, reading, 
literature, stience and the acquisition of knowledge, 
especially of the occult. 

'Mercury in Cancer 
• • .11 $ 

Diplomatic, tactful, discreet, faithfui and good
natured. The intellect is clear and re~sonable with~ 
retentive powers.•Readily adapt themselves to surround~ 
inrr conditio"ns anc! capable of changing their Qplnions • 
qutckly; sociatne disposition. Fond of pleasur~, picnics 
IJld fao¥1y maniona. 

Very impressionable and !iensitive.• Easily influenced 
•by Jc:indness and encouraged by approbation. • 
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The • mind is· ~c;-mewhat rtstless antl requires an 
abundat1ce of material for reflection. Usually spiritually 
inclin!;d and interested in psychic 'investigation. Appre
ciation for the poetry of motio~ or of rhyme and music; 
liking for jouf'neys b~ water and puhlic entertainment. 

Mercury irt'Leo' 

IS £1.. 

Denotes an ambitious, confident, persistent, deter-
. mined, lofty mind, fiery, quick-tempered. Kind-hearted 

and sympathetic; dignified and aspiring; intuitive intel
lect and high, nob!e ideals; will seldom stoop to low 
actions. ' Positive mentality and governiug, controlling 
or organizing ability. Will-power of progressive. and 
expansive development; concentration. Fond of children, 
pets, music, singing, drama, fine arts, sports, pleasures; 
tendeKcy to self-indulgence. Danger through drugs, etc., 
which affect the heart action. •· 

Mercury in Virgo 

' II 11J! 

Good int~llect: comprehensive, cautious, prudent, dis
criminative, practical, versatile, inventive, intuitive: ~er
ceptive and po~sesses ability for '5tudy and memonzmg. 
Power of persuasioll; a good scholar or linguist"; flu
ency as a writer, well informed, capable in detail, 
sequence and expression; innate love for mystery or for 
occult investigation. 

Quie"t .0r someV\lhat serious nature but at times critical 
and skeptiC'oll; must see, krrow a~~d understand thorough
ly before con"inced. Taste for mathematics or litera
ture: capable of undertakings that require ability, plan
ping and dexterity~ Interest in hygiene, prophylactics, 
q,ursing, healing O{ chemistry. 

Mercury in Libra 

IS "" . -
A refined, gootl ibid broa,sl mind; quiet, just, tender, 

dispasf.onate disposition ; fond of comparison, capa,ble • 
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of judgment ·and reason. Taste tor mental pursuits, 
often musical, splendid natural abilities, aptitude for 
delicate matl\ematical wrJrk or in~ention. Very .favor
able location for ill intdlectual d;velopment. Good for 
club, fraternal, or social welfare work. • 

MercUry in Scorpio 

1;1 111. 

A bold and !.bmewhat obstinate, sarcastic.' forceful, 
positive and reckless nature, but ingenious, keen, shrewd• 
and desirous of gaining knowledge ,and mental ability. 
Often has tro!lblesome friends, relatives and ntighbors; 
fond of the opposite sex and partial to company and 
pleasure-seeking; many disappointments. Fond of oc
cult and mystical subjects and the different "ologies" 
and "isms"; very careful of personal interests; some
what critical, curious, suspicious and mistrustful. • Mes
meric li.bility, suggestive mental healing qualities, mental 
resourcefulness, fertility ,ad'd practical utility. 

Mercury in Sagittarius 

1;1 I 

The nature is ambit~ous, sincere, just,• generous, very 
indeJ:"Iendent and often rebellious, with some tendency 
towards rashness or impulse. The" mind becomes pro
phetic, wise- and philosophical, inclining to freedom of 
thought and speech. Very acti'le mentally or physically, 
somewhat changeable but progressive. Appreci'lltion for 
the beautiful in nature, fond of changs: and tra_vel, also 
of home and fan1Uy; lil<es a.uthority, also l.ikes sports 
and animals. Inclination toward mental development 
through philosophy, religion, sc!ence, Ia~ or medicine . 

.Mercury in Capricor_n • 

1;1 ~ 

Acute, sharp, .penetrating, tactful, curious, ~plomatic 
:nd cri\ical. Somewhat su!fpieio\\s, peevish, fickle, dis
contented or restless. Caneful, edlnomical an~ pain

, st¥ing, especially towards perfecting the intellec!t. Con-
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stantly busy about ~omething. lntere!>t and ability for 
literature, science, chi'mistry, philoc;ophy aQ-d' the occult. 
lnfluertced only through kindness. Serious, thoughtful 
contemplative a.nd practical nature. Ouservant, discrim
inating; organizing ability. 

Mercury in Aquariua 
II : 

The mind is refined, comprehensive, critical, original, 
'penetrative, observing and keen in judgment of human 
nature, possessing •good reasoning and concentrative 
powers. 'Makes acquaintances readily. 

Fondness for science generally, also· the occult and 
metaphysical. Apt in study, mathematics, invention, 
busine~l' methods, political or lodge work. 

Great readers, deep thinkers, sociable and kin\1; ex· 
pounders of humanitarian J1.·inciples. Delight in and 
seek the company o{ intellectual and. elderly persons., 

Merewy in Piac:ea 

1:1 * 
The intellect gains in knowledge not so much by .deep 

and profound applidtion to study, as by intuitive per· 
ception. Possess an understanding not acquired from 
books; know things in 01 peculiar manner; rarely at a 
loss to e,(plain any condition and are often called "walk· 
ing ency~lopedias.~ 

The min<f is imaginativ~. impressional and quickly 
adapt~d to thCII requirements of the moment; possess 
great absorptive capacit;y and the power to memorize. 
Ttends to psychic or mediumistic qualities but attended 
with some danger vr inconvenience through pver-recep
tivity in. nature. Fond of plea~ure, rc;creation and 
traveling, ,ESpecially on the water. Numerous abilities, 
often chanfe employment, good judge of human nature.• 
Analytical, diplot'ha~c.· caulious, just, good-humored, 
versatila4 ingenious and dext!rous. Interest in hygiene, 
prophylactics, nursing, l}ealing, hospitals. ~ 
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• V)tNUS, 

Her lnfluen•e in t!t~ Tweh-.e Zodixal Signs 

Venus rules •rwo'osigns: Taurus and Libra 

, Venus is fruitful and productive, and is called a fem
inine planet as she governs the gentler and .more re
fined attributes. • Men and women ruled by this planet 
are noticeably kind or sociable. • 

When well, aspected in a chart Venus enoows the 
native with a pleasant or handsome countenance, sym
metrical form and graceful manners. Inclines to har
mony, and as she rules the sense of touch, favors art, 
music and decoration. By their pleasing pers~ality 
the subjects of Venus are natural peacemakers; their 
refined''naturcs soften the ruffled feelings of friends and 
convert anger to pleasure. • As Venus is the promoter 
ol pleasure th'=se people are splen!jid entertainers and 
excellent host!;. 

When adversely aspected in the horoscope of birth 
she bestows less beaut¥ and the native ts apt to culti
vate tpe social and pleasure-giving tendencies to an ex
tent which is detrimental to other •nterests, for when 
living too much on the personal plane the real, or finer, 
attributes are submerged and t\le emotions dominate. 

When afflicted Venus produces u11satisfact~ry do
mestic conditions, anxiety in IQve, difficulty w.jth friends 
or through finances. She rules the skin, throat, reins, 
ovaries and internal generative organs, lnd these •are 
adversely affected by over-indulgence in amusements, 
eating and drinkiqg. ' 

Venus aid; t~e facultPes of comparison and perteption ' 
as related to order, form, size, weight, color, ~me and 
ti111e. A~o acts on conjugality, all\8tiveness, fnendship, 
mirthfulness and agreeableness. 01t tne days when 
}'enus is well aspected by tte Moon or other p14nets, 
the -.,ctivities of those faculties. are accentuated and 
Jbanifest 'the best of which the riative is then capa~t,. 
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according to the moral status or soul unfo1dment, and 
they :ue conversely ''affected :n tlie same ·manner when 
Venus is afflicted by tran-.it or by directions in the pro-

d h ~ ' e gresse oroscope. 

The law of the universe is' in ~peration continually 
and manifesting largely through the planetary system 
with both positive and negative forces, which we term 
good and adverse, and it requires effort to maintain 
equilibrium in the counter-balancing elements, but it is 
the effort that brings progressive development. Venus
ians particularly !"".!quire that effort to keep their finer 
sensibilities attuned. 

Things Ruled by Venus 

Vebus is feminine in nature. She rules the sense of 
touch and has much to do with the dispositio.1. She 
inclines to all that appertairl>.oto the higher attributes of 
the mind: music, ~\nging, poetry, painting, drama ard 
all refined amusements and adornment. She is beneficial 
and fruitfal and expresses through the character of an 
individual by generosity, good humor and love. Co,lors 
are all the paSJ:el shades and especially the clear blue of 
turquoise; some also give to Venus the clear red of 
crimson. Metal, cepper. 

V c;nus in Aries 

~ 'T' 

Fondne1s for travel, ml!;sic, painting, sculpture, decor, 
ative art, si~ing, poetry, romance, theatres, entertain
metlt and all genteel muscular and mental recreation. • • 

' The nature is ardent, affectionat::, demonstrative, 
"genero11s in the bestowal of affr.ction, fond of love and 
a-:lmiration, warm-hearted, passionate a.td attracted to 
friends 6.f the opposite sex. 

This location of Venus -inclines to popularity; many 
frien&. and, if other testimonies in the chart warrant, an 
ea_rly or hasty marriage. However, there are usually 
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many inharrnonies in .the marital r~lation. The disposi
tion is charitable and the t"eeling and sympathies q11ickly 
respond to appeal'- for wtlrthy assi,stance ;.free and gen
erous in gifts and expenditures. 

Venus in Taurus 

~ I:S 

This location of Venus endows the native with deep 
feelings ami lasting emotions; an affectionate and faith
ful love nature. Precise, careful .and correct with 
regard to form. and custom in connection with pleasure, 
sociability and friendship. Fixed and stable in feelings, 
decided and tenacious in opinions. Fond of money for 
the pleasure and comfort it brings and generous with 
it in that respect. 

VenuJ in Taurus is generally favorable for money and 
possessions gained by the ~ative's personal efforts in 
b'ijsiness or profession and by the oc,1upations of Venus. 
If other testimonies in the chart w'llrrant, it assists to 
gain by legacy, partnership or marriage. Tke loca\ion 
inclines to marriage, but it is sometimes delayed. 

Venas in Gemini 

The native may find pleasure and profit from travel 
and Mercurial pursuits. Money is gained froll'l more 
than one source; several occupations. If Mercury is in 
good aspect, or the education comple~, much 'tan be 
aceomplished through wrl'tings: speaking, mus•"c, art and 
drama. 'This location of Venus tends to refine the f,:el
ings and intellect, giving clear idcaas, i,ntuition, original
ity, inventive ability, good humor, frendliness, sociabil
ity and keett appreciation for all li~t, airy, m~ntal · 
recreations. 

Dual Love !lffahs, inconstancy or tendency 1to flirt, 
likelihood of several love afl'airs, one lt'it'h a relative; 
many loving friends. Venus 'In Gemini inclines to .mar
riage, and· if other testimonies in the chart permit," more 
t'han one union. • 
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If unaffticted, much good-will t.etwe~n brethren, 
cousins and neighbt!rs. Spil;itua~ tendencies of a pro
gresSive or mystical nature. 

Venus in ~anc;Cir 

~ $ 

This location gives love of home, domestic attractions, 
strong ·affection for the mother. Tio:e nature is sym
pathetic, kind-hearted, loving, receptive, imaginative 
and quickly responsive to the emotions. Several love 
affairs, secret attractions, union with one of occult 
tendencies or with considerable difference in age. 

Venus in Cancer is not wholly fortunate for marriage, 
as it indicates obstacles, either on account of parents, 
mon\!y or occupation; unforeseen difficulties. Friend
ships among inferiors and connection with st.me ob
scure, unpopular or plebialt occupation. 

Ability in occult tarts, psychic research .and in matt~~s 
co~nected,, with the unseen world; love for mystical 
rehgion. Gain by matters associated with water, re
freshments and, if other indications in the chart show it, 
gain through 'nouses, land or pa'I·ents. Mediumistic gifts. 

Venus in Leo 

The nature is sympathetic, charitable, kind-hearted, 
free add ~enerof.ts. EarnFst, sincere •.1nd ardent in affec
tion. The native is attracted' to the opposite sex, fond 
of .social di~lay, pleasure, friends, entertainment and 
amusements of all sorts. There may be real talent for 
something signified by Venus: music, poetry, singing, 

· actiqg, art, etc. ' 

Gain ..fhrough young people, superiors, those of good 
position and social s1andiq~. If other testimonies in t'.te 
chart warran'l:, 'th~ native will gain by judicious invest
ment, speculation, inheritanc and by occupations con· 
nected with pleasure., -
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Venus jn Virgo. 

~ TIR 

Venus in Virgo h<J~ a .tendency to endow the native 
with a quiet nature and "a deep sympathy seldom ex
pressed. Some delay and disappointment in love, secret 
or •dual attachments, union with one of a different 
station, possibly av employee, invalid or a doCt()l". 

Money is gained through servants or subordinates or 
by the native himself occupying such positions; &"ain by 
matters connected with drugs, medicine, nursing, food, 
farming, gardening and through vocations associated 
with the earthly elements. If other testimonies in the 
chart permit, gain by careful speculation, investment 
and through the partner. 

Venus ire Libra 

Contributes to kindness, sympathy, pure arm refin~d 
affections and rich love nature. It conduces to marriage, 
frien3ships, sociability, popularity, a fruitf.lll union and 
talented offspring. • 

Venus in Libra gives a love for fine arts, music, poet
"ry, singing, painting, drama, o~era and all refined, 
cultured amusements and social functions. 

Preference for friends and associates• among philo
sophical people and "those .of g<fod social standfng, also 
affection for cousins or relatives. 

The native may earn money througH' the things sig
nified by Venus, asad, if other testimoni

0
es in the chart 

permit, will gain throug~ marriage and partnershi,p.' 

• Venus in Scorpio 
• • 

9 m. 
•Th4! native is free, generous anq even lavish in ex

pettditures. Money may be earned•.through the watery. 
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elements, catering to the tastes or by' matte-rs connected 
with· the dead and: if othef tes'timonie~ in the chart 
warrant, gain by gifts. legacy! partn.,ership or marriage, 
but there wili be some delay or trouble in connection 
with them. 

This location of Venus increases the passions and 
emotions and gives a love of sensation, lux-ury and 
pleasure; ardent in love, demonstrative in affection. It 
attracts to the opposite sex and brings trouble, disap
pointment, delay or loss in courtship or marriage. sor
row th~ough disa!!reement or jealousy, attacks upon the 
honor, death of partner. ' 

Trouble or failure in social affairs; friends with mys
tical or occult tendencies, also friendships with some of 
doul:1tful repute. If Venus is much afflicted, liable to 
death by poison or by suicide due to unhappy dliances. 

Yenus in Sagittarius 
t ~ • ' 

-
This location of Venus refines the nature, makin~ th~ 

native light-h,earted, impressionable, intuitive, imagina
tive, prophetic, generous and of'loyal intentions, fond of 
beauty, fine art11, traveling, voyaging, romance, a'nimals, 
and all out-of-door sports and amusements. It inclines 
to charity, benevolence and justice; to ·religion of a 
mystical or spiritual riature; to respect for literary and 
intellectual work, philosophies, philanthropy and all lines 
leading to harmony and involving tbe higher attributes 
of the mind. ' · 

Money may be,. gained from two sources and through 
things signified by the sign Sagittarius, also through 
horSf!S, shipping, traveling, sports, 'etc., ,and if other 
testimonies in the chart agree, 'through, speculation, in
vestme\t, legacy and partnership. 

The love na\ur.! is suspectible and attracted to the 
oppOEite sex. This location inclines to more than one 
umon and affection fpr a foreigner or one from a' con-
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siderable distance. Gives many frie"nds, some of good 
position and, social !!>tanc\ing. Friendship with partner's 
relatives and friends among educators, scientists, min-
isters and marintrs. 

0 

\tends in Capricorn 

9 'd 

This location .tends to uplift the native and•place him 
in positions of trust, responsibility, authority and profit. 
giving the favor of employers, superiors and elders. 

It inclines· to business, commerce, bankin'g, invest
ments, stocks, shares and executive positions which 
bring contact with many, also to affairs connected with 
the earthly elements. It conduces to social and business 
popularity, friends of high standing with gain and ad
vancement through them. 

The love nature is ambitious, diplomatic and careful 
'or honor. Marri-age is usually f.li convenience or for 
social purposes. There is disappointment ,in love, do
mestic unhappiness, coldness or indifference on the part 
ol the partner. If other testimonies in the chart agree, 
marriage is delayed f~r reasons arising' out of age, par
ents; money or occupation. Either the native or the 
partner is likely to be older, more serious, calculating, 
wealthy, or' of a different position in life, or hold a differ
ent and maybe an indifferent ~ttitude. 

If Venus is afflicted here it gives l&bility tO' business 
treachery through associate~; loss and trmJble through 
alliances with inferiors or those of dou\Jtful repu!e. 

Venus in Aquarius 

9 = 
This loca.tion of Venus gives fondness fc>~ pleasure 

'bnd sos:ial life.' The nati'ie makes frie.nds easily and 
readily forms acquaintanq~s with • strangers. Friends 
among inferiors and also with those of weafth and 
re1inement. 
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The nature is intuitive, philosophica.l, generous, re
served in opinions and.sincere in colilviction!i; liking and 
ability for fine arts and all cultured and intellectual pur
suits. Fond of, romano;:e and p\easurtt, friends among 
the opposite sex, faithful and earnest in affection, secret 
alliances, remarkable or strange, tJudd(:n and unexpected 
experiences or events in love, union with one of Uranian 
nature; possibly marriage in middle life or later years, 
and to one. of different age. 

• Indicates gain financially through friends, societies 
and public enterprise,~. If other testimonies in the chart 
agree, it signifies gam through partnership, association, 
companies and firms, also through speculation, invest
ment and inheritance. Many hopes and ·wishes realized. 

Venus in Pisces 

Venus in Pisces b~tows a nature that is charitable,, 
philanthropic, easily \noved to symp:hhy; · inclined to 
reliev~ suffering and to assist the weak or afflicted; in
terested in work connected with institutions. The nativ,e 
is compassionate1 sensitive, psychic, mediumistic, emo-
tional, idealistic and inspirational. ' , 

Fond of all things beautiful: poetry, musi~, painting 
and fine arts generally. Cheerful, genial, hospitable, 
fond of society and frichdly intercourse; desirous of 
peace, ease, comfort and luxury; at times indolent. 

Money is gained through (riend!;, charity, gifts, Venus
ian O<;cupationso; or through obscure, subordinate or 
plebian pursuit. Tqere .is apt to be more than one 
murriage and the native may be careless or fickle in 
matters, of affection.. Attraction to an 'inferi,or; secret 
a•lliance. •If Venus is much afflicted' here th,e native may 
have a ha~ time gaining money, or if he l?ossesses it 
will lose heavily: throug}t fravd, deception and uoocrup-" 
ulous methellls a'nd maybe by his own action. Difficulty, 
detrimeft/. and loss through ~ntri£ue: obstacles, delays 
~tnd trouhle in marriage., 
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MARS 

His lnftuence in th~ Twelve Zodiacal Sign& 
• • 

Mars rules two signs: Aries and Scorpio . . ·. 
Mars is significant of energy, the form that energy 

a~umes depending upon its position, aspects and loca
tion in the horoscope. Manifests as hot, dry _and mas
culine and has much to do with the ambitions, desires 
and animal nature. • 

People ruled by Mars are noticeably ambitieus, posi
tive and fond of leadership. Being quite inventive and 
mechanical they become good designers, builders and 
managers and usually make their way to the front in 
whatever they undertake. 

Being averse to the dil)tatorship of others and un
happy in subordinate poSitions, they usually find the 
best outlet for. th,ir special abilitijs when in business 
for themselveS or in positions where they can direct the 
work of others. • 

On the undeveloped ,plane they are th., cruel boss, the 
domiQeering husband or the masculine wife. But when 
intelligently enlightened and spiritually inclined they 
are excellenC; healers and teachers and may be found at 
the foremost of movements {elr the advancement of 
public welfare. 

For best results•they {equi10e a great deal Qf fresh air, 
plenty of water, rest, sleep, music and abstinence from 
highly seasoned foods or stimulating be"erages. 

Mars ruled the first month of the Roman yea't 
(March), also tfle eighth month (October), at ,whidl 
times certain days weT'e given over to Martian eeremon-" 
ies of varioua; nature. Until the time of Augujtus, Mars 
lrad bu• two temples at RorQe, an.d both )Vere connected 
with war-\ike operations. One of t-hese was origina\ly 

• on" an a\tar. It was in the Campus Marti us, ta~ exer
cismg ground of the army. The other was outside the • • 
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Porta Caperna, the gate through whicho the army march-
ed on its way to cai!lpaigns. • 

• 
Every 15 y~"\rs Mars reache!; its htast distance from 

the Earth, i.e., about 36,000,000 miles, when it shines 
with a splendor like that of ~auti'l:ul Venus. In the 
summers of 1924 and 1939 .it reached this proximity. 

Nicolo Marconi, Italian inventor, some years ago 
stated that he had reason to believe th1t messages were 

•being sent to us from Mars. While making experiments 
out on the Mediter~nean Sea, his instruments repeated
ly received a pecuhar call from a wave Jength 150,000 
miles duration-much larger than any of our instru
ments were capable of transmitting at that time. 

Things Ruled by Mars 
0 

Mars rules strength, force .and courage. Its manifes
tation is constructive or destructive, according to the 
nature of the aspect\and what use aR in&\vidual make~ 
of the vibrations as compared to his desires, the 
natute or quality of effort and degree of his understand
ing. 

Anatomically considered, Mars governs the ex~rnal 
sex organs, muscula'" system, head, face, left ear, sense 
of taste and the bladder, and these parts a're the moc;t 
readily affected with di!Jease when the health has been 
abused or neglected. Mars predisposes one to injuries 
through • accidenti and hurts by cuts, burns, scalds, 
surgery, firearms, etc., and. to f&verisl\ or inAammatory 
complaints. Metals governed by Mars are iron and steel. . . 

.Mcirs in Aries 

Gives ~rce, positivity, self-assurance, combativeness, 
activity, industry, enterprise, originality 'and meqhanicat 
ability. ' • 

The native is enthusiastic, electric and inspiring. • 
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Philosophic -and idealistic in spirit and so frank and 
free that" h.e usually m~ets wth poor success in conceal
ing anything. Very independent and often act's hastily 
and forcefully on imp.llse. 

Possesses a keeh sense of enjoyment, a love for sport, 
pleasure and adventure. Has a strong dislike for all 

• bonds, limitations and restrictions, preferring to be free 
to explore and pioneer into all new lines of thoul{ht 
and activity. ' 

Self-interest is strong and the "itive will usually push 
his affairs forward with very little outside.. encourage
ment, sometimes without any, and in the face of dis
couragement. Mars in Aries increases the vitality but 
makes the native subject to danger by fire, surgical 
operations, fevers, inflammatory and mental complaints, 
acci~ents, wounds and scalds. a 

If Mars is afflicted it 'gives hasty temper and trouble 
through th~ h~ad, face and ey;s. It usually gives a 
mark or scar of some kind on Head or face. 

Mars in Taurus 
• 

• 
Gives practical qualities, quiet ambition, quick wit 

and foresight, good executive power, ability to organize 
and direct: a good manage; capable of carcying plans 
and ideas into practical materialization. Not usually 
deterred, nonplussed or thwarted" by obs'tacles, and 
works determinedly ilnd persistently whert: self-interests 
are concerned, gaining the desired ond throua-h tact, 
diplomacy and sheer strength. of .internal force or con
fidence. This location of Mars indicates good earning 
powers, J.ree expenditures and pleasure as weJI as gain 
through ths: occuplltion. 

If•,Mars is 'unafflicted tlte native. usuilliY _liand~es much 
money and gains by legary. But-1f 'Mars IS affhcted the 
native will be liable to loss of money, prGpert:y and 

•slumps in finances. The tepper, during the ·penod of 
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affliction, is hasty and violent, native is irrit.able, ac
quisitive, and when arfgry he i~ "mad as a' bull" and 
quite apt to act "bull-headed." This position of Mars 
also indicates po~erful opponents and l~gal difficulties, 
loss of legacy, unfavorable union,;, !i<#me scandal and 
monetary difficulties. • 

In either case this location inclines to marriage, but ' 
trouble through it and also through the .opposite sex. 

Mars in Gemini 

3 II 

Sharpens the insight and perception, giVmg acute, 
keen, quick intellect; mentally combative and forceful, 
plain spoken; desire for educational attainments; active 
and nimlfie. 

If Mars is well aspected the rfative can write or speak 
well and is fond of reading, lectures, travel, science, law 
or chemistry. Possess~ a mind that is 'meChanical, in
ventive. and ingenious. In manner is practical, apt, 
quick to make deductions and to arrive at conclusions .• 

If Mars is afflicted, often disagree'able and forceful in 
speech, satirical, fault-finding and critical. Trouble 
through neighbors, relatives and inferiors, al5Q through 
writings, letters, education and traveling; difficulty, es
trangement•or separation fr'Om brothers or sisters. The 
mind is reatless, indecisive and lacking in concentration. 
Pains in th~ lungs arfd injuries to hands, arms, shoulders 
and collar bolle. 

Mars 1n Gemini tenqs tO< more than one union, to two 
attatthments at the same time or affection for a relative. 

Mars in Cancer 

Makes the native bold, fearle.:;s, ambitious and indus
trious, wik1 sudden outbursts of temper and irritable • 
tendencies; when offended!·, likely to nurse ill-feeling for 
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a considr.rable' time; fond of luxury and somewhat 
sensuous. 

The subject i~ origin-al, independent .tad rebels against 
authority. Gives, .fitn.ess for medicine or surgery, gain 
through enterprising 'business journeys and voyages, 
public concerns and through physical effort. Somewhat 

•changeable and lacking in continuity. Possesses some 
domestic tastes, and liking for occult, mystica.!, psychical 
and metaphysical subjects. 

If Mars is afflicted, it indicates early death of mother, 
separation £,rom or disagreement with her;' trouble in 
home life and a discontented marriage partner; many 
worries, annoyances, sorrows and changes of residence. 
Trouble through lands, property and inheritance; acci
dents to home, such as fire, storms, earthquak.-s, theft, 
etc. ;.danger through the watery elements; many diffi
culties at close of life Ufl)ess poise and harmony have 
been developed. Indisposition through the stomach 

'and some trouMe con~rning th~ sight. 

Mars in Leo 

8 S\. 

The native is candid, free, fearlc'ss, independent, enter
prising, honest and very conscientious. He is active, 
industrious and capable of rising to positions of respon
sibility, trust, authority, management and cod'trol. Dur
ing good "directions" to Mars, sucsess and .good for
tune through pablic :WPOiQtments, goverrvnent affairs, 
gain by speculation, investment, keen judgment in stock 
exchange matters, insurance and indt1strial co•cerns, 
and through those in high ranlt. ~ciable, fond of com
pany, friendshiP and esteem; warm-hearted, ardent in 
affection, .Jove and P.leasure; often hasty and impulsive 
in love and s;ometimh too unrestrained in th~ emotion"s 
and passiops. At times very forceful, positive, militant, 
'aggre~Ssive or <iefiant in manner,.strong jn argument and 
likely to arouse oppositiota and open enmity; but very 
rpagnanimous, generous, philosophical, reasona'ble: en
thusiastic, broad, liberal, pos~essing a keen sense of 
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justice and a determined will, and d~es not hold a 
grudge (or long. Fondness for !;trenuous sp'orts, adven
ture, risky ente1prises, hazardot.ts occJWations and for 
occult phenomena. 

Taste for inventions and music with some real me· 
chanica[ ability and musical skill. Mars in Leo tends. 
to financial gain in later life. Increases the muscular 
strength afld vitality, but indicates liab~ity to Martian 
dlseases, feverish complaints and accidents. 

If Mars is afflicteti it threatens disappointment and 
sorrow in rove, death of a loved one, separation or some 
irregularity in the union, death of a child. Trouble 
through superiors and also through inferiors; loss 
through speculation. Peculiar ailments of an inflamma
tory or tumerous character, difficulty through accidents 
and fires and trouble with sides and back. A responsive 
nature, amorous, forceful, boid and contemptuous of 
danger, quick in anger, though idealistic and fond of. 
hazardous or strenuot.ts pursuits. 

Mars in Virgo 

& IIJ! 

Makes the native quite original and interested in 
bold and scientific enterprises in which he 'is usually 
successful. yet he has n'any struggles of a peculiar 
nature as_ this location of Mars puts difficulties in the 
way of the ;,mbiti<Xls and desires for gower and fame, 
helping to bring reversal, dbwnfall, obstacles and con
tinual annoyanc~ or opposition. It favors profit through 
trading in commtm thing!\ and foreign produce, and gen
eral business enterprfses. The native is a good worker 
in t:mploy, but usually follows his own will quietly, be
ing metit~lly very active, quick-witted, shrewd and 
somewhat acquisitive:; tactful and discriminative; pos
sesses rese~e force and energy. Mars in• Vitgo 3,1lapts , 
one for science, •and j.s 'somewhat related to medicine, 
surgery,. chemistry, pharmac~, hygiene, healing, ;and 
food procfuct"- It gives power to resist disease by stud1· 
of hy,iene and care in dipt, but the nervous system and 
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bowels are· likely to suffer from c!'mplaints brought on 
or aggravatetl by Mars. • There are also apt to -be nu
merous ties, unio~s witlt inferiors, death of friends and 
helpers or parting from them throuth quarrels or 
misunderstanding. 

If Mars is afflicted in the horoscope it will, at times, 
rtlake one quite irritable, hasty, proud, obstinate, re
served, secretive. and revengeful. Suffers from loss of 
friends, servants, subordinates, co-workers and false; 
associations. Liability to accidents and sickness from 
overwork, and trouble through lat10r difficulties and 
strikes. -

Mars in Libra 

Prorpotes development of the faculties of perception 
and observation. Gives 1=lear vision, refined tastes, 
idealistic temperament, an intuitive mind of a specula
rive nature. The 11ative,is enterpri;;ing and often placed 
in a position' where he rules others. Love of sciences 
in general, and fond of refined occupations," businl!ss or 
professional. This location of Mars is good for a law
yer or surgeon. It a\so indicates man7 friends among 
scien.tific, philosophic, religious, legal or business people. 
In the business world the native• meets with trouble 
through competitors but survives enemies. Trouble also 
comes through other people;.he meets with rivalry, 
opposition, enmity and criticism both open and secret. 
Troubles and sadness concerning dea.ths, and Josses of 
those related to the fa~ily ~ircle. 

Mars in this location inclines to an a.-dent, rasl), im
pulsive or passionate love. Tho opRosite sex usually is 
a great attraction and exercises much control over t11e 
native. H£: is !apt to become detri111entally en~angled 
through the affection!P, causing much sufferingp grief or> 
trouble. Other testimonies concurring, it jauses an 
warly 19arrilge "and quarrels with, the partner. Usually, 
however, a disappointment:in love .delays marr~age. 

Jhe experiences gathered through business, n!arriage, 
etc., lead the native, in later ye;rs, to a still higher edu-

• ·-
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cation and unfoldment which produces fine judgment. 
Mars ,in Libra is a· testimony for offsprmg and they 
are usually endowed with supe-ior intellect. 

If Mars is afflicted, particularly by Uranus, there are 
many separations, broken ties and difficulties between 
native and partner, friends, associates and relatives. 

Mars in Scorpio 

& 111. 

This gives a pr<"ctical nature with the capacity to 
work hard and accomplish much. There is good execu
tive power, mechanical and inventive ability. In char
acter the native is firm, positive, determined and force
ful, with matter-of-fact manner and a seemingly cold.or 
unconscious disregard for the feelings of others. Some
what selfish, rash, revengeful and passionate. Thr; mind 
is acute, sharp, keen and dipl_0matic, native is quick and 
capable in government office, in secret missions and 
work of a peculiar n~ture in connectio.'l with the regula. 
employment or with confederates or associates. This 
locatft:m is f"avorable for a chemist, surgeon, assayer or 
any other profession or occupation which involves t:1e 
use of liquids a•d tools. The nat;ve usually enters into 
projects with intensity of purpose and action, his motto 
being, "Produce restllts." Fondness for hazardous en
terprises, I iable to accidents and a sudden or violent end. 
Liking to investigate tqings mysterious and at some 
time ljke1y to become engaged in psychical research. 
There is likelihoo<l of gain by marriage; romantic court
ship experi«;.nces; long jour11eys ,and vuyages. 

If Mars is mu:h afflicted in Scorpio, it tends to express 
as unsociable, ungr'l,tefuL, quarrelsome, revengeful, over
bearing and selfish, with scant regard for the rights of 
others. Trouble though employees, severe ,illness, a<"· 
cidents 'a•d operations. .. 

Mara in Sagittarius 
a "t 

( 

MakeSo the native free, frank, generous, enthusiast1t, 
ambi_tious and at times qnpulsive in speech and action. 
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The mind ~s active and although fond of argument 
is usually gt!od humored, original and independent 
in thought, morally an~ mentally brave, daring and 
fearless of the oprnions of others; firm, tfxed and posi
tive in his ideas and.freq'\ently at variance with accepted 
opinions. Fond of travel and adventure; favorable 
results from investigation of the occult, particularly 
wllere the inspirational, prophetic and intuitional tenden
cies are concerned. This location gives good mechanical 
ability, foresight and ingenuity; also good for lawyers 
and surgeons, evangelists and explorers. It gives a love 
of pleasure, especially strenuous sP'>rts and athletics 
carried on out -of doors. Conduces to a liking Tor mili
tary tactics, and if the chance offers will hold military 
and naval positions. If Mars is not afflicted it signifies 
gain through marriage, associates, legacy and social 
means: likelihood of more than one union, and co'hcern 
regardir:..g health of others in the domestic circle. 

If Mars is afflicted it signifies danger through jour
n~s and travpling, possible loss ~f legacy and loss 
through legal decisions; unfavorable emploxment and 
some risk therein. Liable to trouble through too much 
risk~ over-estimation, miscalculation or exaggeration. 
Not favorable for brothers, sisters, cousi'hs and neigh
bors; disagreement with them, or one or more will die. 
Difficulty with religious persons or" through religious 
or skeptical and unorthodox ideas and beliefs. In the 
early part of life the native is likely to be indi~posed, 
and at the close meets with dual experiences. 

Mara io Capricorn 
8 ., 

Gives courage, self-reliance and assurance, a nature 
that is brave, bold and not at all ave,se to adventure 
and excitemeflt ; often is. very heroic. Due to dis.re'gard 
of danger may ineet with accidents, especially tR lower 
liii}lls. I~ amt.itieus, enterprising, industrio1,1s :'and ac
quisitive. • Capable of much re~ponsrbiijtyo ah~ endeavor; 
possesses good executive and 'organizing ability. Qesire 
for public life and in lines allowing plenty of scope for 
adion. Being energetic and williiyr to ass~e._ respoq-

• . 
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sibility, attains positions of authority and prominence; 
friends among powerful people and occult students. 

In acquiring; education the inl.'ellect ;., slow, but is sure 
in the assimilation of knowledge. The mind is subtle 
and gains much by intuition. :Thete is some specula
tive tendency or liking for risks and a desire to acquire 
wealth. The native becomes a lover of duty, has go('ld 
business ability, gains through commerce and science, 
also through industrious employees, travel, foreign af
fairs and products of the earth. Honor and fame in pro
fession; a success(ul sales-manager, general manager, 
agent or, real estate broker. Marriage pr,oduces an im
portant change in life, greatly affects the c:lose of life 
and may bring gain socially. There is likely to be an 
early affair of the affections with an inferior or an elder
ly person. 

' 
If Mars is afflicted it in,dicates difficulties through 

friends and acquaintances; conflict with people in au
thority, superiors and those of high,ranJc. The nativ~ 
at times is irritable: quick in temper and passion. He 
may- arouse rivalry, opposition and criticism and is likely 
to suffer in honor and credit. This is rather an unf;:>r
tunate locatioo of Mars for a,, parent (probably the 
father) as there may be a disagreement or separation 
between the native ·>and a parent or between the parents 
themselves or one of them may die prematurely. 

Man in Aquarius 

8 = 
?.fakes a r;ood reasoner who usually takes some 

unique, original aJld u..,looked for point from which to 
•Teason. As a speaker he is a ready debater, forcible and 
convipc:ing; he sums up facts and argument, c:learly and 

•· often ar-rives at conclusions quickly. H«; is intellectual, 
prudent, quick-witted and scientific. There is some im
pulsiveness in manner an~ speech an<l at timl'!s be •a 
rash, head-strorlg .~nd abrupt. The native is · humani
tarian., and interested in reforms for public good. He is. 
fond of literature anq philosophy, oc:eult studies flnd. 
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science generally. Mars in Aquarius makes one ambi
tious, enterprising and iqdependerrt. His opiniogs may 
be fixed and not readiLY changed by others; when he 
makes a change itt is usually a complete ll(>ne and under
gone quite suddenll: or,.abruptly. The native is original 
and unique in many tntngs, inventive and fond of ma
chinery, electrical and aerial matters. This is a good 
!•cation of Mars for medicine or surgery, hospital, phil
anthropic or welfare work. Makes a good dir.l!ctor and 
responsible official in connection with public companies 
or il) governmental, municipal and fraternal office. Gains 
by the professions, and financial suocess comes through 
public work. He is sincere and has refined tastes; makes 
friends readily through merit and ability. 

If Mars is afflicted it indicates that at times the natrve 
is apt to be too independent, abrupt and blunt in ~peech 
and manner; apt to act hastily without realizing the 
consequences. This is like!;¥ to result in separation from 
friends and associates, and suffering through opposition 
and hostility .• TrQuble occurs in cqnnection with firms, 
companies, associates, societies and partners. It is 
thought also to indicate the death of a frienti, estrlnge
mGOt from one or suffering through a false friend, and 
early death of a pare~ or separation fmm them. The 
nativ~ may be "rough and ready," faithful in affections 
and capable in an emergency. 

Mare in Pi1cee 

8 * 
The native is tenerqus apd free with JliOney, yet 

anxious to accumulate wealth; somewhat timid or cau
tious but if angered or aroused becomes "old and eud
acious. In nature the person is "sympathetic, receptive" 
affectionate and sensitive to imposition. Sometimes the 
native is quiet and retiring, easily deprtssed and _gloomy: , 
somewhat prone to in!olence, vacillation, irresolUtion or 
indecision, aqd tpo open to the influence of othll"s, while 
ai othetaimes he accomplishes m•ch quietly. Is desir· 
ous of popularity although •may nof gain much of it; 
•en4,eavors. to avoid conflicts and tries valiantly ro sur· 
.mount difficulties and misfortun1_:;. Apt in details ~nd 
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-
successful in ordinary occupations and with the middle 
class of people, also with pursuits in conli'ection with 
public or private institutions . .._Mars in Pisces gives 
ability as a dete:::tive, inspector, Jailor, "..varden, hospital 
worker, sailor, marine engineer, fi;;herman, hotel keeper, 
and in occupations requiring uniform'. Friends among 
powerful people; help and gain financially from friends. 

There may be some tendency to dissipation or passion, 
or over-stimulated emotions, and danger through water 
and liquids generally; from drowning, scalding, poisons, 
food in liquid form,. abo through gas, af!~sthetics and 
opiate5. This location of Mars also tends t.o disappoint
ment in love, to two attachments and delay in marriage. 
Accidents and trouble to the feet. 

If Mjus is afflicted it shows that the native will meet 
with many heavy misfortunes and difficulties; will suffer 
from secret enmity in varia.11s forms, such as 'theft, 
scandal, slander, false reports, false accusations, etc., 
whether deserving it or not. He ma,y br. involved in·' 
trouble through lack' of candor, truthfulness and hon
esty, 'and th'Is may be due either directly or indirectly 
to his own fault. It shows many changes in plan->, 
view~. dispm.itiOCl and occupation., 

·•Brntht'rs behold! The stars are ?tt forenr." ' 
-John Galswor-thy 
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JUPITER 

His Influence in J:he Twelve Zodiacal Signs 

Jupiter. rul•t the sign Sagittarius 

• Typical Jupiterians are usually termed jovial owing 
to the fact that Jupiter gives such characttristics as 
sociability, hope, benevolence, veneration, compassion, 
justice, honesty, spirituality, also well developed facul· 
ties of proportion, calculation and !~cation. The Jupiter· 
ian is usuallif quick to hit the mark, as his •symbol is 
The Archer, and they love t,;Jt·of-doors exercises; in 
fact, they require considerable of such recreation if they 
would overcome uneasiness and develop poise. 

In the business world they become interested in large 
popular enterprises and feal much in matters related 
to lawyers, judges, bankers, brokers and physicians. 

•Science and medicine, insurance a.nd commercial travel· 
ing often en'gage their attention, also affairs of philan
thropic, charitable, religious or benevolenl impdrt, as 
well as other matters in the professional world. 

Jupiter is termed "the greater fortune," and indeed, 
he seems well named, for, unless Jupiter is ill placed in 
the horoscope, he bestows a considerable amount of 
what appears to be good luck ~pon natives of that sign, 
who are usually fitted for positions of dignity~ trust or 
power in business and social circles. • Having ,p. logical, 
broad mind, coml'iderab)e self-possession, self-confidence 
and determination, they usually inspire. confidence and 
attain responsible positions. 

If Jupiter is J}Ot dignified or if adversely aspected rn 
the horoscope it cavses restlessne!l's and uncertainty~ 
giving liability to losses through misjudgme"t, unfor· 
tunate . spe4:Ull&tion, investments and trusflll. In the 
'ftumari. organism it rules tke thighs 3lld blood and fre
quently causes trouble in evarious \vays_ throug!l blood 
illlpurities. To overcome these tendenc1es, usE!" care in 
diet. Dandelion or angelica lea.,"::es made into tea is _said 
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by physician~ to be beneficial for allaying the effects of 
such disorders, but to• get at the cause one must improve 
the state of mind by banishing lvorrie~ and partaking of 
mental relaxatron. In ancient times physicians invoked 
the aid of Jupiter for the cure qf dic;~ase by administer
ing medicine in the "planetary hours" ruled by Jupiter. 
Modern physicians, while they have lost the true a~tro
logical import, still invoke Jupiter's influence by mark
ing its symbol at the top of their prescJiptions, although 
they have changed it somewhat by now making it B 
instead of U as formerly. 

Things Ruled by Jupiter · 

Jupiter in nature is said to be warm, moist, sanguine, 
temperate, social, expansive, masculine and moderate. 
Has d«minion over the blood, liver, veins, arteries and 
thighs. Rules higher education and philosophic reason
ing. If in a person's birth chart Jupiter is unafflicted, 
the native will be a good, sound and correct reasoner, 
whereas, if it is ill-dignified or badly a!.peckd, will often 
exhibit poor, uncertain and unreliable judgment. 

Much depends upon what house this planet occupies In tits 
horoseope. It abo"l'a the earth nt birth Ita Influence will manifest 
earlier than when It Is found below. It Ia said that Jupiter's 
IDfluence does not aft'ect .~he life with appreciable power until the 
fortieth year and after, but we notice that a peri!On born with 
Jupiter una1fllcted, rising, or If he Is one of the rulers, Is for
tunate and lucky generally, e~peclally In the things Indicated bJ 
the sign J\Jplter occupies. Jupiter bas to do particularly wltb 
the social standing and the refined domestic element. 

Jupiter 'in AHes 

u 'I' 

Usually signifies a progressive J?erson, ambitious, as
pirin~, generous, candid, high-111/nded, ardent, philo
sophtcal and reasonable. Success is largety due to per
sonal medts and through domestic relationship, socia.l 
standing and inlh;entil6 friettds. The native is eapabl~ 
of hol~ing positions of lesponsibility, government 
offices, etc., and where he has authority over other.; ; 
military honors. He usvally changes his pursuit some· . ' ' ' 
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time in lif.e and"has two occupations. Strong liking for 
literature, stience, stud}', philosoJ>hy, traveling .;md all 
that appertains to cult.vation of mind. Shipping, voy
aging, horses, s~orts and out-of-door .!xercises attract 
the attention. UsuOllly •espected and generally fortunate; 
a pioneer, in a way, ana ambitious of advancement .. An 
advocate of new ideas for improvement, and whatever 
\he religious views may be, is sincere, earnest and pro
gressive thereiQ. This location tends to benefit and 
gain through intellectual friends an~ acquaintances, 
shipping, travel, law, religious associates, children, 
young people, foreign securities, S.fleculation _and insur-
a nee. 

Jupiter in Taurus 

u: !:S 

• Jupiter in Taurus gives love of justice. The nature is 
affectionate and generoui, peaceful, reserved and firm. 
Has great love for home and not much given to change. 

'Seldom trav,els t~Xcept for definite purposes such as re· 
late to health, business or learning. 

A patron of philanthropic movements and philosophy; 
fixed in religion and, views generally. 

This location is favqrable foro benefit through the 
opposite sex, sociability, church, philosophy and matters 
connected with the higher attributes of the mind. also 
for the things signified by t~e sign Taurus oa.nd ninth 
house affairs. If other testimonies 'in the chart permit, 
it tends to gain othrou~h gifts and le~acies, int-estments, 
speculation, children, ~oung people, marriage and part
nership. If Jupiter is afflicted there' will be ,losses 
through these things. 

Jupiter in Gemiai 
• u: n 

Givoes a nature which 'expresses 10ympathy, charity, 
benevolence and humanit<lrian tenaencies. The disposi
toion is friendly, courteous, truthful and truftworthy. 
Fond t'f novelty, traveling an\J mental recreation. The 

• • 
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tendency is to intellectual developme!Jt. 1 The mind is 
lofty and aspiring, and although at times there seems 
to be restlessness and feelings •of uncertainly or ·change
ability, yet there is good comparison, or mathematical 
faculty; also a'Dility for literature, occult investigation, 
psychic unfoldment and proplu~cy-.c It indicates the 
possibility of an attraction to a relative or some one 
closely associated, and two marriages. There may b,-: 
some difficulty in .narriage throug-h relatives, writings 
or travel." It inclines to success in literature, bt .efits 
through inventions, with large corporations, mail order 
business and publishing. If afflicted, sudden difficu!<ies 
or opponents; unpl ofitable or unpopular professions; 
differences or separation from relatives; trouble thr<'u:"J' 
publishing or publications. 

Jupiter in Cancer 

'U § 

The native is ambitious, e!l!terprising, good-humored, 
humane, charitable, benevolent, sympathetic, kind and, 
sociable; popular among his fellows, w'ith biends among 
inferiors anq also among those of good position. It 
tends 'to an intellectual view of life, intuition, useful ii'Jl
agination and fondness for all fine arts and cultured 
amusements; patriotic, interested 'ln public welfare and 
investigation in the o,ccult and psychic fields. It snows 
a fondness for home and mother, also for voyages and 
travels for pleasure, health or learning. It inclines to 
gain in p\)blic work throll'gh mental ability, and if other 
testimonies in the chart agree, through investment, in
heritance, property• or marriage. A pe,:lceful, honorable 
end abroad or far from the- plac~ of birth. 

Jupi,ter in Leo 

'U bl. 

• Makes ,the nati~e good-natured, noble and lofty
minded, magnanimous, loyal, courteous, ge'nerous, com
passionate," benevolent and prudent. 'Thi"s location•· 
strengthens the •cons,titution,' increases the vitality and 
favors tirth of children. Th~ love nature is deep, sin
cere and' honest; the su~ject is endowed with wisdom', 
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•good judgment-and will power, capable of holding posi
tions of trust and responsibility. Enjoys prestige, 
honors, grandeur and great undertakings. The mind 
is intuitive, diplotr.atic atld inclined to hi2"her sciences, 
philosophy, fine arts, religion and culture generally. 
Favors government c!mplhy and positions of prominence. 
Gain through judicious investment and speculations. 
Bei!efit through long journeys especially in connection 
with sports, educa!ion or diplomatic affairs. 

Jupiter in Virgo 

2l llR 

This increases the mental inclination in all directions 
toward an intellectual or even somewhat materialistic 
view of things. The nature is cautious, not easily im
posed upon, discreet, prudent ·and discriminativ~ and 
therefor-!! the native has ability for practical scientific 
and philosophical investig;etion and study, the mind 
being analytical, critical, and matter-of-fact, possessed 
ot• wisdom, knQwlec.+ge, honesty and ability for the study 
of natural laws. Careful in choice of acq_uaintances, 
friendships among occult students. Rises above • his 
sph~re in life, has foreign associations and travel due to 
business. Marriage is ir.o some way peculio!r and possibly 
to a social inferior. If well aspected or unafflicted, suc
cess in business or professional putsuits; gain by em
ployees, literature, investment, commercial and specu
lative dealings. It tends to thf! occupations oi Virgo 
and Sagittarius. If afflicted, loss and trouhle through 
these things and di;turbances of the bl(jQd, liver,. bowels 
and hips; lack of applica•ion, method and com:entration. 

Jupiter in Lil}ra 

u: c:!o 

The disposition is rrllld and temperate, since~. earn- • 
est, kind. socjable and obliging. The native is ionscien
ti<Jus, co,mpassionate, imagin~tive ,ilnd P-erceptive; loves 
peace, justice, mercy and hatmony . .Cliar'itable, philan

•thrl,)pic, fond of travel, music, art and all intelt'ectual 
and cultured entertainment. BeQefit from the opposite . . 
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sex, powerful friends and through those who are scien
tific, philosophical 'or spiritual. If well 'aspected or un
afflicted, gain through com•aerce, , employees, science, 
medicine, law, professional associations, public institu
tions, theatres, hospitals, asyiums, etc.; a happy mar
riage, fruitful union and good children; honors and 
esteem. lf afflicted, trouble through legal difficulties, 
open enmity and opposition and through treachery from 
women·, friends or associates. 

Jupiter in Scorpio 

2l 111. 

This gives powerful will, deep emotions, ardor, enthu
siasm, perseverance, ambition and generosity. The mind 
is active, resolute, self-confident, fruitful, subtle, analy
tical: lofty, proud, aggressive, both constructive and de
structive; fond of chemical and mechanical exJieriments 
or occult and psychical rl!search and all things of a 
mysterious nature. Association with governmen.~al 
officials or connection with the government; power 
ampng as~;ociates and societies; professional secrets and 
information affecting the honor of others; friendshiFS of 
a peculiar nasure or open to criticism; intrigues with 
superiors; long voyages and str'ange adventures ?-broad. 
If well aspected or. unafflicted, gain through occupations 
of Scorpio, by litigation, arbitration, death of partner, 
legacy and public investments. If afflicted, jealous and 
powerful enemies; loss•through questionable or unsound 
speculation and securities, etc.; death of child, danger, 
misfortune and-l'lability to death throOJgh water and voy
ages; daflger through sllcial 'or political connections; 
liability to slllffer from hereditary diseases, blood poison
ing' or heart disease. I..iability to quarrels and litigation; 

• difficulty with those engaged in law, ~cience, religion or 
.medicine. 

Jupiter in Sagittarius 

2l I 

Thtr native is endowed v11th a courteous, affable, to(, 
ce.erant, humorous, kind, generous, sympathetic, loyal 'and 

.:ble nature. The rnj;.d is broad, just, liberal, merciful; 
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compassionate, liumanitarian, sincere, prophetic and 
philosophical.' Jupiter in oSagittari~s tends to goad for
tune and general succes~ The native is usually success
ful in his enterplises, often receives hd'nors and is a 
leader among his <19rocia.tes. It is favorable for matters 
connected with sports, horses, shipping, literature, and 
learned, scientific, philosophic or religious bodies. If 
other testimonies in the chart concur, it tends to gain 
through speculation, marriage, legacy and voyages. If 
afflicted, troublesome social affairs, difficulty through 
sports and loss by speculation or g~mbling. 

Jupiter in Capricorn 

2l ~ 

A mind that is serious, deliberate, thoughtful 1nd in
genious,. The nature is constructive, capable, creative 
with organizing ability. Ij ambitious and attains some 
degree of popularity, power, credit and esteem. Tends 
tb economy,· fJ;ugaJity and the acquirement of practical 
education, taking part in the advancement of scientific, 
philosophic or spiritual knowledge, industrial' or poMtical 
ecttnomics. It inclines to general success in occupation, 
especially where the !Vltive is in author.ity over others, 
or engaged in some public or governmental career. The 
tendency is to gain through corllmercial or foreign 
affairs, and if other testimonies in the chart concur, gain 
through money or legacy from. father or superiors. It 
is said to indicate a long journey or voyage and" that the 
marriage is affected by the parents, also that t~e native 
is concerned wit11 the, sorrows ana· mis~ortunes of 
friends. If afflicted, it manifests as parsimony or inac· 
tivity; an unorthodox nature; trouble, • difficulty. and 
obstacles in occupation; some t'Iiscredit. 

JupiJer in Aquariull' 

2l = 
Make!! the native cheerfjd, goodohthn'ored, obliging, 

, just, merciful, compassionate, sympathetic, philavthropic 
anft congenial, disliking discord and inharmony. The 

'mind is prophetic, intuitive, g;nteel, refined, libe[al, 
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broad, philosophic, humanitarian am! given to the in-' 
vestigation of new thought, social, spiritualistic and 
refol'm subjects. Inclines to fondness for an'd pursual 
of out-of-thQ·ordinary, occuft, cur~ous and mystical 
studies. Jupiter in Aquarius gives original, independent 
and progressive views; often indifferent to the ordinary 
affairs of life; favors development of the higher attri
butes of mind through hygiene, philosophy, science, •"lit
erature, music, classical and ancient arts. It gives pleas
ure and' benefit through good and sincere friends who 
are gained by personal influence. Pleasure and interest 
in congressional activities, public institutions and public 
work. Gain and benefit through profession and, if in 
good aspect to ruler of eleventh house, gain in employ
ment with societies and associations or the government. 
Psychic and occult experiences; peculiar conditions and 
experience brought about by associates and friends. 
Acqu~intances among foreigners and political exr,cutives . 

•• Jupiter in Pisces 

2! * 
Gives strong ideality, interest in all philanthr«>pic 

1ffairs; increa!\es the emotions apd imagination general
ly, adding to the intuition, spiritual perception., and 
psychic impressiom. The native receives benefit from 
pursual of investigation along lines of ocr.ult and psy
chical research in ge11eral and will experience some 
remarkable phenomena and prophetic dreams or visions. 
The 'llative is studious, hospitable, quiet, unassuming, 
sociable~ kind, cHaritable, fond of animals, sympathetic, 
always re~dy to J.elp tile sicK and unfortunate, and 
poss.essed of lflany good talents. It disposes somewhat 
to traveling, especially•by water. It inclines to honors, 
~ain, favors and high occupations thrqugh associations, 
oompanies, friends, mining and shipping .affairs, and 

• institutiens such as hospitals, sabitariurns, laboratories, 
etc. If ~licted, loss through speculati~n a11d deception. 
The native is liable to. become at times too una1,11bitious. 
changeable, over1y •fond of ,ease and pleasure, indolent' 
inert, il:active or restless, unsettled, undecided and ea:;ily · 
influenced. 
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SATURN 

His Inftue;,ce in the 'twelve Zodiacal Signs • 

Saturn r,ules the sign Capricorn 
' . '. 

The influence of Saturn is commonly called evil, and 
in t.his respect he is much maligned, as in reality there 
is no evil, since all things work together for good 
ultimately. Saturn• acts as a deterrent and becAuse he 
brings denial and necessity into some lives, has been 
considered an oppressor, a Satan. "He that filleth with 
pride will suff'!r, a fall," for Saturn wilt bring hirp to his 
knees, humble his nature, and by means of restrictions, 
limitations and adversities, will cause the individual to 
ponder, study and seek to find the source of woe, that 
in future it may be overcome. Thus, while Saturn is a 
destroyer (of false ideals), he is also a redeemer, in"that 
he brings the mind to a state of introspection and stim
ulates effort toward perfect~n and victory . 

• 
Persons born'~it~ Saturn well placed and aspected in 

their horoscope have a serious and practicAl natwre; 
the)' are wisely economical, prudent, conservative, ex
ecutive and profound, being good organi~ers and man
agers. , Their special ab!lity depends upon which planet 
most strongly and favorably aspects ~aturn in the chart, 
which might briefly be stated as follows: Moon to Sat
urn, successful agriculturists, de'\}ers in land, animals or 
products of the earth; Mercury to Saturn, good writers, 
teachers, scientists; Venus to Saturn, success with large 
corporations, fine property, hi!\h-bred stb<:k; Sun"t~ Sat
urn, municipal or government positions, o'rgamzers, 
managers of large concerns; Mars to Satlh"n, engrayers 
of metal, masons, contractors, builders, lawyers, sur
geons, surveyors\ engineers; Jupiter to Saturn, gain" 
through sor.ieties, large companies, .-e_ligio!l, science, 
political office~t, banks~ or by speculatiOn m land or 
mines or as .a f!hy~ician; Uranus to Sa.turn, ,P.ractical 
oc~ult sc;ience learmngs, as .ment~l heahng, telepathy, 
osteopathy and drugless m~hods ofi. healing, business 
'COf\llected with railways, geology, astrology or ethren
plogy; Neptune to Saturn, thro~gh unusual vocations, 
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secret· service, occupations connected ~ith liquids and' 
oils, gains through stocks and speculation: 

Saturnian children are extr.-~mely ,sensitive, but they 
hide their feLiings and emotions under a mask of re
serve. If frequently censur~a t~q withdraw from 
association and their progress and development are much 
delayed. 

When adversely aspected in a c!:tart, Saturn does 
indeed seem to produce a train of adversities, for delays, 
restrictions, disappointments and sorrow are plentiful 
and ust•ally these !ead to misery, poverty and ill-health. 

Saturn governs the knees, teeth, spleen and bones, 
and these parts are most readily afflicted when any 
inharmony prevails. , As his influence is cold and dry, 
heat and moisture are the antidotes. For the native of 
Saturn, critical and important years are those in which 
Saturn will transit in adverso> aspect to his radical place, 
that is, between the years 14 to IS, 21 to 22, 29 to 30, 
36 to 37, 44 to 45, 51 to 52, 59 to 6'l, etc. Avoid new 
undertakings during these periods, rest as much as 
possible, seek the society of cheerful people and live in 
a light, airy, new place. Persistent metaphysical trEat
ment, cheerful ;\ssociates and em:ironment will do much 
to overcome the adverse effects of Saturn's influen:e. 

Things Ruled by Saturn 
.. 

Sa.turr.'s influence is heavy and binding and produces 
lasting effects. Its nature is cold, dry, phlegmatic, 
melancholy:, eartnh and masculine. It 'governs the teeth, 
bones, spleen, ,knees and the sense of hearing. 

Satl'.tm in Aries 

'? 'Y' 

Resolu'te, determined, ambitious for success. Pros
perity through industry and perseverante. Contemplo.
tive, good reasoninl' ficulties, easily angered, not at all 
averse .to argument and contentious when opposed. At 
times reserved and acquisitive. Jealous partner and 
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,probability of riiffi<;ultieso through ma;rilige. Ob&tacles 
and troubles, in first half of life. 

Saturn fn Taurus 
• I;> ~ 

Thoughtful, kind,• ·qu1'1:t but sometimes quick-tem
pered, stubborn, resentful and not easily appeased. 
Er.onomical, prudent, diplomatic and somewhat reserved 
over personal affairs, especially finances. Fondness for 
botany, horticultm'e or stock breeding. Sorrow ~nd loss 
through relatives; unfortunate domestic experiences; 
gain through thrift, economy and ju<!icious investment. 

Saturn in Gemini 

r;. n 
An observant, ingenious nature. Ability for scientific 

occupation in connection with literature, mathematics, 
etc. Aiaptable and resourceful. Trouble and sorrow 
through relatives. Unfortu•ate legal affairs. Liable to 
fa.lse accusation, restraint or limitation through some of 
the kindred oJ:"nei~hbors. Interest in current and ad
vanced thought; ability for profound intellec1ual at~ain
me!ltS. 

Saturn in Cancer 

I;> § 

Dissatisfied feelings causing many changes of resi· 
dence and pursuits. Changeable moods; somewhat fret· 
ful, discontented or jealous. Do1tle'5tic troubles ;,anxiety 
and sorrow through attachments, parents, home and 
children. Affecte~ psychically by ad.xerse cooditions 
surrounding others. Ploosureo through occult• investiga
tion and psychic sources; interest in do~stic economy 
and public welfare. An industri~s partner. Difficulties 
toward the close of life unless the native endeavors tC\, 
develop an~ apply his highest qualit~s. 

s:tum in Leo 

I;> "-• 
Generous but quick-templ:red, cabtious yet bold in 

• spirit, determined, arr:bitious and strong-willed. 'Spirit· 
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ual te~dencies. Troubles and secret enmity through 
inferiors. At times receptive to psychic c0nditions, con
sciou!>ly or unconsciously, which affect the health. 
Danger throueh accidents and' overv:ork or over-exer
tion. Sorrows through love affairs 3;nd children. 

' . ~ 
Saturn in Virgo 

? ll]l 

Reserved, discreet, cautious, prudent, frugal, serious, 
quiet and intuitive. Somewhat worried, anxious doubtful 
or mistrustful. At= times very gloomy, depressed and 
easily di~couraged. Inclination for investigation of the 
mysterious; fond of the occult and profound or scientific 
studies. Gain by careful investment. Troubles and 
misfortunes through marriage and partnerships; difficul
ties, st~uggles, obstacles and sorrows in first half of life. 
Liability to mental disease, headaches and bowe1 weak
ness. Troubles in employme,t and through servants. 

Saturn in Libra 

Refined taste$, respect and fo11dness for science, in
tellectual tendencies; somewhat given to debate or ,con
troversy. Generall} have open or female enmities, 
sorrow through loss of one of deep attachnent; separ
ations, broken contracts and domestic difficulties; trou
bles and opposition in employment. Often Saturn raises 
one to high position only to drop the native into severe 
disgrace 'or misfortune lat~r. e.s it .ends toward the 
necessary mental qualities, this is a good location for 
lawyers, doctm s and scientific men generally. In a 
female chart it often be~tows great beauty of the brun
ette type. Tends to delay marriage ~nd to produce 
ccldness on the pa• t of partner. 

Saturn in Scorpio 

? 11\, 
(' 

Sudd€'.1 resolutions, violent temper, passionate, sell
willed, acquisitive, jealous, independent, resourceful and 
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Olutious; sqrewd •mind r-ather than profoundly intellec
tual. Sqrrow •through Jo,te affairs,4 secret alliances, in
trigues or domestic digiculties. Psychic ability and 
fondness for occuH investigations, chemistry or geology. 
Success through penistence and cleverness after many 
difficulties, obstacles and trials especially if necessary 
attention is given to development along the higher lines. 

Saturn in Sagittarius 

T;> I 

Fr.an~, fea~IP.ss, philosophical, kind and oblig-ing; hu
mamtanan v1ews and ever ready to assist in the ad
vancement and promotion of domestic conditions or 
political economy. Occult tendencies, intuitive under
standing, prophetic insight with regard to future w,elfare 
or scie~tific development. Opposition, antagonism or 
reproof and censure hurt d-.eply, and by resenting such 
the native often prevents his own elevation or honors, 
ol- makes it di(liicult to attain desired position, otherwise, 
it gives the power to create his own dignity through 
merit of ability. Trouble through public aftairs, hbnor 
and reputation. Sagittarians often engage in more than 
one occupation; gain by careful and j~odicious invest
ment.• Danger of nervous breakdown at close of life 
unless effort is made to safeguard th~ health by building 
up the system. 

Saturn in Cap~icom 

T;> ~ 

Makes the native melancholic, serious, apprehensive, 
cautious, suspicious, discontente~ and acquisitive! deep 
thinker, good reasoner and grave or reserved m de
meanor. Ambitious, very anxious to rise in life, and 
through tact, diplomac;y or persistenl:e generally sue!"' 
ceeds. Liable to inferior attachments, unreliable' friend
shjps, sorro\Y through marriage and domesti<l affairs: 
chronic ailments and possib:iity of· some· mental afflic
tion through worry, dissati!lfaction, 'restricted pleasure 
lncl recreation, or repr~ssion. Success follo~d by 
failures. 
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Saturn in Aquarius 

A courteot.s, affable dispo~ition; "a thoughtful, well 
disposed, humane, grave, resen·ed. ,-;;::rious nature. Pene
trating intellect, good reasoner and deep tllinker; delib
erate in action and very impressive in speech when 
interested; sociable, friendly and usually unresenttul. 
General1y become quite profound in. what they under
take in the arts and sciences, refining the mind through 
study, observation and experience. As a rule, gain good 
financial prospect!. through employment or profession 
by practical application, quiet determination and faith
fulness. Form many acquaintances and some romantic 
or lasting tie. The latter years are usually ·more for
tunate than the beginning of life. 

Saturn in Pisces 

"'""* 
If afflicted, the subject suffers loss, hindrance, delays, 

decfiption,, slander and discredit through friends and 
acquaintances and meets with many sorrows and di!<ap
p~tments in life, most of which he bears secretly and 
attempts to present the best sicie of things. . 

Circumstances often decide his mode of procedure, 
and Cumpd the native tO CO]JC with lines of action, en
tirely ynexpected and unde~ired. He often reaches 
posjtions of honor or dignity but has difficulty in main
taining ~them. . . 

Misfortune: hard luck and disaster usually mark at
tachments, or ·unfavorable ties are formed which severe· 
I,Y handicap, retard or sadden the life. Sorrow, romance 
'and tragedy are elements which accompany the affec
"t"ional experiencts. The symp?thetic an<i emotional 
nature is strong and the native is, himself, often the 
cause of' his misfortune and difficulty~ de..;ire is pro'll
inent but hope, firmness and continuity need developing. 

I, ( 

The'1 native is ingenious and aspiring but lacks st•ffi
cient appltcation, oppo~tunities and favorable conditions. 
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·The health i;; often adversely affe~ted by psychic condi
tions, tolds and troubles through the feet, consumptive 
tendencies and l~gerin\ illnesses. Reg;vds money only 
as a means of acHuiring the necessities of life and often 
seeks relief, undetstatfaing and success through an in
vestigation of psychic and occult affairs which usually 
cause retirement and seclusion, the enlightenment prov
ing somewhat b~neficial. 

Good aspects to Saturn in Pisces tend to mitigate the 
severe testimonies and assist the. native to improve 
himself thro~gh steady, persistent effort and.by means 
of psychical and occult research or large institutions. 
It gives practical execution, deep intuition, perception 
and some mediumistic qualities. 

"Give me the way of waoderlog•!Jtars to koow."-VIrgll 
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URANUS 

His Influence in the Twelve Zodiacal Signs 
• 

Uranus rules the· si~!l A"J.'Olarius 

Those who are born during that period of the yea:: 
ruled by ,Uranus, or who have Uranus, strongly posited 
in their horoscope, are usually attracted to some form 
of occult research, in fact, they are reformers and 
pioneers in advancQ--1 lines of thought. It often makes 
one appea-r odd, eccentric or peculiar and s;aid to be liv
ing ahead of their time. It attracts one to such subje ts 
as astrology, phrenology, occultism, mesmerism, mag
netic healing, telepathy, electricity, inventions, Frc.~ 
Masonry, etc.; in fact, it predisposes to the antiquated. 
curious, new, odd, and everything out of the orf{inary. 

'¥hen Uranus is well aspected by other planets in the 
nativity, it endows the native with strong ,intuitive ten! 
dencies, giving also metaphysical and inventive ability. 
With' keen 'foresight they can predict the outcome of 
business or the results of action quickly and with cdit
siderable accuracy in a manner n('t dependent upon the 
reasoning process, but by knowing. They have strong 
and constructive imagination and can see a way to im
prove upon almost everything. Their premonition and 
intuition, guide them in •!he path of progress and free
dom .. 

When "uranus i's adversely aspected in the horoscope 
it gives all the, aforementioned intuitive activity and in· 
venti<ve genius, but it inclines to make one overforceful, 
a,hrupt,. brusque, erratic, willful, sarcastic and easily 
offended and the native is liable to accidents through 

, explosions, electric'ity or vehicles ,.of transportation. All 
the mental malformations can be improved•and accidents 
avoided by those who firmly unite effort with aspiratio~. 
Great aid in this .matter ma1 be obtained by finding the 
dates on which Uranus is adversely aspected and care 
then t~en to maintain poise and self-control and ~o 
avo~d risks with the t~ings which Uranus rules. 
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Uranus stan& for liberty and equality. The solar 
system is no~ entering the infiuer,ce of the constellation 
Aquaril!s by p1·ecession and marks the beginning of the 
Aquarian Age, which fvill last for 2,16<\ years.* ,. . ._ . 

The planet Uran\Js 111akes a complete transit of the 
zodiacal circle every 84 years. It requires ,about seven 
years for Uranus to pass through each sign. It was 
passing through the sign Aquarius during the 1914-18 
great European \var. Its influence will be strongly felt 
in world events every time it transits through this sign 
during the Aquarian Age. 

Progress i~ all lines of thought and achievement will 
'.be very marked and rapid in the New Age. Recent 
developments in aerial navigation arc but a slight sug
gestion of the remarkable conquests to come over air 

'and spirit. Spirit communion will become a me~hanical 
as well as a scientific fact. Only a few years will elapse 
before power for all purposes will be derived directly 

•from the air.,, 

Things Ruled by Uranus 

The nature of Ura(\US is cold, dry, air\)', positive, mag
neti~. strange, occult and malefic. It inclines to acts 
without premeditation. It govern" the faculties of cur
iosity, inve-ntion and investigation and all things of a 
curious or wonderful nature; p10dernistic art. It rules 
the ankles and the intuitive intellect. Its ·~etals are 
platinum, aluminum, uranium, radium, and also has 
dominion over ~irelesli and. radio-active el~m~nts. 

Uranus in Aries 

This location of U'i:Jnus gives P )o\rc for md;pendenct: 
and freedom: positiveness, force and impulse. It in-. 
ueases th@ mental vigor,_ prod_ucing activit~)-, energy, 

·olD lhe !look. "PnwArfotl Planets," a chapter Is devored to ex· 
plalnlng the difference between "SI~a and Coll8tellatlons." 
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resource,' originative and inventive al?ilify. Fond of 
machinery, electrical devices, and possesses mechanical 
ingenuity. Likes travei and often changes the residence. 
At times is abrupt, brusque, blunt or radical in manner, 
disregarding taCt and self-control; often impulsive in 
speech without intending to be,~o .• ul:>isputes and es
trangements are frequent. Interest in children from a 
mental or intellectual standpoint. 

Uranus in Taurus 

.. 
Makes the native determined and headstrong, but 

when confronted with obstacles can usually extricate 
himself with resource and ingenuity. The native is 
naturally intuitive and can become an adept in occult
ism. It is a slightly evil location for marriage, causing 
jealousy on' the part of the partner. r 

It causes ups and downs in •.J.nancial affairs and some 
sudden losses. If well aspected, it signifies gain through , 
partnership, marriage, associations, ~inventions and 
origin~! enter,prise. 

Uranus in Gemini 
" Jl1. n 

Endows the native with versatility, an<! indicates 
some eccentricity in friqtdship and in expression. It 
increases •the mental power through originality, intui
tion and ingenuity. The native loves science and in
vention, feels favorable toward new idus, reforms and 
out-of-the-ordinary subjects.' •· 

' It i~ a favorable location for the study of electricity, 
aerodynamics, astrology, metaphysics, mesmerism, etc. 
Li~ing for travel aqd friends among litetary and scien
tific people. Telepathic or clairvo-Jant faculty . 

• 
If Urane.s is affiicted: Liable to estraugement from, 

brethren, cousin10, .neighbors, •and l\ome trouble jp; edu
cation, examinations,' 1etters flnd journeys; unfavorable 
criticism';-
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• Uranus in Cancer 

f&t' § 

Gives rriediurnis·~c abirity, the feelings "and ·emotions 
being sensitive and. tilsiJwr touched; at times this makes 
the native eccentric, cranky, restless, impatient, peculiar 
or radicaL 

• 
Some domestic troubles or estrangement, although 

the native loves h~rne and children. Loss and difficulty 
through the dwelling, land or property. Stomach trou
bles. The native is patriotic, loves t[aveling and is or
iginal in ideas and in expression. Inferest in rp.unicipal 
or legislative activities. 

Uranus in Leo 

'tl SL 

A rnetltality which is extremely industrious in its as
pirations, yet the native rn.!y be physically disposed to 
g,eat moderation. It makes the person, at times, head
strong, fiery, fl:irceful and eccentric, displaying a disre
gard for conventionality, a somewhat rebellioos dis:~~osi
tio~ and often incurs the disfavor of others. Cannot 
tolerate being ordered about or contradic$ed. Great love 
for freedom, independ<!nce and for daring or exciting 
adventures; strange aversions and attractions. Odd 
experiences iq connection with the affections and in love 
affairs, and some danger of sorrow or estrangement 
therein. Obstacles in the horne Me in youth and. loss or 
difficulty in some way through the father. Some hind
rance and annoyan~e in social affairs a11d through child-
ren, and probably sudden los;." of a child. • 

If Uranus is well aspected it indicates "occult ability, 
success with electricity, machinery and inventio~s, an<l 
is good for a public or professional career of umque or 
distinctive rtature. _ ' ' 

Uranus in Virgo 
'tl I1J! 

' • \he mind is subtle, independent and original' The 
,native is quiet, eccentric, stubbo/'n, fond of curiosities 
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and science generally, especiall; the o-:cJit in which he 
meets with great SU('Cess. It makes a go~d mechanic or 
teacher and gives success in employment of others, 
especially in , connection witlt electoicity, electronics, 
dietetics, chemistry, metaphysics, or s.~ience. 

< • ' 

It increases the intellectual ability and the desire for 
healthful comforts, also to make the most of the pr,o
ductive capacity in manufacturing and other enterprises 
in which the native is likely to have .interest. 

If well aspected it denotes gain through public occu
pations associated ;with the government or municipality. 

If afflicted, it indicates many difficulties, disappointed 
ambitions, trouble through employees, or through em
ployment, and restrictions connected with the occupa
tion. Strange or sudden bodily afflictions. 

Uranus in Libra 
J&t'h 

Makes the native a good reasoner,• fane of traveling, 
eccentric, ambitious, quick-tempered, restless and the 
possessor of good imagination, taste, intuition and 
zsthetic faculties. This location favors scientific, artis
tic, literary or 'judicial profession3, gives telepathic and 
inventive ability an~ much personal magnetism. Interest 
in aerial affairs. 

Sometimes it leads to ,a hasty engagement or marriage 
but brilfgs danger of separation, estrangement, divorce 
or d!ath of partner. Unless well aspected it is not good 
here fof Jlartnership. If ,afflicted, it•· is likely through 
some pecul'iarity of manner, to produce lack of sympathy 
or a.ffection, a1so to arouse enmity, rivalry, opposition, 
criticism. Indicates b!-oken friendships and trouble 
through schemes, politics and strange ar.tions of partner. 

Uranus in Scdt-pio 
J&f 111. 

Gives the na'tite itrength ~:>f mind, will, determination, 
persisf<'nce, power of concentration and a spirit which 
cannot be broken by r~sistance, 
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At times the 11ative is bold, stubborn, sharp-spoken, 
shrewd, acute, reserved, ;;ecretive,• aggressive, forceful 
and rebe11ious; frequcntll at variance with other peopl" 
and with accepter! opimons. Uranus in .Scorpio inten 
sifies the activity t,pwar~ self-advancement and personal 
gain. It gives a lo;,e fc:Jr things mechanical and an in
ventive nature. There is mesmeric power, ability for 
pt!actical occultism, industrial chemistry and drugless 
healing methods . 

• 
If Uranus is afflicted there is danger of sudden acci

dents, falls, wounds by firearms, explosions, electrical 
devices, and trouble on water. • 

Uranus in Sagittarius 
W I 

This location of Uranus increases the imaginatiM and 
inventi_.eness; it favors dreams, visions, intuition, pre
monition and traveling. • 

• The native .!ov~s science in general and takes an 
interest in afl passing events of a scientific nature, 
especially inventions connected with locomo\ion a~d all 
m.!ans of travel. 

Uranus here assist~ other influence; that may be 
prese'nt in the chart to develop th• higher side of the 
mind in aln;wst any line where wide cultivation and 
higher education or understanding give scope. The 
native is progressive, daring, ldventuresome, generous 
and extremely fond of liberty of action and speech; 
enthusiastic in bt'lliefs and und('rtakin"gs which' are not 
always orthodox or altd"geth~r free from risk' or danger . 

• If much afflicted, strange difficulties arise through 
these things and possibly some trouble through the part
ner's relatives a~td through religious or scientific peopl~; 
also throug'h foreign iffairs and journeys. 

Uranus in Capricorn 
w·~ .. 

• Gives good reasoning f~ties and-~eratl),. a pro 
fo~nd, penetrating mind. It ~sturbs the seriousness, 
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reserve and conservatism of the sign liapricorn; assists 
in intensifying th~ ,1mbition, perseveran,ce; executive 
ability and independence. It tends toward bolo enter
prise and radi~al departures frllm eshblished systems 
or accustomed methods, initiating· inpovations of pro
gressive nature. Foresight, intuition; business "hunches" 
and the faculty of prevision often assist the native to 
anticipate public trends, conditions or needs. Uniqu~ 
or original undertakings, and progressive or equitable 
attitude toward patrons or employee:!l. It is a good 
location for success in governmental or public occupa
tions; or triose connected with special lines like 
electricity, manufaduring, machinery, radio and trans
portation; also municipal offices, positions of power, 
authority or responsibility. 

There are times, when Uranus is disturbed by transits 
and dir~ctions, that the native feels restless, uneasy and · 
acts eccer,tric, radical, stubbo_!n or headstrong. ' 

If Uranus is afflicted, it indicates some family discord. 
or trouble in early life, loss of fatlfer, cseparation or 
estrangement from him, opposition irom those of au· 
thority, reversals or difficulty in occupation; incurs t~e 
disfavor of superiors and severe public criticism. . •. 

Urj>.nus in Aquarius 

Jil = 
Uranus in Aquarius inrreases the mental ability, giv

ing originality, ingenuity, resourcefulness, inventiveness, 
comprehc;nsiveness.. stron~r intuition and imal!:ination. 

The native is.peculiar and eccentric in beliefs, fond of 
novelty, science and unusual pursuits, possessing great 
lo\'e of freedom. The disposition is pleasant, humani
tafian, sociable, obliging and gains marly fri!!nds some 
~f whom ,ue very peculiar or enga:ged in extraordinary 
occupatio~. The native usually succeeds in anything 
of a scient1fic or mechanical nature, also· in' associatiot. 
with others and in public ll~e. municipal offices; large 
companie-s, railroads, radio, airway concerns; fraternal 
societies and social mov.ements. 
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, If Uranus is •afflicted Tt brings diffic~\ty and ~nhar
mony througb frie~ds and partners and danger in travel. • 

!J ranua in Pisces 

'! * • 
Gives a peculiar nature, fond of all occult investiga

tioJ'ls, mysteries and psychical research. 

It usually endow~ the native with some occult 'faculty 
and expresses in dreams, visions and strange experiences. 

It gives far-seeing, but not always- on the bl'ightest 
side of things ; friends among occultists and those con
nected with public and private· institutions. May be 
capable of originating formulas for medication or com
mercial chemistry or inventing useful methods of t{eat
mtnt. 

If affiicted, it brings troub'le, difficulty, estrangement 
frcrn friends and, public, lack of sociability or sympathy; 
opposition, host11ity,' cri\icism and scandal coupled with 
unexpected misfortune and reversals. • • 

,"Are the stars your servants? rea. it you obey the Ia"' that 
they too obey."-cleopatra, by Mundy. 
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NEPTUNE 

Its Influence in the Twelve Zodi;cal Signs 

Neptune rules the sign, Pisces . . 
The influence of Neptune upon human kind is that of 

a mediumistic order and those who are responsive" to 
the vibJ<ations of this mysterious pl<1net are often sub
ject to qul"er and indefinable feelings, sensations and 
emotions. 

At times it produces negative state!j in which the 
subject takes on the influence of surrounding conditions 
either consciously or unconsciously and acts or feels, 
for the time being, in harmony with the nature of per
sons fOntacted. 

When this planet is well aspectcd in a horost.ope, the 
native is endowed with as~iration and correct premon
itions and is apparently often directed to do just t;l]e 
right thing, or to be in just the right place at opportune 
times. 

Such persons are frequently clairvoyant and r.ave 
feelings about'things which should be carefully analyzed 
as Neptune gives psychometric faculty which can tie 
developed to so firie an order that its subjects can give 
truly interesting facts through the sen~ of touch and 
feeling, when handling•an article for that purpose. They 
can .also very correctly interpret dreams if they make 
a carefnl study .af that subject. It usually bestows some 
artistic gift, which is ·susr.eptikle to 'high development. 

In fact, bri~fly stated, Neptune rep!'esents inspiration, 
psychometry, mediumShip and inner feeling, as Venus, 

'•ts octave, rules touch or outer feelin~. It rules things 
·or conditions of• a mysterious, hidden nat'.lre, such as 
seanceS, "silence" meetings or affairs o( a secret order. 
Its infiwnce is considered neutral, because, the character 
of its expres!iiQJl is dependent upon the quality of 'the 
aspects made witlf other planets and its position in sign 
and ~ouse of the- flofooscope. It n!presents the fet~t ir. 
the human organism, l_lu,t in its esoteric sense it govern!;' 
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• the very bas~: ;f ~derstanding and knowledge of things 
as they are and not as they seem "to. be. 

When Neptune .is f01lnd adversely Ior.,ated and as
pect-.Ld in a chart, it lea,ds to over-receptivity, inertness 
dnd ta'Otes too negatrv'e a'md passive, which result in var
ious ills or defects of character, allowing weakness to 
temptations when strength and resistance are most 
needed. The emotions seem to predominate, which, if 
.11lowed to run in{o extremes, produce unnatut'al appe
tites changefulness, uncertainty, indolence, vague imag
tn<ttton. intrigues and confusion, .hringing troubles 
through o;chell\eS, plots, deception and secret fnmities. 

When well aspected Neptune bestows some gift, but 
when afHicted it gives some weaknes~ which should be 
ciiscGvered early in life and properly transmuted. With 
Nt>ptune afflicted, the native, being quickly affec~d by 
the: cnd'ronment mentally and physically, should invest
i!?''*te the philosophy of aM things mysterious before 
troying the phenomena. He should avoid all such places 
as hr•~pitals, ptison'!;, slaughter-houses, etc., or any place 
where the influences are contaminating. Hti would do 
we4i to take frequent and regular treatments of auto
sugg-estion to become firm, positive and energetic, as 
the ca.se may require, a"nd he may be assrsted by others 
who are capable and who have themselves reached a 
high plane of. spiritual development; because, as before 
stated this is a neutral planet and its influence, or rather 
the responses made by the individual, may be trans
formed and improved. 

• • 
There are days ~hen tteople ruled by "Nept\lne should 

have nothing to do with occult pheno~ena, seances, 
medicines, narcotics, ana:sthetics, etc.; then again there 
are days when they should strive to develop their artistic 
or occult faculties and these times are the planetary 
hours of Ve"nus on the-days when the" Moon is)n good. 
aspect to Neptun~ 

Things Ruledj by Nep~une • 

• The planet Neptune seems to be m a n~bulous state 
•and its inftuence appears to be f\\ore psych1c than phys-

' ~-
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ical or material. It represents spirit' feeling, sensing, or 
inner perception: 'It goverrt::; the recept'tve faculties. Its 
nature is neutral and spiritud (no~ necessarily from a 
religious standpoint). It is not known to rule any metal, 
mineral or other material Sjtbs~a'.-ice as do the other 
planets, but is related to gas, drugs, chemicals and 
anresthetics. It is dualistic in character; on the ,one 
hand it may represent chaos, and on the other fine, 
spiritual insight. It has affinity for· oil, liquids, bever
ages, tobacco and the sea; impressionistic art. 

Neptune in Aries 

w 'l' 

If well aspected, the native will take leading parts in 
mystical or secret societies and push forward popularity 
of p~ychic research. .. · 

It intensifies the feelings,••emotions and senses, soften
ing or elevating the disposition through sympathy, b('n
evolence, spirit perception or inner •.mderstanding . • 

It gives' a love of traveling, also some mystical ex
periences and original ideas with regard to religiou!s or 
spiritual matters, and naturopat.hic methods. It confers 
vivid impulses toward the correction of human ·ills or 
conditions, the reform of existing institutions and an 
incentive toward a national, political or public career. 

If atilicted, it gives 'peculiar feelings, aversions, pre
monitions and usually inclines to some habit for the 
gratification of the senses, such as smoking, or excessive 
use of stimulants. •· 

Neptune in Taurus 

• 
If woll aspected, it assists of'her tes~imonies in the 

chart fo' financial gain, especially throug~ speculation, 
business and ,se,cret pr pr\,vate organizations. • • . ~ 

It g,\ves a love for occultism, the old, curious and. 
mystical; in fact, it increases the resthetic taste and a&ds · 
a ~piritual touch to tl}f.. nature. ' 

I , 
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It denotes enthusiasm in beliefs, a companionable dis
positiol), usu-ally patien' and gdod-humored, and al
though rather quick i11e temper, soft-hearted. A favor
able location for -'friendship and marriagt!. It contributes 
an active desire •.tQ disseminate scientific knowledge, 
simplifying it as far a~ possible, and popularizing the 
truth. It gives an insight to natural and psychic phen
omena and a desire to undo the doctrines of materialism. 
Bestows a natu~e which senses mental achievements, 
seeing human progress years in advance of the times. 

In business or profession it seeks-to simplifl methods 
for practical· application. The native is lil<ely to be 
seclusive and lack certainty or persistence in acquiring 
the common pleasures of life, and to disregard the con
ventional or business trend of the present. 

If aljlicted, i-t adds to the sensuality and increases the 
alimentiveness and desire. for stimulants. It tends to 
negative and psychical states, receptivity without execu
tiveness, and,-a d11cided inclination toward--imagination, 
mysticism and luxury. 

Neptune in Gemini 

W II 

Well aspes;ted, inr.rea~cs the mental sensitivity, giving 
imagination, impressions, musical taste, prophetic and 
symbolic dreams. It gives great linguistic or ~onversa
tional capacity and an interest in t~e drama_, poetry, 
philosophy and 04cultism. 

It tends to sympathy and geniality. • Fa-:orabl.e for 
quick perception, science, mathematics, invention o.r any
thing requiring mechanical ingenuity or fine handJwoJk 

If afflicted it inc1ines to excessive geni1jlity and. 
romantic frie~dships, mental restlessness or diffusion, 
liJ<elihood <!f Gomplications or misunderstanaing with 
brethre11 cousins or neighb/>rs, a~d ,.dilficulty or anxiety 
through ' too great mentaf receptivity. Decel)tion in 
poomises or agreements; misunderstanding of reports or 
rumors. 
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Neptune in Cancer 

w ~ 
Well aspected, adds delicacy, refinement and idealism 

to the spiritual faculties. Increuses ·-strength of imagin
ation, adds power to the impressions and intensifies the 
emotions. It conduces to love of nature and natural 
science, love of home and domestic comforts, although 
likely to ~ring some important change;; in residence and 
some peculiar or mysterious experience or development 
therein. It gives sympathy (especially for mother), 
inspiration and psychic or mediumistic faculty. Fond
ness for traveling, especially by water. 

If afflicted, gives a highly impressionable and sensi
tive nature; restlessness, discontent and strong desire 
for ch:mge are prominent. Indisposition through stom
ach and by receptive, passive or negative states and 
inner nervousness or anxieQ!. Some complications or 
peculiar conditions in connection with home or domestic 
affairs. · 

Neptune in Leo 

t.V £\. 

If well aspected, indicates an ambitious, quiet: dig
nified, benevolent and warm-hearted disposition; much 
sympathy, charity and generosity coupled with intuitive 
~oresight. 

The higher emotions are intensified giving keen and 
accurate• interpretation of human feelings. It bestows 
a high quality to the faculties of mind as expressed in 
spirituality ana conscientiousness. 

• Fond of refined sports, pleasure, society and of the 
fi.ne arts such as poetry, music, painting, the opera and 

•drama. .Peculiar sensations or f.:elings; mysterious or 
unconve!¥ional conditions arise through matters of 
affection; likely to suffer severe heartache through d:s-
appointment re'lati~ to the'·.affections. · 

If afflicted, likely to give too much love of. pleas1~re 
and trouble of some k_ipd through allowing the senses, 
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• feelings and. emotions to sway the reason; also difficulty 
through too lavish expettditure o£ ~nergy, impulsive 
sympathy and generositr. 

I 

Neptune in Virgo ,, . () 

'W 11JI 

,If well aspected, gives an intellectual trend to the 
spiritual faculties; a rather reserved nature, C'lpable in 
mathematics and profound in the investigation of psy
chical phenomena; mediumistic tendency. 

It adds gentleness, constancy and ~atience t~ the dis
position. The'native may be unusual in some way and 
entertain peculiar ideas with regard to medication, hy
giene, diet and labor conditions. 

• It inclines to gain through employment in clerical 
work, pharmacy, chemistry, nursing, etc. Love of 
flowers; herbs, shrubs, fish. and small animals. 

• If afflicted, .it tends to selfishness and deceit. and 
indicates danger t1trough the use of drugs, medicine, 
beverages and trouble with the bowels. 

Neptune in Libra 
• w 6 

If well asp.ected, adds tenderness and compassion to 
the nature, increasing the imagination and giving poet
ical, musical and artistic appreciation. It tends•to gen
eral popularity, love, friendship and m~rriage .. It giv~s 
a love of science, e~;pecially the occult, Interest ~~ magiC 
and motion pictures, soci'al an•d economic equity. 

If afflicted, may give too mud~ sympa~hetic emotion, 
easily moved to tears, too great an attractwn toward. the 
opposite sex. Mysterious conditions arise out of umons, 
and associations with •th·~rs. 

Neptune in Scorpio 

w fl. 
IJ well aspected, intensifi~s t~e fee~ing a~~ en<btions 

,ilnd gives greater scope to the n:venhve ab1hty; adds, a 
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love fo~ secret arts such as ch..:mistry al'd also for the 
recondite sciences. To the nature it •lends, persistence, 
reserve, secrecy 11nd quick ,temper. It, also tends to 
practical mediumistic or occult experiences an'd assists 
any other testimonies in the chart fc: gain by legacy. 

' . ,, .. 
If afflicted, likely to lead to 'too great a love for sen

sation, luxury or beverages, and may often be given to 
slander or rebuke and loss of legacy through treachefy. 

Neptune in Sagittarius 

w 1 

If well aspected, it adds reverence, reason, determina
tion and ambition to the nature. It gives a love l<•r 
traveling and much of it. It denotes farsightednes:;, 
dreams, visions, inspiration and mystical experience~ 
Prophetic insight with regard to business, art, ,science, 
religion, foreign affairs, liternture and psychic research. 

If afflicted, likely to give too great a love for change 
and travel and over-sensitive emotions: vague, indefinite 
feelings such as strange and annoying dreams or visions 
and psychical states; afflictions in foreign lands; trouole 
through religious or political serHiments. 

N~ptune in Capricorn 

w 'ij 

If 'w~ll aspec~ed, strong faith and good reasoning 
powers; Jleculiar or psyc;hic k\usiness insight; careful 
and cautious but fearless when convinced. Indicates 
serit~usness or' spells of depression and also trouble or 
!jOrrow in family affairs during youth, especially in con
nection with the father. It gives intorest in psychical 
4ffairs and profit through art, .music, large business 
enterprises and public and private institutions. 

If afflicted, it .will !!end t\l make the nature somewtlat 
indefinite and secr~tive. Nray indicate peculiar family 
relatiotls and cause complications or scandal in businrss.' 
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Nepturfe in Aquarius 

'*' = 
If well aspected, incJOeases the intuition and inner 

perception, gives rove of nature, friendsh~p. popularity 
and sociability. Tile •nafive is independent and original 
in religious and scientific views. Interest in social wel
fa{e, clubs and congressional activities. Expansive, pro
gressive, sympathetic and humane. 

lf afflicted, the native is likely to be too independent 
and eccentric. Apt to suffer from disappointment in 
love and scandal with regard to ~ocial and marital 
affairs. Involved in the difficulties of friends. • 

Neptune in Pisces 

w * 
If we~) aspected, it lend~ dignity to the nature and 

gives ability for quiet, senous, profound thought and 
c~ntemplation .• It .is good for the inspirational faculty 
and intensifies' the mediumistic and psychical qualities, 
usually conferring some occult ability and f,,ndnes!l for 
the•investigation of mysticism and the recondite sciences. 

Tht:. native is usually broad-minded, sympathetic,, 
domestic and charitable. Benefits •through help and 
charity both .given and received. It gives a love for 
travel especially by water, and gain through occupations 
connected with shipping, etc. 

If afflicted, the native is likely to sufrer in heal'th from 
psychic conditions and ·meet• with losses an"d ill luck 
through thwarted schemes and often by ~naccountjlble 
circumstances. 

0 

• ''They fought from hPRveo; tHe arars In their course~~r fougbt 
arata•t Sleera."-Judps V-20 
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PLUTO 

At the present time very little is yet known of Pluto's 
influence upon human affairs. 'Considering Uranus and 
Neptune (the former discover~d iq. 1781, the latter in 
1846) and the length of time which elapsed before man
kind began to give visible demonstration of their influ
ence in affairs of the world, it is not unreasonable -to 
believe that it will be some years before mankind will be 
able to d'emonstrate the influence of Pfuto in daily life. 

About thirty-five years ago astronomers, noting the 
unusual rerturbati~ns of Neptune, surmised that a body 
in an orbit beyond it must be causing the disturbance 
of Neptune. A concerted effort was begun to locate the 
disturber. Dr. Percival Lowell built an observatory and 
a 13-inch telescope at Flagstaff, Arizona, especially to 
seek 8ut the planet hitherto unseen by mortal. means. 
Unfortunately, he did not live until the planet was 
photographed by a studenf astronomer, W. C. Tom
baugh, who located it at last near the ljxed star Del·~a 
Geminorum, that in ancient times was known as Wasat 
and r.harac(erized as being of similar nature to Saturn. 
The new planet was therefore in the seventeenth deg:ee 
of the sign Ca,.11ccr, in the constr,llation Gemini at time 
of the announcement of its discovery, March 12, 1930. 

At about the same time that astronomers were notic
ing the perturbations of Neptune by means of its varia
tions 011 their photographic charts, astrologers were 
likewise noticing otherwise unaccounted for influences 
in charts which• ~eemed to focus at ~bout the center of 
the sign Cancer. In fact," it is''surprising that a planet 
was, not discdvcred th-ere before that time, as it must 
have appeared on scores of astronomical photographic 
plates. However, the position of the big, fixed star, 
\Vasat, in that di.-ection complicated the in.vestigations 
of astrologers by causing peculial:-ities to be assigned to 
it in absrnce of ocular proof of the presen~e of another 
body there. · ' 

This~ in effect, was parallel to the procedure follovsed· 
by astronomers. They: noted the behavior of Neptune', 
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i11 their charts an!! plates and from the influence exerted 
upon it f.rom some myste!Oious sour"ce• within the solar 
system they realized thtere must be another body be
yond, which caus&! the disturbance. TMs was when 
Neptune was near •&:Qe eodiacal conjunction with the 
unseen stranger. 

it is gratifying that astronomy has verified the antici
pations of astrologers that a planet would eventually be 
photographed in the Cancer sign of the zodiac. 

It is not taken for granted that th1 planet is a new
comer in our solar system any more than Ura'nus and 
Neptune were newcomers at moment of their discovery. 
Mythology provides plenty of references to justify a 
belief that the ancients were long aware of their pres
eQce. Likewise there are references to ultra-Nephmian 
bodies 4nd an intra-Mercurial body named Vulcan. 
Vulcan, however, probably ilever will be photographed 
by present-day methods because it is in a spiritualized 
cortdition with .nriied rays of vibration which do not 
photograph. It has probably passed throu~h all the 
stages of evolution which the other planets are ~ow 
und'~rgoing and is preparing to enter the "bosom of the 
father" i.e., return into• the Sun, after W'hich Mercury 
will il1' turn succeed to its state as will all the other 
planets in the course of time. A note~ astrologer, L. H. 
Weston, has tomputed the ephemeris of Vulcan and 
many have tested its influence to their satisfacti9n. As
tronomers must develop better means of photography 
before being able to "discover" Vulcan, .but the 1\ndings 
of astrology are a tlgnifioant V!dication lhat e,ventually 
it, too, will be "discovered." 

Pluto's Effect on Astrology 
• 

Because it~ position i;; now accuratefy. determined, it' 
will stimulate the older researchers to greater activity 
and will encourage many new students to undtrtake a 
study of its effects in ho~osc<J.>e:~· ·~~0\':ltdge ~oncern
ing the character or quality vf tts vtl:irattons wtll.even
tual~y determine as to whil:h of the twelve zoaiacal 
!ligns it rnost closely corresponcis, or resembles, an_d 
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PLUTO 

At the present time very little is yet known of Pluto's 
influence upo11 human affairs. 'Considering Uranus and 
Neptune (the former discover~d iq. 1781, the Ia tter in 
1846) and the length of time which elapsed before man
kind began to give visible demonstration of their influ
ence in affairs of the world, it is not unreasonable' to 
believe that it will be some years before mankind will be 
able to d'emonstrate the influence of Pfuto in daily life. 

About thirty-five years ago astronomers, noting the 
unusual perturbatibns of Neptune, surmi~ed that a body 
in an orbit beyond it must be causing the disturbance 
of Neptune. A concerted effort was begun to locate the 
disturber. Dr. Percival Lowell built an observatory and 
a 13-inch telescope at Flagstaff, Arizona, especially to 
seek ~ut the planet hitherto unseen by mortal means·. 
Unfortunately, he did not live until the plartet was 
photographed by a studenf astronomer, W. C. Tom
baugh, who located it at last ncar tpe (ixed star Delta 
Geminorum, that in ancient times was kriown as Wasat 
and characterized as being of similar nature to Saturn. 
The new planet was therefore in the seventeenth de!Fee 
of the sign Cavcer, in the constrllation Gemini at time 
of the announcement of its discovery, March 12A 1930. 

At about the same time that astronomess were notic
ing the perturbations of Neptune by means of its varia
tions OPI their photog-raphic charts. astrologers were 
likewise noticing otherwise unaccounted for influences 
in c!lart's which•seemcd to focus at about the center of 
the sign Cancer. In fact: it is ... surprising that a planet 
was. not disccfvcred there before that time, as it must 
have appeared on scores of astronomical photographic: 
J1lates. However, the position of the big, fixed ~tar, 
\Vasat, in that direction complicated the irwestigations 
of astro}ogers by causing peculiatities to be assigned to 
it in abs.:nce of ocular proof of the presen'ie of another 
body there. · -

This~ in effect, was parallel to the procedure follo'Yed• 
by astronomers. They, noted the behavior of Neptunf' • • 
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. -
in their charts an<f plates and from the influence exerted 
upon it f.rom some myste!Oious sout"ce• within the solar 
system they realized thqe must be another body be
yond, which caus~d the disturbance. Th1s was when 
Neptune was near • &l)e ~odiacal conjunction with the 
unseen stranger. 

It is gratifying that astronomy has verified the antici
pations of astrologers that a planet would evenwally be 
photographed in the Cancer sign of the zodiac. 

It is not taken for granted that th1 planet is a new
comer in our wlar system any more than Ura'nus and 
Neptune were newcomers at moment of their discovery. 
Mythology provides plenty of references to justify a 
belief that the ancients were long aware of their pres
e-'ce. Likewise there are references to ultra-Nephmian 
bodies ~nd an intra-Mercurial body named Vulcan. 
Vulcan, however, probably e~ever will be photographed 
by present-day methods because it is in a spiritualized 
co~dition with .rariied rays of vibration which do not 
photograph. It has probably passed throu~h all the 
stages of evolution which the other planets are ~ow 
undhgoing and is preparing to enter the "bosom of the 
father" i.e., return into• the Sun, after ~ich Mercury 
will ill" turn succeed to its state as will all the other 
planets in the course of time. A note~ astrologer, L. H. 
Weston, has tomputed the ephemeris of Vulcan and 
many have tested its influence to their satisfacti~n. As
tronomers must develop better means of photography 
before being able to "discover" Vulcan, ,but the fVtdings 
of astrology are a tlgnifioant \ndication that e.,ventually 
it, too, will be "discovered." 

Pluto's Effect on Astrology . 
Because iu position i;. now accurate!y. determined, it' 

Will Stimulate the older l"CSearchers to greater activity 
and will encoorage many new students to undtrtake a 
stu~y of its effects in horosc!J.les. •Knowltdge concern
ing the character or quality ef its vib"rations will even
t\taUy determine as to whith of the twelve zofiiacal 
signs it inost closely corresponqs, or resembles, and . ·-
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consequently of wl;oich it may be termed a "ruler" for 
want of a better' term. ' ' 

There will-be no new immediate effect except to stim
ulate invt:stigation as to its in'flue:~ce upon the human, 
animal, vegetable and mineral kingdoms. The stranger 
may have been but recently discovered but it has pot 
just arrived. It has long been circling its orbit just as 
the other planets. But when man de'¢eloped to the place 
in his unfoldment where he could think and believe 
there were bodies beyond his sight, he also acquired the 
skill to ,find them~ That does not mean, however, that 
he suddenly becomes capable of registering and mani
festing the influence of its rays. 

Uranus and later Neptune were "discovered" when 
the dtind became sufficiently keen and capable of search
ing for them successfully. The subconscious fatuity has 
always been aware of thetr existence and has always 
been susceptible to their influence. But only recently 
has the mass of mankind begun to 'resptlnd consciously 
to t.hose rnys. Humanity in general is but beginning to 
exercise the real force.of Uranus. In astrology Ur~nus 
is said to rule the air, aerial navigation, electricity; wire
less methods,' radio-active elem~nts. Is this not the age 
of man's conquest. of the air? Neptune is said 'to rule 
beneath the waters and in conscious resppnse to the in
fluence of its rays min is exploring the underseas. In 
the W.arld War, Uranus and Neptune were prime fac
tors in the great conflict through the use of airplanes 
and stl'bmarinei~ 

It did not.take very long after the exact location of 
Uranus was discovered for astrologers to classify the 

•nature of its vibrations, by associating its "aspects" with 
mundane events or conditions and -then finally learn 

' that it~ "home': ;ign was Aquarius. Conti!tuous observ
ation e1.tablishes this allocation as correct, since its re
discovery in 1781 by William Hcrsc~l. "English cQurt 
musician and' am\tetlr asttJnomcr-the first rmtn actual
ly to.''discover" a planet with the telescope, but he was 
by no means the first tb know about undisco~re3 
fJ~nets! Only now i' the world of humanity beginnin« 
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to react tQ the 'vibrations of Uranus, the harbinger of 
the ne)V age.of the brotherhood flf .man. Only a few, 
comparatively speakini, have· thus far been able ade
quately to respo11d to 1ts influence, such•as Lincoln and 
Edison, emancipat,p,r apd inventor . 

• 
Neptune, known to ancient astrologers by various 

11ames, but mostly as Poseidon, was located through 
telescopes simul,tan~ously on September 23nJ, 1846 by 
U. J. Le Verrier, in Paris and J. F. Galle, in Berlin. Its 
influence differs considerably from that of Uranus, the 
upheaver, the revolutionizer. It ill'(>arts a more psychic 
or subtle vibration to which as yet few ;.,re able to 
respond in true measure. Sir Oliver Lodge and Conan 
Doyle have sensed something of its influence as ha1te 
some other sensitive souls who seem to be g-ifted with 

, super-normal sense. 
¢ 

Fewer still, then, must. there be at present who can 
register and reflect the influence of an ultra-Neptunian 
planet. Hor,~Jscopes which in the past have been erected 
for individuals, by those proficient to do the work cor
rectly according to the usual rules, are nOt wrdllg be
~"ause Pluto was not included in the charts. But as 
interest in the plane\ grows, as information concerning 
it is tabulated, children will be born endowed with all 
which that interest .. ~nd informarton implies and their 
reactions can be read in their horoscopes. In the mean
time its influence will be observed in mundane, or state. 
astrology and in the field of astro-meteor<ftogy, and 
eventually its "home" in the zodiac wjll be located. Much 
may also be leafned 'llf students who• secure ~n ephem
eris of Pluto and insert its' place in known' horoscopes, 
and, noting its house position and as~ects (especially 
progressed aspects to Pluto) tlnd conditions and events 
corresponding J,o those indications which cannot at \he 
same time be logical_ly attributed t<t qther sources. 

l'luto in_classical mythology was th~ god 4l the outer 
tegion,s, the ruler of the dsad. fle was a son of Cronus 
and Rhea. a brother of f:eus (Jspiter) and Poseidon 
£Neptune), and at the p~rtition of the world ~he king· 
aom of the shades fell to him.. He married Persephot_le . . -
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(Proserr-ina). By the Greeks h'e was gellerally called 
Hades and by the Romans Orcus, Tiutarus and Di!> 
Pater. As in the oasl: of all pa.gan deities,' the account!> 
of Pluto vary with different writers and periods. The 
worship of Pluto was extensively sp'.read among the 
Greeks and Romans. The cypre£s, ~h: box, the narcis
sus, and the plant adiantum (maiden-hair) were sacred 
(ruled by) to him; oxen and goats were sacrificed to 
him in the shades of night, and his priests were crowned" 
with cyprr.ss. 

He is represented in gloomy majesty, his forehead 
shaded by his hair, and with a thick beard. In his hand 
he holds ~ two-forked scepter, a staff or a• key; by his 
side is Cerberus. He is often accompanied by his wife, 
Persephone. (Cerberus, the dog-monster of Hades is 
described as having three heads, a serpent's tail, and a 
mane of snakes. It was subdued by Heracles (Hercules, •. 
son of Zeus) in the twelfth labor. The twelve labors of 
Hercules are believed by manl! writers to represent the 
course of the Sun through the twelve signs of the zodiac.,. 

In the study of mythology it becomes apparent that 
the cdtruptidns of time distorted the original meanin~ 
and indications of the myths. Where originally they 
bore significance•to the heavenly bt~dies and their move
ments, their later treatments and interpretations bec&me 
distorted to suit th~ological notions. Some careless 
writers confused Plutus, (sometimes picture'd as a boy 
with a cornucopia) the Greek god of riches, with Pluto, 
the god or the dead whose oldest name was Hades-"the 
unseen.:• In their, pure rendition the. myths were of 
astrologic~l~ignifi'cance. 

The. sons of Ctonus and Rhea, that is, Zeus (Jupiter), 
Poseidon (Neptune) and•Pluto, having deposed Cronus, 
ca!t lots for the kingdoms of the heaven, the sea and 
the outer regions. o Jupiter won the heaven,• Neptune 
the sea, and Pluto the outer or infernal regions, which, 
from the •iginal name of their ruler, w~re Afterwards. 
known as Hade~ 0 To some the "house of Hades-'' was 
.a dark and dreadful 'abode ol', spirits deep down in the 
earth. But according to ano(.her view the "house of 
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Hades" was a' la"Rd in the far west, which to th~ Greeks 
was always'ths: region of darkness ~nd death; to the east 
was ath'ibuted light and life. 

In the oldest Gc,r:ek .p1ythology the House of Hades 
was a place neither' of teward nor punishment; it was 
simply the home of the dead, good and bad alike, who 
kd a dim or shadowy reflection of life on earth; akin to 
what is now term.ed the astral plane. 

Pluto was simply the ruler of the house of death; in 
no sense was he depicted as a ter~pter or seducer of 
mankind, like. the devil of Christian theology. Pluto 
was certainly depicted as stern and pitiless, but he was 
only so in discharge of his duty as custodian of the dead. 

, As it is so evident that mythology has draw~ upon 
astrology for its references to the planets, including the 
Sun and Moon, it will n~t be amiss for astrology to 
draw upon mythology l!oncerning "the unseen" planet. 
crranus, under favorable conditions, could be seen with 
the naked eye; Poseidon could be seen with a small 
glass or other means available to wise men'of old'; but 
Pl~to, inhabitant of the "outer regions" was Hades or 
"the unseen." In factt so inconspicuouS'" is it that mod
ern astronomical photographs recorded it many times 
before astronomers recognized it and realized that it 
was a planet" of the "outer region," that is, a wanderer 
in an orbit farthest _from the Sun. 

PJuto's Sign Rulershi'(\ 

One of the questions arising since the•rediscove.;y of 
Pluto is, "What house does Pluto rule? Mythology 
plainly says in no uncertain terms, "The house of Hadl!s 
(Pluto) is the hdme of the dead." In,astrology this can 
refer to but' one house--the eighth. Th't' eighth• "house"' 
in the natural or universal zodiac corresponds t• Scorpio, 
• 
The theological notion pi :ked the "orne" of Hades deep 

down in the earth and call~ it Hell. Mythologt desig
nlted it "in the far west. A~trologically the eighth 
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house IS m the west (west by south). ' Astnmomically, 
the constellation Scorpio is tho abode of the many head
ed monster.* . . 

The three headed dog is usualjy pi!:tured with Pluto; 
said dog is actually pictured in Nie co'nstellation Scorpio. 
See the three-headed monster above the tail of scorpion 
in the large pictorial diagram (Star Map) of the heavem 
attached to back part of this volume. Pluto is "ruler of 
the dead." In astrology Scorpio and 'the eighth house 
rule the dead and matters relating to the dead. 

Pluto is usually 'Pictured with a woman; Scorpio is 
termed a leminine sign. Cerberus is depiCted variously 
as having three to one hundred heads, and body covered 
with snakes. Scorpio rules stagnant water and such 
places as are inhabited with scorpions, vipers, etc. 

Pluto - Scorpio 
~ 

Until better· evidence is found or better reasons ad
vanced we believe Pluto rules Scorpio. :r'his displaces" 
Mars as ruler of one of the signs to which he has com
mon!.>' been" assigned. Mars is considered hot, dry, 
active; Scorpio, cold, moist, sluggish. While it requi~s 
some stretch of•imagination to roconcile the two, there 
are characteristics in common between them suffi.::ient 
to use Mars as ruld of Scorpio, and we may still con
tinue to do so until more is definitely known of Pluto. 

The N~w Deal, which started shortly after the advent 
of Plu~o. indicates the death of many old systems, polit
ical and •economiC. In fact, thousands of banks failed 
in 1932-3, ~ecessitating a 'comp1ete shut-down of the 
remaining banlts and for that period they were "dead." 
Scorpio, as the eighth s;gn, is also "ruler of other peo
p~'s money," thus banks come under eighth house in
lhaences. The Bl~ Eagle insignia, adopted, by the N. 
•R. A., looks stnlngely like the fantastic bird pictured 
by the ancients as the ruler of Scorpio. 

• Io Part V of th; "A ftl i Hor.J!ope Maker ao~ Dellne~tor" a;e 
twelve etwpters dealing with Mytlljlloglcal nnd Biblical References , 
to the Zodiacal SlgDS. In the chalfter on Scorpio the "dog of hell" 
(Cerlleraa) Is auoc:lated '!ISh the scorpion. 
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Astrologers deed not hesitate to make necessary ad
justments from time to .• time; molia-n science is contin
ually forced to make '\djustments in keeping with latest 
discoveries. C<lpernicus for instance, lhade discoveries 
which exploded •+,qe 'hen prevailing science of astron
omy. He changed the' science completely from a helio
centric to a geocentric system ; frpm a belief that the 
Sun rolled around the earth to a knowledge that the 
earth travels around the Sun. That change did not 
revolutionize astrology because it did not alter the inftu
ence of the Sun. Astronomers today are not ashamed 
of that change in the system-th~ are mighty glad it 
was discovered. · 

There was a time not so long ago when, in the absence 
of better evidence, Saturn, like Mars, was given rule of 
two signs. But when Uranus was "discovered",Saturn's 
ruler:.hip of Aquarius was dropped while Uranus was 
assigned its rulership. ~ubsequent events and research 

, prove the wisdom of that change in the system of 
modern astmlo~y. . 

Jupiter, from time immemorial was called the "ruler of 
'both Sagittarius and Pisces. Upon the "discovery" of 
Neptune, and the tnaking of its ephemeris, Jupiter's 
allocation to Pisces was dropped and Neptune assigned 
to rulership of Pisces. Nothing has since developed to 
impeach that rulership; rather, much has occurred to 
substantiate the claim. 

Now astrology is provided wifh c;>pportuni1Y to make 
another improv~ment.,. and in keepin~ with other scien
tific researches, does not llesitate to do s; . • 

Horoscopes Without 'Pluto Not Wrong 

A fakir wh~ had been eking out 'a Jiving selling ready 
made "horoscopes" at one of the beach rdorts, when 
Pluto wa& "4iscovered" told a reporter, "l'.lam quittinf. 
the .1strology business ~nd going. i.nto real estate. ' 
"Why," inquired the scrioe? "Wen, you see," he replied, 
,"I've sold thousands of 1\)roscopes ( !) and as~luto was 
left out of all of them, they'r,J!_ all wrong and I'm afraid 
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my client~ will want their money back.'' '(At 25 cents 
per "horoscope" that· meant a tremendc-us rejund !) 
Astrology is delighted to be rid of him although we feel 
sorry for the realty business! · • 

Man has only just now becolhe I<een and capable 
enough to "discover" the planet and it will be some time 
yet before he becomes physically and mentally attuned.· 
sufficiently to manifest any reactions to the influence of 
its vibratiofls and in the course of time these will devel
op the ability to respond to its influence. In the interim 
researchers will be learning something about Pluto by 
means of analogy, thAt is, study of resemblance of prop
erties or relations; similarity without identity; reason
ing in which from certain observed and known relations 
or resemblances other are inferred; reasoning that pro
ceeds from the individual or particular to a co-ordinate 
particula\·, thus involving both induction and deduction. 
In other words analogy is ~pecifically a resemblance of 
relations, a resemblance that n\ay be reasoned from, so 
that from the likeness in certain respects we may infer • 
that other and perhaps deeper relations exist. In fact, 
that is ;ust w.hat we have been doing in this article
comparing the known factefrs of Pluto with its myth .. 
ological features and deducing its rulership of the sign 
Scorpio. It may 'be called masculi~e, stern, somew,-.at 
inscrutable, not itself ,'llalignant but dealing with high 
potencies; invoked by or responsive to music, especially 
the kind of music characterized as "jazz." 

Scorpio is -. Good Sign 

Scorpio fs ~qually. as good ~nd a-3 desi~able for a birth 
month sign as al}y other. Each sign has its favorable 
and unfavorable mdicatioqs and in that respect Scorpio 
is nQt different from the others. Because it was neces
sary to mention things in relation to Pluro and Scorpio 
that'might tend to pl!tce tHe sign in an unfavorable light 
to" new stuClents and to new readers it is only just to 
present son& of its better indications. 

Scorpio usually 'give; stro~g characteristics, keen 
judgment ;<>is shrewd, critical, s~eptical, tenacious, enter- 0 

prising and energetic. Nqt easily fooled or offended, 
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but positive;1scl,f-confident, brave and daring .. , In busi
ness, politics or law Scorpions are ,very aggressive. They 
arc sagacious and determined. Ma"kc good engineers, 
mechanics, contractors, oil workers, den,tists, drug~ists, 
detectives, lawyJrs, soldiers, policemen, sheriffs, jatlors, 
etc. As surgcon'b' ·or', chemists, they can hardly be 
equalled. Nor need natives of the sign Scorpio feel 
jj.bashed because Cerberus is in their constellation for it 
should be recalled that Hercules is also there, he who 
labored his wa)'· so successfully through the obstacles 
of all the signs, his conquests in every instance being of 
benefit to humanity. (See Hercule.~ in the Star Map.) 

Things Related to Pluto 

Pinto rules the underworld, that Ia, the subconscious workings 
ot the body. The fluxing Influences, the contest between acid and 
alkali; the fuzing actions; burning out of dross mat<;rlal; all 
those processes whoRe transmuting actions tend to regenerate the 
body; ,o sustain, rPpalr, r€'new or perpetuate It through the horn
log up and casting out of derofl material-from death to life. It 
also rules conscience, that Inner prompter which helps ns judge 
'right from wrop~t. ~ubconsclous actlvl ties. the underworld, stern, 
Incorruptible jiulges. Without Pluto there would be no subcou· 
scions functions to keep the subtile fires within our. bPing 'J'Orkh•l{, 
€'ven while W<! slet>p, for our daily repair, renewal, regeneration 
afld perpetuation; no conscience to give us hell when we do wrong! 
However, this deeper slggiflcance of the lnflue11ce of the planets Is 
not always readily discerned . 

• 
Ahout 175 miles south of Cairo on thf> site of the ancient and 

sacred city of 'Herrnopolls a tomb was recently discm·ered In 
which bad hf"en painted scenes depleting the abduction of Fro
serplna by Pluto, with Hermes driving the chariot. ~In modt•rn 
days this act of Pluto "ruler of the untl~rw<lfltl" finds couut .. rpett 
In the acts of "vice barons" taking ~heir ,chosP.n victims "for a 
ride" In a gasollna. chariot. In anc•ent mythology ~Into Is re
ferred to as the god of tlte underworld. yet a just" and Incorrup
tible judge. He passes sentence which gh·es ttvl ~orrow or suft'er
lng thnt Is due ench soul. The Rentenre and discipline arP ltltended 
to result In strength and purlflcatio'h. Thua death becomes both 
liberator and regenerator. Analysis of the myth leads to the ~on
clualon that It points to Pluto as "ruler gf the house of deat;h," 
I.e., the natdrnl eighth sign of the zo!llac-Scorplo. , , 

Marvelous as may seem the strides during the l!')ry. Uran1an 
&ge, they wlil by•comparlson betdwarfed Into Insignificance by tbe 
greatly o preponderant advanetJ undel- the• Influence of Pluto. 
'l'hrough comparison and anRI;p:sls correlating planetary lnffuenees 
apd whnt hus gone before In ~latlon to the de,·elopmtbt of man 
ohd his environment, we are lJrawp logically to the conciUI$1011 
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that the luftuence of a new planet would uiUmatply be Indicated 
by rec--Uon as the key word of wbat It can Imply to the 
present limitations of .. m~'ld. Through Its rays ~an • will be able 
to renew and perpetuate his mind a'ild body uotll he Ia ready for 
new experiences nnd life on other PI'!Dets. The potent loftuence 
of vltamlnes to tire human body bPCame kno'l'l o and applied bene
ftclally soon after the advent of Pluto., Gral2ually man will learn 
to demonstrate the spiritual values of lel'l{atlon, transformation, 
materialization, metamorphosis, transftguratlon,-regeneratlon. 

Good Aspects of Pluto 

Its good as~ts favor the discovery of error, detection of In· 
Justice. Revitalizing Ideas and Incidents which tend to promote 
health, preserve life a~d encourage freer expression of the sub
conscious ac;tlvltles are probably due to Pluto's vibrations: also 
beoeftclal ftoanclal prospects, favorable astral o'r dream exper
leoees. Good for matters pertnlolng to hesllog, cauterizing, pas
teurization. fumigation, pest control, surgery, taxes, Insurance, 
Iecacles or al!alrs connected wltb the goods or property of the 
deceased. Washing, steaming, steam-baths, preserving, canning, 
bunting,'- embalming, creosotlog, painting, purifying, burning· 
debris, beneficent auto-suggestion, reproduction, overcomlnr. habits 
or faults and Imperfections. 

Adverse Aspects of Plyto .. 

The r.dverse•as~ta to Pluto Incline to Inversion of Its better 
qualities, low morality, lack of conscience, lndecenc311 dlares~t 
of law, underworld proclivities. Immersed In bondage to appear· 
aoce we fall to set the realities or Tn1th; liable to detection In 
error, misdemeanor or crime. VIolation of spiritual law$ and 
nbeequent retribution; lolable to get "stung," "burnt," "skinned" 
or apprehended. Possibility of trouble through PQIItlcal connlv· 
ances, tax evasions, mtsnse of funds, contagion, InfeCtion. Unfavor
able tor mattel'll mentioned onder the bead of good aspects. Much 
depend$ u~n which planet Ia adversely as~tlog Pluto. In this 
paragraph some of Its W6l'llt expressions are described, or rather. 
the woni& buman .-.u- to Its vibrations, ,all of which Is sub
Ject to modl~atlon, and little of It may be manlf~tW by those 
who are maktog conscious and well directed el!orta to convert the 
dross Qf self Into the gold of Reality. 

II.NJ am part ot the - and mn • 
¥9 the ,wllldal of the South 'and Nof1b : 

Of IIIOUiltalDa aDd llcoou and lrlal'l, 
And the aa- _MP.t me forth I" 

-JCc¥'#ard B. 8. Tert')' 
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• 
INFi.UENCE" OF THE PLANETS

IN•THE MUNDANE"KOUSES 

. 
These interprctf!,tions are for the planets by their 

positions in the houses •only, unaspected, unless other
wise stated. If a planet is aspected its delineation by 
house, as herein given, is subject to modification corre
!'opondingly. 

Before taking literally, word for word, the delinea
tions following, note whether the planet in question is 
in dignity or. debility; whether in good or bad aspect. 
nature of aspecting planets and from what houses; then 
modify the reading accordingly. 

For instance, Saturn in the fifth house: Del<}y. dis
"appointment and sorrow through love affairs, affections 
and pl~asures; incapacity Lor obtaining real enjoyment; 
loss through speculations and investments . 

. • 
However, if Saturn were in Capricorn, the sign it 

rules, and well aspected or free from afflicti<1ns, it "'ould 
b$not nearly so bad, showing an attraction for a serious. 
elderly person; quiet tnjoyment; succes. by investmenl 
in lagds, mines and property, lead, coal and such things 
as Saturn rules_ -

By using the foregotng suggestion as a guide, and 
giviflg your own modified interpretation,-q11alifying. 
amplifying or moderating your de"du~tions to conform 
with the astrologieal te~timonies, you utlfold 1otr latent 
faculties of perception and e-xpression, besides develop
ing judgment and intuition. Thus you jus,ify the science 
by proper application of its p~inciples. Consider t~e 
nature of the plllnet and the nature of the sign in which 
it is located; note whether it is at home. or at ease there
in; then tabulate and study its aspects. With the testi
monies thu\ gathered you y-e now ready to ~lend and 
mbdify Jhe tndi"cations and form your ~upgment. 
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,, 
Recapitulation : 

!-Consider the •. nature of tfte planet, whether benefic, 
malefic, neutroill, warm, moist, •;;old, r.tc. 

2-N ote the nature of the sir;n il'l '~hich it is posited; 
whether fiery, earthly, airy, watery, cardinal, fixed, com
mon, fruitful, barren, positive, negative, masculine, fem
inine, northern, southern, human, bestial, m u t «:, 
voiced, etc. ' 

3-Note whether, it is at home, or debilitated therein. 

4--Then calculate its aspects and study each one 
separately. Note the good as well as the adverse aspects. 

5-~ow you are ready to blend and modify the indi
cations according to the testimonies thus gathered and 
form a synthesis delineated according to the' house 
position.* ' 

Planets by house position are indicatio~s only and do 
not ~ive continued success or continued difficulty. 

' For example, Jupiter in the ~econd or tenth house, 
in good aspect to one or more planets, would give long 
periods of success .and prosperity; but if Jupiter were 
afflicted there would be spells of favorable periods, 
followed by difficult and troublesome times. Just when 
these ddferent conditions would manifest, may be 

judgerJ. from the t~ansits and the horoscope by direction, 
i.e., the •Progresc~d Chart. 

If a planet W; in good aspect to one planet and in ad
verse aspect to another, it indicates success through the 
011e and misfortune through the other. The two aspects 
do not neutralize ~ach other. Every a!>pect operates in 

. due tim~. 

• In connection with the, toregplng five point's, please refer ·to 
the following dekllp\lons ot lllfluence of the Plaoela In the 
Mtmdant HOUilell of a Horoseope; pages ll37 to 418, and Influence 
of the Planeta In Eaeh of the 12 kAdlacal Si(IUS, pages 21i6 to 3'W. '' 
Also see PBie& 38 to 46. ' 
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FIRST HOUS~ . 
Inftuence of th¥ Pla'*ts in the Mundave Houses 

'tiE. tht_ Horoscope 

Moon in First House 

Change in fortune, residence, occupation and "employ
ment; sensitive, intuitive and receptive mind; fruitful 
imagination and nature; ambition, act,vity and an inclin
ation for publis: life; refined, ingenious, observant and 
considerate. 

In a co.mmon or cardinal sign it denotes flexibility, 
inconstancy, often timidity, and great desire for cpange 
or roamjng. In the fixed signs the nature is firmer, less 
changeable and more contsnted if employed in some 
ordinary or popular occupation connected with the 
gl!neral public ..• 

The tendency in the First House is to tlevate" the 
nat•ive in life and bring benefits and advantages from 
the public through soiial life in which. the domestic 
interests largely enter. Dream and astral experiences. 

The Moon ;s an important influence in a woman's 
horoscope, as she rules the periodical functions and 
shows health or illness according to. the aspects.• 

Afflicted in a wct'tery ~gn, shows danger fr!;ml water 
and liquids. 

Mercury in First• House 

Mercury i~ neutral, sexless and conv4!rtible, its nature. 
being such that it absorbs much of the ~haractel" of the 
planets with ..,which it comt:St"n contact or asped; con· 
seq'l.tentl~ close •attention m st be:. paiq \O the sign it 
occupies m addition to the as ect it r~e1ves, thus: Mer· 
cur¥ assisted oy Moon is ~ood for commissiolft; by 
Venus, good for music, sing~g. :art; in favorable con· 
i;ection with the Sun, good for business and responsi11)& 
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positions; in good aspect to Mars, mechanir.al and con
structive ability;· if' Jupiter ;tssist, a gcod thl'ologian; 
Saturn, a good statistician; Uranus, an originator and 
inventor; Ne~tune, foresight, prophecy, power for psy
chometrizing and clairaudience, .. 

• 
Mercury gives adaptability, fertility of resource, an 

inquiring mind always on the alert for new informatidn, 
quick comprehension; fondness for literature, writing ur 
speaking, and for books, reading and learning. 

Perceptive, stud.'ous, logical, sharp, persuasive and 
expressive; fertile imagination. Many chanl;:"es, jour
neys, spells of restlessness and anxiety. Quick tn speech, 
thought and action. 

Venus in F1rst House 

Denotes an amiable, tru~tful, cheerful, sympathetic 
and affectionate disposition, responsive to the love and 
emotional side of the nature. Fond .,f cumpany, enjoy
ment, society, and likes to make others in the environ
ment' happ}1. It gives an appreciation of art and beauty 
and a fondness for pleasure, music, singing, dral'na, 
opera. It shows a refined, gem.rous, just nature, one 
who is usually much admired by the opposite sex . .. 

The nature is fruitful. The tendency or this position 
is towards good fortune. If in aspect to Mars, the native 
marries"early. If in adverse aspect to Saturn, it delays 
marriag,e. ' .. 

Bad aspects to Mars, 'Saturn, Uranus or Neptune 
indicate much' discord and trouble in married life; af
flicting Jupiter, much generosity, free and careless with 
money, yet fortunate in getting it. 
' { 

Note "carefully the influence or nature of the sign 
Venus ~cupies: Taurus, G!emini, Libr\L, Aquarius and 
Pisces are th~ !"lest ·!or tptis. position. The m.ture ·of 
Venus is feminine,"so look to her aspects and note the 
_tend~nt:ies ... Inspiration fo, art comes from _Nept.ll&le, 
-bu~ tt requtres a good. ~spect of Venus to mantfest tt as. 
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- . 
Venus govetns touch. This plane\ r,ules the groins, 
kidneys l!l"ld ovaries; also (he throat, chin and cheeks. 

~P!l in. Firat House 

Frank, free, generous, outspoken; ambitious, proud, 
firm and stable; humane; strong, moral nature; quick 
p~rception and constructive £acuity which bestows a 
certain appearance 6f dignity and strength that impresses 
others. It gives an independent, combative and defen
sive ambition, coupled with hope, c~nfidence, love of 
power and authority that results in the native rising 
above his sphere in life and into positions of trust, influ
ence and responsibility. It strengthens the constitution 
and adds to the vitality. Tends to honor and general 
success, advancement and good will of superiors. Lofty 
nfotives. • . 

If afflicted by Mars, Satarn or Uranus, it indicates 
he..avy, sharp attacks of sickness; i.e., fevers, inflamma
tion and eye affectidbs; also losses and reversal~ through 
impulsiveness. 

Sun rules vitality and indicates the strength of con
stitution. When afflicted, especially bf Saturn, the 
recuperative power is not good. 

Mara in Firat House 

• Ambitious, confident, enterprising, aspiring, skillful 
and assertive. Usuflly create a great deiil of thoi.r own 
fate by impulse and strong de,sire nature. Ha.ve good, 
practical, executive ability; love of liberty Cllld independ· 
ence; free, audacious, courageous. combative and' pOsi
tive, scorning defeat and reckless of danger. Somewhat. 
fiery, amorous, aggressive and defensive; at times rash, 
headstrong, forceful and impatient. - · 

A. great deal d,epends uporythe :ign Mars octupies. 

By nat~re Mars is masculme, both• constructive and 
destructive; usually causes \ ~ark. or scar abolft the 
head or face and one on that pan oj the body represented 
by the sign occupied. • 
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' Danger of cuts, burns, scalds, falls,"bruises and other 
accidents. Look'to'the aspects carefully.• A go.?d aspect 
to Saturn is very beneficial to Mars. ,, 

Mars rules the muscular srstern and urino-genital 
organs, feverish and inflammatory troubles. 

Jupiter in First House 

Optimistic spirit; cheerful, hopefu( jovial disposition; 
generous, faithful, just, prudent and noble nature; sin
cere, humane, couljteous and amiable; pleasant manners. 

The influence of Jupiter is always more or less for
tunate. It gives executive ability, power and dignity 
and fits the native for leading positions in social, edu
cational and business circles. 

Its tendency is toward good reasoning, a , logical, 
broad mind, self-possession.,. confidence and determina-
tion. , 

If unafflicted, it indicates one of high\tanding, such 
as banker!!., judges, doctors, lawyers, professors, theo
logians and government officials. Business conneo;:ed 
with shipping,~ long-distance trafi\Sit, wholesale business 
or commerce on a large scale. When afflicted:, clerk, 
assistant, clothier,' draper, cashier, etc. Note carefully 
the sign Jupiter occupies and the aspects for judging 
wealth, station and ability. 

' Jupiter as related to the body brings on disease re-
sulting.from iq~pure blood, plethora,, &'out, liver com
plaints, e1~cesosive stoutness, varicose vems, etc., accord
ing to the sigr.' occupied; super-abundant action of parts 
when afflicted by Mars, or Sun, or defective action when 
afflicted by Saturn. 

·Saturn in Firat House 

When• well placed by. ~ign and as..oecf it denotes 
thoughtfulness and tonsu:li:ration for the welfare of 
others ( contemplation, discretion, prudence, system, dili
gence, economy, respect arfl careful attention to affairs' 
generally. :. • 
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The dispositiofl is calm, serious, grave. The" desire 
is to attain• prominence as the re~plt of merit and to 
that end" they labor with dlethod, industry, perseverance 
and steadiness, nyely erttering into any Jlroject that is 
not premeditated and planned. Progress and success 
may be slow, but is•sure"to bring good reputation, honor 
and credit through persistence, practical ability, worldly 
w;sdom and continual effort. 

'When weak or .afflicted it indicates liability.to colds 
and trouble to that part of the body ruled by the sign 
it is in. Bruises to the head. The nature is faithful, 
chaste, resetved; thoughtful, mistrusllful, subtle, acquisi
tive, penetrative and careful of personal affairs; secre
tive and given to periods of gloom and discontent. 

Loss and misfortune through negligence, habits, lack 
of opportunity, or fateful events and delays . 
• 

It al!.o indicates many sorrows and disappointments, 
sometimes poverty, and arP uphill road generally. 

Saturn rul~S' the bones, teeth, right ear, knees and 
spleen. Gives liability to suffer from colds, chills and 
poor circulation, also through constipation, r1leuma,ism, 
stone, gravel, obstructed growth; usually they are defi
cient in Phosphate of €alcium. 

Uranus in First Hoose 

Uranus signifies originality of thought, independence 
of mind, inventive genius, intuition, intellectual and 
metaphysical ability. It inclines t<' the occult, the an
tiquated, curious, aew a11d the odd; in fact to ev~rything 
out-of-the-ordinary. • 

It attracts toward such subjec;ts as astrology, octult
ism, mesmerism, hypnotism, Spiritualism, psychic r•
search, drugless healing, telepathy • psych ism, Free 
Masonry, ii'iventions, electricity. ~ • 

It makes •ne appear odd, JFCUliar, eccentric lind many 
years alaead of 'the time. 

It is significant of man!r changes in resideoce and 
oc1:upation and is usually ~t ~ood here for marriage, 
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bringir1g about peculiar, unfortunate c>mditions, diffi-, 
culties and separations. 

It is Uranus manifesting w4.ich makes one independ
ent and revolutionary, apt to change '£he mind and posi
tion radically and suddenly, farmillet his own opinions 
regardless of what others may"think of them. Estrange-
ment from parents and kindred. , 

Uranus stands for freedom, equalit~·. progress, and 'tts 
natives can always see how conditions may be improved 
even when they are good enough in the opinion of others. 
They are nearly always on the opposite side to things 
that are popular, formal or limited, prefening expansion 
and upheaval, and therefore take the side of the unpop
ular in public movements, studies, sciences, religion, etc. 
They are often called cranks, but invariably their crat~ky 
notio~~:s become accepted facts after a time. They ar•.: 
usually forceful, n9t particularly quarrelsome or antag
onistic, but are vigorous in .the cause of the oppressed 
They are not at all oppJsed to discussion or debate aQd 
seldom become angry in it; detest limitations and can 
not stand control or dictation. • • 

Uranus rules the originating or creating facultfes: 
phrenologically expressed, the mculties of comparison 
and causality, without which there can be no im•cntion . ' or sctence. 

Although Uranus gives originality and individuality 
of thoukht, and one may be fairly running over with 
good jdeas, unless Mercury assist he cannot utter them 
satisfadorily. Mercury gives th~ abilfty to learn, under
stand, interpret, expound and express .• 

• 
The enlightened Uranian gives all the freedom pos

srble to those around him, knowing that his liberty is 
increase.d correspondingly. However, just how fine the 

• Io Ex. 'N we learo thet KCJ~Et! (Uraous) tol4 A&'.'Oil (lofereu~) 
all tbe words of, tile Lol'd wbo\bad seat him, eod ell..tbe 1111111 
whleb be had eommatided blm. ••.• aod Aaroo IIPOke ••l the 
words (<".XPreased the koowledaj) wbleb tbe Lord had IPOkeD, 
aoto HoeM. alld did the lips fb tbe llllht ot the people.) • 
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native will m'nifest or"interpret the ray froJll •Uranus 
depends UPiiln the" quality of the aspects to it in the birth 
chart. 

Uranus afflicteti sho;_,s quickness of 'mind, mental 
impulsiveness, oril;'inalitl• independence and self-will. 
Makes the native changeful, impulsive, abrupt, erratic, 
eccentric, willful, brusque, sarcastic, critical and easily 
offended. Gives inventive genius . • 

It gives ability to develop thought-reading and trans
ference, clairvoyance, crystal-gazing, etc . 

• 
Danger through lightning, electricity and hurts by 

machinery, inventions, engines, explosives and vehicles 
of travel. Gives an interest in all occult affairs; rules 
the aura and the personal magnetism; strange happen
ings. 

Neptune in First House 

The influente of this planet is always more or less 
mediumistic and the native will either COIJsciou!j,ly or 
unconsciously take on the conditions of the surroundings 
an'd of those with whom he comes in contact. Being a 
neutral planet, it depc!nds upon aspects 'for the manner 
in which it will manifest. 

It represents inspiration, trance, dreams, weird feel
ings, thoughts and experiences; romance and ~motion; 
visionary or idealistic trend of mine\. 

When well aspected-' it wves good inspiration and 
spirit perception. It denotes far-seeivg, ability to 
estimate quickly and accurateJy. It attracts orre to 
peculiar people, psychic centers and mysterious, strange 
places. · 

it gives ability to cultivate. psychometry, clairaudience 
aod mediunlship. 

" It exalts the artistic tas&es, giving a love for beauty 
in. form, color and sound. :{t is also related to 'matters 
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connec.ted with t'he sea, water and liqtt,ids in general,. 
also mediumship and Spiritualism. Vt'hen \t is weak or 
afflicted it seems. ta open an, avenue of .temptl!tion that 
appeals to the passional, sense-loving and emotional sidt~ 
of the natll(e, bringing uncertainty and confusion 
through instability, indolence OJi lacJ-. of energy. Danger 
througt plots, schemes, enmit1es 'and deception. 

Although it indicates inspiration, enthusiasm and pu
.q.tion, yet 1t denotes a receptivity to psychic con~;
l!on~ thJt might run to extremes, allowing the feelings 
tn get the upper hand of the judgment. Tendency to 
excitability, cl1angefulness, morbid imagination, strange 
or unnatural appe1ites, intrigues, acts qf indiscretion, 
deception, presumption, love of luxury; wandering dis
position, many journey5, changes, ups and downs. Being 
readily affected both mentally and physically by the 
psychic conditions of the environment, individuals with 
N eptuhc in this house should investigate the phiJosophy 
of all things mysterious rather than the phenomena. . -

There arc times when peop~c who are, strongly influ
enced by Neptune should have nothi\lg to do whatever 
with ,any orcult phenomena, seances, drugs, medicines, 
gases, etc.; on the other hand, there are days when th~y 
should strive to develop their o~cult faculties. These 
times are when othf'r planets come into aspect. with 
Neptune, particular~v the Moon. 

"Come clear the may, then, clear the way: 
Blind creeds and kings have had their day. 
Break the0 dead branches from the pat!\,: 

, Our h<•lfe Is In the aftermath-
,Pur hope Is In her<\e men, 
Star-led to bul\d the' world again.'" 

' • -Edwin Markham 
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SECOND HOUSE 

Moon in 'Second House 

• Gain by emplo):ment through public affairs and occu-
pations, by dealini( wtMt liquids, commodities and the 
wants of the common people generally. Money obtained 
through females or the mother, or matters related to the 
ilomestic life. Good for things ruled by the .Moon and 
the sign she occupies. 

If well aspected it is favorable for financial success. 
although so~ewhat variable. • 

Me~cury in Second House 

Denotes gain by letters, writings, speaking, traveling, 
•teaching, clerical occupations, commissions and ordinary 
business and commercial affairs generally; also through 
study, advertising, distril1uting, stationery, books, etc. 
Gain through any occupation corresponding to the 
nature of the' plaflet in closest good aspect. 

Venus in Second House 

By fortuitous circtlmstances, good \viii and favors 
froni others, money usually comes readily. It may be 
gained throqgh artistic p!.!rsuits, ~usic, pleasure, social 
affairs, friendships, societies, marriage, jewelry, millin
ery, hotels, confectionery and wearing apparel.. A good 
deal of money is spent on adorr.m01nt, luxuries, pleasure, 
friends and social.interests; neverthele~. they :.'Cquire it. 

Sun in Second House 

Money obtained by industrio~s effort and through \he 
father and superiors; gain by affairs of government or 
through h.,! cling official appointments. or other respcin~ 
sible positions. Benefit through superiors and persons 
of rank. 'llhe .nature of th/ occupations depends much 
upon vo.-hat sign the Sun ocoupies.' 'I;h~ n;>.tive is inclined 
to generosity in money • matters, soctai int~rcourse, 
p\easure, luxury and sports\ 
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Mara in Second Houlr': 

Good earning powers but usually extravagant, over
generous or .careless regardil'l'6 the, accumulation of 
wealth, and money runs quickly through the fingers. 

I ' t" . 
It denotes gain by the native's own energy, activity, 

skill and strength; by stock farming, iron, steel, cheUl
icals, timber, business enterprise as agent, salesman Qr 
promote!'. • 

When well aspected to the ruler of the eighth it de
notes money by J1:gacy; to ruler of the seventh, by 
marriage. · 

If Mars is afflicted, heavy losses, expenditures or 
extravagance, and trouble, strife and contention over 
financ~s. 

Jupiter in Second House 

Increases the chances for success, wea\th and general 
prosperity. It has to do with goven1ment and respon
sible .businass affairs, and tends to gain through law, 
insurance, banking, religion, science, education, literature 
and travel. Mopey acquired thro~gh things indicated by 
the house which Jupiter rules in the chart and by the 
sign he occupies. 

Saturn in Second House 

Saturn, unless well aspected, tends to make an uphill 
struggle-and mu~h work for little gai11. The person may 
see many opportunities, b11t is 'seldom in a position to 
take advantage. of them . 

• . 
•At times things run along apparently well and smooth

Ix and then take f turn and go persistentl;x wrong or 
.suffer dolay; lack of money. With this position of Sat
urn one ~ould become thocoughly acquainted with the 
directions operating it! the,chart to avoid tailures and 
to increase cha'nc!es. for suct:ess in land, propetfy, pro
duce, mines, storage, investments, coal, lead, building 
labor. etc. · · 
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When we6 aspected or favorably located ·by sign: 
prudent filtans;ial ability, thrift, ec6>nomy and solid, con
servative investments bring steady but slow returns. 
Gains by father pr em~loyer. 

Urahutl.in Second House 

• Many changes in fortune; financial affairs very un
.certain; ups and downs. Uranus has affinity for unique 
occupations, affairs and employment of all 'kinds, es
pecially those of a curious or mental character and 
which require great ingenuity. 

Gain through inventions, mechanisms, railroads, elec
trical affairs, occultism, astrology, extraordinary com
position and sometimes music, especially when well 
aspected with Venus. Money is gained through,friends, 

'associations or the government. · 

Neptune- in Second House 

Neptune gfves·liability of financial affairs becoming 
much involved and loss through fraud and' schemes. 

Neptune rules hospitals, asylums, ii'\Stitutions, secret 
ser~ce, the sea and its various industries, navigation, 
baths, public establishments, Spirnualism, mediumship, 
mystical and secret societies. 

If Neptune is well aspected the native -will gain 
through these things, but if it is weak or afflicted, will 
lose by them. • 

• "God ,..,. ~o au upr!Pt c:QUDteoaoce to IUH87 the beu-. 
aDd to look opnrd to tha eta)B."-z-(>Yid 
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THIRD HOUSE 

Moon in Third .. House 

Many changes of pursuit anq Of.<;lipation; desire for 
publicity of some sort; curiou!;, active and inquisitive 
mind ever alert for new information and generally pos
sessing a fund of knowledge regarding public conditiorls 
and the personal affairs of celebrities, Many journe)"s 
and changes; desire for new surroundings, new condi
tions and new material for thought and action . 

• 
Usually there is not sufficient continuity; unfinished 

education or accomplishments. An unfavorable position 
for peace of mind, if afflicted. 

Well aspected: Good for learning and mental attain-, 
ments along popular lines. Short studies of domestic 
science or social welfare and :;hort journeys prove bene
ficial. 

Mercury in Third House 

Many short journeys, much activity and writing. ~ 

The mind inclines to investigate whatever tends to 
enlightenment: to intrease the consciousness and broad
en the understanding; fond of reading, study, speaking, 
teaching, lectures, literature, new thouglit, science, news . 

• 
The .mentality is. tjuick and perceptive and usually 

interesteti in or Anxious reJlardi.n!!" rehltives and nei!!"h
bors. 

Wilen Mercury is affHcted the native is inclined to 
ext:essive worry or anxiety. It is said that the mind 
re.-acts on the bo"lels which is likely true enough, as 
Mercury• represehts both, ruling Gemini and Virgo. 
Trouble t»rough letters, pro~ises, agreement~ or reports. 

When well a~c!ct.ed":" succtssful travels, menta'f devel
opment,.accomplishments, and gain through third house 
affairs. 
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"venus in Third House . -
The mental quality is good. Strong inclination and 

liking for fine arts, music, singing, opera, paintings, 
light literature ar"'i all ,that tends to uplift or refine the 
mind and give pleasure.' The mind is cheerful, fruitful, 
optimistic, bright and desirous of peace. It denotes 
favorable relatives or neighbors and aid or gain through 
i.'bem. 

It is a good position for pleasure trips or pleasure and 
gain through journeys and successf~l travels, in fact, it 
is good for al! things ruled by the th1rd house. Pleasant 
correspondence, many social acquaintances. 

Sun in Third House 

It is good for all things ruled by this house. ~ tends 
to respect, good will and benefit from relatives and 
neighbors; successful tra\tels for business and pleasure. 

The mind is msourceful, creative, magnanimous and 
ambitious of success al'ld honor through mental ~ualifi
cations; the desire is "to uplift, enlighten," benefit and 
a~sist others mentally. Afflicted: trouble with some of 
the kindred or neighbors and through• proud, haughty 
states of mind. Discredit throu~h letters, promises, 
agreements ?r false reports. 

Mars in Third House 

Liability to danger and accideng by journeys, trouble 
through ·travel, rl!lative~. neighbors, writings abd litiga
tion. The mind is alert, en~rgetic, keen, foi'ceful, coan
bative and likely to get out of control ea'\;ily. The oative 
is quick and prompt in speech• and possesses executive 
power in literary or educational directions. At some 
time may be troubled with brain fe .. er or deliriousness, 
and if Mars is affiicted by Saturn, Uranus or •Neptune: 
s.hows tho'ijght.s of suicide 7r violent tendendes. 

The"i>est sign for Mars• in tHis .h~u!e is Capricorn, 
and the best aspects are •the good ones to S1.turn or 
Mercurr, altho~gh a ~oot\. ~ne to. _uranus will give 
genius m some hne and mvelit1l'~ ab1hty. 
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Jupiter in Third House ' 

Gain in all things ruled by tJ-.~<; house. The mind is 
optimistic, phil6sophical, refinl'd, cheerf\11 and sympath
etic. Kind, thoughtful, just and r.ons(~erate in all mat
ters of correspondence, publication or exchange of 
thought; sincere, earnest, courteous, sociable and rea: 
sonable. in speech and writing. Capable of adapting 
himself to• conventionalities of thought prevalent and~ 
popular. Benefits through education, literature, publish
ing, traveling, brethren and neighbors. 

Saturn in Third House 

Trouble, loss, disappointment, annoyance, hindrance 
and delays in connection with education, writings, rela
tives, neighbors, traveling and changes. Coldness be
tween brethren or sorrow through their demise. 

The tendency of the mind is toward gloom, caution, 
acquisitiveness, worry, restlessness, anJtiety" and misgiv
ing, esP.eciaiiY. in youth. The mental condition improves 
with age and ~s much better in later life, becoming more 
contemplative, thoughtful and capable of concentration 
on serious or pre/found subjects. 

If Saturn is ill-aspected or aflhcted by the,Sun, Moon 
or Mercury, the melancholy expression is liable to run 
into extref\les, despondency, morbid tendencies or mental 
afflictions. 

When wev aspectea It d~note> responstbtltty, tact, 
diplomacy, thought power, steady thinking, concentra
tion ami mental control, qrderly reasoning; philosophic 
min{\ with ability for profound studies or writings. 

Uri'rfu& in Third House 

Denotes ~strangements fro\n kindred and beighbors. 
and strange experievce~ thr!C'ugh them; suddel1" and 
unexpecte~ news, journeys and -changes, odd happenings, 
meetings, adventures and occ;.urrences through travels.• 
The native is peculiar o~ r.c~ntric in some things, but 
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I 
usually intelJectu<tl and possesses ability to develop clair
voyant, clairau4ient or tell!pathic f;tcuhy in addition to 
magnetic healing. The mind is curious, inventive, in
genious, unconvenjional ~nd fond of the oc~ult, mystical, 
new, extraordinary. , prfJfound, ancient or unpopular 
studies, social and ment<tl reforms; intuitive perception 
and understanding with regard to things occult. If 
Utanus is afflicted by Saturn or Mars, it shows danger 
of• accidents, wreclss or explosions on journeys .• through 
vehicles of travel or treachery on the part of relatives 
or neighbors. 

If afflicted b,y Moon or Mercm·y, the native may incur 
severe criticism on account of his ideas, projects and 
mental attitude, and is subject to spells of nervousness, 
irrational thought and speech. 

Neptune in Third House 

Denotes psychologica~ faculties, spiritual perception; 
fruitful, invent'ive •mind, given to the investigation of 
spirit phenomena and matters pertaining to ttJ.e occvlt or 
mxsterious; inspirational ideas. 

Produces weird fel'lings or experi~ces. Signifies 
journ~ys, peculiar difficulties with relatives, schemes, 
plots, deceit: c;tc. Changes in name~ nick-name, nom de 
plume or abas. 

If Neptune is weak or badly as{>&cted it disturbs the 
mind with halluc,jnations, morbid faqcies, imbecility, 
weak intellect or depraRd t'I.Stes. 

When well aspected it gives ,artistic taste or aJ5pre
ciation of an exalted order through a peculiar blending 
of the feelings and intuition, and ability to contact the 
artistic realhl inspiraticnally; possibiftty of indtWendent. 
or automatic writings 

• 

'6Tba aten above ua covem otv eondltlo1111." 
'-l!iiDI Lear, act IV, acene a. 

• • 
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FOURTH HOUSE 

• Moon in Fourth Hous: 
n . t' • 

Well placed or aspected, it shows gain and benefit 
through the parents, home and domestic life; favors 
from the opposite sex; some chance of inheritance. 
Publicity. or popularity through thr parents; many 
changes in residence and fluctuation in affairs toward 
the close of life. If well dignified here it shows ultimate 
rise to success and. independence through possessions, 
property, lands, farms, or orchards. 

If Saturn afflicts the Moon much disappointment will 
be enrountered in desired success; in fact, great diffi
culty tp keep from poverty and sorrow due largely to 
family affairs. Afflictions by Mars, Sun or Mercury 
denote loss by theft, fraud or rleception. Jupiter adverse 
denotes lack of opportunities and limitations through 
environment. Uranus adverse: sudden,changes; difficul
ties with home affairs; estrangements from or loss of 
parent~. probably the mother; loss through unexpected 
reversals and changes. Neptune adverse: mystery ur 
complications concerning home affJ.irs and property. 

Merc1..ry in Fourth House 

Inconstancy in affairs generally; change of residence 
through htatters connected with business. Often the 
subjeet hjs no fixed 'abode; many traveling men have 
this posit10p. 

Wo.rry and <l:nxiety regarding disturbance in home 
affairs . 

• 
Good position far proprietors of private .<ichools or 

ether sta'i:ionary places where literary or clerical work 
is carried ._n, such as land, m'ne and real estate agencies, 
registry offices, newsp/\per offices, libraries, pubjisher!o, 
etc., or for business• carried on in the home. 

In bad aspect (o Uranus it unexpected difficulties and 
dist~rbances toward the ~close of life or sudden end. 

' 
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-
Saturn adver.se: denot~s loss through deceptio11, fraud 

and theft. · 

Mars adverse: loss t~rough imposition, controversy 
or fire. 

Sun, Moon or Jupiter idverse: lack of opportunity or 
limitations and numerous losses . . 

Uranus in good. aspect: unexpected gain i11o posses
sions; occult investigation and enlightenment before the 
close of life. 

Saturn or JIJ1liter in good aspect: steadier, more sat
isfied and studious; inclines to success, opportunities 
and inheritance. 

, Sun, Moon or Venus i~ good aspect: activity, 'Popu
larity and success before the close of life. 

Venus in Fourth House 

Indicative of favorable domestic affairs an<\ happiness 
thr"ugh the parents; love of home and country. Chance 
of. gain by inheritance, parents, houses or property and 
investment; peaceful, c&mfortable conditi<fns at the close 
of life: Sun, Moon or Jupiter in go~d aspect is exceed
ingly fortunate:, bringing general affairs to a successful 
issue. 

In good aspect to Uranus or Sat.urn: success in old 
age. Benefit by pe,psion _or legacy. 

The adverse aspects of Sun, Moon, Meroory or Jupiter 
are not particularly evil, but affect the finances through 
extravagance or misjudgment. 

Mars adve"rse: difficulty through generosity, ~reless- , 
ness or extravae-ance t.)wardathe close of life ... 

Saturrr:- Uranus or Neptune adv~s~: ~udden, peculiar 
losses, dis"ppointments and -sorrows toward the ~nd of 
life. 
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San in Fourth House 
I 

A chance of honor in declining years, successful am
bitions, hopes an'd wishes realized. Go·od for houses, 
land, property and occupation~ connected with them. 
Gain or chanct of inheritance by or tht'bugh the parents: 
fortunate heredity. 

In good aspect to Moon, Venus, Jupiter, Saturn <;>r 
Uranus: gain through property or inheritance, financial 
success. , To Neptune, it inclines to sel:recy or investiga
tion of occult or spiritual affairs; some psychic exper
iences in the home. 

If afflicted: obstacles, limitations, troubles and sor
rows through the parents and home life; liability to loss_ 
and difficulty by living beyond the means or through 
heavy obligations. Weakens the constitution at the close 
of life .• 

Mars in Fourth House 
• 

Domestic unpleasantness and much ,misunderstanding, 
inharmony or quarrels in the home life, especially if 
Mercury afRicts. Losses by theft, fire and accidents in 
the dwelling place; early death of parent. Many diffi
culties, disappoirtments and obstrcles. Physical indis
position caused by bad digestion and acid condition. 
Liability to trouble ~ver property, loss through specula
tions in property, lands and mines. If Nepwne, Uranus 
or Saturn afflict: mental distress, suicide or liability to 
sudden tnd by accident; unfortunate in the place of 
birth. The good aspects give much energy, force, 
activity and entet prise in the acquisition of possessions. 

Jupiter in Fourth House 

Tends to satisfactory, comfortable and peaceful dom· 
es.tic affairs; succetsful home life and family· surround
ings; gain· and favor through parents; benefit through 
land and possessions; good positicm and suce#.ss toward 
the close of life. 
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If unaffiicdd :.a fort~ nate, easy life; succes~ at the 
place of bifth, ,successful terminathtn to business enter
prises aitd affa1rs generally. 

Jupiter afflictec! gives trouble through the parents or 
their affairs, and l"xtrat>-.agance; hereditary limitations. 

Sun or Moon adverse: liability to sudden heart trouble 
oi' apoplexy. Mars adverse: danger of loss by fire . 

• . . 
Mercury adverse: danger of lawsuits over property or 

inheritance and if both afflict th,e ruler of the fourth, 
law with or through the parents. .Mars or Saturn in 
good aspect: .a religious or satisfactory end. Uranus 
favorable: occult tendencies, long life. The luminaries 
favorable: overcomes many adverse testimonies in the 
chart and shows a rise in-life to opulence and popularity. 

Saturn in Fourth House 

• Difficulties and trouble through property, inheritance 
or mines. Sor110w .through parents, probably the father. 
Acquisitiveness. Unsatisfactory domestic or home life. 
Much work, heavy responsibilities and great difftculty 
to a.;ucceed. Unfortunate in the place of birth. Seclu
siveness at close of life. However, if Sa~rn is dignified 
and well aspected it signifies acquisition of property; 
gain through produce or mines. 

Uranus in Fourth House 

Unsettled residence; many changes; a ch.eckered 
career. Unfortunate in ,place, of birth. ' Estr'\ngements 
from parents; domestic troubles and ~a~ily ~ffairs. 
Exceptional domestic experiences. Loss of mhentance, 
if one is expected. Many ups and downs and tastes Qj 
poverty through peculiar circumstances. 

Mars or Saturn adverse: danger of vrolence; tiability 
to accidents in the home. :ll;eptune adverse: tmreatens 
loss thro.'!gh "theft, fraud and decep.tim:~ •• a~d accident by 
ftood or action of the eleme\lts. Juptter adverse: loss 
through impulsiveness or misjud~ment, law, stotms or 
~y ,ightning. 
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N~ptune in Fourth House 

Changes of reside~~:ce. Voyages. Peq11iar domestic 
and family affairs, some secrets or mystery regarding 
the home life j schemes, fraud 'and rpisunderstanding, 
afflicting the parents in some way, ;>ffects the native. 
Much depends on the aspects. :1 he' l'uminaries in afflic
tion denote weakened vitality and poor health. Mercury 
adverse: peculiar nervous disorders in later life. AbideL> 
in unusual or peculiar conditions. Neptune is neutral, 
consequently, good aspects would show benefits through 
property and parents, according to the nature of the 
aspects. 

Note: The house position of planets Ia mainly ·dependent upon 
tbe time (hour and minute) of birth. When the time Ia ollly 
approximately given, the position of planeta In a chart Ia ll~ewlae 
Indefinite, especially those near the cusptS, when ·a dltrerence In the 
time might chonge their position from one house to another. 
Therefore, psy particular attention to the authenticity of the · 
given time of birth. If the time le wrong, the readings for planeta 
Jn houses will be Incorrect. 

' ' 
•· "It Ia nest the pur:Poea ot aetrolo17 to evade an1 eltnatlon, or 
to ehoulder ;.ott. reaponalbllltlea tq, the planete, or to oae them aa 
en alibi for our shortcomings. Ob the contrary, ,llBtrtllol7 teach" 
how to foresee eo11dltlona '"' the~ really are, for what ~'leJ' ere 
worth, &~~d to uaJat lill to set In e0111ea- hlli'IIQJf wltll Clle 
Law of N.&&ure for beet reaulta."...:.From "Powerful Planets." 
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FIFTti HOUSE 

~oon in Fifth House • 

Public success in connection with places of amuse
nlent, playgrounds, bathing resorts, or with women, 
children and young people; fondness for pleasure and 
t1te society of cftildren and the opposite sd. Strong 
tendencies toward speculation or games of chance. Much 
activity and change in all enterprise; changeable affec
tions (except in fixed signs,) yet the•heart may be given 
to one who 1east deserves it and thus the affection 
changes to aversion, coldness or indifference. 

It is indicative of a child who achieves fame and pop
.ularity, if well aspected; also that the native \vill ia 
some manner be closely connected or drawn to a child 
or .roung person. Severalo offspring. (If Moon is· in a 
fruttful sign.) If Neptune is in good aspect, may adopt 
a child. 

If the Moon is afflicted it brings loss through specu
lations and danger or sorrow and trouble through love, 
children and morals. 

Mercury in Fifth H'ouse 

Refines the pleasures and makes them mor~ mental 
than muscular, more of the mind, than of the senses, 
and is good for occupations connected with eJJtertain-
ment, schools or travel.· • 

This position denotes worry, anxiety and sorrow 
through objects of affection, ch~ldren and their affai1;5. 

A JOOd a»pect of Saturn or Jupiter much improves the 
positiOn and brings success arid ~airi through these • 
things and, also through :rpeculat10n or intestment. 
Lamina.r.,ies fav'brable: indicates succ~s. in connection 
with traveling for public aq\usement"and with children. 

, Mars, Uranus or Neptune adverse: denotes trou&lesome 
lo~e affairs, scandal, sepa1ttisms, divorce, lawsuits. 

"Losses through speculation. 
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Venus in FiftJt House .. 
A fruitful union and beautiful children who may be 

endowed witi1 artistic or musical .rbility; happiness, 
comfort and gain through offsj'ring,' which are usually 
or mostly girls. 

This position denotes gain and success through love 
affairs, friendships, etc., ability to entertain others al~d 
enjoy succes:~ through all manner of social intercourse, 
pleasure and amusement. 

It indicates gain thr<..rugh speculation, investment and 
general enterprise, also through theaters, singing, music, 
painting, children, schools, playgrounds, parks or sum
mer resorts. . ' 

If Venus is much afflicted, it gives liability of injury 
to the health through over.-indulgence in pleasurable 
gratification. Saturn adverse: sorrow and disappoint
ment through love, speculation, child~en. · Mars, Uranus 
or Neptune adverse: trouble and danger through the 
oppoSite seJt, and careless, rash, indiscriminate or uncon-
ventional bestowal of affection. ' 

Sun in Fifth House 

Honorable and successful attachments. Gain through 
speculation, investment, enterprise, children, pleasure 
and places of amusements. Small family. This position 
often depies children' and inclines to difficult or danger
ous child-birth. ' However. this· .depends on the nature 
of the sign' on the fifth cusp, whether barren or not, etc. 
If t~ Sun is a'fflicted here it causes loss through spec
ul.ation, troubles and jealousy in courtship, and sorrow 
through love, pleasure and pride; trouble with children. 

Mars in ~ifth House 

Pleasure thrGulfh t~ stret1uous sports, athletrcs, mus
cular e~ercise. Impulsive, ntsh and unfortunate attrac
tions towards the opposite sex. Sensual emotions •.:>r 
over-ardent affections, 1afi"J too much indulgence in · 
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pleasun: a~d •musement, results ~ ~hysical, financial 
and social loss; danger of accident to first child. In a 
w'!man's horosc(J{le th~s position show~ difficult and 
dangerous childbi!Ot,ll. ~-oss by speculation, gaming, ex
travagance, pleasure ar!d excess of feeling. Trouble 
with or through children. 
" 
·•Neptune, Uran,1.1s, Saturn, Jupiter, Sun, Moon or 

Venus adverse: threatens danger of ruin or disgrace 
through the opposite sex; loss through risky speculation. 

Well aspected: gain through occupations and enter-· 
prise connected with pleasure and investment corre
sponding to the nature of Mars. 

Jupiter in Fifth House 

Good and dutiful childr&n, who will be a help and 
comfort to the native. Success, happiness and gain 
through love •affairs and the opposite sex. Pleasure, 
success and gain in connection with places of amuse
ment, theaters, social functions, schools. A" good' posi
ti~n for gain through speculation, investment and finan
cial enterprise, more e.!pecially if Mars o1 Sun is in good 
aspe"t. For a female it usually denotes attraction to 
professi0nal men, wholesale mercha~ts, or those in good 
financial or social position. Increases the number of 
children and is fortunate for them. If Jupiter is,afflicted 
the good influences arc modified, gi"ing the same desires 
but tronhle, losses and obstacles, according to, the na
ture of the afflictrng pJnnet .and house' occunied. 

Saturn in Fifth House • 
Denotes disappomtment~, delays, hmdrance and sor

row in con flection with love affairs; !luraction !O those • 
who are older or ffi(>re serious in dispositio'l. For a 
female it u~ually de11otes a1f attachment to an elderly 
gentlem~n or widower or fo one' oJ •rt:oligious nature. 
Loss of child, troubles and unhappiness through cJ!ildren. 

Loss by speculation, invest~e~t and games of chance. . . . 
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Danger from animals while on pleasure. · Danger of 
drowning if Satu'rn 'is in Scorpio, and of heart. trouble 
if in Leo. If Saturn is well aspected by either Sun or 
Moon and no\. otherwise afflicted, it 2s a good position 
for investment in lands, mines"and 'property and such 
things which Saturn governs. 'if affiicted by Sun, Moon 
or Jupiter, take no speculative chances of any kind., 

Uranus in Fifth Houae 

Unconventional ideas with regard to sex union; 
strange, romantic, •:nconstant, secret or impulsive love 
affairs. Social vexations, scandal. 

Loss of first child through some sudden or extraordin
ary manner or separation, anxiety and trouble through 
children; difficulty through child birth. Difficulties in 
domestic life and love attachments. Loss through spec
ulation, risks, chances. Likl'ng for odd, new, da:·'lg 
pleasures or unusual places of amusement. 

Neptune in Fifth House 

Strange and peculiar experiences in connection wfi h 
the feelings, elt•otions and affect10ns ; abnormal condi
tions relating to sex matters. Sensuous pleasures, se
duction. If afflicted it denotes trouble, faithlessness or 
confusion and sorrow in love affairs and loss through 
lax control of the desires and appetites; losses in spec
ulation through dec~it or treachery. If well aspected 
the natil'e will ,be assisted in self-qevelopment by a 
fortunate ljssociation with qne of.. the opposite sex; gain 
by investment in oil, shipping and such things as 
N cpt<.lne rules. 

"Be telleth the aumber ot t,l\8 atan; Be ealleth them all b7 
th"r, aama"-P .. tm 147-f. 
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• SIXTH HOU~E, 

.Moon"in Sixth House 

Uncertain health,-es~cially in a woman's horoscope; 
much sickness and danger in infancy. Desire to serve 
the public in some professional capacity. The subject 
ltas better ability .and opportunity of getting gQod results 
from serving others than from others serving him. Many 
changes among servants or employees. Success in 
domestic service or in catering flo public desire for 
necessities, food stuffs, drinks, etc. 

Good aspects to the Moon help the health and indicate 
success with small animals, servants and through some 

• subordinate position connected with the occ11pations 
ruled by the sign the Moon occupies. Moon affiicted 
gives poor success with employees, treachery and dis
honesty among them; poor success with small animals, 
poultry, etc.; weakness in the part of body ruled by the 
sign Moon occupies. 

' Afflicted in a common sign : danger from lung trouble 
and chronic diseases.• Fixed sign: broftchitis, gravel or 
ston"e. Cardinal sign: nervous der.angements and stom
ach trouble .. 

Moon afflicted by Mercury: indigestion, acht;s in head 
and teeth, bowel troubles. 

Moon affiictelby Venus.: function~l or sJci~ trouble. 

Moon afflicted by Mars: infl;lmmatory complaidts. 

Moon afflicted by Jupiter: liver a~d blood trouble .. 
• 

Moon afflicted by Saturv: chronic disease.- poor cir
c;ulation. 

Moon afflicted by Sun~ Uranus or Neptuae: weak 
'ritality, indigestion, indisposition through psychic con-
ditions. " ' 
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Menury in Si,xth House. 

Many smal~ vexations througY1 serv,:~nts; journeys on 
account of health. Good position for the study of hy
giene, medicine or chemistry.' Gain in subordinate posi
tions, through writings, clerical work and Mercurial 
affairs generally. 

Active 'mentality, but liable to become overstrung or 
impaired through anxiety, worry or overwork, causing 
dyspepsia or a tendrncy to become easily affected by the 
surroundings conditions. 

Any afflictions to Mercury here"are unfavorable to the 
health through the mentality and nervous system. 

Affli~ted by Uranus: liable to abnormal mental states;' 
suicidal tendencies due to illness . .. 

Afflicted by Saturn: danger of seriqus i~lness through 
despondency or worry. 

Afflicted by Mars: mental derangement or excitability; 
surgical operati~ns. 

Afflicted by Sun, Moon or Neptune: fevers, stomach 
trouble; indisposition through psychic conditions. 

Venus in Sixth House 
• 

Favorahle to health, but c;iOmmQn set.se and discretion 
should be ~xercised to kee{1· from excesses of all kinds, 
especially with regard to eating and drinking. Gain in 
the employ of others. It is favorable for success and 
beJ\efits through ~ervants, hygiene, medicine, nursing, 
and by clothing, scnall animals, poultry, etc. People 
with Venus here often take up work for the pleasure it 
gives then1 and the interest.' it creates. Lo\1: for pets, 
fine clothes and ac;lornments. lf afflicted 'it shoW6: trou'
ble to the health thtough inc\ulgences, and to that part 
of the b~dy ruled by the sign Venus is in or by thr. 
afflicting planet; skin diseas1s, kidney or ovarian trouble 
Heel~h usually improves • atter marriage. 
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Sun in Sixth H?u!IF 

This is a cadent hQuse, therefore the Sun, ruler of 
vitality, placed ~ere is not in a very g~od position for 
health, as it ma)"•s.lig\ltly weaken the constitution. If 
afflicted by Neptune, Ul-anus or Saturn, the recuperative 
power is not good, and it indicates a great deal of indis
position; liability to contagious diseases and danger from 
c!pidemics. 

When the Sun is well aspected the native seems to 
understand intuitively how to safe~uard the health and 
in that way avoids illness. 

Any aspect of Mars strengthens the constitution. A 
good aspect of Mars, Jupiter or Venus would show 

, success and gain through servants and service r~ndered; 
success, promotion and fortunate conditions in employ
ments that benefit othert, such as healing, chemistry, 
hospital work, etc. In fact, the Sun well dignified or 
aspected hen! indicates that the native can do a great 
work in assisting to relieve the sufferings ,of huptanity. 

·Sun afflicted in a fixed sign: qumsy, bronchitis, asth
ma, diptheria, graver, heart trouble, "'eak back, sides 
and • nervous disorders; organic t1oubles. Afflicted in 
a common s\gn: chronic diseases; troubles with respira
tory organs, liver complaints. Afflicted in a cardinal 
sign: nervousness, weak chest and stomach, rh~umatism. 
Also liable to some permanent injury; functional de
rangements. 

Mars in Sixth House 

Disputes, quarrels, losses a~d theft through servants 
or employees and much difficulty and annoyance by their 
taking libc!rties and advantage of the" native. 'the natlve 
is usually an active, ~nerg&tic an? ent~usia~ic worker 
<\Dd liable \o qverdo htmself, espc:cJally m the employ of 
others~" 

• Mars rules the tastes and this position of Mars tends 
to impair or injure the lte;.lth and cause su~e9ng 
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• 
through excesses.. 11cts of indiscretion, are!essness, 
extravagance and by accident. • ' 

Its position !Jere is usually significant of incision with 
steel to that part of the body rvted-15y the sign it is in; 
surgical operations. 

Mars afflicted: inflammation or accidents to that part 
of the booy ruled by the sign occu~ied; difficulty in 
employ; danger, loss and trouble through employees, 
animals, poultry, pe~s. 

Mars gives a tendency to inflammatory ·complaints in 
the bowels and troubles in that part of the body repre
sented by the sign occupit:~ :., about the same manner 
as does the Sun when in sixth :1ouse and in a like sign. 
(See San in sixth house.) 

Saturn adverse: danger of ~ath due to operations and 
injuries by animals. 

Uranus adverse: danger of fatal accident or suicide. 

Neptune adverse: danger of foul play, accidentAl 
poisoning, etc. 

Jupiter in Sixth House 

Gives health, but if indisposed the subject receives 
kind treatment, good attention and many comforts, in 
fact, is li.kely to gairt through sickness. The native's 
care and -presence would be beoeficiat and healing to 
others in di!itress. ' ' 

If tfle person should become a physician, likely to be 
suceessful financially and with the patients . 

• Gain avd profit- through employment, especially in 
high circl~; also through ,ervants and inf~riors, and 
through religious, philjinthropic and social tendencieS\ 
Success with dortJe!;t~ animaiG, poultry, etc. If a'fhicted 
the healta will suffer from ov~r-indulgence or intemper
ance in diet; difficulty with the chest, bowels, liver': 
bloq,d. and digestive orgads.' 
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Saturn oin Sixth Houle' 

Denotes lnucJt sickness through ooc:ptlsure and circum
stances over which the suBject has little control; neglect, 
privation, sorrow,. disapPointment. Many Jost opportun
ities through the state of health. Troubles according to 
the nature of the sf~ ~a turn occupies; somewhat sim
ilar to Mars in sixth house . 

.Not a good position for employment or success with 
servants or inferiors, denoting loss and trouble through 
them. 

Ill success <~;nd loss with small animals, etc. 

Afflicted by Uranus: incurable diseases. 

Afflicted by Mars: dangerous illness, accidenJs and 
bperations. 

Afflicted by Sun, Moon ~r Neptune: chronic ill health, 
poor circulatiQn and recuperation, colds, rheumatism, 
psychic and heavy ills. Notice the part of the body 
represented by the sign on the sixth cusp. 

Saturn denotes poo5 di~estion, const4>ation, obstruc
tion, .poor circulation, debtlity. When ill, seek the ser
vices of a doctor and accept the bCMiefit of such aid by 
whatever method best suits the case: medicinal, surgical, 
mechanical, dietary, color, light, etc. 

• 
If Saturn is dignified or well aspected it denotes bene

fit through laborilius or. sedentary occtipations ~ mining, 
masonry, sculpture, cement-'work, plastering-, plowinf(, 
excavating, etc. 

Uranus in Sixth House 

Troubles through peculiar nervous llisorder9'; neuro·• 
sis. Sickne~s which ts puzz!li.ng or not well u•derstood. 
If• much afflicted the sicknesses are str~ng-e or incurable; 
liability~ to mental deran,ement; • danger of illness 
through the employment and sudden events.• Not a 

' ' 
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good in&ce for success, harmony and happiness in em
ployment, service, or with servants, em\Jloyees, poultry, 
and similar lines. ' 

Treatment b~· electricity, radi~m, h'pnotism, etc., is 
apt to prove detrimental if Uranps ,is. ufflicted, b\lt ben
eficial if well aspected, and a direful study of the diet 
and environment should be made. 

Uranus .rules the aura and sometimes the native ~ 
very sensitive to environmental conditions and should 
refrain from eating when tired, nervous, excited or angry. 

If Uranus is well aspected here it may bring some 
unexpected or unique opportunity to perform exception
al service and obtain good results. Uranus well placed 
may give success as a metaphysician, mesmerist or elec
trician; .and through occult, electric or drugless treat- , 
ments. 

Neptune in Si~.th House 

Threatens some chronic, incurable dise'ase, atrophy, 
inertia, wasting sickness, some inherited or psychopathic 
tendenc'aes. Danger of some deformity through illness. 
If much afflicted it shows severe sickness and trouble 
from gratifying tke tastes or desire~. especially if affiict
ed by Mars. Should carefully avoid narcotics and opi:ttes 
and if any medicine is•taken use only the simplest kind. 
Neptune rules the mediumistic faculty and this house 
rules clothing, food, etc., consequently, the native should 
not take rood into thr stomach received from a sick 
person or·. one of undesirable habits, nor should any 
apparel be worn o·nce used by aoother•. Use only the 
freshest and •purest food obta~nable and little or no ani
mal matter. 

G;nerally no success with poultry and other things 
ruled by this hou!\C.• Theft, schemes, plots, lfeceit. or 
loss and difficulty through employees. ' . 

This position Df. Neptune may keep t'he nat.Ke in' 
seclusion, retirement br servitMe. If well aspected the 
native ha~ ability to develop fine psychometrizing. 

' I 
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powers, especially for sensing surrouni:ling conditions. 
He should al~aya; pay attention to his own intuition in 
regard t9 fOod,.clothing, environm(.'tlt.' Neptunian peo
ple need to exercise great care regarding the physical 
condition and hapits o'f their associate£ .. or of those 
whom they engage,.!o treat them. Being very receptive 
they absorb what others' are throwing off and often this 
proves detrimental rather than beneficial, although the 
intentions may be good. People who indulge in tobacco, 
lic,uors, or who engage in vivisection or cruelt,y in any 
form, should not be allowed to treat the body of an 
indisposed Neptune person. Kindly suggestions, verbal 
and mental, and natural methods, see'll best for them. 

Nollt•e: In this chapter, pertaining '-<> the sixth house of nativ
Ities. no Intention Is made to indicate rl'ml'dles In an advisory 
capacity. Bodily Indisposition. as Wl'll as mental disturbance, 
llhould he remedied as soon as possible. Health Is Important to 
efficiE'JJCY and hallplness and should not he neglecl<•d. Th~efore, 
.,ben Indisposed, It is wise to seek the aid of tho!<e who are trained 
In the art of healing and by whatever method of treatment seems 
best, strive to reestablish p~yslcal and mental equilibrium. 

. . ... . ~ 

"Be Cfad of life because It &iv~ you the cnanc:e to lov,_and to 
pork and to look up at the stars."-Henry Van Dyke 

' ' 
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5EVENTH HUUSE 

Moon in Seventh Houae 
. h 

In a female chart it indicates a uni!ln with one whose 
affections are variable, fond o~ cha~ge and travel, of 
unsettled nature and engaged in public work. If well 
aspected it favors an early marriage, partnership, publi: 
favor, popularity and social success, also money or prop
erty by marriage. Unless the Moon . is well aspected 
and located this is not a favorable position as it indicates 
death of partner, pu)llic opposition, unpopularity, female 
enmity, trouble and loss through litigatiqn; changeful 
relations with the opposite- sex and with partner and 
associates. 

If the Moon is well aspected and to the ruler of the 
first house it helps to offset the adverse testimonies and 
magnify the good ones. In bad aspect to Mars: discord, 
discontent, hasty speech and 'action; enmities, assaults. 

Saturn adverse: disappointment, loss and sorrows 
through uni.,ns. Uranus adverse: separation, estrange· 
ment, peculiar experience in connection with the unions; 
unexpected enmities or attacks. 

Mercury adverse: 1'hatrimonial and business worries. 

If the Moon is applying to any aspect of Uranus the 
native i.s ,ikely to marry suddenly and meet another to 
whom affection is gi~en afterwards. Taken alone: in
dines to journey!f and rempvals•.(especially when in a 
movable si~) in the intere~ts of business for others. 

Mercury in Seventh Houae 

'The native USI.\1ltiy carries on Mercurial pursuits in 
partnership or association with others and is fortunate 
or otherwlse thereby, according to the as,Pee).s. 

Unsetf!ed mar~ied'life; many inharmonies; the partner 
is quick in thought and action and if Mercury is afflictec!, 
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sarcastic, ur..tr~thlul and hasty temperet.l; if well aspect
ed, shrewd, active, clever ::md progr~ssive. The partner 
is usually younger and gftentimes is an employee or is 
related in some "V~<'ay. Marriage is generally the result 
of writings or travt(ing ,and is more of the mind than 
of the senses or emotions.' If Mercury is much afflicted: 
many small strifes, worries, vexations through writings, 
speech,- contracts, traveling, legal affairs, and business 
deillings with othe1os. 

Venus in Seventh House • 
With marria"ge come social ud financial pleasures. 

The native usually marries early and enjoys much happi
ness; love of offspring; successful partnerships; peace
ful termination to strifes and success in public rela.tions. 

If badly aspected it shows delay and sorrow in mar
riage; probably a dissipated partner; loss through liti· 
gation and partnerships. 

Sun in Seventh House 

If well aspected, s~cess and rise i111 life after or 
through marriage; a proud but magnanimous, warm
hearted partner, firm and lasting att!chment, happiness. 
Good for partriership and general popularity, especially 
with business people and superiors. 

Difficulties averted by arbitration or mutual c~nsent; 
gain through busin~ss, <".l)ntra:ts and associati~ns. 

If afflicted: delays, opposition, disappointment, less, 
etc., according to the nature of tlle aspecting planet. 

Mars in Seventh House • 

• • If afflicted! irr&petuous in love, an early or. rash love 
affair or•-union, possible seppratiori tJtrough excessive 
demonstration of affections -and combative or f~Hceful 
~at•re of partner. Death of partner; troublesome 
Qpponents. \ : 
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• 
In a' female chart: danger of suddetl death of husband 

or severe accid\:nt• to him. If Mars fle i'n Cancer or 
Pisces he is apt to be worthless through dissipatiug 
habits. 

In a male chart: The partnr:· is- ~ndustrious but asser· 
tive, positive or masculine. 

Loss through litigation or partnership; business ene
mies; much strife, sometimes resulting in violence; trit
icism and opposition are frequently met. When Mars 
is well aspected or located by sign much of the above is 
modified, the nati' n~ may marry a Martian person and 
benefit thereby. · 

Jupiter in Seventh House 

If well asf~cted: success, gain and happiness through 
marriage, the partner being faithful and good. ,. 

The partner is usually bf good social' and financial 
standing; usually older, more patient, ·profound or re
ligious than the native. Success in partnership and in 
dcaltng cooperatively with others; friends and popular
ity with and through business people; gain through 
litigation or lqgal affairs. Jupit,:r is weak in Virgo and 
Capricorn. 

~ 

If afflicted by Uranus or Mars: loss through litigation. 

Saturn or luminaries adverse: marriage is delayed or 
indicfltes marriage, to an unfortunate person, or to a 
widow • or wido,wer. 

Saturn in 'Seventh House 

, Well aspected or in Libra: gives a sincere, prudent, 
faithful and well-disposed partner, or union with one 

•older and more. serious than the native, ndt demonstra• 
tive or '-emotional, but stable in affections, possessing 
property or children. '· 

If afflicted; gri'ef, sorro~, death or enduring." coldness 
on tht! part of the partner, who may be of Saturnine dis· 
position and habit, aq:ording to the sign and aspects. 

' I • 



• 
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Ruin by' coqt;acts and partners~psr persistent oppon
ents, liiigation, business 'enmities and treachery. Mar
riage about the jge of• twenty-eight or <~Jter, incompat
ibility with the marriage partner. 

•r 

Uranus 1n :seventh House 

• Well aspected: union with one of genius •• intuition, 
ability or an unusual character. 

A romantic, sudden, impulsive, .secret or irregular 
union with li)<elihood of inharmonious results . 

• 
If afflicted: hasty or impulsive union or attachment 

followed by unhappy results; misunderstanding, separ
ation, estrangement, scandal or death of partne~ 

Loss through strangers• partnerships, law, contracts, 
opponents, willfulness, opposition, open enemies and 
public contes~s. Unexpected opposition. Conflict with 
municipal or federal authorities. 

Neptune in Seventh House 

Tlareatens domestic troubles, jealousy, scandal, death 
of partner, or marriage to a deforlfled or deceptive per
son; much sickness; peculiar affairs. Not a good posi
tion for partnership and public dealings unless well 
aspected. Vv'hen afflicted: some m,.Ystery, conf~sion and 
de.:eit in connection with unions. 'Two engagements or . - . 
marnages. 

. 
\ . 
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EIGHTH HOUSE 

Moon in Eighth. Hou~e 

Well aspected: gain in pu!?lic· 'iiffairs and finance 
through the business or marriage partner and the 
mother; gain by inheritance or goods of the dead, 
probably through mother's connections; natural death. 

0 • 

Taken alone: ability to develop latent occult tenden
cies for practical results; astral plane experiences. 

v 
In a female chart it tends to increase the number of 

children, but signifies ·.he death of some, especially ,f 
afflicted. 

The native's mother is likely to die early; in a maie 
chart ;lso the wife. ' 

If afflicted: unsettled fortttnes after marriage; death 
of a public nature, accident. drowning, e~c. 

Neptune adverse: death by treachery, drugs or water, 
or hy 'obscure or infectious complaint. 

Uranus adverse: extraordinary: peculiar, sudden or 
accidental death. 

Saturn adverse: demise through slow ot chronic dis
order. 

Mars a'dverse: viol~nt or sudden demise. 

Sun a<! verse: \\>eak vitality aR!i sertous sickness, but 
death usua1ly in the presence of others. 

Ve'nus adverse: urinary troubles . . 
Mercury adverse: stomach. bowel or lunl!' trouble. 

Mercury in Eighth House 
' 

In a female s:h..trt: ·trouble, quarrels, dissension arid 
difficulties with the• partner '{egarding mor.ey; worry in 
connecti?>n with the financial affairs of partners 11a;>d 
oth~rs. : ( 
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The native- in.quires into occult subjt!cts, literature, 
lectures, ana mietings re~ard!ng tlte lontinuity of life. 
The mind is conscious and active. at time of death. 

Death of brother, sister, cousin, employee or neighbor 
causes much grief"•ar.d ~ental anguish. A journey on 
account of death. 

•If afflicted, indicates liability to brain or nervous 
di~rders, which in some way are related to delrth. 

Venus in Eighth Houl!le 

Gain in financial affairs throu~h marriage or partner
ship. Gain by legacy or througli goods and affajrs con
cerning the dead. Denotes a natural, peacef}ll or easy 
demise. 

• If afflicted death may be caused by pursuit of pleasure; 
kidney, bladder or functignal derangement; death of 
marriage partner, loss, grief and disappointment in love. 

Sun in Eighth House 

Steady fortunes after marriage; gain by marriage, 
partnership or inherit~ce. Fame often <comes at death 
which should have come before, or the end may be due 
to self-sacrifice or heroic deed. The•Sun in this position 
tends to increase vitality and prolong life. 

The foregoing is to be considered when thee Sun is 
well aspected. 

Taken a\one: about •\:he f~>rty-fifth year q~.ay be a 
critica\ period. Death may be due to heart affection or 
constitutional weakness, due to spme honorable everft or 
there are honors connected with passing. The \endenooy 
is to gain through death and through• the partner, whq 
is apt to be" over-generous and extrava!ant. 

If afflicted.: likelihood of p~mature, sudden ~ violent 
end; th.r.., father" may expire before th~ native; in a 
woman's chart the h~a-nd ,!nay .die Jirst, vice vcr$a, in 

•a rpale's.chart. Sharp attacks of sickne5s during transits 
.and directions afflicting the Sl\.n.: bring danger of death. 
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Mars in Eighth' House 
• .. 

Trouble regarding 'financial <.ffairs aftet marriage; the 
partner is usually extravagant al'ld f.pends the money of 
the native if ;ftlowed to do so. Diffic'ulties concerning 
legacies or property of deceased pemt~~l'ls. Death usually 
comes quickly as the result of 'short sickness, shock or 
accident. 

If afflic,ted: liability to violent or Slid den death, lo!.s 
of legacy, financial loss through partner. If Mars is in 
a watery sign, danger of death by drowning; if in airy 
sign, mental afflict\·ms or aerial accidents; in a fiery 
sign, '•Y fire, accident or violence; in an .. earthly sign, 
heavy sickness, inflamrltatory complaints; if Mars is 
ruler of the ·fourth or afflicts Jupiter, danger of loss by 
fire and theft. · 

Jupiter in Eighth House 

If unafflicted: marriage bridgs prosperity; the partner 
is or will be well off financially. Gain by ,legacy, affairs 
of the dead and through occupations denoted by this 
house , and sign; also through the handling of other 
people's money. 

Success in tKe investigation df the occult, h~ppy 
dreams, natural and peaceful death. 

If afflicted: denotes heart trouble and danger of blood 
poisonin~, foul growths or consumption. 

Saturh in Eighth House 

The marliage partner is a\>t to be poor, financial diffi
culties after marriage, no gain through business partner
ship or legacy, delay ana disappointments with regard 
to goods of the dead. Restrictions due to lack of capital. 

. 'If well.aspected: moderates all the above and denotes 
long life, (~eath from natural causes. 

If afflicted or •M:a,k :'lingering or slow death rc!tlllting 
from so~e chronic ailment; distressing dreams although 
not always remembered; death of father. 
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If Saturn is' in. a watery sign, danger • of dr~wning. 
When afflicting;Mars, Uranus or :Wey1une, danger of 
fa tal acddents. • 

Uranus in Eighth House .. . . 
Well aspected: sud 

gains through the ttacu J.IG5,C Ul UU~.IIIC.~~ }IGI '-11'(;1 QIIU 

inv4;ntions. 

Taken alone: difficulties in financial affairs after mar
riage, sudden losses through partner and through the 
financial losses of others, trouble through legacy; sud
den, unexpecteo or peculiar death; interest .in occult 
affairs and subjects dealing with the continuity of life; 
peculiar psychic, dream and astral experiences. 

• If afflicted: worry and annoyance regarding legacies 
or goods of the dead; unexpected conditions arising in 
connection with deaths and• through financial affairs. 

Liability of 'death through some extraordinary or 
sudden event; violence, heart disease, epilepsy, para.lysis 
or some uncommon nervous disorder; by electrical 
devices, explosion, or v_ehicle's. 

Neptune in Eighth H'luse 

Well aspecte'd: ability to enter upon spirit planes and 
gain knowledge through the experience; gains iQ pecu
liar manner through others and passibly through the 
partner. 

Strange psychical and drea'm experiences; 'desire to 
investigate Spiritualism and other mystical subjects; 
peculiar death. Danger of deafh on water. Dangq 
through poisons, opiates and ana:sthetics. 

If afflicted': trouble in money matte;s'after marriage," • 
loss through complicated mor.ey affairs of otheus, fraud 
and deceit re"garding legacy; partne.r is usually careless 
in money-" matters. Nightma-£es, straug_e a reams, we~rd 
feelings, trance conditions, a"stral expenences. Pt!cuhar 
death. 

\ : 
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NINTH HOUSE 

Note: Plaoeta 'to IHl airy sl~ In the nlr.tb hous~ Indicate 
Interest In aerial matters. 

Moon in Nintb Ha,-use 

Well aspected: an ingenious mind; inventive, p~o
gressive, penetrative, reflective, fond of investigation; 
gives a )ave for traveling and indicztes benefit or ~ln
provement through change. Keen imagination and high 
ideals. Interested in inventions of a public nature, 
especially modes •and means of travel and learning. 
Benefits through relatives by marriage. 

Taken alone: signifies voyages, life in foreign lands; 
legal or clerical inclinations; keen, romantic, fanciful 
and ic1ealistic mind. 

Remarkable dream or psychic experiences. Fond of 
change, diversity and novelly. Publicity of some sort 
regarding science, religion, philosophy, traveling or 
mysticism. 

Sun adverse: over-enthusiastic in religion or unorth
odox, probably both, at some time. Saturn adverse: 
sorrow and diliiculty through religion, travel, publica
tions and partner's relatives. Uranus adverse: rom"antic, 
eccentric, fond of ail venture; liberal--religion. 

Mercury in Ninth House 
• 

W elf f'Spcted: ,a keen, clever, ingeniqus, studious mind; 
literary apility, taste for~ art, science and all higher 
educational or enlightening subjects; love of knowledge. 
Suceess in journeys, clerical or legal affairs and publish
ing. 

, Taken alone: a• busy, active mind; danger o£ legal 
• wclrries~ taste f(;r reading, science, literary pursuits and 

every fd·m of knowledge~ Desire for lifo in foreign 
countries or travfls to and knowledge oY distan.t.places. 
Mercury in a mova~Jlc sign i~. a sure indication of travels. 
In an ~iny sign, interest in aerial affairs. 

; ( 
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Afflicted: 'endency to worry and scatter the 'forces by 
· engaging in nw"merous activities instJad of concentrat

ing on •one thl'ng until c~mpleted ;"too much doubt, not 
enough decision; di~ic1o1lties with clerical or legal affairs; 
fruitless and tnJubl~some journeys. • 

Venualn Ninth House 

' Kind, sympathetic, helpful, gentle disposition and 
'&ttured intellect-; philosophical, optimistic; appreciation 
for every form of mental improvement. Fond of fine 
arts, music, operas, high-class literature, lectures, social 
intercourse and literary persons. •Favorable for social 
and domestic welfare interests. 

I 

Benefits from relatives by marriage, pleasant journeys, 
success abroad. Venus here will modify many adverse 
testimonies regarding mental qualities and hflps the 
native to avoid trouble. 

Indicates marriage abrttad, or to a foreigner, or to one 
of a spiritua!, scientiffc, literary or artistic disposition. 

If Venus is the highest planet in the map it is a 
splendid position, denoting honors, success, go"d mar
riage and good fortune generally. If Venus is afflicted 
it gives longing, higtl' ideals and desires. hard to material
ize •and disappointments through their unattainment. 

Sun in Ninth House 

Success or honors in connecti~ ..with chur~h. univer
sities or law, also through tra~ "and social intercourse; 
desire to investigat~ • sdeqce and J:'hilosoptry to find 
truths worthy of giving otft to benefit oth~rs. Dignity 
or success abroad, or residence in foreign coUlltries; 
faithful, earnest, sincere, consistent and constan! in 
religi~us beliefs whether orthodox or liberal. 

Ambiti~ns, firm, self-reliant and ~e111fident. • Taste 'fgr 
fine arts, music, science_. literature and tintellectual 
development .• . .. . 

Mars or Uranus afflict~ng: extreme, enth~iastic or 
,peculiar in religious beliefs; trouble in foreign countries, 

~ : 
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also with •legal a.ff~irs and partner\ relativco.;; accidents 
in travel. ' 

Jupiter adverse: unsuccessful , in I. \ega! or clerical 
affairs. Troubl!! in foreign lands ;;~~:nd '\.hrough educa
tional affairs or publishing. 

Saturn adverse: hindrance tlirough perversity, pride, 
etc.; unsuccessful in ch:rical or legal affairs. Losses in • 
foreign lands . 

• 
Jupiter favorable: sill cess and honors through popular 

reasoning, in scienc~. religion, literature or philosophy; 
a good counsdor ; f<~Vor of partner's relatives; inter-
national recognhion or honors. · . . 

Saturn favorable: love of justice, ability for profound 
or responsible undertakings; philosophical. · 

Mars favorable: patriotic, courageous and vigorot:s in 
defense of justice. 

Mars in Ninth House 

Much ;;trife, generally through legal or religious mat
ters; danger of violence in foreign places; trouble 
through journeys and wife's relative~: distressful dreams 
or fancies. 

Enthusiasm or impttlse in religion or P,hilosophy; 
liberality and freedom of thought; forceful in beliefs. 

~f afflictad: forceful, fanatical, irregular or skeptical 
ideas regarding religiou! matters; preconceived or early 
religious teachings • are overthrown ; ft1any troubles, 
litigation, disputes; danger while 'traveling, disagree
ment with some of the relatives, changes in religion or 
indiffere'nce . 

• 
Well aspected: active in defense of his rigqts; suc-

cessful in law; entcl'prising in self-development. . . 
Jupiter i~ Ninth House 

Well asprcted: good intuition: clear foresight; success 
and honors in religious, collegiate, legal, philosophic or 
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philanthropic .ilffairs; fa"vorable for tra~el and 'Success 
abroad; prophetit faculty and prophetic~ dreams; peace
ful, logX:al ant! optimist.ic dispoS'ition; international 
interests. 

Mars adverse: doilollger of shipwreck, fire or accident 
on journeys; liable to go to extremes in religious mat
ters or trouble through them. 

' ...JJranus adverse; unexpected loss, difficulties and ex-
periences through journeys, religion, law, ph1lo'sophy, 
relatives. 

Mars or Uranus favorable: inclinalion toward occult 
philosophy, higher science, origire~lity of thought, inven
tion and means of travel. 

Saturn in Ninth House 

Well aspected: The mental attitude is scientific and 
philosophical, the nawre ls studious and meditative, 
given to the iQvestigation of law, geology, mineralogy, 
metaphysics, psychic and occult subjects generally . 

• 
Sun in good aspect: denotes a very faithful, devotional 

or· religious spirit. ln~erest in geology, archreology or 
politi~al economy. • 

Taken alon~ or afflicted: troubl'e in foreign lands, 
dangerous voyages (especially if in a watery sign); loss 
through legal affairs, troubles through relatives py mar
riage; self-deception, lack of compr,thension of the pro
found or higher sciences or philosophi,es, likel\hood of 
religious bigotry a'nd mt':ntal • .afflictions. 

Mars adverse: perverse mind, danger of mental• de
rangement or accidents in travel: 

Uranus in Ninth HollsP, 

Trouble il'l foreign lands o/ through relatives' by mar
riage; .pj::culiar,' unexpected, adventu,eGus, dangerous 
voyages; taste for philosoJ~hy, occuft, metaphy.,:;ical or 

· UTJIISUal knowledge. 
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Origi~al, inv.entive, peculiar, ~ccentrjc t.ir reformative 
and progressive i-lea~. Desirous of traveling· and invest
igating. Prophetic intuitive · faculty and sometimes 
engaged in an~-iquarian, Uranian• o~ ae~ial research. 

Neptune in Ninth I<lt:Uee 
• 

Clairvoyant or other psychic faculties; a highly inspir· 
a tiona! nature; strange dreams, feelings and experienc,s"· 
Astral exr-eriences. · 

Psychic studies or investigation 
psychic phenomena• and philosophy. 
movable o~ watery siglj. 

of Spiritualism, 
Vorages if in a 

If afflicted: distressful dreams; ominous forebodings; 
trouble through travels; legal involvements; complicated 
affairs •with wife's relatives. Adverse psychical exper-' 
iences; impressionable and simulative nature. 

"'Folio~ but th7 star, 
Thou canst not miss at teat a porloua b&YeD."-Dante 
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TENTH HOUSE 

Dloctn !n 'Tenth House 

Inclines to publW. vfe\ changes in business, occupation 
and employment, instat>;lity of position and popularity, 
rise in life followed by reversal or downfall. Voyages 
if, connection with business, if in a cardinal sign. 

women influence the position in some way according 
to the aspects; strong attraction to mother. If well 
aspected by Sun, Venus or Jupiter: Javors success, pop
ularity and prosperity. Indicates carefulness in money 
matters and usually gain in pl'Operty and possessions. 
Public business; catering to the masses. 

Mars adverse: public scandal, notoriety or di~credit, 
'obstacles in business. Taken alone it gives ability and 
tendencies to employment of a changing nature, such as 
shipping, voyaging, traveling, dealing in public commo
dities, novelties, etc.; affairs connected with common 
people and women generally, also with things ruled by 
the sign occupied. 

Mercuwy in Tenth Hous~; 
. 

The honors and success in busin<Jss or occupation de
pend upon the sign and aspects, Mercury being neutral. 

Good position for public service or for holding respon
sible positions under superiors . 

• The vocational tendencies; and abilities mJy be seen 
by delineating the planet in most powerful aspect to 
Mercury, as though the planet ill question were actually 
in the t~nth house, thus: • 

Uranus !:host strongly aspecting: doyelists, reporter'!!~, 
lecturers, teachers, travelerl\r electricians, railr'oad em-· 
ployees, otcult professions generally, psydtalogists, 
dealers. f.n occult literature, antiqliiti,F9, mventions . • 

Taken alone it gives a 'taste for literature;"" several 
p;ofessions, occupations or _ updertakings; mercantile 
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work, commis~iQ,ns, agencies. If in an• airy· sign, reten
tive memory and fluent speeoh, used etrectively in busi
ness activities. If much afflicte4' by Mars or Saturn: 
a restless nattJre, subtle and decep'dve'; impulsive speech 
or untruthfulness; trouble in .busi.nt",;s or failure. 

Signifies an active, able, penetrating, adaptable mipd 
used resourcefully in business. 

Venus in Tenth House 

This position f:t'11ors honors, popularity and friend
ships; the native has ,.merit and ability; possesses an 
agreeable 'and pleasant manner; usually marries above 
the station in life and enjoys success in dealing with 
women. 

Generally well disposed and of good moral stamina, 
dislikes quarreling or trouhleo of any sort and delights in 
all that is social, pleasant and harmoniou~. 

It favors gain through the parents (probably the 
mother), general prosperity and artistic or musical 
pursuits. 

This position b f(lrtunate for parents and hom'e life 
or for the occupations of Venus and those designated 
by tke sign she occupies. Preference for business that 
is beauti.fying, harmonizing, comforting or entertaining. 

If well aspecteli by Sun, Jupiter or.Moon, the subject 
meets wit~ social distincti~m. hdnors and financial suc
cess, and the favor, good will and support of those in 
good position, government officers, superiors and re
S{l\Jnsible persons, especially in social or entertninment 
lines. 

When ,afflicted indicate9 limitations, and, the native 
suffers lack of opport,unities to manifest• his abilities or 
may occupy a hntlJ• positioll_ in high-class underta)dngs. 

The occupations of Venus are those which deal wi~h 
a~tistic, refined and ent'r~i~ment matters; all business ' 
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directly connet\ed with females i, act.nnment, jewelry, 
finery, iuxury,'beau~y, amusement. 

If in good asf>ect\with Mercury it makes fine musi
cians, artists, p!Mr:terf;, speakers, writers, librarians, 
speculators, actors, sin'gers, stage directors, band or 
choir masters, bailiffs and other political officers, secre
faries, printers, decorators, housekeepers, carpenters, 
~ggists, confedioners, dyers, and good' character 
readers; public work in professions which require con
siderable traveling or which takes one into contact with 
many people; influential posts; p'-'sitions of trust and 
refinement. 

The nature of the profession depends largely upon the 
nature of the sign in which Venus is located. 

Sun in Tenth House 

Well as pee ted: honor and success, distinction, author
ity, independence, prosperity, high patronage and favor 
of those in power and good position. This position 
usually indicates good birth and favorable parental 
influences. 

The native's success is generallJ steady in whatever 
business, profession or occupation he adopts; positions 
of trust, responsibility, honor or governmental office; 
good vitality; high moral standards; favorablt! environ
ment. 

If afflicted: love of ·powet; dignity, pride,' opposition, 
reversals. Although the Sun in the tenth is always 
beneficial in some respect, yet "great difficulties will. be 
met ac~ording to the nature of the affliction. 

Mara in Tenth House 
• 

Unlosa Mars is in the sign Caprieorn, impulse and 
feeling are likely to predom~nate, reason and intcllectual
i~ often being overridden by the passional or forceful 
side of the nature. , ; 
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The native ·meets with much tur~oil , and strife 
through excessive ambition, jndepender..-ce, domination 
or force and aggressiveness. 

A spirit of freedom and desir,e f.pe conquest spur the 
subject on, at times to his det;iment. It is significant 
of extravagance or extremes in some form. Scandal, 
discredit and disrepute, whether deserved or not. Death· 
of parentr or disagreement with thew. 

The native has plenty of courage, energy, enterprise 
and force, consequently, capable of being in business for 
himself, but will succeed best in the occupations corre
sponding to the nature' of Mars and "the planet which 
best aspects Mars. 

Well• aspected: gain and promotion through business 
acumen, salesmanship, bravery and industrial pursuits; 
benefit through the father and also by legacy. 

Mercury in good aspect indicates the engineer, carver, 
sculptor, draughtsman, designer, athlete, mechanic, 
soldiel, sailor, officer, dentist, surgeon, surgical instru
ment maker, hardware dealer and .all lines where courage 
or daring is ne~ssary, or where !.kill is combined with 
muscular energy and the use of tools, such as irun or 
steel instruments anfl machinery. 

If Mers:ury afflicts: mason, laborer, iron worker, tan
ner, cattleman, but~& her; bath, lavatory or laundry 
attendan~; worker in metal and where there is an ele
ment of risk an<t danger.. Satbrn a<tverse: laborious 
employments and likelihoocf of failure in business. 

Jupiter ln Tenth House 

'Usuallv indicat.eif good birth, help from relatives or 
those in· ehigh position. 'l;)le native has good moral 
standards and will occupy secure influentitl o'r important 
positions at some ·p~riod. 

Gain through the occupation, marriage, sports an-t 
p~blic or political office; , 
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This is :} goqd position for nse in li~, honors, favor 
of supesiors, public appointments, d1gnities, esteem, good 
will, social, politicah an.d financial success. 

Uranus adverse.c.r~«\rsals of fortune, difficulties . 
• 

Saturn adverse: downfalls, obstacles, losses . 

..... ~uminaries adyerse: difficulty in social • life and 
through changes and travel; unfavorable publicity. 

Mercury favorable: good judge, minister, ambassador, 
philosopher, banker, merchant, g~vernment official, 
town councilor, stock broker, hustee, etc., and is good 
for positions of distinction, honor, responsibility, trust 
and social welfare. 

• If Mercury affiicts: minor or labonous government 
offices, bank clerk, clothier, upholsterer, draper, pro
vision dealer or catering to the public; liability to loss 
or discredit through dishonesty. 

Saturn in Tenth House 

A great deal depend'i upon the sign and aspects. When 
well aspected: ambition for power and aavancement, the 
native rises above his sphere in life ,by steady, persever
ing industry. 

When afflicted by aspect' or weak hy sign : .rise and 
success is followed by downfall or .adversity. The sub
ject is usually per;;istent and has ability. but l.u.cks op
portunities and meets with o)!stacles, delay, d}lll periods 
and disappointment. In business, financial ruin is 
threatened; in professional life, dishonor and fairures 
whethern deserved or not; in political matters, defeat. 
Public affairs fail and bring loss· and discredit. These 
take place during adverse transits and" d'rections. If the, 
native has a good situation he had best keep i~ and not 
branch out "intQ new undertaking~ which entail heavy 
liabilitie!>' or great responsibility . . 

..Mercury in good aspect helps to improve the condi
tions and denotes government •)fficials, land surveyors . ) ~ ~ 
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-«nd dealers, magilgers, organizers, solici.toi-s, stationers, 
binders, lawyers,- scit.ntists, geologists, <),fchitec~s. con
tractors, builders, mining engineey. coal dealers and 
other employrrents where care' ayd ~'<:ill, patience or 
organized and concentrated efforts- a_rr- required; diplo
matic occupations. If Mercury,'afflicts: miner, printer, 
bookbinder, bricklayer, coal handler, grocer, gardener; 
general and practical work connected with the earth anl 
its produrts; country preacher, not'!ry public, nigt>• 
watchman, etc. 

Urar,us in Tenth House 

A strange and evet tful career; many important 
changes of position and credit. 

Originality is a marked feature. The native is unique 
in that he originates new lines of activity for himself,· 
fgllows uncommon lines oi thought and employment 
and establishes customs and codes of his own, apart and 
opposite to the con":entionaL 

All ,effort is made for freedom and to undo and over
throw all bonds of limitation. Very independent, 
erratic, eccentric and unconventiopaL Difficulties with 
employers; opposition from public functionaries or gov
ernmental bodies. lhreatens discredit and revc·rses, 
extraordinary experiences in public or bu-;incss career. 

In a cpmmon sign: two simultaneous occupations are 
indica.ted. Estrangep1ent from parents and kindred, 
unless good planets occupy the fourth house, not neces
sarily thropgh trouble unle;;s parcnta!''ruler afflicts. 

In• good aspect to Mercury, fits the native to recon
struct the old, undertake new and improved methods, 
create new professi-ons, new plans of work and follow 
uncommon purs11ils; investigator, explorer;- reformer, 

·teacher, 'inventor, flier, metaphysician, electrician, astral· 
oger, psychologist. " 

If Mfrcury afflicts: novelist, reporter, hypnotist, oc
cult student, antiquarian, dealer in curiosities arui 
antiquities, lineman, d>;namo tender, engineer, motor-
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man, employee lfaving to do with transi•~nd mechanism, 
people of pecuNar genius, and extr"aordinary or hazard
ous employment. . . . 

N~t.)n~ in Tenth House 

A highly inspirational nature, capable of attaining 
t.~nor or position through some unique achievement. 
~~fessional peopJe become municipal officer~ of sani
tary, hygiene, health or hospital boards. A chance of 
honor in some artistic or scientific field. The subject 
becomes interested in the mysterious in nature and 
seeks to arrattge deductions for practical application . 

• 
This position endangers the life of one of the parents 

while the native is yet young, but if well aspected may 
bring inheritance from a parent or gain through some 

"pursuit connected with psychism, liquids, health springs, 
hospitals or sanitariums. Taken alone, it signifies all 
occupations where mystery, secrecy, inspiration, a nom
de-plunte u• t\tl,• are employed; the sea and the various 
industries connected with it; secret service; inspirational 
writing, singer, actor, musician, artist, medium, p!tychic, 
diver, fisherman. 

Being a neutral planet, the occui'ation indicated 
depehds on the planet in closest or strongest aspect . • 

Neptune here in the sign Taurus, trine to Mercury, 
gives an active desire and ability to simplify science, to 
popularize it as far as possible and ,present it in \he most 
reasonable and pract~'cal manner. Also to inrestigate 
and carry on occu"It, p llosophical and "spiritual philoso
phies of , life. Use£ I inspirational idea~; unique 
distinction. 

If urrfa~orably aspected it indicates a strange a~d 
peculiar career, some disgrace or soandal whether de
served or not; peculiar circumstances," separatitm from • 
the parent~ unfortunate bu:Jiness or professitJnal com· 
plicatiqn.s. 

If Neptune is well aspe~ted it reverses the enfavor· 
a~le indtcations and the native gains through medium· 
istic or spiritual friends. l 
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· .f!LEVENTH HOUSE: 

Moon in Elevend: House 
r / ,. 

Large circle of acquaintances/ ul1r'c:'iiable friends, few 
lasting attachments, unless in a fixed sign and well as
pected; success in dealing with ladies, children all(l 
young people . 

• 
Well aspected: gain through acquaintances and hopes 

realized; good for social life and popularity; friends 
among women and ~elebrities. 

If afflicted, especially by Mars or Uranus: troubles, 
sorrows and losses through friends, disappointing friend
ships; sudden changes among friends and separation 
from tFtem. Saturn adverse: sorrow, loss and delay cr' 
limitations occasioned by friends or through legislative 
enactments. · 

Mercury in Ele'!""enth House 

Many acquaintances but few lasting friends; some 
association wit~ literary or scien•.ific people and with 
those who are younger. Well aspected: inspiration, 
mental development .'tnd gain through friends. Afflicted : 
unreliable and troublesome acquaintances: If Uranus, 
Saturn or Jupiter is adverse the native should in no way 
rely or d.!pend upon friends for assistance or go security 
or bonds for them, ~s they will cause worry, anxiety, 
trouble and loss through wrong ,advic(. and carelessness 
in handlint; facts or the ti:uth, or their circumstances 
will ~o change that their promises cannot be kept. 

Venus in Eleventh Hou.e 

• Gain and happiness through friends who desire to 
forward file interests of the native; social success and 
popularity. 

FavorS from women, socially inclined; friends ar~ 
usually of an artistic na~ure ; fruitful marriage. 
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Saturn a~v~rse: unfortunate friends 'JI'hose ·advice, if 
followed, leads,lo trouble, loss and•scandal; disappoint
ments and delays if\ hopes and wishes. Mars adverse: 
possibility of tr®bl«:- tlirough excess of opleasure with 
friends. Uranus <'• Ue11tune adverse: unreliable, eccen
tric or seductive friends .• 

Sun in Eleventh House 

:f>efinite and lofty ambitions and desires; respect for 
dignitaries or superiors and those of loyal mind, honesty 
of purpose, self-respect, dignity, porth. Association 
with those of .power and good position; gain in reputa
tion, honors and esteem through- friendships; tuccessful, 
ambitious, well regulated hopes; firm, honorabiP. and 
constant friends ; social success. 

Mara in Eleventh Houae 

Disagreement with acquaintances, some social unpop
ularity, contention, alienation and deaths among friends 
and troubles with others in social life; few real friends; 
friendships are likely to lead the ·subject into tt'ouble 
through impulse or some form of extravagance. 

Saturn or Mercury in affliction: violation of friend
ship or treac~ery among friends. 

Jupiter or Sun adverse: difficulty through wrong 
advice, law troubles, financial loss~s. rash men: etc. 

Venus or Moon \dve10~e: o!'er-indulgence wi~h
1 

fri~nds. 

Uranus adverse: disaster, extraordinary events •and 
attachm_ents; trouble with legislators. 

Neptune •adverse: losses and unf"rftunate c~mplica• • 
tions through unreliable frie11ds. 

Jupiter in El~venth H~UBe • 

• True and fortunate friends; associations with prom· 
inent persons, legislators, se!lftors, judges, bank!~ 
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. 
doctors, profeS$PrS; gain through acqu.-1in\ances of good 
position; social suc.:ess, popularity an<J credit, Ambi
tions are often attained and hopes ,'>rought to a success
ful issue, dur. to the instruml:ntalitr of powerful or 
influential friends. The marriag~ I(~r,tner will be fruitful. 

. 
In a cardinal sign: executive ability, progress. 

In a fi~Ced sign : jealousy or pride ~mong friends. 

In a common sign: scientific or religious friends . 

• Saturn in Eleventh House 

If Saturn is exalted or well aspected : few friends; gain 
through acquaintances who are older, profound, scien•:fic 
or sereous. 

Taken alone or afflicted: false and deceitful friends, 
or unfortunate acquaintances by whom the subject IS 

liable to care, sorrow, loss and ruin, especially if in <l 
cardinal sign. Friends among the lowly, ill or unfor
tunat'e. 

In a fixed sign: delay and hindrance through friends. 

In a common sij(.1 : hopes are likely to be unachieved 
and ambitions often frustrated; sorrow through friends. 

Uran,ps in Eleventh House 

This ,s the natural house of-lJranus but whether his 
presence therein will bene'fit the native or not depends 
up0\1 his aspects. Well aspected: friends among occult 
()(' peculiar people, unusual or extraordinary acquaint
ances, geniuses, inventors, writers, government execu
tives, cttc. Unctxpected benefits from frienJs; progres· 
sive hoP.es and wishes. Tal<en alone or afflicted: peculiar 
or remfrkable friendship, eccentric or u\'lreliable ac· 
quaintances; SoUdd,en,. unexl?ected estran'gemen~s, intpul· 
sive attachments often ending in coldness; peculiar hopes 
and wishes, strange and ro!Dantic attachments. 
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Neptune" in Eleventh Ho11se 
• . . 

If atlversei:Y' asP.ected: unfavorable attachments, un· 
satisfactory frien<lsh~s. strange and unaccountable 
attractions and" assvciates, seductive ft'iends and alli
ances, treachery•amcpg supposed friends, unreliable 
advisors and losses ancf troubles thereby; complications 
.,jlmong friends. 

'4If Neptune is •well aspected it reverses these indica· 
tions, and gives friends among mystics, psychics, poets, 
musicians, swimmers, yachtsmen, night-club workers. 
Gain through mediumistic or spirftual friends. 

"Thanks to my stars, I have not ranged obout ttl'e wilda of 
"lite ere 1 could lind 11 frlend."-Addison 
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. TWELFTH HOUSE. 

No&e: It a planet Is "wtthln twelve degrees :.bove th& ascend· 
lur deeree, coDSlder It as alrectluc th~ All'~ndant. 

.Moon in Twelftb Ro~.o~e 

Love of mystery, occultism, secret arts or romanc~. 
Liability of the senses dominating the reason, causing 
indiscreet olove affairs, sorrow and loss thereby. 

Hindrance and limitations are prominent, but benefit 
is indicated in out-</-sight work, in occupations which 
require seclusion rather than publicity, in hospitals, in
stitutions or in isolateU positions, in remote, quiet, 
obscure places. Voyages. Mystery. 

If the Moon is not in Scorpio or Capricorn and well 
aspectea it shows development and progress, particular!~· 
through the occult. 

Well aspected : success with large animals; ability for 
occult arts. · 

Afflicted: lacks firmness and stability and is led into 
acts of indiscretion, resulting in worry, trouble, secrets 
and female enmi,t:y. Liability to nestraint, enforced re
tirement or sickness in a hospital; fanciful fears. 

Mercury in Twelfth House 

Fond o~ investigating occultism, chemistry, medicine 
or secr.et arts and for risks and adventures of a secret 
or dange11:>us nature; for unusual lines. of thought gen
erally. Love of mystery; pei.ty wohies and annoyances; 
many small enmities, frequently caused by writings or 
scandalous reports. Th~r subject possesses ability but 
laclts power or opportunities to manifest. Well as(Oected: 
tel)ds to success , ultimately. Benefit through rest, 
~uietude Qnd seclusion. 

Venus in Twelfth House 
' . 

lnclinee to roma'nce and' •adventure; love for the 
mysterious in nature, for investi&ating the secret arts; 
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medicine, cherAisV)'; pleasure and success with' horses 
and other anima.!s. " 

Gain by an obscure' or•plebian occupatio?, also benefit 
through charitable" or public institutions; enjoys peace
ful or voluntary seclbs'l'ou., 

~ecret love affairs or intrigues leading to enmity of 
• women; an early union (especially if Mars is in aspect), 

affe1..'tion for anothd after marriage and if Saturli afflicts, 
separation or divorce and sorrow or disappointment 
through the opposite sex. 

Scorpio, Capiicom or Cancer Me the worst•signs for 
Venus here, giving too great love for physical and 
emotional pleasures; detrimental to -the native because 
of excess. 

Sun in Twelfth House 

Occult and p:;ychic tendencies, uncommon tastes and 
inclinations. Success over enemies and success in med
icine-, chemistry, occult affairs, in some quiet, socure, 
obscure or unpopular occupation, or in connection with 
hospitals, prisons or ot,Jter institutions; !?.eclusion. Life 
in pla,ces far from birth. Help and cllarity received 
when needed. 

If in a watery sign: strong mediumistic faculty. 

Well aspected: self-sacrific.ing, en~uring and rises out 
of seclusion, obscu!lity or difficulties by· his owrP efforts 
after the first third of life baA passed. 

Afflicted: sorrow and misfortu"e through things i~<V
cated by .the sign occupierl : inflammatory conditions . 

.Man in Twelfth House• 

Danger of injury, slander, scandal, lqss of reputation 
or treachery from enemies op misplactd a'ftection.; grave 
.trouble through impulse, lack of frankness or candor; 
lia&ility to imprisonment. 
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Un(ortunate adventures, secret elleri.Jies, danger of 
injury througn Ja.rge animals and l:.l}rglars; death in 
seclusion or restraint. The partn~r is ~ubject to feverish 
complaints. , 

If Mars is in Libra or Pisce~ i'l denotes poverty or 
limitations and privation. ' 

Saturn adverse: injuries or imprisonment, illness re~ 
quiring•hospital service; labor troukles. 

Jupiter adverse: financial and social ruin. 

Luminaries ad~erse: distressful circumstances . . 
The good aspects & the Sun and Venus, or the sigr 

Capricorn here improve this position of Mars. 

Jupiter in Twelfth Houae 

Success in medicine, chemistry or occult studies; 
respect for ancient wisdom and teachings; success 
through asylums, hospitals or public institutions, 
through benevolence and philanthrophy, in places remote 
fro~ birth, in quiet places and with animals; charity 
given or received; the native re~dily helps others. 

~ 

The subject prevails over enemies. They hecome 
friends and he eva1tually gains through them; reversals 
followed by success. · 

Pecaliar experience in connection with the affections, 
religious, collegiat1, political or foreign affairs, which, 
however, may tesult in ultima~e be'V!fit. 

Aid frbm friends and dthers' quietly or secretly; suc
cess about the middle. part of life. 

Saturn in Twelfth House 

Well aspected: succes:; in seclusion or in quiet or 
laboriots occupations. . . 

Unaspected': se'trct enemies who work for t'be native's 
do\vn(all; losses and bruises through animals. The 
nature is acquisitive, reserved. and jnclined to 10litu!l.a; 

• • 
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desires to wo1'k $ecretly, unobserved, and·live peacefully 
or alont=. 'Sectet sorrows, fear r.nd 'disappointment; 
liability to false accusations and even imorisonment or 
confinement. 

Uranus adverse :-unex'J)ected or strange enmities, dis
grace, loss of credit and honor; labor troubles . 

• 
. Mars adverse: danger of violence, robbers or suicide. • • • 
Mercury adverse: mental disorders, hallucinations, 

severe sickness ; loss by theft. 

Luminaries ''adverse: tendency to despondency, melan
cholia; sorrow through death of loved ones. ' 

Uranus in Twelfth House 

'Estrangement from one's native state or kindred; 
difficulties with animals; secret, romantic, mysterious 
affairs and attractions; occult investigations; psychic 
and mystical experiences. 

Afflicted: eccentric, peculiar, violent tend~ncies; 
threatens Oisgrace and troubles from psychic and occult 
sources; mysterious !tnd unexpected 1nisfortunes; re
straitlt in public institutions; strange and unexpected 
enmities; ecc~ntric people perplex lind annoy by under
handed actions. Sudden illness. 

Well aspected: success through occult affairll, institu
tions and extraordinary, secret or ofJt-of-sight a~ocations. 

Neptune in Twelfth House 

Well aspected: success in • mediumship, psych\cal 
research and occult investigations; through secret, se
clud,.~ nnd quiet methods, detective 'Wprk or laboratory 
research; benefit through la,rge institutions. • -

Afflicted: dAnger from psychic sourc;es and throuJh 
deception, schemes, fraud,.'Secret enemies, SCaJldal, dtS• 
wace and secret sorrows. Vague or weird apprehen· 
sions. Sickness necessitating qospitalization. 
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HOUSE RULERSr 

Significance of a Planetary'' House Ruler • 
When Posited in Anqther' House 

In the old days delineations such as these were used 
principally for Horary astrology, but if understood and 
used correctly they may be used to luing to light m'!)'l~' · 
points iu the birth horoscope whiro might other'.Vise 
remain unnoticed. They are suggestions only as to the 
possible effect of the natural house rulers posited in other 
houses, regardless •of aspects. The influence of aspects 
to each hpuse ruler sh~uld be considered ·as a qualifying 
factor. 

A planet is considered in a house as soon as it ap
proackes within eight degrees of the degree on the.,~:usp. 
This is true of all the houses except the Ascendant' as 
when a planet has arrived within twelve degrees of the 
ascending degree it is read as though in the first house, 
more especially if it be in the same sign~ 

Illustration : As an example of this procedure refer 
to Chart No.3 on page 170. There it will be seen that 

) ruler \>f 1st house is i~ the 4th house 
) ruler of 2nd house is in the 4th house ' 
0 ruler of :frd· house is in the 3r.d. house 

1;1 ruler of 4th house is in the 4th house 
~- ruler of 5th house is in the 1st house 
& ruler of 6th house is in the 5th house 
-~ ruler of 6th house is in th~ 3rd house 
'1 ruler ol 7th ho~Joie is' in the 12th house 
'1 ruler of 8th house is in the 12th house 
IJ ruler of- 9th {louse is in the 4th house 
W ruler of lOth house is in the 12th hou:;e 
8 ruler of 11th house is in the 5th house 
~ ruler of 12th house_is in the 1st house 
1;1 ,ruler of 12th house is in the 4th ,house 

These delinelltions of circumstances, events .and con
ditions ;tre ~iven because th~y have a deep si~nificance; 
eadi one pomts to certain affairs through wh1ch we rr.
ceive a lesson, an oppoqunity for development, a test of 
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our true seJfh'ooit. We suffer mostly from ourselves 
because we hava~' not learned how best to respond or 
react to planetary sth\luli. The overcoming of obstacles 
or rising equal to :1nd abbve conditions is progress. We 
view all things acc'lol"d)nf1i to our state of development; 
we interpret and color-them in conformity to our under
standing, our character and disposition. 

-:..-,., e are constantJy building character; each , day we 
are moulding the future by our reactions to planetary 
conditions, It is the effort to refine and improve our 
reactions which determines our rate raf progress and at
tainment of h<'.ppiness. Know Thyself: Wisdom puts 
an end to pain. • • 

Firat House 

• ~uler of First House when posited in First: Bestows 
power to create conditions and own dignity; power over 
enemies. Well aspected: a long fortunate life, good 
health, harmony, triumph over difficulties. Judge the 
contrary if afflicted or 'combust. 

• 
In Second: Much work and time given to the effort to 

obtain money. Benefit,through industrious activity. If 
weak or afflicted: losses and wants. ' . 

In Third: Mental development; v~luntary short jour
neys; association and affairs with brethren or kindred; 
opportunities delayed. Afflicted : restricted development 
or education; troublesome relatives,• journeys and writ
ings. 

In Fourth: Gain through lands, mines, inheritance 
and possessions; home connectioQS and affairs with 'the 
father. ~uccess late in life; occult investigations. A'f
flicted: d1ffic_ulties through the above aqd demise in home. 
land. 

In Fifth: • D~light in pleasure, amusements." sports, 
speculation and children, \"ith tende'nc.'Y to success 
through these. Afflicted: losses through the abo'te, lew 

'children and difficulty through them. 
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In Sixth: A~good healer; gain throll'f{h 'h4manitarian
ism, food, clothing, 'employees and sm:~~!l animals. Af
flicted by the luminaries: much sid'«ness and short life. 
If planet be Mars, a surgical operatior. on part of body 
ruled by sign on the cusp. Fol(dr.r.ss for pets, small 
animals and work. • 

In Seventh: Partnerships and close association with 
others; fr;mdness for the opposite sex .• Afflicted: ten~
cy to act in opposition to own best interests; loss ·and 
trouble through law, unions and open enemies. Marital 
unhappiness. 

In Eigh'th: Concern•over affairs of the dead and with 
money of partner and finances of others. Death through 
irregularity; occult experiences; mediumistic. Afflicted: 
disappdntment over legacy, trouble in financial matters. 
The luminaries adverse, tends to shorten the life. • '" 

In Ninth: Long journeys; religious or psychic exper
iences; liking for science, invention, law, philosophy and 
all matters connected with the higher mind; prophetic 
dreams or visions; gain through partner's relatives. 
Afflicted: trouble with foreigners and religious, legal or 
educational afbirs, fruitless an\1 dangerous voyages. 
Experiences in foreign lands. 

I 

In Tenth: Merit, honor, preferment· and success; 
rises to high social and professional position. Afflicted: 
incites displeasure of superiors or those in power; suffers 
indignities, limitatiol\s and because of rights withheld; 
liable td slander•and dishonor; l.oss ofo parents or trouble 
by them. • - • 

In Eleventh: Large rircle of friends, assistance to and 
fr6m them; much pleasure in life; hopes and wis~es often 
attained; gain by ~uccess of employer. Afflie~ed: Friends 

• are a d.triment ~ hopes often defeated . .. 
In Twelfth: Fear of imprisonment; secl·et unhappi-

ness; enmities~ l'lative is often cause ol own •Undoing; 
gain ami benefit through U-nderstanding of the occult. 
Afflicted: imprisonment or restraint unless in its own ' 
sjgn; secret sorrows, ~uffering and misfortune. Well, • • 
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aspected: gain throogh occult affairs and s«:-.Cret mi~sions. 
Success ir. mlddlo;life. 

Ruler of Second House VO'hen post ted tn J:t"trst: Money 
comes readily. Afflicted: obstacles and difficulties 
~otigh money which may be hard to accumulate. 

I 
,, , 

In Second: Money through personal ingenuity and 
industry. Naturally interested in financial affairs. 
Afflicted: much work for little gain; lteavy losses. 

In Third: Gain through educatton, writing, brethren, 
neighbors and short journeys. Afflicted: losses through 
these things . 

• 
In Fourth: Estate or benefit through parents; gain 

through household goods, lands or mines. Afflicted: 
loss by investment in property and mines. 

In Fifth: Gain by speculation, investment, pleasure, 
entertainment, young people and children. If afflided: 
loss and trouble by sue~. 

In Si"th: Gain through mlenors, small ammals, poul
try, etc., or by, humanitarianism, hyitiene and services 
rendered. Fondness for pets and animals. Afflicted: 
losses through sickness, etc. 

In Seventh: Gi\in by marriage, 'contracts, b11siness 
and dealing with &theu,' esp~cially wi£h women. If 
afflicted: trouble in unions an'd through open enemies, 
competition and theft. .. 

In Eigh\h: Gain by legacy and goods of the dead or 
through monl!y of the partner. Afflicted :.loss of legacy, • 
loss of money through the financial losses of otheti, such 
as bank failures, ~tc. 

In Nin;h·: Gain by books, tnlding at sea, long joUI'neys, 
ifhi)JPsophy, religion, science and wife's kindred. If 
aJflicted: loss through these. 
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In Tenth: ·.Gain by occupation, profe~sion, merchan
dising, government~ wife's parents. Afflicted: financial 
loss through mother or employer,"'etc. 

" 
In Eleventh: Gain or loss byf friends and accidental 

fortune. 

In TweHth: Gain by affairs of secret nature, throtigh 
hospital~. sanitariums, occult investieations and by J:u-se 
animals. · 

Third House 

Ruler 0£ Third Hour,e when posited in First: Journeys 
and removals; concern with affairs of brethren and 
neighbors; writings, learning and accomplishments. 

In Second: Money through educational affairs, sho:t 
journeys, writings, music, etc. Afflicted: trouble with 
kindred over money matters. 

In Third: Benefits through learning, accomplishments, 
writings, short journeys and brethren. 

In Fourth: Traveling and wr;ting in connection.with 
home affairs 'and property. Afflicted: trouble with 
brethren over sam~. 

In Fifth: Pleasure journeys; mental pleasures through 
childreR, brethren, reading, study, accomplishments and 
travel to pleasure resorts . 

.. 
In Sixth: Sickness or i11jury through journeys; diffi

cultr through brethren ; interest in study and methods of 
healing or social economy. ' 

(' 

' , In Seventh: M;arriage as a result of joumeys, writing, 
or to one of kin~ Afflicted : The union will be unfortun
ate; dal!lger of robbery while traveling. 

In Eichth: 's;ckness ancl death of br~thren1 )ourneys 
on >account of trouble, (als~ accusations, or trouble on 
account of death or be,quests. '' 
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In Nintli: • Lpng journeys; gain through pliilosophy, 
publishing" and-~, science; brethren ar,e likely to journey to
foreign· parts and :Qlarry. 

In Tenth: F'rofe~s•onal or nonoraoJe JOUrneys ana 
gain through the~; "hon.ors or renown through writings 
or other accomplishments. Journeys with the mother. 
Ji afflicted: The native's brethren cause mental anguish . .. 

ln Eleventh: ll'riends through journeys, or vice.versa; 
fortunate conditions through brethren. Correspondence 
with friends. Hopes and wishes accomplished through 
progressive s~udies. • 

In Twelfth: Great sorrow through brethren ; secret 
suffering; occult learning; seclusion or estrangement 
from brethren or kindred and difficulty through some of 

• them. Danger of enmities and imprisonment while 
traveling. 

Fourth House 

Ruler of Fourth House when posited in First: For
tunate inheritance; gain through land, property or par
entage. Interest in domestic science . • 

Ilf Second: Gains by deals in land and property and 
by the estat~ or condition of the {>arents. 

ln Third: Gain through brethren: if affli,fted, the 
father is put to sorrow or difficult)i by one of them. May 
reside and travel rorith r.elatives. 

In Fourth: Gain in property and through· old people 
or antiquities; assistance of the father. Ben-efit' and 
profit ill the place of birth. Lo5s through storms, .floods. 

In FiftM Gain and pleas1;1re by .fath~'s go?d,fort~ne;, 
possessions descend to ch1ldren. May Fes•<\e near a 
school, pu"lis: park, play-ground or theatre . 

• 
In ~: Loss of poss~sions _through sickllC:ss, -ser

"ants or small animals. Well aspected: gain thro~gh 
sickness, service, etc. May build his own house, etc 
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In Seventh: . Property by marriage : gab by land and 
women generally. ,Affiicted: loss of IYIOpel ty through 
marriage or partnerships. ' ' 

In Eighth: 'Gain by legacy or estate: Afflicted: death 
of father, danger to mother du11in1 t!unfinement; loss of 
property inheritance. ' 

In Ninth: Gain in possessions through science, relig.._ 
ion, long• journeys and wife's relatives. Affiicted: O:oss 
of foreign property. 

In Tenth: Gain' in possessions by trade, profession, 
public or government \W)rk, or by fruits o'f the earth. 

In Eleventh: Hopes come to good conclusions; gain 
through friends. Many hooes and wishes attained in 
old ag~. 

In Twelfth: The native's health is considerably affect
ed by the parents taking a long journey; he suffers sor
row througl1 one of them; loss of possessions through 
treachery. End of life in seclusion or devoted to the 
study' of occult subjects. 

Fifth Housi' 

Ruler of Fifth House when posited in First: A pro
pensity to ]Jieasure through gaming and children. Many 
love affa.irs. 

In Second: Gain "through investment, plt!asure and 
children.' The native's c/tildre~. gain in possessions 
which he !:njoys. Afflicted: his possessions are dimin
ished by speculation, pl~asure or young people. 

fn Third: Journeys with or through children drloung 
pr.ople. Pleasure through some of the kindred. iking 

• for· travel, sports', drama and adventure. 
II 0 

In Fourth: Estate or possessions thmugh discovery, 
gaming or parehts in latter part of life. Well aspected, 
the onadve's children profit' through gifts from thejt 
grandfather. Love of hqme. 
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In Fifth.: ~Och pleasure; love affairs•'and adventures; 
speculations o't inlestments; pro~perous children and 
pleasure through tliem• 

In Sixth: Sicbnet.s ilmong children. Money through 
careful speculation or hy children's earnings. Pleasure 
in hygienic methods, through pets and hobbies . • 

Jn Seventh: .;pleasure, close association .or under
standing with the partner, but discord with children. 
Loss by theft. If afflicted: trouble and loss through Jove 
affairs. 

In Eighth: Suffers througft children wlio may die 
before the native. Loss through speculations or gaming. 

In Ninth: Dutiful children who travel and giYe pleas
ure and learning to the native. Offspring become preach
ers, scientists or explorers. Pleasure in foreign lands. 

In Tenth: 'Honorable children; renown in speculation, 
business enterprise or in the theatrical world. \Veil as
pected: pleasure or honor through wife's father or 
through his own mo~er. 

Ih Eleventh: Great attachment between the native 
and his chil.dren, friends through" them, happy conclu
sions to hopes and wishes, friends through speculation 
or pleasure and among legislators. amhass,.dors and 
sportsmen. 

' . 
In Twelfth: Chil!fren c1use secret sorrc~w; specula-

tions cause ruin; pleasure through investigation of 
t'hings of mysterious or research nature. If afftlcted: 
dange, of imprisonment through gaming. • 

Sixth House 

Ruler ot S\xth House when posited in First: Sick
ness ,!trough irregularity • or lax attention t9 laws of 

·hygiene. Fondness for pets. Afflicted: ~erV'Ilnts and 
~mall animals prove troubleso~e or unprofitable. 
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In Second: t-osses and limitations finan(;ially through 
sickness, servants ard animals. Well :,.Sped:ed, money 
through service, employees, healing1and small animals. 

I 

In Third: Sickness of some of the qr~thren or kindred; 
journeys on account of sickness,~nd. vice versa. Interest 
m studies and methods of healing and industrial economy. 
Likelihood of mental disturbance when sick. " 

<· 

In FoU'&th: Sickness of father thrbugh changes ~nd 
worry; sickness of the native through anxiety and trou· 
blesome home or domestic affairs. Trouble through 
servants in the hom\:. 

In Fifth": Sickly chifdren; illness through pursuit of 
or over-indulgence in pleasure or sports. 

In Siatth: Some severe illness. If well aspected, usual-, 
ly has good health; success in service and with employ· 
ees, poultry, medicine, healing or social service. 

In Seventh: Quarrels or law with servants; difficulties 
with disreputable women and sickness. Trouble with 
employees or physicians. 

In Eighth: Qangerous illness; tleath of servants, ani
mals, poultry, etc. Financial rewar~s for faithful ser.vice. 

' In Ninth: Sickness abroad, at sea or wt.ile traveling; 
illness of wife's relatives; danger through over-study. 
Work in• connection with foreign affairs or universities • 

• 
In Tenth: Sirkness througq dishonor; sorrow or 

affliction op account of mather or wife's father. Well 
aspected: honors through service and healing or through 
munil:ipal or national activities. ' 

( 

In Eleventh: Sickness among friends and ·family. 
Hbpes d~pend too much upon acquaintances. "'nterest 1n 
legislativt; activities, polibcal and social welf~e. 

In Twelfth: Imprisonment or private eri"emies .through 
servants~·animals or methodS; of healing. Sickness or 
work•in some large institution. Work of secret or m'f!'· 
te~ious nature. Interest iJl archeology or submarine ltfe. 
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Seventh House 

Ruler of Seventh House when· posited in First: Pubhc 
enemies, unions, partne~hip, love of wom(.<n and benefit 
through them. Conr,#ctioQ with the processes of the law. 

In Second: Gain by marriage. Afflicted: loss of money 
.~h1'bugh unions, partnerships, contracts, lawsuits, public 
ehe~ies. Loss thoough women ; death of par\ner and 
pubhc enemies. 

In Third: Enmities with some <tf the brethren or 
neighbors; maJ:riage with someone of kin or to a neigh
bor; difficulty through writings ~r contracts. 'Legal or 
religious disputes, trouble on short journeys. 

In Fourth: Property by marriage; a chaste partner 
and happy ending to wedded life. Afflicted: litigation 
over property, robbery of household goods. 

In Fifth: The native marries one younger than him
self and enjoys much pleasure thereby, but has troubles 
and enmities with children. Loss by speculatiob or 
gaming. 

In Sixth: The native marries below his station men
tally or socially, has sickly wife and ~villy disposed em
ployees. Trouble over small animals. 

In Seventh: Success in lawsuits, marriage ib good 
family; a prepossessing partner, lfut likely one who 
grows cold or prov.es unsrue 0~ hostile. 

In Eighth: Money or property by marriage; deatiJ ot 
partner; some inheritance but .difficulty over it. {f 
afflicted:. loss of money through marriage and partner
ships. 

In Ninth: Marriage to a strang~r from 'afar; gain by 
partner's rel1tiv~s. Partner journhs to foreign lands. 
Afflicted :•contentions with rsligious or sctentific .feople. . ' . 
• In Tenth: An honorable partner beneficial to the pro
Jessionat· career. Afflicted: trottble by rivals th.rourh. 
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some office, h6>nor or employment. Pybt;.c· disgrace or 
scandal through a qnion or enemy. 

In Eleventh: Friends becoii'\e public opponents or 
enemies. Ma~riage to a widow or widower with children, 
but liable to trouble through th4lll.' • 

' 
In Twelfth: Unhappy marriage, secret sorrows, je'JI· 

ousy, vexation, sickness. Partner or opponents cause._ · 
imprisonment or fear of it. Danger of 'death at the hands 
of enemies if the ruler of the eighth afflicts. 

Eighth House 
• • 

Ruler of Eighth House when posited in First: Legac1es 
and money through affairs and matters connected with 
the deceased; assists in the accumulation of money and 
busine~s of others. Afflicted : trouhle through the aboYe' 
and through the losses of others; death by irregularity. 

In Second: Gain in finam:e by the mon,ey of the part
ner and money of others. Fortunate in collecting debts. 
Gain through the deceased. If afflicted: loss and trouble 
through all such matters. 

In Third: Danger of death on short journeys. Un
fortunate brethren and death of same. Investigation re
garding death and lhe continuity of life.. Psychic and 
mysterious experiences . 

• In Fourth: Gain,in property through the deceased, 
proba'lily, by the death of parents. l;he native dies at 
home unless this" planet is .in coh~unct10n with the ruler 
of ninth, tgen abroad. Afflicted: death of parents, danger 
through falls and falling buildings, floods and storrr.s. 
Tr.>uble over inheritance, land and property . 

. • In Fifth: UJ\fartunate children or deatl\ of some. 
• Danger through excessive pleasures, speculation, children 
and thei .. affairs. · 

In Sifkh: Dimgerous sicltpess. Death of pets, small 
animals or serv~nts. Loss ol money earned by employ,.

:ment, and througn thos«; in whose keeping it may be. 
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In Seven'til: • A rich partner or one ro who~ money 
comes ,unexper,tedly. Afflicted.: death of partner and 
public enemies. Danger of death by violence, suicide, 
accident or war .• 

In Eighth: Ga!"'n by tpe dead; a natural death; a com
fortably fixed partner. Interest in matters relating to 
b.ature life. Spiritualistic experiences. 

'On Ninth: Tht! partner has trouble with rel!tives over 
money matters. Death in a distant land. Danger of 
death by drowning or while on voy_ages. 

In Tenth: • Death of mother and employe~s. Danger 
of violent death probably thr01!gh discharge of govern
ment order or through war. Business through matters 
connected with the dead. Well aspected: ;ise to high 

, position through an inheritance. Other persons \\'ill gain 
or lose money by him, according to the planet's aspects. 

In Eleventh: Death among friends. \Veil aspected: 
gain and lega'Cies through friends. 

In Twelfth: Difficulty over inheritance. Dtath of 
secret or private enemies. Great sorrow, fear or anxiety 
concerning death or .imprisonment. Dt;ath while in an 
inst~tution. If afflicted by ruler of seventh: death or 
imprisonment through enemies. 

Ninth House 

Ruler of Ninth House when pa;ited in First: Long 
journeys, learning, wisdom, prudenc<:; fortunate with 
strangers foreigners, 'Nife's •relatives and vqyages. In
terest in 'science, invention,.law, philosophy or political 
etonomy. ''\ 

In Second: Money gained by foreign merchants or 
the sea, s.:ience, learning, publications, travel, \nven~ibn 
or banking . 

• 
In XIUrd: 'Journeys and remova~s .on account of 

beliefs and convictions. Ltarning, accomplishments and 
9rogress through research, travel, investigations, explor
ations, travel or writings. 
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In Fouitb: ~cclesiastical or scientiflc finheritance. 
Possessions through partner's relatives. ·';I'ravel ~m ac
count of family affairs or wife's motho:. Journeys home 
to die. , " , 

In Fifth: Liberal or unconveg,tio.1£ ideas in regard 
to union. Free living. Child by strange consort, journey 
on account of children. Pleasure journeys. Takes pleas-, 
ure in science, philosophy, voyages, air flights, sports, 
foreign inv~stments or speculation. 

In Sixth: Sickness through traveling or vice versa. 
Study of hygiene, r:tedicine, healing, etc. Difficulty 
throug.h wo.rk in foreign. lands, or in connection with 
exportmg. 

In Seventh: Public enemies through religious, scien
tific, or ,seafaring people. Marriage to a stranger of 
education or refinement whose relatives may be opposed· 
to the native. 

In Eighth: Persecution regarding religious, scientific 
or educational convictions, also through 'publications. 
Gain bY. long journeys concerning legacies or goods of 
decease(\ persons. Death of partner's kindred. Psychic 
experiences. 

In Ninth: Traveling for education, scientific or relig
ious purposes. Prophdic dreams. Many fine qualities. 
Splendid possibilities through culture and development. 

In Tenth: If a benefic : honor, credit and esteem 
through. science, litera•ure or travel; success in foreign 
affairs. 'l;he rever,se if a malefic unles."~ well aspected. . ' In Eleventh: Suffering on a\:count of religious or other 
conviaions. Fortunate friendships on voyages and 
ftieJV!Is among foreigners .tnd in foreign lands. Acquaint
ances among travelers, scientists and legislators. ' 

, In. Twelfth: Drfficulty and sorrow through religion, 
science, journeys. If a writer or inventor, hils a hard 
tiiite to complete his work and get it to the public. In 
middle or Jatter part of life s~ks seclusion for dev'elop
ment, •occult learning, etc., ana takes long journeys for 
same. ' 
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Tenth House 

Ruler "of Tentii H."use when posited in First: Prefer
ment and digni~ies, ionors through merit, success 
through industrious effort, high ambitions: gain through 
mother and govern~ehtal. affairs . 

.Jn Second: Gain in money by industry, through trade, 
-vrofession or government office . 

• • • 
In Third: Respect among kindred and neighbors. Gain 

in honors and advancement through partner's relatives. 
Honors through short journeys, writitlgs and accomplish
ments; business trips, governmental commissions. • • 

In Fourth: Gain and honors through parentage, lands 
and property, success at close of life. Interest in reclam
ftions, colonization, co-operative movements, hllrticul
tt!re, mining, architecture or archa:ology. 

In Fifth: The native's children suffer from sickness, 
but rise to hon€lrs. Gain and honors through speculation, 
pleasures, young people, sports or the stage. 

• 
In Sixth: Modest worldly position, gain and honors 

through service, emplilyment, the practice of healing or 
army; and navy affairs • 

In Seventh: Gain through lawsu~ts and dealing with 
the public generally. Honors and reputation assisted by 
honorable marriage and partnerships in responsible con-
cerns. • 

In Eighth: Ga'in awd honors in handling tEte estate 
and money of others, also th"rough lawsuits, legacies, in
h&itance, insurance, etc., of deceased persons. . ' In Nftlth: Honorable voyages, professional journeys; 
honors thmugh .learning, writing, puqlishing, reseanh 
or philosophy. A religious or intellectual mother ltith' 
many fine qualities. • 

In Tenth: Gain and ho?ors through profess.i,on, hon
orary office or government ·employ. Success aid~ by 
dtother's care, training and eff~ts. 
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In Eldenth:. Eminent friends among, leffislators and 
those in high go\rernqJental or profession'\) positions; an 
honorable fortune. The native is helpiul to his associates 
and others. Ambitious ideals. 

In Twelfth: Loss of office Qr h~lor, dignity, etc., 
through business associates whd become secret enemies. 
Unfortunate environments and conditions. Profession~ 
secrets. Difficulty in employment. Limitations relievefl . 
by the stuliy of recondite sciences or metaphysics. 

Eleventh House 

Ruler of Eleventh House when posited in First: The 
native meets with real frfends and supporters; can over
come enemies and obstacles through the support of ac
quaintances. Many hopes are attained; fortunate actions . 

• 
In Second: Business and money by means of friends 

and acquaintances, through legislative interests or 
through development of his own creations . . 

In Third: Friendship among kindred and neighbors; 
friends through writings and journeys. 

In Fourth: Inheritance through hi ends; fortunate in 
property. Love for father. Friends reside in the ho111e. 

In Fifth: Much happiness and pleasure in.Jife through 
children, friends and beneficial circumstances. 

In Sixt~: Friends imong working people and those 
in army; gavy or air service; concernfld with sickness 
among friends; faithful serva.nts. interest in social wel
fare. 

• 
IrvSeventh: A loving"partner with desirable friend-

ships and social connections. Success in law suits. 
. ' 

• In •Eiglfth: De;th of friends; gifts or legacies from 
friends. Ab easy demise. · 

In Ninth: Gain :and succeM through long journey~. 
Friend:!hips through travel and'learning. Friends among, 
educators, ministers, writers, explorers, inventors. 
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In Eighth: Ar.. unsatisfactory end, man~ rnisfortunes, 
secret enemies die, trm.tbles ov.er inheritan.C'e, · 

In Ninth: If ,afflicted: shipwrec:c or i~olation. Diffi
culty with relatives, men of science or religion. Long 
journeys, secret missions. Inve.t.tigatlon, exploration, 
secluded research. Sacrifice for science or religion. 

In Tenth: Liability to disgrace, discredit and perse· 
cution ·frorri' superiors, government, or' those in offite 
above the native which is likely to result in a long jour
ney or retirement anp seclusion. Government employ 
in the interest of lar~e institutions. Sorrow through the 
mother or trouble w1th partner's parents. 

In Eleventh: Unfortunate undertakings; peculiar 
hopes; great disappointments and obstacles; deceitful 
friends and losses through advice of acquaintances. 

In Twelfth: Occult abilities, powerless enemies, 
secret investigations, fondness for animals. Limitations, 
afflictions and adversities prove to be blessings in dis
guise by, developing inner growth and understanding. 
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INFiiUENCE OF PARS FORTUNJE . . 
• • AND' MOON'S NODES IN 

J.nE TWELV"E MUNDANE IIOUSES 

0 Moon's North 'Ndille: Dragon's Head or Caput 
Draconis. 

~ Moon's South Node: Dragon's Tail or Cauda 
,.Draconia. 

ED The Part of Fortune : Para Fortunz. 

The point in the zodiac where - planet crosses out 
of south into north latitude is called the North Node; 
the opposite point is the Soutlf Node. · 

Some writers believe that the Nodes, and particularly 
the Moon's Nodes, have no influence in astrol9gy and 

• Reed not be used, but we have observed many cases 
where the influence of the Nodes was marked. It has 
been observed in progressed horoscopes that when the 
North Node ~:eached a conjunction with a benefic planet 
in the natal chart benefits of the nature of the house 
occupied were experienced. On the contrary, th~t South 
Node, or Dragon's Tail, produced the opposite effect or 
unfavorable conditio:t!i. 

ld Astra-Meteorology the changing node of a superior 
planet, such as Saturn, f,rom north• to south or south to 
north, produces marked changes in the weather; that is 
to say,. had the planet been indicating wet weather it 
then indicates dry weather, and vtce versa. ' 

It requires nin~tee~ years, accordink to its motion of 
approximately three minu~s per day, for 'the Moon's 
Node to complete the circle of the twelve zodiacal 45igns. 
It is very interestin,r to observe' the effects of the NMe's 
inftuent:e in nativities, as they transit to a conjunction 
with the tarious planets il) the chart. This frequently 
corresponds with important conditions and' cirlum! 
stances thtt cannot be accounted for in any dther way. 

' e ~ Part of F9rtune: PaD "Fortuqp 

• The Part of Fortune is not a planet. It is a place in 
the horoscope equally distant ftom the Ascendant a.f ~e 
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Moon is from ''the Sun at time of bir(iJ. c It represents 
worldly success as 'Indicated by th.,~ house ano sign it 
occupies in the nativity. 

' 
It has been said that it is infj.uer.cd only by conjunc

tions and its house position, liut in our experience we 
have found a number of cases where directional aspects 
both good and adverse to Pars Fortunae distinct:IY., 
affected ~natters ruled by the house- it occupied. 

In one interesting case a lady's natal chart showed 
absolutely no sola{ indications for marriage, according 
to the reg,ular rules, yetrshe was married to a gentleman 
described by the sign in which Pars Fortuna: was 
located; and the Part of Fortune was the only point in 
the chart aspected by the Sun . 

• 
(The following readings, based upon the lnftuence of Para 

Fortulllll! and the North and South Nodes, are liberal transcrip
tions from The Doctrine ot Nativities, by John Gadbury, 16.'18.) 

In First House 

0 North Node in the Ascendant inclines to honors, 
wealth and favors through reltgious, educational or 
scientific affairs. It adds power to the personality and 
gives opportunity fo'r self-expression. 

tJ So~th Node in Ascendant inclines to tribulations, 
loss and' scandals; «~dangers the face and eyes and is 
one testi,rnony of, a short life. 

ED Part ~f Fortune in the Ascendant portends gain and 
hago'iness by the nativ,e's own industry, especially • if 
Jupi'fer or Venus behold it by friendly aspect, but Saturn 
or Mars unfavorable to it do much lessen its benign 
,!li~ifications. ' 

In Second House 

N1trth.,Node operates to r~move want ana to oestow 
affluence; fortunate heredity or gain by legacy and gift!~; 
g'-i!l by science and leaM_ing; increases the possessions. • 
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0 ' 

South No,!e inclines to misfortune inifinances, indebt-
edness, Ieiss aq'd damage to esta~e; sorrow, fears and 
worry concerning ·money matters. 

Pars Fortunre: ,h~ppiness and gain through property, 
and profit by employmbnt and business; protection and 
promotion through business friendships. 

In Third House 

North Node adds quality to the mentality and con
duces to interest in spiritual or educational matters and 
gives preferment in such; gains through brethren, neigh-
bors and journeys, writing or ~ublishing. • 

South Node: mental anxiety, trouble with brethren 
and neighbors; unprofitable journeys . 

• • 
Pars Fortunre: profitable journeys; gain through in

tellectual affairs, also by means of amiable and honest 
kindred. 

In Fourth House 

North Node augurs gain by means of. property and in 
somewhat un('xpected manners; fortunate in discovery 
or in findings. Ancestry nr)blc, +ong·livrd and trust-
worthy. · 

South Node: loss or confusion ,wit!1 land i'nd build
ings; waste of patrimony; jeopardizes the esteem and 
credit; turmoil itt the Jives ~f ancesto's; fa"!ily discord. 

Pars Fortunre: gain through property, treasuore or 
other hidden things and products of the earth, mine\als, 
metals,• etc. Aids any other testimony for gain by 
inheritancl!; stable patrimony. • 

In Fifth House 

North' Node frees the Wtative from many "troybles, 
~lamities and dangers. It is favorable for children who 
hve long and are fortunate. ~The native gains sotpe 

• 
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public employment or office and is font,{ d civil recrea
tion, pleasure and srorts. 

South Node denies issue or l"lse portends their de
struction suddenly or violently; inclines them to advers
ity while they live and makes thet11 ~.ross or disobedient 
to the native. Excessive or irregular pleasures produce 
much harm. 

Pars Portunz: If ill aspected shows much loss and 
damage to the native through pleasure and_ speculation; 
crosses and losses in his estate by mean:;; of children. 
If well aspected, tain through fortunate investments 
and childQ:n, young pe<Wle and ambassadors. A goodly 
portion of pleasure in life and prosperity for the 
offspring. 

In Sixth House 

North Node favors the health and strengthens the 
body. Faithful- and honest employees; gain through 
service; fortunate by means of father's kindred and by 
small animals. 

! 

South Node: The native suffers because of various 
physical afflictiilns; is crossed an6 deceived by servants 
and suffers loss through small animals. Danger of ill
ness through bites hy insects, reptiles or. animals. 

Pars Fortunz: It denotes happy and prosperous uncles 
and aun\s who may benefit the -native. lt gives gain in 
employ and by mea!ls of those whom the native may 
hire, al~ profit ~ small animals, and, other things ruled 
by this house. 

tn Sfventh Houae 

North Node lessens the number of .enemies, ·increases 
.prQJit through dwings with others and portuds delight 
and _gain through women whose inftuence may benefit 
the native. .It .is a .testimony ior a wise .and -wealthy 
partner. - ' 

'• . 
sOuth Node: many opprebors, calumnies :mised ~fw 

e~e~ies or competitors~ contention and ,difficulty ,witth 
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partn~r, but it ~I.SO portends the de.iJ.th or destruction of 
enem1es. 

Pars Fortunre · incli'!\es to success in .dealings with 
women and in m<~rriage or partnership; gain through 
bargains, contracts and' dealings with others; victory 
over enemies and gain in conquest. If evilly aspected 
h«e, produces the contrary. 

In Eighth House 

North Node: promotes health anti conduces to long
evity; testimopy for gifts and legacies and gain by those 
deceased. 

South Node: loss of goods through deception; sudden 
or violent death. 

• "Pars Fortunre: if unafflicted signifies gain by inheri
tance; gain by means of those deceased, also through 
the use of other people's money. 

In Ninth House 

North Node: improves the mental qualities and gives 
success in educational, legal or religious, studies; favor
able for voyages and foreign affairs; true dreams and 
prophetic intui_tion. 

South Node: afflicts the faculty of faith and portends 
miserable or unfortunate voyages; curious drea.ms, un
reliable premonitions; trouble and ~anger of imprison
ment in foreign laQds. 

Pars Fortunre: inclines to r~ng journeys; success per
taiuing to churches or educational properties and• by 
means o! foreigners, invention or books. .. 

In Tenth House 

North Notie: native achieves honors, credit amd high 
position by mel"it of industry and abili.ty. 

South• •Node: loss of pflsition through dei!epuon, 
'trtachery and adverse public conditions such as sudden 
.depres.;ions, changes or failures.~ · · 
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Pars Fortun~: fa¥orable circumstan~r:s .. and "lucky" 
events assist the native to rise to 1-ionor in his· sphere, 
also by mean!\ of business assetr. 

In Eleventh ,lfouse · 

North Node: meritorious frie·ndships, acquaintanc ... s 
assist in \he realization of hopes and ~ishes. 

South Node: undesirable associations, loss of oppor
tunities· and frustratbn of hopes; wrong advice and false 
friends. 

Pars Fortuna:: pleasure and gain through friends in 
good position, realization of hopes and wishes. 

In Twelfth House 

North Node: gain by secret methods or in seclusion; 
mccess in occultism. 

South Node: frequently harassed by the machinations 
of secret enemies; liability to imprisonment or restraint 
and restrictions; unfavorabL to hf:alth; inclines to self
undoing. 

Pars Fortuna:: afflicted, property losses through the 
wiles of secret enemies; unafflicted, gains from unex
pected s'tlurces. WeLl aspected, gain from quiet and 
secret. sources; accumulation of possessions develops 
with age~ 

"To fl'l'erythlnc there Ia a -aon, and a tlma to ever1 purpoee 
OIJde_r the heaven."-Eecl. IFI-1. 
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• 
• I 

HLANETARY ASBECTS . . 
"'111er~~o Ill uo~Muc either COOd or bad, 
But tblDklDK makes It so."-Bbak:.me.re. 

-
Truly it is said, "Each star has its own glory." For 

C-'nvenience the influence of planets is termed "good" 
or "adverse" aCCQ!'ding to the nature of the ;vibrations 
as &ey harmonize or conflict with our ideas of what is 
good and what is evil. 

In reality there are no malefic plinets or adverse as
pects. All things work toge~er for good; but our 
response to planetary vibrations, our manifestation of 
the influence of some of the planets is adverse due to 

.our limited understanding. 

The planets are all heavenly (spiritual) bodies and 
their vibrations manifesting through the various aspects 
commonly tertned "good" and "evil" are interpreted by 
us through our understanding of those terms, which are 
but relative. -

For instance, the ibfluence of Satur!i usually called 
"the•great malefic," is cold, binding and retarding. Most 
people, when he aspects them advl!rsely, become impa
tient at the de)ays encountered, grow worried or nervous 
a11d are disappointed to the extent of depression, gloom 
or melancholy, and as these attrigutes are the reverse 
of what the normal being desires, he terms them 
"malign" and decrdes 'h'at Saturn is an" evil pla11et. 

]!rom different angles (aspects) the nature pf a 
planet's vibrations manifests • differently, the W\VC 
lengths 'being shorter or longer, making direct or indirect 
contacts; hence, some are pleasing to, our sensibilitie!l 
and some are agitating and tend to arrange the c!hemkal' 
constituentif of the body accordingly. The mil!d sensei' 
(usualt.f ,subcobsciously) these bodily .changes and con
ditions, and translates the,. in terms of thought. hence 
\'Ve are oftentimes mentally elated or depressed without 
realizing the cause, there being fpparently no reason for 
the condition. - • 
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- . 
The human b@ldy is a highly sensitive.inl!itrument and 

subject to rapid char.ges. It is esprci;l,lly sensitive to 
atmospheric changes or distur-bance. The atmospheric 
conditions are r.aused by solar, lunar and planetary ac· 
tivity. When we stop to consider hQw,often we breathe, 
how much air is taken into tho."lungs daily, that there 
is a pressure of air on the body of approximately four
teen pounds to the square inch, all of which is in vibra.
tory acti"ity from planetary source~, we no longer 
wonder at the responses we make and the manifesta
tions we give vent to accordingly and in keeping with 
our control (or lack 1>f control) of mind and body when 
we are in such close and constant touch. with cosmic 
forces. 

The difference in degree of development or undt'l 
standing determines, to a large extent, the difference ir. 
our response to planetary aspects. He, who is ignoran\ 
of Natural Law, will blindly follow his own imperfect 
conception of conditions and then rail at his "bad luck," 
but another under the sar.~e influence, who sees above 
and beyond the common acts of daily life, is apt to be 
less uttfortunate. The one follows "fate," the other 
anticipates it and profits thereby to the degree of his 
understanding alid refinement of h,s reactions to plane
tary vibrations. 

Adverse Aspects Not Evil 

During\adverse asp,ects we are more apt to see and 
feel the necessity for action to overcome old difficulties 
and obsta~les in tHe path of pur progrds; apt to feel the 
urge so strOngly that a real' anxiety develops to be up 
and doing to safeguard our interests and forestall tM: 
thrt'Atened troubles. T!iis feeling often becomes ner· 
vousness and worry, a form of expression which 'should 
be·cast aside at oqce as it is a woeful waste of force and 
i lo§s of"~ower. 

The first esseatifll, then, to transcend adversf' ,,ibra· 
tions is ~ calm the mind with the assurance that "all 
things work together for good." Adverse planetary1 
asvects viewed from the: standpoint of tho'le who are 

• 
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consciously. ntak<ing effort at self-improvement, are con· 
sidered .fielpful, •l)e~use their drivi~g force produces an 
added urge to press on harder and faster towards the 
goal of enlightenment \nd achievement. 

It is better to ha';..e -sqJares and oppositions in a nativ· 
ity, than to have no aspects, as the square and opposi
tidh certainly give progressive persons great energy and 
ambition, and develop determination to •vercome 
obst:cles and difficulties. 

By acquiring the right spirit toward life, the right 
philosophy regarding its privileltes and opportunities, a 
person may become successful with malefic planets in 
the ascendant. Although beset by strife and difficulty, 
especially in younger years, he may overcome them after 
Vl!ddle life. • · 

Aspects considered favorable are: 

8*±1QJ.Xy.~>. 

Those considered unfavorable are: 

s .o· 181 L # 

The conjunction (d) and parallel (P) are favorable 
or unfavorable. according to the nature of the planets 
aspected, as shown in the following list: 

Conjunctions and Pa!illllela 

» Good: d or P !;! § U. • 
Adverse: d or P 8 ? 131. 
Poubtful: d or P0 Ill e. 
The elfO.ct conjunction of Sun and Moon is considered 

good, except•wh.:n beset by unfavorable a~pects, although· 
it tends to weaken the health, especially in a female. • 

• 
• To help transcend the so-called 11d1·erae a!Jp«ts, to help Im
prove the qaallty of our response to pin netary Influences, 'it CQqrae 
of leasona In book form has been published entitled, "AttalnnieQt 
'fhPough Cosmic VIbrations." In the ,"Astrolopr'l Searchlight"· 
&a a lengthy chapter oo "How to Overcame Advarae Aspect&" 0 • 
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II Good'; d or f t 0 ll. 
Adnrae: d or P 8 '1 If. 
Doubttul : d or P t e. 

V Good: d Ol"P 0 1l 111. 
Adverse: d or P 8 ? 11. 
Doubtful : d or P e. 

0 Good: d or P ll. 
Adverpe: d or P 8 '1 Jil. 
Doubtful : d or P 111 e. 

1 Good : No d or P wltb I 18 eoll8ldered aood. 
Adverse : d or P 5:t 'J Jil 111 e . 

1l Good: d or P 111. 
Adnrae: d or P '1 •· 
Doubtful : d or P e. . . 

'J Good : No d or P with ? le considered IQOd. 
Adverse: d or P li;l 111 e. 

• Good: No d or P with Iii le eonsldered aooa. 
Adverse: d or P 111 e. 

I 
111 e Tbe d and P of Neptune and Plato are IDeladed ID tbt 

foregoing parpgraphs. •· 

Note: The d or.P of 2l with 111 is generally considered 
good, especially for matters relating to ·111, although it 
may produce a tendency to go to extremes or to over
indulg&tce in eating, drinking or pleasure; or to become 
involved in doubtfuf financial ventures. . . . '" 

The foJlowing chapter ·~elineates the infhtence of as
pects, including conjunctions and parallels. The aspects 
of, l>luto to other planets are not given because such• in
ftbences can be reliably determined only after ,tong and 
.careful research. The general influences are given on 
pages ~33-4. • • 

• Statements eoaceratng Pluto's loftueaee musf Deee&811 rl17 be eoD
Jeeturaloofor maay years wblle \I!&P&ble lavesttptors are maktaa 
Nllarch conceralac Its efreete aad have time to correlate aad. 
C!heek their ftodlap. • 
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THE ZQDIACAL ASPECTS DJ!tLINEATED 

'with' R11!ference to the Natal Chart 

Planetary Aspects of the Moon ]) 
I • • 

The Moon is usually 'considered cold and moist, fem
igine, negative, receptive, reflective, magnetic, fruitful, 
plastic and changeable. She has a strong influence over 
thustomach and 'digestion, absorption, nutritfon, glands 
and their secretions, the womb, the feminine functions, 
child-bearing, lymph, fat, and the_ breasts. Also rules 
the brain matter. 

She has to do with occupations and pursuits connected 
with water and liquids generally; such as sailors, fisher
men, brewers, liquor dealers, vessel owners, t~avelers; 

• with common pursuits and the common classes; also 
nurses, midwives, female servants, women generally, 
female relatives and the mother more particularly. 

Moo~ in Favorable Aspect to Mercury 
I 

Indicates that the native is quick in wit, perceptive, 
ingenious, comprehoosive, reasonable; has splendid 
men,tal abilities, keen and penetrating, productive, vers
atile, expressive, fluent and copiou~ in speech or writing. 
If any of the·airy signs ascend it gives admirable elocu
tion and ability to acquire languages with ease. 

The mind responds readily to 1tew ideas arid is fond 
of change and v~orietr.: optimism, irnaginatios and in
tuition are increased, also !pen tal sympathy .. receptivity 
and adaptability. Fond of art, music, pleasure, litera· 
titre and journeys. 

It i~diCJtes success with letters, advertising, mail 
order busmess, and with the busines!l' world generillly. . . 

Moon jn Unfavorable Aspect to Mercury . . 
Anxiety, worry, quick, s+.arp, turbulent and"sarsastic 

~tates of mind, . lmpressionab!e, mutable, imaginative, 
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indecisive, speculative and over-sensitive. Tendency to 
change, not eAough continuity, fixitt; !irr;nness and 
stability of mental <htitudes. Poor, mt:'mory for dates 
and facts in history. Nevertheless, dexterous, ingeniou!: 
01 clever. and• possesst:s many l!ood qualities. . .. 

Temporary derangements of•'the health through the 
nervous system, stomach or bowels. Unsuccessful or 
unpopular writing; public criticism. Business lossl!s, 
litigation., 

Moon in Favorable Aspect to VenuE. 

Good-natured, kind and cheerful; neat a.nd tasteful in 
dress and "pleasing in manner!:; fondness fot the beau
tiful in nature, music and all things artistic; taste for 
pleasure, lighi: literature, dram;. ancl public functions; 
fruitful·natul'(:, good inteilect. 

Gentle, refined, ag1·eeabh, affectionate and attractive·; 
sociablt', maternal all(l symp:1thetic. 

Endowed with respt:cl an~ company of the opposite 
sex; Cfljoys sociability, friends and general popularity. 
General public or business success through engaging 
personality and .cheerfulness. 

Profitable employ~ent i11 connection with the common 
classes. Assistance or approval of parents. 

This a,ppect is favorable for money and possessions, 
for secon'd, fourth a•d seventh house affairs, and the 
things r~ed by the house whi"h Vepus occupies. It 
tends to 5uccess and fruga4ity. • • 

Gj.in through catering to public tastes and necessitit::s 
in <:onfectioneries, bakeries, restaurants, hotels, board
ing houses, etc.; also through dealing in hogses, lands 
arid the fruits of •the earth. 
• • 

!loon in Unfavorable Aspect to yehyc 

It ~ndrcates over-indulgenc'e in pleasures, a tendency 
to carelessness in habits and manners; changeful affec• 
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tions, usually amorous ;"losses and diffiqtlty in'connec
tion with .mtm~y, property and. possessions, or in 
business· pursuit~. - ' 

Trouble in part~erships, love or marriage; disapproval 
of parents or rna, .suffer unpopularity, slander and 
scandal, whether deservetl or not. 

'To a female it threatens ill health periodically . 
• 

Moon in Favorable Aspect to Sun 

Sincerity, energy, will, loyalty, a~bition and adapt
ability. Strengthens the constit1,1tion of both ,male and 
female; indicates success in life, rapid promotion, pro!' 
perity and assistance from influential persons; seldom 
has difficulty in obtaining employment and usually 
r,eceives a good salary. Gain through speculation, in
vestment, enterprise and responsibility. With a good 
aspect of Jupiter also, it indicates the accumulation of 
great wealth a!ld fortunate, congenial marriage. 

The exact conjunction of Sun and Moon is ~often 
adverse, especially when at the same time in ill aspect 
to the malefics, the f\ature of which will signity the 
difficulty, but of itself the conjunction 'Is apt to make 
the n<l.tive mutable, inert, indifferent-. lethargic, sensitive, 
volatile, irresolute, self-centered but harmless, and may 
experience a lowering of vitality every month when the 
conjunction occurs. 

Moon in ,lfn£~'-:orable Aspect to Su11 

Ambitious, vent~resome, egotistical, irresolute, s~nsi
tivo!, compelling and imm?derate .. 

Diffictllty in finahcial affairs, accumulating money, or 
in obtaining and keeping C':"ployment; loss by s.pecuta~ 
tion ill health, inferiors, disappointment and qver-con
fide~ce; misfortune or poor success with those of high 
position; .w·eak 'constitution, and if Saturn be in afflic
tion, long and serious sitkness; difficulty \'hrough 

'w11men. 
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Moon in Favorable A'spect to Mars 
\ . ( , 

The subject is am'i>itious, energet~;. fit-m, brave, ardent 
and resolute . 

• 
This aspect in the chart tends tq offset many testimon-

ies regarding sickness or weakness.' It gives strength 
to the whole system, muscular and circulatory; increases 
the activity, force and vitality. It is a good aspect•for 
those w]10se work requires strength for occup'!tions 
carried on out of doors. 

Success and prqmotion through resourcefulness and 
enterprise in business, personal affairs or employments 
of resporJsibility and • publicity. Results are largely 
accomplished through quick action, energetic, common 
sense methods and hard work which inspire confidence 
and· trust from others. 

' ' 
If any testimony of legacy is shown this aspect 

strengthens it and brings benefit, possibly through 
mother~s connections. 

It ~ good for things ruled by the house the Moon 
occuptes, also for fourth house affairs, property, timber, 
commodities, e!c. 

Moon in qnfavorable Aspect to Mars 

Brave but headstrong; inclined to acts and words 
which <ll{e indiscreet or rash, causing regret, humiliation 
and sorrow. 

The temper is quick, r~ulting' in aisputes, strife and 
difficulties. Self-confident~ egotistic, domineering, dar
ing, "and venturesome .• The desire is for freedom &.nd 
liberty of expression; obstacles and opposition. or lack 
of opportunities cause fits of passion. Aut to suffer 
frqm disregard •of regulations, carelessness of conse
quences,. through appetites, sex impulse tnd through 
scandal, criticism and enmity. 

A$1 1.11\fortunate aspect fdt" domestic happiness; indi
cates loss of legacy, sorrow through mother, difficulty' 
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over propePty\and in dwelling place, loss thro11gh part
nership and tthtft. Not favorable for 'health showing 
liability of trou1>let.to the sex orga11s, head, eyes, breast 
and stomach, sometimes causing indigestion and ner
vousness. Dans"er thtough excitement, • fevers, opera
tions, accidents, r:aptured blood vessels, fire and water. 
The native should avoitl low, swampy or stagnant dis
tricts and beware of danger on water. In a female's 
h~roscope it threatens ill health, annoying periods and 
ma'\Y difficulties. • 

Moon in Favorable Aspect to Jupiter 

Increases the imagination, intuition and appreciation 
for beauty; indicates clear, solmd and usually correct 
judgment and reasoning. Strengthens the vitality, fer
tility and resourcefulness. Inclines to honesty, justice, 

• benevolence, compassion, sympathy, friendliness and 
sociability. Jovial, generous, humane, hopeful and 
popular. 

Success in ' literature and general affairs, especially 
those things ruled by the houses these planets occupy, 
and also the fourth and ninth houses, if they ar~ unaf
flicted. This is one of the good aspects that assist in 
the acquisition of possessions, happines~· in marriage and 
good health. Gain and development through the occult, 
spiritual and. educational affairs "lnd publishing; also 
through mother and family, especially if tenth and 
fourth houses are unafflicted. 

Moon in .Unfav~rable Aspect .to JupitFt 

Unfortunate for speculations, games of chance and 
risky ventures. !--oss throug~ misplaced confid~nce, 
loans, ~eception, d1shonesty, excess, lack of candor, .eon
ceal.ment ,of motives, irresolution, wrong judgment, 
either of self or by others. • 

Trouble 'through changes and voyages; likelihood of 
slander .and false accusations. Severe i~lness, misunder
standing or separation f*>m the mother. R:ath~r an 
adverse aspect for health generally, giving liability to 
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derangement of the stomach and liver, bl )Od disorders 
and tumorous growths. An unfortut'ate aspect for 
health in a woman's chart. 

Moon in Favorable Aspest 1;0 Saturn 

Denotes a thoughtful, conservative, prudent, sober 
and contemplative mind; not much given to gaiety, but 
provident, careful and attentive to bt}siness and affairs 
generally.' 

Popularity, credit
0 

respect, esteem; diplomatic, self
reliant; systematizmg, organizing and constructive 
ability; ac£omplishes mo.:;t by subtlety, tact and method 
rather than by force. 

Favorable aspect for occupation, public advancement 
and attainment to positions of trust and responsibilit}' 
through persistent effort; approval or benefit throug-h 
parents, friends, elders and employers. 

Gain in business and by such things as Saturn rules: 
mines, lands and produce. If Jupiter is also in favorable 
aspect It leads to the acquisition of great wealth. If the 
Sun is in good aspect it denotes rise" in life to very prom
inent and distinguished position through perseverance. 

Moon in UnfSvorable Aspect to Saturn 

lndicat~s that the person is poor, or loses his money 
and becqmes so, and bas a hard struggle to make both 
ends meet. 

' 
He is earnest and ambitiuus, but his plans do not 

materialize as expected; a hard worker but generally 
receives little gain; ustlally fails in business though 
careful and persevering; unlooked for obstacle_s, delays, 
disappointments, r;.ebuffs and reversals constantly arise, 
coup'led with lack of opportunities and unfavorable cir-
cumstances at the critical or needed times. · 

It is at' unfortunate aspect. for marriage, yet ·if the 
planet!; are in common signs, usually marries more than, 
once. 
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A bad asp~•t wr speculation and such 'things- as Sat
urn rules by nat'IJre~ also by sign a!!d house it occupies 
in the chart. 

The native meets.w\th persecution, slander or scandal; 
disapproval of seniors, p~ents or employers; difficulties 
and sorrows through parents, property and possessions. 
Sol'l'ow through death of young people and mother. 

Te~porary derangements of the health, colds, falls 
and accidents. The native should refrain from strong 
physics and employ healthful exerci~s . 

This aspect affects the dispositTon, causing th'e subject 
to become somewhat selfish, subtle, careful of his own 
interests, given to periods of worry, anxiety, doubt, mis
trust in self, gloom and despondency. A good aspect of 
Su'n, Jupiter, Mars or Venus will help to offset the 
severity of the above. 

Moon 'in Favorable Aspect to Uranus 

The native is active, firm, enterprising and sciehtific. 
Fond of friendship and the opposite sex . • 

Success and gain through the occult, and through 
original, inventive and progressive rJ'eople. 

The aspect tends to awaken the imaging f'iculties, 
quickens the thought and intuition, .leads the mtnd into 
original lines and "ives interest in new .methods., inven
tions, curiosities, etc., • giving mesmeric and psychic 
faculty; good for healing and•telepathy. Benefit through 
business and novelties. A good, aspect for an ele~ic 
expert or worker . • 

Inclination for and benefit through astrology. 

Advantageou!i changes and removals. .l:'·avors travel
ing and•iio either planet be in the third rJr ninth house, 
many journeys. If in the f6urth house, many c'hafS6eS 

"of• residence. 
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Moon in Uqfavorable Aspect t~ Urmua 

Unfortunate chat"ges, journey~ and removals. 
' I 

Impulsive, sarcastic, abrup$. r-eculiar, electric and 
independent; danger on or near the water; trouble 
through the opposite sex, difficulties, annoyance ll.tld 
possibly separations; troubles through occult affairs and 
unreliable: friends. ,. 

Not good for health, tending to upset the stomach and 
digestion, causing rllental disturbance of different kinds, 
sudden or peculiar cha.:~ges in feelings, emotions, likes 
and dislikes. 

Restless, active mind, ever desirous of new scenes, 
new working material and surroundings; cannot sta~;~d 
limitations. It usually produces extremes and reversals. 

Moon in Favorable Aspect to ~eptune 

Inc\ines to success in things ruled by Neptune and as 
indicated by the sign and house it occupies; good for 
boating, swimming, shipping, dea.1ing in liquids, choice 
food stuffs, canned goods, delicacies and things c;alcu
lated to please the f.'\stes of the public. 

Strong inspirational and imaging faculty; mediumistic 
qualitie~: fond of investigating Spiritualism, psychism 
and the· mysterious•· in nature, or some form of the 
occult .• Would .make a good. psyr,.ltometrist, having 
active emo,tions and impres!tionability. If Venus or Mer
cury is also in good aspect it shows inspiration for art, 
m~sic, singing, writing,.speaking or acting. 

Moon in Unfavorable Aspect to Neptune 

Threa~ns fraud, deception or slander;, difficulties 
through things ruled by the house Nep.tune occupies; 
misforttWe through the opposite sex, delays or bllstacles 
in reg&rCl to marriage in a n\ale chart; desire to gratify , 
the tastes which leads tq injury of the health, especiall}r 
if e!ther is in a watery•sign. 
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Strong in&pihflonal, psychic, em~tionai and imaging 
faculty; ~ubtle fet!lirlgs, quick impressions and eccentric, 
undefined or inexplainable acts. It attracts to peculiar 
people, exquisite fastes; luxuries, odd colo"rs, odors and 
Bohemianism or unloJwe',l.tionality. 

Impulse is liable to predominate over reason, or 
thr.mgh over-enthusiasm the feelings may get the upper 
hand of judgment, ~ading to acts of indiscretiop. Quick 
resp01Pse to environmental influences. It affects the 
nervous or mental health through bodily disorder. 
(Notice the signs they occupy.) 

In common signs it affects the ~brain and ner·-vous sys
tem; in fixed signs, the glandular and secretory pro
cesses; in the cardinal signs, the circulatory and absorp
tive systems. 

Planetary Aspects of Mercury 

Mercury is sexless, active and changeable. 

It furnis.hes the meJ,tal force necessaiy, to a great 
extent,. for business life. 

When rising -or in the tenth house, it indicates skill 
in language and ability for public speaking; also indi
cates the native to be inventive, ingenious, of quitk wit, 
argumentative, imaginative and fonft of novelty: 

Mercury corresponds to" mind action, resulting in per· 
ception, thought and the medtal power or intelligence 
to a~~alyze conditions and develop adaptability to en"O"ir
onment · also to arrange details to suit personal needs 
and requ,rements. Through the nerves it influences, 
that part of 'the body si&nified by the stgn it oc~upit,~~. 
It relates to the tongue and hands as agents J.or the 
expression o£'mi,nd. 

Mercuiy' and Venus are nqrer very far from tll.oe Sun. 
Mercury can never be more than 28 degrees in dexier 
or linister position with Sol; Venils never more than~. 
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degrees dexter or sinister. As it is pos..;ib:e ,for Mercury 
to be 28 degrees on one side of tht. S;.tn and Venus 48 
degrees on the other side, the extent of their possible 
distance beinji 76 degrees, Mercury can form only the 
following aspects to Venus in a .na~ivity: conjunction, 
parallel, vigintile, quindecile, ~emi-sextile, semi-quintile, 
semi-square, sextile and quintile, all of which are con-
sidered good except the semi-equare. -

The relation of Mercury to Venus at birth may be 
such that in a progressed horoscope Mercury could pro
gress to several ot:1er aspects with the radix Venus in 
their seqyence, if the fltltive were long lived. 

By transit each year, Mercury and Venus making a 
complete revolution of the zodiac, would form every 
known aspect to the radix Mercury and Venus. 

Mercury in Favorable Aspect to Venus 

The mind is intuitive, cheerful, merry, witty, mirthful, 
good 

1
tempered and hopeful. This aspect gives a socia

ble, friendly nature, amiability and general popularity, 
especially with the opposite sex. ,,Fondness for pleasure, 
refined entertai.1ment and recreation, also for all the fine 
arts and sciences qr anything requiring finish, touch, 
daintiness, color and culture. It tends to mental 
pleasures, harmony and mirth. 

It favors gain in money, property and possessions. 

Indicate,s marriage, frierrdship~ and associations. 

G'ltentimes it indicatc:s that the native has two atta,;h-
ments, two marriages, partnerships, or marriage to some 
o.ne of kin. 

' ' It is good for employment and money ea,.rned by the 
wits, speaking, writing, art, manual dext~:rity, entertain
ment. <Jioleat, artistic touch . 

• 
If Mercury is more prominent than Venus, third ard 

lixth house (Mercuria~ affairs are favored; i.e., gain . 
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through m.entat-. accomplishments, writing, speaking, 
designing, short ';otl'rneys, clerking, advertising, publish
ing, science, commercial affairs, commissions, kindred, 
neighbors, busin~s. literary and professilmal people. 

: . 
When Venus is more"-prominent, it favors pleasure 

and profit through talents, accomplishments, refinement 
an~ good taste; all things luxurious, pleasurable and 
beautiful; music, singing, poetry, painting, art, theaters; 
dealidg with women and children, doctors, nursing; also 
in confectionery, stationery, jewelry, fancy work, millin
ery, dressmaking. Fortunate for tl1ings ruled by the 
house Venus occupies. 

Mercury in Unfavorable Aspect to Venus 

• The only adverse aspect they form is semi-square. 
This aspect is not very malignant or important. It 
gives fondness or desire for all the aforementioned, but 
not so much abjlity for their execution, and some minor 
obstacles and hindrance in Venusian and Mercurial 
affairs. 

Merc~try and the Sun 

Note~ In nativities Mercury can form only the following 
aspects with the Sun: conjunction, para II~. ,·iglntile, quindeclle, 
and within two degrees of a semt-sextile. 

Mercury never moves more than 28 degrees away 
from the Sun and is best when mor~ t:1an 8 deg_rees in 
advance of that lu'hlinll.l'y. qnder the 'latter iniluence 
the native will be ambitiou~;, aspiring, quic'k-witted, 
intuitive, thoughtful, intelligent, ingeniou;. adapt_a~te. 
studious, observant and capable. Good busmess ab1ltt)•; 
learns with facility and ease. 

. • > 
If Mercury is in Pisces the mind should receive careful 

but gentle training. In Scorpio it tends to ma1ce fine 
physicians or surgeons. Mercury in exac.t conjunction 
with the" Sun is not conside,-ed favorable for til~ b~st 
reasoning and business judgment, unless located in a 
falorable or scientific sign, or in0good aspect to oth«;,r , 
~lanets. 
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Mercury in Favorable Aspect .. to, Mars 
1 I ,,1 , 

Makes the native quick, lively, bright, alert, witty, 
humorous, satirical, constructiV'~, ing,enious, practical. 
skillful, dexterous and bul'inesslik~. 

Enthusiastic, fluent, animated and magnetic when 
interested. It shows a great deal of energy, activjty, 
force and enterprise; splendid mental abilities. . ' 

Inclination or ability for drawing, music, carving, 
designing, chemistry, medicine, engineering, surveying 
and science; inclino.!s toward investigation and applica
tion of nf!w practical m,ethods in commerce and industry, 
mechanics, literature or business. 

It favors association with or development thr{,ugh 
literary, educational or professional people and those 
connected with the practical sciences. 

Mercury in Unfavorable Aspect to Mars 

Good intellectual powers; the mind is· acute, shrewd, 
clever and sharp. The disposition is impulsive, forceful, 
quid-tempered, sarcastic, argumentative, resentful and. 
impatient; the mind is fired with desires, but has not 
enough contii)Jity, the aspect Being separative rather 
than unifying. 

The l'ubject possesses great mental activity and is 
therefore liable to brain troubles through over-work, 
excitem~nt or lack of suitable opportunity for expression 
of his particular ab~ity, which results in irritability and 
periodS'- of wear>ness or exhau:>t,ion, t.nd disorpnization 
of the stt>mach and dige&~ive organs. 

Apt to create enmi.ty, opposition and disagreements 
tlirough sharp, critical statements or impulsiv~ action$. 
,Likely to meet with difficulty through relatives, ~uper· 
iars, servants 'and neighbors. Losses through theft, 
risky mterprises, correspondence, contracts, litigation, 
carelessness with facts, hasty conclusio~;~s and criticism. . ' ' 

~an(ter through travelir~J. tools, machinery, instru· 
ments and electrical contrtvances; also drugs, opeca

~tions, wounds from il\lects, reptiles and small animals, • 
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This asi\ect i!l,dicates difficulties, obst~cles and disor
ganization throtigh'things ruled by "the signs and houses 
occupied by Mars especially. Trouble through neuralgia, 
headaches, accid!nts. -rhe aspect is wor~ from watery 
signs, usually sh«:wi.ng tendency to drink and other 
ruinous habits. .. 

Mercury in Favorable Aspect to Jupiter 

ln~lines to general success in life through the houses 
they occupy, especially if unafflicted. Denotes a broad, 
philosophical mind with ability to t!tink clearly, deeply 
and seriously; and to develop iOod judgmen'o through 
comparison and learning; capability for collegiate 
studies. 

The mind is versatile, vigorous and creative, combin
i"nk conscientiousness with hope, good cheer, good 
nature, contentment and joviality. 

The disposicion is generous, kind, candid, humane, 
honest, sincere, liberal and fruitful. Indicates beneficial 
changes, journeys; inspirational ideas, thought~ and 
conclusions. 

Su~:,~:ess with literature, accomplishments, science and 
in professional lines. Good aspect jar mail order, gov
ernmental, law· or church affairs. To occult students it 
is good for visions, psychic and inspirational experiences, 
independent and automatic writing., 

With Mercury i~ an ;1i:;y sir,t it give8 discri~nation, 
discernment, understanding, • knowledge, appreciation, 
per~eption, compassion, sympathy and forbearance. -. 

Mercury in Unfavorable Aspect to Jupiter 
. . . . 

Obstacles and difficulties arise reg\rding matters 
ruled by the,houses they occupy, Mercury mor~ partic
ularly, throulZ"h unfinished education or accpmplishments. 

It shows liability to deceit or poor judgment feading 
lo •changes, journeys: unreliable ideas, wily thoughts, 
dissension, dtsagrt'ements and sometimes legal troubles .• 

- . 
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Misfortune and difficulty through investments, specula
tion, contracts, agrec.ments (especially 1rerbal), writin~s, 
church affiliations, social affairs, foreig-n and financ1al 
matters. 

Liable to suffer from scandal, slander or false reports, 
a,11d accidents in travel. 

The mind is active, keen, alert and impressionable, 
but not 'sufficiently steady or confident. Unfavq~able 
changes, travels and letters. It tends to weakness in the 
parts of the body 'ipled by the signs occupied by Mer
cury and Jupiter. 

Mercury in Favorable Aspect to Saturn 

Good mtellectual abilities: memory, order, method, 
reas0ning and judgment. The mind is contemplatiYe, 
substantial, practical, studious and fond of science 
generally. 

Success with teaching hygiene, or as a physician, 
mentil!l healer, or in any capacity with large corporations, 
especially railroads, mining, produce and commission 
concerns. 

Gain through tac,•. diplomacy, caution and persever
ance. 

The <P,jpect inclines to the study of geology or miner
alogy: It favors tnwel in connection with business; 
some a.sociatiOto or business ;with (;tther or brethren, 
probably .both; may gait. some prominence through 
societies, church, or esta'htished concerns, as agent, 

• 0 

se~tetary, representat1~ . 

• If Mercury be in first, third or ninth house it is very 
good for scientiftc or intellectual pursuits, writings, pub• 
lishings,•lecturing, traveling. 

DenoJ.es stre'ngth .,f will, steady persfstencc: and de
termination; good memor~ strong, sensible, practical 
and sound judgment. The native has abilitf for politiH, 
pu~lic appointments, otficial positions of al kinds, large , 
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public undertlk~gs, brokerage, speculative, commercial 
or financial affairs, •and business w~ere much prudence, 
caution ~nd sobriety of judgment are required. Mercury 
in conjunction W'lth Saturn (if not othert...ise afflicted) 
gives a very comp(thensive and profound mind, capable 
of achieving much in wh~tever direction it is turned. 

Mercury in Unfavorable Aspect to Saturn 

Th~ subject has great ambitions and des1res for ac
tivity, success and mastery in lines coming under the 
third, sixth and tenth house affairs, 'but his efforts are 
attended with delay,· disappoiletments, obstacles and 
limitations, and in some cases he meets with criticism 
and opposition, open or secret, and his efforts are fre
quently thwarted and hindered or his plans overthrown. 

• Encounters difficulty in acquiring an education and 
in all matters pertaining to book<; and studies. 

The retentivo or memorizing faculty needs developing 
even though memory of events i,; strong. 

• The aspect signifies great sorrow through death of 
brethren or father, pr~bably both, or their ill health, 
separation or estrangement from them," although not 
neces!l'arily through quarrels, but m~1e as the result of 
circumstances .. 

Trouble is occasioned through slander, false 1ieports, 
forged letters or documents, unfriendly writidgs, de
layed and misunderstood letters, and tjle subje&t may 
himself cause difficT.Jlty ~hroug.h these things. The effect 
on the nature is to make one ~arcastic, bitter, rmpulsive 
and.somewhat dissembling with p~riods of gloom, pe!!si
mism or exasperation, grave anxiety, worry, constadt 
disturban"ce of the mind, errors of judgment caused by. 
fear, Circumstances, lack of initiative, •procrasti.natian 
and continuous restriction of actions. This leads the 
mind to med'itate and endeavor to discover the reason 
for these wndesirable manifestations, and "from \pis at
titude one may be pwne. to teek recourse in the study 
b£ .occult subjects and spiritual philosophy, and thus 
\lnprove his responses to the aspect. 
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If either planet be in or rule the thir(l 9-r ninth house 
it gives an inclination for science ~rHl:·occult leaming, 
which considerably improves the reactions to this aspect, 
but still there is liability to loss· throu,~h failures, theft, 
fraud and deception; difficulty or los,~ in employment or 
through lack of employment, F'Jor health often interfer
ing; troubles through neighbors, servants, societies, as
sociations, messengers, travelers, and by things ruled. by 
the sign, and house occupied. This .is a bad aspect for 
the teeth, causing decay, also causes slow or poe'• cir
culation or digestion, resulting in dog-hunger, bowel 
affections, weaknt>s, obstructions and constipation. 
People with this aspect and annoyed with these latter 
troubles 'should avoid ~trong drinks or highly seasoned 
foods. 

Mercury in Favorable Aspect to Uranus 

Intuitive perception, inventive ability, original a;,d 
eccentric nature. Fond of old and curious things, occult 
scien~e. astrology and advanced thought generally. 

Gain through invention, originality, speculation and 
unique enterprises. If either be in the first, third or 
ninth house, or is ruler thereof, , it promotes success in 
literature and' the ability to become a great scholar, 
excelling in the art.<;; and sciences; fine comprehension. 

Good character reader; sucessful in connection with 
electri6.1 affairs as salesman, telegrapher, bookkeeper, 
stocll:keeper, etc., fdr electrical, aerial or transportation 
co~pan'ies. Mu;:h ingenu~ty ard, uni'!ue enterprise. 

Successful advertiser, publisher, writer, inventor, re
s('!ircher or explorer. 

' . 
Mercury, in Unfavorable Aspect to Uranua . 

ActiVe mentality; impulsive, irregular rnd sarcastic 
tums of minct; very observant, ingenicus and critical; 
unsucm.ssful in literary pursuits; public critiCis'm prob
abfy t~rough the press; difficulty through societies,. 

, friends and kihdred~ S~eptical and peCHiiar; a reformc!l-'s 
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spirit and eYirtme Or radical• ideas; c!onstant desire 
for new ,fiel<ts or•rnodes of action; sudden and unexpected 
adverse changes and removals. Restless, dissatisfied, 
discontented, da~ng, audacious, defiant, .adventureous. 
Subject to acciden~, .especially in travel. 

Mercury in Favorable Aspect to Neptune 
... 
Fertile imaginatjon; practical, quick, sens~tive and 

resot.orceful mind; versatility of genius; receptivity to 
new ideas and methods. Gives ability to develop 
mediumistic and psychic qualities, • clairvoyance, psy
chometry, crystal gazing, automatic writing, trance and 
inspirational speaking. 

The native is attracted to psychic ·centers and people, 
spiritual investigations, unconventional healing and 
la)lgienic methods or hydrotherapy, and success with 
same. It gives visions or prophetic dreams. 

The third a11.d ninth houses are the best for the fore
going. 

Improves mental receptivity, psychic understa~ding 
and adaptability. Occ,plt experiences. 

It favors matters relating to liquids, chemicals, oils, 
drugs, beverag,es, canned goods, fisft, the sea1 hospitals 
and private institutions. 

If Venus also is in good aspect, tJle subje~t Vf~ll have 
remarkable faculty for music, poetry, art, lit!;rature; 
inspiration. 

• Mercury in Unfavorable Aspect to Neptune 

Condutes to interest in all the above, but attended 
.vith ·unrelillbility, obstacles and misfor,tune. -

The mem~try is apt to be poor, the mind vaf:illating 
and somewhat »npractical, affected by -spells or periods 
of mental' aberral'ion, abstrar,tion, lack of concerttration, 

.absentmindedness, dre;tminess, or irresqlution. It tends 
to• nervou!lness, sensith·eness, ~restlessnf'ss, changes,, 
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and liatiility tc trouble "through slander, deception, im
itation, fraud, intrig!Je, bribery. Dapge'r Chr.:>ug_h drugs 
and poisons. 

Difficulties through changefulness, unexplainable 
psychic conditions, lack of cautiou'> ~_elf-control and the 
liability to be led by the impuBes, sensations, appetites, 
emotions, sympathy, and by the ideas, thoughts and ad
vice of others, resulting in nervous, restless excitabiilly, 
which exhausts the vital processes. ·!!'he native should 
benefit through study of dietetics. ... 

,. 
Planetary Aspects of Ven~ 

Note: As Venue Is never more than 48 degrees away from the 
Sun, the only aspects she can form to Sol In nativities are aa 
follows: conjunction, parallel, vlgtntlle, qnlndeclle, aeml·sextlle, 
aeml-qulntlle and semi-square. . , 

Venus in Good Aspect to Sun 

Fondness for company and hospitality; delighting in 
sociability, pleasure, ease, luxury, comfort and places of 
entertainment. 

The nature is generous, warm•hearted, sympathetic, 
courteous, amiable, kind, affectionate, impressiopable 
and cheerful. 

The aspect is fruitful and creative, good for gaining 
money ,through business, profession, speculation or 
public.otcupation; it. shows popularity and promotion in 
employrvent, an~ preferment i[l social affairs. Liking 
for music, opera, the fine a~.:ts gent! rally, and some ability 
along these lines. 

The conjunction lead!. to warm attraction, love affairs 
and marriage of affection, even when there are •adverse 
te~timo"nies denxing union. 

Venus in Unfavorable Aspect to Sun 

As V ~us is never more than 48 degree; front the S-un, 
the •"combust" and semi-square are the only adverse , 
aspects Venus can foriiJ to Sol. 
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Neither \s ,. 'fery important aspect of itself, but at 
times may mak~ the native extrat-agant, overfond of 
pleasure and luxury, amorous and mutable in the 
affections. 

Some delay or mfsfortu•e in love affairs and in dealing 
with the opposite sex. Loss through speculation and 
ex~oravagance, or carelessness. 

Venus in- Favorable Aspect to Mars • 

Fond of pleasure, adventure and t\je opposite sex; as
piring, ambitious, confident, amorous, affectionate and 
demonstrative. 

Gain through enterprise, pleasure, sport, practical 
artistic ability, music and matters requiring artistic and 
Mechanical skill. 

It is a good aspect for money, not for saving it (that 
requires a goC\<1 aspect of Saturn, acquisitiveness) but 
for getting it, earning it through energy, activity, ingen
uity, responsibility and business instinct, and thtough 
things ruled by the house Venus occupies and rules. The 
native is free and genMous in money matters, a cheerful 
spen<ter; in business, for advertisement," show and dis
play; in social life, for pleasure, a""'rnment, music and 
entertainment.· 

If the chart shows any indications for inherit3J1ce this 
aspect strengthens it. The aspect also sho\fs social 
popularity and ingicates. marriage eith.er early .or sud
denly. 

Venus in Unfavorable Aspect to Mars 

Very • fond of pleasure; impulsive and amorous; 
difficulty through excesses and the opQosite sex. 

Loss thrqugh over-liberal tendencies or car.rlessness 
and extra vagaqce; also through fires, partnerships and 
too fretlt entering busines~ or speculative en~prises. 

• At times the social "popularity or standing wili be 
adversely affected; danger throQgh dishonesty or l<1SSoi 
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opp<?sition thr6ugh friends or jealousy, ~paration and 
enm1ty. Trouble through marriage ran'ci partnerships. 

. If Venu~ o~ Mars be in a watery sjgn, the tendency 
IS to gratify the tastes and pleasurable emotions in 
dissipating habits. ~ 

Venus in Favorable Aspect to Jupiter 

Strengthens the imagination, ideality and pOt!tical 
side of the nature, giving a keen appreciation for beauty 
in form, color, soupd and touch. High motives, ambi
tions and aspirations. 

• 
It gives social and general popularity, preferment, 

esteem and respect. 

Inclines to acts of charity and sympathy. The natur~ 
becomes generous, kind, thoughtful, amiable, loving, 
sociable, hospitable, philanthropic, liberal, talented, 
good-humored and optimistic; fond of pleasure and 
elegant, dainty and costly surroundings.' 

Gail:. through refinement, accomplishments, &ocial 
intercourse, traveling, foreign affairs, influential persons, 
companies, asscr::iations and corpdrations. A good indi
cation of fortunate events, love and marriage; favors 
success, gain and general good fortune. Generally is 
associated 'with wealth and culture, and handles consid
erable ~poney or other valuable assets. 

Fortunate for things governed by the. house:; they 
occupy 'and also' those hop.ses' whidt they rule in the 
nativity. • 

Venus in Unfa.,.orable Aspect to Jupiter 

·Strong desire for grace, refinement, talent, 'beauty and 
luxury, 'but forced to be content with these to an ordin
ary or lfmited extent and satisfied with th~ best show 
or substitute pl!lssible. 

Uhless other testimonies offstt this, it is not a goojl · 
yp~ct for the accumulttion of money, as a great dell) , 
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. . 
is spent fQr p~earances m dress, ornaments, luxury; 
inclines· to easy gcftld nature and f6ndness for pleasure, 
producing lack of accurate business instinct, resulting in 
loss through ca1"elessfless, fraud, decepl!ion, desertion, 
separation, prosec\ltion, speculation, and unsound invest
ments or securities. Dtfficulty in love and marriage 
through faithlessness or misrepresentation. Liable to 
o*rdo in the gratification of desires for pleasure and 
amusements; apt • to be overliberal, extravagant and 
amoi'bus. Blood or skin disorders; loss through floods. 

Venus in Favorable Aapec:t to Saturn 

Sympathetic, modest, pruden£, chaste, frugal and sin
cere. It favors success in courtship and marriage ard 
steady attachment to partner and family. Faithfulness 

.i';' love and friendship. 

The tendency is toward thrift, economy and accumu
lation of money. It endows the native with capacity 
for business: 'tact, method and system, and ability to 
make the most of opportunities. Much good luck, good 
will and many presents. 

Gain through eld;rs, superiors in position and by 
inve\tments, associations, bankinl, lands and solid, 
secure methods. 

Venus in Unfavorable Aapect to Satw;n 
• 

Disappointment and trouble in cour~ship an<J.marriage 
or partnership; c~nsut"e, unpQpularity, disapproval, inter
ference, reversals, or misfortunes through eJ(fers, parents 
or relatives. Danger through 4eception, avariciou~ess, 
sensua!ity, jealousy and theft. 

SOrrow; and difficulties through \he opposite s~ i 
marriage probably deiayed until the twenty-e\gnth year 
or after; trouble through difference in age, social or 
pecuniacy affllirs or illness. 

Diplomatic nature; 'liahllity to business losses! also 
through speculations, investments, lands, mines, ~op-
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panics, b~nks, d'rought, depressions or ep;dr.~ics; loss of 
accounts or salary. 

Venus, in Favorable Asp«:t to,Uranus 

Fondness, desire and ability J::Jr 'thl! fine arts, leaning 
toward new or extraordinary conceptions, radical and 
progressive departures from the usual interpretation •.Jf 
art. 

Attractive, magnetic personality that gains many 
friends and acquaintances and good fortune or success 
through them. A fLrtunate business asp~t-

Bright, quick, intuitiv~. inspirational mentality. 

Benefit and gain through fraternal, social and pro
gressive societies. 

Success through such things as Venus and Uranus 
rule; gain by- peculiar or unexpected circumstances and 
through strangers; favorite with the opposite sex. 
Friends among artists, inventors, congressmen and 
extraor~inary persons. 

Venus in Unfavorable AsP<"ct to Uranus 

Trouble and jealousy through courtship and marriage; 
difficulty through th'e opposite sex. Unconventional; 
liable to hasty, impulsive marriage leading to divorce. 

The rpf11d is imagipative, curious, alert and hastily 
influenced by unrestrained feelings, which make the 
native liable to be 'led astra.x; troulDles 'uy broken prom
ises and sc::lndal; separation.:;, estrangements and diffi
~\\\\"i .~\\\\ \'t\~"~~- \..()~s.~s. t\\t()ug\\ 'i:.\\dd~t'l ad \\t~~lr 
pect.-d circumstances. An· unfortunate aspect for matters 
c;onnect-;d with the opposite sex. Loss through' unre
haMe frtends, ass(jlciates or partners and thro'ugh risky 
ventures.. ' 

V~aua in. Favorable Aspect to Neptune.

jl.dmes t<? fondness for a;t, n\usic, singing, drama,, 
_Jy: ... av m all forms. • This aspect has a tendenc:v ..,_ . " 
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toward benefit a.Jtd pleasure through friedds, associations 
and acq.11aihtan~s.• -

The feelings quicklf respond to kindntss, sympathy, 
love and appreciatiqn. Inspirational, ardent and at
tracted to the opposite'"'sex. Good aspect for benefit 
through mystical interests and success in speculation or 
as "an actor if either be in the fifth house, especially in 
connection with the cinema. 

It is a fortunate aspect for making money out of large 
combines, trusts or institutions; alsOJ for matters related 
to shipping, liquids and amusem;nt resorts, esJJeCially at 
places by water. 

Venua in Unfavorable Aspect to Neptune 

•• 
Disappointments, complications, deceit and danger of 

scandal in love or marriage; instability, and liability of 
fraud and deception on the part of the partner, especially 
if either planet be in the fifth, seventh or twelfth house. 

Strong desires, with probability of injury and danger 
through catering to •he gratification oJ the tastes, or 
throqgh lack of proper emotional expression. 

Caution should he obsen•ed with diet and·beverages. 
There may be danger from ptomaine poisoning through 
wrong food combinations or impure substancrl' • 

Guard against <loss. afld theft, mis~laced c"nfidence 
and secret organizations anl1:affairs. Beware ef financial 
lo¥ through schemes, trusts, c~iques or rackets. 

Planetary Aspects of the Sun • 
0 

Sun in Favorable Aspect to Mars 

Tends to strengthen the eonstitution .and giv~ encz:gy. 
• vJtelity, determination~ enterprise, vagor, ammatton 
• (C)Qfideoce and courage. 
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The ~ature Is frank, outspoken, assert~ve, aggressive, 
ambitious, venturesome, progressiv~ a\ld generous. 

The native has ability to command ~nd control; gives 
power of leadership through intensity of purpose, en
thusiasm, activity, faith and ~rengt{t of will. 

Capacity for games and sports where strength ~·nd 
muscular exertion are depended upon. If Mars or Sun 
is in an airy sign, powerful intellect a•.1d much will force. 
If either planet is angular it denotes great exlcutive 
power and leadership . 

• The native has quick perception and possesses prac-
tical, con'structive and 'engineering ability; meets with 
favor, promotion and cooperation. 

Sun in Unfavorable Aspect to Mara 

Many ups and downs and obstacles in the path of the 
desires. Impulse, pride and anger cause many difficul
ties; deaths, separations, litigation and eumities; hasty, 
fiery temper, though not lasting; ambition, love of enter
prise out not enough continuity of application, confi
dence, faith and patience. 

•• 
Outspoken, assertive, aggressive, combative, defepsive, 

impulsive, forceful, pverbearing, destructive, self-willed, 
headstrong, audacious and sensual. Loses the esteem 
of superiors and those in high position. 

Dang;f through inpulsive action, assaults, quarrels, 
accident~. fires, fevers, inflamma,tory c9mplaints, surgical 
operations, short: sudden,. sharp• attacks of sickness; 
cuts, bums, scalds. • 

yf''Mars is in Capricol'n or the Sun dignified it less~~s 
the tendency to rashness, etc. 

Sun in• Favorable Aapect to Jupiter 
' 

This increase• the chances for success and ri11e ,in life; 
even witi\ bad aspects from other planets it still indicates 
some good fortune, because it t~nds toward far-seeinr. • 
bfoad outlook and souqd judgment. 
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• • • The native i$ honorable, humane, be'nevolent, sym-
pathetic, kinJ, pili!tanthropic, chari•able, generous, sin
cere, frank, candid, hopeful, social, genial, popular, 
executive, reliable, honest and _fond of spQrts. 

Indicates influerftial fr:cnds and assistance or benefit 
through them. Inclines somewhat to religion or spirit
ua~ investigation. Appreciation of social life and its 
functions with a <J.esire for the good opinion :Jnd favor 
of th<tSe in good position. The subject is usually "cor
rect'' with regard to fashion and customs and careful 
not to overstep the limits of good fljrm. 

Inclines to good health and a'bundant vitali{y. With 
a female, this aspect assists to a successful love or 
marriage. 

• 'Fortunate for those things ruled by the houses these 
planets occupy, especially Jupiter. If Uranus also be 
m good aspect, it signifies gain and the acquisition of 
wealth through railroads, inventions, government office, 
speculation, investment, banks, large theatrical enter
prises, sports, transportation, publishing, and things 
electrical and political. • 

If Saturn assist: gain through investment and solid 
financial deals, government affairs,• inheritance or ~old 
mines. 

Mars also in good aspect: although not dett-imental 
to the acquisition of wealth, is not• good for the saving 
of it on account of gen.et'l:>sity and lavi!hness. lt favors 
industrial success. Venus in.' good aspect: gain througb 
ref1nement, pleasure, music, entertainment and ge~eral 
good luck. Mercury in good • aspect gain throu~h 
science,•art, traveling, writings and publishing. Moon m 
good· aspect: gain through dealing wit~ the public and 
possibly through shipping and public utility cgftcents. 

_ ,Sun in Unfavorable Aapeet to Jupiter 
I 

• Threatens business ahd financial loss through invest· 
ments, speculations, loans, erro•;, miscalculation, et~. • 
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Dang~r of difficulty through wron~ .a~vice, extrava
gance, legal or socia: affairs. A good· aspect of t!Je Moon 
will help to modify these financial testimonies, but, in 
any event, it ,.;hows ill luck, proLably ~hrough misjudg
ment, false "securities," pride, lacJ< d careful reasoning 
or forethought. 

The tendency at times is to be bombastic; irritaule, 
haughty,.. egotistical, mistrustful, fond of display, pleas
ure and comfort. 

In a woman's ho~oscope, it indicates a good but some
what un\pcky husband• 

There is tendency toward Sun and Jupiter diseases 
during the latter part of life and weakened vitality. 

Sun in Favorable Aspect to Saturn 

This aspect is such that it aids general success and 
rise in life through the native's own efforfs and meritor
ious qualities, and the ability to concentrate, appraise, 
organhe and coordinate the efforts toward a definite 
objective. 

Makes the native sincere, constderate, conservative, 
methodical, responsible, discreet, discriminative, serious, 
confident and capable of sustained effort. 

Th~ p~rsonality ia strong and not easily affected by 
the opif\ions or grotests of othl,'rs; the mentality is con
templative and practical, ·J.uthori'tat'ive and capable of 
organization. If assisted by any other good aspect, it 
ten<!; to gain and succ~,;ss through lands, mines, inve:st
mebts and industrial enterprises. 

• It th«j Moon i• in good aspect, the native gains muni
' cipal or .other political honors and appointments. 

Sun ilf Unfavorable Aspect to Saturn 
. r c 1 

Indicates derangements of the health, the nature cf 
L'le, illness threatened c'an be seen by the signs which 
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the Sun anq ~aturn occupy. It is bad for business 
affairs, .esp'ec1all)f cf the kind signifi•d by the two planets. 

Obstacles, liNitations, hindrance and, delays, cause 
disappointments, ~orrows and· losses. The ambitions 
are thwarted, son1'etime~ ... the native seems to be getting 
along splendidly, success seems close and sure, but sud
dc:only inevitable conditions and reverses arise, resulting 
in downfall and ,loss. The native incurs opposition, 
enmi~, jealousy and public disfavor. 

All of these things indicate a \endency to become 
unsympathetic, careless of the feelings of others, selfish, 
pessimistic, skeptical, or disidterested in social and 
economic welfare. 

It indicates death of the father, disagreement or sep
''atation from him; enmity or disfavor of superiors, em
ployers or those of high position; unfortunate marital 
affairs. 

In a woman's horoscope this aspect signifies a denial 
of marriage or delay. Also indicates death of the hus
band or marriage to a widower. These marriages are 
seldom happy ones, t~e husband usuall¥ being domin
eering, exacting, selfish, or inclined to illness and 
misfortune. 

If Saturn is in a watery sign, the partner is !iable to 
be given to drink or other dissolute habits . .• 

Sun in Favccable ~spec:t to ~Uranus • 

penotes talent, perception, intuition, independ'VJCe, 
originality and enterprise. It indicates success through 
invention, public or governmental employ. Also a good 
aspect for • connection with societies, , associations or 
brotherhoods; research, exploration, adventure," trall!l-
portation, al!rial and electrical matters. • 

Tends io preserve the health in old age and ltngthens 
life. ·Friends among gdvernment .executives and extra-
o·rdinary persons. · 
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Benefit through the occult; from metaphysical, electric 
or magnetic healing; by strangers,, el :lelly pe,ople or 
occultists. (Many successful public astrologers have this 
aspect.) 

It excites to strong attachments- aVid generally to an 
early union. Interest in frate.·nities,' reforms and pro
gressive movements. 

S:un in Unfavorable Aspect ~o Uranus 

Unfortunate for marriage, uusing inharmony, separ
ation, broken vows <.und ties r;~nerally. Tends to make 
one impuJsive, rash, sp~ ~mo<IIC, erratic, radical and un
conventional; inclined to leap before looking ;_precipitate, 
fond of rbky ventures, enterprises and romance. It is 
worse in a woman's horoscope, indicating danger of 
scandal, disgrace and unlucky unions. . , 

Denotes a quick, intuitive, perceptive and original 
mind, always alert for change, liberty, freedom, novelty 
and new opportunities. 

It gives interest in occult affairs, but denotes liability 
to losses and danger through unreliable friends, disas
ters, calamities, enmity, opposition, love affairs, partn'!r
ships, strangers: societies, intrigue, estrangement, inde
pendence and impu,lsiveness. It tends to upset the 
health and ,indicates accidents, possibly through engines, 
invention<;, vehicles, airplanes, explosions, storms, and 
things ekdrical. A good aspect from other planets helps 
to modify these extreme indications. 

S.Un in Favorable :Aspect to Neptune 

Gi(.es an inspirational nature, and an inclination for 
philosophy, religion, science, psychic research,• photo· 
g~;aphy, motion pictures. Interest in modern' sanitation, 

, hysiene, natureo1>athy, sun bathing, swimming, yacht· 
ing, mot€1r-boat racing, etc. If Mercury b~ near the 
ascendant, ang11lar or in good aspect to. these planets 
the nati~e i!'t usually inspirati,onal in speaking or writing 
and can develop considerable mu5ical skill, especi:tlly in 
connection with stringeq instruments. • 
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The t«;nden<!y-of .the aspect is to. refine the feelings 

and emotions, giving a keen appreciation for the beauties 
of nature and art .or m,.sic in its highest f9rms; love of 
refined pleasures, c~ncerts, yachting, sojourning at the 
beach, traveling and all 1.\ne luxury or elegance. The 
nat.ive is sympathetic, kind and generous and usually 
benefits through mystical and spiritual subjects. 

S ~ • 
• un in Unfavorable Aspect to Neptune 

Signifies that the person is liable t,p be the victim of 
fraud, and alsq scandal, whether deserved or not; un
stable or involved affairs genera!Py; unfortunate• for the 
things signified by the house which Neptune occupies. 

Creates desire for mysticism, romance, gratification 
of .abnormal tastes and inclines in some way to lax 
morality, Bohemianism and seductive alliances. 

The native is psually mediumistic and subject to weird 
dreams, feelings and desires. It usually indicates pecu
liar or irregular love affairs, some difficulty wit~ or 
through children, and loss through speculation, gaming 
or c;leception concerni11g securities and_ investments. 

Inc!t'ncd to suffer from illness re11uiring hospitaliz'!-
tion, and which is difficult to diagnose; fron1 psych1c 
conditions, fraud, enmity and conspiracy. It is wise in 
such cases to study the philosophy of all things ~yster
ious or occult rather than the phentJmena. 

Planetary Aspect of Mars &' 

-Mars in Favorable Aspect to Jupiter . . 
Frank, free, generous, straightforwa~d: just, a~tivc, 

ambitious, enterprising, ·self-~eliant, .ongmal . anti con
structive. Any -course of action dec1ded on 1s entered 
into witft vim, confidence, d-:termination and. practical 
execution. A good manager or leader; capable of crelt
ing enthusiasm and action in othsrs. Liberal l:oncepts, , 
~road views, capable of large anfresponsible undertak"-
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ings, especiatry in wholesale, industria,! anCt commercial 
affairs. Always re."ldy to help tho&~ , .. h{; are ,villing to 
help themselves. If the chart shows indications of 
legacy this a,spect tends to strugthe11 it. 

Fond of all legitimate spo!;t, t"ca~el, exploration, me
chanical, professional and industrial activities. Gain. by 
personal industry, enterprise and the exercise of ('"Ood 
judgment . 

• 
Fortunate for those things ruled by the house which 

Jupiter occupies. 

Mars in U nfayorable Aapect to ·Jupiter 

Indicates excessive or impulsive generosity; carele.;s 
regarding the accumulation of money and apt to suffer 
from the dishonesty of others. 

Difficulty through and with religion, religious or 
political people. Loss through specula~ion and games 
of chance. 

Suffers from indiscretion, dishonesty, deceit, treachery, 
broken contracts, desertion, ,misrepresentation and 
quarrels. · 

' 
Often the subjeit is directly or indirectly the cause 

of misfortune through hasty judgment, impulsive action, 
extravagance, dissipation or through carelessness, over
confidevce, miscalculation, anger. . . 

Dangerous or difficult jowneys, , trouble in foreign 
places an.d through legal ~ffairs.' 

feverish complaints, blood and liver disorders; dall'ger 
and loss through fire~ and accidents, and if Uranus is 
adverse, through lightning, electricity, floods ur explo-
'lliona. " · 

' Man in Favorable Aspect to Sat:un . ' 
ConfiJent, ambitious, determined, energetic, 'desirous 

of feading and ruling, a pioneering nature. Courageous,· 
self-reliant, daring, somewhat overbearing and force(ul, 

• • 
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reckless of djln(lel or defeat, capable of obt~ining marked 
results through con~entrated or sustained action. Re
serve forf:e, muscular endurance, strong bones; active 
mentality, capabiUty, vikilance, skill in exec:ution. Rises 
to prominence or prAvf'r but usually attended by danger 
of some kind; woulcl make'a good military, state or city 
offil:ial; also practical lawyer, civil and mining engin
eer, • survf'yor, construction contractor, manufacturer, 
farmer,~ etc. Favorable aspect for legacy from bther. 

Mara in Unfavorable Aspect to Saturn 

The mind and senses act in c~nfiiction, causj,ng dis
cord, selfishness, quick temper, violence; rash, hasty, 
impulsive acts; deception, resentment, cruel, hard or 
revengeful feelings when opposed. 

"'trouble with parts of the body denoted by the signs 
occupied by the afflicted planets. Feverish complaints, 
wounds, falls and accidents ; danger of violence through 
enemies, reptiles: animals, riots, strikes, uprisings, revol
utions, accident, war or state. Notoriety, reversals, 
criticism, opposition, enmity, scandal, discredit; olfsta
cles and difficulty in lj>CCupation, danger of loss and 
failure in business. 

An unfortuna~e aspect for parent!, denoting death, 
separation or disputes; bad for legacies; difficulties with 
companies, partnerships or in marriage. LiabJe to 
imprisonment. 

If either planet i!P weU &spected and "4l'ell loca~d by 
sign, much of the above is mitigated,. but notice the 
hou¥s which they occupy, as they indicate trouble for 
the things ruled thereby. 

· Mart in Favorable Aspect to Uranus 

The subject•comes before the public in some c;pacity 
through th«: talents. The mind is very alert, quick to 
act and inventive; the nature•is positive, self-eon'trden,.t, 
e11t~rprising, original, expressive, energetic, i!ppulsive, 
ambitious, resourceful and practicld; possesses practical , • • 
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business intl.{ition, talent and intellectuality. When 
once a course of action has been decidcdc UJ!on, it is fol
lowed with a good' deal of originafity or independence 
and determination, which is difficult to thwart or turn 
aside, for tht subject generally g-ets hr:s own way; he is 
usually generous and has occult symt~athies. 

Gain through invention, electrical engineering, con
struction, transportation, or industrial research, unique 
achievements, municipal employ, government positions, 
progressive professional pursuits, psychology, psycho
analysis, suggestive therapeutics, metaphysics, astrology. 
Also through tnvel, exploration, investigation, the 
antique ,and curious g«j.perally. 

Mars in Unfavorable Aspect to Uranus 

The subject has most of the aforementioned traits an-i 
qualities, but is somewhat over-forceful, restless and 
unsettled; hasty and erroneous in judgment, quick in 
opposition, resentful, irritable, erratic, ,radical, impru
dent, defiant, odd, eccentric, ungovernable, rebellious, 
fanciiul, excitable, enigmatical. Sometimes violent or 
revofutionary, seeking to throw off all bonds of limita
tion, restraint, custom and conventionality . 

• 
An unfortunate j\Spect for affairs ruled by the' signs 

and hou!les occupied. Danger of imprisonment and 
liability to violence, accidents, wounds and trouble 
throug{1 firearms, explosions, lightning, fire, wrecks, 
machinery, vehicle'., of transportation and electrical 
devices. 

It denotes sudden and unfortunate eventS which UJ?.Set 
prtarranged affairs, rt:versals of plans and change' of 
ol>jective. 

~ 
Mars m Favorable Aspect to Neptune 

Gives a fondness for curiosities and travel,. for occult 
and m~faphysical subjects. • Favors marine activities and . . . 
aquatic sports. 
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Increases' th10 generosity, emotions and enthusiasm, 
and the. liltink for~ysticism, romance, adventure. 

A good aspect. for tflose connected witt. the water or 
with liquids, bever;tges, oils, drugs, chemicals, amesthet
ics, hosp• tals, sanit-arium~~ or the sea, and with the occult 
in. a practical way. 

Mars in UJlfavorable Aspect to Neptupe 

Gives a fondness for curiosities and travel; indines 
to self-indulgence and feelings of s1lf-sufficiency. 

Liable to trouble arising fro1Pl relations with the op
posite sex, also through scandal. Somewhat vague, 
indefinite or mysterious, obscure and secretive. Danger 
of loss and accident on or by water or liquids; through 
~visons, drugs or habits; also through thieves and acts 
of Nature. Trouble through duplicity, deception, fraud, 
imitation, racketeering, bribery, false accusation, arrest. 
To psychic pusons it gives liability to distraction 01 
obsession (possession) and produces derangements, 
hallucinations and strange ideas. If Mars or Ntptune 
is well aspected or otherwise dignified, these testimonies 
are considerably modified. 

U: Planetary Aspects of •1 upiter • U: 

Jupiter in Favorable Aspeft to Saturn 

A fortunate as)1ect for tho,se affairsf occupations and 
pursuits ruled by these planets and for thing!; ruled by 
the houses and signs which they occupy, especially 
Jupiter. 

Good mc!ntal ability, capacity for dt;ep or collegiate 
learnings· strength of character and power to o"ercolne 
obstacles i !rerious, profound, philosophical or shentifk; 
succeeds in favor of elders and those oi good position 
generally~ Power o~ review, app_rais~l, comper_i~bn, .fOn
centration, synthes1s ~nd arb1trati.on. !h1s . asp.ect 
strengthens the credit and re~utat10n; gt"es JUStice • 

• 
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contempfation, •meditation 
indicates sincerity, l)onor, 
general prosperity. 

and practtcal benevolence; 
esteem, 1\onlsty, ·thrift and . . 

Practical finnncial and executiV'e ability; good judg
ment. Gain through father, friend,s, o!ong journeys, in
vestment, religion, science, pu~lications, societies, com
panies, associations and political offices; also through 
religious, medical or scientific institutions. If the planets 
are in ang.les or cardinal signs, he acquits himself worth
ily wherever located and his work is of a beneficen'.: and 
public nature. 

Favorable for mohey and possessions, gain through 
the father< and by legacytif the fourth and eighth houses 
are unafflicted. If in fixed signs, they endow power for 
conducting affairs of great weight and importance. 

The trine and sextile are better than the conjunction,.. , 

Jupiter in Unfavorable Aspect to Saturn 

Losses through litigation, trustees, banks, etc. An 
unfortunate aspect for money success in business or 
occup:ttion; threatens trouble, pecuniary or otherwise, 
through the father, neighbors, companies; downfall or 
setback by loss 1Jf money, property and credit; through 
miscalculation, poor judgment or speculations; tro·o.~ble 
in connection with ed~o~cation and travel. ltQ.pressionable, 
indecisive and mistrustful ; not sufficient hope, confi
dence al\d self-will; inclined to give into circumstances 
and e11vlronments t't'O readily; possibly through ill 
health. Danger of opposition, limitations, enmity and 
treachery; subject'-to charity:, or imprisdoment. Di~iculty 
through or' on accQunt of dishonesty and misrepresent
atiollt; danger through fl?ods, earthquakes, epidemics. 

Jupiter in Favorable Aspect to Ura~ns · . 
A fortunate aspect for the things indicated by the two 

planets ahd especially in connection with tho,; sign and 
house occupied by Jupiter. 

It ·~eriotes broad scope of mind and origi~ality of 
thought with interesting,, surprising or unique logic and' 
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manner of r'easqning. It is an indicatron of 1 benefit 
through .legacy ·•nd general succ~ss; gain through 
Uranian occupations or studies, fraternal societies, for
eign travel, mean~of cop1munication, transportation and 
learning, law, hig~er science, philosophy, publishing, 
religious or educabonil 11'\ovements, research, explora
tion, invention, speculation, political office or govern
meqtal position. 

The -11ature is just, refined, sociable, humanitarian and 
progressive; intuitive, prophetic and usually correct in 
foresight. 

Jupiter "in Unfavorable A!lpect to Uranua 

The tendencies are the same as the above, but attended 
by unexpected difficulties, obstacles and limitations. 

• Loss through impulse, unwise judgment and impru
dent action, risky ventures, unpremeditated acts. 

Through unfbrtunate decisions, changes and events 
the subject is hindered and delayed, or denied the 
achievement of his highest ambitions. 

Tt"oubles and losses 19y litigation; annolance and diffi
culty pver inheritance or property. 

It threatens sudden, unexpected a•nd heavy losses by 
~cts of Nature, through friends, govemmenta~ or legal 
decrees, misinformation, wrong advice, misjudg~ent. 

Jupiter in favo.raple Aspect to ,Neptune. 

Improves the artistic and J!oetic quaiities; refines the 
imctgination and _strengthens ths: social, philanthr~pic 
and emotional side of the nature. Denotes honor, be"n
evoleoce~ ca..trtesy, candor and sympathy. Favors travel; 
ing, psychic experiences, remarkable dreams and ~isioQs. 
The subject j.s inspirational and given to the irwestiga- · 
tion of psychism from· a religious or scientific standpoint. 
Becomes popular and successful in secr~t ~r wystical 

.societies. Beneficial fo~> matters relating to the eea, 
hdspitals, sanitariums, clubs or !\'Ieasure resons. 
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. . 
Jupiter i.n Unfavorable Aspect to Neptune • ,.. .: fJ • ' 

Difficulties and troubles through the aforementioned 
affairs and things indicated by She hs;mse occupied by 
Neptune. 

Losses through speculatioo:1, fraud and treachery; 
secret sorrows. Peculiar religious beliefs, emotional 
disturbances, uncertain health, danger from deceit and 
dishones~. trouble through water, J.iquids, drugs, oils, 
chemicals or beverages. Danger at sea or p(easure 
resorts. 

PlanetaryoAspects of Saturn 

Saturn in Favorable Aspect to Uranus 

Increases the strength of mind, giving thoughtfulne~s: 
seriousness, ability to plan, control, systematize and 
organize, and adds concentration, intuition, perception, 
penetration. Tends to success in undertakings due to 
resourcefulness, practical foresight, fixity of purpose 
and dt:termination. Inclines to interest in occult affairs 
and some occult faculty, such as telepathy or mental 
healing, and S\\CCess through tltem. If the aspected 
planets are well placed, it favors success in investment 
with or through lat'ge enterprises connected with the 
railroads, s\eam or electric, or in dealing with aluminum, 
platinum, lead, coal and inventions; also through large, 
solid public institutiqns. If one or both of the luminar
ies are in good aspect also, it tends to conserve the 
vitality ~nd proldng life. · • 

Saturn in Unfav!'rable Aspect to Uranus 

The tendencies and desires are the same as• before 
mentioned, but the subject has not the capacity and 

•abiJ.ity tt> direct tbe forces. to the same success~ul results 
and mee~ with general m•sfortune through t1ungs men
tioned and indicated by the houses these planet,~ (lccupy 

This aspect has an injurious effect on the health at 
some time, weakening t~e parts of the body denoted by 
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the signs occupied, especially by Saturn, producing a 
heavy, com~ic3teP and serious :jickness, either long 
drawn 'out or else incurable. Liafiility to accidents by 
falls, falling obje_cts, cqllisions, acts of Nature, riots or up
risings and disregard for the rights or fee1ings of others. 

• • 
Mentally it givh singltlar, imaginative, eccentric and 

ptculiar attitud~s. sudden temper, impulsive, aggressive 
ads. Radical or destructive tendencies. 

In .• a very weak or adverse chart, may tnvert the 
abilities and become thoroughly bad, treacherous, viol
ent, or the aspect may manifest indQlence, idleness, with 
an improvidt:nt nature, satisfied only in catering to the 
tastes and emotions. Disrespec.t for laws. 

Saturn in Favorable Aspect to Neptune 

, Gives inspirational ideas, intuition, concentration, 
clairaudience, depth and clearness of thought and favor
ably affects those feelings which tend toward the mys
tical, weird and psychic. Interest in industrial chemistry, 
oil, refining, mineral waters, refrigeration, preserving or 
fishing. 

Good-hearted; deep sympathies. Success and benefit 
thTough the occult, a"dvanced studies, W1vestigation and 
self-development; also through serious and elderly peo
ple, unusual qccupations connected' with liquids, oils, or 
the sea. When well placed it favors success•and benefit 
through property, investments, shares, stofkS and 
legacies. 

Saturn in .Unftvorable Aspect 1-o Neptune 

Loss and difficulty through plots, treachery and fail
ufes, improperly timed activities, insufficient action~ \Ilis
informition, misunderstanding, confusion or lack of 
co-ardinatton. • Distressful psychic conditions. Compli
cated financial affairs; loss through • speculation .and• 
difficulty tbrough things indicated by the ho\tSes these 
planets occuyy. Weird feelings. LiaJ:>le to scandal, 
discredit; disrepute, criticism. Doubtful tast.ts, .. improper 
diet, inadequate health measures and accidents are apt 
to require hospitalization. 
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Planetary Aspects of Uranu1 
I I t I 

Uranus in Favorable Aspe~t to J'feptune 

Gives intuitive understandin~, utJacr:ountable attrac
tions and aversions, peculiar attraction to psychi~> 
centers, curious feelings, impressions and inspirations, 

Liking fur journeys, curiosities, exploration, eX{'c:ri
mc:nts, investigation, secret missions and adventure: 

Interest in occult affairs and mystical or secret socie
ties, metaP':1ysics, mental 'healing, transcendentalism and 
new thought. The aspect indicates interest in unusual 
subjects, occupations and experiences. The native will 
have success in the development of any occult faculty 
he may possess and will also benefit through these 
things and through occult people. Inspirational ideas 
will present themselves and also some marvelous psy
chic experiences. Favorable for matters re:ating to the 
sc:a, large institutions and federal affairs. 

,. 
Uranus in Unfavorable Aspect to Neptune 

• 

This is not a ve~y serious affliction ; it gives the same 
quick, keen intuition 3ond faculty for the curious, with 
attraction fou and desire to investigate the mysterious 
and things occult, but indicates obstacles, difficulties and 
danger in' iollowing extremes, in the foregoing. The: 
person is subject to psychic conditions, consciously or 
unconscio11sly, ther6Jfore, may be intluene~d by surround
ings and environm~nt to hi.'> detriment. Many inc:x
pressiqle moods and emotions will be felt, such as from 
trancr, ecstasy and bliss tCJ vague, semi-hysterical states. 
Subtle attractions and revulsions. Should exercise 'great 
discorimination in c{toice of friend, confidante or confrere. 

Note: •The aspects ot the planets to Pluto are not loeluded a1 
Its dlseovery 18 too reeeut to permit authoritative lntormadOD ot 
Its dr~tB. See footnote on paJi 422, and P&ll!B 824 to 384. 



INFLUENCE OF ASPECTS BY TRANSIT 
· '(See aleo Pages 472-3) 

General Indicaf.iona ~ the Good Aspects of the :Moon • 
Significant of f<":Votable conditions in matters ruled by 

the Moon. (See page 2SIJ). Also for changes, journeys 
b)S'\vater, new acquaintances, gain by females, increase 
of trade and favorable domestic conditions . 

• 
Adverse Aspects of the Moon 

Tend to lo_sses through the thinh mentioned in the 
foregoing paragraph, also to• disappointmellts, grief 
through females and public unpopularity. It conduces 
to disagreeable changes and ill health. To females it 
inclines to sickness. 

• I 

General Indications of the wood Aspects of Mercury 

Correspond: look after accounts, write, study, attend 
to educational and literary matters, read, make speeches 
and attend lectures. Deal with commission and busi
ness men, also messengers, distributors, advertisers, 
publishers, editors, reporters, printers, l:Dok and station
ery uoncerns, bookkeepers, architects, teachers, students, 
notaries, lawy,ers, scientists and ydbng peopl~. 

When the planet is well aspected, it will be noticed 
that the mind is keen, alert, penetrating, ingeniOus, com
prehensive, reasonable and versatile. The good aspects 
mcrease the intlll.tion, lma~ination, :lhental s:fmpathy, 
receptivity and adaptability. It stilllulates the mental 
ar.tivity, gives ready response to new ideas and gives 
clear perception, as it acts directly on the perceptive 
faculties. Makes one quick, active and businesslike. 
Thillgs of' a minor commercial charl\(:ter are accom
plished with dispatch. Thoughts come deafly lnd ' 
speech or ~fen are ftuent in expression. A gooCi time in 
which ,to. attend to educational matters, •advertise, draw 
up contracts and seek infoNnation. Good for all affairs 
~quiring a quick mind, ftuent speech, nimbleness and 
dexterity in execution. Good fot making minor chanJU. 
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short journeys, dealing with neigl)bcfs,, k!ndred and 
business people generally. The mind is turned into 
an optimistic r.hannel and finds P.leasure and recreation 
in conversation, music, art, literature, novelty and 
change. Deal with books, manuscrip'Ls, lessons, etc. 

Adverse Aspects of Mercury 

Keep from petty worries and ovtr-anxiety, ta!!:e no 
notice of trifling annoyances. Set a guard on the speech, 
act with prudence, write no letters, sign no contracts or 
agreements, make 'ho important journeys, changes or 
removals• Take no 1111edicine. Avoid friction with 
brethren, cousins, neighbors or employees. 

The adverse aspects to Mercury produce unfavorable 
conditions and tend to disturb the stomach, bowels and 
nervous system generally. The mental activity is in
tensified and one is unconsciously on a high tension 
leading to worry, anxiety, and turbulen.t or sarcastic 
states of mind. 

It <!reates uncertainty, indecision and sensitiveness. 
One is apt to indulge in controversy and criticism or 
to say and do tlings which we do not really mean, and, 
in turn, we are likely to hear unpleasant news and 'meet 
with conditions which tend to disturb the mental equil
ibrium. During this aspect one had best not have any
thing to. do with litigation or new business. Misunder
standings• and annoy.:ances are apt to appear. Special 
attentio'l should be given to kc~ping in mental harmony 
and in a pleasant-' state of mind, for In that way much 
of the aspect is ov·~rcome; at least, that part of it which 
depef1ds upon you for its manifestation. . ' 

,General Indications of the Good Asper.ts <'f 'ienua 
' A go~rl time for all refined entertainmer;tt, pleasure 

and amusement, also for courtship, love, marriage, social 
and gen,_(.ral prbsperity and popularity. 'Buy ar.d don 
new. clothing (especially when, the Moon is new). 
Cultivate 111:w frienJshies with the opposite sex, 'see!. 
t~1e,_favor of ladies, visit ririends, hold parties, musicales, 
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etc. Deal with c9nfectioners, hotelkeepers: housekeepers, 
restaurattt ma~a!!et~, milliners, dru;smakers, clothiers, 
tailors, artists, singers, actors, musicians, drapers, jewel· 
ers, decorators, &rists•and nurses. Mak~collections . 

• When this plane! is' in aood aspect, it will be noticed 
that the mind strikes a lighter vein than usual, the feel
ing:. and emotions are easily aroused and the desire is 
to respond readily ,to affection with perfect sympathy. 
The a~.pect tends to elevate, improve and refine the mind, 
making it clear, bright, hopeful, cheerful, peaceful, 
gentle, kind and mirthful. The nat'""e is good-natured 
and genial an<! more than ever inclined to ne'ltness in 
dress and good manners. Give's appreciation for the 
beautiful in Nature, art or drama, and inclines to general 
public or business success through agreeable, attractive 
and engaging manners and sociability. Personal benefit 
and financial gain may be derived from dealings with 
things which please the pub'lic's taste for delicacies, 
amusement or adornment, and through people connected 
with those things; also through matters associated with 
hou~es, lands and fruits of the earth. One should strive 
to make the most of this planetary influence fo~ im
provements in all affairs in either business, ~ocial or 
domestic life. • 

J1.dverse Aspects of V'enus 

Avoid the opposite sex. Be moderate and .refrain 
from excesses of all kinds, but esp~cially witH regard 
to eating, drinking and amusement. Not a good ~ime to 
obtain favorable rdults'in' matters of altection ,or pleas· 
ure, or in fact any of the thirtgs menti.~>ned in the fore· 
going paragraph. 

To fer11ales this aspect sometimes denotes physical 
indisposition~ It't~nds to produce trouble through over.' 
indulgence or carefe~sness in habits and mann~;s. lt 
indicates a li'abihty to disappointment or disagreement 
in matters of aff~ction and the feelings or 'emotiq,~s gen
erally. It rs likely to upset and disarrange domestiC cpn
ditions. Attachments ano social affairs are apf to cause 
~nl'ciety and also matters associatl",d with the occupatiop, 
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finances, property, possessions or f:artnership. The 
native is liable to b~ sensitive and easily wounded. Dur
ing this aspect one had best not engage in social affairs 
or new unde.rtakings (of the ki.1d th:s planet rules as 
stated previously), nor will it be w:.Se to cultivate new 
attractions. Quietly attend t:> p~estnt duties and asso
ciate with old and tried friends; shun speculation. In 
this way very much of the adverse nature of the as;ect 
may be ,mitigated. 

General Indications of the Good Aspects of the Sun 

Ask favors of those in good position and authority, 
also of those in goverflment office. Seek employment; 
try for promotion; give presents; seek that which is lost; 
make public ~nnouncements and advance notices. A 
good aspect for spiritual unfoldment and for the society 
of sunny, optimistic and prosperous people. 

The good aspects of the Sun promote loyalty, sincer
ity, ambition, energy, will power and adaptability; 
strengthen the constitution of both male and female. 
They, tend to success, advancement, prosperity and 
assislance fmm powerful, influential or superior persons; 
also to popularity, progress, hoQor, esteem and friend
ship. Gain thtough enterprise and responsibility and 
through good-heart(d, generous and radiant manhers. 

Adverse Aspects of the Sun 

A voitl. persons of wealth, position and authority; also 
those in government office. Do nothing of importance; 
do not ~isclose )'our intentions ; keep your own counsel. 
Begin omy thos{! things ·,which are to be kept secret, 
prh.ate or obscure;·avoid being overheated or becoming 
e»eited. The adverse •aspects of the Sun tend to make 
one over-ambitious, venturesome, egotistical, irresolute, 
pro,ud, haughty. yet sensitive, compellfng, 1mmoderate, 
o'lo"er-c6nfident, somewhat domineering and quick to take 
offense. • Likelihood of difficulty in financial affairs 
through business or employment. The aspect a)so con
duces tcS less by speculation or through ill health and 
inferiors. Disappointment, misfortune or poor success 

,.with those of authorit:» and high position . 
• 
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General lndiqttions of the Good Aspects of ·Mara 

Study," investigate or attend· to 'business connected 
with chemistry, .. surg11ry, assaying, con$truction and 
mechanical affairs, generally. Deal with animals by 
training, buying, seiJ'ing , or transportation. Conduct 
bu5iness matters associated with engineers, contractors, 
structural iron workers, sewer builders, scavengers, car
penters, lumbermeq, machinists, smiths, barbets, hard
ware c'.ealers, agents, police, soldiers, stockraisers, butch
ers, dentists and surgeons. Practice muscular develop
ment. Solicit, canvas. 

The good a~pects ot Mars tehd to make tlie native 
more thart usually ambitious, energetic, firm, brave, 
ardent and resolute. It gives "tone" or strength to the 
whole system, muscular and circulatory; it increa!>es 
the activity, force and vitality, and is a splendid aspect 
for work requiring great strength in occupations'carried 
on out of doors. Its tendency also is towards success 
and promotion· through resourcefulness and enterprise 
in business and personal affairs, or employments of re
sponsibility that owe their existence mainly to push, 
pluck and perseverance, and in which results are largely 
accomplished through' quick energetic,. commonsense 
methcds and hard work, which inspire confidence and 
trust from others. 

Adverse Aspects of Mars 

The adverse aspects of Mars are ~ troublesome influ
ence, and unless e.tceeding care· is exe1l:ised it is likely 
to lead to accidents and injuri-is on jourp.eys and difficul
tie~ or obstacles and much hard work in connection l7ith 
changes and removals. While the! aspect is in operatil)r. 
be tempt..-ate in affection and .avoid excessive demonstra
tions; culti~ate 'no new acquaintances find beware of 
contentions with friends; avoid all disputes and ,d:mtrb
versy. Utili):e the mental and physical force equally, 
i.e., be Cflr~ful not to overdo in muscular effort, conserve 
the energy, restrain the pas:~ions, avoid hasty, "forceful 
'l'lClions aQd impulsive speech, beware of accidents, cuts, 
~calds, burns and bruises, be carefpl of the diet. Do _n9t • 
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buy clothing, l!a've no dental or surgical work periormed. 
An unfavorable aspect for affairs connected with iron, 
steel, hardware, mcchinery or con~rliction. Have no 
dealings with engineers, contractors, iron workers, sur
geons, dentists, agents, police, ett:., as -mentioned in the 
foregoing. 

The adverse aspects of Mars have a tendency to make 
one brave but headstrong, inclined to acts and wc:rrds 
which a,re indiscreet or rash and likr.ly to cause regret, 
humiliation or trouble. The temper is apt to b(. quick 
and the speech hasty, causing strife, difficulty or oppo
sition from others., It tends to make one feel very self
confident, somewhat e~otistic, domineeritog, daring and 
ventureSome, but easil}' annoyed and irritated and apt 
to suffer from disregard of regulations or carelessness of 
consequences and through sex impulse or through scan
dal, criticism or enmity. It is an ill aspect for domestic 
happiness, and it often produces trouble in the dwelling 
place and also with regard to property. 

General Indications of the Good Aspei.:ts of Jupiter 

The good aspects of Jupiter vibrate a fortunate or 
benefic influence, and during the aspect is a good time 
to open shops~or places of business, begin new under
takings, ask favors, speculate, sell; providing however, 
that there is not ort at the same time a malefic counter
acting in~1uence such as an adverse aspect of Mars, 
Saturn or Uranus. Take counsel or conduct matters 
associated with juflges, lawyers, bankers, merchants, 
brokers, commercial men and physicians. Attend to 
affairs '·connecte& with ed)lcation~ colleges of law, busi
ness, science and, medicino-; also with matters related to 
philanthropic, charitable, religious or benevolent organ· 
iz11tions. Make effort!; for health or learning, study 
philosophy or healing. Conduct or ~ten~ il'hportant 
~nd formal social functions. · 

• 
A good aspect of Jupiter conduces to cle;t"r, sound and 

usually correq:t judgment; inclines mor>: than ever to 
honesty, tcuth, justice, begevolence, compassion, sym
pathy, friendliness and sociability. It increases the· 

• 
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vitality and adds fertility and resourcefulness to the 
mental proceS£e~. lt tends to make,,one jovial, generous, 
humane; hopeful and popular. 

Adverse• Aspects of jupite1~ 
• • 

Avoid law or dlalings with lawyers, judges, bankers, 
trl!asurers, cashiers, bondsmen, stock and sharesellers, 
sp~culators, brokers and woolen merchants. Have no 
dealings with philanthropic, charitable, religious or ben
evolenl affairs. Shun speculation and investment. Sign 
no bonds, bails, guarantees or securities. 

This is an •unfortunate aspect for risky ventures or 
games of chance of any kind, as it is apt to lead to loss 
through misplaced confidence, dishonesty, excess and 
wrong judgment either in self or in others. The aspect 
tends to disturb the liver, and to women it is not good 
lo} the general health. 

General Indifations of the Good Aspects of Saturn 

Deal with plumbers, shoemakers, harnessmakers, hide 
and leather dealers, miners, masons, potters, excavators, 
gardeners, florists, f;trmers, agriculturists, landlords, 
coal and land dealers. Build, repair, di~ and deal with 
land. Converse with and seek the fa~or of elderly people. 
Practice concentration, auto-suggestion ard mental heal
ing. Study organization and economic~ 

The good aspects to Saturn tend to produce a 
thoughtful, conserfative, prudent, sob<;r. conter.11plative 
and diplomatic mind, and help to make one provident, 
careful and attentive to busfness affafrs generally .• In
crellse of credit, popularity an,:! esteem; gives s~f
reliance, systematizing and organizing ability, construc
tive t:xe~ution; the aims of the native are advanced by 
subtlety, tact and method rather than 'by force. The 
aspect favor!j occupation and attainment to posPtions of 
trust and responsibility; the progress mail' be slow, but 
,;tarted urtder this aspect it ,is more secure ~d· fasting. 
The good aspects to Saturn are favorable for matters 

'coonected with property, leasing;. beginning a building, - . . 
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and other long-'time projects. It tends to go'od, discrim
inative, conservative. judgment in buvilrl" aenerally. 

~\dverse Aspects of Saturn 
,, Cl 

The adverse aspect to Saturn is• at\ unfortunate influ
ence, therefore make no changes, removals or journeys, 
start nothing new, ask no favors, seek not to gain; r\;st, 
avoid worry, do not let any discouragement or melan
choly fe~lings gain possession, guard the spe·ec~. Do 
nothing of importance; it will pay to wait. One's judg
ment is apt to be vert poor or warped during this aspect. 
Deal carefully with' elderly people; keep away from old 
building~. dark cellars t.nd gloomy districts; beware of 
falls, safeguard the health; guard against taking cold, 
seek optimistic and cheerful people, places and things. 
Eat lightly, abstain from flesh foods, take plenty of 
sleep. Do not invest, buy or exchange; have no dealings. 
with landlords, builders, buildings, lands, mines, coal or 
lead. 

This aspect interferes with good con~entration and 
has av adverse bearing on the physical condition, so the 
native will do well to guard agamst exposure and also 
depression, doubt, fear, gloom O'" dissatisfied feeliggs. 
It is an exceed'tngly unfortunate aspect under which to 
be married. Any nr-w undertakings commenced during 
its activity usually live long enough to cause- regret, and 
eventually create a great deal of impatience through 
delays, •hindrance, limitations, reversals, lack of suitable 
opportunities, and 11.· train of other unfavorable circum
stances.; in f~t. the fates seem tq disfavor anything im
portant stt into operation at this time and especially 
tho~e things whi<!n require'quick consummation for their 
su.s:cess. o 

General Indications of the Good Aape:ts tlf t)ranua 

OtheP. aspects permitting, this is a good Jnfluence for 
traveling in t~e interests of business qr science, also 
good fqr 111aking changes and removals. Keev the mind 
actwe, study new thought • ideas, astrology and inven- ., 

.tions, as the vibration,s of Uranus have affinity with 
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things ,of thlt "th!iracter. Investigate all things new, 
odd, unique, original, curious and mysterious; experi
ment; practice telepathy, suggestive heali)"tg, etc. Work 
for social reform!) and humanitarian principles. Take 
electric and magnetic treftments. Deaf with reformers, 
electricians, railroad people, aeronauts, chauffeurs, in
ventors, metaphysicians and experimental scientists. 
Take interest in Mjtsonic, occult and new thoug;,ht affairs. 

The good aspects of Uranus tend to make one active, 
firm, -independent, enterprising an~ businesslike. This 
influence con,duces to fondness and friendshill for the 
opposite sex, and also to gain •through the occult and 
through advanced thought people. It tends to awaken 
the imaging faculties, quickens the thought and intuition, 
and leads the mind into new, original lines of interest 

•afld investigation. It adds to the mesmeric and meta
physical faculty in a manner beneficial for healing and 
telepathy. 

Adverse Aspects of Uranus 

This is not a good aspect in which to travel, change 
or. remove. Exercise• extra caution in connection with 
engiQeS, cars, autos, airplanes, electr~c conveyances, 
electricity, machinery, inventions a11d explosives. Avoid 
the opposite s'ex, do not confide in strangers.or in aged 
people, restrain impulse and hasty speech. Enter into 
no contracts or partnerships or associations; op~ is very 
likely to use strange, unusual or tmexpected judgment 
during this aspett, Ghange their ideas suddeatly from 
what they had originally inCended and afterwards wish 
th,ey had not. Avoid electric, X-raY, radium or ,lllag
netic treatments under this aspoct. 

The ~dvl:rse"aspects of Uranus act as a separative er 
explosive quality and tend to the unexpected •and• to I 

extremes. 'fhey often affect the health, interfeling with 
the aura, the .stomaqh and the digestic a action, causing 
mental' drsturhance of differt:nt kinds, sudden ot'Peculiar 
changes in the feeling~ or emotions; oppositions, !ver
l.ons, repulsions and strange .attractions. 'Unless re. 
straint is practiced, the native wilt be impulsive, sarias-
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tic, abrupt, peculiaJ; odd, eccentric,~ 1~rf inde.pendent 
and subject to separation, estrangement or misunder
standing. The aspect also operates .to increase the 
activity of m1nd, making it restles:;, easily annoyed, 
romantic, venturesome, uncon,ventlonnl, daring, radical, 
rebellious of limitations and desirous of new l\Cenes, and 
surroundings, and change of work. 

General'Indications of the Good Aspects of Nertune 

Attend to business affairs connected with shipping, 
chemicals, perfumeS, brewing, deep-sea fish, oil, paints, 
mineral a•ad charged wat!rs, and liquids in "general. Take 
journeys by water, take baths and oil rubs. Sit for 
psychic development, inspirational ideas, hold seances, 
visit psychics, practice psychometry. Attend secret 
orders. , , 

The good aspects to Neptune incline to success and 
benefit through choice foodstuffs, canned goods, delica
cies and things calculated to please the' tastes of the 
public. Thev render active any latent emotions for 
romanl:e and mystery and conduce to the reception of 
useful impressions and pleasant p~ychic influences . 

• 
Adverse Aspects of Neptune 

r 

Guard against fraud and deception; beware of 
schemers, do not invest or buy. Observe well the psy
chic con8itions and be careful regarding the cleanliness 
and purity of people and things you may contact; avoid 
hospital!>'; prisons• and slaughter-hou!!<:s. Be cautious 
with gas, ether, apa:sthetid, fetid odors and poisonous 
liquids; use extra caution with canned or bottled foodc; 
keep: away from the waters. Drink no oils, restrain the 
desires, shun psychic phenomena, hold no seances-. Enter 
into no partnerships, associations, nor cullivat~ any new 
or doubtf!JI friendships. 

The adverse raspects of Neptune tend to produce 
seductivl! 'influences and confusion; likely to ~ntensify 
any. l)sychic emotions, bring subtle feelings and inde
fi,nable sens:t.tions. It le:~ds to a desire for luxuries and' 
to.• jratify exquisite tast'es. Attractions to, peculiar or 
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mysteripus pt!ol'l~ to changeable .colors and stran~ 
odors, sounds, etc. It leads to impressionability and 
psychic percepti~n, bv,t not of a desirable ~or satisfactory 
nature. 

pluto 

'/'Jot enough is known of Pluto's influence at this time 
to warrant definite and particular delineation of transit
ing a!jpeCts to its fllace in the zodiac. Studenfs will do 
well to enter it in every horoscope, and note carefully 
the conditions and events that may consistently be as
cribed to its influence. In a precedfng chapter is given 
information of its nature. An Ephemeris of Pluto will 
show its location by sign and degree monthly. By 
keeping a daily record of findings on Pluto, you will 
be enabled to form some opinion and judgment of its 

,iQiluence. 

The following -chapter relating to the lnlluence of the Moon aa 
abe transits through the twelve hooses of a chart Ia given as an 
example for deducing the lnlluences. The Rame method or style 
llhould be employed when tres.tlng the bouse transit lnt!td!nce of 
other phmeta, based upon their dellnentions given In previous 
chuptera. In other woro11, the lnlluence of phjnets by transit In 
houses Ia similar to the delineations given previously for the natal 
bouse 'positions. 

The Moon transits through all the houses of a natwlty In about 
twenty-seven and one-third -daya. 

All the plnneta affect the bouse of one'll nntlvity thr.,tigh which 
they may be transiting. 

The tnlluence of franaita throygh the na\nl chart Is usually 
more pronounced than through the progres•Pil cb11rt. ' 

~ercury, VPnus and Sun requl rp al] .. ut a month to go through 
one bouse; !\Iars about seven Wlc'l'ks, Jupiter nbout one yhr; 
Saturn llbou\ two and onl~hnlf years; Uranus about se,·en years; 
Neptune requlrrs'0fourtffn years to go throu'ih one bouse. Pluto 
requires upproxlmat,.ly twenty yeurs to pass through Ill hOUBe. • 
Owing to va'iious ren•ons the planets may require m(lll'e or lesa 
time than stated. If nn Intercepted slt:n Is In any house, the uaual 
time m~y .lle nelirly doubted. · 
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THE TRANSITING I.fQ0J1 ,. 
Influence_ of the Moon in the Twelve Housea 

(Regarding the nature ot stgn occ;-up:ed by Moon from 
day to day, please refer to note at bo'ttom of page 33~.) 

When the Moon is in the Ascendant, or First House 
of your 11ativity, it affects the personality and brings 
matters of self into consideration. It brings desfre for 
a chan~e and overcomes conservatism by inclining to 
sociability or publio.ty. Increases action of moisture in 
head an<\. face. 

1
_, • 

In the Second House: Matters of finance will attract 
attention and it is a good time in which to plan methods, 
ways and means of increasing or conducting monetary 
considerations, especially those matters which involve' 
dealings with the public or with commodities of a 
changeable nature. Good for vocal exercise. 

In Third House: Inclines to short journeys, dealings 
with Qeighbors or kindred and correspondence. If you 
make up your mind about something when Moon is in 
the third house vou are very apt tb change it, especiany 
if not in a fixecf sign. Good for study of public affairs, 
matters of mental envghtenment and breathing exercises, 
as it affect6 the lungs; favorable for practice requiring 
dexterity of hands and fingers . 

• 
In Fourth House: ' Arouses interest in the home, the 

place of cabode an(l family or domc:stic.,affairs; also mat
ters connected with land 01 property. This location of 
the Moon conduc~s to thoughts of change, if only to 
chapging things about t.he house. It affects the breast 
and stomach and one should be careful in eati[lg and 
drinking. 

In Fffth House: G~s a speculative tendency, an 
inclination to take chartces, to favor romance, gaiety and 
the soci~t:v of ydunger people. It conduces to h:.p1>iness, 
mirtl!, a sense of freedom and 'increase of affections. 
Favorable (or attending .Places of amusement. · 
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In Sixth &d~~e) Conduces to ma,tters of employment, 
employ~es, labor, food, clothing, animals or sickness. It 
inclines to physlcal i'\disposition so that ocare should be 
given to hygiemc methods. · Overwork' or over-indul
gence in any way j.s }ikely to result in sickness affecting 
th,e stomach and bowels. • 

ln Seventh House: Awakens interest in matters con
nected with partn'ers, associates, marriage, opponents 
and dealings with others. Unions, partnerships, etc., 
undertaken when Moon is in this l}ouse are subject to 
changes and therefore care should 'be taken not to be
stow too much confidence in tht.• steadfastness 6f others, 
or continuity of deals transacted at this time. 

In Eighth House: With the majority of people the 
Jrp.nsit of Moon through their eighth house is not very 
perceptible in effect, but it inclines to attention of mone
tary affairs or financial conditions of others, or the 
money of part11er or associate, and causes the mind to 
revert to those who are deceased. It is a good time to 
enter silence for the purpose of psychically communing 
with those in the spirit world. (Choose the planetary 
hoqrs of Moon or Ve:ms.) 

In Ninth House: Turns the atte!ltion to higher chan
nels of thought, matters of education, spiritual or psy
chical unfoldment and thoughts of journeys or reminis
cence of distant scenes. Impressive dreams, wheb Moon 
is in this house, are usually prophc!tic . 

• In Tenth House: Incline!t to business activity in a 
professional way or with professional' people. It t:on
dutes to change in business mothods or pursuits a.nd 
brings l1P matters connected with honor, credit or ad
vancement. • Inllerest in mother's welfare and also that 
of the Government or President. · 

In Eleventh Jiouse: Usually brings ollie into contact 
with othe1'S in a social way, qeates feelings o& sdeiability 

, and interest in friends. ·It usually produces new hdpes 
a ltd wishes and revives old ones., · 
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In TweHth Houst;: Gives interest• izi"~ccult affairs or 
matters of a secret or mysterious nature, and hospitals 
or other large;institutions. It is apt to.bring to the fore 
many restrictions or delays which annoy the native, but 
by withdrawing the mind vom' eJ~tternal things and 
silently communing with the tnner self, while the Moon 
is here it is likely to shed light into the deeper recefto;es 
of the mind so that the way may be seen to extricate 
one's sell from difficulty and find release from bQndage. 

The fqregoing delineations are the combined influences 
of the Moon and the ho'use it is transiting through with
out consideration for any aspects which may be formed. 
An aspect would modify or accentuate the conditions as 
stated, according to whether it is favorable or adverse. 
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P~OGIUt3SED HOROSCOPE ASPECTS 

The following• delin\:ations ~ave reference to all pro
gressed aspects, wbetper formed to planets in the radix, 
in the progressed •chart, 'ilr between one planet in the 
ra~ix and the other in the progressed chart. The inter
prt'tations are general indications only and subject to 
modification and change according to the strength of the 
aspect-, i. e., whether major or minor, the position of the 
aspected planets in the chart, whether angular, succedent 
or cadent, and the strength by dig•!ity or weakness by 
debility according to the signs qccupied. 

In reading these aspects keep this fact constantly in 
mind, that by direction a planet can only bring to bear 
the influence it indicated in the radix, whether good or 
~>therwise, and in proportion to its power by house, sign, 
aspect, etc., in the radix. For instance, do not predict 
birth of children if the radix denies them. 

It is necessary to understand thoroughly the planet's 
indications in the radix or its action by direction <!annot 
be correctly interprete~. 

Preperly speaking, directions are not for the purpose of 
showing what will occur, but wh!n it will occur, as 
nothing can happen except what the radix indicates. 

If the foregoing is strictly adher~d to, direct~ons may 
be easily .1 nd co1 rectly read. 

It should be remembered tlut mutu1l aspecls may be 
brqught into manifestation by Transits, by Lunar "pro
gressed a5pccts and by Lunation~. 

The delin'eatidns given for the progre~sed aspects will 
also serve as readings for transit aspects and. lor lhe 
influence of •parallels of transiting planets. 
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SOLAR ~ROGRESSED •Afl~ECTS, 

(For Sun in .favorable or Unfavt;~rable,.Aspect to Moon, 
see Moon to Sun . .) 

Sun in Good Aspect to Mercury 

Excitoo the mind to great activity .and gives an inclin
ation for books, study, literature, writing and sorr.etimes 
journeys if either planet be in the third or ninth. Honor 
and promotion tJ-,,·ough Mercurial affairs; increased 
business. activity. 

Sun Adverse to Mercury 

Brings losses and annoyance through writings, pub
lishings, letters, agreements and possibly journeys,' if 
either planet be posited in third or ninth. Adverse 
criticism; loss of position. 

Sun in Good Aspect to Venus 

Honor and preferment in a social way and much 
pleasure in refiped amusements. •,";ain through busi11ess, 
profession, speculation, public occupation; it prod.uces a 
generous, harmoni<J1.1s state of mind. Good for health; 
conducive- to love affairs and marriage;· indicates gifts, 
honors and promotion; inclines to the purchase of jewels, 
adornment, objects of art, furniture. . . 

Gun Adverse to . Ve~tus 

C;tuses extravagance or excess of pleasure; grief 
through the offspring~ misfortune in love affairs and 
dealings with the opposite sex; an amorous na,ture and 
mutable in the affections. Loss through 'speculation. 
Social• rebuffs;' difficulty through matters related to 
beauty !md adornment; lack of funds and .:U health. 

I • 
Sun in Good ,Aspect to Mars . 

Denotes changes, ac:.tivity, preferment, honor,· hea}~h 
'alf,d strength. The mirtd is alert, quick in anger but soon• 
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, 
appeased. 'the nature is frank, free, ge'nerous: candid, 
ambitious, ptogte.ssive, venturesoJile, confident and 
aggressi"ve. The native is inclined to active or strenu
ous sports; pos;;essei\ contructive qualities and self
assurance; meets favor, promotion and success in 
Martian affairs; iotreased business activity and respon
siqilities. With females it conduces to marriage but 
usWlliY of somewhat discordant nature. 

Stln Adverse to Mars 

Denotes sharp, acute attacks of sickness; accidents, 
cuts, burns, bites and danger frm!l all inflammatory 
diseases and 5icknesses, such a\ smallpox, fev~rs, chol
era, fluxes, etc., according to the sign occupied by Mars. 
In a female horoscope, danger in childbirth. Under this 
direction one is liable to suffer loss by fire if either planet 
is in a fiery sign, inclined to fighting, anger, quarrels; 
dinger of violence and robbery. A watery sign conduces 
to drunkenness and excesses, if the nativity shows such. 

Sun in Good Aspect to Jupiter 

Exceedingly good for honor, wealth, health, ,fame, 
law and general success in all lines. If the radix indi
catt:s it; the native maJ expect advancement, preferment 
and honors through influential friends a~d gain accord
ing to the house in whkh JupitN is posited. Very 
favorable for marriage, speculation, expansion,• extension 
of interests and general prosperity. 

S~n in Adverse Aspect \'tl Jupiter 

Very bad for n'"lone)' mat\ers, law: speculation and 
health. It denotes liability t() apoplex:•. pleurisy, burst
ing• blood vessels and general derangement of the sy~em 
if the Sun is hyleg or Jupiter ruler of the sixth house. 
Do not !my, loa~, speculate or invest du~ing this ~spec~. 
Loss ·through misplaced confidence, rrJtscalculatjon _or 
poor judgment . 

• 
Sun in Good Aspect to Satum 

Denotes substantial gain, public approval, honor, we
' cnss in mines, lands and things of a Saturnil'le nature; 

'· . . 
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preferment and 'advancement through those in authority 
and also through the native's own eff<Dr~~- • The mind is 
dignified, lofty and austere, favored with concen'tration, 
confidence, go<1.d calculation, estitnation and appraisal. 
The native is 'quiet, patient and perse~ering. A good 
period in which to make long-trme, investments, for 
building and buying. • 

Sun Adverse to Saturn 

Very adverse for health, wealth and social standing. 
The native suffers I{)SS of business, or credit and bank
ruptcy if the afflictions occur from the second or eighth 
house; sii:kness from thl.: sixth or twelfth,' and possiqly 
death from the eighth. The native incurs opposition, 
enmity and public disfavor. The mind may become un
sympathetic, without regard for the feelings of others, 
selfish, calculating and pessimistic. It threatens tke. 
demise of the husband in a female horoscope. Very in
auspicious time for new business, risky ventures, expan
sion, buying, investing, changing positio11 or traveling. 

Sun in Good Aspect to Uranus 

Gain through the talents, inve~ tions, public empl.oy, 
popularity, fraternal societies and voyages. The mjnd is 
active and enterpr.,ing. Beneficial changes brought 
about suddenly and unexpectedly. Good for health and 
general welfare. Advancement in occult science. Jour
neys, if 'not in fixed signs. New interests, friends, under
takings and busines~ improvements. 

Sun Adver!>e to Uranus . . 
su'dden and unexpected losses, calamities, accide~ts, 

enmities; loss of honor, public favor, friends and ,fJatrons. 
Uranus is separative in nature and cau~s tt'ouble ·from 
any house in whtch it may be posited or may rule. Bad 
health, causing a disturbed, nervous, excit~ble, radical 
or rebellious st-ate of mind; very unfavorable for mar· 
riage ~"· it tends toward, separation, estrangement, 
divdrce or incompatibility. ' 
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'Sun in Good Aspect to Neptune 

The Jllind is· ~yin pathetic, kind ..-nd generous. Gain 
through the occult and spiritual sciences; inclines to 
pleasure and be,efit through the artisti~ faculties and 
traveling; by thir.gs of a hidden or secret nature and 
those of authority and gov.ernment employ. Harmonious, 
cc--11structive or enlightening impressions. Favors mat
ters related to liquids, chemicals, drugs, oil, anresthetics, 
beverages, the sea qnd large institutions such as theatres, 
sanitariums, hospitals. 

Sun Adverse to NepttJne 

Loss through fraud, scandal,,..schemcs and (1ltrigues. 
Loss of standing with those of authority. Disadvan
tageous changes and loss of occupation. Bad for health; 
annoying psychic conditions. Danger through drugs, 
narcotics, beverages or the sea. 
I I 

The Progressed Sun in Good Aspect 
to its own Radical Place 

' 
Honor, esteem, popularity, promotion, progress, suc-

cess in business, general prosperity, improved llealth 
and m~ny pleasures. 

Progressed ;Sun in Adverse Allpect 
to its own Radical P.lace 

Loss in matters mentioned above and a trying time 
generally. 

A~ the progresf:ed Sun moves about one deg\-ee per 
year, its aspects cover a period of about three years, two 
years (degrees) applying to aspect ana one year 01> the 
aspect; it does not maintain a. constantly perceptible 
intluenc~ during that period but it colors the general 
trend. of c.tmditions, its infl.uence being particular!' 
noticeable when transits or other progressions 9f' a Uke 
nature occu!i. 

· During Javo1'able Solar aspects the infl~el"\f=e •of other 
good directions is augm~nted and the effect of unfnor-

• a~le directions is somewhat dimi.~ished; and vi~e ver~ •• 
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LUNAR PROGRESSED AS~ECTS 

Moa.n in Good Aspect to Mercury . . ' 
Makes the mind active, studious 'llna creative. Inclines 

to success in journeys, writing's, publishings, law, adver 
tising or business, and general prosperity; changes and 
activity ':'ith inclination to read and study. ' 

Moon Adverse to Mercury 

• Tends to anxiety, restlessness, nervous disorders and 
slander. 'An adverse )t~riod for lawsuits, publishing. 
letter writing, signing of contracts, journeys and general 
business affairs.· Friction with kindred or neighbors. 

Moon in Good Aspect to Venus 

A happy, peaceful, healthful, prosperous and fortunate 
period. The native inclines to the pleas,Jres of ·Venus 
and it is strong testimony for courtship and marriage, 
especially the parallel or conjunction. With the married 
it indicates social and domestic pleasures, and the prob
able birth of a <;hild, if such is ind'lcated in the radix.-

Moo11 AdveTSe to Venus 

Losses, disappointment, bereavement among friends 
and sorrow in love and domestic affairs; extravagance, 
illicit relations, scandal or quarrels with the opposltt' 
sex, excesses' acc'.Jrding to 'the sign Venus is in; often 
indicates the loss of a cl:!il<,i. To females, ill health and 
disavpointmetlts in ..all Venusian affairs. 

·Moon in Conjunction or Parallel with Sqn 

.P1ot •good for' health, c;specially in a woman's horo
scope, producing an inert, lethargic, indifforent condi· 
tion, resulting ,in feverish complaints a1.1d in ailments 
similar to an adverse aspect to Mars, which planet the 
Sun• closely .resembles in aspects. Otherwise the mind 
,is .free, geuerous and ~.pen. It brings changes, honol, 



gain in business, marriage and public favor with both 
male and fer.1alt:. •· 

Moon Trine or i.n Other Good A&IJ':Ct to Sun 

Good for both· sexes. Produces honors, popularity, 
promotion, influential friendships, gain through super
iors and parents; good health; the mind is dignified, 
lofty, ambitious; good for speculation, marriage, fame 
and business. Success generally, especially in dealing 
with women and the common people, as well as with 
those in high office. 

Moon Adverse.~to Sun 

Unfortunate for all affairs of life. Denotes ill health, 
bereavement, loss of honor, fame, office, business, 
friends, support of superiors or parents and a very trying 
tlme generally. From watery signs the native may take 
to drinking, and is inclined to company beneath his own 
station; from the twelfth house, danger of imprisonment. 
With a female it affects the health particularly. 

Moon in Good Aspect to Mars 

Good for business, health, journeys, new enterprises, 
and success generally. Shows gair:through activity in 
Martian affairs; courage, generosity, a desire. for active 
sports and exercise. Gain by military men, doctors, 
surgeons, etc., as denoted by Mars. Not so good with 
females, in<;lining to the society uf the opposite sex; 
amorous and impulsivt courtship and rrarriage, a;though 
good otherwise for activity ~nd new projects. 

Moon Adverse tt) Mars 

Inc)ines t~e n1tive to rashness, quarrels, extravaganco. 
recklessness, disputes and litigation. He !iuffers dia:rec.tit, 
slander and dishonor. Danger of fevers, small1>ox and 
other Martian inflammatory disorders,. Liable to 
wounds; bites, kicks, broken bones and accif\ento~ when 
traveling. If Mars is :;troiig in the fir.st, second' or 

· stventh house, he may lose by th,eft, fire or robbery. In J 
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fi!ry sig~s, danger of high fevers, accide,nts by firearms, 
hurts by human ·han~s; in earthly sigfts: falls, hu~ts from 
animals, bites, etc.; watery signs, scalds, danger of 
drowning, fr<{rn drink, or exces~es. ,This is a very 
critical period for women when und~r this aspect, as it 
signifies ill health, slander, di~~credit, ,attacks or trouble 
through moral indiscretions. 

Moon in Good Aspect to, Jupiter 

An especially good direction for wealth, health and 
attachments. Cond1•ces to gain, fame, honor and success 
generaiix; inclines to marriage, social adv.ancement and 
voyages. Very good f~"r healt_h with females. A good 
period in which to start new business or make invest
ments. 

Moon Adverse to Jupiter 

Bad for business. Trouble through law or the church. 
Losses in dealing with landlords, politicians, lawyers, 
magistrates, or in speculation, through poor judgment 
and rwiscalculation. The disposition is free, extravagant 
and profligate; the associates impose upon the g::neros
i!,y of the natiye, causing him Ul makP. bad loans .llnd 
~nder his money. It disturbs the health by impurities 
of the blood, heada<lhes, stomach and liver disorders. 

Moon in Good Aspect to Saturn 

Saccess in busihess, especially through, elderly per
sons atfd Saturni-ne things, popularity; new friends. The 
mind is active, pptient, co)Jtemplative, serious, dignified 
andocares little for society but is attentive to business; 
deep and profound with good organizing ability. Good 
for matters relating to land, property, produc~. mines. 
Also beneficial for thing-s indicated by •the 'house occu
prt.d by Moon.' 

< 

, Moon Adverse to Saturn,_ 

Direful results; loss of friends, business, money, and. 
, d~nger of' failure or ~;mkruptcy, especially if either • is 
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Josited in ~r•ruU!r of the second or tenth house. Dis
honor, losses, grief, disappointm~nt and bereavement; 
morbid, melancholy, anxious state of mind; the health 
suffers from ctJid, lfngering disorders; 'aches and pains 
according to the•sign Saturn occupies. Unfavorable for 
the commencem~nt of a'tlything new. Very bad period 
f~r buying, investing or assuming heavy liabilities. 

Moon •in Good Aspect to Uranus 

Produces pleasant journeys, advantageous removals 
and changes that are beneficial tl~ugh sudden and un
expected, aoo according to theelwuse in which•the Moon 
is posited. Especially good for the above from first, 
third and ninth houses. It sharpens the mental faculties 
and makes the mind curious, fanciful, eccentric, inven
tive and inclined to the investigation of the occult; to 

• tesearch, exploration and travel. Brings new friends; 
correct intuition. The nature is romantic and fond of 
adventure. ~t inclines to society of the opposite sex. 

Moon Adverse to Uranus 

Causes sudden, unexpected, disastrous changes, jour
neys 'and removals. • Brings trouble \hrough fema.l,ss. 
loss .,of credit or position, danger of accidents, sla~r. 
and disgrace; worry, anxiety and ~stlessness. The mind 
is sarcastic, bitter, obstinate, rebellious, ha~ty or irra
tional, and the actions indiscreet. Happening in the 
seventh, discord in marriage; in ~c fifth, illl'cit attrac
tions, danier of loss in speculatwn; sorrow ,through 
children. -

Moon in Good Aspect to ~eptune 

Gain through the mediumistk inspirational and' ar· 
tistic f1lculties; also through schemes, secret alliances 
and ·secret orders. Rise through the infl'llence of woru.en 
Enemies are subdued and existing evils brough\ to light 
that were Clesigned to discredit the nat-Jve. The mind 
is restless, errti'Jtional and given to pleasure, f\rophetic 
impressions and premopitidns. Favors matters rel:rting 
to liquids, chemicals, oils, · ana:sthetics, beverages anc:L 
t,e sea. 
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Moon Adverse to Neptune, 
• • 

Produces secret enmities or intrigues against the 
native. Decept:,n, fraud, plots and• schenes which tend 
to bring him into disrepute. The mincl is uneasy, wor
ried and burdened with fear ~or strange forebodings. 
Seductive friends or associates. Bad for health, causing 
a negative physical condition; danger of ptomaine 
poisoning ~nd danger on water. Confu,'>ion, indiscretions 
or complications. 

Moon in Good Aspect to Her Own Radical Place 

Changes, journeys, gain by females, new friends. 
increase in business. Inclines to female society. 

Moon in Adverse Aspect to Her Own Radix Place 
' . 

Loss, disappointment, unfavorable changes, bereave
ment, unpopularity. To females it brings ill health. 

Note: It should he remembered that these delineations for the 
progressed aspects as they are formed by planets In tlie pro
greased horoscope 41mong them~elves a& also applicable to tbe 
aspects they may make to phmets In the radix horoscope. 

"~ atara, 'wblcb are the poetry o1 BeaYea I 
If In your brlaht leavee, we would read the fate 

, _Of men ind emj)lrea, 't!-' to be forctven."-Lord Byron 
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MUTUAJ.. PROGRESSED ASPECTS • 
(See c~apter_ "Then and· Now," page 226) 

)lercury 

(For Mercury in Favorable or Unfavorable Aspect 
to Mqon, see Moon to Mercury.) 

Mercury in Good Aspect to Venus 

Not of &reat importance, but • increases interest in 
literature, music, dress and <.bmforts. Plea!l'ure in the 
fine arts, new friends and female acquaintances. Tends 
to refined society; adds a charm to the personality. The 
conjunction and parallel incline to amusements, and 

pocial affairs. 

Mercury Adverse to Venus 

•Reverse to the foregoing. 

(For Mercury in Aspect to Sun, see Sun to ~ercury, 
page .• 476.) 

Mercury 'n Good Aspect t<a Mars 

Increases the activity of both n•ind and body, thereby· 
adding new stimulus to business and gain t-herein. Re
sourceful, industrious, mechanical, constructive, enter
prising, confident, practical, execqtive and e::tp"ressive. 

Merc;pry Adverse to Mars 

Inclines to low company~ loose mr>rals. Actin~; upon 
(bM mind, it inclines to quarreling, thieving, forgery, 
scandal, etc. ; a sarcastic, suspicious mental attitude; 
liable "to engqge in law and disputes and may commit 
violence ·on impulse. Worried, anxiofls states Df mind,. 
trouble in J>usiness or employment and with rdatives. 

Mercury in Good Aspect to }upi.te•. 

' s~~rengthens the mi~d a.nd gives g<?od bqsines~ ''judg
ment and foresight. Denotes nopulanty oroqtotlon.altd 
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success in. things' ruled by these planets r according to 
their indications in thr. nativity; good 'fdr t~1ings ,ruled 
by houses occupied. Also for literary efforts, new 
studies, publishiJ1.g, advertising and t;ravel,. 

Mercury Adverse ,to Jupiier 

An unsettled mental condition. Losses through poor. 
judgment fnd writings. If Mercury is not strong it 
inclines to trouble through forgery, libel, perjury, lqans, 
misstatements, miscalculation, misplaced confidence, ex
travagance, excesses, Jegal violations and journeys. 

Mercury in Godd Aspect to Saturn 

Gives a patient, persevering, systematic, studious, 
grave, dignified, practical mind; conduces to gain 
through discreet and prudent management of business' 
affairs. If Mercury is in the first, third or ninth, it gives 
success in intellectual pursuits, writing, publishing, 
traveling, lecturing, teaching. Favors matters related 
to land, property, produce, mines, science, geology, etc. 

Mercury Adverse to Saturn 

Trouble through slander, forged letters or documents 
and things ruled by }tlercury. The mind is sarcastic, 
gloomy, bittrr and given to much worry. Not good for 
health as it tends to poor drculation, indigestion, con
stipation ilfjd obstruction, and general nervous derange
ment. Usually indicate!. trouble with landlord~. tenants, 
employee~. parents. or other relativ.es. , Loss by small 
animals, property, mines or· lack of employment and 
illness., Hindrance,' delays, disappointment and a trying 
time ,generally. . 

Mercur:r in Good Aspect to Ura11us ' 

If !rom ':irst, third or ninth, or either plane' the ruler 
thereof. inclines fhe mind to study and tra,vel and gain 
thereby. · Un(ler this direction the mind is active, witty 
and o~iginal; gain through inventiun, electrical, aerial or 
tr,anspurtation companies,_. publishing, advertising, writ- • 
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. 
ing, radio, ele<"Jronics, research, exploration, risky ven
tures a,nd suth lhlngs as are ruled. by these planets. 

M.ercury Adverse to U ram\s 

Unsettled, sar;,ast~c. impulsive, radical, rebellious, 
ci)aotic states of mind; difficulty with friends, kindred, 
civil service or municipal officers. Unsuccessful in lit
erary pursuits; press criticism. Trouble through writ
ings, ~ither letter4 or documents. Great i_ncl;nation to 
travel and sudden changes, or upheaval m plans and 
affairs. Danger on journeys anq through electrical 
contrivances,, autos, engines, airplanes, etc. 

Mercury in Good Aspect to Neptune 

If occurring in the third or ninth house, and the na
tjvity so indicates, it strengthens the mental qualities 

'and psychic nature, producing automatic writing, trance 
and inspirational speaking. Useful mental impressions 
and premonit,ions. Favors matters relating to food, 
hygiene, liquids, oil, beverages, the sea, and educational 
or healing institutions. 

Mercury. Adverse to Neptune 

De.fective memory and tendency to mental confusion, 
nervousness, restlessness, over-st.'hsitiveness, lack of 
self-control and liability to be led into dissotute habits. 
Deception and loss in business affairs and through things 
ruled by these planets. Misundrrstanding, • misstate
ments, consealment of facts, lack of proper info[mation, 
perjury, forgery, lnortymity jlre likely 'to lead to distress 
and trouble. 

~ Venus' ~ 

~t'·or Venu's in• Aspect to Sun, Moon z.nd Mercl!ry, -~ee 
preceding pages.) 

• 
Venus in Good Aspect to Mars 

Incline.s to the societt of •the opposite sex and general 
good time. Incites to love and. marriage. The nat~vr, 
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is daring and free, delights in and gains. through Ven
usian affairs. Good fnr acquiring money t~ough.things 
ruled by these planets. Not good for morals, as no as
pect between Niars and Venus tenlis to•strict morality. 

Venus Advers~; to Ma;. 

Inclines to low company, loose morals, scandal, do!
bauchery,. loss through speculation ~.nd extravagance; 
trouble with partners or associates. Especially bad for 
females, and particularly so if Mars be in the fifth, 
seventh or tenth at birth, or in the progressed chart. 

Venus in Goc!'l:l Aspect to Jupit~r 

Good for the things governed by the houses occupied 
in progressed chart or in the nativity and also houses 
which they rule. Inclines to refined society and amuse' • 
ments and gain therehy; social activity, gain in business, 
finances, new adornments, furnishings; travel for 
pleasure, education or business. 

Venus Adverse to Jupiter 

Losses through speculation and t. tendency to extrav
agance through' overdress, females and social amuse
ments. Luxurious tutes, excessive pleasures, expensive 
undertakings. Liability to loss of money through loans, 
legal decisions or gaming. 

·Venus in Good Aspect to Saturn,. 

A modest, chaste, frugal, :;incere state of mind; favors 
steady attachments in love and friendship. Gain ljy 
elders, superiors and so!id business investment. Much 
good luck of a substantial quality. Favors ma\ters of 
pr.actical, artistic value, also land, proper-y, rtsines . 

• 
Venus Adverse to Saturn 

Lax mf)r"'Is, bereavements, death of otfspring~ busi
ness'.Josses, trouble in courtship i:nd marriage, not good 
for . specubtion, investments, lands, mines, leasings1 
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companies or !tl\njcs. Tends to delay, disapvointment, 
restriction, l•">ss of business or tmployment and ill 
health. • 

Venus in 15ood Aspect to Uranus 

Gain in such tkings ao;. are ruled by the planets in 
question. Inclines to the company of the opposite sex. 
Rd'mance, new friends, increase in business, new facili
ties, improved methods, new and pleasant experiences. 

Venus Adverse to Uranus 
', 

Unfortunatj!: for matters concerning the opp~site sex. 
Extremely unconventional ana' indiscreet, liability to 
scandal and discredit thereby. Sudden and unexpected 
losses and estrangement from friends. Not good for 
speculation or risky ventures. 

Venus in Good Aspect to Neptune 

Promotes 'iUCcess through speculation, shipping, 
liquids, oils and the occult sciences; pleasure and bene
fit through friends, associations and acquaintance!:'. Gain 
throu~h secret organizations, by quiet, secluded efforts 
and thmgs of artistic,t pleasurable or cotnforting nature. 

Venus Adverse to N~ptune 

Financial lo~s through .schemes, plots, theft and trou
ble through secret organizations, friends and •associa
tions; scandal and misrepresentation. Misunderstanding 
in love aff~rs, or financial loss from c;onfusion, •imprac
tical procedure "and' vague, indefinite or involved 
n:ntures. Betrayed, fooled, •duped, tricked or chc:ated. 

Mars 

(For· Mars .. in 'Aspect with Sun, Venus, Mercu,ry t~Pd 
Moon see preceding pages.) 

• 
Mars in Good Aspect to JuJkter 

• 
Good for things indil:ated, according to the pos!'tion 

df Jupiter in the nativity and. by place of' Jupiter ir. . ' . 
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progressed chart. Tends to activity, detrrmlnation and 
vim; gain through p~sonal effort. Efevatt!s the ,desires 
and aspirations, increases business interests; promotion, 
expansion, suctess through pract-ical r.ndeavor, good 
judgment and active execution. 

Mars Adverse to Jupi~r 

Indicates losses and trouble according to the nature 
of the two planets and their indications in the n~tirity 
according to the houses occupied; possibly through law, 
foreign travel, religi"n or competition, misplaced confi
dence or dishonesty. The subject may him:;elf cause his 
own misrortune through"hasty, impulsive action or ex
travagance, carelessness, hasty judgment, miscalculation 
or dissipation. Danger through fires if these planets are 
in fiery sign. Subject to accidents, feverish complaints 
or strain. ' • 

Mars in Good Aspect to Saturn . 
If one or both planets are prominent, denotes activity, 

steadfa.">tness and credit through some courageous acts 
and well regulated business activity of practical, .con
servative nature. Good for buildin~. repairing, improv;e
ments; construdive, mechanical or industrial activity; 
manufacturing, engi~ering, excavating, mining. ' 

Mars Adverse to Saturn 

Especial\y unfavorAble if from the first, ~eventh or 
tenth house. Inclines to quick, v,iole11t temper which 
leads to quarreling, fighting,.jealousy and perhaps crime. 
Dang~r of accident and bro'1<en bones; loss in busine~s 
or Q£cupation; thefts; nervous apprehension and irrita
bility; liable to sudden, sharp, serious attacks of ,illness. 

Mars 'in Good Aspect to Uranus 

Quickens the: mind and increases power; indicates 
gain thwdgl? invention, engipeering, constructtorl, con
tracts, exploration, investigatioh, energetic activity, 
~tnique entet'prise and e~tension 'of activities. 
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Since both· are malefics, they usually produce no ap
preciable good,~ektept through new, ,active methods or 
plans ari:i aggressive business enterprise, personal 
industry and pror,ressiv,e business acumen.: 

Ma~ Adver~e to Uranus 

From the first house, increase of temper, jealousy. 
From the seventh, intensifies and causes trouble with 
partners; divorce or 'separation. ' 

From the tenth, unexpected and sudden calamities 
and disgrace. Municipal or political' enmity. 

' Otherwise trouble through rash, hasty, forceful and 
erratic expressions, premature speech and action, sudden 
radical changes and accidents. 

Mars in Good Aspect to Neptune 

Creates activity and enthusiasm in the investigation 
of occult subjects and secret missions and gain through 
matters connected with liquids drugs, oils, bever~es, 
chemistry, the sea or large institutions. 

, 
Mars Adverse to Neptune > 

Uanger !rom. psychic conditions' and phenomena. 
Tends to trouble by fraud, deception, scandal~ bribery 
and mental disturbance; loss or accident on or by water, 
oils, liquids, poisons, drugs, thieves 1nd habits.' Avoid 
damp, unheaLthy, foul or ill-smelling places wher-t dis-
ease or noxious inflilenct-s may, lurk. ' 

U Jupiter • U 

(For Jup'iter' in •Aspect with Moon, M~rcury, Venus,· 
Sun and Mars, see preceding pages.) 

Jupitc;r in Good Aspect to Saturn 

Good for legacy, gifts ar promotion. Honors throuth 
sci<mce or law, gain through lall'suits and aU things 
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ruled by the planets and the hous~s ~h~y occupy, es
pecially Jupiter. S.1bstantial increase in "'generd affairs, 
land, proper~, possessions, business, credit. Favors 
large and per:nanent undertakings. B~nefits the health. 

Jupiter Adver!ie to Srtum 

Loss through law, business, educational instituti:ms, 
religiou~ bodies and all things ruled by these planets. 
Loss of honor and credit, bad for health, peace 0f mind 
and business generally. Unfavorable for new or impor
tant undertakings ~r assumption of heavy liabilities. 

Jupiter in Onod Aspect to Uranus 

Gain through legacy, law, gifts of money, Uranian 
occupations, foreign travel, higher science, publishing, 
and religious or educational movements. Favors invt;n
tions, research, exploration, new studies, business expan· 
sion; interest in government and public welfare. 

Jupiter Adverse to Uranus 

Te\ldency the same as the good aspect, but attended 
by unexpected losses, obstacles and difficulties. Much 
annoyance and trouble over lawsuits, inheritance and 
financial affairs. Unfavorable for new undertak'ngs or 
risky ventures. 

Jupiter in Good Aspect to Neptune 

Favors traveling,' dreams, visions, psychic conditions 
and hanor throv.gh the investiga~ion- of religion from a 
scientific or occult standpoint;_ popularity and success 
in s"!cret societies and through achievements in scientific 
reaearch, medicine, chemistry, publishing, or large 
institutions. 

Jupiter Adverse to Neptune 

Losses through speculation, fraud, imposture, cheat
ing, treachery; discredit through religious matters, 
se<;ret societies or foreign :dfairs. This aspect tends to 
disturb tl]e health, necessitating care in diet, caution_ in 
u11e of s,timulants, bev""ages, etc. 
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Saturn 

(For Saturn iA Aspect with other planets see preceding 
pages.) 

• • 
Saturn ln <;iood Aspect to Uranus 

guickens the nt"ind an& tends to a thoughtful, pro
foupd and penetrating attitude; success through deter
mination and fixity of purpose in the investigation of 
the occult on a mental plane, such as telepath~·. mental 
healing, suggestive therapeutics, etc.; also through in
ventions, vehicles of transportation, railroads, either 
electric or steam, and mining of lea<.~ coal, platinum and 
aluminum. A great inclinatiol'• for knowledg"' of the 
secrets of nature. 

The aspects of these planets are more potent wheu 
occurring from the first, third, ninth or tenth. From the 
tt'nth are considered not so good since neither planet is 
entirely favorable in that house . 

. Saturn AdveTse to Uranus 

Unfavorable generally; unexpected obstacles and dis
appointment. Accidents. This is one of those aspects 
which 'last over a loP.g period and is felt when excited 
by' transits of adverse nature, and ust.:ally affects tht
health·. 

From the tenth, loss of business, ill fame ar.d disgrace. 

Saturn in Good Aspect to Neptune, · 

Gives de~p. clear, concentrated, inspirational thought 
and practical benefits through the ps)chical nat'ure and 
the occult sciences generally ;;also bent'.fit through elderlJ 
pE.bple, secret service organizations, investments, prop
erty, legacies and large institutions. 

Saturn Adverse to Nept~e 

Loss thr·:10gh plots, treachery, failures, speculation, 
and difficulty over legacies, business, e~c. May suffer 
from psy~hic conditions. Health may f>e dis~l•,rbed by 
improper diet, beverages, insufficient exercise or e¥ces
:~ive nervousness, anxiety, fear .and discontent. 
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Uranus 

(For Uranus in Aspect with other planets see preceding 
pages.) 

Uranus in Good Aspect to Neptune 
,; \ 

Increases the intuition and psychic ability; inclint'-s to 
journeys, explorations, investigations, interest and gain 
in occul\ affairs, secret societies and- progressive matters 
generally. Inspiration for writing, healing or social 
welfare. 

Uranu• 4dverse to Neptune 

Gives .intuition and the same interest in the occult 
and mysterious, but investigation of such matters is 
accompanied by obstacles and difficulties; tendency_ to 
nervousness or vague apprehension. 

Note: When planets come Into aspect with their own natal 
place they tend to express what they Implied In the radix. They 
lnftuence atralrs Indicated by the house through which they nre 
passing by progression nr transit. Wlli'n a progressed or tra,nslt
lng planet aspecoo Its own radical place. Insert It ln the radh: 
chart and note which house therein It Is nnw lntluenc!;lg, an<l 
make delineation accorfllng to the houses occupied: 

Progressoo planetary aspects have an orb of only two degrees, 
therefor'i the ascending degree (the degree on cusp ot ftrst hnuse) 
must be kqown to be correct, else the progres.~d planetary aspects 
wlll not be etrecth·e at"the period (year) expected, The transit
Ing pla~etary asp~ts have an orb of elf"ht degrees to either 
radix or prQ&~"essed planets, 01;, house euspa. 
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PROGRESSEl;> ASPECTS TO THE. ASCENDANT 
• Of the t>;ogressed or the .Radix Chart 

\loon to the Ascendant ~ 
• • 

CGnjuncti.on. or Parallel 

'change of residence and travel by land or sea; social 
or business preferment if the Moon be fortuna1e by sign 
or asp;cts. Otherwise adversity, Lunar disease or acci
dents and danger by water. Increased interest in public 
and local affairs. 

Sextile or Trine • 
Active employment, friendship of ladies in authority 

or in social position; popularity, favorable publicity, 
general prosperity, marriage or birth of a daughter, 

.as:cording to the circumstances surrounding the native. 
Desire for change and travel. 

Square or Opposition 

Controversies, strife or disputes with women; con
jugal misery, divorce, discord, jealousy, unpopdlarity, 
ill-hea1th, intemperance, etc., according to the position 
of •the Moon in the hdix. An unfavq,rable period for 
traveljng by land or sea. Restless and anxious concern
ing changes! 

Mercury to the Ascendant 

Conjunction or P;yallel 

Change ~f resi,Pen~e. a journey, a_ctive ou~ness; a 
propensity for study, invention and writing, the results 
of which will be fortunate ~r unfortt!nate accordipg to 
th~ indications of Mercury in r.adix. 

If Mercury be very much afflicted at birth, an accidept 
or serious sic~ness is threatened; many worries and 
annoyances;. Trouble with neighbors· or relatwes. •• 

Sextile or Trine 

Prosperity, active etnpl~yment, traveling; gaitt by 
Joiterary work, teaching or by s~?_eculating, if •Mercur~ i1 
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in the fifth house and well placed in Gemini or Virgo. 
May indicate birth of a child (nephe,-, or Tliece), change 
of residence, new acquaintances. 

Square or Opposition 

This influence gives a disindination for study, failure 
to pass examinations; mischief by writings, promi.,ses 
or agreements, or through the press; overwork; disease 
of the na'ture of Mercnry and the planets with which it 
may be configurated; troubles with children and young 
persons, scandal, slander or discredit. To children this 
aspect often brings whooping-cough, bronchitis and 
convulsivns, attended w:th danger. 

Venus to the Ascendant 

Conjunction, Parallel, Sextile or Trine 

This aspect brings pleasure, gain, new friends, court
ship, marriage, birth of children; purchase of articles of 
luxury, furniture, clothing, ornaments, ett., according to 
circumstances. 

If Venus be afflicted (especially in a watery sign) the 
conjunction may incline to dissip:O.tion or extravagar:ce. 

Sq-uare or Opposition 

Is not important unless Venus be very much afflicted, 
add the!J .it will manifest according to the nature of the 
afflictin1, planet. It 'usually produces excess,of pleasure, 
eating, <lrinking, •etc., and ill heiAth, raccordsngly; also 
extravagance an<~ useless '.expenditure. To women it 
somotimes disturbs the generative system; to tr~n 
danger of venereal diseases. 

, Sun to the Ascendant 

Conjunction or Parallel 

If th~ Sun b~ strong and fortunate, in Arif"S, Leo or 
Sagittarius,' and has no adve::rse aspects, gafn by public 
favors from powerful people, advancement, employment, 
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increase of rs~Ifut:Xion and credit; but at the same time 
liable to ill health through inflamm"atory complaints. To 
military men g':ea~ P!'eferm~nt ·is indicat~d. 

If the Sun be lfflicted by the malefics, danger to life 
is threatened an<1 trouble through the head, eyes and 
h~art especially. 

If the Sun be in conjunction with Mars, danger by 
fire ot firearms and accidents of a Martian nature. 

Sextile or Trin! 

Health of body, peace of mind, favor from persons in 
authority, new friends, some elevation in rank, accord
ing to the native's social position. Women usually 

, ;r!:!l !'Y ~r have a son under this aspect, or receive social 
atstmctJOn. 

Square or Opposition 

Dis~ass· according to the position of Sun. Envy and 
enmity ot persons in power; loss of employmel'lt and 
creriit.; danger to the father and in some cases danger of 
it'"pm•unment, if S•fn was heavily afflicted at birth. 
Tra"Ciing. changes, speculation, risky ventures, excite~ 
ment and O\'er-exertion should bd' avoided during this 
aspect. · 

Mars to the Ascendant 

Conjanctiof!, Parallel, Square or Opposition 

Tends to over-positivity,~ rash, hot-headed, sarcastic 
c!lmbative attitudes. • 

A,ccitfents or disease, according to the position of Ma~s. 
Jf Mars be in "a fiery sign, acute fever:t or accidents by , 
fire; in earthly signs, danger of suffocation, •speet"a11y 
if in bad aspect to Saturn in radix; in Taurus, small-pox 
or diphtheria: in the human signs, danA-er of ·h.omicide, 
or of being killed in a q11arrel or battle; \n a Witery 
,sign, danger of a fall from a height, or <\CUte fever. 
Women will be in danger throt!tgh the opposit~ sex. ! • 
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Of course, if Mars was well placed. ~& ~J!e radix and 

had no bad aspects 'very little of the foregoing· would 
transpire. 

Sextile or Tri~e . 

This inclines the native to travel, s'port, health exer
cises; to enter the army or navy, study medicine, S\·r
gery or 'chemistry or become an engineer, according to 
the radix~ Women sometimes marry under this influ
ence. Benefits the health, strengthens the constitution, 
increases the pa~sioll"· The native assumes new res. m
silJilities, enters into new projects. Very ~ctive . 

• 
Jupiter to the Ascendant 

I 

Conjunction, Parallel, Sextile or Trine 

Stimulates growth and increases size or weight of tli\! 
body. This is fortunate for health and all affairs, pros
perity, conviviality, new friends, advancement, favors, 
marriage, birth of children, inherited property, according 
to condition o{ the radix. Gives interest in travel, foreign 
affairs~ education, philosophy and philanthropy. 

Square or Opposition 

An indifferent staV. of health, often due, to plet'hora. 
If Jupiter, be afflicted by Mars, danger of measles, 
scarlatina, small-pox, pleurisy, etc. A bad time to deal 
with la'-"yers, bankers, brokers or speculators. Extrav
agant expenditure, <!arelessness, convivialit~ misjudg
ment. 1-oss thro\)gh loans, indeht,ednrss, heavy liabili
ties or excessive overhead. • 

If rhe radical Jupiter was in conjunction with ascem1-
ant,' or afflicted, it rna:? bring serious illness (but not 
necessarily fatal), arising from some dise:,se 'of the 
Ju'ngs, l}ver, bloo.Q or hips. ' · 

Saturn to the Ascendant 

Coniuveti6n, Parallel, ~quare or Opposition 

u•saturn. be Oriental (in the e~stern half of the chart,, 
oe~ween ,the cusp of tqe tenth and fourth houses,) a 
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serious accid~qt or a broken limb; if Occidental (the 
westc:rn hatf of• chart between J14:idheaven and Nadir,) 
danger of severe illness. In some cases this indicates a 
heavy cold wi~ darw5er of fatal results ;'in others, melan
cholia and su,jcidal mania. DepresSion, restriction, 
delays, disappoijltment ilnd many annoyances . 

• To women, dangerous 'internal diseases, possibility of 
disappointment or disgrace in love or matrimony. 

Sextile or Trine 

Gain by elderly person~. legaeies, mmmg, building, 
purchase or sale of lands, ho~ses. Benefits the health, 
strengthens the constitution and produces ~any satis
factory conditions. Inclines to peace of mind, rest and 
feelings of security. 

Uranus to the Ascendant 

Conjunction, Parallel, Square or Opposition 

This shows sudden losses (probably by railroads, 
airplanes, large corporations or inventions), disappoint
ments, and if Uranus be afflictt"d, injul'ies; sudden jour
neys (if in a cardinal or common sign), and changes of 
bccupation. Estra~gernent and do~1estic difficulties. 
Stronge feelings, thoughts and desires; rebellious, ec
centric, ra"di.cal, impulsive, spasntodic and given to sud
den resolutions or changes in plans. Unexpected per
sonal affronts. 

Sextile or T"Pne 
• Gain of a totally unexpected nalil.Jre; forhfnate jour-

neys, removals, active bu~iness, also a desire to study 
.or investigate occult science. Inc"reases the iptuition 
and inventive faculty. Favors telepathy, clairvayance 
and e1lso new friendships; changes, reforms, -improve
ments a~d ~w interests. 

Neptune to the Ascendant 

Conjunction or Parallel 

If adversely config\lrated in the radix, rt now iaclines 
to produce indescribable feetings and emotions, quser 
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likes, dislikes, attractions and aversicmSI. Interest in 
things of a mysteriotu or psychical nature~ DeS'ire to 
travel. 

• 
Sextile or Trine 

Pleasant and peaceful conditions. 'Interest in art1 

music, drama and psychical affairs. Correct premont
tions, impressions or dreams. Gain bY. means of travel 
or liquids, ~it, drugs, the cinema and th~ngs of a my,o;ter
ious nature. 

Squilre or Opposition 

Affects the health adversely and produces negative, 
lethargic states. Danger through liquids, drugs, ames
thetics and psychical affairs. Liability to domestic com
plications, also to deception, misunderstanding or fraud.\ 
Danger on voyages. 

Note: 
0
lt the approximate time ot birth Is not known, do not 

direct planets to the Cusps of Houses. hot watch tor events and 
conditions by the tr&~~sits of planets to the planets' plaeP.a ot 
hlrth, and to the place (conjunction l or• to the aspect of pro· 
gressed planets when•such are thPmselvl'!l engaged In some a~t. 

"Foil often Jearn the art to lrnow 
.Ot future weal, or future woe, 
By word, or san. or star. "-Seott 
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PROGRESSED ASPECTS TO THE' MID:A:EAVEN 
Of .rti 'P'rogressed or· the ,Radix Chart 

'Mood to the Midheaven• 
• 
Conjunctjon or Parallel 

•If the Moon be strong and fortunate at birth: honor, 
renown, advantag;ous changes, traveling antf popular
ity. .Men usually marry under this influence. But if 
the Moon be weak and adversely configurated in the 
radix, losses and unproductive )ourneys or voyages 
result, and the wife or mother .suffers. Public. disfavor. 

Sextile or Trine 

Increase of substance, popularity, honors, gifts, favors 
lrom women. Active business and traveling are indi
cated, if from movable signs. To men it may mean mar
riage, or increase in business, improvement of position. 

Square or Opposition 

Thf:; brings unpopularity, scandals, quarrels with 
women, suffering of ~ife or mother, puplic discredit and 
family disputes, according to the position of the Moon, 

""Whether irvt~e seventh, first or feurth. 

Note: The Moon brings the foregoing into ~ction in 
accordance with its aspects, dign~ty, etc., in. the radix, 
and in prot~ortion to its natal strength. 

Mercury to t~e Midhetven 

Conjunction or. Parallel 

If. l.tercbry be strong, (in Gemini or Virgo, or In· a 
cardinal house) gain by literary ptll-suits, tr.avdin~r. • 
teaching, etc. 

If Mercury' be affiicted, (in the prog}essfd•or radix) 
libel, legal difficulties,• unrortunate trading, many .busi

.ness worries and annoyances. 
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Sextile or Trine 
' " 

Preferment, honor "and increase of business, ac~ording 
to the strengt}J and situation of MercU"Y in the radix. 

Children are often first sent to school and young peo
ple to college or honorary degrees are granted under th.is 
influence. It usually produces a change of residence vr 
travel in cconnection with business. 

Square or Opposition 

TroubJes and losses are indicated, also danger of law
suits, unjust sentences,· libels and false accusations. 
Death of a child, cousin or neighbor frequently happens 
under this influence. Trouble through writings, prom
ises or publishing. 

Venus to the Midheaven 

Conjunction, Purallel, Sextile or Trine 

Thi!; brings mirth, gaiety, pleasure-seeking, renewal 
of furniture, clothing, free expenditure, advancem~nt in 
artistic pursuits, the birth of childcen and general pros
perity. Love aff:;.irs commence and marriage often taKes 
place under this inftQence. Indicates social distindion, 
honors an<f. favorable publicity. 

Square or Opposition 

lndica.tes scandal or annoyance on tlte part' of women; 
loss of credit or reputation. extravagance, and, in some 
cases~ dissipation.• The mo~her, wife or sister suffers in 
heaJth or other inconv~niences; business and financial 
troubles. 

..Sun to the Midheaven 

Conjunction or Parallel 

Honors, adva'ncement and. increase of substance. To 
unmarried women it usually indicates ma'rriage. But if 

,the Sun is adversely con_tigurated with the malefics, or it; 
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conjunctidn with fixed stars of a violeht natllre, it will 
bring dispUJ:e:; • :tnd possibly. misfortune of a public 
nature!; danger to the mother. Otherwise it denotes 
distinction. 

Sextile or Trine 
• 

, This is an efevating • influence, and if the nahv1ty 
p;omises it, brings renown, great advancement, honors, 
popularity, credit. 

' 
It •also benefits the native's parents. Public offices are 

often gained under this influence. To women it brings 
marriage or employment of a putfiic nature, and social 
advancemen't. 

Square or Opposition 

This often brings loss of office or employment, bad 
!trading, disgrace and sometimes bankruptcy and Im
prisonment. One of the parents suffers or may die. 
Married women may lose their husbands under this 
influence.* 

Mars to the Midheaven 

• Conjunction, Parallel, Square or Opposition 
> 

·l;his is an adverse influence as it •denotes quarr~ls, 
losses, fir~. thefts and fraud. ~o military men and 
surgeons the' conjunction brings advancemoot, but it is 
attended with some danger. The parents suffe! in some 
respect. 

Misfortunes are sure to result if c~anges and specula
tions be made while this Martian aspect is in operation. 

' .. 
Sextile or Xrine 

Thi'S signifies an active and prosperous period~ .es
pecially for Martians. ·Busy, industriOus, const[uct~ve .• 

I 

• Note; Demh~f! rarely bccurs by one dlrectlot alone. It requlrea 
1evera1 d'lrectlons falling at the same time, or ,a 'very malign 
transit to ·the direction while "the hyleg Is ntl'llcted, of the hor~ 
!Cope unfler .-ouslderatlon. 
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Military and naval men, surgeons, dentists, police, etc., 
gain preferment. Generally a journey,i! o\alcen and new 
business plans arran~;ed of an aggressive order. ' 

Jupiter to the Mil.lheaverl 

Conjunction, Parallel,.Sextile ."Jr Trine 

Preferment, honors, increase of wealth, benefits frofn 
persons \n power, general happines~; and prosperity. 
Social advancement, business expansion. 

Single women us~:llly marry under this aspect. To 
merchants it brings increrse of trade; to the clergy, pre
ferment; to lawyers, advancement and high repute. A 
good time to begin new undertakings if no other testi
monies conflict. 

Square or Opposition 

This chiefly brings heavy expenses and disputes with 
professional persons; nothing very adverse unless Jup
iter be much afflicted in the radix, which gives tendency 
to los!>" through banks, speculation or risky enterprises. 
Not a good time to loan money or sign bail bonds . .' . . 

' Saturn to the Midheaven 
( 

Conjunction, Parallel, Square or Op"po&ition 

This ifuijcates family troubles and losses or death of 
a parent or employer, '10ss of reputation and credit, theft, 
fraud arftl unpopuLarity; merchants• ane tradesmen lose 
heavily in speculative transilctions and through general 
depreljsion and lim,tations. • 

Sextile or Trine 

Tllis a;hows pecuniary gain by farming, mining, build
ing, legal!ies, favor and friendship of old peoflle. Busi
ness and domessic conditions become mot;e secure and 
favorable.' -
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Uranus to the Midheaven 
' . 

Conjunction, Parallel, Square or Opposition 

This is often attPnded by a sudden cl~ath in the family; 
pecuniary loss;and troubles of a strange nature; disap
pointment in lgve 'and .marriage; separation or estrange
ments. Peculiar mental condition and impulsiveness. 

'Great desire for change, unexpected opposition, govern
mental interference, business changes, discredit. 

' 
Sextile or Trine 

Sudden. and unexpected gai~; sudden changes or 
traveling of an advantageot.~ nature; favor·and friend
ship of Uranian persons. Promotion and business ad
vancement. Benefit by municipal or progressive affairs. 

Neptune to the Midheaven 

Conjunction or Parallel 

If badly afflicted in the radix, it brings on peculiar 
difficulties, discredit, deception and business complica
tions. But if well aspected in the radix, it wi'll operate 
milch the same as the sextile or trine. 

Sextile or Trim. 

Increase' of trade, benefits through voy.1ges, shipping, 
liquids, oils, drugs or psychical affairs. Credit and 
esteem through progressive or peculiar oi!Chievement. 

Square or Oppos~ion 
• 

Danger of loss, disc!redit, bu'Siness comp,lications, 
scandal, misunderstanding, deception, fraud and .treach
ery especially in connection with things mentioned in 
the 

1 
pretedipg parag:·aph. 

Pluto to the Midheaven 

What h!!.s previously been said coflcer,nil'lg the effects 
of Pluto's influence e.lso'applies here. (See pages,422 and 
471.) 
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Note: .NJthough the foregoing delineations' indicate 
the influence of progressed aspects, they• ~>lsp serve to 
delineate the aspects df transiting planets. Allow an 
8-degree orb for j'Ilajor aspects by transiti.n2" planets. 

When a planet progresses or transits rto conjunction 
of Midheaven, it is then also i11 opposition to cusp of 
fourth house, and square to ascending and descending; 
cusps providing there are no intercepted signs. Conse
quently, a jo.Jdicious interpretation is rt:quired of each 
indication suitable to that particular individual's nafure 
and environment, in order to form a correct judgment 
of the combined influellces. 

PROGRESSED OR TRANSITING ASPECTS 
TO RADIX PLANETS OR CUSPS 

A planet may progress to an aspect of its own place 
in the radix as illustrated and delineated on page 183. 

To illustrate, suppose that Jupiter is progressing or 
transiting through the fourth house when making a sex
tile to its own radical place. We knaw that the sextile. 
is a benefic aspect 'and that the fourth house has to QO 
with the domestic life, l(lnd, property and mint's, there
fore the aspect would indicate a good period for matters 
relating to those things. If the aspect had been a square, 
instead .of k 1extile, then of course matters relating to 
those things would provf: unfavorable. ,, 

It should be remembered that if a- tra~siting or pro
gressing planet is forming at1 aspect with a radical 
planet ,die delineation shoyld be based upon the influ
ences of the house positions of these two in the radical 
chart • ' 

•But·i< sttcb planet-is forming an aspect to a progressed 
planet, the delineation should be based upon th~ houses 
occupied by t}le asptcting planets in the progressed,. ch,art. 

See nete on page 494. 
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A tC? Z Horoscope Maker and Delineator 

PART Iy 

RECTIFICATION of BIRTH TIME 

"When the planets 
In.·evil mixture, to disord~r wander, 
What plagues! and what portents! what mutiny I 
What raging of the sea! shaking of the:: earth I 
Commotion of the winds W-Shakespeare 

Index to Part IV on next page. 
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RECTJlttOATION OF THE BIRTH TIME 

Approximate Birth Tbpes 

These rules are for r~ctifying a given or approximately 
• known birth time by n'leans of events, to find the exact 
.zodiacal degree ascending in the natal chart and to obtain 
the correct time of birth. 

n the approximate time of birth is known, erect a 
chart for that time and from it cl}_oose the planet to work 
with which rules the house sigmfying the event or the 
person, as' for instance: Rtller of the seveflth for the 
partner (marriage, business, or any other form of part· 
nership); ruler of fourth for father, ruler of tenth for 
mother, ruler of third for brother or sister, ruler of 
sixth for sickness and accidents of the querent, etc. 

Abbreviations: M. D., meridian distance; A. E., arc of 
event; R. ~- M., right ascension of Midheaven; M. C., 
medium creli or longitude of Midheaven; R. A., right 
ascension; S. T., sidereal time. 

• ~se events whie.h occurred before the age of thirty 
and always the first and most pron~unced in its effect 
orr the native. When the event is death of a parent and 
Saturn i!>' faund near the cusp of the tenth or fourth, use 
it (Saturn) as significator of the event rnstead of the 
ruler of the parent's house, or if either Uraftus, Saturn 
or Mars he in eighth house, use it. Whelt the event is 
a long Jburne-" and change of res~dence an& ,U r31-nus is 
fouud near cu!>p ut" fourthJwusc, t.·y it.:;.~ the stgmficator. 

Next find the A. E. as follo,ws: 

From•the.Year, month and date of the month in-which 
the event occurred subtract the date of birth, Convert 
the ansiV'er into degrees and minutes by CJI.Iowfn"g one 
degree for each year, five minutes for each month, and 
one. minute for each six days over a ~o~th. 
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Example 

Event 1895 March 13th ........ or ... .l895-3-13 
Birth 1880 'Jan. lst.. ...... or.-.188C -1- 1 

15 Years, 2 mos. 12 days. .. or .. ~. i5-2--12 

This answer converted would be 15• 12' A. E. 

Next find•,he R. A. (irrespective of th1. latitude) of the 
planet by which you wish to rectify. (Refer to Tab!~ of 
Right Ascensions on pages 518 to 521.) The R. A. of a 
planet in the 7th degree of the si~ Leo is 129• 24'. The 
R. A., or arc of a planet, is.- its distance from the 1st de
gree of Aries measured along the equatorial circle. 

If the planet in question be situated from the M. C. 
about an equal number of degrees to those constituting 
the arc of event then work it to a conjunction with the 
upper meridian. 

Conjunction With Upper Meridian 

Planet East 

If the planet is east of the upper· meridian, subtract 
the A. E. from the~- A. of the planet, and the remainder 
will be the rectified R. 1t., or arc of Midheaven. Find this 
figure of R. A., or arc, in the Tables of Right Ascension 
and note what zodiacal sign and degree of longitude it 
represeQtS! t,lten enter an appropriate Table of Houses, 
find that sign and degree on cusp of tenth house and fill 
in the oth'er cusns nf the chart from tl:e table in the 
usual way. 

If the' R. A. of the planet is too small to be subtracted' 
from, add 360 to it, then subtract the A. E. and use the 
remainder, which i.~ the R. A. M. 

~njunctf.on With Upper Meridian 

Planet Weat 

If the planet is west of the upper meridian, add the 
A., E. to the planet's righ~ ascension, and the sum will 

' ,, .. 
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be the rectiiittd R. A. M. Find this figure of R. A. in 
the ·Tables of Right Ascensions •and note what zodiacal 
sign and degree of longitude it represents, then enter an 
appropriate 'Table •oi Houses with thit sign and degree 
on cusp of Tf.,1th, House and fill in the other cusps of 
the chart frorr. the taNes in the usual manner. 

If after adding the A. E. to R. A. of the planet the 
sum comes to more than 360 (a complete circle), aub
tr3ft 360 from it and use the remainder, ~hich is the 
R. A.M. 

C~njunction With the ~wer Meridian 

If the planet in question is in the third, fourth or fifth 
house (providing it is nearer to the cusp o£ fifth than to 
cusp of sixth), it should be worked to a conjunction with 
the lower meridian. 

Planet East of Lower Meridian 

If the plimet is east of the lower meridian, add the A. 
E. to the R. A. of the planet, then add 180 to, that and 
th~; sum will be the rectified R. A. M. 

if after adding," the sum exceedso360, then subtract 
360 from it and use the remainder, which will be the R. 
A.M. 

Find this figure of R. A. in the Tables of Right Ascen
sions and note what zodiacal sign and degr~e it repre
sents; t1ten enter an appropriat~ Table of Houses with 
that sign and Jdegree on cusp of tooth housl and fill in 
the other cusps of the ch~rt from !he table in the usual 
manner. 

Planet W eat of Lower Meridian 

· If the planet is west of the loweP meridian, auDtra~t 
the A. J::. from the R. A. of the P.lanet, the11 add" 180 to 
that am! the sum will be the rectified R. A. M. •, 

Il tlie R.' A. of the planet is too small tb be subtracted 
from, add 360 to it, 'then subtract the A. E. To the re
mainder add 180 and if the s'lm exceeds 360,subtr~ct~ 
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from it. Find this last result in figures of P... A. in Tables 
of Right Ascension and· note what zodiacal sign an<l de
gree of longitude jt represents; then enter an appropriate 
Table of Houses with that sign ar.d degree on cusp of 
tenth house and fill in the other cuspo; of the chart from 
the Tables of Houses in the usual manner. 

When your work is complete and the rectified chart 
made by e~her ·of the above processe~ the "Meridian 
Distance" of the planet must be equal to the A. E.,•re
gardless of whether the planet was east or west of the 
lower meridian. 

"Meridian Distance" is the distance between the R. A. 
of the meridian (R. A. M.) and the R. A. of the planet. 
Subtract one from the other and if the remainder is equal 
to the A. E. the work has been done correctly. Do not 
direct to the lower meridian with any aspect but the 
conjunction. 

Rectification by ASPECTS to the Midheaven 
• 

If you find, by the position of the planet in the approx
imate chart, that the event was not c.rused by a conjunc
tion to one of the meridians, but by an aspect, count the 
number of degrees the.planet is from the M .. C., make 
note of this iigure and call it the meridian distance, or 
M.D. 

Note: Count the nurt\ber of degrees the chosen planet 
is from tht M. C., I{lake a note of the fip-ure and call it 
the M. D.; next jot down the figure of the A. E., then 
refer to. the Table o'i. Right Pis£ensions and find the R. 
A. of the planet which ru~es the house of the matter in 
the approximate chart and jot it down with the other 
two~ "You now have the necessary element~ whh whic:h 
U> begin the operatron . 

• 
Rule for Planet East: If the chosen planet is east of 

the M. C., (l>etwetn second and tenth cusps on left rand 
side of .chart) lubtract the A. E: from the M. D. (When 
the A. E. canpot be subtracted from the M. D. the rule 
mdst!be wq.d by conj""ction instead of by aspect.) 
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Then take the t1egrees of an aspect nearest to this num
ber, (when th;s figure comes very c\ose to a tie between 
two aspects, try the rule to both aspects and decide on 
the one which :.eareot '.lnswers to the r~quirernents of 
the case) and add them to the A. E. Then subtract the 
sum from the R. A.. of th~ planet. The answer will be 
the R. A. M. Now turn to the Table of Right Ascensions 
ani!! find what sign and degree of the zodiac this derived 
R. A. M. represent.s. 

Wh~n once you know what sign and degree are to go 
on the Midheaven, the rest of the .work is quite easy. 
Just enter a Table of Houses for the proper latitude, find 
that desired sign and degree on-.he cusp of tenth house 
and then fill in the other cusps of the chart from the 
Table of Houses in the usual manner. 

Example For Planet East of Midheaven 

The following elements are presented as an example 
to illustrate the method of procedure when the chosen 
planet is east of the Midheaven: 

Native born Oct. 27, 1862, about 6:35 a. m., 'mean 
local tLme, in lat. 41 N., long. 82 W. (S\. 12° on M.C., the 
Right Ascension of wlfich is 134° 28'). "Qte event is mar
riage .at age of 22 years and 8 months which is 22° 40' arc 
of event. (Married June 27, 1885.) 

Taurus will be found governing the cusp of seventh 
house (house of marriage) in the approximate,ch'art and 
as Venus ryles this sign it is the cllosen planet. Venus 
is approximately 23 Qegrees in Libra~ whose R'. A. is, 
therefore, approximately 201" If\' See page 518. 

t:Jements: 

R. A, of .Venus 201 °16' approximately (9 in .o. 2J0
) 

M."D. of Ven\Js 66°~' approximately 
A. E ....... , ............. 22°40' 

66°48' M. D. of Venus:. 
-22°40' .A. E. 

44°08' for indi~ting the asact. 
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The. n~arest aspect to this figtire is the semi-square, 
i. e., 45°, so 45 plus 22°40' equals 67°.1()'; which is to be 
subtracted from the ,R. A. of Venus, viz., 

201 °16' approximate R. A. 9. 
-67040' 

133°36' This is R. A. M., = bt 11° on M. C. 

Refere9ce to the Table of Right Ascensions will show 
that this is approximately Leo 11 degrees. 

Turn to the Tabh: of Houses for latitude 41 N., find 
Leo 11 pn cusp of tenth, house and fill in the remaining 
cusps of the chart in the usual manner. 

To ascertain the time of birth, note the S. T. given iry 
the Table of Houses when Leo 11 is on cusp of tenth, 
take note also of the S. T. given in the Ephemeris for 
noon on the day of birth and follow t~is procedure 
always: 

To Find the Time of Birth 

Rule: From ,the S. T. at birth" always subtract the 
S. T. as per Ephemeris at noon (adding the circle of 24 
to S. T. at birth if ne~essary) anrl the ansVI!ef will be the 
time of birth in p. m.; but, if the answer is more than 
12 hours, subtract 12 from it and the remainder is the 
time of f>irlh in a. m. . . 

Note :'The SideJ'eal Time at noon is '•hat given in the 
Ephemeris on your birthd'I.Y,. 

I ' ' • 
The S. T. at birth is tha. given in the Table of Houses 

(latitude of birth place) when your correcte.;l sign and 
degtee are on th~ M. C. according to R. 'A. M. · 

In this~ case the S. T. at birth is approxithately 8.54 
when bt 1! 0 is o.n the M. C. 

S. d'. at noon on birthday Is 14.22=0ct. 27, 1862. 
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. 
Add 24 hours-tp,8:54, which equals 32.54 

(so as to subtract the 14·:22 -14.22=S. T. noon. 

18.!2 
-12.00 

~orrected mean local time of birth, 6:32 a. m. To re
duce such birth time to the nearest second, proceed as 
shown in example .following under the taole, ':.Relation 
of Sidereal Time to Right Ascension," page 523. 

Planet West of Midheaven 

When the chosen planet of the event is west of the 
M. C. (between tenth and sixth cusps on ·right hand 
side of chart) the process of working the rule is the re· 
vPrse to the method just given for a planet east. 

Rule: Find the R. A. of the planet; find the M. D. of 
the planet; find the A. E. Add the A. E. to the M. D., 
choose the aspect nearest this figure, subtract the A. E. 
from ·this chosen aspect and add the remainder to the R.
A. of the planet. The answer will be the R. A. M:. If 
the suin comes to m~re than 360, subtract that circle 
from it and use the remainder as the R. 1\. M. 

Enter a Tr.1>1!! of Right Ascension "•ith this last named 
figure and find what sign and degree of the' zodiac it 
represents, then find that sign and degree on ~usp of 
tenth house in appropriate Table qJ Houses lind from 
that point inethe tables cast the chart in the usual rvanner. 

To ascertain the time of bi,th, note tJJe S. T. given in 
tht•Table of Houses, note tF.e S. T. given in the EpHem· 
eris on birthday and with these two follow instructions 
as givenoin t,he example preceding headed, "To Find th~ 
Time "of Birth."' 

Elample For Planet West of M. C. 

Exam'ple' for 'correctin&" a birth time by evlnt of mar
riage at age of 26 years: Born July 10, 1878, about 9':30 
.a~ m., lat. 45 north. ' 
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An a}Sproximate chart will show Pisces 'on cusp of 
house of marriage (seventh house). 'Ne'p\une, the ruler 
of Pisces, is in 9 de~rees of Taurus = 36" 36' R: A. 

Elements: 

60 degrees. 

R. A. Neptune ., •....... : ..... ~.36 
M. D. Neptune about .... 33. 
A. E ................................. 26. 

33. M. D. of Neptune. • 
+26. A. E. 

59. nearest aspect to this is. sextile, i. e., • 

60-26 = 34 and 34+36.36 (R. A. Neptune) = 70.36. 
This is the R. A. M. Reference to the Table of Right 
Ascension shows that 70.36 represents Gemini 12" d'.1• 
cusp of tenth house. Turn to Table of Houses for lati
tude 45" N., find Gemini 12• on cusp of tenth and fill in 
the other cusps in the usual manner. 

To•find the time of birth, note the S. T. as given in 
the Table of Houses, (4.42) note S. T. as gi~en in 
Ephemeris on birthday, (7.13) subtract the latter from 
the former acco~ding to rule given in preceding exij.mple 
headed, "To Find tht. Time of Birth," and tl;Ie answer is 
9:29 a. m.; in fact, the given approximate 'time had been 
recorde~ by the parents as 9:30 a. m. 

Note: Actually the above R. A. M., 70" 3,6' = n 12" 
07' bec<IUse R. A.l'able S~WS 70" 29' ,. n 12". In other 
words, the R. A. M. derivei is seven minutes more than 
showJl in R. A. 'Pable (70"•20'), hence the M. C. is i..n
creased by seven minut~s 

-'.s the M. C. was inrreased by 7 mil}utes th\! S. T. 
should be increa11ed correspondingly. (See table on page 
SZJ•heackd, "Relation of S. T. to R. A." by, which you 
will see that 7 minutes increase in R. A. increases the 
S. T. 28 .seconds: 4" to each 1' of R. A. ·Consequently 
the S. T. lt birth is increa'Sed.28 seconds more than 
shown in tl!e table: 
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S. T. Birth 4.41:59 (See Table of Houses) 
plu§ :28 (See R. A. Ofable, page 523) 

41!42 :2;l=-corrected S. T. for"rr 12"07' M.C . 
• 

The S. T. given.for" nOO'i in Ephemeris, July 10, 1878 
is ~.13 :06. 

S. T. Birth • 4.42 :27 
.s. T. ·noon -7.13 :06 

21.29:21 
-12. 

9.29:21 a. m. = time of birth. 

By correcting the R. A. M. and the S. T. correspond
tr.gly, as shown in this example, the birth time is cor
rected to the nearest second. 

Experiment with scores of known birth times proves 
(as in one example given herein) that Uranus and Nep- • 
tune rule Aquarius and Pisces, respectively, and" that 
Saturn~and Jupiter do not, as some authors would have 
us !:lelieve. lnvestigadon shows, also, thit the tredecile, 
aspect, (108 degrees) though much neglected, is impor
tant and shopld be observed not alone in this work, but 
also in directions. Likewise the other minor aospects. 

(ContJnoed on page 522.) 
• 

The R.• A. •t a planet varies slightly In accordance wltb lib!: 
planet'll lalltude. ~or lostance, Page 513 1£1v~ 9 R. A. 201" 16'. 
lf the latitude ot Venus oo that date was 1 21 N. tbe eguh·alll!llt 
R. A. would IN! 201" 45'. For almpllclty In these exalliples the 
planeta• R. A. Is glveo without, or regardless qf, their latitude. 
'fhe tobl~ of R. 11.. oo pa&ea 51s-21 quote R. A. "Without latitude. 
Mldheaven decree~~ have no latitude. ThOR who dellre to work 

• these rulee wltll rreater prec"'alou will ftnd lo the book "Rectlflca· 
tl4tn of The Horoscope," by DeLuce, table!! of R. A. :for latitude~ 

0 1" to 6" N. or S. '. • 
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Table of Right Ascensions .. ,_ 

With Cowesponding Sidereal Time 

' I 0 
Aries. Taurua. Gemini. Cancar. Leo. • . Virgo. 

0...... 0.00:00 1.151:38 3.1il:l8 8.00:0Q 8.08:U 10.08:22 
0.00:00 27.64:5 57.48:8 80.00:0 122.11:1 152.05:5 , 

I. 0 0 0 0 0 0.03:40 1.55:27 3.1i5:28 8.04:22 8.12:54 10.12:11 

• 0.53:0 28.61:9 58.51:& 91.05:4 123.13:4 lli3.02:8 

2. 0 0 0 0 0 0.07:20 1.59:18 3.59:87 8.08:43 8.17:03 • 10.18:00 
1.50:1 29.49:4 59.54:2 82.10:8 124.15:8 lli3.59 :9 

• 
3. 0 0 0 0 0 0.11:01 2.03:08 4.03:48 6.13:015 8.21:11 10.11:4\ 

• 2.45:2 3"0.47 :1 I 80.57:1 93.11:2 Uli.17:7 154.58:8 

~- 0 0 0 0 0 O.U:U 2.07:00 4.08:01 8.17:27 8.215:18 10.23:35 
3.40:2 31.44:1 81.00:1 84.21:5 126.18:5 155.153:7 

5. 0 0 0 0 0 0.18:21 2.10:52 4.12:13 8.21:47 8.29:215 10.27:22 
4.35:3 32.42:1 83.03:3 95.26:8 137.21:2 lli8.50:t 

8. 0 0 0 0 0 0.22:02 2.14:44 4.18:27 8.28:ot 8.33:31 10.31:08 
15.30:4 33.U:O 84.08:7 88.32:2 128.~2 :7 1157.47:0 

1. 0 0 0 0 0 0.25:42 2.18:37 4.20:41 6.30:30 8.37:38 10.34:54 
8.2~:6 34.39:4 66.10:2 97.37:4 129.34:0 11i8.43:t 

8. 0 0 0 0 0 0.28:23 2.22:31 4.24:55 8.3"4 :50 8.U:41 10.3&:31 
7.20:8, 35.37:8 18.13:8 u.\z:l 130.25:2 158.39:8 .. 

9. 0 0 0 0 0 0.83.04 2.28:26 4.29:11 8.39:11 B.tli :44 1o.u:'u 
8.1&:0 au&:5 87.17:& 88.47:7 13U8:i 180.81:0 

• 
10. 0 0 0 0 0 0..36:45 2.30:21 4.33:28 8.43:31 8.49:48 10.41:01 

• 8.11:3 37.35:3 88.21:1 100.6!:8 132.28:8 181.32 :Z 
• 

"' 11.. 0 0 0 0 0.40:27 2.34:17 4.37:42 8.47:51 8.63:5t 10.49:53 • 10.06:1 .18.34:3 89.215:8 101.157:8 1133.27:6 182.28:2 . 
!Z. 0 0 0 0 0 0.44:08 • 2.38:u 4.'\\ :151 8.52:11 8.57:12 10.53:37 
• 11.02:0 39.13:4 70.29:1 103.02:1 184.27:8 183.42:1 • 

13.0 0 0 0 0 0.47:1i0 2.42:11 4.48:16 6.18:30 1.01:53 10.157:28 
11.57:6 40.32:8 71.34:1 104.07:8 U5.28:1• 164.lo:o • 0 

.lot 0 .• 0 0 0 0.51:32 • 2.48:01 4.10:34 7.00:41 8.05:63 11.01:01 
• 12.53:0 41.32:3 72.38:5 105.12:3 131.28:2• 166.15:7 

15. 0 0 0 0. O.lili:lo\ ~.150:08 4.54:52 7.05:08 8.09:152 ,11.0,4 :41 
1~48:1 u.az:o 73.410} 108.11:1 137.28:0 161.11 :t 

' 
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• 
Dog. Arlro~ 0Tourua. 

IS. , • • . • 0.'!;8 :61 2.64 :07 
u.u :1 41.11 :I 

17...... 1.02:111 2.501:01' 
15.40:0 .44.31:9 

• 
18... •. . 1.06:23. ~.02:08 

I6.36 :9 46.32: I 

19 ...... 1.10:07 3.06:10 
17.31:8 46.32.6 

• 20. ..... 1.13:61 3.10:12 
18.27:8 f7.33:1 

u ...... 1.17:36 3.14:11 
19.,24:0 48.33:9 

22 ...•.. 1.21:21 3.18:I9 
20.20:2 49.34:8 

13 ...... 1.26:08 3.22:24 
21.16:8 60.36.0 

24 ....•• 1.28:62 3.26:29 
22.I3 :0 61.37:3 

26 ..•... 1.32.38 3 30:36 
23.09:6 52.38:8 

%8 •••••• 1.36:26 3.34:42 
24.06:3 63.40:5 

n~ ..... I.40:12 3.38:48 
26.03:2 64.~:3 

!8 ...... 1.44:00 3.42.67 

~-0?:1 66.44:4 

28 .....• 1.47:49 3.47:06 
28 67:2 56.46:6 

•• • 
Gemini. Cancer. Leo. VIrgo. 

4.69:11 7.Q9:28 9.I3:51 11.08:28 
74.f1:7 107.21:6 138.37:1 111.01:0 

• 6.03:30 7.13:44 9.17:49 li.I2:IO 
76.62:5 108.25.9 I39.27:2 168.02:5 

,6.07:49 7.18:01 9.21:46 11.I5·62 
76.67:3 109.30:2 140.28:8 168 68:0 

6.12:09 7.22:I8 9.25:43 11.I9:33 
78.02:2 110.H.4 IH.25.7 i69 53:4 

6.I6:29 7.28:34 9.29:39 11.2:r:16 
79.07:2 I11.38:4 142.44:7 170.48:7 

6.20:49 7.311:49 9.33:3< 11.28:58 
80.12:3 

1
112.42.4 143.23:6 I<J.44 .0 

5.25:IO 1.36:06 9.37.29 Il.30 37 
81.17:4 113.46:2 144.22 2 172.39:2 

5. 29:30 7.39:19 9.41:23 11.34 :I8 
82.22:6 114.49:8 146.20:6 173.34:4 

6.33:51 7.4J:33 9.46:16 ll.37:65 
83.27.8 116 63:3 148.I9·0 1H.29:8 

6.38:I2 7.47:47 9.49.0& 11.41:39 
84.3~:I 116.66:7 147.I7:1 176.24:7 

6.42:34 7.6I:59 9.63.00 11.45:I9 
85.38:5 117.69.9 148.I6:1 176.l'li:8 

6.48:66 7.56:12 9.66:62. 11.48:69 
86.43:8 119.02:9 \49.12:9 171.14:6 

6.61:17 8.00•32 10.00:42 11.52:40 
87.29:2 120 .. 6:8 160.IO.I 178.09:9 

6.66:38 8.04 :a. I0.04 :3! 11.66:20 
88.46:6 I21.08:6 I61.08:1 179.06:0 

SO degrees baa the aame R. A. and ~ T. as 0 dlgrees ot the 
suceeedlng Etgrls. 

Expla!Uition 

, The first column on the-l~ft design~tes the degrees of 
zodiacal signs. On the same line.with the zodiacal degree 
in the ~ix columns, will be found figures of sidereal time. 
Directly u~de!illeath the sidereal time are the figures 'Of 
corresponding Right Ascension, or Arc, as it is somet..imes 
called. The last figure in the R. A. refers to \enths of 
a minute, i. ~ 6 seconds of R. A. A pla.net in 2 degrees 
of the' siltn Taurus would ,have R. A. _29.~9 ;114. When 
2 degrees. of the sign Taurus are culmmatmg on M. C. 
othe S. T. 1s 1.59:18. 
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I • ' 

Table of Right Ascensions 
I ' o 

With Corresponding Sidereal Time 

0 d~ has the same R. A. and S.' T! as 3d' ot the p~edlng 
ldp. 

Dag. Libra. Scorpio. Sagltt.o Capri. 1 Aquar. Pl•caa. 

o .... 0 12.00:00 18.61•38 16.61:16 18.00:00 20.08:44 22.08:21 
180.00:0 107.54:6 237.48:9 270.00:0 301.11:1 832.06:6 

• • 1..... u.oa:u 18.66:27 16.66:21 18.04:22 20.11:u zz.u:p 
180.66 ·o 2o1.61 :9 za8.n :6 371.06:4 803.18:4 388.08:8 

2.. ... 12.07:20 13.69<18 16.61:37 18.08:43 20.11:08 11.14:00 
1~1.60:1 ~09.49:4 23&.64:3 272.10:8 soc.u:• au.&e:l 

' 
2 .... 12.11:01 14.03:08 16.03:48 18.13:04 20.21:11 21.11: 

182.46:2 d0.47:1 240.47:1 273.18:2 3116.17:7 334.68:8 

4..... U.H:U 14.07:00 16.08:00 18.17:26 20.26:18 22.23:3& 
113.40.2 211.U:8 U2.00:1 274.21:6 806.19:5 336.63:7 

li .... 0 12.11:21 14.10:62 18.12:12 18.21:41 20.11:26 22.27:13 
184.36:3 212.42:9 243.01:3 276.28:8 307.21:2 8311.60:4 

1.. ... 12.22:02 14.14:44 11.18.27 18.28:01 20.J3~U 22.81:08 
186.30:4 213.41:0 2U.06:7 276.32:1 808.!2:7 3'!7.47:0 

1. 0 ••• 0 12.26:42 14.18:37 18.20:41 18.30:30 20.37:38 23.84:6« 
188.25:8 214.38:4 246.10:2 277.37'4 808.2C:O 828.43:( 

• 
... .. 0 12.29:23 •14.22:31 18.21:66 18.34:60 20.41:41 22.31:38 

187.20:8 216.37:8 2C8.13:8 17!.42:8 310.26:2 339.89:8 ° 
' . 

... .. 0 12.33:04 14.21:28 18.29:11 18.81:11 20.46144 I 22.C2:24 
188:18:0 216.31:6 247.17:6 271.47:7 111.20:1 340.38:0 

10 ...... 1~38:4& 14.30:21 18.33:28 18.48:31 20.48:48 22.48:08 
181.11:8 217.36::t 2CB.21 :6 280.62:8 812.26:9 t41.32:2 

11 .... .' 12.40:27 14<G4 :17 18.37 ·cz 18.C7:\l1 ~.63 :60 21.48:63 
190.08:8 218.34:3 Ut.26'~ 281.67:8 213.27:6 342.28:2 

1% .. ~ .. 
, .. 

12.44:08 14.38:14 18.41:59 18.62:11 20.67:63 32.63:37 
181.02:0 2U.33:4 260.29:8 283.02:7 314.27:9 343.24:1 

11..... 12.47:60 14.42:11 18.46:16 18.6R:30 21.01:63 '~2.67!20 
111.67:6 210.32:8 261.34:1 284.07:6 316.211:1 344.20:0 

• f 

.... .. . •u.n :32 14.41:08 18.60:34 19.oo:cs ai.os:63 ·~3.01 :03 
192.63.0 ~21.32 :3 262.38:5 285.12.3 316.28.2 3C6.16:7 . . 

16..... -hK :u 14.6o:o8 16.64 :6~ 19.o5:o8 zJ.o9:62 2i.oc :cs 
183.48:8 282.32:0 253'.43 :1 286.~6:9 317.28:0 248.11 :4 
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Deg. • Libra. Scorpio. Sagltt. Capri. - Aquar. • PIIICeL 

11..... u.u'!n • 14.&t:07 11.&9:11 19.01:21 21.13:51 21.01:31 
• 1t4.U:3 U3.11:8 2&4.47:7 U7.C1:& !18.27:7 347.07:0 

17..... 13.02:40 14.58:07 17.08":30 19.11:44 \1·17:49 21.12:10 
18&.40:3 224.lfl:t 256.&2:& 283.Z&:t 81t.27:2 348.02:& 

18..... 13'.01:23. 1&.92:08 11.07:48 19.18:01 81.21:48 29.1&:52 
198.3&:9 o21&.32:1 268.&7:3 288.30:2 330.28:1 148.&8:0 

18.. •• . 13.10:07 1&.08:10 17.12:08 19.22:11 U.2&:U 23.19:22 
197.31:1 226.32:& 2&1.02:2 390.14.:4 811.2&:7 849.&8:4 

20..... 11.13:&1 "1&.10:12 17.18:28 18.28:14 11.28:39• 28.23:1& 
• 198.27:1 227.31:1 259.07:3 291.38:4 112.24:7 1&0.48:7 

11..... 13.17:18 1&.14:18 17.20:48 11.30:48 21.33:14 33.28:&8 
198.24:0 228.31:t 280.13:3 392 •• 2:1 121.21:& 3&1.44;0 

12... .• 13:21:21 1&.18:18 17.Z&:lt 19.1&:0& 21.17:89 11.30:37 
200.20:2 229.14:1 281.17:4 283.48:2 3'34.%2:2 3&3.19:1 

23..... 13.2&:08 1&.22:2• 17.29:30 19.39:19 21.U:I3 U.U:ll 
201.18:1 230.18:0 262.22:8 294.48:8 32&.20:8 3&3.14:4 

24..... 13.28:&2 1&.28:2t 17.!3:51 18.43:23 21.4&:18 28.37:&1 
202.1:1:0 231.37:8 263.27:8 28&.&3:3 321.19:0 3&4.29:8 

25... .. 13.32:U I&.2o:3& 17.38:13 19.47:47 21.41:08 Z3.U:8a 
203.08:8 232.38:8 284.33:1 298.51:7 327.17:1 35&.24:7 

• 
28..... 12.16:2& 15.34:42 17.42:34. 11.51:59 21.&3:00 23.4&:19 

204.01:3 233.40:& 21&.38:5 297.&9:9 321.1&:1 3&6.19:1 
• 

n..... 13.40:13 1&.38:49 17.48:U 19.&8:12 21.&8:12 23.43:&9 
205.03:2 234.p:3 286.43:1 299.02:9 328.12:8 357.14:8 

38..... 13.U :00 15.42:57 17.&1 :17 20.00:33 ° 22.00:43 23.53:40 
205.00:1 23&.44:4 267.43:2 300.0&:8 330.10:8 358.09:9 
• • 

29 ..... 01.3.47:48 1&.47:08 17.55:38 20.04:34 22.04:33 23.&8:20 
208.57:2 238.48:1 2&8.&4:8 301.08:& 331.08:\ 3&9.06:0 

30. . . . 13.&1:38 1&.&1:18 18.00:00 20.08:44 22.08:22 tt.OO:OG 
207.54:& 237.48:9 270.00:0 30~11:1 332.0&:1 1&0.00.0 

Explanation 

The first column.on t~Jeft desig~~ates the de~ees of 
!odiacal signs. On the same line with the zodiacal de
gree, in the six columns, wilr be found the figures of 
sid1=r&l time. Directly underneath the sidereal time,are 
the figures of corresponding Right A~ension, or Arc, as 
it is some,imes called. The last figore in the R. 'A."refers· 
to tenths of a minute, i. e., 6 seconds qf R. A. A planet 
in 2°. of. the• sign, Scorpio, would have R. A. 209.49:04. 
When 2" of the sign, Scbrpio, culminate "on M. [:.. the 
S. T. is 13.59:18. 
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(Continued from page, 517il . 
When in an apprrJximate chart you find a planet 

posited in the hquse ruling the ev~n~, it i~. better to take 
that planet as the ruler of the event rather than the ruler 
of the sign on the cusp, providing• of' course that the 
planet ruling the sign is posited in som(; other house. If 
the correction is to be made by event of death and ym: 
find Saturn in the eighth house, take it as the planet to 
work by rather than the planet which rules the house of 
the person. In the case of event of sickness, and Sacurn 
is found in the house of sickness, take it rather than the 
planet which rules t~ house denoting the person. If 
several pl.&nets are in the house ruling the matter, take 
the one which best describes the matter or the one hav
ing strongest dignity therein, if the ruler of the sign 
itself is not there. 

Remember that the time derived from either of these 
processes is mean local time, i. e., real or Sun time, and 
not standard or clock time. There is a difference from 
one to thirty minutes between mean and standard time 
hrlhe various hour zones in this country, as can readily 
be seen by reference to a Zone Time Map. 

The aspects that can be used are the vigintile, 18 de-' 
grees; quindecile, 24 degrees; semi-sextile, 30 degrets; 
decile, 36 degrees; semi-square, 45 degrees; 5-.!xtile, 60 
degrees; quirttile, 72 degrees; square, 90 degrees; trede
cile, 108 d~grees; trine, 120 degrees; sesquiquadrate, 135 
degrees; b1-quintile, 144. degrees; quincunx, 150 degrees; 
and the ·co,.njunction. The opposition aspect is- not em
ployed. The aspect& are always direi:ted' to M. C., but 
conjunctions may be. used on ~it_her M. C. or Nadir. 

A Note in Connection with Chart No. 33 on page 170. 

Tfte' given birth time was "about I a. m." Rectification 
by event t>f. demise of. brother at the native's a_ge of 10 
years, 7 months and 6 days, gives 0.45 :46 a. m. as the 
corrected m~an lo~al time of birth. 
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Relatioq o( Rieht Ascension to Sidereat"Time 

1' of R. A. = ~ s of S. T. 
S: of R. ~- = 20 s of .S. T. 

10' ~fIt A. = 40s of S. T. 
15' of R. A. = 1m 00 s of S. T. 
20' bf R. A.'= t·m 20s of S. T. 
25' of R. A. = 1 m 40 s of S. T. 
30' of R. A. = 2m 00 s ot S. T. 
35' cfi R. A.= 2m 20s of S. T.• 
40' of R. A. = 2 m 40 s of S. T. 
45' of R. A.= 3m OOs of S. T. 
SO' of R. A.= 3m 2fls of S. T. 

'55' of R. A.= 3in 40s of S. T. 
60' of R. A.= 4m OOs of S. T. 

The Above Table is Especially Useful in Reducing the 
Birth Time Derived Through the "Arc of Event" 

Method of Rectification to the Nearest Second of Time. 

Illustrati~n: Take the Example for Planet East of 
Midheaven (on page 514) in which the df'rived R. A....M. 
is 133" 36'. Reference to the table of R. A. shows the 
neat !St to this is 133" 27' 30" which corresponds to Leo 
11". In other worSs, these figures nc:_ed to be increased 
to ,~r-eet our larger R. A. M. 

R. A. Itf. ·133" 36' = 133" 35' W" in exarvple 
-133 27 30 in R. A. Table 

• .08' 3e" = amount of increase 
in R. A. neceSjjarl. Add 8' 30" to, ~iven lorfgitude for 
M. C., Leo 11'00 00' (for R. A. 133 27' 30") 

increase 08'30" (8~') • 
. 

Leo 11'08'30" = correct M. C. 
• 

To ascertain how much to change• the gtveQ ~<lereaj 
Time (8.fi3 :SO) for R. A. 133' 27' .10" (in R. "-· Thble) to 
make it correspond to 133• 36' in exan;tple, the difference 
(8,W') ts used to enter above table of "Relation of Right 
Ascension to SidereAl Time" wherein it is shown that 
8'1' increase in R. A. at rate of 4" to earah 1' of R. A. 7> • • . . . 
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equals 34• to be added to the given S. T. 8.53 :50 
+. .34 

8tS4 :24 S. T. 
at birth which corresponds to the req';lird R. A. 133.36'. 

8.54:24 S. T. (Transposed to 32.54:24 by adding 
-14.22:21 S. T. noon Oct. 27, 1862. 24 hrs.) 

18.32:0Z 
-12.00:00 

6.32 :03 a. m. = time of birth corrected to the near· 
est second~ 

Table of the Approdmate Relation of Longitude 
to Sidereal Time 

I' of Long.= 4s of S. T. 
2' of Long. = 8s of S. T. 
3' of Long. = 12 s of S. T. 
4' of Long. = 16 s of S. T. 
5' of Long. = 20 s of S. T. 

• 6' of Long. = 24s of S. T. 
7' of Long. = 28 s of S. :r. 
8' of Loog. = 32 s of S. T. 
9' of Long. = 36 s of S. 'T. 

10" of Long. ::e 40 s of S. T. 
11' 6f Long. = 44 s of S. T. 
IZ' of Long. = 48s of S. T. 
13' ef Long. =;: 52 s of S. T. 
14' of Long. = 56 s of S. T. 
IS' of Long. = 60s,<n' 1m - of S. T. 
16' of Long. = 64 s,or 1m 4 s of S. T. 

·17' of Long. = 68s or 1m 8s of S. T. 
18' of Long. = 12s or I m 12s of S. T. 
19' of Long. = 76s or 1m 16s of S. T. 
1JY of Long. = 80s or 1m 20s oi S. T. 
;)(Yc, of Long. = 120 s or 2m of S .• T. 
45' of Long. = 180 s or 3m of S. T. 
(fJ' JJf, Long. = 240 s or 4 m oi S. T. 

On page 64 is a Table of . Correction to Sidereal Time 
for Parta of an Hour. , 
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The fore~ing; table is useful for correcting the mid
heaven deg5"ee to the nearest minute of longitude. Charts 
made' for time of New Moons, Ec'iipses, Solar Ingresses, 
etc., in which ~e exact M. C. is not ascenained by means 
of "rectification" sllould show the M. C. in degrees and 
minutes if caref~l calculation is required. As the Tables 
of Houses quote!' the M. C. by sign and degree only, this 
\able and the following example will serve to find the 
necessary minutes. 

Example 

Chart desired for September 2(¢h, 1884, at 0:58 a. m., 
in Lat. 40' N., Long. 120• W. . ~ 

S. T. 12.22 :47 at noon (See page 172.) 
- 1 :50 correction for 11 hrs. before noon. 

12.20:57 
+ :80 cprrection for 120• West longitude. 

12.22:17 
- 11.02 :00 amount of time born before noon. 

1.20:17 = S. T. at birth . . 
R~ference to the 'I' able of Houses f9r 40• N. Latitude 

(pa.ge 175) shows the nearest Sidereal Time to this is 
1.21 :20 w.}lich gives M. C. 'T' 22' • As the T. H. gives a 
larger S. T. •than desired the given M. C. will also be in 
excess. Therefore: 

S. T. in T. H. 121:20 
Less S.--r'. at ~irt~ 1.20:17 

O.OJ l03 = excns amount qf S. T. 

Reference to the foregoing table of "Relation of Long
itude. to Sidereal Time" for 1m 03s of S. T. shows. it to 
eqaal 16' of l.ongitude. Therefore su\)tract that amdunt 
from the M. C. given in the T. H.. · - · · 

'T' 22•00'00" on lOth cusp in ,T. H. 
·- 16'00" • 

'T' 21.44'00" = corrected M. C. 
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This 16' of excess longitud~ on the .. M~ C. may not 
appear important in most cases but in a Solar directional 
aspect to the M. C. it might cause a prediction to be 
about 3 months ~1 error. 

Thus it is seen that the table "ReJativn of Longitude 
to Sidereal Time" is used only £or correrting Midheaven 
degrees. 

How to Interpolate a Correction to the 
Aacend4nt Longitude Given in a Table of Houses 

The ascendant is to be corrected an amount calculated 
by the rule of proporfonals. In this case the Table of 
Houses gives the ascendavt as S\. 4" 51'; th( correction 
to it in proportion to 16' subtracted from the given M. C. 
would be 12' 36", which, when subtracted from the given 
T. H. asc. S\. 4" 51'= S\. 4" 38' 24" as the corrected ascend
ant for Latitude 40" North. 

The process is as follows: (see page 175.) 
H M S 

S. T. 1.21 :20 in T. H. = asc. S\. 4" 51' 
S. T. 1.17:35 in T. H.= asc. S\. 4'06' ' 

3 :45 = 225 seconds. 45' = 2700" 
For convenience let us say: 

3m 45s of S. T. is "equivalent to 45' of lQng. on Asc. 
(3m 45s reduced equal5r 225 seconds) 
(45' reduced fquals 2700") 
225s of S. T. is equivalent to 2700" of longitude. 

2700-+- :!2!i. = 12· 
That is,,o'}e second of ~. T. is equivalent to IZ.'." of long. 

1.21 :20 S. T. i~ T. H. . ' 
- 1.20:17 S. T. llt Birth 

• 
1 :03 (The equival~nt of lm 3s of S. T. is to be 

subtr11cted from the T. H. Asc. longitude S\. 4• ~1 ') · 
lm 3s (63s) X 1£" = 756" or 12' 36" to t>e subtracted 

from' t~- gitven ascendant, thus: 
"- 4" 51' 00" Asc. as per Table of Houses. 

less 12' 56~ ' · 
... ---

~ 4" 38' 24." = corrected. ascendant. 
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'Corree~on. to Latitude of T~ of H.' 

Exacting stu"dents will have noticed tloat, because the Tables of 
Houses give values only to the even degree,,lt almost always 
becomes nece~~sarf, In u~ir>g them, for an astrologer to Interpolate 
for the odd mlnute.f of Jatllude for birth place. 

We have heretof&re, tor simplicity and convenience, used ex
a\lly 40 degrees of latitude, but as before said, the exactly even 
degrees of latitude are rarely found In any case; therefore an 
Interpolation for the •odtl minute!l of latitude should l1e Instituted. 
Supp<lsc the latitude had been 40' 28' Instead of exactly 40". 
Then we would take the nearest tubular value of 40' and find out 
how much the ascendant Increases at 41 ~of latitude. In this case 
the difference 1s 29'. (Using Slmpltfied Tables of Hon~es.) You 
merely multiply the excess minutes of latitude and tabular 
dltl'erences (of longitude) together and divide by oo.• tbe quotient 
being the extra minutes and seconds required, thus: 28 multiplied 
~Y 29 equals 812, divided by 60=13' 32~ to be addedt to the 

' Ascendant previously corrected to 4" 38' 24~, which gives 4" 51' 56" 
of Leo ascending at time of birth, in 40' 28' of latitude. 

• (When the multiplication provides a figure Jess than 60 It Ia the 
answer in desired number of seconds fot· correction.) _ 
t (It was added In this case because the ascendant !no desired 
latitude Ia greater or advanced; that Is, the ascendant degrees In 
next t&t!tude (41') are larger. But had it been less, the cor
rection would be subtra~ted.) 

Unknown Birth Times 

One way to discover a person's Ascendant" at birth: 

Rule: Take note of the time when a per5'>n• asks for 
a horosco{¥! of himself, refer to "T~e Improved Perpetual 
Planetary Hour 2ook" and notice wh;ch planet •rules the 
hour in which t~e question ls. asked. {a) ~t ~suall~ rules 
tl!e sign ascendmg at their b1rth; (~J 1t ~~ m a stgn o_n 
birth day which should ascend. at b1rth t1me; (c) or 1t 
rulea ~he ~itl"n which at birth ~as on cusp of ho~s,e. of 
matter inqu1rad about, as the stxth ho~se m question of 
sickness. 

For instance, a lady inquired a~out SICKnes~, 1·nursaay, 
August 3,rd 1922 at 2.05 p. m.; m north latitude 34 de
grees. Ref~renc~ to tile Hour Book shows this tilne to 
be ruled by the planet Jupiter, hence, Sa~ittarius (ruled . . ' .. . 
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by Jupiter) should be on the cusp of her !)a tal sixth house. 
This is correct because in this case her bit th time was 
known and she did have the 20th degree of Sagittarius 
on sixth cusp at•birth. It is intereo;Hng tc note that two
thirds of the planetary hour of Jupiter !}ad passed at the 
time of the question, and at birth two-thirds of the sign 
Sagittarius had passed the cusp of the· sixth house. 

The use of this plan in birth time rectification requires 
that the h~use ruling the question be >correctly chosen. 

When the planet ruling the hour is ruler of two zodia
cal signs, a little study will show which of the two signs 
to choosf. as they give decidedly different riescriptions. 
Of conrse,-this rule holds good only when the individual 
calls or asks in accordance with their own uninfluenced 
impressions; if they had a Planetary Hour Book and 
chose an hour from that in which to call, this rule could 
not then be used. If the request is by mail, take the time • 
you read the letter but preferably the time when the 
letter was written if it has been stated by the writer. 

Another Rule which may often be applied: Take the 
pla'net ip a man's horoscope which the Moon first aspects 
after birth. That planet will almost invariably rule- the 
sign rising in the wife's horoscope at her birth. To tnake 
a chart for her take about the middle of the sign answer
ing her description, which is ruled by this planet, and 
you will have a very close approximate chart v.ith which 
to apply the rectification rules in order to derive the 
exact mioote of birth. 

' In a·woman's horoscope take the planet whiq,'t the Sun 
first aspe~ts after birth, in the same way, and it will 
usually rule the husband's ri!.ing sign. If married more 
than once take the next plane£ aspected, as above, and sc 
on according to the number of unions. 

When none of the foregoing methods ar~ possibte we 
J>roq~e,.d iS follow~ 

~ - ' 

Proce11 when Birth Time i1 Unknown . 
When the koui of birth is unknown we must work to 

get tht right zodiacal sign on the Ascendant. One way 
· tQ do this i~ to refer to. "Description of the Ascend-
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. • . . I 
ant" in Plirt III. Study each sign carefully a'nd select 
the one whi~h·be~t describes the native. Erect an ap
proximate cliart with about the 'middle of that sign 
ascending. Take the ruler of the house,which governs 
the event, or the persbn', and use it to work out the rules 
relatin~ to "Arcs•of Events" method given in preceding 
pages. 

\\nother method is to cast a chart for noon on birth 
date, study it in connection with the kind Qf events 
furnished by the native as to sickness, accidents, etc.; 
tum the chart around and put each sign successively on 
the Ascendant, noticing each time if.ethe position of chart 
then gives te!jtimonies by plane\~ry house positioJ! which 
tally with the nature of events as known. 

Perhaps two or more signs ascending seem to fulfill 
the requirements, in which case further study of sign 
cparacteristics is necessary to determine which best ful-

• fills all conditions. Naturally, there is a chance here to 
err in judgment by attributing wrong virtues or influ
ences to planets in the various houses, but a correct 
knowledge of the influences of each planet, together witU.... 
the ability to combine the house and planet influences 
will do much to obviate the likelihood of mistakes. 

For •instance, Satur~ ascending would signify a deep 
and s1:nsitive nature introspectively trying to fathom the 
mystery of U'fe.and improve natural 'qualities; attempting 
to ascend above the many limitations, restr:ihions and 
delays encountered on the way. Uranus and Mars in 
conjunction in the ninth house wo~o~ld signify" accidents 
to legs in rr.~gion of ankles or thighs, which wou~ agree 
with limitations a1so "signified by Satutn in the first, as 
before mentioned. These twQ planets ip the ninth would 
also give radical experiences and injur.y in lands foteign 
o that of birth; would endow th~ native with great zeal 

m the &tud~s of the higher mind, astrology, ~tc., a.n~ 
would lead him" far from the orthodox, sonvent10nal re
ligions. The sign Geml.ni on the Miliheaven Wil~b~
stow Mercu\-ial proclivities and also incline to busines5 
life. 

The instance just mentilmed is actual. Saturn ode
spibes the native's disposition; Mercury deKribes his • . . 
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business! Mars 
1
and Uranus in ni~th house describe his 

scientific and religious tendencies and' ~l~o the accident 
which maimed his limbs in a foreign land.' The -data is 
as follows· 

Illustration for Erectip.g Chart 

When Birth Time is Unknown 

Male, born at Greenwich, England, April 5th, 1863. 
Time of"birth unknown. Event: ~bng journey from 
England td America on September Sth, 1883. Make a 
chart for noon on th'f birth date as before explainerl; turn 
chart around from sign to sign and you )Vill find that 
when 'Virgo IS' rises it 'will nearly place the planets as 
desired, i. e., Saturn ascending, Mars and Uranus in 
ninth, but Cancer will be on the tenth cusp and we want 
Gemini there to correctly describe his business. (Mercur
ial) However, if you inspect the Table of Houses at t".P 
point of Virgo IS' ascending, you will see that a chart 
regularly made at this point with Gemini 11• on M. C., 
would put Mars and Uranus in the tenth, house and we 
}Vant them in the ninth. Mars and Uranus are in the 
17th ~nd 18th degrees of Gemini and to get them in the 
ninth hou~e we must make the tenth cusp about ;24• IT. 
Now look ir~ the TaLle of Houstls at the place 'wh~re 
Gemini 24• ·~ <'l'n cu~p of tenth. Note the S. T. there 
given is 5.33:51, and from it subtract the S. T. at'noon 
on birthday, 0.53 :10,' which equals 4.40:41, fame of birth 
p.m. ' . 

If this answer had. been more than 12 hours, we would 
subttaa~ 12 hours from it'!md the result is t: m. time of 
birth. 

Now make a chart for the· time thus derived and c'all 
it the estimate chart. c Then the approximate time of 
qit•th must be further rectified by the regu~ar Jules as 
given in the finot chapter of Part JV. }\s the event is 
tlla\a·'f r. long journey, we look to the ruler of the ninth 
house, which is Venus. Its longitude at the approximate 

-time is about 1'aurus 12• 57' and the right a!icef)sion of 
this. is 40" '30'. 
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Year 
Dat~ of e\Oent:.._....... 1883 
Date of birth............ 1863 .--

20 

Mo. Day 
9 • 5 
4 5 

5 0=20"25' A. E. 

Venus' M. D~ is about 42" west of M. C. 

20" 25' A. E. 
+42 . 

• 
62" 25' nearest aspect is the s~ile, or 60". 

(The sextife aspect of 60" trabsposed = 59" fll.) 

59" 60 
-20. 25 A. E. 

39. 35 
+40. 30 R. A. of Venus. 

1131 

80. 05=R. A. M. or Gemini 21" and tlie 5. T. wh!'"• 
Gemini 21" is on theM. C. is 5.20=5. T. at birtiP. 

.. 
5.20=5. T. at birth . 

.:...0;53=5. T .. at noor on birthday. 
• • 4.27 p. in. as correct time of birth. 

A chart made in the usual manner for 4 :~7 -f>. m. will 
give us the testimonies desired, i. ~ .• Saturn in Ascendant, 
Gemini o.t M. <;., fapd Mars and Urapus in nin'th house, 
although, of course, being 54> close to the tenth cusp they 
would be read' as inftuen£iftg that he/lise also. . -

It may be interesting to note' that the client for whom 
this. c:ftart•was made afterward became an accomplilhed 
student of ashology a.nd his studi~s "erified tbi' time , 
exactly. • 

(In coiiiMICUOD with the- use of s:vmbola repreaeauq loalitllde 
•aud Sidereal Time, please refer to P,!l&e MS.J • -
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' FOR THE STUDENT'S NOTR J;lOOK 

An Astrological day begins at midnight and is counted 
from the first to the twenty-fourth h(Jur . 

• 
A Planetary-Hour day begins at sunrise. . . 
An Astronomical day begins at midnight and is 1 

counted from the first to the twenty-fourth hour. 
A Civil hay begins at midnight and is counted from 

the first to the twelfth hour, and repeats for twelve 
hours. 

A Naut!cal day is twenty.-four consecutive ~ours, reck
oned from noon to noon. 

A Calendar month varies from 28 to 31 days. 
A Sidereal or Lunar month is 27 days, 7 hours, 43 

minutes, 11 and one-half seconds. ., 
A Synodical month is 29 days, 12 hours, 44 minutes, 

2.8 seconds. 
. .~ Solar year, or the transition from one Vernal 
Equinor. to another, consists of 365.24244 solar days or 
365 days, 5 hours, 48 minutes and 49.536 seconds. 

A Julian year is,)65 days; a Gregoiian year is 365.242.5 
days. 

Every year, the nun'iber of which is divi~iMe by four 
without a remainder, is a leap year, except the last of 
the Cent\•ry, which is a leap year only when divisible by 
four hqndred without !\ remainder. 

The m'unth of F\'bruary, 1886, wa(' in,one respect the 
most remarkable in the workl's historv. It had no full 
moon., January haJ two full· moons. and so had March

1 
but February had none .. This had not occurred since' 
the creation of the world, and it will not occur again, 
ac~:drding to the computation of astrpnoftterS, .for 

• 2,5Q0.90() years. r 

At 'the time of a New Moon ( l> d0) the Piirt of For~ 
tune (e) is alwaQs on the ascendant of a chart made for 
that time. • A-t Full Moon ( l> ~0) the Part Of Fortune is 
always on the descendant of a chart made for time of 
Full "Moon. • 



PARi' v. ADDITIONAL S'fUDIES 

A _tea ~·Horoscope Maker and Delineator 

PART V 

.. 
IMPORTANT SUBJECTS 

for 
ADDITIONAL STUDY 

"The dawn of man is breaking.• Be in hope; 
All stars are gathered in ~is horoscope. 
The brute man of the planet he will.p<>ss, 
Blown out like forms of vapor on a glass; 
And from this quaking pulp shall ris~ • 
The superman, child of d~ higher skies. 
Uftfetter_ed he will break the ancient h.!rs, 
Laugh and reach owt his hands among the stars." 

• • •-Edwin M4lrkham. 

Index t~ Part V 'on next pagr. 
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, 
ASTROLOGY 

• 
Is It Science or Religion_? 

me -ast•-ology is both. I love the scientific 
featUI"es conne'cted with the making of horo
scopes based upon the rules and findings of 
astronomy. I revere the "voice" (vibrations) 
of the•planets. They are God's n\essengers 

and ~peak in His language; they give us His "word." 
Astrology is also a philosophy a!\. it explains many of 
the paradoxes of life. It is something you can live by 
as regards aaily conduct, anu. with the stars ·as your 
guide your thoughts must be attracted upward with 
greater reverence and inspiration. It turns one from the 
sordid to the sublime; from the world of mistakes and 
Jalse appearances to spiritual reality. 

"The Stars Incline; They Do Not Compel." 

Ignorance impels us to do many things which wisdom 
tran~cends. The Bible tells us, "Ye shall knQW tne · 
Truth, and the Truth shall set you free," but man will 
not J)e "free" so ion~: as he permits himself to be in the 
btmdage of fear and dread of material appearances. Not 
until he begins to realize the Truth concerning the 
realities of' li.fe and its unseen inll.uences can he begin 
to loosen the fetters one by one and exercisl! his divine 
attributes. 

Those ~o are seeking rehef frJm the troubles, strain 
and strife of lifeewil-1 find renewed courage anc! inspira
tion for higher development, as David did, through his 
Vl!ry significant and enlightening Ps.tim. 

We suffer mostly from ourselves and mainly through 
inco.rr~ct <1r imperfect expression of planetary vibratibAs. 
Each ray (a!<pect) has a mission, a rftessage, a, qiv.ine 
purpose, bpt oh! how iar short do we fall in tl~r
pretation or expression, and yet each ;tspect is pot~nt 
with magnificent possibili~ies. ' · 

There are no evil ~spects; there are only adverse 
'reactions. Misinterpretation of \he meaning 'anp purl!o~ 
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of planetary aspects or entire ignoran~ Ill them, is the 
cause of most of our .misery and troubles. ' 

The true put-pose of astrology ,;s to• bring us into 
conscious relation with great kingdon;s: the kingdom 
of the Heavens and the kingdgm ot G\ld within. They 
are not separate; they are one, a universe. i 

By lifting up our eyes to the "heavenly hills," (the 
stars, plar\ets and the signs), a revet.l:tion of their sig
nificance appears. The thrill of new knowledge ertfolds 
us in loving embrace,. when we realize the magnificence 
of those wonderful words of the XIXth Ps:Jlm: ,_ . 

"The heavens declare the glory of God; and the firma
ment sheweth His handiwork." (Solar, planetary and 
starry systems arranged and motivated under divine 
direction for the benefit of all life.) 

Astrology is the connecting link between the human 
and the divine. It is a spiritual science couched in finite 
words for the understanding of mortals who need to 

-Jearn t~e lessons of this sphere through the experiences 
of daily life. 

There are No Evl.l Planets- There ·are No Evil Aapecia 

This is the ringing 'message of astrology ,#hich leads 
one at last 'to realize that God in love leads us through 
every ex-perience for our good progress. Every aspect 
is a blessir'fg in disg•:ise. Wise indeed are they who 
bless evttry incident in their life, even those ~hich have 
the appearance of evil, for thP,y are good'servants leading 
us to higher und~rstanding, greater appreciation and 
better' conditions. Therefore, watch your aspects anll 
see how much benefit you can in reality derive from 
th~m. 

The '<!f[ort to ·~ake practical response to the urges. 
gcfleratedby solar, lunar and planetary r~ys is the most 
important ,effort.·of daily life. Upon our abilit,r. to har
monize with· the desirable cr constructive vibrations, 
and our power to transcend or transform those of un
des~rable .nawre, mainly,;depend happiness and success. ' 
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The deteor~ning point in attainment is the place 

where we" are required to act u7on the urges generated 
within. The various daily planetary aspects provide 
changes in t~e detic9.tely arranged elements of the body; 
the chemical tchanfes which result correspond to the 
nature or quaJ.tty o an- aspect and transmit to the mind 
urges, attitudes, moods, desires, aversions, etc. There
fore it is readily seen that the reaction which we give 
to these urges largely determines the qualit:r and nature 
of ..f:hf' resulting experience. 

"Life is What Wi Make It" 

This old astrological aphorism assumes its right mean
ing when it is associated with those operations of Nature 
which animate our being and give opportunity for the 
expression of life. It calls attention to that h1ghly sig
nificant and important point in our daily life where we 
are called upon to give conscious response or outward 
expression to the animations generated through plane
tary-chemical activities. 

Joy, success, knowledge, attainment and e.:ery other 
experience are lirgely the result of the nature and 
quality of the reactions we make. to planetary rays 
which daily, hourly, constantly impinge our being and 
impart t'he, power of thought a'hd action .. 

An All Wise Creator has provided the veh:.Cle, the ele
ments and the power necessar:· for our ~pirit to manl· 
fest lifeJand has also given us a great measure of choice 
as to our conduct. Hence, we are responsible to a large 
extent for our present c0nditions. Nature has provided 
us with a personal workshop, tools and material, most 
of which we have used unwisely. Who would not do 
mu.::h better if we had the opportunity to live o11r life 
again? • . 

How~ver, our faults and failures are not usually \\>ilful 
or .deljberate inversions and we can• hujld better when 
working in conscious· harmony with Natur&) Laws 
Astrology points the way. 



Start Life Anew Daily 

' "I die daily," !iaid the apostle Paul, exulting in the 
opportunity to go forward each da~ rt10re ~ourageously, 
more nobly, because of the efforts and th~ experience of 
yesterday made in harmony with Divine .Direction. 

l 
Let us draw strength and inspiration from that glor

ious and "\liQnderful statement made t>y the inspired 
David in Psalm XIX: • 

"The heavens declan! the glory of God; and the firm-
ament sheweth His handiw. ·rk. • 

"Day unto day uttereth speech, and night unto night 
sheweth knowledge. 

"There is no speech nor language where their voice 
is not heard. 

"The law of the Lord is perfect, converting the soul; 
the testimony of the Lord is sure, making wise the 
simple. ' ~ 

"Moreover by tltem is thy servant warned; and in· 
keeping of them there is great reward.''· 

Each planet" is a teacher, sending its message through 
vibration illto marvelous instruments,-human bodies. 
Here it is recc!ived, tran~ormed, transmitted to the mind 
and becom's manifest in the activities of life. ~d made 
those starry messen~ers throu¥h whose c~lestial instru
ments He speaks to 145 daily. \11 "the secret place of the 
most high" we receive prompt~ngs concerning every ' 
situation that arises, gfeat or small. So let us 
ceas~ to respond dumbly, foolishly or ignorandy. •L~t 
us see the "light"• of each new day and' know that 
in it :ll--.!!:.1: .-oice of G6d. Let us "lift up our eyes" and 
see 1h the starry ~,ortents the promise of guidance and 

• (The eutlre psalm Ia astrologically "lotetpreted In "Aatrolo~er'a 
Searchlight" whl~ alao cootaloa a chapter on "Bow to Overcome 
.Adf'ef'B! Aa'*'ta."l •• . 
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strength. Let .tis answer the call of the heavens with 
joyous gest\tres, let our reactionS> be inspired to bring 
from the depths within the nobility of.,our soul to im
press its inherent gt'eatness and beauty upon every pass
ing word and de\'!d .• Let astrology help us and then help 
ourselves by aim,ing to glorify the word of God in every 
nassing day. 

"Know the La~ and the Law Shall Set Y11u Free" 
I 

This means Celestial Law. Conscious effort, rightly 
directed in keeping with the ch:1nging aspects, opens 
one door after another in ou; consciousness, •~vealing 
new heights to ascend, and developing zest, courage and 
power. Knowledge of the daily indications helps us to 
keep in time with the rhythm of the daily cycle of as
pects. It helps you and me to work in conscious harmony 

• with Natural Law when we plan our work and work 
our plan consistently. 

Synchroniz'ing as much as possible our daily efforts 
with the changing operations of Nature, aids us to · 
keep abreast the progressive elements of the universe 
and f.nust eventually result in understanding of spiritual 
realities, as well as· mental and physi,cal development . . 

Dante e:tpressed this truth wh(.'n he said-
• 

"Follow but thy star; , 
Thou canst not miss at last a ~lorious hotven." 
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. 
UNIVERSE MAKERS , 

A few years a.go a well-known editorial writer publish
ed a list of notables whom he tern1el1 "Universe-Makers," 
because of their outstanding a<thie~ements. Among 
them were the names of six hi!tory-makers known to the 
astrologically-minded as great astrologers .. As the pd.·
centage of astrologers in the list of Great Ones pointed 
significandy to the far-reaching, conostructive influence 
of astrology's power in the making of worth-whiloa his
tory, we give a few highlights from their lives. The six 
mentioned are Aris\otle, Copernicus, Galilei, Kepler, 
Ptolem1 and Pythagoras.' He might well have included 

Hippocrates (460 B. C.) Generally referred to as the 
"Father of Medicine," disciple of Plato and Aristotle, 
author of many treatises. The Encyclopedia Brittanic~ 
says of him, "One of his great merits is that he was the ' 
first to .disassociate medicine from priestc:raft, and to 
direct attention to the natural history of disease ... We 
find in his works evidence of the acuteness 'of his observ
ations. by the manner in which the occurrence of critical 
days in disease is enunciated." (The critical days in 
disease are enunciated by the Mooq's phases and a~pects 
with other plane*s, in !"elation to the patient's horoscope.) 
Hippocrates is quoted as saying, "A physician cannot 
safely administer phyAic (medicine) if he be ui1acquainted 
with first principles." The "first principles" were those 
of natumllaw, especially those exerted by the Moon and 
planet.s up6n the proa;ress of disease. 

Pythagoras, whb lived 601) years B. C., was fully con
versant with astrplogy. Ht: advocated the idea of the 
earth' being spherical and deduced that all the othtr 
zodiacal bodies were gldbular. 

B~yaphic:al Sketch of .A.trologera Kep)tr a"nd Galilei 
' · ' on pages 599--600. 
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SYMBOLISM 

This chapter Is reprinted from a paper on "Symboltsm" b7 
Mrs. Mildred KxJe, originally published In tlte October, 191'1 
lslloe of "The Astrologlcaf' Bolletlna." 

" 
,Astrology may rightfully be termed a language of 

symbols, hence the first essential step is to become per
fectly familiar with its symbology, otherwise it is impos
sible ~o read a horoscope after having made it! 

Symbolism may be called a co'Jlmon language. By 
this is meant that certain concrete forms are efi!ployed 
to represent abstract ideas, wh{ch, presented to the view 
of one versed in the form, convey to the mind of that 
person a definite idea; just as numbers in :uithmetic each 
embody some idea, but if the number be expressed in 
<vords the spoken word will differ accor<Jing to the lang
uage used. 

It matters not in what age we live or what language 
we speak, symbols tell the same story: It is the lan
guage of the initiates, and through such means c.ne ini
tiate:speaks to another though long cycles of time may 
separate them. · 

o' The 1circle is one of the rJdest symbols in the 
world, and if·taken alone, signifies the incomprehensible 
unity that underlies all manifestation. If applied to the 
whole vast universe, it stands for the Absolu.te:God un
manifesteci, ·all inclusive, without 'beginning or end. In 
another sense, iot ·represents our Sobr Logos;' or God, 
and the enclosing circle sh6ws the extent of His limita
'ion as differentiated front the Cosmos, but He. is all 
inclusive within that limitatiort; He, himself, being with
out b~gin9ing or end. 

when the circle is used in astrology it sign,&es .i&e 
Sun, whioh is the physi~ symbol" of our So~~. 
or God manifested m our solar system. , When it is us~ 
for man • it symbolizes the immortal spirit ,o1' the inner 
celestial man, who is GOO's representative on earth; al· 
ways it symbolizes that whrc.h, like itself,, has neither 
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beginning nor enU. It is a symbol of.life in ·contradis
tinction to form; it has no limits either \n"l\_oace or time 
and enters into no relations, yet the circumferenc'e sug
gests limitation. so we read this message into it: The 
One Eternal Life is manifesting 'it~elf _in various ways 
through one limiting avenue of form. 

Through the symbol of numbers, this will be naugltt 
(o); in that of light and color it will be darkness; and 
in that of j>ound and music it will be silence. 

0 The circle without the dot represents life or spirit 
unmanifested; with tlt.e dot it shows manifestatrun. All 
life begips to manifest frq{ll this central point. Wherever 
we see that point we know that it is a nucleus of life 
which will manifest as soon as it is given the proper con
ditions, as for instance, in the egg and all cellular forma
tion. 

(!) Let us draw a line through the circle, which gives 
us two half-circles. We will examine this symbol and, 
learn the, story it holds for us. When used h-1 an abstract 

• sense it signifies that the Great Life is manifesting the 
two pcMaritics of spirit matter, not separated in two ex
tremes, of spirit on one hand and matter on the qther, 
but held together in one, a duality ~;th unity underlying 
it; that duality is•the root of all the dual forces we tpeet 
in life, and we meet it. everywhere; there is 1'0pt a thing 

·without its, opposite in all this manifested universe. 
When used in terms of consciousness it is the subjective 
and objc~ti"e mind, or the consciousness turned within 
toward-the spirit and f'urned outward toward the world, 
but wherf we are t\.5ing the objective mind we are only 
using one-half of our real col'.sciousness, the rest is sub
jective,. or latent fof the time 1vl!ing. 

When used in terms of' astrology, it is the Moon, and 
represents imperfection, because of its limitation.' We 
muSJ: emember rhat the circle symbolizes the whole 

'rna ' ).alf circle bnly half of the real man, and that 
h tt the material,side of him, or that which belongs to 
form. Or ag~in lt tells us that only half of the -spiritual 
man c;an express himself thr6ugk form, and the dual 
n.ature of m:yt has its root here in the Moon's forces. , 
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When tl1e conjunction of the Sun am/ Moon.takes place, 
it symbolizes tfle union of the individual and personal 
man; the hjgher and lower self. • The opposition of the 
two luminaries, symbolized by the fuli.Moon, represents 
the personality ilhmfinated by the Sun, or Spirit, and 
throwing its !Jom;>wed light upon the Earth, or our 
physical conscipusness. , 

1 E9 Let us draw another line through the circle at 
right angles to the first, and we have a cross within the 
circle. This is 1 very old symbol; its origih is lost in 
the•night of time, and like all other symbols has many 
meanings. It implies complete f'lanifestation and inces
sant activity, for it cannot be formed until, the dual 
forces have become fully poTarized, active and passive, 
positive and negative, each acting upon the other and 
each reacted upon by the other. It is the unfolding. of 
the evolutionary scheme of things. First we have the 
two halves, then the four quarters, which form the root 
of all quadrate things on Earth, such as the four seasons, 
four corners of the Earth, the four elements, etc. As
tronomically, it is the symbol of our Earth; and it sym
bolizes differentiation, activity in matter, the material 
body and material masses, being astrologically the sym
bol..of Pars Fortunre (The Part of Fortune) . 

• ~ + When the cJrcle has been removed and only the 
four arms are left, it would signify that the spiritual side 
had beenlfqrgotten and only the material consciousness 
was manifesting itself. From this symr,o! has been 
evolved the well known Christian cross, whio~:h did not 
originate with Christianity, but i); as old as"the language 
of symb8ls. The symbol of the cross repre~,ents spirit 
and matter wMded together in ail indissoluble union 
throughout the ages of t~e life of "-Universe, and none 

•can wrench them apart. The vertical line represents 
spirit, while the horizontal litte symbolizes matter. The 
spiritual.forces are said to play through the spin:~.l col
umn, and a!l man stands upright he .is the vertical' line 
and to that extent spiritual. The animal's spiF~.!"hori! 
zontal, and that fact relates him to matter and ih.lds 
him to the vibration of the animal kingdom .• Man is not 
yet wholly. spiritual;. his. bodies are com~sed of matter 
so he is under the necessity of spending at )east one-third 
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'. 
of his time in the h'.,rizontal position whc;.n asleep, while 
his spirit slips away to its own plane. 

Astrologically, ~he vertical line of the cross symbol
izes the Sun, while the horizontal line represents the 
Moon, or, again, life and form. It is the great loom of 
life on which all the fabrics of brm are woven ; all the 
garments with which the spirit of man is clothed are 
fashioned and framed by the operation of these dual· 
forces. Th«!- Universal Mind is the Gre~t Weaver, love 
and life are its threads. 

The symbol of the doss dates back to the period of 
the third pace or the Lemurian period, when the human 
soul fell :nto generation, or when the division of the 
sexes took place. It was then that the divine in man 
became crucified, for as long as matter (which is the 
horizontal line of the cross) lives on the borrowed light 
of the spirit, the spirit is held to the plane of generation 
and can only use its creative powers in a material way, 
while it might, if freed from the limitations of matter, 
create like the Christ by the power of its own divine will. 
To this extent the cross symbolizes generation. 

~ 

From the foregoing we see that the symbols for ~all 
the planets contain, one or more of tl-iree elements: the 
circle which denotes spirit, the cross which denotes m.?t
ter, and the half-circle ·which denotes the in'.lellectual 
aspect of the soul or mind. By this knowledge we can 
determine from the symbol of each planet whether the 
forces which • emanate from it be spiritual, mental or 
material: for the planets themselves are Cl'nterS''Of great 
Cosmic forces which··enter into the compo~ition of every 
earthly as well as eyery celeslial object, and the inter
mingling' of these forces in tfie~ combination of man's 
various bodies--physical, emotional and mental-decides 
the te01perament of the personal man. If they -are l:iar
monibus we have a.. pleasing personality; if -:hey are in
harm~J\S~ we have .the reverse. The symbol of the 
piaU'='' win also tell us which one of our b'bdies is 
affected for good fir ill. 

- . . " 
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Mercury 

t1 ·Let u~ begin with the planot Mercury. ·Here we 
find the cross, the circle and also the hal\-circle, showing 
that Mercury r•epres~nts body, soul and spirit, the three
fold division of •mag. Hence we may deduce the fact 
that Mercurr is.pre-emiRently the planet dealing with 
~an, the thmker. It is spirit and matter with added 
faculty of mind. Persons who have given any study to 
astrology know tjlat Mercury represents the} mind, or 
rathq the inner understanding and is that connecting 
link that runs through the consciousness of man all the 
way from matter to the highest spA-it. It is the link be
tween spirit -and matter, henc~we see all three ~ymbols 
joined together to represent the type of energy sent out 
from that planetary center. 

Mars 

~ In Mars, from the symbol of the circle and the 
cross, we see a different form of energy working through
out nature, emering into the composition of the material 
and emotional bodies, but not the mental, as we see no 
semi-circle in connection with this planetary symb61, but 
the CPOSS placed above the circle showing that the Mars 
fOTce • works almost •entirely with material conditions. 
Its work is to energize that" side of nature whfch, at the 
prese'nt tim~, obscures the spiritu0l. For instance, the 
Mars force- is· predominant in the animal kiRgdom and 
in the merely animal man, and is not directly connected 
with mind, but with sensations Its work wi.th• man is 
to spur hirv to action, and finally knowledge comes as 
the result of his 1ctivities. • 

V.Cl\us 

9 But after man has grown into a thinking and reason
ing beil'lg atld has begun to refine this wonderful l\Iarttw 
energy, we ha"e what is called th~. ~versing ~"·~be 
spheres of QUr being, ar.d then you w1ll find th~ ~n:;.'-1~ 
of Venus with the circle aBove the eros~. the cxplosi\•e 
and blustering-energy of Mars has bec?me t~; J'hythmic
al and harmonious force- of "Venus, wh1ch bnngs beat~ty, 
~weetness and love, and which, ~bile it does got directly 
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. 
work with the me'atality of man, yet it ,modthes the type 
of mind Y"e express. For instance, if Vertu\; lind Mercury 
be in conjunction, the result will be a beautiful and har
monious expresdon either in speaking or ,writing; it will 
be rhythmical and poetical. An overabundance of Martian 
force energizing a man would ma~!e htm a warrior by 
choice, the same amount of •force of,>the Venus type 
would present us with an actor or a dancer, somethinJ 
which would express rhythm of motion and beauty. 
While th<o force of Mars energizing )n :t working man 
would make him a blacksmith, the same amou.1t of 
Venus force would lllake him an artistic craftsman. We 
see in the Venus symbol the circle above the cross, 
showing that the Venus"force works with' the spiritual 
side of man and deals directly with the apprehension of 
beauty by the human soul. 

Saturn 

? In Saturn we have only the cross and half-circle 
showing its relation to the mind in connection with mat
ter. It has heen said by some astrologers ~hat we do not 
touch the higher side of Saturn, that "we do not r('ach 
Satur~ above his belt." In other words, humanity at 
the present time can only respond to a limited ra~1ge of 
the Saturn vibr'ltion. Saturn's ~pc\:ial work in natu-re. is 
to crystallize, to make stable, so a harmonious asp\:!ct to 
the planet Mercury ~1uuld tend to make th<}, -nind more 
material, tt> make it one pnintC'd and mnre':--tahle, so that 
the ego. can get better cm,trol of it and turn it to detailed 
studv. We must alwavs keep in mind that our relation 
to s'a!urn is purely 'm~terial, and if he tou,r-h uur con
sciou~n·ess, it is o.,ly to materialize it. ,. 

Jut~iter 

4 Just the oppo~ite "is the force which emanates from 
t.ht: lordly planet Jupiter. Here we find the -mine or the 
f14tlf;oeircle plac~d above the cross, revef..ling to u's the 
~tin'\. though ~ind and matter are_ still cpnjoined the 
mind, is above the purely 'material side of the man's 
nature am\, carl expand into the plane of pure rea.son, for 
Juwter is ~nsive_ !n nature and his work i~ to unfold, 
to thruw f~nm the center outward,_j\lst as it is the natur_e 
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of Saturn to 4rfN! from the circumference to the center. 
The type ofo mind dominated by J~piter would·be broad, 
comprehenstve and benevolent. An over-abundance of 
the Jupiterian ot'orce.,w€1uld cause the mi~d to be too gen
eral to apply it!;flf to detail work, it would ever be deal
ing in glittering generalities, while the same amount of 
;iaturn force en@rgizing the mind would make it pain
lully detailed. Jupiter deals more with the etheric than 
with the physifal brain, for it holds within it Jhe higher 
powers of the so!tl to a far greater degree tfian can be 
manifested through the physical brain today. 

Uranus 
' G 

't1 In the symbol of Uranus we find a combination 
of the Mars and Moon symbols, as the half-circle is on 
each side of the cross and circle. This shows that while 
spirit is still working through material conditions it is 
.~ompletely controlled by mind; not only is the symbol 
of the intellectual aspect of the soul, the semi-circle, on 
one ~ide of the cross, but on both sides, showing the 
working of the higher and lower mind as one. When 
two or more forces are working together they result in 
a new property showing itself, which was not po~sessed 
by eit-her of the constituents working singly. Hence we 
fiQd with Uranus that a new note is stru~k which directly 
affects the super-mind in man. It is the great synthe
sizer; and we might say that it gathers up the various 
aspects of intelligence symbolized by all the planets and 
weaves them into a synthetic whole, and from th'lt comes 
the fully individualized man, the:_ complete. man, the 
Master. 

Nep~une 

• '*' The symbol of N eptut.e, showing as a trident, in
dicates that it is more directly related to the three-fold 
spirit in m~n, and only those who have entered intQ a 
great-er" spiritu'l,l consciousness can com& directly under 
its very subtle and inta!lgible influence. Negati.,.eV,t,~j!is 
manifests ~ainly as psychi~.: disturbances, which, actmg.r. 
through the .emotional nature, produce ~range,. physical 
disordct"s diffil:ult to diagnQse and yet more•difficult to 
overcome. At the same time its influence produces genius 
llf an exceptional nature. 
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SYMBOL\ AND ABBREVI.,\:r!ONS 

(Signs of the ·Zodiac) 
'T' Aries 

(Planets) 
·0 Sun (Sol) 

1:! Taurus 
II Gemini 
§ Cancer 
Sl. Leo 
TIJl •.Virgo 
~ Libra 
111. Scorpio 
I Sagittarius •J 
b Capricorn 
=: Aquarius * Pisces 

(Time) 
D Day or d 
H Hour or h 
M Minute or m 
S Second or s 

"Long. 
Lat. 
Decl. 

Longitude 
Latitude 
Declination 

N orthcrn ) Latitude 

.. ffi*• Earth (Terra) 
J> , Moon (Luna) 
II Mercury • 
9 Venus 
~. :Mars 
2.! -Jupiter • 
? Saturn 
~ Uranus 
W Neptune 
e Pluto 

* Also used to sym
bolize Pars Fortun:r 

(Longitude or Arc) 
• Degree 

Minute 
" Se(;ond 

N North (ern) 
E East (ern) : 
.5 South (ern) 

W West (ern) 

) or'" max. Maxi\num 
Southern ) Declination approx. Approximately 
~ Nc"! Moon (Beginning to increase.) In first qtr. 
D In Second Qua\ ter (Increasing in light and power.) 
0 I'n Third Qtmrtcr (Full Moon, bt;ginning to wane.) 
~ In Fourth Quarter (Waning Moon-Dark.) 
)0 Eclipse df Moon; t• Eclipse of Sun 
J> 6 Occultation by '!IIoon. ·M.L.T., mean local time. 

<t Caput Draconis, Moon's (North) Ascertding> N"ode 
~ ... Cauda Dra'conis, Moon's (South) Descending Node 

, ....._~ · R~t~ograde. ' R,A. Right Asce~sion. 
S or Stat. Stationary. S.T. Sidereal Time. 
D DircCtoMotion. G.M.T. Greenwi<.h Mean Time. 
N. Mk. or Noon Mark = ti~e equivalent to Greenwich 

" noon. 
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'AST~OLOGICAL VOCAiJULARY 
• 

''How forcible are right wor~!"-Job 6, 25. 

ZodiaNI ~ersonality and Key Words 

Adv~:~turous. i\ries says, "I am." 
Thrifty Taurus says, "I have." 
Diversified Gemini says, "I think." 
Car"eful Cancer says, "I feel." · 
Lordly Leo says, "I will." 
Vigilant Virgo says, "I.analyze." 
Loving Libra says, "I balance." 
Strenuous Scorpio ~ays, "I desire." 
Sportive Sagittarius says, "I see." 
Cautious Capricorn says, "I use." 
Altruistio. Aquarius says, "I know." 
Poetic Pisces says, "I believe." 

It is interesting to note that in everyday affairs we 
unconsciously employ astrological terms, as all words 
are originally the attempt to communicate in definite 
terms human urges or reactions to planetary infl1.tences. 

, Tllis desire and Meed for a means of communication 
to convey thought and feeling in a mort: permanent form 
thari that l}f sound (the spoken ~ord), led to the first 
crude picture language which gradually <l.\'olved into 
alphabetical order and subsequent segregation of word~ . 

• 
Today we have a language off'iring a witle range of 

choice for11tness of expression, and students of ~trology 
have the added ~dvantage Qf being a'ble to select those 
terms which serve to int-..ruret our re~ctions to ctlestial 
!'henomena. • · 

Realizini' the importance of such selection, we have 
care.fu11y gath,red a number of words ipt(> the following 
vocabulary, chosen for their relation .in some fo{n, '1!1 fhe 
planets, ol" to signs whiclJ they rule. Only tlfe ;i().,._ 
commonly used words have been allocat"'td, thc;refore the 
Jist is by ho means COmJ>lct,e and subject to ahJplification. 
The words arc arranged alphahetically for conven~ence 

•and the sagacious student will. find among "these "k;y"• ' . -
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words many which may be used effecti\l'&ly in horoscope 
delineatio'ns. 

ll Moon • ]), 

Adaptable, affable, aqua, agrreable, alternate, alluring . • 
Baby, baker, bakery, baptize, bar-maid, bathing, bath'

houses, b9ating, boat-houses, boundless, brood, brook, 
breasts, brew, brewery, beaming, butt~r. • 

Cabbage, canal, capcer, caterer, cauliflower, change, 
changeable, cheese, chicken, chinaware, cisterns, clam, 
cleaning, common, comrt.onplace, conception, Cosmic 
Mother, crab, crescent, cress (water), crying, candle. 

Dairy, Daisy, damp, Diana, dilution, docile, docks, 
domestic, domicile, dough, dreamy, dropsy, drowsy, 
ducks, Delilah. ., 

Ebb, eel, Eleusis (Heavenly Mother), emetic, emotion
al, evening. 

Fail"\t, faint-hearted, family, fecundity, female, femin
ine, fermentation, fickleness, fishing-, fi5lu:rman, flow, 
foam, fountain, frivolous, frog, fruitful, fertilize . • 

Gabriel, geese,' generative, gestation, glass, glass-ware, 
goose, gosling, gourd~ groceries, gastric, germinate. 

t 

Habitation, harbor, hen, home, house, household, 
housewi~e. housework, huckster, hydrant, hydro, hatch, 
hotel. ' 

• Infant, inconstar.t, imbue, immerse, iris, Isis. 

Jani-tors, juice. ' 

Kitchen, kitchenware,' kale. 

'Lachrymose, lactic, lady, lake, laundry, la'imdty-men, 
lanrv.l'rj'-tub, lett'ucr, lilies, liquid, lobster, Lucy, lumin
rtf. (l'i!"sser luminary), Luna, lunatic, lun01tion, luny, 
lymphati~, lunc,keon, light-house. 

• • Moist, mamma, mam1.tal, maromary, Marie,' maritime, 
marine, m'ltrix, the rr·asses, maternal, Maya, melons, 

< m~n~es, , menstrua' midw'fe, milk, milkmen, mobile', 
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Monday, moopx.• month, mother, mu~hrooms, mutable, 
muta~ion, mvod,' moon-stone . . 

Naval, navigation, night, nocturnal, •ovelties, nurse, 
nursery, nursing, noct&rnal, nuptial, nutrition . 

• 
Otter, owl, oyster; obst,etrics, omen. 

I 

' Pacific, pacify, pale, pale-ale, passive, peaceful, person
ality, phlegmatic, plastic, pliable, pollywog, ponds, ports, 
the public, purllplrin, pumps, phase, phantom.\ 

• Queen, quiet, queer. 

Rambling, receptive, relinquishing, removing, repro
ductive, restaurant, restless, retiring, river, rover, roving, 
rabbit, reflector, repast, reside. 

Sailors, saloon, sap .. scrubbing, scrub-women, sea-fowl, 
~eamen, shell-fish, shrimps, silver, sleep, slumber, serene, 
'snails, spring, squash, stomach, stream, skiff, spree. 

Tender, tides, timid, tortoise, turtle, tavern. 

Una boat, Universal Mother, unrest, umbilical. 

Vacillating, variable, voyage, vulgar. 

Wiiters, washing, washerwomen, water, water lily, 
weak, week, wet, white poppy, willo'lls, winter-green, 
womb, women, wane, wake, watch~an. 

Young, youngster. 

Mercury 

Accoums, acu,men, adroit, adverti;;ing, agr.!ements, 
alert, amalgamatiOn, analytit:al, ..ants, anxious, aping, ap
titude, architect, arms, .irtful, asthrPiatic, astronomer, 
a'ttentive, author, azure-blue, au,tograph, ask, acoustics. 

Bee$, bcoks, bookkeeper, bowels, bronchial, brothers, 
breath Buddh~. busy, b:tbbler, baromet&, bargain, book-, . "' . 
worm. 

Caduceus, calomel, cereal, Ceres, certiqcates, cheating~ 
cinnab-ar, ~ler1,, clever, coll,arbone, communi.tation, com
prehensive, convertible,' correspondence, cou~ins, cr~en

otials, checks, critical, cunning, cqangeable, Caen and A~el. 
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Debating, deed;, (legal), deceiving, <fo.;\iJ;>eate, delirium, 
dexterous, devices, <;lictation, diction, dilf.1sive, . diplo
matic, discuss, distributor, double, diet, debate, diary. . . , 

Education, effervescent, elocution', eloquence, employ
ees, entry-clerk, errand, essay, epist!e, edict. . ( 

Facile, fanciful, falsity, filing-clerk, fingers, flexe(l, 
fluent, forgery, forgetfulness, fox, fidgeting, fable. 

Gemini~ greyhound, grocer, garrul0'11s; gibe, grumble, 
governess, graphology, glib. ' 

Hands, handy, he'rald, hermaphrodite, Hermes, hy
giene, r.arbinger, hurry-st;urry, hound, hare;· herald. 

Illegible, illiterate, illusions, imagination, imbecile, ;m
itate, inconstant, indecision, information, ingenious, in
quisitive, intellectual, interpret, interview, inquiry, imply. 

Jack-of-clubs, journeys (short by air or land), jeste~; 
juvenile, jobbing, juggle, jabber, jargon, journal. 

Knowledge, knack, kernel, kin, knave. 

Language, Lavandula vera, learning, lecturing, letters, 
libel, lilac, licorice, linguh,t, literature, lively, loqua,cious. 

Magazine, ma,il, mail-carriers, n'1anuscript, meddling, 
mediator, memorizing, mental, merchandise, merchant, 
Mercredi, messages, •messenger, mimicry, lilirror, mis· 
chief, meguphone, monkey, mentor. 

Neig!'Jbors, nerves, neurasthenia, neurotic, neutral, ner
vous syste'm, newspaQers, nimble, nomadic, notary, non-
sense, ttovel, notify, numbers. name. ' . ~ 

Observation, oratorical, o,;,cillation, opinion. 
Pair, paper, papyrous, parrot, perceivin~;. pen, pencil, 

perception, periodicals, perjury, persuasive, perverting, 
peuy, petty thievery, pilfering, postal, practice, prattle, 
profuse, printer,,publisher, plagiarism, parsley. . ( . 
, • .Q'ua~, query, question, quibble, quickly, .quicksilver, 

'quivering, quan,dary, Quan a'nd Habel (Chaldean). 
( ' 

Rabbi, Raphael, reaction, r.eadi.ng, records, reflex, rela-
tives, repeating, reporter, reports, respiration, response, 
re_l'tless, _ref.artee, reply1 .rumor, reckon, relate. · 
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Secretaries, • s~ing, sensitive, sh~ting, shoulders, 
shrewd, shor' journeys (land or air), shorthand, signing, 
sisters; simulate, skillful, slandel', speaking, • speech, 
speedy, squirrel., stamp1ering, stationer~. stenography, 
stool-pigeon, sto{e-keeper, studying, subtleness, swift, 
sylph, school, scnpt, ~tude,nt, statement, suggest . 

• "Talking, talkative, tell-tale, teacher, telegrams, tennis, 
tennis-court, theft, thinking, thought, tittle-tattle, tongue, 
tongue-tied, transl;ttor, transposing, transient,, transmit, 
travel, treaties, trembling, tricks, trifling, twin, two, type
writer, thermometer, testimony, theory, topic. 

Understan<fing, utterance. 

Voluble, variable, versatile, vibrating, virgin, verbal. 

Wednesday, wheat, winged-messenger, witty, writers, 
writing, wit, words, writ . . • 

Youthful, youths. 

Venus 

Admirable, adolescent, adorn, adulterous, affectionate, 
affiance, agreeable, amiable, amqrous, amusement; Aph
rodito". artistic, Astarte, accord, appease, approve. 

d 

'Beautiful, beauty-shops, bed, bedr'bom, beneficent, 
benign, bra:ss, bridal-chamber, broyze, boudoir, balm. 

Calf, candy; cheerful, cleanly, clothing, clttbs (social), 
compassionate, concerts, confectionery, conjugal,,connub
ial, cooing, copper, consort, coral, courteous, courtship, 
caress, cabt, compatible, cozy, comfort, cordial.. 

Dancing, decorate, decoru,rn, deer, delectable, delicate, 
delicious, deljghtful, dimp.Je. dining-room, dissolu~e. dol
p'"hin, dove, draper, drama, dres~maker, dude, debauch. 

Eas~. elligant, embellishment, emerald, entertainment, 
entet"tainers, erotic, effeminate, engagement . 

• 
Fair, fajr-play, feminine, festivals, finery, .-'flirtfng, 

floral, florist, Frega, Fri<;lay, fruitful, furnishings, furni-
ture, trivqlous, fondle. -

Gaity, garden, genteel; gentle, graceful, gras:ious, 
gnome, gallant, gem, gown, ga,rment, genia\. 
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Haberdasher, (lair-dresser, handsorqe, harmony, Hath
cr, hawthorn, Hesperus, honeymoon,' l'lqney, hostelry, 
hotel-k<!'epers, hussy: hurdy-gurdy, Hymen, horticulture. 

Immacul;o.te.' immodest, imm01 al1 inddlent, indulgent. 
. . 

Jewelry, joyous, jaunty, jC!cular, JUSt. 

Kidneys, kind. 

Ladies, laughing, lazy, lechery, leisun;ly, lenient, lewd, 
licentiou~. likeable, lingerie, loins, lo\refy, loving, luxur
ious, lymphatic, levity, lace, lavish, lass, leisure. ' 

Marriage, mate, m1atrimony, milliner, mirthful, modest, 
mone~ musicales, myrtll~. mannerly, maiden, matinee. 

Navel, neat, nice, nourishing, nurturing, nutritive, 
neck, nosegay, normal, nector, natty, negligee . . 

Opalescent, orchestra, ornaments, ovaries, ovum, opera 
singers, oblige. ' 

Party, partridge, pastime, peaceful, perfumed, pheas
ant, picturesque, pink, pleasing, pleasure,' poetical, pop
ular, pretty, pulchritude, picnic, plum, plump, posy, 
presellts, pennyroyal, peach. 

Queenly, qualify, quinsy. 

Rabbit, reins,' refined, rejoicing, renal, rose, recqncile. 

Sapphire, sensual, ••singing, slothful, so1=ia·!:>le, society, 
songs, soorhing, stylish, swan, sweet, symmetrical, shiek, 
slip-shcvl, smooth, sympathetic, scarf, sofa, soft. 

Tailors, tactile, tenuer, theatrical, throat, thrush, touch, 
tune, t<Msy, tame, thanks, tidy, tint, tq.nsil. ' 

Undies, unify, united, untidy, upholstery. 
e t; I t• 

Venal, venerea'1, Venetian, Venusian, verbena, volup
tuous, vacation, violet, vocalist, vineyard. 

·Wanton, wardrobe, warm, wedding, wedlock, wine. . ' 
Yoflth/ul, yarrow, yielding-; 

0 Sun 0 

Agollo, ardent, ardor, arrogant, Aum, authority, ab
surd, aggr3endize, aloes, amber, ambitious, animation, 
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' 
aplomb, affirm,_a~aze, august, alive, a~imate. 

Ball-room, :boastful, bombastic, , boss, bright, bluff, 
bounty, bestowll_l, brilli~nt, biology. 

Cardiac, charitiibl~. circle, circumference, coliseum, 
commanding, compelling, co-operation, candor, conde
sc;nsion, celebrated, central, conscience. 

Dignity, desert, despotic, dictator, disdainful, diurnal, 
domineering, drJ, t;lynamic, David, dawn, dayl~ht. 

Ene:gy, egotistical, encourage, elevate, enliven, exalt. 

Faith, famous, favors, flames, fire~ firefly, flaxen, fore
~an, frankincense. 

Gaudy, games, glory, gifts, gold, gold leaf, gold stone, 
gorgeous, grants, gra~ious, glow, grand, glare • 

• •Heart, heat, haughty, healing, health, honor, honorable, 
hope, hopeful, hot, helium, halo, helio-centric. 

Individuality, imperialistic, imperious, inflammatory, 
indignity, insult, influential, illuminate, illustrious. 

Jacob, Judah, joy, juniper. 

~ind, kindhearted, J<ing, kingly, kingdom. 
Lavish, leader, light, lion, lionize, lt>rdly, luminary, 

lumin'ous, l)inx, loyalty, living, lust;ous. 
Magnanimous, majestic, magnificent, mar.'Sion, mon

arch, myrrh, manfully, Mithra, mid-day, marigoJd. 
Noon, nucleus . .• 
Orange, optimistic, Osiris, omnip~tent, omniscient, 

omnipresent. 
'Palace, playground, parks, peacock, proud, pinnacle, 

pompous, prince, presents, prom~nent, pride, president. 

Qual~ty, que~n, quintessence. 
Ra, radiant, radiatioll, recuperatiOfl\ regal, resplei'lr,laht, 

royal, ruler: rank, respect,-ruddy, rosem~ry. , 

Sol, 'Spi1it, 'Solarium, sovereign, sunbu'rn, stimulating, 
Sunday, sunny, sumptdous, stately, starfish, sunstcoke, 
tmnfiower, scrupulous, Sabbath, ,Samson, sala.mander. 
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Theatre, torri!l, throne. 
Vigor, vitality, virile, vivifying, vitalize: 
Warmth, w;tsteful, walnut. 
Yellow. 
Zealous. 

Mars 

Antagonize, aggravate, aggressive, agony, accident, 
abusive/ angry, athletic, action, anleri't, attack, agent, 
assayer, audacious, augment, acute, awful, arm0r-plate, 
armored car, assailapt, artillery, arena, army, armaments. 

Bully, bold, breakagt, battles, brutal, boastful, bile, 
burns, bruises, butcher, blister, burglar, bladder, boile•·
maker, bootlegger, barber, belligerent, brave, builder, 
brazen, bellicose, battleship, Bello_na (goddess of war). 

Courage, constructive, compelling, choleric, cuts, c rinY.:, 
canvasser, carpenter, cutler, crow, chimney, contagion, 
cutlery, centrifugal, caustic, cannon, combatant, coarse, 
cayenne, combustible, conquest, cutlas, cleaver. 

Destructive, damaging, disruptive, dentist, daring, 
defiant, dreadful, danger, dart, dogger, disturbance. 

Energetic, executive, engineer, exciting, eagle, effort . 
• 

Forceful, fiery, furious, feverish, fighter, firemar., feat, 
furnace, forge, fou~dries, fibrous, frightfd-1, ferocious, 
fire-eater, firecrackers, fighting-cock, fever, friction. 

Gall." ga.me-cock, g:arbage, garlic, gunner, gash, gaunt
let, general, guard, giadiator, guns, gun-pow':ier . 

• 
Headstrong, Hydro-pow,r, hardwa~e. hawk, hectic, 

hoodlum, house, lourly-burly, porse-radish, hostility. 
• • • 

Injury, inflammable,, invincible, industrious, iron, in-
tense, intrepid, implement, inflict, impulsive. 
'jostle, jack, iailor, jacknife, javelin, j.':llt, 'j,1u~t, ·junl; 
·x:e~,.kick, knife", kindle. 

Locksmith, )J!mberjack, lancer, lamb, loud, lusty. . . . . 
J(echani~al, muscular, mllchionery, machinist, manu

facturer, motion, marauder, mustard, missile, measles. • • 
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Noisy, navy,.nc;~tles, nail, needle, no~h. 

Oppressive,:obstinate, obscene, orerations, onions. 

Painful, policO:man, J."!rjurer, positive, 1>anther, prize· 
fighter, pestilent, ~oignant, pyro.echnics, pugilist, pugna
cious, provoke, po!ntdl, puncture, perpetrate. 

Quarrelsome, quick. 

Resentful, ra~. ravish, rape, ruddy, red, reckless, 
rifles, ~tesourceful, rolling mills, rival, rough, ragt rowdy, 
ruffian, rascal, ribald, ram, rambunctious, rampage, ram
part, ramrod, radish, rhubarb, razor,' regiment. 

Sharp, scar, scalds, soldier, s"Aw-filer, sinewy, !fcaven
ger, scissors-grinder, stock-raiser, strong, strenuous, 
steam-engines, salesman, surgeon, sensual, scorpion, 
slaughter house, smelters, stimulate, scarlet, steel. 

• •'Taste, torment, troublesome, turbine, tiger, turbulent, 
terrific, temerity, temper, Tuesday, torture, thistle. 

Uncouth, UI'roar, urgent. 

Violence, vile, violation, vulture, valiant, venturesome, . . . . . . ~ 
v1ctonpus, veteran, v1xen, vaunt, vex, v1v1secbon. 

Warlike, wolf, wobnds, wilful, wounding, wrestler, 
wrec~. wrench, wedge, whittle, weapon,•war-ship. 

2! Jupiter 2! 

Absconding, abscesses, ample, abundant, a:snbassador, 
affluence; ~ipose, academic, advistJr, auspicious, alder
man, apoplexy, aJOistocrat, archer, adjuiicate, appraise . 

• 
Blood pois2_n, big, ban,iag, bonds,• bishop, baT)quet, 

blnevolent, bo1ls, barrister, behel!loth, bilious, bounteous. 

CareLess, costly, cashier, customary, convivial, charit
able,· collegiate:, carbuncle, comfortabl~, complacency, 
corpulent, capitalist, commerce, corr~ct, ceremor:r=-· , " 

Dull, disorders of liver ami blood, development, doctor, 
diplomit, qeca.mp, default, defray, disburSe. 

Excessive, extravagant, erroneous, expensive, e:lten
iive, expansive, exaggerated, e~bez:rle, exc_hequer, ex- , . ', 
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orbitant, elephan", embassy, emolumew.!, tmdowment. 

Feste\"ing, formal,• finances, faro, forma!ity, fortunate, 
fruitful, fat, fiClurishing, formality, ,finan:;:ier. 

Gluttonous, gambling, growing, _golfr.r, growth, galore, 
game-cock, gaming house, grjtndiose, ~irth, good-will. 

Hazardous, huge, honest, hunt~r, hospitable, handso&e, 
hearty, humor, hips, hams, heir, honorary, hale. 

Illegal~ immense, illicit, interest, ~nflated, indtmnity, 
indolent, indulgent, insurance, important, income, mherit . 

• Jovial, judicious, just, judge, jubilant, judgment, joc-
ose, ja'undice, jocund, jtfry, justice, jockey', jubilee. . 

Knowledge. 

Liver, large, legal, lawyer, litig'.mt, litigation, leisurf', 
law-suit, lucky, lucrative, luxury, lavish, legacy. 

Misjudgment, miscalculation, momentous, magnate, 
magnificent, magistrate, maximum, milliopaire. 

No?le, nourishing, nabob. 

Official, opulence, orderly, opportune, ordain. 

Prevaricative~ profligate, philanthropic, philosophical, 
pageant, palatial, peaceable, pelf, plutocrat, pr~stige, 
professional, physiciJ n, precious, profit, prq;perity. 

Quantity, quality. · 

Reck\es~. rich, rotund, respectable, rational, recom
pense, redundance, ftligious, remuneration,,.Republican, 
rubber, .. race hors,r., ransom, regain, rig;ht, replete. 

Spendthrift, sporting, 'speculating, shares, stocks, 
sportsman, surfeit, satiate; 'scholarly, !f.!rene, shel9~1. 
smell, smooth, supply, surplus, suppurate, success . 

. Thriftless, tumorous, truthful, tact, talloVI, thigh, tin, 
t~rivr, thunder,'I'hursday, tours, tout, trctt, turf, treasury. 
trust, ~nperate, true, truth, _tremendous. 

Unifor!llity, ,11nadulterated, unharmed, unimpeachable. 
Vpyages; value, venerable,• ve,;acity. 

Wealth, JVart, wholes!)me, whale, wager, winnings. , 
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.? Saturn 

Austere, ascetic, avarice, astrirJkent, apprefiensive, 
affliction, aged, ~fraid, ilggrieve, ailing, ;:,nimus, Annie, 
acquire, adhere, adhesive, amass, avaricious, atrophy, 
ash, acoustic, agric!ulture, asphalt, attach, abnegate. 

lilitter, brick, bones, binding, ballast, Beelzebub, be
grudge, belittle, Belial, bankrupt, bereave, bemoan, basic. 

Carbon, calcul!ttiflg, calamity, callous, crysta)lization, 
congeaP, colds, centripetal, cartilaginous, chronic, ceme
tery, coal-miner, cold, contained, c•lm, caves, cernent, 
contemplative, clay, concentrative, conservative, cphere, 
contractive, continuity, concrete, collective, chronom
eter, coagulate, clock, calendar, condensed, Chronos, cell. 

Doleful, dry, decay, ~isintegrate, devitalize, discretion, 
deficient, deteriorate, diminish, discontent, dissatisfac
tit)n, deny, detain, deafness, decrepitude, depression, 
drudge, dutiful, destroy, Democrat, doom, disaster, debt, 
delay. 

Envy, economical, excavator, emaciation, ephemeris, 
expiation, earth, earthly, equipoise, establish, embatgo. 

Fear;' farmer, firm, ~oundation, funeral, frigid, frugal, 
fratnework, frust, fortitude, famine, fa4thful, fatality, 
failure, fixture, flint, fatigue, fortitude. 

Garter, gl~~. ·gravel, graphite, gru~ge, glum,• grievous, 
grasping, gather, gasket, goat, galena, grindstone .. 

Hide, he a£, heavy, hard, hearing., hireling," haggard, 
harsh, hour- lass, harness, hate, hearse, hold. • • 

Inert, impede, introspecti~e. immovable, immobile, 
inf&optrlsive, ict, indomitablt!, trksome, irfscrutable, irt!>ide. 

Jealousy, join, jackass, junction; jeer. 
Kne.e!'. kilt-joy, knell, keep, kill, kink, knot, knarry. . - . 
Late, Joss, leather, lack, lead, limitati<m, lime, laQotrous, 

limestone, la~nent, land, labor, laggard, languor, Lficifer. 

Mercenary, ll!alevolent, materialistic, trlatri,c,• misfor
tune, malign, malicious, mistr'\lst, monument, melanchaly. 
~ortuary, mines, minimum, morgue, morose, tpethodical, 
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mortar, 'mend, 11;1ason, mortification, ,miserly, mortgage, 
meager

1 
mum, mummy, mule, malice, md.lformation. 

< ' 
Needy, nec~ssities, nonchalant, no, nuhnery, Nanny, 

neglect, Nick, negation, Negro, J',eressitY. 
Obloquy, obnoxious, obstruct, o!d, ordeal, opaque. 
Past, patience, poor, profo'und, pruJent, plebian, pot

tery, prison, priest, practical, punctual, paralysis, petrify, 
poverty, pessimistic, prudery, parsimonious, permanence, 
peevish/penurious, perpetual, prohib;t, pernicious, Peon. 

Quarry, querulous, qualm, quash, quell, quit, quiet. 
Restrain, retain, 'retrench, rheumatism, reticence, re

pose. ranch, reduction, l'~alistic, ruin, recluse, refrigerate, 
resistance, retard, routine, regular, rocks, remorse. 

Sedative, saturnalia, stoic, skinflint, sepulchre, Styx, 
secretive, subjective, sickening, SCdrce, suspicious, scrup
ulous, sour, sober, sordid, spleen, sexton, stiff, splenic. 
subdued, stones, space, sot, set, suppression, sand, skin, 
snow, soot, starve, shabby, senile, scant, silence, shade, 
scapegoat, spoil, sad, sediment, shale,· skeleton, sub
stance, substantial. 

• Tanner, taint, tan, tank, tar, task, tense, terror, thin, 
thrift, tight, tile, tired, toil, tomb, tragedy, tranquil, tale, 
time, thickeninJ, tardy, tt>eth, teaions, threadbare, ten
acity, timekeeper, taciturn, temporize, terminus, trench, 
thwart. 

Urn, undertaker, unity, underneath, uphold. 
Vici;siiude, valler. vested, vault, vulcanize, vow. 
WoaTy, wedge, weary, wall, weight, wintt"y, woe. . ' Yesterday, yore, yoke, yeoman, yokel. . ( 

Uranus 

.Adventurous, aversion, abnormal, auto-mechanic, anti
qua.rian, astroLoger, airplane, automoqile, ankles, air, 
a"er.dffaJ,Jtics, aird110me, aura, abrupt, abortion, acute, 
aerial~ alarmist, anarchist, &ntipathy, antiq•ue, apostasy, 
appalling-, arbitrary, astonish, audacious, alarm, amazing. 

• I, \ ' 

J)attery, bicycle, broadcast, brotherhood, brusque, 
bomb, biz~rre. 
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Contrary, clajr"byant, co-operative, tlrank, commoner, 
communistic," comrade, catal;tropi;Je, colonize,. crisis, 
cyclone. 

Divorce, distributor, 'distribution of bodily fluids, dis
order, drugless, Jefia;tce, dire, discard, disrupt, drastic, 
dY,namic, disaster,.•dynamite, disapproval, detour. 

I 

Explosive, electric, electrician, eccentric, erratic, ex
tremist, extra-ondiqary, estrange, expurgate, ~ancipa
tion, e,;rant, experiment, earthquake, electron. 

Fraternal, flying, fanatic, frenzy, iitful, freakish, fre.e
dom, free-thin.ker, filibuster, fre~lance, fire crackeJ;. 

Gases, garrish, gamin, grotesque, garage, generator. 

Humanitarian, hangar, hobo, hazard, hurricane . 
• 

,.Ingenious, irregular, illegitimate, improve, invent, 
"intuitive, informal, indiscretion, incompatible, incongru
ous, intermittent, innovate, intrepid, irrepressible, inde
pendent, illegal, inversion, insurgent, impromptu. 

Kinetic, kilowatt. 

Lineman, liberal, liberty, lightning, lawless. 

Mis;arriage, motorrr~an, magnetic, met34>hysician, mod-
ern, mutiny, madcap, maneuver, mettlesome, motley, 
mixed, microi.cope, metamorphosis, ihiracle, meddlesome. 

' . 
Nomadic, notorious, novelty, now, non-conformist. 
Out-break, outlaw, obstreperoust outrage,• obtrude, 

overturn, ob\ique, originality, oscilla e, oust. 
Premature, prog'ressive, pat;adoxical, piquant, pioneer, 

poignapt, precipitate, prodiP"., process, f>eculiar, pal)ic. 
~ueer, quai~t. quizzical, quandary, quiver, quest. 
Repellant,.rejectin~, repulsing, reversing, revolt, rebel: 

lion, radical, re'ioluttonizing, reform, raving, radio, rad
ium, radio-active, rapid, Russia, revulsion, rovin~ '" • . " Spasmodic, shock, strange; satire, saucy,, schism, scape-
grace, ~;editi..on, .separation, socialism, specta'cub,r, ·seismic. 

Transposing, telepathic, telegrapher, trespass, trent:h
aat, turbulent, tantrums, telescop~. tornado, tr1ctor. 
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Upheaval, unco\wentional, unusual, uttlp!an, uranium, 
unruly, unexpected, upset, ultra, uncertain, •1surp. 

Vibrant, vagllbond, virulent, va,pt<r, v<t.-iation, volt. 

Whimsical, whim, wayward, whi·~k. whirlwind. 

X-rays, machines and xray photos. 

Zealot,. zigzag, zoo. 

Neptune 

Abst;~rb, aquamarine, i!-Sphyxiation, <csth_etic, adulter
ation, an<csthetic, assuming, abstract, abstruse, accom
plice, adaptable. addict, adoration, alcohol, alchemy, alibi, 
amethyst, astral, aqueduct, ambiguous, artifice, adrift. 

Beryl, bogus, bath, bathometer, 'beach, befog, beguile:-._, 
bewilder, bootlegging, bribery, billowy, Bohemian, ben- · 
zine. 

Clairscientient, coma, cataleptic, conspiracy, confusion, 
cajolery, chaos, cheat. chicanery, clandestine, collusion, 
canal~ counterfeit, confound, camouflage, communism. 

Dreamy, delusion, deception, dis.~raught, doubtful, de
bauch, defile, di!:.:e, dive, dilute, dissolve, dupe, dual. ' 

Emotional, elusiva, exceptional, enchantbg, enervat
ing, enigmatical, entice, engulf, evade, exotic, ether. 

Fan~ifu!, fantasy, fake, fraud, finesse, fascination, feet, 
fairy, formidable, fa1ming, fiddle, fishy, film~om. 

q 

Glamour, graft, gullible, ,guile, gasolme, gelatin. 

Hallucinations,' hazy, hys:c.-ical, half-wit, hypoderm,ic, 
harem, hoax, hydraulics, hydrotheraphy, hydrogen . 

. ·Imaginative, idealistic, immaterial, imp.1lpa\lle, in
definite, inveigk, indulgent, incomprehtnsible, incense, 
il1trik'Vcr, inflate, irfundation, .!rrigate, illimitl\}>le. 

Kelp, ~eros~ne. 
I ' 

I,ethargy, latency, liquid, 'limpid, lave, lure. 

, Mediumistic, mystici'LI, mysterious, mofphine, mororl, 
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mountebank,. &a'Wkish, misrepresent, •mobile, mermaid, 
marine, n1elodious, maroon, my~hology. 

Nebulous, nlive, n&mby-pamby, nar~otic, nautical, 
naval, nymph, necrotttancy, nudist, navigate. 

• Ocean, obscure:' obsessio'n, oversees, opiates, oil, oracle. 

Psrchic, psychometric, poetical, pretense, plotting, 
Pose1don, pois011iqg, pervert, precarious, pliaqt, placid, 
poilu~, pool, putrid, presume, prophecy, prescilnce. 

Questionable, quandary, quack,. quiescent, quintes
sense, quixot,ic. 

Recondite, revery, reverence, rendezvous, receptive. 

Scheming, simulative, swindling, siren, spiritual, seer, 
sea-faring, sea-green': seduce, somnambulism, stupor, 

. !.eraphim, sublimity, submarine, skulk, strategy, scandal, 
scurrilous, subterfuge, seclusion, sorcerer, swim. 

Trance, ten.derness, transcendentalism, trident, tran
quility, tangle, theurgy, tobacco, toxic, transfigure, tea. 

Uncanny, urbanity, undine, undulating, un\nask, 
Utopia. . ' 

Vapue, vacillating, volatile, vapor, visionary. 

Weird, w<.ves, wade, wet, whimskal, wile. 

Yacht, yeast, yogi. 

Pluto 

In mythology, ~Pluto is spoken of as the brother of 
Jypiter and N_eptune and it.ii easy to s«e that the pr;es.ent 
day gangster and racketeer is associated with financial 
rake-offs, legal technicalities and "gambling (U:), nar~otics 
and li<fuor '(W). Mythology describes Pluto )n eighth 
house langua~, terms and similes, with word§., th<lt 
descr1be Sc0rpio as his "home" or ab'ode. Plut~Js well 
described in "From Pioneer To Poet (T to *):in the 
chaptel' on Scorpio, which gives a l~ngthy ar~d~xcellent 
description of the virtuoes :.tnd talents of t~t sign .• In 
(lbserving the tendencies of the influence df /Pluto tl\e . 
vices are mom in evidence than ·~s virtues,_ as sllqwn \IY • 
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the ·following list l?f words. In the un~~vr.loped type of 
humanity the constr1,1ctive and beneficial .1ttributes of 
Pluto are submerged and its vibrations are given a low 
form of express::On. That the expr.-ssion iS'largely violent 
bespeaks the strong power for good whir:)! it may liberate 
when people who are responsive to it exercise better self
control and consideration for the rights ·and privileges <>f 
others. 

Vocabulary of Pluto_ 

Abyss, adulterate, ambush, antichrist, :rlibi, alia~. am
nesia, annihilate, ano_nymous, atomic, atrocity, abduct, 
accomplice, atom-bomb. 

Betr~ying, bad, blase, ~aftle, bootlegger, booze, brim
stone. 

Callous, criminal, contempt, cort;upt, convict, chasm, 
conscience, covert, calamity, crematory. 

Dross, defile, defiance, degradation, demon, depraved, 
detective, degenerate, dice, d'evoid, death-rays, destroyer. 

Evolution, embalming, eradicate, expung~. erase, enig-
ma, el·il. 

Foul, fetid, filth, felon, fiendish, flaunt, fumigate. 

Grave, ganglalid, guilty, Godless, gunman. 
Havoc, hoodlum, hades, hell, hag, holoca~:5t, horrible. 

r • 

Infernal, inscrutible, immoral, impellent, impure, in
differen\, intemperate, immortal, insatiable . • 

Kidnap-er-ing . •. 
Lawlessness, lo'ot, lust. 
Meaace, malefa\:tor, miscl'e<nt, mire, marsh, mo~ster, 

Mephistopheles, musta,rd-gas, moll, metamorphosis, 
magic. 

"Nudism, nullify, nefarious, Nihilist, nul}. 
"obfit«ate, odiou!:, obscene, outrageous. 
Purify, putrid., perdition, pollute, pungent, passionate, 

perpetratOr~ prostrate, prostate, psychoanalysis; pe1-petua-
tion1 purgatory. ' ' 

, (Continu~d on page 590.) 
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P,ERTINENT POINTS . ~ 

Geocentric Astrology 

Geocentric A¥rology is the oldest known system of 
astro-science, being "the qne originally used by the an-
c-Jents. • 

When Copernicus discovered that the Sun was the 
center of our solat' system, many who did not Understand 
the Jfrinciples presumed his discovery would "explode" 
astrology, and those who voiced libis idea but revealed 
their lack of correct information. As the masses.are not 
generally familiar with the prfnciples of astrology, that 
incident has been incorrectly used by its opponents in 
an effort to discredit the science. 

The wisdom of ancient "wise" men was such that we 
find to this day all of the astrologers of renown using 
the same ~;eocentric methods, but with many improve
ments, whtch conduce to greater accuracy through the 
invention and use of various tables. 

Ptc>lemy, (Claudius Ptolemceus, Alexandria, Egypt, 
second century A. 9.) who is termed the "Father of 
~odern Astrology," was a noted mathetnatician so high
ly skilled that many of his idea~ are incorporated in 
present day astronomy. He made diligent r~earch into 
ancient writings on astrology and then compiled a cele
brated work entitled, "The Tetrabiblos, or Qua'dre-par
tite," beini four books on the b1fluence ot stars and 
planets. • 

In .his gre~t work, "Tha J\.lmagest,'• Ptolemy c~ntrib
dted to science the theory of, the movements of the 
planets (geocentric.) His illustrated circles gave to the 
Arabians ~rreat stimulus for further interest in lhis 
science and it h said they brought its p'\"edictive $lde .up 
to the higrest art. The Arabians were noted br their 
wonderful learning, their ·observatories. inventions and 
the de·1elopm.ent of trigonometry. They 'sulJj;dtuted our 
present numeral systen1 for the old ponderous R(MT!an 

.numerals. 
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In the •19th cent~ry, 'Napier, a noted scienti:;.t, i~1vented 
the tables of lo~·arithms to facilitatl:, qis astrological 
research. Only a few years ago Joseph G. Dal\on, an 
astronomer at one time connected with the Naval Ob
servatory at W"ashington, D. C., l'.rr,angeli a set of tables 
called, "The Spherical Basis of Ast~tology," (being a 
Table of Houses for places b,etwd:n 22 and 56 degrees 
north latitude) as a contribution to the. science ·of astr9l
ogy for geocentric use,-that of finding the relation of 
the earth in its axial rotation to the .ascendant, mid
heaven, Lnd other points in the zodiac,· which not only 
makes it possible to appoint the signs a•1d degrees around 
the Earth as they a~tually are at any certain mom( ... ·,t, 
but al~to makes it possible to place planets in a chart in 
their true zodiacal relati'On to the Earth. ' . 

Geocentric Astrology bases its calculations on plane·· 
tary aspects or upon the distance between planets j, 
connection with their angular relation to the Earth. Th-: . 
angles (aspects) formed with Sun as center (heliocentric) 
are altogether different from those with Earth as focus
ing point. We live on the Earth,-not on ,the Sun. The 
angle formed upon the Earth by two planets 60 zodiacal 
degrees apart is altogether different from angles made 
by planets 90 (Jr 120 degrees apart, each angle producing 
a difference in vibration. Thus rome angular a'spects 
are benign, cohtsive or uniting in their nature, such 'as 
the sextile aspect of 60 zodiacal degrees, while the square 
or right aQgle asped is disruptive or disin(egrative. 

Thu!f it is seen that Geocentric Astrology considers 
these ip1pbrtant principles: The relation of the planets 
to each other; the angles formed upon the Eal.th by those 
relationships; th~ relation qf the Eartlf by axial rotat~on 
to pojnts of the r.odiac an<\ \O planets, producing;_ their 

.actual "house" positions iri charts made for differe.Jt 
· latitudes . . 

·Copernicus d.id not "explode" astrolqgy. · Man; dis
covefl'ng somethin,; which he did not know before, does 
not chh.ngc any law of Natu1 e. The laws of' Nature are 

-eternal 0111d reK1ain unchanged by man's changin~ ideas. 
Whether dne thinks the Sun 111oves arou'nd the Earth, 
or (hinks the Earth revolves around the Sun, does not 
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•• 
changt:J tqe influence•of the Sun \!poll the Ear,th, and it 
is planetary influence shed upon the Earth with which 
astrology is ,mo~t concerned. Theref~re, no "explosion" 
occurred, ex~ept in the minds of tllos.e who were unduly 
perturbed by being un'lware of these fac:Js. 

Heliocentric Astrology was the outcome of Copernic
us' calculations; ,i. e., ob~ervations of the planets' rela
t4on to the Sun. And Helio (Sun) centric (center) 
methods are entirely correct for those beings who may 
reside upon tho Sr,Jn. However, there are some features 
of asjrological re6earch wliich may properly 'and bene
ficially use helio-centric positions, such as Astra-Meteor-
ology. • 

. ' 
Geo (earth) centric calculations have been found to be 

more applicable for the inhabitants of the Earth, and as 
before stated all astrologers of renown, both ancient and 
modern, favor the g"eocentric system in the erection of 
charts for interpreting planetary influence in relation to 
human life and its affairs. That is, for convenience they 
place the Earth in the center of a chart, and consider the 
Sun as though traveling in the Earth's orbit. 

As in every four minutes of time the Earth tur.ns one 
degree, making a complete rotation of 360 degrees in 
twenty-four hours, and as each degree rising on the 
Ascendant or eastern horizon, gi\·es a dlifferent influence, 
it is• readily seen why persons differ so, although thou
sands may· be born on the same d!l.y. This difference is 
further multiplied by the tweh·c signs of 'the zodiac, 
being traversed by the Earth during the year, &nd each 
day rotating on its axis, while ~t the same time the 
planets are also moving in their orbits, changintt aspects 
between themsel'ves and th~ Earth. • 

,, A 'chart of, the heavens• (;'eocentricahy made fof a cer
tain moment, for any certain place, will show the par
ticular influences in operation which will affect the inpiv-
idual born' at that time and place. · 

If two irdividuals are bqrn at the same time •bd place, 
they will have similar characteristics, tastes and exper
iences, differentiated according to their diffcr,ent environ· 
ment and heredity, and their stage of evolution. 
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A historical ca~e in~Europe is cited,,of a pnnte and a 
peasant who wer~ born at the same mom~nt in the same 
klcality.c They loolu:d very much alike, ~ere ill of a 
similar malady"'at the same time, were ;narried on the 
saW,e date, and when the prince ascended the throne the 
peasant opeped a shop. They die4 or: the same day. 

By taking geocentric motion into account, difference 
in terrestrial latitude makes a difference in rising de
grees, heQce, two horoscopes made for, th~ same time and 
date, butG for different latitudes, would show difft-rence 
in the individuals. The importance of geocentric methods 
is inestimable where'it is necessary to take into account 
all of the various phenol7lena connected wi-th the move
ments of the planets and their relation to the Earth, 
including its own axial rotation. 

Some have tried mixing helioclntric planetary posi
tions with geocentric methods of casting a chart, but • 
helio (sun) centric positions are planets in their relation 
to the Sun, consequently, such method is not advisable. 

Astrology from the time of the ancients to the present 
is scientific in its principles. Various attempts have been 
made to omit the scientific element and devise me~ns of 
character deline~tion without the use of much figuring, 
but they are only partly successful. It is obvious tl}at to 
secure all informatiop possible concerning tl.e planetary 
influences on which all life is dependent, it is necessary 
to use ~II available means to interpret those influences, 
hence, the.Earth 'being the vital center of influence for 
its inhabitants, it is essential to notice its a(1gular rela
tion to planets, (l?y means of aspects) r.s well as its own 
rotation whereby we find !:ts relation to points of the 
zodia~ for any location at al'ly" given time. • -

J;Iowever, with present day facilities in t,he t,orm of 
astrological schpols, classes, textbooks, ~orrespondence 
co\lrsl!s jlnd magazines, it is no longer a tedious or diffi
cult mittter to learn to cast -o.nd delineate a: horoscope, 
and the knowl~dge acquired through the study of sud 
a chart is CJf inestimable value. ' " 
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* Horary Astrology * • 
One branth of astrology called "Horary" relates to 

the word "horCs" meaning hour. It is a 'system of divin
ation based upor\ a chart cast for a certain hour and min
ute, pertaining to a thought, question or event . 

• • Horary Astrology bears out wonderfully the idea of 
celestial corre~ondence to mundane affairs, exemplify
ing the sympath~ existing between the opOrations of 
mind' and planetary vibrations. Through the positions 
and aspects of planets chemical -changes occur in the 
human orga,nism which have .. an important bea,ring on 
metabolism, and to a gr«:at ~xtent determine the anabol
istic and catabolistic activities. These ·subjective states 
lead people to think of and ask questions of importance 
at times when the j!>lanets bear definite relation to the 
origin, nature and termination of the matters involved. 

In Horary Astrology very much depends upon whether 
an aspect is 1.pplying or separating; whether planets are 
angular, succedent, cadent, dexter, sinister, etc. A num
ber of considerations not usually employed in• Natal 
Astrology are used in Horary, such as collection of light, 
cvmbustion, disposa:! of, frustration, reception, refrana
tion,, translation of light, void of cour~~. etc. 

To becorhe proficient in Horary' Astrologj one should 
first become very familiar with Natal Astrology, espec
ially as regards the casting of horoscopes, lo~al time cor
rections, t~e nature of signs, planttts, houses and aspects. 

This branch ~f astrology. is useful •for answering spe
cific .questioqs which aris£ ;~s the result of sickness, acci
dents, journeys, news, reading a letter, receiving a pro
position and other matters which give a desire for infor
mation ret:arding the outcome . 

• 
Several ,textbooks are jvailable (or the study .. of this 

subject. 
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* 'Planets in Busirless * 
The rommercial world is divided into :nine general 

divisions, each ,ruled by a planet in the fpllowing order: . ' 
Oil and fishing industry represe'9ted~by Neptune. 

Railroads, aerial and electric industries by Uranus., 

Mining, farming and cement work by Saturn. 

Manufictming, building and munitfon~ by Mar!i. 

Religious, legal anp financial affairs by Jupiter. 

Government representcrl by the Sun. 

Entertainmeni, art and social functions by Venus. 

Schools, intellectual affairs and Pk!blishing by Mercury. 

Common employments represented by the ~foona '. 

The influence of Vulcan and Pluto is not sufficiently 
known to be classified in this manner. 

Eae'h division is subject to nine sub-divisions which 
in turn ate ruled by the nine planets. Take the vii in
dustry for example: The first divi'~ion is ruled by Nep
tune itself, and fhe first impression is that this industry 
is a "trust," a vast, iq.tricate, complicated ~cl)eme where
by the people represented by every othe1 planet down 
the scale are frequently deceived and robbed, and the 
power \o .do this is gained through secret intrigues, 
lobbying interests anti other underhand and put-of-sight 
method~. This rrpresents Neptune's vnfavorable influ
ence; more correctly speaki-ng, a gross interpretation or 
manifestation of its influenc•. • The influell(.e of a r>lans;t 
remains the same but oyr expression of it is modified m 
various ways, that is, the awakened soul expresses (acts) 
for' the good of all, while' the unawakened (thml"e .on a 
purel:Ji.material {>lal}e) express the infiuenc!e in selfishness 
regardl~s of the welfare of o~1ers. 

The seC:051d aivision of the industry under considera
tion nis ruled by Uranus, the' enlightener. (Oil is used 
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for light a~d power.)~ This planet governs the •transpor
tation facilitie~ c,c.nnected therewith. ;The next division 
is rulE;d by Saturn and represents t!k oil well diggers, 
drillers, pipe:nen, etc. Jupiter represents the n'umerous 
legal departments, ~h~ financiers and ·:::ashiers. Mars 
represents the agents, contra~tors and the construction 
departments. Sun governs the various directors and 
hjgh officials. Venus, being the octave of Neptune, in 
ti1is case expresses some of the latter's subtleness by 
extending and maintaining the influence and prosperity 
of the industry tbrough social intercourse at\ banquets 
and dther such functions given for the purpose of influ
encing various dignitaries in power~ to gain desired ends. 
Venus, therefore, rules the social and entertaining ele
ments conneCted with the entei'prise. Mercury rules the 
'clerical forces, the advertising and the press agents 
which it maintains. The Moon rules the teamsters and 
other common emplC'!yees and also the masses who buy 
;.nd consume the product. 

Thus each of the general divisions first named is sus
ceptible to subdivision, and, although in this example 
we have brought out the faults rather than the virtues 
of this particular industry, it is by no means w,ithout 
virtues, for while there is room for vast improvement 
in its methods and .~;onduct of the business yet it pro
vides employment and is a means of liv~lihood for many 
thou:;ands of men and women. 

As yet this industry is expressing the influence of 
Neptune in a very low manner but all these pha~es grad
ually evolve to a finer or more perfsct order ir.- proportion 
to the denlopment or unfoldment of all the im!ividuals 
connected thereilrith: the employer, £.111ployee and con-
sumer. " ,, 

Of course, the foregoing allocations of planetary ruler
ships in business are general considerations. When. we 
say, for insta[\ce, that the Moon rules \iquids, we man 
that it has dominion over the neut,ral or basic -hur,\Or 
which, sp.!aking physiohgically, acts as a 'medium 
whereby certain substances can act a·l')d react, or by 
which tht.y utay be carrie4 to various parts ·of the body 
to be dissolved, resolved or expulsed. ' 
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The Moon is said to rule milk. Milk has ~ watery 
basis (as many \nilkmen know!) repre9.:nted by ) ; tt 
has faUy constitu~nts, 2£; caseine and ext~active -matter, 
0; and salts, • '?. Therefore, when we,. say "the Moon 
rules milk," it is a general stctte.nent referring to its 
fluidic quality, and not to the spe<;,ific torms constituting 
milk. 

In the elementary study of astrology general terms 
are popu.lar but when approaching the rcience of astrol
ogy the \:onstituents, or elements, are specialized ,by the 
planetary, or sign, r_ulership. 

Therefore, let us, as stitdents of Nature (.u interpreted 
by astrology) endeavor to Jearn everything possible re· 
Jarding the influence of the planets, and to express those 
mfluences in the finest or highest manner of our under
standing, thus setting a standard •by our example that 
others will be anxious to follow. ' 

* De cans * 
In tecent years the word decan (dekan in ancient term

inology) has been applied to a one-third divisio%1 (ten 
degrees) of the zodiacal signa but research shows that 
originally decan~, and faces as they were also calle{l., had 
reference to the c:on,te11ationa. 

Albumazer (Abu :[\{asher) a noted Arabian physician 
and ast'roi}Omer who lived about one thousand years ago. 
and w]wse writings ~ave been commented Qn as of the 
highest authorit~ by such men as Abrn Ezra, refers to 
"the Decans and their houses (signs), according to 
Babykmians, Egyptians andoRersians," sayjng, 

"Here follow the Decans, which the Arabs call 'faces.' 
'I:hey are three to each sign of the Way (zodiac).". 

"Thi:s~~o Decans ot Faces, belonging to any one partic
ular sign, could easily be distinguished when they came 
along the ~errdian coincident with or clo,se ~lor:~g with 
the .sign to which they belonged. (They do not now 
coincide.) 
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The "terms" •as.' given by Ptolemy a9~ the special div
isions of the iligns; the "faces" (pictures) and ".1ecans" 
(side pieces) art;, the constellations, thirty-six in number. 
To illustrate the impoct:.nce given the dec'llns or constel
lations by the ancieqt~, I have referred to many of them 
in the twelve chapters on "The Zodiacal Signs," in latter 
p~es of Part V. ' 

However, in modern astrology the word Oecan or 
Decan~te now has 'reference to the one-third di~ision of 
each stgn. The original significance and beauty behind 
the meaning of the divisions of the•constellations is al
most lost, alt,hough all classic~ mythology and -every 
rtligion are based upon their indications. But so far 
have modern creeds departed from the parent meanings 
that they actually deny their source when they deny 
asyrology -

A decanate now consists of ten degrees or one-third 
of a si~, hence there are three decans in each sign, 
thirty-s1x in the zodiac. Two methods have been in use 
for allocating the planetary ruler of each decanate. 

> 

The .Oriental system names the ruler of decanates in 
thco order of the triplickies thus: First decanatf' of Aries 
ruled by Mars, second. by Sun, third by• Jupiter. This 
seems "to be 'be popular method. Tie principle concern
ing decanates rs that while a planet rules its ·sign as a 
whole and especially the first decanate (as Mar~ rules 
Aries and also the first decanate of Aries), the Qthh two 
divisions of the sign each expresse!l a sub-influence of 
the nature oT the Qlanets which rule the-remaining signs 
of the same triplicity. To illustrate: in th~ case of Aries, 
~hS Sun beca~e ~uli~g the cte~t sign of'the fie~ trip!ic
Jtf, Leo, and )Uplter',because 1t rJ,lles the followmg s1gn 
o the fiery tnplic,ity, Sagittarius, are decanate co-ruler;s. 
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• 
The following ta!Je illustrates this arrang~ment. 

I, ( • • 

Signs o· to 10" 11; to 20" ~ 21" to 30" 
Aries Mars Sun Jupiter 

Taurus Venus Metc<~ry Saturn 
Gemini Mercul) ' Venus. Uranus 
Cancer Moon Mars• Neptune' 

Leo Sun Jupiter Mars 
Virg/> Mercury Satum ' Venus 
Libra Venus Uranus Mer~ury 

Scorpio Mirs• Neptune Moon 
Sagittarius Jupiter Mars Sun 
Capricorn Saturn•· Venus Mercury 
Aquarius Uranus Mercury Venus 

Pisces Neptune Moon Mars• 

The foregoing is the modern adaptation but one an
cient system allocated the rulers of decans not by triplic- • 
ity sign-rulers, but in the same order as the planetary 
hours thus: Aries-Mars, Sun, Venus; Taurus-Mercury, 
Moon, Saturn; Gemini-Jupiter, Mars, Sun; and so on 
in thi.s order through the twelve signs. The term "face" 
is sometimes incorrectly used to designate .decan, . 

The use of t!.e decanates in natal astrology is applk
able principally to the ascending sign. By noting -which 
decanate is on the tfrst cusp, gives an ide<c' of how the 
native is particularly expressing that sign, or rather, what 
particular part of the sign he is expressing; this being 
mainly, in\erprctcd i.n terms of the planet which rule9 
that docanate. For instance, if Leo is ascen<i(ng the gen
eral significator ~f the pc~on is the ~un. If the 22nd 
degr~e of Leo is. on the fir,;;t. cusp the personal it¥ is in 
general described by the Sun, with Mars -as a sul:i-inflo..t
ence, thus adding to the! Leo-Sun tendencies more action, 
fotce, desire and execution. In other words,. in Uli~ case 

• Note~- If the planet Qlscoverec;l ID 1930 and glveJ! the name of 
Pluto proves. to be the Pluto of the auc:leutiJ, thee, secordlug 
to mythoiDg;y tt •{s ruler of the alp Seorplo. The decanates of 
the watery lips would CODBI!QUeJ~tly be arranged art folfows : . -

Cancer - Moon, Pluto. Neptuna 
..SCorpio --aPtnto, Nep~, Moon 
•1>1sces '- Neptune, Mooa. Pinto 
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Mars becom10s• ah auxiliary ruler, ::>rJ about t~e same 
status fis the planet which rules the•b~th hour as shown 
by planetary hot~r tablei. The planet rulittg the decanate 
ascending should be tiven attention along with the other 
planets which ar~ r•lus in the horoscope 

• Progressed Decanates 

In the progrtss4d horoscope decanates cro~sing the 
ascendimt with the passing of years produce noticeable 
changes in the temperament and <:Jtaracteristics of the 
native. The year in which the degree beginning a new 
decanate comes to the ascendallt usually marks t11e be
&inning of new moods, inclinations, desires and interests, 
according to the nature of the planet ruling it and in 
accordance with the ppsition and aspects of that planet. 

Influence of Decanates 

A very good idea of the influence of the decan may be 
obtained by referring to a delineation of the planets by 
signs and reading the planet which rule~ that decjln as 
though it were in that sigh. For instance, if the pro
gresseii ascendant is 'lirgo 25th degree, it is in the Taur
us• decanate, and as Taurus is ruled ~y Venus, read 
"Ventls in Taurus" t6 obtain an idea of the influence 
of that decat~>, 

It is said by some who have studied the docy-ine of 
karma in connection with astrology4 that yom• Sun sign 
in this inca,rnation will be your ascending sign .in the 
next, that is, yourf(lresent individual or inherent qualities 
will then manifest outwardlj as personality; it follows 
t~ref.,re, tha~ the present- ~cending Sign was the! Sun 
sign in the previous incarnation .. 

Wheft th! Sun sign and Ascendant are the same, "it 
indicates that tlte individual is repeati~g lxperience3, and 
will continu'" to repeat until.,the lessons of life arc!'.heeded 

,and utilized as a step in "Jacob's _ladd.er" to ascend 
towards. the higher realms of expresston. . . -

Jacob represents the Sun; his ladder with twelve steps 
Ire the signs ,of the zodiac. Th& signs are "alsp rep~-
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sented by his twe~ve sons, by the twelve tribes of Judah 
and the twelve ap<J_?t\~s. The labors of Het·cules <lenote 
the Sun's transit through the twelve zodiacal signs, Her
cules representing the Sun. Sampson also represents 
the Sun; his long hair, the sunbeams,-

It is not the purpose of this work tv enter into a de
tailed exposition of what is implie:i and expressed in the 
various S);'mbols of signs, stars and constellations, but 
simply tocshow that what was written in the Scriptures, 
as well as in allegory and mythology, is likewise -written 
in the skies, illustrati!ig the axiom, "As above, so below," 
and showing that the Bible contains much of astrological 
significance. ' 

Whatever is written in the stars above will be enacted 
in events below. The references given in this book do 
not come near to exhausting the subject; they are bu~. 
a few of the many that could be cited and are offered 
with the hope that other researchers will complete the 
chain of connecting links between celestial indications 
and their terrestrial correspondences. Tile Old Testa
ment ,was written long before the birth of Christ and its 
references to the signs are often indicative of what was 
yet to come; while the New Test11ment refers to what 
did eventually h1ppen to fulfill prophecy, in accordan..:e 
with those signs. 

• Octaves • 
(Plar.'!tary Relationship) 

, Venua an'd !'leptunc 
9 .., 

Venus, ruler of the signs, Taurus and Libra, some
times called "thr love pair," calls forth respon"se from the 
finer ·atkibutes of •the being, inclining to beauty, har
mony, \iociability, Jaiety and<·popular music.' She gives 
appreciation or.abihty for art, for developing fine pictures 
and produCing beautiful music through !.kil:lfuJ• touch. 
Vib~ations of Venus are afliliate(i with the sense of feel
in~. 
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Nept~ne is t.:~rmed the octave of Vt;nus. It reveres 
beauty in its ~roader, deeper or univ.er!fal aspect, 'in con
tradistinction to personal appearances. N;eptunian peo
ple are Bohemiah rather than just sociable. They love 
the weird more th . .m .popular music. Venus may be said 
to represent the cultivated musician; Neptune the in
spi.-ed. Venus produces a realization of the nature of 
objects by physical contact because it rules the sense of 
touch; by which its gualities may be observed. Neptune 
can pr~duce sensat:ons without contact, by rrfeans of 
inner or psychic feeling. Neptune rules the psychometric 
faculty by which otherwise unknov!n qualities may be 
described through the sense of heling, ruled by v~us. 

Venus and Neptune are natural complements. Venus 
is "exalted" in Neptune's 5ign, Pisces. It may be noted 
that from time immemorial a great number of people 
ilo.~e observed Friday (Venus day) as "fish" day. Stud
ents who use the "Improved Perpetual Planetary Hour 
Book" are aware that Neptunian events almost invariably 
occur in an hour ruled by Venus. 

Between the personal interpretation of love, as sym
bolized;by Venus, and the universal love of Neptune, 
Jupiter, "hail fellow ~ell met," or "the. pillar of the 
church," stands as a briodge over which tlie love-seeking 
Venusian mu~~ .. pass into an understa11ding of divine love. 
It is significant' that, until the discovery of ~cptune, 
Jupiter was assigned the rulership of both Sagittarius 
and Pisces. 

!'.1ercury and Uranus 

~ Jt! 

I~ the natural zodiac Mercury is ruler of the mental 
signs, ?e.mini, and Virgo. 

Mercury rules ocdinary mental pmcesses tl"rofJgh 
which one ac'quires knowled~e by observation, pc1-cep
t4on, reading, writing, speaking, listening.' 

~ . . . 
• • • Uranus ;s termed the octave of Mercury. It rules a 

mental sign, alsp, Aquarius. It gpverns that·ph!lse o£.., 
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• 
mind which is not dependent upon the ordinary ·pe:cep-
tive processes. r~ercury rules those "thiqgs which de
scribe a picture ~r •place, but Uranus rules the· thit~gs 
which take ycJU there. Mercury repcer ents knowledg 
we acquire through present condhions; Uranus repre
sents accumulated wisdom gained ~hr'ough previous ex
periences manifesting as i'ntuition.,, Mercury is the 
learner; Uranus is the knower. They are natural com
plements of which Uranus is the higher octave. Mercury 
rules si&l1t; Uranus rules clairvoyanc;e. ' 

Students who use.,the "Planetary Hour Book" regular
ly are aware that events of U ranian nature occur almost 
invarfably in the planet<lry hours ruled by 'Mercury. 

In Exodus 4, 14-16, the relationship between Mercury 
and Uranus is clearly indicated where the Lord says to 
Moses, "Is not Aaron (Mercury) thy brother? I know 
that he can speak well. ..... And thou (Uranus) shalt 
speak unto him and put words in his mouth."· (Inform 
him what to say.) 

Sa.turn, ruler of Capricorn, was by the ancients given 
the rulership of Aquarius also, thereby forming tpe con
necting link in this mental chain /rom the objective, re
flective qualiti6S of Mercury, through the profound, per
severing, reasoning processes of Saturn to the lightning-
like flasht;s of Urani~n intuition. ' 

* Stars and Planets * 
The word pl~net mean~; "wandere~," that is, a body 

whic;h travels (transits) lllr a particular orbit .in ~he 
zodiac within a certain period of time. its speed being 
known, calculations 'are made astronomically (see 
.Ephemeris) which show the date when it wiH transit 
thro~gh the Various signs and degree~ of the zodiac; 
also' ~en it will 'be in coni,unction or other aspect with 
other 'planeta~y bodies. The calculated positions and 
aspects •are u'Sed by astrologers to deduc;e t;he influence' 
of

1
such configurations in, a'tcordance with the accented 

rues of astrolo~y., 
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To a casual oose"rver the principal d/ilference between 
a star and a planet is in the fact t4;tt the star ~ives a 
twirtk!ing light", while a planet shineS With a Steady glow. 
Through a teles~ope the' planet appears a: a disc. The 
light shed from a •Plrnet is largely a reflection of that 
received from the Sun~ , 

• 
~tars are often referred to as "fixed" b'ecause they do 

not traverse the signs of the zodiac as do the "wander
ers." Some of tlfe lergest stars are thought to ~e great 
suns pOt;sessing their own systems. 

Natal astrology is more concerne<f with planets than 
with stars. PLanets travel in thf', zodiac which is a• belt 
0: space on both sides of the ecliptic wit!Jin which are 
the orbits of the planets. In other words no stars are 
located within the boundaries of the zodiac. The stars 
ar~ out in the constellations beyond the zodiacal circle. 
Tl1e boundary of the zodiac, as at present known, ex
tend,; to approximat~ly eight degrees beyond the orbit 
of Pluto. 

Signs and Constehations 

The constellations have the same names as the signs: 
Aries, Taurus, etc., anJ at one time the signs and con
stelTations of the same pame were side b:f side, but due 
to a cohtinual shift the signs and constellations do not 
now coincide. ··The "shift" is at the r1te of appr~ximate· 
ly fifty seconds of longitude per year, or one degree in 
about seventy-two years. That is to say, our '-'ernal 
equinoctial point, Aries 0 degrees O•minutes, moves in 
backward or<fer so 1hat it passes the con~tellation Pisces 
29th degree to 28th degree. and so on. At present (1944) 
the 0 dl\grees 0 minutes of tJI; sign Ari~ is at about 10 
degrees of the constellation Pisces; astronomers assert. 
In 10 degrees more the beginning "of the sign. Aries will 
reach th! re<!r of the constellation Aquarius. At the· 
rate of approximAtely one degree in 72 yea"rs it will r.pn-. 
tact Aquarius in about 720 -"cars. • 

• As the orb of the Sun is {2" the equinoctial point at 
10" * indicates" that the ;'\quarian Age began "to da'ln 

• (by orb 9f influence) about 150 years ago, or at the time 
of•our Declarat!.on of lndependen~e for the f~ed.om ol.. 
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the nation. Note that the words,•-independence and 
freedol]l, belong\to •. Aquarius.* ' • .. 

However, ~o far as the student is fonce.rned in 'the 
making of a horoscope, he need dobconcern hamself about 
the fore mentioned movement of t,hr, v. hole solar system 
through the constellations, a& that factor does not enter 
into the calculations for the birth chart of an individual 
in which are considered mainly the movements of the 
bodies ip the zodiac, although at is accounted for in the 
influen<f.!s attributed to the signs, as' shown in a!) article 
entitled, "Signs and Constellations" in the book, ' Power
ful Planets." 

Th¢1 Fixed Stars 

The zodiac •:nay be pictured as comprising our solar 
system; stars are objects of other systems. Stars are so 
remote from the earth that theio: distance is best ex
pressed by the term "light-years" to state the number 'l;lf 
years whach light, traveling at the rate of 186,000 miles' 
a second, would require to reach our globe. Planets are 
so close, relatively, that their distance is put a few light
minutes. For instance, the S4n is approximately 
93,000,000 miles away but its light-distance is approxi
mately only five minutes. 

Remote thoygh some of the 'fixed stars ar~: th.eir 
influence is near at hand, especially those which, are of 
great magnitude anc;:l not too far north or ·south of the 
zodiac. Although astrologers pay more attention to 
planets, the influence of the principal fixed stars is by no 
means nrglectcd for their influence is important in a 
horosc!Jpe when in 'the same degree of longitude as one 
of the planets, "!specially if in one o( the angles. For 
instance, the life of Empel'or Franz Josef of Austria was 
a s\1'\:cession of l:lisasters ma{.y of which 1vere exjJlain'!d 
as attributable r.ot alone to the conjunction of Sun, 
l.,1oon and Saturn, but to the fact that they were in con· 
junction with "Alphard" whose influence ls a 'mixture 
of Saturn and "V epus. ' 

• A H!hdu SJIItem of Astrology, 'which uses the "lb:ed zodiac" or 
CODIItellatJons, puts the equlnoctlaiJ at 8" of Places. ' . ' ' 

Y.ote: An Important treatise· on "'The Fixed StartJ," by L. H. 
Weston, Is obtainable In a new, revised and enlarged edition. 
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TRIGONS 

Triplicity of Sign 
• 

The four triplidtity; .of signs manifest in humanity as 
four specific temperaments." • • 

The Fiery Triplicity is reprtsented by the choleric or 
bilious temperament, exhibiting a rash, feverish>, easily
excited. or impulsive nature with inflammat<fry and 
bilious affections, sudden illness generally acute, but 
usually of short duration. • 

The fiery "'!;"" • ciJresent the vital spi~t. the bodily 
heat with its elements of combustion, all of which incline 
to activity: political, military and speculative interests . • 

To this triplicity of fire and spirit belong the little 
nature spirits commonly called Salamanders. 

The Earthly "Triplicity is represented by the nervous 
temperament more especially noticed through Virgo and 
Capricorn, exhibiting alert, restless, .worried, agita"ted. 
neurast;tenic characteristics, with predisposition to rheu
ma~sm and chronic disorders. The earthJy signs repre
:.ent th~ physical or ten!poral states all of which produce 
artistic, imag::o-:.ative, studious and oriJanizing tendencies . 

• 
"Little folk of the hills and vales," or Gnomes, as. they 

are usually called, have especial affini,ty for the triplicity 
of earth. 

The Airy Triplicity is repfesented bj' the sanguine 
tel'\]perilment, eil:hibiting acd~ circulation, plump body, 
good complexion, genial nature, .cheerful anticipation, 
good fellowsltip and general dexterity. The airy signs 
are said Fo represent the relative or connectjve conditions· 
both within and ~ithout the body. Foro instance, (ierl'lini • 
rules the nervun~ system whi~h connects the entire l!lody; 
i.t also rules those of kin, <1!:. brothers, sh='.ters, s:ousins 
and even• neighbors, with whom the native is dsociated. 
In this airv familv we fin(i another "relative" not ordift-

' ar;ly incluaed in that category.-S~Iphs. 
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This trigon expresses as active." scie~ttific a~d f~dustrial. 
Has t~ndenc:>; t(\ward illnesses arisin·g 1rpm ex?austion 
or over-exertion.'. -

The Watery Triplicity is repr'est:nted by the lymphatic 
temperament exhibiting as langui-:it ah:emic, pallid, weak 
pulsed, lack of red corpuscles in the ,blood and deficient 
vascular action': The watery trigon represents the fhu
tational and propagative conditions. Cancer: milk, di
gestive -juices, gastric juice, ptyalin, p:::ncreatic diastase, 
saliva, ~hyme and albumen. Scorpio: excrem1mtitious 
fluids, urine, mense;;, perspiration. Pisces: pleural, peri
toneal and synov1al serums, intestinal mucus. This 
triplicity is known as tmotional, plastic, ·contemplative. 

Sprites of the waters, the Undines, find their best ,x
pression through the watery signs, 

By what has been said it will be noticed that the bilio·.:s 
and sanguine act; the nervous and lymphatic think anr' 
feel. When a physician determines the temperament 0. 

a patient he is aware to some extent of ·•he type of dis
orders likely to eventuate, as distinguished from those 
habitual to the other temperaments. This diagnosis is 
furthered by inspecting the natal chart indicating other 
tendencies, w~ile the progressed''horoscope reveals .,the 
present indicatiOnS of disorders. ·• 

,. 
Trigonal Description of Houses 

Note:'· By careful attention and study of the house 
trigonals, the stud~nt will be better enabl'ld to read or 
delin~ate horos<ropes. This triune as.-;ociation of houses 
helps to correlate kindred "Subjects and makes the matter 
easil:r to compt'ehend and~r'~member th:m if the ho1.1se 
indications are merely .memorized in rotation ur in a dis
a,ssociated manner. 

' It. will be re'me,mbered that the house,; indicate (show 
direc~pn), the planets inf!uence, and the signs with 
their degrees bestow and m"asure the spiritual or inher~ 
ent qualitl:es. ~n other words: The houses .indicate certain 
thf'ngs; a planet in a hous'e irffluences or activates the 
things indicated by it in accordance with the nature of 
' ' 
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' . . the plat~et. The ftgns measure the planets' aspects and 
bestow other. fnftuences according ~Cj the nature and 
qu4lity" of tha'O sign. To get an idea 'f:lf!f!OW planets affect 
each house, refer to the chapter headed, ';House Rulers, 
Significance Whep Loc~ted in Other Houses," in Part 
III. 

The °First Trigon of Houses 

first - Fifth - Ninth 

The•First House, space or segment of a chart is re
ferred to as the Ascendant. Due tee the line of its angle 
being level with the horizon, an,d due also to the F.arth's 
rotation fro~ west to c~st, planets ascending from 
under the Earth become visible as they"' appear at this 
line called the Cusp of First House . 

• 
The zodiacal sign and degree passing over the cusp of 

First House at moment uf birth bear a \'cry important 
influence upon the native's life, health, di~position, ten
dencies and pusonality, according to the nature of the 
sign occupying this cusp, much oi which may be deter
mined by referring to the chapter headed, "Influer.oce of 
Ascen.ding Signs," in Part III. 

"' The First House hai more influence dl'an any other on 
the person 0r "mask." It largely determines the various 
changes consfli.ntly taking place in t,e health ~nd consti
tution, also the mental nnd emotional states, causing 
reflexes and reactions according to the nature ~£ t~e sign 
and any pl~ncts which may be in ttJat house. 

Any planets occupying that space designated as the 
First House also have a st,rqng intluenu on the lite, ac
c~rding to their aature. Likewise, do such other ele
ments as prominent fixed stars, 'the l\loon's Nodes and 
Pars FPlrtui\:E. 

It is therefore very impprtant to "ha\·c the· J;:c"ura;e 
birth time in order to asce[tain correctly, what s1gn and 
degree oare.pa.-;sing onr tliis critical angfe. ;I'here is a 
vast difference between• the endowments of the tw6'lve 
~igns. 
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1 • • 
As th~ First House, or Ascendant, has such :!.marked 

effect upon the life of the native, it i!ii avident. that the 
other houses of tl\~ ~hart which perpetuate'and enlighten 
life, should be cohtdered in connection, With it. ' . ' '· 

As children, or the native's off~wiug, perpetuate life 
in the world (Fifth House), find as knowledge sustains 
it progressively. (Ninth House), so 'che houses whM.:h 
contribute these blessings to the life already given are 
joined in an harmonious trine with the. First, making a 
three-fol~ channel of influence which' has a strong bear
ing on the life. 

Th~ Fifth House indicyjites our children or the lack of 
them, according to whether the sign and planets having 
dominion over It are fruitful or barren; our loves, pleas
ures, passions, sports and hazards or speculations. The 
Fifth House, reckoned from the Pourth as the Secon~, 
would then indicate what monetary gain we might o& • 
might not make by dealing in real estate, propt:rty or 
mines, which the Fourth House designates. 

The Ninth House denotes our mental offspring, in
venti&n, discovery, exploration; the degree of knowledge 
we may develop, whether collegiate, academic, phiiQsoph
ical, legal, religious, scientific, arti~tic or literary. This 
house has to do •with dreams, visions, spiritual imP,ulses, 
voyaging and foreignr affairs. The Ninth H9use indicates 
publishing. especially volumes of intrinsic value, relating 
to religion, science, law, medicine, travel, foreign affairs, 
philosof>hy,. textbooks, permanent records, statistics and 
educatiQn, in contradistinction to the opposi,~e or Third 
House '.vhich ind~cates lighter reading,gnews and matter 
of ephemeral nature. Being the Third, reckoned from 
the Ssventh, it det,otes the put.ner's relativ~s or brother!', 
sisters and cousins. If the planet in the Ninth, or ruler 
of it, is in affliction with the planet ruling the Ascendant 
or.' planet in the Ascendant, the native has' lessons to 
learn ,through ~ic~ion with the partner'§ relatives and 
would j~So be liable to trou\lle in forei~n l:.nds; all in 
accordance wit!:L the nature ot the afflictmg planet. 
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The ,Second Trigon of Houses 

S~cond - Sixth - .Ttmth 

As the first trigon cl. houses embrace~ man's life, his 
children, his Gol,i or philosophy, and his learning, the 
second trigon consi~t!ng of the Tenth, Second and Sixth 
llouses a ppertair~ to tl<le second stagt:, of his existence 
embracing his actions or"honor, his sickness or servants, 
his wealth or possessions. These houses are situated in 
trine to each othe1•, the Tenth being angular, t\Je Second 
succelfent and the Sixth cadent. 

• Tenth House: The idea of this trigonal connection 
is to illustratt worldly attainme.Jt through honors, 'wealth 
.wd servants, the highest worldly attaimnents being in· 
dicated by the highest house (Tenth) in the scheme of 
life portrayed in the ,horoscope: honor, reputation, pop· 
t:larity, dignity, office, authority, power, advancement, 

· preferment, or by any conditions through which he ac· 
quires superiority or affluence, as in -the professions, by 
elections or appointments, or through the mother. Be
cause these thmgs represent material or earthly dignities 
they correspond with the earthly signs: Tenth .blouse, 
Capricorn; Second, Taurus; Sixth, Virgo. The Tenth 
Hous\! also has refer~nce to the government, the presi
dent or monarch) par~ in power, royal•y; eminent, dis
tingui.shed or famous persons; also national trade, credit, 
popularity o; power; the motht~, father-in-law, the 
fathers and property of persons ruled by tne Seventh 
House; the first child of tenants or servants .• 

Sixth HOi!se : The second degree or phase of ~orldly 
attainment is con•eive<l to arise from socvants, domestics, 
employees, tenants, by mean!; of small animals or fowls, 
f,.om native's, own work tll• labor, or' through se'rvices 
performed in matters of hygiene, sanitation, dietetics, 
herbs, nursing, doctoring. This Sixth House has also 
some• c'onnection with the civil service, ,army and navy 
affairs, puhlic 1 health and sickness, food, pr"v~ndir, 
uncles and .!Unts from the (ather's side, being the Third 

, House, counting the Fourt!l as First. 

Seco~d HoJse: The l.'hird phase of worldly.attaimnent 
by honors, matter material and animated, is by means of . . .. . - ·-
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possessions of extrinsic value such ali money or those 
things held to represent money in vAltfa\,[e effects as 
jewelry,'precious 5\0tJes, bonds, securities, shares, 'stoc,ks, 
notes, mortgag~s. the bank bala.nce, on other movable, 
exchangeable, negotiable assets 1\eld as representing 
wealth. The Second House has a•3o''some connection 
with the national wealth, the exchcq11er, revenue, tax
ation and bank~; death of wife, husband, partner br 
public enemy, being the Eighth House, counting the,Sev
enth as First. (Turning a chart arot1nd so that the 
Seventh 'House is the First, makes this Second .House 
occupy the Eighth sP,ace; hence the rcfererce to partner's 
demise.) ' 

• 
T}Je Third Trigon of Houses 

Third - Seventh - Eleventh 

The third trigon embraces the Seventh, Third an'd , 
Eleventh Hou!'>es which are, respectively, angular, ca
dent, succedcnt, and arc in same respect similar to the 
airy triplicity of signs: Libra, Gemini, Ar~uarius. This 
trigon pertains to worldly connections. As the first 
trigoftal referred to man, his offspring and his knowledge, 
the second to his honor, work and wealth, the third 
represents his connections whethtr by marriage: cqn
sanguinity or fri'endship. In this rrspect man is joined 'in 
a three-fold tic or obligation: in body, in bl9<1d, in friend-
shl~ • ' · 

Seveflth, House: He is joined in body by the most 
important of earthlJ tics,-matrimony, wherein he is 
sanctio\1ed to "increase and multiply.'~ Thi"s important 
feature is ruled by the Sevorrth House, which also desig
nates• the busine!.s partner,. a.nd others with whflm he 
deals or consummates contracts; also those with whom 
he comes into conflict 'through arguments, duels, law
suits (open enemies) or robbery, particular[)' "hcldups," 
as: burglars or sheak thieves are indicated•by the Twelfth 
House. <This house (Seven r,h) may also be said to in
dicate JivorcesJ'partings, run\lways, fugitives, fines, con
tests, batt~s. nis third brother or sister, ,his. physician, ' 
grandfather, his second child'; children of brethren being 
the Fifth c~unting the ~hird as First. In the branch o~ 
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astrol.Jgy' called ."Mundane" the Seventh House relates 
to forejgn afJai1s, relations with other powers whether 
frienflly or }10stile, political or comy1ercial. • 

Thh·d House: Th~ second phase of man's worldly 
;onnections is s.!e!'\ hy the Third House which deals with 
his kindred or family reJ.ations: brothers and sisters in 
~eneral, but th~ first brother or si~'ter in particular; 
cousins, friends of children, children of friends; private 
enemies of fa:.her, being the Twelfth Hous• from the 
Fourjh; the sickness of the mother, being the Sixth from 
the Tenth. The Third House also refers to neighbors 
and messengers, news of transit, •short or inland jour
neys, postoffices, letter boxes,~etters, rumors, news, pub-

.lications such as newspapers and magjlzines, means of 
information, messages, telephone, telegraph, radio re
ports, air-mail, air-way travel, auto trips, bus and street 
.car travel, including river transportation and traffic; 
neighboring counties and nations and treaties with them; 
libraries, bookstores, bridges. 

Eleventh House: The Third phase of man's worldly 
obligations is denoted by the Eleventh House, "the 
house of friends." Friendships may be the "medicine of 
life" :or the "bane of existence," according to the testi
lllonies of this house! and how the natil'e reacts to them. 
It iqdicates those who are allied to htm by likeness or 
sympathy <'! interest in lodges, ~ocieties, conventions, 
communities, brotherhoods, co-operations ;• adherents, 
supporters, colleagues; acquaintanceship, fellow;;hip and 
fraternal sympathies. It has much to do wit.O his hopes 
and wish~. especially where they"are allied witJt or de
pendent upon flli.ends. It bears rela~on to the senate, 
congress, house of represetltatives, the town or county 
.boards of cQmmissioners~ aldermen ::nd civic organiza
tions. Being the Second, counting the Tenth as First, 
it denotes the emoluments of office. It denotes the 6fth 
brotb~r or"sister, the fourth child. It shpws the termina
tion of a will•or legacy, being the Bourth, cou"tmg thl' 
Eighth as First. 
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The Fourth Trigon of Ha.1ses ... 
Fourt\~ · Eighth - Twelfth · 

The fourth trigon includes the F-ourth, Twelfth and 
Eighth Houses, which are respective.ly,•angular, cadent 
and succedent, and are in some respects similar to the 
water signs Canc,r, Pisces and Scorpio.' 

Fourth ,House: The lower angle or F!lurth House is 
called then bottom of Heaven, the depth of night, the 
grave, the den or cave of the planets. As the opposite 
house shows what ma'.1 may rise to in the world, this, on 
the contrary, shows wha• and when shall be his fall, 
decrepitude and decay. This house bears significance 
to the termination, conclusion or end of every under
taking. It denotes elderly people, the father, wealth of 
first brother or sister, the private enemies of children, 
the profession uf husband or of open enemies, the sick
ness of friends, the friends of servants or employees. 
This house denotes matters relating to land, property, 
houses, foundations, mines, buried treasure; homesteads, 
real estate, farms, ancient dwellings, gardens, orchards, 
fields, t>astures, sheep folds. In the purchase of ground 
it shows whether it is fruitful, barren, stony, l'lilly, 
marshy, etc. 

I once greatly sur11rised a client, who W'l~ asking a 
que~tion ab{)ut some land, by telling him that at times 
it was as much as four feet under water. This was 
shown irt tqe Horary chart by four degrees of Cancer on 
Fourth" Cusp, Moon in' Fourth adverse to Mars. Investi
gation proved the.land subject to bad·water from the 
tides. He did not purchase. ' 

' 
TwelftH House: The s,econd in order of human afflic

tion is the Twelfth House, representing tribulation, sor
row' and self-undoing, arising either from treachery or 
persecv,tion by set:ret enemies, from the bof1ds of restric
tion, or ,trom want, poverty, .:gnorance or d:sease. It 
indicates 'such things as kidnaf,·ping, poisoning, bootleg
ging, opiu'lno ·tnide, smuggling, blackmailing .. It ·rules 
such •t>laces as jails, hospitals and other institutions of 
.-:orrection or detention, or. any enclosure where liberty is 
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curtailed. Tqis 'is the Fourth from the Ninth House 
whicl} "relatts to the higher mind; it is four houses 
from the Third which relates to lh} lower or ordinary 
mental proces:>~s; the~~efore, this Twelft~ House relates 
to the occult or 1ecret workings of the mind and denotes 
also schemes, plot's,' frauds, swindles, intrigue, cabals, 
'ilonspiracy, or o!Jsession. ' 

I• once shock«;d a client, when after looking at his natal 
chart, I said, "Yob have suffered greatly thrat)gh fear of 
impr~onment due to having shot and killed a man in a 
public house." He paled and admitted that it was so, 
happening in a saloon brawl but done in self qefense. 
The Moon, ruler of the Tweltth, was in the First (fear 

"of imprisonment; (Moon rules public plates, also houses) 
located in Leo right between Mars and Saturn. Mars 
conjunction Saturn indicates violence. Mars rules fire

,hrms and shooting; Saturn rules death. Leo being mas
culine indicated that the victim was male. The client had 
the Sun in the Ascendant sufficiently far enough away 
not to be afflicted by these planets, and Sun being the 
"dispositor" of them all, was king in his own domai· 
consequently, he was never found out; i.e., it wasonevt.r 
discovered who did the shooting . 

• • • Eighth House: The last phase of man's experience 
is that of death: his t'ransition or his rebirth into another 
state of ma •• i.festation, the Eighth• House denoting dis
incarnation as the First House denotes inca~nation. It 
represents dissolution or the chemistry denoteoi by the 
words, "ashes to ashes, dust to tl.ust," con~erning the 
body, perstm or mask. It indicates the kind rtf death 
whether public, •private, glQrious, igdominious, sudden 
or slow, due to chronic di~ease, drowning, fire, poi.';on or 
~uicicle. Thi~ house is satd•to rule wills, legacies, insur· 
ance policies or possessions of the deceased. It denotes 
the J11Pne:l' of husband, wife or partner, (the Ei~th 
House being tJte Second, counting the Seventh as Ftrst) 
substance or wealth of a third brothet or sister ;-sii:kness 
of first brother or sister; tAe pleasures or speculations of 
father; the profession or ~onor of frieritls; th.e religion 
of secret e'het'nies (if any); in speculation, the• end c~out
come being the Fifth, counting from the Fourth as .toirst .• 
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Taking the horoscope of the notorioti·s, Mkkma~ as a 
study of house trig~t_n~ls, we find that Jupittr rufed the 
Twelfth and First H'f.>uses; it was posited ,in 'the Eightli; 
he caused his o'wn undoing by illetans of kidnapping, 
schemes and plots. Mars was on p;spr of the Fourth, 
square to Uranus and Neptune, denoting imprisonment. 
Moon was in his t\sceodant in Capricorn, its detriment, 
showing publicity of undesirable or shameful nature. It 
will be noticed that Uranus in Ascendant was opposition 
Neptune, !epresenting an abnormal creature. G~mini 
was on Seventh Cusp .... twins caused his public 'open 
enemies. Mars afflict'.::d on Fourth Cusp indicates un
favorable parental and environmental conditions. Birth 
data: February 1st, 1908, about 4:30 a. m. (reported 
time); latitude 34 degrees north, longitude 118 west. 

In treating these trigons, terms u::;ually used only in 
connection with Horary Astrology, such as "wealth of·. 
partner, being the Second, counting Seventh House as 
First," have been included because the sagacious stu
dent will be enabled to employ many of tbem in natal 
interpretation and read more from charts than otherwise 
were tr.ese little side-views not introduced. 

, Pluto 
(Continued from page 364.) .. 

Reproduct.ion, ravage, reprobate, rogue, ransom, rub
bish, rotting, relentless, reversion, racketeer, regimenta
tion, rerlew,al, regenerate readjustment, recuperation, 
reincarnation. 

~ 

Superphysical, se'ptic, sewer, steet,·scaV'enger, sardonic, 
, sedition, slime, sa"istic, slou,g-1}, severe, sinister, sooil, 
stoic, stoolpigeon, scorn, smut, swamp, sext:.al, sulphur-' 
ous, siren, swag, subnormal, subconscious. 

T~rse, toxemia,, terrible, taciturn, tapewo~m, 'treadtery. 
tr.rtsforl'l'\.er. 

Underworld, uqknown, unsc~ppulous, ungodly. 
Vanish, vi-:Jdi~tive, victim, violent, vampire, vermin, 

\'enortl, virus. ' 

' \Yicked~ wr:::tch, waste,· (See also pages 333-4.) 
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By Way of Interesting"F).esearch 
Let Us Inves~gate., tl!e Intriguing Subject of Twins. 

Not long ago a ;veil-known Sunday newspaper devoted 
ar. entire page to featuring a discourse on this subject by 
a nW:ed writer who skillfully analysed tendencies, traits, 
"accidents," herttage, and whatnot in an effort ~ account 
for t~ns, but finally admitted the futility of nis effort. 
However, before letting the subje't fall negatively flat 
he made the remark, (by way of apology, I suppose): 
"Even astrolbgy offers no solu.ion !" • 

But astrology does offer a solution. At least if astro
logical principles ar<a. not taken into consideration, the 
s:tbject of twin births remains very puzzling. Sometimes 

• twins look alike; sometimes they do not. Sometimes they 
are of the same sex; sometimes opposite. 

What wout<I be more natural than to surmise, when 
born very near the same time, that twins should look 
very much alike? But often they do not. To the con
trary/often -when botn with the lapse of an hour or so 
b~tween, they look very much alike, wl.en in such cases 
it WO\lld seem that tftey should appear dissimilar. 

By way of illustration let us consider a case which 
came under my observation,-a very unusual oose and 
one very difficult to explain sat~factorily 'except by 
means of <!Strology. I spent twenty years in •he city 
where these twin!; wete bor'\ and had the opportunity of 
watc~ing their developme,.n! from birt.h to matur~ty. 

The case surely P.roved interesting, because, although 
born bJ.It fQur minu'tes apart, the boy and girl grew- .to 
manifest very c;Jissimilar characteristics iP addition to be-
ing quite different in appearance. - • 

• 
• Due to the earth's rotatibn on its axis~.makil}g a com

plete tfun 't!very twenty-four hours, a new dl!gree of the 
zodiac appears on the eastern horizon every four midutes 

.and a new .si~n appears every t:vo hours .• As!rolog~~al ' 
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researchers are very particular as 'to th~ time of a birth, 
in order to determi'te exactly what degree a.1d sign were 
on the eastern horit:n when the blessed event occurred. 

"Each star has its own glory," qu~e~. the Bible. As
trologers have determined that. eacn of the twelve signs 
has its own dist;!nctive qualities whiLh are bestoweri 
upon individuals according to their birthday. In fact, 
during the long ages in which some of the brighcest 
minds of tile world have given attention to the influence 
of the signs of the zodiac, it has developed that each of 
the 360 degrees, conS.::ituting the zodiacal circle, has a 
specific, influence, and iiJ, various ways tpey express 
themselves in individuals m whose life they have associa
tion through rel<itionship at time of birth. 

At the moment of birth one of the twelve signs of the 
zodiac, and one degree out of the thirty degrees consti
tuting thc..t particular sign, are ascending on the eastern 
horizon, and these largely determine the personality and 
characteristics of the individual. 

It is_ obvious that, as the earth turns one degree in 
four minutes, thirty degrees or one sign will appear and 
pass up over the horizon every two hours; while di.ring 
the twenty-four hours of one day all the signs and de
grees will have passed the horizo"n. Consequentlj, it 
would seem that during- the day (and night} there would 
be born twllve types (signs) of characters, with thirty 
variation• (degrees) in each sign-type. By this is seen 
one reason +.rhy humat's differ, instead of being all alike, 
when &oen on the same day. To accentuate t:.is dissim
ilarity among those closely r~lated in pomt of time (but 
disassofiated in point of spac<c) we have also to consider 
such elements as race, caste and hereditary· strain. 

Hr>wever, we are mainly concerned with potent .astro
logical influences., If the earth's rotation on its axis were 
the· only filctor involYed, we would have the comparative
ly limite~ number of 360 ch~ racters representing 360 
zodiacal degrees. differentiated '(in groups of thirty) by 
the twelve si~ns. But in reality. thi~ number is augmented 
by the fact that during rotation on its axis in one day 
·,he earth is _.tso transiting one degree along its orbit, 

·' ( w 
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thereb,1 • each <1ay."giving a new variety to the types and 
the 360 "''ariaA:ions, of those bo(n in. that rotatioPl. This 
variety multiplies for approximately /thirty days during 
which time the 0earth, will have traversed" thirty degrees 
in orbit and will ~h~n enter the next sign of the zodiac, 
to repeat the daily hria~ions with a different lot of 
individuals under @. new month-sign. T!Je orbital transit 
fr~m one sign to another determines the type of individ
uality while, as before stated, the rotation on a:Jis deter
mines the type ~f Jlersonality. Thus, people h~n in the 
same lflirth-month sign inherently possess similar indiv
idualities, but the date of the month•and the time of day 
both operate !o provide differePt personalities. 

Astrologically the individuality is desiognated by the 
apparent zodiacal position of the Sun; personality is 
designated by the asc~nding degree and sign due to the 
relative axial position of the earth as indicated from any 

oelortain latitude. 

Individuality may he considered as inherent qualities, 
tendencies and•latent powers. Personality may be re
garded as the style or nature of expression. 

Individually he is what he knows himself to be; by 
his penionality (expres.,;ion) he is known to others. (Per
so~) meaning mask.) It has heen said l1y esoteric stu· 
dents t-hat your a~cenJing sign in this hirth was your 
Sun-sign in 1 .. ~ preceding incarnat,on; what. is your 
Sun-sign now will be your ascending sign in the next life. 
If your Sun-sign and your Rising-~ign are now tpe ~arne, 
you are repeating because having failed to express pro
perly or fully0 in yo,llr p~evions incarnatiOJl· 

To recapitulate, we may arrange the facJors as follo~s: 
• • • 
Axial R&tation of the Eartb in 24 Hours; 

Show.s.a nt',w ascending degree every 4 minutes; 

Shows a new :ibdiacal sign every 2 ht:~urs; 

Shows 12 signs of 360 det:dees every 24 hours. 
• • • 

Products 360 'Variations ,per. day (axial) multfplied ~ 
365 days· per year (orbital) equals 131,400 variations of 
lJe(sonality yearly. 
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Orbital Revolution of the Earth: .. 
Transits throug~ ,one degree (approxi~ately) each 

day; 

Transits through one sign each 'month, giving Sun's 
appearance of passing through a sign each month. 

Transits through whole zodiac in on'e year. 

Equals, 360 variations of individuality ,vearly. 

Adding the variations produced b/ these Earth .move
ments, we have a t~tal of 131,760 astrological types. 

To • this great varietr of differences manifested in 
human beings, other astrological factors must be reck
oned. Among "a few of those which make considerable 
difference might be mentioned: The Sun either above or 
below the horizon at moment of Birth; the Moon above 
or below; the Moon's distance from the ascendant; any 
planets (or none) in the ascendant; the location and 
position of the planet ruling the ascendant; the location 
and position of the other planets by sign· and house, the 
latitude and longitude of the place of birth; etc. All 
thes'e factors act to produce the innumerable specimens 
of humanity. 

r 

It is amusing to hear people say, "I do not believe in 
astrology, because if it were true all those born ·'On the 
same day would be •at ike." This simply s:ociws that such 
persons ~re basing a belief on samething they do not 
underMand, or have not investigated. In the foregoing 
it i:; clea'rly shown•that astrology, probably better than 
anything else, accounts for·the difference i\1 people, not 
only in nations 'and races,, but also for the differences in 
members of ou• own famiJic;s. 

In most cases where people oppose astrology, it is 
.their own erroneous opinion to which they Qbjec:;t. They 
lack correct k.'lowledge of the factors involved and try 
"to find fault with• a !\Ubject because, either through mis
inforr1.ation or insufficient ~.nowledge of th'e subject, the 
concep~ whk'h they hold ate objectionable. , . . ' 

•When the foregoing element;; involved in a natal horo· 
scope are reviewed, it takes us back to the first premise: 
1 r . . , 
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• • 
That in•astrQiogy we shall find elements which •ogically 
ae&outit for tile difference in tw-ins."~ _ 

Let it be eve' ~te'member~d that when speaking of 
planetary vibrations \ve must needs include the Earth, 
for it, too, is a planet traversing its cwn orbit in the 
z~diac, in common with the other planets which circle 
about the Sun, each in its own prescribed pat}l . 

• • • In· ~eocentric astrology an important factor is the 
Earth's axial rotation, because the ~irth time calculated 
with sidereal time, determines the relation of the h9rizon 
to the zodiac.• That is to say, th.: birth time reveals what 
Z'Jdiacal sign and degree were on the ascendant ,at 
moment of birth, "the star in the east," as it were, when 
you were born. 

The rotation of the Earth on its axis from west to east 
is of a speed which causes a new degree of the zodiac 
to appear to rise over the eastern horizon every four 
minutes, thus, 'on an average of every two hours a new 
sign appears on the ascendant: 30 degrees multipliesl by 
4 minutes equals 120 minutes or 2 hours. As the Earth's 
circurnJerence is appr~ximately 24,000 (plus) miles it is 
obvious that its axial speed is about I,OOO.miles per hour, 
while i,.n orbit it is trateling at a rate· of approximately 
eighteen mile• ,per second and thus .transiting from one 
degree to another in its zodiacal path, it trav"els about 
1,500,000 miles per day; a great journey of• over 
500,000,000 miles around the Sun yea,ty. 

These astronomifial figures are given taostress the time
values in horoscope work. Wh~n these Earth movements 
arct coneidered, especially diet rotation Jn axis wherein 
for two hours tte ascendant or eastern horizon is going 
through the same sigrt, it will be seen that at the end of. 
each 30tft degree the sign changes and the. next in order_ 
begins to rise. 

":twins Born Four Minutes J~part Were Very Different 

V.l e spoke of the twins- born but four minutes apart 
•who were so different in every way, whi.l~ it wQuld seem. 
t~ey should look exactly alike. • -
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I was well acquainted with the prosdfc•i.v.e father and 
urged hi'ln to secur~ t.he exact time ·.! ': .. ch loirth: .I say 
"each" birth be;.aus\· about six months pre'lliously when 
there were indications of a famny, increase, he asked 
about the matter and a horary chartrffi'lde for the time 
of the query clearly indicated that his wife was "en
ciente," and betuuse Mercury and Venus were in thr, 
same degree in Gemini in the eleventh space of the chart, 
it was ea!iy to predict twins: a boy and a girL Mercury 
in Gemin1, masculine; while Venus furnished the fecin
ine indication. The Moon being in a position '.vhich 
designated months, (ae number of degrees and minutes 
requirtd for Luna to malfe an aspect to the; two planets 
told of the wee If in which the births would occur; a cal: 
culation which subsequently proved correct. 

In the horary chart mentioned the sign Leo was on 
the ascendant or first house cusp. Leo is the fifth sign 
of the zodiac and has reference to children. Very sig~ 
nificant that of his own free will he should ask the ques
tion about progeny when the sign denoting such was on 
the ascendant. As he was in reality asking on behalf of 
his wife, we turned the chart half around; (placin~ the 
seventh house where the first had been), thus _gtving 
Aquarius as the ascendant. (The fllanets which were in 
the eleventh htJuse now occupy the fifth house,-t':te 
house of her children.) To those not versed in hor~scopy 
these corr&spondencb seem astounding, bM' to the prac
titioner they ar'- not unusual for he expects, nay, de
mands~ tV.at the testimonies rendered by celestial phen
omena coincide exat.tly with the facts, events or condi
tions. •·Nevertheless it is almost uncanny s1Jmetimes to 
see how the indications of a horos'cope'exactly tally with 
known facts and•with events ~hich afterwards tra,nspire. 

Horary is a branch of astrology which has been mu~h 
(lbused, because misused in trying' to find answers for 
commonplace M impossible matters; but ~hen' applied 
to strW,us and important matters such' as before men
tioned& it becomes a valuab'~ adjunct to th'.! researcher. 
[t prov~s that nothing happens by chance, that order, 
ruvs throtlgh all things, and that there is a• law of cor
respondences constantly at work. The rules for answer
!llg suc_h qyestions are .well defined in works dealing witjl 
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Horarl astrology, but require great discrimi!:'ation in 
applic:rtion. • . . 

The eventfuf day .anived. The clock time was carefully 
recorded for ear.J:t pirth and after the proper _adjustment 
was made between "the standard clock time and mean 
time for that lon~itude, it was found tM.t they were born 
JUSt as the sign on the ascendant was changing. The boy 
was born wheiJ the last degree of Virgo was .ascending 
wi;Uie the girl oorh four minutes later had the ~eginning 
of Liera rising. 

The planetary significator of the boy was M~rcury; 
that of the ~irl, Venus. In c'J·,ildhood the boy was shy 
.and retiring; the girl enjoyed readily made friendships. 
In youth the boy was quiet, studious and frugal; the girl 
was sociable, dressy ;1nd extravagant. He was dark and 
!<lender; she was fair and plump. The youth became a 
"messenger," then a clerk, then owner of a grocery store. 
Note that Mercury indicates messengers and clerks, while 
Virgo indicates foodstuffs. The girl took music lessons, 
became a milliner and dressmaker; all Venusian occupa
tions. In fact, they were just as different as couLd be, 
and as they should be, according to astrology, being born 
with different signs ,..scending though only four minutes 
aJiart. 

Twini Born ~n Hour Apart WeretAlike As .Two Peas 

Another case which came under my observalion of 
twins who looked as alike as two peas: These two young 
men were tbe hane of their friends: with their pt;;~ctical 
jokes of su6stitut~ng ior each other. bra one could tell 
which was which. They coJ1fided in me that one often 
"\ent 6>Ut wit!J the other's •girl just for" a lark, untn the 
young ladies were in despair and perplexity. Not only 
did they look alike 11ut their habits were the same: they 
dressed' alilte, wore each other's clothes., had the same 
likes and dislik~s. were ill at the same .time, they i\'111'ke<1 
in the same store and the ~iris they were in laue with 

. were sisters. 

With • all" tliese similar ttaits it would naturally •be 
supposed that they were born at very nearly the same 
~me. But strange to say, th~ were not. Ylt a~rolo!6' 
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better than anything else, logically accoilnts for th~ facts. 
They w~e born in the month of Gemini, sy'~mboEzed by 
the Heavenly Twin,,' and of that sign they -were typic.'ll 
specimens as if.dividuals. They ,,were lhlrn one whole 
hour apart, but at a time when the sigt;1 Gemini was on 
the ascendant at each birth. It will·b'e recalled that each 
sign of the zodiaji rules the ascendant ~or an average of 
two hours daily; in twenty-four hours all of the signs 
will have risen over the eastern horizon,-the most r:rit
ical or imJ'>ortant place in a horoscope .. 

Perhaps it might J>e argued that in large hospitals 
where births are occurring every few minutes, children 
born nearly at the same--·time do not alw<.ys resemble 
each other, although some have the same sign rising. 
In such instances it should be remembered that although 
born at the same place and at n~arly the same ti·ne, 
coition and conception took place at different times u •rl 
at different places, with gestation in entirely differcut 
environments, therefore the subject of Twin-Births mus~ 
be considered further in relation to the Pre-natal chart, 
also to heredity, environment and other fac'tors involvin~ 
physiological and psychological principles. Recently a 
metropolitan daily newspaper carried the followinl! item: 

,Stars Affect Heretiity I 

"Savants Find Sta[s Affect Heredity," is ~he basis of 
a report b:r the Associated Press, which goes on to say, 
"A pos~ibility that stars affect heredity slightly is shown 
in measurements of cosmic rays announced by two 
University of Denve{ physicists. Many scien,tists believe 
these i~visible r~s come from the still's. 'The Denver 
men, J. C. Stearns and Wilc.:>x Overback, com~ared them 
with tadium ray$ and found S::riking simil;trit1es. Hered
ity comes into the pictqre because one of the latest dis
cQ,veries of science shows that rad·:um rays can affect 
her~dity, even c.,reating new species:· 

Refeving to th·e newspa1er story beforementioned, 
which failed tQ -account satisfactorily for "twins," it now 
becomes' oovious that any spch research, l:>y any means 
wh!tsoever, must necessarily b~ incomplete and faulty 
u_~Iess t~e a1trological f:,ctors are also taken into account. 
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TJNIVERSE MAKERS 

kepler, JohMn, a fam,ous astrologer 1kno\\fn as oDe of the 
founders of modern a~t•onomy. Born December 27, 1571, at Well, 
In the duchy of W~Jr~tqberg, where his grandfather was burgo
muter. A theological occupation was selected for him and In 
1584 he entered th11 seminary at Adelberp; f\Ud two years later 
Entered that of Maulbrooo where he brilliantly acquired degrees. 
This woo him admittance· to the university of Tublngen, where 
he Imbibed a stor~>, of classical erudition, which In those days was 
~l!.Qr.oughly lmpregollted with astrological lore. Tl!rough the 
prlvatlf, Instructions of his teacher and life-long friend, Michael 
Maestlln, a mathematical astrologer, he jearned the principles of 
tbe then new Copernican system. His classical erudition had led 
him through the Ptolemaic and Al'lstotllan Ideas. ThlA aatro
mathematlcal haloing and the new system caused him to turn 
aside from a career In ministry to that of lfcleuce, as the old 
theological concepts did not tit well with the new discoveries of 
the heavens. 

Early In 1594 he accepted the chair of science at Gratz. Of 
' Gratz, the Encyclopedia Britannica states that Kepler taught In 

the Paradise or Lutheran school where Charles II had burned 
20,000 Protestant books and through oppressive measures the city 
again fell under• the authority of Rome. But lo Kepler's time It 
had been restored to Lutheran regime. 

Kepler's engagement at Gratz ended In 1598 when the archduke 
Ferdlojlod, oo assuming Jhe government of his hereditary domlo· 
IOijiS. Issued liD edict of oanlshment against P;otestaot preachers 
and professors. Kepler tied with others to the Hungarian frontier, 
but by•favor of the Jesuits was recalled to his chair. However, 
conditions red'· ~ned unfavorable and unlet tied so h\l applied to 
his Alma Mater for a place oo the faculty, but upon his refussl to 
subscribe uncondltlooally to the formula adopted by the,theoloc
lans at Tublngen, the doors were closed against him. • 

• 
The first wJrk completed by Kepler at Prague was an ltoposlng 

treatise OD Astrologyteotltred, "De Fundament&' Astrologlll! certlor
lbus" (1602), In which he stressed'the lmportl\nce of the lniJuence 
of planetary aspects, adding el&ht new ones tb the science which 
rdltlotaln a placl! among the sixteen planetary aspects In use by 
astrologers of today. J,t was lo thla 'book he made a statement 
that has glvep pause to many a skeptic, a quotation which h'lla 
become. famous with the passing of time, ·ODe, which has with· 
stood every assaiAt hy critics ot astrology • for when ~e "1Vrot1l 
It he was spel;\klng as the resul~ of actual, practical obSQ~"vatlon, 
research and lixperlence, while those who have ,attempt~ to dl&o 

;count the value of what he found, spoke only nu tbe basla ot what 
they thought .or Arhat they bellev,ed, unsupported by llny evldtnce 
which would Invalidate Kepl\!r's ftndlngs. He stood oo the sblld 
ground of lmowledge gained by Investigation. Here Is the atate-

• fllent which no amount of heckllnf can, gainsay: • '. •, 
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"The planets forming angles (aspects) u~ tile earth' Ly their 
luminous ,beams, of strength to stir up the virtu; of subiUD&I'f 
things, bave compelled ff•J Wlwillingly belief." ., · • 

t \; • 
Limitations of space permit only a al.etfhY outline of his work. 

but his life merits detn•led study. He was attacked by fever and 
died Nov. 15 (N. S.) 1630, In his tlfty·nluti; year. 

He was an lndefuf,lgnble worker In the development of the ne,.
branch of science for he saw that through the establishment of 
astronomy, the older science of astrology to which he _gave 
allegiance would accordingly advance. His ldt.a of the universe 
was essentlillly Pythagorean and Platonic; lhe basis of his a-~·-~ 
logical knowledge was Ptolemaic, hut his method of com~.1tatlon 
was Copernican, and thvs geocentric, considering the earth as a 
(not *he) center of influence. His extensive literature stlll exists. 
It was 'collected and secure® by Catherine II, In .1724, and long 
Inaccessibly deposiSed In the observatory Pulkowa, but at length. 
came to llgbt and was ohly edited In the first complete edition by 
Dr. Ch. Frisch (Frankfort 1858-71, 8 volumes.) A careful biog
raphy Is Ullpended, founded mainly on J\i!pler's prlvute notes and 
other authentic documents. Various other later ellltluns of h\11 
works were compiled by different authors, hut each succeeding 
biographer omitted a little more of Kepler's astrological knowl
edge and teachings, being concerned mostly In . advocating his 
Copernican system of astronomy, until now the biographers omit 
all his astrological matter. ' 

GaWeo Galilel, born Febru11ry 18, 1564, at Plaa, Italy ; char
acterized by modern biographers as, "one of the greatest· of the 
early experimental philosophers." At \he age of eighteen he 
entered the univerll.ty o-f Pian and upon attendanct at the lectures 
of the celehratl'd phyRiclnn and hotnnlst. Andrea CPsalpln.~. 

I • 
At thnt time medicine and botany, as taught In universities, 

were according tu the astrological doctrines of Hippocrates and 
Galen. 'l'helr prescriptions were Invariably prefaced by a large 
symbol of Jupiter as a (lllent Invocation to the healing Influences 
of that 1 planet. Indeed, the symbol prevails and da In use by 
physicians of the puesent day, althougb. In tl'e course of time as 
llrst principles became neglected, the symbol became perverted 
from ~ to Jl and o~ts ancient SIIQllflcance no longer und~rstood. 

' ' I 
Galllel, with his accust&med zeal, also wrote an exposition 

fa .. orlng the new Copernican, os opposed ·t., the older Arlstotllan 
ststem, tor which he wos cited to Rome by the lnqu\altlot., where, 
on th~ 22nd of Jlme 16.13, In the church of &lnta Mnrla soprn 
Mlnerval he wus cm:hpelled to recant on threat of torture, und 
sentencet! to spenll the remalnlng\years of hla life In strict retire
ment. He died qn the 8th ot Jnnu ... y 1r.42 closing a long life ot, 
triumph ohd humlllotlon. It took a bru\"e mun to. be, un VJ>-to-date 
astrologer In those days. 

Blocra .. leal Sketeb of Aat.rolorer Ptolemy oa Pace GOII. . ( . 
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• Y.OUR BEST LOCATION 

How Cfuu!ge of ~esidcnc:e Aff~c:ts ~he Horoscope 

Now and then 1 student inquires whether it is proper 
to make the prqgressed chart from T~bles of Houses for 
native's present place of abode instead of for the place 
of ,birth. 

'it
1
is not practical to substitute house cusps of present 

aboae for those of place of bir$, because the further 
away the native has removed the larger the nu,mber of 
degrees difference it would m!ke on the house cusps, and 
when tabulating aspects in the progre95ed chart it must 
be borne in mind that each degree is equal to one month 
by the Moon's motjon; and one degree is equal to one 
year in the Sun's motion. This process of changing cusps 
would, therefore, change Lunar aspects to these cusps by 
several months, Solar aspects by several years, making 
the aspects fall due earlier or later, according to whether 
the native h'ad removed north or south of birthplace; 
that is, according to whether there would be a Ja,.ger or 
smaller number of degrees on the cusps by the change. 

If the native has '\noved from the bijth place, making 
t'he chart for latitud& of present residence changes Lunar 
aspeCts to ,cusps by several montps, whereas. in reality 
the person nfay be but a few hours time distance removed 
from place of birth. 

Using the radical latitude, orth<.t of birth p\ace, makes 
a differen~.o'e in the falling due of aspects of only a few 
hours; i. e., the tliffelence in time between place of birth 
and present resi<' .!nee; th~ time would• be earlier ar later, 
"'-ccording to•whether nativ'e had moved east or west of 
birthplace. Tbis qifference of 'a few hours is of sli,ght 
importance when one considers that it is a very difficult 
matter to stt i particular day for the o)-leration of,a pm
gressed as~ect, especially 

1
those whdse influenc'e lasts a 

month or more, such as Muon conjunctipn Asce'fidant, or 
Sun sextile the M. C., as such influences be'l!in to exert 
an effect from four to ·eight weeks prior to the actual 
completion of the aspect, by the Moon, or many months, 
by the Sun, v,iz., 2" orb = 2, years with the"0. • •. 
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The progressed chart requires the nat!lra: oprogress of 
the house• c~sps, just r.s it does of the pla!l~ts. At th~ 
moment of b1rth the t'lanets have house pofltlons accord~ 
ing to the latitude of the birth pla~e.• At the first inde
pendent indrawn breath of the babe, th~ ISrevailing vibra
tions "cast" or set the tendencies of the body according 
to those house po~itions, as well as by 'the aspects and" 
the signs occupied by the planets. Those particular house 
positions of the planets at that time ar~ "dme markers" 
of when certain conditions will appear 'in the life of tl'i<l. 
individual. Thus: if ? is 3' below the ascending d~gree 
and it is ruler of 6th h~use, its position in relation to the 
Ascendant denotes that v·hen the Ascendant has ad
vanced 3' it will \le in conjunction with the place of Sat-. 
urn, denoting illness.* That is, due to the planetary 
rays as affecting that particular latitude at that birth 
time certain forces were timed for' manifestation, and. 
those times can only be correctly calculated by use of • 
the original latitude from which the native received its 
"cast." Planets thus affecting the "angles" of a chart 
are said to be more productive of manife~tations than 
those to other cusps, because the angles are more "ac
tive"; producing more noticeable and quicker action than 
other cusps. 

' Although it is not practical to substitute house cpsps 
of present abode for flbose of place of birtlJ, •it may be 
well to use 'the cusps made for the present abode as a 
supplement for investigation, (assuming you have moved 
from the ·birth latitu~). ~o see whether or not in such 
chart t~ indications to cusps in any way ((')incide or 
conflict with the taostimonies mdicat~d br house cusps of 
the ori,pnal progr~ssed chart latitude. 

< ' ' ~ 
For instance: Suppose a child were born in latitude 

52: onorth with n 0' 27' on the Asce.ndant; ~ i~ 3' 27' n; 
' . 

• Note:- 1-he mldheaven chanaea tBt spproxlmately,l' per day 
(or year 111 progrBBfiOD I, but the AIJcendant does not ehanp With 
neb uniformity. •fn this ease, the Aseendant wu ehanllnc at ' 
more tho.n a liegree per day or year, ~oosequeotly•th4t Asl:endant 
cS ~ \rould occur 2 days or years after birth (betweeo the chlld'e 
aec:ond aod third year.) Daltoo'a T11bles of Houses were used lo 
th•~orecotpc 11\ustratloo. • • 
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8 in •ZO" 17' 8~ It is seen that when the Ascendant 
moveso3" it=is d ?. Now, just about that tim.: the par
e'lts decide• to move south to a· 9lace which has 40" 
north latitude~ Rem~mber that the "Progressed Chart 
made with the ~:~ri~inal latitude (52"N.) shows II 3" 27' 
ascendant d ? . A chart made for same year but using 
latitude 40" north shows 20" 17' ~ on ·Ascendant, which 
would be d 8. Evidently, this would have been a bad 
mo?e for the child as the 8 influence operative at this 
~~ude would at'centuate the adyerse ascendant d ? 
influence timed (at birth) to oper.ate at this period. 

To continue this example, let us suppo,c that- 2l had 
been at this'period in II 10" 4J', and the parents instead 
of moving south of birth latitude to 40" bT. as before illus
trated, moved to a place in the opposite direction, that is, 
to 56" north. (4" nc•rth of birth place at 52".) A chart 
:nade for this latitude would show II 10" 43' ascending 
which would be cS ll. Evidently this would be a good 
move for the child as the beneficial influence of 2l opera
tive at this latitude would tend to offset the adverse 
influence of Ascendant cS ? timed (at birth) to be opera-
tive now. · 

In -,ther words, mewing from the original latitude does 
n:>t c.hange or negate the indications all' timed or meas
ured from birth, but a change of residence to another 
latitude may create other conditio:1s which tend to ac
centuate or modify those which are denoted by the orig-
inal birth place latitude. ·• 

The New Locality 

The foregoing comments on changr- of residenze are 
c';>ncerned wi~h the reasons 'for not substituting the lat
itude of the usual progressed horoscope for that of a 
new latitude to which the native may have removed.' 

We cannot evade the duly timed o~rations of1Nature, 
which were· "cast" or timeJ at birth to manifest·' at cer-

• tain periods of life, but r~moving to a m'ure spi.table en
vironment may help to 1mprove our expressiOn of ,the 
influence of aspects as they occur, so that one place may 
_seem to be "luckier" or mor~ for~unate than,anqther. '• 
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The usual procedure in the case of rr.rnoval 'is as 
follows: · ·· 

Note the amo'unt ~f time differe-no~ bet\Veen the birth 
place and new abode. Add this amo;m .. ~ of time to the 
birth time if the removal is to the' east of birth place; 
subtract the amm .. nt if removal is west.· 

With the new time thus derived make a chart in the 
usual wa)C· using the latitude of new abode for the h~~,. 
cusps, but insert the planets in the same signs ar.:l de
grees occupied at the uiginal birth time. This will change 
the planets to new house positions. It is these house 
positions of the ~lanets that are of particular significance 
in the new environment. As the houses show the direc
tion in which zodiacal tendencies and planetary influ
ences manifest, the importance of< the changed house 
positions is obvious. For instance, if Jupiter is thu~ 
moved into the midheaven the new environment is likely 
to improve the honors, credit, prestige and profession of 
the native; if Saturn has become tenant of the sixth 
house the native's health is apt to be impaired. ,, 

How to Find the Best Location 

In the effort tb choose a better location several charts 
should be made according to the foregoing rqle, eaC:h for 
a locality the native tas reason to believe.'\vould be ad
vantageous as regards climate, chances for successful 
operati~n pf his particular kind of work, etc., and from 
them c~tJOse the locltiity' indicated by the belt chart. 

As before stated, remov01l only cha'hges the time of 
day when progressed aspect,.;, or transits, culminate; 
which is a minor matter considering th:.t when thejr 
actually begin is not definitely kno~vn, and for various 
r~asons they are often set into operation earHer than the 
el'tact, moment df becoming partite. , . ' 

In otr1er words, changing the natal chart house cusp5 
and posiaions ot planets as regards their original house ' 
positions (but not changing planets' sign· and aegree) 
to conform with the amount of time difference and the 
n,.w lati.tudt., provides /l' ch~rt which sho-.ys the trend of 
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changes to .bf. e#perienced in the new place and the con
ditio~!'! to b~ met through the ability and charncteristics 
with which· the native was originally endowed; that is, 
the radix pla'netar,v •influences ar~ expressed through 
different circurl\<;t.-nces and environment. For example: 
if Jupiter was origirlally in the tenth house and removal 
,took it into thll' eleventh, there would be tendency to 
carry on the profession more through social endeavors. 
If Jupiter were carried into the ninth house, th,e tendency 

~·Jid be to chinge the profession to embrace publishing, 
forei~n affairs, law, science or religion. 

One of the rules to be obser;red is to avoid takiflg yot•r 
ruling plane 'I: into the twelfth or sixth houses; the fonner 

'implies limitations; the latter, illness. ' 

As an example ~uppose the native represented by 
;Horoscope No. 3 (born on August 23rd, 1884, a.t 0:46 a. 

' m. in latitude 40' N., 89Y," W. longitude) removed from 
the birth place to Los Angeles, California, in latitude 34" 
N., longitude.ll8" west. 

Difference between 118" W. long and 
89Y," W. long. 

• 28Y, degrees difference· 
X 4 minutei for each degree 

ll4 minutes or l hr. 54', amount 
of time difference to be subtracted (becausi'O t'ravelimr 
west) from the birth time. • • 

0 • • 
Birth time 0 :'l-6 a. m., August 23rd. 

less 1.54 •· • • 

10:52·p. m., Aug. 22nd =Time of n~w.lo-
calitJC c:ha'r't. 

. . . 

• 
• 
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S. T. at noon on August 22nd, 1884 is 
10.04:00 . 

+ :109"' Co~rectif'n to S. T. for 10h. 5?' after noon. 
+ : 79" Correction for 118" Vv. bng. or 7h. 52' W. 

. .. Jf Greenwich. "' 
10.04:188 = 10.07:08 Corrected S. T. 

+ 10:~2 :00 p. m., time of new locality chart. 

• 20.59:08 = S. T. with which to enter 
Tables of' Houses for latitude 34" N. (Lat. of D.se
Angeles.) Place house cusps as the T. H. indicateS but 
enter planets in same' sign and degree as they were at 
birth. This changes only their house positions and is 
supplementary to,reading of the regular progressed horo
scope. 

Having established a new location the same locality 
house cusps which were used to insert the natal planets 
are used for the insertion of the progressed planets. That 
is, after the regular progressed horoscope has been made 
and read in the usual way, the planets rna} be inserted 
from it into the Locality Chart. Their changed house 
positions will give added information to the Progression 
as to the things which the various aspects will afle~t. 

A chart made according to the fo1egoing rule and cal-
culations is shown on 411ext page. , ,. 

(Obsetve caution in making calculation for the amount 
of time diflf,'rence when removal crosses the time merid· 
ian of Greenwich, that~is, hom east to west longitude or 
vice veda. Forjn~tance rel}loval fmm 5" east longitude 
to 118" west = s· + us·· ·-="' 123" difference or 8h 12', 
amount of time dilference.) 

Comparison ~f Lo~ality and Natal-Charta 

Comparing this Local,ity Chart with the Natal Chart 
on page f70, it is re"adil:f seen 1 that no particular ad van-· 
tage would be ~ained tV such removal. 

The ben·e~cent Venu~ whieh occupied the lmpdrtan't 
, first house in the radix char1 is now reduced to a cadent 
po&,ition, whi<.h would c<:rtatgly "cramp his. style." . 
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PART .v, ADbiTIONAL STUDIES 

;HOROSCOPE NO. 5 

Locality Chart. 

• • 

• • 
Chart fpr determining the" advisability of changing residence tram 
Cbleago to Los• Angeles. He did not make the contemplated 
removal. - • 

• Table for ebauglnr terrestrial longiJucJe.lnto time: • 

' hm hm 1.. ... _.0 4)4 • 6 _______ 0 24 
2 ........ 0 08 7 ....•... d 28 
S •••••••. O 12 8. .. a .. J) 32 
4----~-.0 16 9 ........ 0 36 
5 ........ 0 20 • 10 ........ 0 40. 

• 118" = 7b 52m 

hm 
11--~----0 44 
12 ...•... 0 48 1S ______ o 52 
14 ........ 0 56 
15 ........ 1 ()() 

"Tdell'BI!; h=hour; m=mlnntj! 

• The ldl'tl of time conve-ralon tdr neow locality waa pnhlllbed by 
Elizabeth Aldrich, editor "The New York Astroloser," apd Henry 
IJ. Gordon. M.D., anthor of "Rectlflcatlon ot Uncertain lllrth Houra 
With the :Aid bt 1ndlvldual Delineation of the Rlelng Desree t.nd 
Mldheaven Degree." My own application ot the method seems to 
c~flrm their tlndlnp. - •. 
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Saturn affecting the first and second houses would 
cause concern over financial a'ffairs. · 

Mars near the' sixth cusp would cause ~rouble in em
ployment, serious illness and surgical operation. 

Jupiter and Sur; have left the natal third· house and 
entered the new fourth. This change of,1house position 
is neither ~dvantageous nor detrimental. .. 

' 
Uranus, Mercury and Moon have departed the ·natal 

fourth and occupy th(; locality fifth, which might shift 
home and domestic intereys to interest in s~orts. 

The fact is, thf: native early moved to Chicago, which 
has Leo ascending, and as he has Jupiter in Leo he has 
fared very well in honors, position i'.nd family life. 

Transits and Change of Residence 

A student having moved from birth place on the 
Atlantic coast to present residence on the Pacific coast, 
wantsr to know whether it will have any effect on the 
aspects of transiting planets. 

Although eastl'rn time is three hours in advance, i. e., 
later in the day than Pacific time, t~1at makes pract,ically 
no difference in the ei'ect of transits. While the change 
of residence altered the clock time in its relation to that 
of birthrplace, it does not noticeably alter anything con
cernin&" arl' aspect itself, .except that it appears to begin 
and to 1t1anifest at an earlier hour. Howev(\r, the time 
of the beginning •of an aspect is ·an i!lltangible matter, 
and e"en if knowr exactly would be of little importance 
because the inception of its influence is ,;o subtle ant\ 
gradual that some time· must elapse before it produces 
an;f recognized or appreciable significant influence on 
either body or mind. 

For imstance, the Sun's a'pparent moven.ent in the 
zodiac is .a traRAit of approximately one degree per day . 
and,it has •an orb of influence Qf 12 degr€es, tho:refore, 
when approaching a planet in a nativity it begins the 
covjunction (lt some time on the twelfth day prior to its. 

(. ' . ( .. 
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actual ~'bnjunctiod, regardless of where the native may 
then be,-esidin'g. 'That beginning of the aspect. i'> imper
ceptible, but •day by day its influence grows in power 
and its expressitln becomes more notrceabte until the day 
a! i~s _climax (partije), after which its influence rapidly 
dtmtmshes. · 

•when the Sun reaches the final degree constituting 
the conjunction it transits through it during the whole 
.da.Y....and in a natwity it would indeed be dilficult to 
"ile'l'ermine what time of that day the influe.nce would be 
most strikingly manifest, although, it would be but a 
simple problem in arithmetic to calculate the exact. time 
of the conjunction, which of <!'ourse woul<i occur at a 
ttme that is three hours earlier on the Patific coast than 
clocked in Eastern time. 

• While, as hefore stated, removal from one place to 
'another does not alter the influence of a transit aspect, 
per se, there is a difference but it is psychological rather 
than astrologi~al. That difference is in the human re
sponse to environment. In other words, a person's 
reaction to a planetary aspect when he is in Al.lska 
will be quite different from his expression of the same 
aspect."if he were res:.ding in Florida, because environ
mc!nt determines much of the nature anu quality of hu
man a<rtivity. The chaimels for the manifestation of that 
aspect woulll 'be altered by the difference ill climate, 
clothing, food, occupation, opportunities, personal con
tacts, mental attitude, etc. Physicians often wisel' sug
gest "a change of climate" to patie:.~ts, but un1ess they 
understand lf!;trology are not always able to suggest the 
place best suited tl5 the" purpoie. · 

UNIVERSE MAKERS 
• 

Ptolemy (Ciaudllls PtoleiDIP.usl was a Greek nJtrologer, astron-, 
omer and geograplier of the seeond century, A. D. PtDie'm;r's 
great work enfltled, Megale Sytltaxls tes Astronomlas, 17 more 
VOPUlarly known by the Arable title, "Almagest," ""'thlch associates 
astrologlcf4l nn~ nstronomlcal matters. His distinctly 1\St'rologtcal 
book Is known oil the "Tetrablblas or Quadripartite," being f<'.llr 
books on the Influence of the stars (planets). His system of 
a!tronomy was ftnally superceded by that of CoJJPrJllcus: <~ .. 
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Aatronomy-Ptolemalc system In the encycloVj!dla.) The,' adoption 
of the Copernican system by modern astronomers, in no way I& 
valldatedrthe astrological Information compiled b:ll Ptoltmy from 
the Arabians, Penlans, '.)reeks and Egyptians. While he' taurht 
that the earth \II"IS ro1nd and turned on Its ,1xis, he took the 
apparm& movement of tbe Suo around' thr earth into his calcula
tions Instead of the earth's motion around 1 he, Sun. The IDftuenee 
of the planets per se remains the same regardless of whether one 
Ulle& the former or the latter method, that !s, Saturn Ia always 
binding, cooling, soildifylng, congealing, retarding. 

There are many points in which modern sciences, and mcdern 
astronomy ,'In particular, have reaped lnca.'culable benefits from 
the labors and researches of this great scholar. He D!Jt · '-'w•l 
transmitted to us the observations and principal dlscovi?rtee of 
remoter periods, but hal: enriched and augmented them with hla 
own. ne corrected Hlpparchus' catalogue of fixed stars, and 
formed tables for the caiculafion of the motions of the Sun, MP .n 
and planets. He v·11s, in fact, the first who collected the scatter _j 
or detached observations of Aristotle, Hippsrchus, Posidonlus nL<l 
others on the economy of the world, and digested them Into u 
system, which he set forth In a work of•thlrteen volumes, knowr. 
as "The Great Construction." 

It has been truly said, "Ptolemy's order, Inexact as It was. 
enabled subsequent observers to derive a plausible account of the 
motions of the planets, to foretell eclipses and to improve geog
raphy." That Ia to say: Ptolemy's system reprt>~ented the actual 
phenomena of the heavens as they really appear to a spectator 
on tll'e earth. It Is clear, therefore, that Ptolemy's astrology Ia 
just aa applicable to modern astronomy as It was to hia t!me. . ' This conclusion sannot be invalidated ny the objection whlc~ Is 
frequently urged dgainst astrology that- the signs are continually 
moving from their ancient positions by the precession• of the 
equinoxes. The objectiRn Is Ill-founded in that il~ lias no relation 
to the fnct!t. Ptolemy was aware of this movement o! the signs, 
and hBf fully provided for It in the first book of the 'Tetrnblb1os 
where It I~ made clear that the respective Influences ascribed to 
the signs were consider(.~ b~ him to be appurtenant to the places 
they o6iupled, and not to the stars wh lch might ~ within their 
spaces. He clear!) states that the P"lnt rtl. the vernal equinox 
Is always the beginning of th'e zodiac and that the SO degrees 
folloWing that pohft always retai"' tha virtues attrlbutec;l to Uta 
sign Aries although the stan originally In Aries '&Day have ahltt'ed 
from those dqreea. Ptolemy Is ao expllc;lt on this matter that It 
&J'>pears he anticipated such objection and took paii)B to show the 
argnment had no .foundation In fact He waa considered' the most 
llllatlf\'(ll!shed sclentlB,t of his day. 

Blocftpbleal Ske&eb of Al&rolopr Copernleus on pace eo. • 
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THEe ZODIACAL SIGNS 
• rJ • 

Their" • Ana~ical, Dietetic, G~graphic, 
Mythological anc! Psyc~logical Attri'bute:t . 

• 

611 

• Biblical, 

In relation to the t'We~va chapters concerning the attributes of 
the algns I gratefully acknowledge research faclllty to the follow· 
tn~renamed books. Alrhough most of them areonow out of print 
(OP) so far as I am aware they may still be available for refer
ence II\ the larger public libraries or the libraries of astrological 
eocletles. -.. ,. (.... . 

"The Gospel of the Stars," by Dr. Joseph A. Selss, 1900 (OP). 

"Astrology of the Old Testament," by Ka~ Anderson, 1892 (OP). 

"New Light From the Great Pyramlll," by Albert Ross Pa:SOoe, 
1800 (OP). 

"A Plea for Urania," 1854, anonymous (OP). 
I ":"he Science of the Stars," Alfred J. Pearce, 1881 (OP). 

1 "'rhe Chemistry and Wonder of the Human Body," by Dr. 
George W. Carey, 1921 (OP). 

"Ptolemy's Tetrtblblos," J. M. Ashmond's translation (New 
Edition) . 

. "Medical Astrology," Heinrich Daatb, 1914. 

"The W'ltness of the St~s," by Ethelbert Bullinger, D.D. 

"Mazzaroth or the ConsteJiatlons," by Frances~olleston . 
• I 

Note: In thll llllllowlng twelve chapterl the word •• deean, Is 
used In Its original sense, that Is, In namlng or describing the 
three eonstellat.lons or "side pieces," now more or less r,j!Doote 
from the sicns with which they are related. Refer to P¥es 572-3 
for ancient and_ modern usage of the \'lbrd,1 decan. 
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'I' ARIES 

Aries is called fi~ry, hot, dry, inflammatory; chol~ric, 
sterile, violen·,, be~tial, intemperat,e, eq\iinoctial, ~astern, 
cardinal, movable, positive, masculi,ne, mental-motive, 
and of short ascension. • 

Aries is the ''first, or head sign, of the zodiac, anl is 
known to have influence upon the head and face. The 
Sun ent-ers this sign on or about thr. 2·~st of March each 
year, constituting the Vernal Ingress. While it is 'nntns 
eastern sign we celebrate Easter, and it is usti'ally ob
served by wearing ~ew headgear. So, although they may 
not be aware of it, eve!fy one who follows the fashion of 
donning a ne1v hat at this time is paying homage-to 
astrology -of the ancients. 

The Gospel says, "I have exaltl.d thee, 0 Father," and 
in this sign the Sun is exalted, particularly in the 19th 
degree. It is the fall of Saturn (Satan) for the Lord o't 
Hosts is exalted. It is the detriment of Venus, being a 
lustful ~ign. Aries has been represented by the cock, 
denoting boastful or fighting qualities, but is more gen
era41y symbolized by the ram, being in nature rash, 
hardy, springy, lascivious and combative. Aries repre
sents the gate of gold (or) on tke east, therefore called 
an or-ient-al !lign, denoting the, beginning of right as
ce!lsion (R. A.= Ra) or the original first _Rig-ht Ascension 
M1dheavr-n, R. A. 1\1., (ram.) 

In .the New Testament it probably answers to Mark, 
(Mar kl.) The na,tne ,ascribed to the eastern angle, or 
angeL,' is Malchidial, while of the twelve .prophets it is 
said to represe-.1t Malachi; of tke t\l(eive apo!.tles, Mat• 
thil\S. • 

Stars in Aries comitell~tion are Shecf'ar, "the freetd"; 
~uckbah and Dat al Cursa, "the enthroned, the seated." 

·The first decan is Cassiopeia, a beautiful, t'llthroned 
• wo(l1an, at ~hofe right hand is a st-.1r crowned king 

(Cepi\eus) holding his sce);(trl' toward her- Ancient writ
ings ~ccount .her as his wife and she is referred to as 
"the bti(le, the lamb's wife." Cassiopeia is represented 
a!. the mother of Andromeda' who constitutes a nearby 
constellation; the broken chains represent deliverance. 
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.. 
Cetus, a m®rJStor constellation to the south of the 

ecliptic,. I4pres'l!nts the second decan. It is "Lev~ than" 
of Job and Is'aiih It is a gigantic. scab' beast with 
enormous head, moutb ~nd front paws, with the body 
and tail of a wh:tle~ Jn mythology it is the creature 
which the sea god sent t<J devour Andromeda. It is a 
downward (southetn) constellation, bordering on what 
was called the lower regions. Mira, one of its stars is 
varia Ole, typical "f the deceived; its name means "the 
r~-·-l.:' Cetus is bou"nd (bridled) to the two fishts while 
the La"'b holds the reins with one front foot or hand. 
Meokar, another star, means "the ch;lined enemy," while 
Diphda, in th~ tail, means "the .,overthrown, the tl!rust 
do)'Vn." Read Job 41, and note in 13th v'rse the refer
ence to the double bridle, then see the star map. See 
also Isaiah 27, I. These references are quoted to show 
thl!t there is much of lstrological interest in the Bible . 

• Perseus represents the third decan (side piece) or con-
stellation. It is the figure of a vigorous, strong man, 
with one foot in-the Milky Way, both feet having win~, 
a helmet on his head, holding high a great sword wh1le 
carrying away the blood dripping head of the Gorion. 
Perets was the original name for Perseus, meaning "the 
breaker:" mentioned i" Micah 2, 13: "The breaker is 
come up before them; .they have broken• up and have 
passed fhrough the gate (Aries?) aiJ.d are gone out by 
it; and their kirfg shall pass before them, and ahe Lord 
on the head ('!') of them." The star in the left foot of 
Perseus is Atik, "he who breaks.'~ • 

The bones indicited J>y Aries are tho.-;e of the ·skull 
and face, except perhaps ,Ole na~al,. which may be sub
rulfd b)' Scorpio. The musd;s md1cated are the frOnt
ales, occipitals," attolens and de.rrimens articularum, 
zygomaticus, temporatis and buccinator. Arteries: tern-. 
poral anu irl'ternal carotids. Vein: cephalic. Morbid· 
action is shown tilrough various kinds qf eruptive m~la- • 
dies affecting. head and faQe: whelks, pimples, • ring
"'\:Orms, polypus, neuralgia, headaches, mig~;'\ine, cc,ebral 
congestiqn, alopecia, phrenitis, vertigo, encelfhalitis, 
smallpox and perhaps haitlip." • 
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Worry, anxiety, excitement or aPger .produce over

strain •of the bram Clnd tend to upset the J::enei al health. 
Aries people requjre plenty of rest a!J..d sleep, peaceful 
and harmoni~us surroundings~ :rhey should partake 
freely of vegetables and brain fo,.od: avoiding stimulants 
and partaking lightly of meat Herbs belonging to this 
sign are mustal"d, eye-bright, bay an{j others of pung;-:nt 
nature. 

The ·~rinciple characteristics of 'de~irable natl.JII ~ .. :0r 
cultivation are expressed as enterprising, activl:, ambi
tious, courageous, ~rdent, industrious, generous, pioneer
ing,• practical, constr~ctive, leadership. Undesirable 
characteristics for correction are denoted by the words 
belligerent, headstrong, excitable, audacious, impatient, 
irresolute, imprudent, insubordinate, quarrelsome, fool
hardy, selfish, disregard, disrespe~t. jealousy. All unde
sirable traits can be corrected by proper mental them; 
peutics. 

Some of the popular expressions associated with this 
sign are, "All het up," "Mad as a March hare,'' "Buttin
ski1' "Ram it home," "Out of the frying pan into the fire," 
"Gabby," "Up and doing," "Strong as iron," "Where did 
you get that hat?" "A bee in his l:ltmnet," "Right between 
the eyes," "Fi'ghting mad," "In like a lamb and out like 
a lion," "Mad as a hatter," "God tempers the wind to the 
shorn lamb," "My Hat is in the ring," "Gone to his head,'' 
"SheaTing the lamb." 

~ 

WorJs associatt.d r.vith Aries: Ash-Lesh (flaming 
star)~ Tuesday,. fighting cock, Sqtith,,.Sama~l, ram, lamb, 
Headen, Mark, Mars, March, MalchJdial, Malachi, Mat
thias, Melchisetiec, Sang (~e·b,) Taleh (sacrificiallall)b,) 
Ramah (exalted plac_e;) Ramesis (the be'st in the land of 
Egypt,) Ramadan (Mussulman feast in spring,) Benja-

. min, Rachael,_ Amroo. 

Ari\::s indicatts sandy, )lilly, dry or {:tther barren 
place!; places where sheep are kept, lime or brick kilns, 
fireplaoes, ceilings, plaster, tool houses, f9rge~. · Loca
tions: prominent corner buildi111gs facing bst, east corner 
rooms. 
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• .!S TAURUS 
• 

Taurus· is called eart,Ply, fixed, coM, moist, semi-fruit
ful, bestial, feminir!f: melancholy, of short ascension. 

• • 
It is the seconlj sign <1f the zodiac, the Sun beginning 

i!s apparent yearfy transit through it Chi or about April 
20th,. It is the middle, or fixed sign, of the spring quarter 

.,.and is symbolized J>y a bull with unusual hon"tt; on head 
al.u''tq,es, appearing in a rage, crouched to rusll forward 
with fierce energy; representing a stubborn and tena-
cious nature. • 

• Taurus is 'one of the four fi~ed signs_ comprising the 
Cherubim. It was the original Bull, or Baal, of the 
Assyrian religious rites, sometimes referred to as "The 
~acred Bull" or "Th"e Golden Calf," emblematic of the 
period a few thousand years ago when the solar system 
was precessing through that constellation. Our May 
day festival with its may pole and garlands are the re
mains of the •ancient Egyptian festival celebrating the 
entrance of the Sun into Taurus. 

The Gospel apparently alludes to Haggai as a prophet 
and Thaddeus as an-apostle of this sign, and the name 
ol this angle, or· angel, is Asmodeus. I!phraim (said to 
mean •heifer) in Hebraic mythology refers to the sign 
Taurus. Eph'"aim was Joseph's 'kecond SOIJ. Joseph 
seems to be connected with this sign. In Genesis 49, 22 
we read, "Joseph is a fruitful bough (vine). bt; ! well." 
Other translations read, "a so~ of •a cow" (a bull.) A 
well is an ~ye. (f bulJ's eye?) A "fruitf~;~l boug)l" may 
be represented by the garla·nd usually p1ctured around 
tJ!e bqll's neck. 

There is an analrgy l>etweerr tne HUll, f\p1s, Keem, 
Aurocl}s, Unicorn, pictured as enraged and irresistil1le, 
and the biblic'll description of the wra•h of the Lord: 
" ..... in the day of His fierce angtr ..... ~etyone 
shall be thrUst through.".......!Isaiah 13, 13:15. • 

• 
In th~ firSt odecan of tije Taurus constellatit!n 'is Orion, 

to the south of the ecliptic but very beautiful and "'en
.tioned b'v Job. Amos and Homer. It is ths: figure o( a ' 
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mighty hunter with a huge club in one' hand and't:1e skin 
of a slai,.n lion in the other. His foot is' raised as\if in the 
act of crushing an et.emy; directly under it is the' tortu
our river, Eridt.nus,• coursing downward 'into the regions 
of darkness in the underworld (so~·tl)., of the celestial 
equator.) Orion wears a starrr gi1'dle or belt, to which 
is fastened a sword, the hilt at which is the head of a 
lamb. In this cbnstellation is Betelguese meaning "t~e 
Branch coming." Rigel, another brilliant star therein, 
means "{he foot that crusheth." Bdhitrix is ano.t.b.er ·. 
signifying "coming suddenly or suddenly destr<t.ying." 
The Arabs call AI (ijauza, the Branch; AI Mirzam, the 
Ruler; AI N a jed, the Prince; thus associating the idea of 
vengeance with the horn ·of the fierce Reen'• or Auroch~. 

The second decan shows the constellation Eridanus, 
the river of the Judge, analogous t~ a fiery stream flow
ing into the underworld. 

Auriga is the third constellation associated with this 
sign. It is above the others and is typically gracious or 
evangelic. In Noetic, Auriga means shep'herd,-a good 
shepherd. He holds a mother goat in his arms with 
little• kids in his hand. Capella is the bright star there 
(she-goat,) while a star in the right arm is Menk.alinon 
meaning a band of goats or ewes ... This picture in the 
heavens bears r~ation to Psalm 3:;;., 37-40; also to 1saiah 
40, 10-11. In the ~odiac of Dendera, A,uriga holds a 
sceptre all" the upper part of which is a· lamb, on the 
lower a cross. 

' 
In T.aufus are Plei•.tde!l, a cluster of seven stars whose 

"sweet> influences" are referred to with th~ "band of 
Orion." In mytliology they; were the seven daughters of 
Atlas, the upholder of heaven, and earth, noted fa(: their 
mutual sympathy and affection; also as th~ seven virgins 
and the seven lamps. · . 

'Taurus is rul~d by Venus. It is the exaltation' of the 
Moon (,Particularly in the third degree,)' and the detri
ment o~ Mars who is not at t:ase in the home of Venus. 

TauruS' !jUggests energy, reserve force, epduraztce and 
stability. An energy devotetl M stable things insures a 
firm foundation and an enduring structure . 
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This 5lgn is said•to include under its domain the neck, 
throat, ettrs, pharynx, eustachian tubes, uvula, lonsils, 
upper portion•of the resophagus, pa'\ate, thyroid gland, 
parotids and vo~al cord.G. The zon~ of itlfluence com
menses behind at ~h~ termination of the occipital portion 
of the cranium, and in• frqnt under the lower maxillary, 
arvJ it includes the .cerebellum and base of the brain. The 
prmciple bones ruled by Taurus are the cervical verte
brre. • Muscles are the sternohyoid, mastoid, trapezius, 
!J&P,rp~mastoids., res<JI>hagreus stylopharingreus, )plenius 
and cor.aplexus, longus, scalenus, biventres, cervicis, spin
:tles cervicis. Arteries: external ca.rotids and basilar 
artery. Veins: occipitals, jugulars and the veins oJ the 
thyroid gland.' Morbid action r!Ianifests as sore throat, 
glandular swellings in the neck, quinsy, t:roup, mumps, 
goitre, wens, polypus, abscess, bronchocele, suffocation, 
strangulation, angina !:'angrena, scrofula, apoplexy. By 
r~ex action from Leo and Scorpio the heart may be 

•affected, also the excretory system, giving rise to piles, 
fistulas or bladder trouble. 

Usually, fattening foods should be used in moderation 
as this sign increases the appetite, tends to obesity JLnd 
to fondness of ease. Moderate and regular exercise is 
essenticil as well as nwderation in food and drink. Be
cattse of failure to observe these essentil)ls, rheumatism 
is prevalent among Ta'urians. Herbs belonging to this 
sign are grodn'll-ivy, deadly night-sh.•de, vervain. 

The principle characteristics of desirable natu;e for 
cultivation are expressed as tru\tworthy, steac,-, perse
vering, endul'ing, persistent, composed, self-reliantv con
structive, practicat. hunwrous, kindly, sympathetic, mag
netic, careful, fearless. The p'rinciple characteristics for 
cctrrection are •denoted by •Utese words': stubborn,' un
- · ' •· ~· dommeering, exacting, obstructive, stolid, 
brusque,~ do.gmatic, 'conceited, self-centered, covetou~t, 
amorons, lazy. It is said that their accu!i.ers are seldom 
forgiven and th~t they retain the me!llory of an 1in.jury• 
for a long time, yet are verSr patient and forbearlng. . . . 

This :tecoad, sign is akin to the second lious~ 'with its 
relation to money, finanl!es 'and movable effects of ex
trinsic value. 
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Some of the popular expressions asso-:inted with this 
sign are: "Too bull -)leaded," "Mad as a btlll," •(A bull in 
a china shop;• "Bully!", "Stubborn lic-'i 'a bull," "~fhe 
cow jumped over tbe moon" (referring to Moon's exalta
tion in Taurus,) "Take the bull by 1th'! horns," "On the 
horns of a dilemma," "A rubl;>er-~eck," "Too stiff-neck
ed," "A necker(' "Beauty and the tfeast," "Deep as; a 
well," "Round as a hull's eye." 

• 
Nam~ associated with Taurus: B'aal, Bull, As~11's 

(angel of the angle,) Astarte, Haggai (prophet,} Thad
deus (aspostle,) At:tur (Arabian name for Taurus,) Apis, 
Mneves, Aleph, Reem (aJl animal resembliQg the bull but 
fiercer,) Aurochs (similar to Reem,) Unicorn (same ;1s 
Reem,) Hunter, Capella (star,) Menkalinon (star,) AI 
Debaran (star,) Atlas, Pleione, Pleiades, particularly the 
seven sister stars named Maia, E\ectra, Taygeta, Alc.v· 
one, Cel~no, Sterope and Merope. • 

Places represented by this sign are banks, cash boxes, 
money drawers, jewel cases, stables foro cows, dairies, 
places where harness and farming imple111ents are kept, 
harness shops, pastures, feeding places, shady places as 
under trees some little distance from the house,. wheat 
or corn fields. In the house it reflresents middle' roo,ms 
or places in middle of the block. lt also represents round 
things such as castors, rings, watches, ear,;rings', nose
rings, mqney, insulators, cart wheels, ~bonnets, hats; 
shoes, leather, leather pocket-books, purses or traveling 
bags; • necklaces, garlands, may-poles, canes, altars, 
(al-tau.) ' ~ • 
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~II GEMINI II 

Gemini is called airy, barren, san~JUine.common, Hexed, 
double-bodied, du'll~ human, masculine, violent, positive, 
of short ascensir.n; 

• The Sun enters tnts stgn on or aouut May ~lst an<l 
apaarently transits through it by June 20th. It is sym
bolized as the t"wips, the portals, a monkey. It•is biblical-

•ly i'e~erred to as Cain and Abel, and in Gene!Hs 49, S-6, 
it says, "Simeon and Levi are brCithren; instrun1ents of 
coruelty are in their habitations (hands;) be not thou 
united, for in their anger thty slew a man." 'fhis is 
<interesting in view of the fact that Castor and Pollux 
hold in their hands instruments of cruelty in the form of 
a great club and a bqw unstrung. They also have a harp . 
.Eros and Anteros, Gog and Magog, Romulus and Remus, 

• are other names ascribed to them. In the Zodiac of Den
dera the picture is of a i'nan walking hand in hand with 
a woman, having some relation to Adam and Eve. The 
old Coptic n"ame of this sign was Pi Mahi, signifying 
"the united, the completely joined." It was comqwn to 
take serious oaths in their name, which habit still main
tains 'vulgarly as, "Jb' Gemini,"' also in the form of oaths 
s.worn before a notary ( tl.) In the BaJ>ylonian calendar 
they .are the "Two Gbds of the Door." According to the 
Chinese, the.Gemini as two gian .. brothers have power 
over disembodied spirits. (Hence the harp!) St. Paul 
sailed in a vessel named Castor and Pollux and jt is said 
that flames of fire were seen »la~ing about ~heir heads 
and whenothis occurred the tempest which wa!\ tossing 
the ocean ceased and•calm ensued . . 

Tift: monk~y is associated with Gem~ni by the Chinese 
among whom it is also related •to the afternoon between 
three and,five o'clock. To this day they depict it as•the 
thre4! graces symbolized by the three little monkeys with 
hands over e)"'es, ears and mouth, syRtbolical of.,that hlgh 
state of sp'iritual development wherein we "Se, no evil, 
hear no evil, speak no evil." Gemini i's· also ,related by 
the Atyll'rfs •or ancient. Hindus to Buddha •or Krlshna. 
The name of this angle, or an$'el, is said to be Ambriel; 
prophet, Zac~ariah; apostle, Su~eon. • •· ~ 

., 
' 
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In the Zodiac of Dendera where Gemir..i. is pictured 
as a man• and woman~ walking hand in hal1d, th:.: .male 
has an appenda&e whtch signifies "the Cpniing One"_o:_ 
a Messiah Prince ar:d his bride. •· G"The bride of the 
Lamb,"-Apocalypse. "The marri~gl! r.>f the lamb is 
come.") Horus is described ino·an Egyptian hymn as 
"the son of the Suo." • 

This wedding refers to the union betwren Christ and 
the Churc..:-not necessarily the visibl\! edifices but 4he 
spiritual invisible church within; analogous to a cot.ven
ant between the consciQus and unconscious mind, where; 
in man, begins consciously, to do right for t;ight's sake, 
sacrificing old desires, which is true righteousness (right-. 
us-ness.) ' 

In the first decan south of the eo!iptic is Lepus, the 
hare, in Arabic called Arne beth meaning "enemy of the' 
coming." In the Persian and Egyptian zodiacs it is a 
serpent. It is also called Bashti-Beki, "the offender con
founded." The hare is close to Orion, the. hunter, and 
it is also seemingly being chased by Sirius, the great dog 
(canis.major which constitutes the second decan or "-ide 
piece,") the natural enemy of hares. In Egyptian 
zodiacs it is an eagle or hawk, the natural enemy of'ser
pents. Sirius is dsrived from Sir or .Seir, meaning prince; 
guardian, victorious; connected with Naz-Seir or Nazir, 
meaning "sept Prince.'• The rod promised ~ come forth 
from the stem of Jesse is called Netzer (branch, scion.) 
These art closely allied to Nazareth or Nazseirene, Naz
Sirius. '!Hl: came and dwelt in a city called Nazareth, 
that it might be fulfilled which was spoken b~ the pro
phets; He shall be called a Nu-Seir~ene." Matthew 2, 23. 
The stars in this ;:onstellation, are Mirzam, the rpler; 

1 
Muliphcn, leader, chieftain; Wasen, shinin((, illustrwus; 
Adhara, glorious. These Of course ha·1c scriptural refer
ence' rather than being cognomens for a dog. • 

1'he •third decan •also shows a wolf or dog (canis 
minor,) sf\mewhat smaller and' behind the first one. In 
the Egyptian zoiiiac this is a human figure with an 
eagle':; head' called Sebak, "conquering or 'victorwus.'' 
Procyon and AI Gomeiza, two prominent stars, signify 
''rec;fr.emed" or, "redeemin"'." 

I 0 (' 
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In .Oemini tht Moon's North Node is said to be ex-
' alted; ~t is :tt.e aetriment of Jupiter; the home of Mer

oory: Gemini inclines to tall, upright body, long arms, 
hands and fe~t short; a quick walkeJO with swinging 
arms, open hand~,'fingers spread apart slightly, hands 
usually long; ptercir.g eye, quick sight; keen mentality . 

• 
• Gemini rules lhe nervous system by•which all parts of 
the body are brought into communication, giving it sen
sat~on and flexibility. It is a moist, air sign a.nd through 

• respiration furnishes the two lungs with watet from the 
air "'hich normally bathes them and from which they 
•xtract material for oxygenatinlf the blood. Nervous 
disorders are liable through V~tarry, anxiety, mental over
.strain, restlessness and excessive acti:vity. The lungs, 
shoulders, arms and hands are subject to affections and 
accidents. Tubercular tendencies, or disorders of the 
,respiratory organs fnay develop. Gemini indicates such 

• disorders as asthma, bronchitis, pleurisy, pneumonia and 
corrupted blood. The bones included in this sign are 
the metacarpal, carpal, ulna, radius, humerous, sca{'ula, 
clavicle and tipper ribs. The veins ruled by Gemim are 
most likely those of thymus and mediastinum, the pul
monary, subclavians, basilic and azygos. The arteries 
most·likely involved are right and left bronchials, inter
c;ostals, brachial, sugclavians, radials a11d ulnars. 

Tlfis mental-moti;e sign requires attention to proper 
breathing,' li~ht out-of-door exercTses and ~alking with 
long, deliberate steps. The chest and lung era should 
be given protection and rubbing. Particular cafe should 
be given to diet; cereals and nL'I"ve•foods beinl essentials. 

• • Desirable ch<tractt!ristics for culti'l'ation are denoted 
by the words: intellectual, 'expressive_. eloquent, jdealis

'tic, studious,.inquiring, a&!bitious, resourceful, dexterous, 
courageous, tolerant, responsiv-e, generous, sympathetic, 
temperate, broad, liberal. Undesirable charactertstics.for 
correction may be described in these. words: restless, 
variable, vertfose, effusive, tricky, sitifty, diffl.¥iYe, 1in
dictive, diffident, waywald, improvident, impqJ.sive, ex
aggerated, theoretical, lack of concent\"ation., 

• • • 
Familiar quotations 'or 'sayings relating to thi~ sign 

are: ".AI:Iike as two peas," "Killing two birds with one• 
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stone," "Two of a kind," "A pair of old cronies," "Handy
Andy," "The light-fingered. gentry," "'Full,' of ~on key 
shines," ''Has a bagful of tricks," "Soon gets !lis hanll in," 
"~uickly turns !lis hand to anyth;ng," "\Vay up in the 
a1r," "Come down and out of it," "Te'l it to the judge," 
"United we stand, divided we fall," '<FroR:I pillar to post," 
"As busy as a cranberry merchant," "lfis tongue runs 
away," "In an off!hand way," "Two is company, three is 
a crowd," "Too manv irons in the fire," "A tongue 
hinged in •the middle," "On the fenc"," "Between two 
fires." ' ' 

Words associated ··with Gemini: Mercury, Castor, 
Pollux; twins, Ambriel (augel of this angle,) Zachariah 
(prophet,) Simol\ (apostle,) Simeon and Levi ("twins, 
cruel in their wrath,") Thaumin (Hebrew name for 
Gemini meaning united,) hound, har.e, Anubis, Hermes, 
Buddha, Messia, messenger (wandering teacher.) 

Places indicated by Gemini: where hay or straw is 
kept, graneries, grain elevators; coffers 01: chests with 
doors, pillared buildings, doorways, walls, wainscoting, 
upper e back rooms, bookcases; hills and mountains of 
barren nature; things made or sold in pairs as pepper and 
salt shakers, etc., ruling the dual na_ture rather thar, the 
material. 

The third sign of t{•e zodiac (II) has tl::ngs in com
mon with tSe third house, in that they both indicate let
ters, communications, messengers, news, inquiries, in
formation, lrumors, n~wSQapers, magazines, neighbors, 
relativeS; short journeys, lecturing, debating, teaching, 
advertising, cleric<fl work, re,oorting, stcli"y-writing, mer
chandi,ing, printiQ.g, education, 
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~ -CANCER !.0 

- Can<:1:r' is called movable, ~atery~ fruitful, maternal, 
domestic, feminiPle, tropical, solstitial~! muie, cold, moist, 
phlegmatic, cardinal, 'bf long ascension . 

• 
The Sun enters Cancer f:>n or about June 21st, and ap

pa'l-ently transits through the sign by Jul'y 22nd. Refer
ence to any Ephemeris will show that the Sun apparently 
~aches its highe~t J¥>int of north declination (2J degrees 
27 mii11~tes) and remains in it for three days, apparently 
standing still, after which it slowly s~arts, crablike, Lack
watd toward its south declination. The middle diY of 
the three mentioned is therefor!! the longest day of the 
ye'ar. 

The crab represents. possession and retention; it car
ries its house on its back. The symbol is drawn from 

"tlle human breasts, emblematic of motherhood, to nur
ture, cherish, to ripen, to carry, to bear. Although it has 
land-travel faci~ities, the crab is a creature born of water. 
The Egyptians represented this sign with the Scarab.eus 
which apparently lives underground as a grub, t.hen 
emerges, spreads v·ings and flies through the air, em
blemaric of the soul's. incarnation, experiences and re
lease. The Egyptians made much of this emblem, not 
becauso of its beauty, out because it was a fi~ure of the 
zodiac, a staf-si~n of perfected being<: symbolical of pro
gress from darkness to light, from bondage to"freedom, 
from death to resurrection, from the vicissitudes of time 
to secure possession of the treasvre!'o of eternit:f. 

Within the con~nes • of th~ constell;!tion Cancer is 
Prresepe, the manger or "mare's nest." .The word indi
ca!es offspring.- the young~ the innumerable seed, the 
multitude. In modern. astronomy" it is often pictured as 
a beehiv,F. Originally it was "an ass between two bua'-. 
dens"-oetween two partitions forming a manger or crib:. 
a place where as~es were fed, a fold, staM, stable, a futven, 
a place of res\, an inn, a hou~e. a home. 

In the"Gos{>el, Genesis 4-9, i0-11 and 14-15, Usachar.is 
likened to.a strong ass which reclines between two folds 
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or resting places. Seeing that the re!rl: was good, and the 
land p!easant, he was bowing his shouluers to,bear anr\ 
become a servant '>lnder tribute. The aj;s was at one 
time the symk.ol oG. the sign Caqcer. Ir. medireval times 
a curious survival of tradition in ct.ronection with the ass 
was the buffoonery of arraying .an a:.s in ecclesiastical 
robes and conducting the beast to an a,ltar on April Fool's 
Day, from which performance still maintains the expres
sion, "a silly ass." The Egyptian name for this sigp was. 
Klaria, the folds, the resting placPS. • Moderns call it 
Cancer,:._crab. Khan means traveller's restinJ.! place, 
while ker or cer me(lns embraced or held within encircled 
arms, just as might be indicated by the symbol §. Can
cer, 'therefore, means r~ost secured, holdir.g, possessing, 
retaining. Th,.; characteristics indicated by these wot ds 
are quite prominent in the people who are born in this 
zodiacal sign. It is said that Capcer also refers to the 
prophet Amos; to the apostle John; to the angel Muri~l. 

The first decan is modernly called Ursa Minor or Little 
Bear. It contains the pole star. Ursa Major or great 
bear (the big dipper) is the second decan. Named by 
the Arabs, Annaish, the assembled, a community or a 
flocic. The third decan is Argo, the heavenly ship, whose 
main star is Canopus. 

Cancer is the exaltation of J uriter (15th degree,) the 
detriment of Saturn and the home of the Moon. Moon 
is Mot, l\1aya, mother, motter, mutter, fnater, mamma, 
rna, mamere (rna mere) and relates to pure, undefiled 
water~ vlrgin mere, holy water used in ceremonies of 
Isis· and those of lhe'•Catholic Church. The Sanscrit 
name•for the s~a is mer; Latin,. mar~. Modern names 
which might be related to this sign are May, Mae, Mat, 
Luc~. John, Ben, Clara, p.)b, "dub," Dober, Dippr-r, 
Arthur. 

Cancer has dominion over that zone of the boo:iy con
t.aining the bteasts, chest and stomach and therefore 
related to axillre,' lacteals, rancreas, thora-::ic duct and 
epigas!ric region. The bones indicated are sternum, ribs 
which ar~ nearest the stomach, ensiform cartilarre. The 
mu:scles are intercostals ahd ·diaphragm. Arteries are 
diaphragmatic, cesophagian, axillary, posterio; medias-
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tines. Vems are, mammary, gastric, gastro-epiploric, 
d_iaphr:f'imatic .• Ailments u~?ally associat<:d 'Yith. this 

"'!ugn are=drop~y. cancer, gastnc cata>;rh, cardtalgtJ, dtges
tive ailments,' C<lughs, chlorosis. 

Cancer is said f.o be, receptive, transforming, metamor
phic, nurturing, fructifyir.g, but lacking in vitality. The 
s~mach being tK'e principle source o:' affection, it is 
essential that foods taken into it be pure, undefiled, or 
which will not ci'luse krmentation. Foods should be well 
~ook&d, stimulants Gavoided. Especial care is 'required 
when t'hc Moon is transiting through Cancer or Capri
cotn. Guard against colds or chi!Ts; avoid imagining 
diseases; avQid worrying acj)Ut finances. Frequent 
cllanges of scenery arc beneficial. • 

Words which describe characteristics for cultivation 
arc: patient, tenacious~ conscientious, economical, domes-

• tiC, maternal, kind, devotional, vcr~atile, sociable, adapt
able, sympathetic, patriotic. Characteristics requiring 
correction are described as follows: timorous, variable, 
vain, fanciful, imaginati,·e, untruthful, changeable, senti
mental, touchy, grasping, proud, unadaptable, disorderly, 
resentful, indolent. • 

Fam11iar quotations hlating to this ~ign and its ruler: 
"v"ha t is home withn:ct a mother?" "T~crc's no place 
like h >nlc," ';A regular home body," ;·A burden bearer," 
"Burdened wit1t domestic responsibilities," "Cribbed;" 
"Crabbed," "Confined," "'Tis time to crab," "Ciinr;; like 
a crab," "A fish out of water," "Draws into h!f; shell," 
"A night ma,c," "Inconstant as t~e 1,-oon,'' "A hen with 
a brood of ducks,'~ "By, the light of the.sih·ery l'.?oon." 
"The ox knoweth his owner, 'and the ass his master's 
crijJ."-Jsaiah 1, .3. • ' 

Places indicated ~ Cancer: lakes, rivers, brook9,. 
springs,•"ltlar~h grounds, places where ru~hes or ,·eget
ables grow, ho~Ues, stalls, mangers, sheepfolds, t<\vuns, • 
public houscseor laundries, wash houses, kitchens,.water 
t;nks and bottles, cellars, corner houses far;ing 11orth. 
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LEO 

Leo is called fiery, 'hot, dry, choleric, ba,rren, maseulirle, 
positive, bestial, fixed, northern, 6£ long ascension. Some 
of the older authors add: commaq,di"ng, fortunate, feral, 
broken, strong, bitter. 

The Sun enters Leo on July 22nd. It is universally 
symbolizr.d by a lion, whose nature it represent~ It 
symbolites the fervid heat of July and August when the· 
Sun has attained its greatest vower. It repre~<:nts a 
type of the electric, [,cry mind whose expression is oft~n 
destructive, whose energ:; is often rapaciot\S and daring, 
kingly, comma~ding yet generous. The Sun is ruler o,f 
this sign. It is the detriment of the recalcitrant Uranus 
who will bow to no king, and exaltation of the inspira
tional Neptune. Its colors are orarfge, yellow, flaxen and 
golden. ' 

Leo is represented by the ancients as the N emean 
Lion, which leaped down from the skies and was killed 
by Hercule!i. Leo is the emblem of violence and fury in 
the' hieroglyphical writings. Properly, its destructive 
force is to destroy His enemies: darkness, evil and 
ignorance. In the ancient maps the lion is show'n j1,1st 
above Hydra, tne great dragon, VIJith his claws about to 
rend the serpent. It also properly means to bring sal
vation (ta, bring lig~t) to His people. Re~el, or Regulus, 
a mighty fixed star in the heart of the Lion (now about 
29' irl I..r-o) just above the mighty paws, refers to "the 
feet 'that crush." lt i~ said of the Messiah, "He shall 
tread' upon the "serpent, and trample ,.the dragon under 
His feet." ' 

Feasts and sacrifice~ formerly celebra'ced during the 
~un's transit through Leo, in honor of the Sun, were 
'termed Leonitica, while the priests who pt!rfonned the 
.rites were called Leones. Among the~ Persians these 
celebr1tions were' called Mit.!ua. ,. 

Leo i"S ,said 'to correspond to the .orophet ,Hosea. The 
name of this angle or angel'is Verchiel, arid is one of the 
beasts of the cherubim, Jacob assigned this s{gn to the 
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tribe ()[• Judah (<len. 49, 8-10) and the subsequent war-
... Jike an~ vict"lious energy of .th~ tribe proved t~ alloca

tion !:orrectt likewise the same "received remarkable 
fulfillment in l!lavid, i11 whom the o!ion-Jiike nature was 
strikingly exhibited: The sacred writings abound in 
references to thfs king of be;tsts among which is the 
battle between S~son aAd the lion. "Samson" is Hebrew 
ror solar; Delilah, his mistress, means "ruler of the 
night,"-the Moon. By the Hindus Leo is represented 

.as rending a stbn& pillar asunder, as Samson 'lthe Sur~ 
in Le9) pulled down the temple of Baal. Michael is 
the archangel of the Sun: angle or irC of Leo where Sun 
pOurs down his greatest heat. This is indicated jn the 
esoteric significance of Jacob'~ str•tggle with the angel 
elf the Lord. The Sun's heat is intense ;tnd in the strug
gle his legs bend, he wearies and his thighs give out; 
the allegory of smiting on the thighs. "As he passed over 
Penuel the Sun rose upon him, and he halted on his 
lhigh." A mode of salutation is symbolic of this even 
now among the Obimen and Bushmen of Africa, also the 
Arabians. 

Hydra forms the first decan. It represents corru:~ttion 
in the. world. Hercules could destroy it only by means 
of fi~just as gold•is purified of dross. The second 
dican is Crater, the Cpp (of wrath). "tfpon the wicked 
He sh~ll rain burning coals, fire and brimstone, and a 
fiery tempest :•this shall be the por'tion of tht:tr cup."
Ps. 11 :6. Corvus, the Raven, constitutes the third decan. 
"A destroyer of the enemy." The star Algorab i~ of the 
nature of of ? , according to "Tt~ Fixed Stars fn Astrol-
ogy." -

1 The,heart, indicative o' 1ital power' ardency, Inter
change and g~neration, as well,as the spinal marrow, 
nerves and fiber, ari! represented by Leo. The bonc:s 
influen«d Hy this sign are the dorsal vertebra:. Mus-
cles are inter•pinalis, transversalis,, lo~gissimus. anci 
latissimus dersi. Arteries: •aorta, anterior and p~sterior 
coronary. Veins: vena cava:, coronaries ..• Physi~al dis-

• orders •f Leo manifest in tlte various form11 'bf heart 
disease, palpit"ation, fevefs, lpinal meningitis, locomdtor 
~taxia, alfgina pectoris, aneurism~ syncope. ~eat exhau~-
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tion, sun.-stroke, pt:stilt:nce and inf!ammations. -:u~ other 
sources of disorder. 

As thfs is a vital :tnd motive sign, ruling th~ [\eart, ,. 
temperate living is eFsential. Hat;mony, ~rder and mod
eration in all things should be cultiv<it~d. excitement and 
haste curtailed. Heating and stimul-ating- foods or bever
ages should be avoided, but nutritious, blood building 
food is necessary: r 

Words .describing desirable charact~rb-tics for further . 
cultivation are: loyal, outspoken, ardent, kindly, tolerant, ' 
generous, philanthroj:!ic, inspirational, inspiring, m!tgnet
ic, aspiring, hopefu(' chivalrous, industrious, fearlesE, 
philosbphical, magnanimC!'us, idealistic, sin~ere, hospit
able, intuitive, c0mprehensive. Words describing char
acteristics for correction are: arrogant, dictatorial, over
bearing, condescending, impetuous, pompous, domineer
ing, sensitive, convivial, promiscu'ous, prodigal, easy~ 
going, gullible, fussy, shirking, over sanguine, hot-· 
headed. 

Familiar quotations related to Leo ahd its ruler: 
"Hope deferred maketh the heart sick," "Let not your 
hear£ be troubled," "There is no ·new thing under the 
Sun," "All is fair in love and war," "Bearding th·<: lion 
in his den," "Bo~n to the purple," "Brave as a lion," "All 
that glitters is not gold," "The sr.1ile that won't, come 
off," "Vacations days, under sunny skies," "Roaring like 
a lion," "Lion-hearted," "Love me, love ~my dog," "A 
merry reart maketh a cheerful countenance."-Proverbs 
15, 13 .. "/1. merry h~.art,doeth good like a medicine."
Proverbs 17, 22 . • 

Places describ~d by this sign and its ruler: high, 
round"-topped hals, places i11habited by wild beastS! 
deserts, fens, forests; hard, stony, gravelly •ways or hills; 
ca~tles, forts, royal palaces, social club houses, theatres, 
childrens' playgrounds, gambling pavilions, danctt· halls, 
oollroo~s, pla~s , where amusements, s:>orts, betting, 
specuhfton or games of chan·~e are carried on for pleas
ure and' excitement rather than as a business of earning 

"!!loney; dqings in high society and. aristocr-atic .formal 
soci-.11 functions; fireplaces, fti:rn:rces, stoves, ovens, solar· 
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·iums,. s\m-p~rches, therapeutk lam.ps. It also tndicates 
round, glisteniljg golden articles as ~old JYatches, breast
pins, emblems, en&"<lgc!ment and wedding rings, amber, 
golden and bri!Jht' xellow stones or Rowers, "myrrh, 
frankincense and aloes" ;o gold coins, gold mines. . ' 

Names ruled by the s1gn are: Adam, Abraham, 
AbJOams, David. Jacob, Esau, Israel, Hercules, Samson, 
Juda, Judy, Joseph, Elohim, Helios, Osiris, Leonidas, 
Leoni•, Leona, Richard (the lion-hearted,) Alphard, 
J\lfred, Lea, Lee. • 

It is impor'tant to know what things are ruled by signs 
~d planets and the places which they •describe, as the 
knowledge is valuable in reading horoscopes, natal and 
horary, particularly. • . 
' To illustrate: A lady once said to me, "I have lost an 
uticle of value. Can astrology give me any aid toward 
its discovery?" I took the time when the article was 
missed and m'ade a horary chart for that date. As the 
Sun was in the second house I said, "The article.was 
round and golden." "Yes it was my watch." The ruler 
:)f sev~nth house (th; thief) was the Moon and it was 
in the fourth house. So I informed h'jt: "The person 
who tgok it was a woman and is right no"l.> in the build
ing where yot'o reside. She is dres~d in whit:=, (Moon) 
.s a common sort of person, perhaps a servant or house
<eeper; the Moon is in aspect to Uranus, theref•re she 
.s not young and is peculiar in 'iPm~ ways; thJ Moon is 
n Aries, th.uefore she is of fair complexion; her part of 
:he house shouldt be the tOP. and confer room; as tht' 
·uler of the Ascendant (?) is in good a.spect to Uranus, 
·!Jler ~f the SPoCond (the ~aklable in question,) you can 
·ecover it by adopting unusual methods." The lady 
·ecognized ,pne of the maids from this description wl\o 
.tad a •corner, attic room, was middle-aged and quit~ 
eccentric. Insthd of ;J.ccusing her of theft the laiy•said, 
"I left my w!itch on the table; I presume :you put jt away 

•for safe keeping?" The woman was spt!echle&s for a 
momenl thin• said, "'Yes. lil'a'am, I took it up\tairs ind 
put it on. the top shelf of my closet where no one could 
see it." This. incident prov_es -t_he practicjl Vflue ti( 

•astrological knowledge. . 
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l1Jl VIRGO llJl, 

Virgo is cal\r~d f!C"xcd, earthly,. cold, dry, melancholy, 
barren, nocturnal, northern, femininl!f common, scientific, 
human, maternal, negative, of long>asce"nsion. 

' 
The Sun appe.:rs to transit Virgo bet'ween August 23t•.i 

and September 22nd. Mercury, ruler of Virgo, is. also 
exalted il'l this sign. It is the detrimr-nt"of Neptune and 
the fall M Venus. Virgo is known to have a bearing on' 
matters pertaining ~o sickness, hygiene, clothing, food, 
cereals, employees, servants, service, work and domestic 
animals. Mercury is a ~nessenger, Messiah, A-Rab, or 
wandering teac6er. 

In some of the a'ncient zodiacs ll'lis sign was symbol
ized as a virgin lying prostrate; in one hand she hol<i: .a 
"spica" (seed wheat,) and in the other a "branch" (oft •. :,, 
referred to as a bough, sprout, plant, root, tree, stet;-, 
rod.) The rod is sometimes referred to as blossoming,. 
as Aaron's rod. The tree is referred to 'as the tree ol 
life j.n the Garden of Eden (Virgo.) The prostrate virgi!! 
lies at David's (&\.) feet, i. e., at 30 degrees of Leo, at the 
foot of Leo. The Sphynx of Egyp~* seemingly is':;o com
bination of Le~ and Virgo, half woman, half lion; the 
union of spirit and matter; the vit:..J rays of the Sqn unit
ing with the natura1 or earthly body (~ the virgin) to 
bring fort'n fruit from the overshadowing of the Lord of 
Hosts,; sometimes related to Joseph (Guiseppe) and 
Mary • Allam and E¥e (p and l1Jl ;) the tree in the garden 
of Edr.n (11J!.) (In a planisphere, Hydra, the water ser
pent, ex;tends th•.-ough the ,meridiz.ns o( the sign, Virgo.) 

Vi'rgo, bearing the sheaf,''was called ,"the htouse (Jf 
corn" or Beth-lehem. ·(Jesus was born in Bethlehem.) 
J?his constellation rises at the hour' of midnight, Decem
ber 25th, at tlze period of winter solstice, fixea· by the . ~ 

< • 
• A. R.• Parson& says, "lo the Great Sphyox, the 11oo's body has 
the head,of, out'Vlrgo, but Oslrls=Horus oo the llorlzoo, vlctol"' 
lous over 'lyplloo. The Algooqu1o qsme •:or the .Stio w(ss Ohezls: 
tlld' Sphyox or Horus, Suo of Righteousness, stands at Ghlzeh. The 
.ftlgllt of Gezu (Jesus) Into Egypt tulftlled the saylr.g, "Out of 
figypt h,ave t called my ~on.", 
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church.'fo~ \h~ d.tte of the Nativity of the Son- (Sun) of 
·-..the Vil'.gin .• The' first degreo of the sign Libra js on the 

astern horito~. - • 

The capital oj !'ranee still retains its name of Paris 
(Para Isis, under the'protection of Isis-Virgo.) Its great 
fathedral bears t.be name Notre Damt' (Our Lady.) The 
architecture of the building represents the signs of the 
zodiac on the sides of the northern entrance, while the 

• Virgin, to whoin 1he edifice is dedicated, is ta~en out of 
its plice in the succession of the signs and set over the 
center of the door, with the child, }esus, in her arms, and 
tinder her feet a serpent twisted round a tree: Tpe tree 
with twelve'branches bearing'fruit, namely, a sign each 
month is an ancient celestial figure tepresenting the 
entire zodiac. 

• In the first decan of Virgo, as shown in the Zodiac of 
'Dendera, is Coma, a virgin nourishing an infant boy, the 
child's name in Hebrew being Ihesu, with the significa
tiOIJ of Ieza (i in Hebrew being our j) which in Greek 
is called Christ. Coma means "the desired, the longed 
for." Haggai speaks of Christ as "the desire ~f all 
nations." The second decan is Centaurus, the despised, 
or the pierced. The.orincioal stars in it are Bunl!"ula and 
A gena. 

Bo~tes, )s t.Jte third decan of thi~ constellation: A man 
holding in one hand a staff with a crook, and a sickle in 
the other: a shepherd, a gleaner or great harvest,r." The 
bright star in Bootes, Arcturus~ is:- "ruler or ~uardian." 

Prominent fix~d Stjlrs in the constejlation Vit"'go, and 
near the ecliptic, are Caphir, "an atonement offering," 
4'subrpissive one," and Spica (Arista or Alpha Vitginis) 
meaning "seld." "Lo, the• AI ~bh is conceiving and is 
bringing forth a sca."-lsaiah, 7, 14. (Almah, meanjng 
a bun..4le 'ot sheaf of grain, an unmarried female, conceal
ment, secret .chambe!S, arched and v!lulted, made of 
stones and closely bound together.) Almahs wt!re" maip
tained in the temple of Isis, and like the.Devadi!i (given 
to Gol!!) cl India,. were set apart for high~r· purposes 
(learning.) Gal. 1, 15; Jer.' 1, 5. Alma Mater to thiS!' day 
means :t fostering mother, an institution of learning. . 
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In the anatomy and fun~tions of the budy Vi.rgo has., 
an imponant bearing;; its domain is the bowels or·abdr.>~ 
men. It indic~es tpe disorders inciden11!1 such as colic, 
obstructions, c"oldness, worms, • dyfentery, diarrhrea, 
cholera, enteralgia, peritonitis, constipaaon, malnutrition 
and affections of the intestinal l"::gions., 

Virgo affects the nervous system considerably. Mer
cury, "the messenger of the Gods," is rqler of this ~ign 
and Men;I.J.ry's influence over the nel'vous system is an' 
astrological fact. Mercury rules the action of thet mind, 
hence, disorders of tire bowels react on the mental COJil
dition; likewise, disturbed mental states, business or 
domestic worries reflect a"dversely on the bowels, there.
fore Virgo people are benefitted by paying attention to 
diet, hygiene, sanitation and mental poise. Hypochon
dria is characteristic of this sign, y;hile absorption, as
similation, selection and utilization are Virgo functions:, 
Its action is chylifactive. It is associated chiefly with 
the duodenum, jejunum, ileum, mesentery and periton
eum; with obliquus, pyramidalis, rectus and transversalis 
of abdomen muscles; with gastric, superior and inferior 
mese~teries arteries; with portal, hepatics, umbilical and 
intestinal veins. 

• 
Diet is an imrortant factor to Virgo people. Meah; 

should be regular and food well masticated. Foods, es
pecially cereals, wh)~h regulate the bovrel's properly 
should be thosen. It is said that a vegetarian diet, well 
proport~ned, is favorable. Strong drinks or condi
ments sho~dd be avoirled,. 

The principal fharacteristics of, des~~able nature for 
further cultivation arc descr:bed hy the words: thought
ful, ac'(ive, serim~ •• concise, c,lircreet, sensitive, into•itivel• 
efficient, cautious, intelle!=tual', perceptive, contemplative, 
d01;pestic, prudent, provident, indu;.trious, mt;thodical, 
thrifty. •· .. 

'Unde~rable charactenstics (<Jr correctiori a~e expressed 
a~ follo,ws: calculating, mercenary, selfish, anxious, 
worried, irritahle, apprehensive, discontented,, se~.rct:\'e, 
critiral, skt![>tical, cold, unresponsive," incon~istent, inde
cisive, quick-tempered, timid, backw;,rd, lackirog sdf
C~Qiiden<;e. 
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....... Word~ ass<idatea with the .sign are: Astrea, ~thene, 
Beth, Bess, :Bethula, Bula, Buhah': Coma, Ehzabeth, 
Celeste, Stella, )\dorah,. Sarah, Virgoin, \f!irginia, _Mary, 
Cyril, Branch, Bla!'lch, Rod, Rodney, Spica, "spike," 
Durga, Adrenede£\, Adrene, Eve, Eva, Mona, Madonna, 
Phirko, Phirpo, PClrtenas,"Paris, Notre D<.me, Gene. 

Familiar quotations: "An apple a day keeps the doctor 
~way," "He serv"es o!llost who serves best," "T\Ike care 
of the ~ennies and the dollars will take care of them
selves," "Careful and troubled al¥>ut many things," 
"Tbrning over a new leaf," "Throw physic to the d,ogs," 
"To the pure• all things are p~e," "Virtue is its own 
re!'Vard," "She looketh well to the ways of• her household, 
and eateth not the bread of idleness."-Proverbs 31, 27. 
"Is there nu balm i'il Gilead? Is there no physician 
there?"-Jeremiah 8, 22. "Gather up the fragments that 

oremain, that nothing be lost."-John 6, 12. 

In Mundane Astrology the sixth sign has special refer
ence to public' health, general conditions of working 
people and of poultry and domestic animals. It ,itlso 
indicates matters relating to municipal or national ser
vice, army or navy, <\,epartments of labor, horticulture, 
ag11iculture, agrostology, medicinal herb~ prophylactics, 
Red Cross, humane an::I relief societies. 

Virgo signifie~ gardens, corn fielas, wheat fie'lds, gran
aries, malt houses, grain elevators, pantries, restaurants, 
commissary departments, places,.wh&re fruit aitd veget
able are ke~ and where hay, wheat, barley, cheyse or 
butter are stored, tor ploaces where boo~. papers, maps, 
charts, plans or medicines are closeted 9r kept. • 

It is said that Boston, Mass.; is ruled by the sign 
Virgo, alslil ,the east· side of Los Angeles, particular~ 
around the commission houses, farmers' :market and in
dustrial district.' The west side is ruled by Leo, e!)pocial~ 
ly the WilsMre, Hollywood' and Beverly Hills s~ctions:• 
On the date of the incorporation of Los 'Angeles the 0 
was 12• '15' in. VirgiJ. Probably thousands oP places, in 
the United States come under the domain of this sign, 
but as yet have:, not been discover~d or alloc1ted., 
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LIBRA 

Libra is sWJken, of as cardinal, mo'fable, equinoctial, 
western, airy, hot, moist, semr-fr<l\itful, humane, scien
tific, masculine, sanguine. 

The Sun apr-·ears to enter Libra, ~eptember 23rd .tnd 
to transit that sign until October 22nd. Venus is ruler 
of Libra, which is the exaltation pf /Saturn, detrimep.t 
of Mar!. and the fall of the Sun. 

It is symbolized ty the apparently commonplace scdes, 
but \he arms of that tilti-ng beam react out into eternities. 
The position of the attached bowls, which a feather's 
weight may change, indicates the destinies of ages, the 
fortunes of empires, the estates of immortality. The 
equipoise of the beam marks the' adjustment of mig\lty 
feuds internal and external. It bespeaks the eternal 
justice which presides through changing relations 
throughout the universe, which might coarsely be illus
trated by the saying, "Every dog has his day." 

~uben al Genubi, meaning "the insufficient price," a 
star formerly in Libra (the south scale, a Librre},having 
the combined r,ature of Saturn arid Mercury was maJev
olent; Zuben al Schemali (north scale, b Libr:J>) mean
ing "the full pric~." was highly benel}cent, similar in 
nature ttl Jupiter and Mercury combined. These two 
stars.were (in 1937) in Scorpio about 14• 11' and 18• 32' 
respecti1•ely. In Arabic the name of this sign is AI Zu
bena't meaning pur~ha~e. redemption, gain . ., The symbol 
of th1s sign is lilrgely associated. witb the ethical imper
sonations of Astrea and' Athene of Greek and Roman 
mythology, whtl were the ,f)f.trons of riFj,hteousnoess, jus
tice, order, government and the institutwns and powers 
~f the state, by which rights were' protected. justice ad
ministered, an.d general equity secured. Tli.e slfrne sym
bol.is_ still connr.cted with buildings where courts are 
held, where causes (cases)'are tried. where accusations 
and dfsP.utes. are weighed and settled, and the awards af 
justice il•clared and given., Most rtate qpitol•buildings 
add courthouses are made wiih a dome in the center so 
~hat the general struct.ure answers to the sym'bol .or_ 
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There -is some. a~alogy between this sign of the zodiac 
a~ its,symbd. with reference to' divine adjudicati9nS and 
adJUStments rel\ting to defaults, defects and accusations, 
involving penalties, priees, payment3. ESpecially when 
these ideas are aQpfied to a continuation of the story of 
the Seed of the Woman,. the divine Son of the Virgin, 
PliOmised or appoi:~ted to lift the fallen, j;ecover from the 
serpent's power (Hydra, the serpent, extends through 
the 1t1eridian of t,his sign also) and bring men to the safe 
t>asturages on the lreavenly hillsides. In which".case we 
are conironted with eternal justice weighing the demerits 
an.d penalties of sin on one side and the price paid for 
redemption on the other side. "Thou art weighed in the 
b'!lances, and' art found wanting."-Daniel 5, 27. 

There is another interesting analogy in the fact that 
on the south of this •sign is the first decan, Crucis, or 
~tux, meaning cross; on the nurth of Libra is the third 
decan, Corona Borealis, the crown. Between these two 
and close to Libra was what is now called Lupus, the 
wolf, but with, no ancient authority for such. In fact, it 
was referred to as "the victim," Sura, a sheep or lamb. 
The Arabs give it a name which means, "the slain <:>ne," 
which .seems to connect up with the saying in the Apoc
alypsl! that Christ is '4the lamb slain from the foundation 
of' the world." (Fou\ldation is a word•frequently used 
in reiJtion to the zodiac; world means whirl, whorl, 
circle or cyclt'!) In some of the ~optic and. Egyptian 
representations this victim is a naked youth with his 
finger at his mouth, representing Horus, the belo'>'ed son 
of Osiris and the Virgin. In i>hc.nician thh.l youth is 
called HarJ:l'ocrates, meaning the victim of justice. The 
cross has ever rep'resen"ted at=ement; tiie crown, reward. 

' . • Libl'a is a .• crossing pl!itJe or meeting place of the 
ecliptic and equator,. the autumnal equinox. The Sun 
passes ,ovtre from north to south declination at the fit~t 
point of Libra jnd on that date the day and night are of 
equal length-they weigh, evenly, are balance:!. -• This 
has been celebrated by Passover feasts. (St. :fllark 1•,, 
1-12-13-14-15-22) The old Mexicans at 't->ertain of their 
holy feasts' made a• cross, \!om posed of maize flour ,and 
the bloo4. of a victim offered in sacrifice, which they first 
worshipped, t(len broke into, pie~es and at._ in ~oken •'?f 
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union,, equity and brotherhood. (The ho~ cro~s buns -:ii 
modern times arc a symbol of the earttern crossing or 
vernal equino.<.) -:'he Egyptiar.s also had a sacred cake 
with the form of a cross on it, wt,ich they ate in holy 
worship, entertaining the idea m salvation through the 
cross. ., 

As Aries represents the head, the fi_rst point of· right 
ascensi<;tn, the positive period or birt!1 of the natural yea.· 
and the Sun's ascension northward, so Libra re:>resents 
the negative or dfl,6cension: loss of strength, vitality, 
coll;wse. (Sun's fall is in Libra-) Here the Sun crosses 
or is + ified; stretched upon the center ot the cross the 
rays shine only part way in the northern hemisphere a"nd 
partly in the southern. Divided thus on the "" equator, 
the summer solstice is on one har,d (§) and the winter 
solstice (Yj) on the other, both "thieves," for when ti;re 
declination is highest in §, June 22nd, he begins to lose 
in length of days and on December 22nd (Yj) he has lost 
all and is in lowest declination. 

Names associated with this sign are: Justice, Justine, 
Justin, Justina, Justus, Zuben, Ruben, Ruby, Corona, 
Grafias, Sura, Lupus, Lupe, Luke~, Harpocrates, dorus, 
Charles, Balan, Beam, Cross, Sca!e. 

Libra rules the lt.;mbar region in gene::,al ·and the kid
neys in varticular. Its zone of influence includes the 
loins, .pvaries and the medullary and corticle substance 
of tlie k~~neys. Libra. represents equipoise, distillation, 
sublifj1ation and filtration. The lumbar ve;.tebrre is the 
principal bone. The muscles indude the quadrati lum
borUJll, and sacrolumbares. Arteries: suprarenal, renal 
ano. fumbar. Veins: renal, l.timbar. Libr~n distui'·banc'es 
manifest through Bright's disease, nephritis, suppression 
oi urine, neuralgia of kidneys, weak lowq• b'\ck, etc. 
Pains in the lq,wer part of back are symptoms (signals) 
which .phould be given attention. A wt!ll balanced diet 
ketweetJ acid and starchy foods is necessary. Plenty of 
fresh atr, harmonious surroundings and mild exercises 
are essen !hal. Attention shG>Ulq be 6i ven to- proper diet, 
especially concerning liquid foods, as the kidneys are the 
c~ief organ:; affected. . 
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Words &~scribing characteristics for further ,o;ultiva
tion aro~·· thoug,_htful, impartial, unprejudiced, concilia
~ry, for~ight~ JUstice, judicial. gracious, modest, .decor
au)\ refined, artistic, adaptable, perst.asive, affectionate, 
peacemaker, che~'rful, s)Utlpathetic, f'>rgivi\1g, generous, 
idealistic, tactful, wetJ'balanced. Words describing char
acteristics for corfectioo are: indecisive, uncertain, ex
treme, reckless, temporizing, hesitating, susceptible, im
pr@!ssionable, illusive, pedantic, over pu'hctilious, vain, 
aloof,.shirking, careless, vascillating. , . 
' It is said that Libra people usually make good"buyers 

for largt concerns, having good discrimination and in
tuitjon regarding what to buy that tan be sold readily, 
especially in s~asonable goods and quickly moving iftms 
suc,h as novelties, fancy goods, perfumes, apparel, jewels. 
They are also good as court attaches, bailiffs, clerks, 
justices.* 

Familiar quotations relate'd to this sign or its ruling 
t>limet are "Tell it to the judge," "In all things observe 
moderation," "The bed of justice," "A soft answer turn
eth away wrath," "Blessed are the peace makers," "In 
union there is strength," "Handsome is as handsome 
qoes," "Blessed are the joy makers," "When in doubt,obe 
silent," "The truth is always the strongest ar?ument," 
"Meast.-Tes the water i~ the hollow of his hand,' -Egyp-
tiall' hieroglyphics. • 

Libra represe~ts places near win'rl-mills, straggling 
barns, where coopers work, where wood is cut or piled, 
saw-pits, harbor for ships, where boats are made or 
launched, dry-docks, tops of mounJail\5, mounds fJr hills, 
trees, wounde where hunting or hawking is prac-.iced, 
golf links, sandy afld gPavelly places, toj'>s of buildings 
with cupolas or domed buildings like statfhouses, "OUrt
ho!ses. •Also UJ.Uler I corns it'lllOUSeS, garrents, lofts, roof 
gardens, one room within another as in antechambers of 
court room5 .. closets, • guest chambers, boxes without'. 
hinges, f>ianos, tables, upholstered furn.iture, scales, 
weights or measflres, tops of, dressers, wardrobes, ~ewe! ' 
cases. 

• 0ceupatl3ne St. each tft111 •re "related In the bool!, "Aatr~ 
Analysis." 
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111. SCORPIO 

Scl•rpio is called watery, fruitful, fixed, feminin'e, cold, 
phlegmatic, nbcturt.al, southern; nen_ative, reproductive, 
violent, mute, of long ascension. 1 he Sun appears to 
transit this sign yearly betwe<"n October 23rd and Nov
ember 21st. 

Scorpio is ruled by Mars; it is the fall of the rcioon, 
the detfiment of Venus. In ancienc tables of dignitie; 
and debilities Scorpio was left blank as to ex::ltation. 
No planet was exa,lted in Scorpio, but some modrrn 
tables assign it as the t;xaltation of UranJ.IS. However, 
there is doubt as to the accuracy of this allocation;, it 
might be exalted in Gemini! Pluto doubtless has strong 
affinity with the sign Scorpio, and, according to mythol
ogy, was the ruler of this sign. ·· 

In the three decans, or "side pieces"-parts outside 
the zodiac in the constellations which in older days cor
responded with the longitude of the sign-we see pic
tured in the star map the serpent ("Ophiuchus wrestling 
wiri1 the serpent so that it is unable to sear the crown") 
and above these, Herakles (also called Hercules) .wound
ed in the lifted heel, the other loot over the dragon's 
head; holding ln left hand the br.'inch of Golden Apples 
and the three-headed dog (Cerberus) of !)_ell, ·.Vhile in 
the other. hand he 'ttolds an uplifted ch>i>. Beneath all 
these is the scorpion. These recall the words of Jesus 
in LIJ'~e. 10, 19: "Behold, I give unto you the power to 
tread ont serpents a~Jd ~corpions, and over all the power 
of th~ enemy: ,Mog of hell?) a11d no~hing 'shall by any 
means hurt you.'' 

Scorpio in Arabic and S'y~iac is AI f'.krab, tileani~g 
"Younding, conflict, war. In Coptic it is lsi dis: attack 
of the enemy, oppression from deadly fcfe's. •·Antares 
• .(Shiloh) was then the principal star in S.,.orpio, meaning, 
it te"ar's, rends, c!hves. It l.lso denotes rurtures, burst-

'ings, a~evasses and falls. "Now this man purchased a, 
field widJ the reward of his iniqu~ty, and .falling head· 
lor.g, he burst asunder in the •·midst and 'all his bowels, 
(flJZ.o.lll.) gushed out."-Acts 1, 18. (Speaking of Judas 
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Iscariat,.t~e ·disciple? indicated by Scorpio.) It should be 
?eJ!lembeEed tf.lat the constella,tions of old do not bear 
the\lr same relations to the signs tod::y, consequently, it 
does not mean t~at Scor.pio people a5e Juiases. While 
the scorpion and thtt" serpent were in Scorpio, so also 
above them were \)phlluchus and Herakles, the former 
destroyers, the latter saviours, denoting the great heights 
to-which Scorpio people can attain. Thtir surgical and 
healing ability is _well known . 

• In the Hebrew Zodiac Scorpio was ascribed to Dan. 
Dan was "a serpent by the way (n~r the zodiac) and 
an adder in the path." (Path is the zodiac.) The_ ser
pent was evil or d-evil, or the dt•.;troyer. The banner of 
the' tribe of Israel was originally a scoqion, but after
wards an eagle. Serpens, the serpent in first decan. 

Ophiuchus grasps the serpent firmly, and although 
~~e heel or foot is stung or' hurt, the other crushes the 
scorpion's head. This is represented as Krishna in sculp
tured figures in one of the oldest existing pagodas in 
Hindustan. In· some of the old Egyptian spheres the 
picture is that of a man enthroned, wearing the head., of 
an eagle (the enemy of serpents) and given a Coptic 
name dgnifying "the .chief who cometh." An Arabic 
wosd or name, JEsculapius, figures in tbe myths as a 
great physician and one of great achievements, and who 
though woun-deq was, nevertheless, ~;aised to ~lory. 

Hercules, in Egyptian hieroglyphics is named, :'Him 
who cometh to bruise the serpent's head and de!'troy the 
works·of the cevil." The bright shr 7n this constellation 
is Ras el Gethi, me~ning:. "head of him wl'-0 bruises.'' The 
star in the knee means, "the br-anch kneeling." It is said 
thU thf' Ph<rnicians worsr.iwed this mln five genera
tions before the' time of the Greeks and honored him as 
representin~ a saviour: There seems to be much in thest 
figures ~f heaven which are analogous with our own· 
present day relif:ious beliefs .. Hercules,is 3rd deca.,n., ' 

Another point for interesting study: Virg~ and 8torpio., 
were ori1Jinally one ~gn; Libra did not then e3'ist, (no
tice the similarity between the signs 11! and 111.} maki:tg 
but ten signs, namely: 'f ts II ~ S\. (11!-111.) I "' = *· 
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Much was made of the figures 1 and 0, intiic"ting the 
generative principle in nature and the sex of n.ale and 
female., This combinatio:1 of signs in ""· the serpe'lt 
woman or Androgyne man ("male an?, female created 
He them") signifieG a garden (f'J1) with the tree ( ~) of 
life in the midst thereof, symbolized. by a serpent (Ill) 
climbing the tree. But afterw11ra· the ·helpmeet (~ as a 
room within a room) for Adam was :reated, that is ~. 
the womb-man (woman.) Libra was early indicated as 
a naked woman, hence, the "fall" of map. The Sur. (0) 
has its f?fll in Libra; the fall of the }Car is in Libra. Am: 
the serpent (that which beguiles or leads astray) . .became 
the eighth sign, rulir g the ninth month, Novo or Nov~m
ber, r.ounting from Aries (March) as the first month. 
Thirty pieces of silver t ll) correspond with the thir.ty 
days of a lunar' month. (Synodical revolution.) 

Cherub in Hebraic means serper.t. The cherubim had 
the head of a bull ( 1; ,) the head of a lion (St,) and the 
head of an eagle (111..) Remember that the banner of 
the tribe of Dan was changed from a scorpion to an eagle 
with the head of a man. "And he rode ·1pon a cherub, 
and did fly: yea, he did fly upon the wings of the wind." 
Psalm 18, 9th vt"rse represents ~; 10, 111.; 14, 1 ; 15, V5; 
16, :::; 17, *. (Read also the 19th Psalm, I, 11.). 

Names associ 1ted with Scorpio ~re: Dan, Isidis, Jsidor, 
Frons, Antares, Shiloh, Ophiuchus, Rasalha~ue, ~-esuth, 
Yed, Juda,s, Aquila, "lEsculapius, AI Akra~. 

ScoJ;f>io is concerned with both the reproductive and 
destr.uctH•e processe~. p-Tocreation and readaptation, ex
ercisin.g special influence over the generative··organs. The 
parts of the bod'y coming withirt its l.!one are: bladder, 
ureters, pelvis of kidney, urethra, prostate gland, groins, 
gall, rectum and the colon•' Bones: sy~physis pubis, 
brim of pelvis, tuberosity of ischium. Muscles involved 
a,re: sphincter of bladder, sphincter :ind levatores ~ni, and 
the erectores. • The internal iliac is the Scorpio artery, 
*hil~ ~e veins are: the mesClnteric, spermatic cholic and 
llaemor~oidal. Physical disorders manifest'' as ruptures, 
fistulas, piles, gt-avel, stone and affections associated with 
the generO!tive organs, inclui.in8" inj\tries to 'the 'groin. 

< 
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Desiaa"i; charad:eristics for higher cultivation. may be 
• expressed in \h,e words: ener!JCtic, active, intrepjp, posi
ti~. f«!arless, <tenacious, penetrating, "thoughtful, optimis
tic, pleasant, ~oquente devoted, tlaunttess, patience, 
ambition. Words de'scribing undesirable characteristics 
requiring correctit>n a1'e: severe, callous, caustic, sarcas
tic, suspicious, destructivt!, vindictive, dqgmatic, shrewd, 
plrsimonious, blunt, tyrannical, passionafe. 

• Sc~rpio indicates• success in positions requ~ing pa
tience, .Perseverance and concentration, and produces 
good surgeons, chemists, detectives11 researchers, and in 
lints where courage, strength _and personal effort are 
necessary. -

Familiar quotations: "Hold fast that which thou hast 
that no man take thy uown." (See crown and Ophiuch
u5 in the star map.) "Speaks with the sting of sarcasm," 

•''tets into hot water," "The eye of an eagle," "Gets boil
ing mad," "The strong, deft healing touch of a surgeon," 
"0 death, whe{e is thy sting?"-1 Cor. 15, 55. "Be ye 
therefore wise as serpents"-Matthew 10, 16, "Still 
waters run deep." 

It s;gnifies low gar41ens, vineyards, muddy, sluggish 
streams, ill smelling ponds, quagmires, slaughter houses, 
meat markets, operation rooms, lavatories, sinks, cess 
pools, places'wltere junk or old iron lis stored, tanneries, 
incinerating plants, chemical laboratories, crematories. 
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SAGITTARIUS . 

Sagittarius is called flexed, common, ~'-ery, masculine, 
southerrr, hot, 'ary, choleric, posi\ivr,. double bodied (hi
corporal: 1" to 15" human i 16" to jo• .. bestial,) motive, 
bilious, of long ascension. TJ.e Sun appears to transit 
this sign betwel'n November 22nd arid December 21st:, 
yearly. 

Sagitt&~ius is pictured as half man; half horse, the man 
an archer with bow and arrow: a Centaur or Cen\'aurion. 
This sign is ruled bf Jupiter; it is the detriment of M~
cury,•the exaltation of M.'lon's South Node (in the third 
degree particulllrly,) fall of the North Node. As Libra 
may be said to be seeking balance, Sagittarius, although 
good at shooting a mark, seeks variation, i. e., many 
things to "shoot" at. It gives interest in hunting, sports, 
law, religion, philosophy, science and medicine. Some· 
where in the Bible it says, "Gad is an archer." That 
being so we can understand the term, "a gad-about," in 
relation to "variation." · '' 

The symbol of Sagittarius (I) is pictured by a sharp 
instrument like an arrow or spear; an armed horo:eman 
or warrior represents this fiery sign. (The fiery stream 
or scat of the sp1rit is the blood.) ·Sagittarius is fiery and 
Jupiter is said to ruJe the blood, generally speaking. I 
is joined to or blended with 111,, a watery ~ign. It was in 
the side that the "crossed" one ( +) was pierced and 
blood'"anp water came forth. Sagittarius is a southern 
sign and therefore 1loof.:!. up to the + ing {\lace (•~) in 
north 'latitude, f.'l the rays must,. pier(:;e from the south 
to the north and reach no ·further than the tide or groin 
of the crossified one. Sagi~tl.rius rules the groins, hiF;;, 
thighs; in surgical op.erat10ns incisions·' in the groms 
rt-leases blood and water mixed. "As above, .so below," 
said the masters of old. Here we have moven1ents in 
~he solifr system i,ndicating events which should come to 
,pass' b~low, on earth. ·· 

' . 
John, 'iq. his visions of the future,, beheld '' •.. a white 

ho;ose; and he that sat on h'im' had a bow'; and he went 
forth conquering and t~ conquer." (The heavenly ceo-
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~ur.) . •:rhe "Ghel(s called him Chieron, "the· righteous
daalirig chief• cintaur." With Chiefon everything good, 
just and noble was associated, im::ludiftg dignity and 
power; a combinattdn of greatest beneficence and good
neu with strengt'\t and 11\ajesty. A song of Chieron runs 
thus: . . 

"Midst golden stars he stands refulgent now, 
• And thrusts t:J!.e scorpion with his bendeti bow." • 

So the arrows of the divine he.o are "sharp in the 
hoart of the King's enemies." Chteron was sometimes 
portrayed as occupying Apollo'~ throne, recalling to" mind 
fr.om Revelations that when the King 'Of kings comes 
forth to the battle of. that great day to overwhelm the 
beast and the false prophets and all their armies, He 
comes in the form of a man sitting on a white horse, in 
righteousness judging and making war on the King's 
enemies, the same as depicted in Sagittarius. "And in 
Thy majesty ride prosperously, because of truth and 
meekness and ,.ighteousness; ....... Thine arrows are 
sharp in the heart of the King's enemies."-Psalms. 45, 
4-5. 

].n the first decan, •or side piece, in t~e constellation 
then cqrresponding to-this sign, was Lyra, the harp, the 
oldest of stJOing_ed musical instrumetiltS, the invention of 
which the ancl'ents ascribed to the gods. 0\-phcus, a 
legendary Thracian musician and hero, was often ~enti
fied with Apollo in cia . .;ical myJho~ogy. Orpi.£us was 
called the flllther of songs. He was a helper of t~e Ar
gonauts seeking tJJe G"lden Fleece. H!s art is always 
associated with religion, prayer, prophecy, sacred. ser
vkes a11d the ioyous eleml!'*t in holy t~ings. In other 
words, the har{J in the first decan .of Sagittarius connects 
the archer. with superior joy, delight, gladness and 
praisewtlrthy a:ction, all typical of the chjracteristics of 
the advanced soos of Jove ~s we know them tod;ey.. • 

• • 
, In some of the old uranographies thi!; .const~lation 
was portrayro with a ha~k .. the enemy of the scrpe~t, 
who darts from the sky wtth swiftness and power. Con· 
sequently: •many of the more modern star atlases repre
~ent this constellation with "lVI ~agle abr~st ~ harp• 



Q:pressing the idea of triumphant s~ng ,of prai~e !lnd 
gladnes~ through the,powei of the eagle ovei the 6erpent; 

-the higher p,tind over the lower. ~'ega, meanirig 
victory, the brightest star in the' nor,thern skies and of 
the nature of Venus and Mercury, 'l'as ir Lyra; the name 
signifies, "He shall be exalted, *he warrior triumphant." 

• • 
In the second decan of Sagittarius was Ara, called by 

the Arabs, AI Mugamra, 1'the completin~. the finishing, 
making an end of what was underta':cen." The Greeks 
used the name of this decan as an imprecation~ bane, 
ruin, destructioh. T~1ey personified the name as a god
dess of revenge and des\ruction. It is associated wiih 
the Hebrew Mara and Aram, meaning utter destruct: Jn. 
In the latitudes'in which these constellations were orig
inally formed, Ara was on the other side of the ecliptk, 
on the lowest horizon to the south,•with its flames burt•
ing downward towards the dark and hidden abyss, th~ 
bdttomless pit, the lake of fire. In the Dendera Zodirtr: 
this decan was pictured by a throned human fi~ure 
yielding a flail over a jackal which was aften identified 
with a dragon. Hence, though the symbols differ, the 
idea'or meaning was the same. The throned figure had 
a name which signified, "the coming One." 

' In the third ·decan we see Draco, the dragon, "the 
trodden on." Its chief star, once 'the pole star (four to 
six thousand years ;tgo) had several namr-s is AI Waid, 
"who is to be destroyed;" Thuban, "the subtile;" AI Dib, 
"the rtptile." .Other stars in Draco are Etanin, long ser
pent; G~.:imian, the.(lect"iver; El Athik, the fraudful; El 
Asieh,~ the humbled, the brought down ; 6ianser~ the 
punished enemy:· Draco evidently represents great evil: 
D-evil or Satan" who is to be vanquished. "In that da_y 
the Lord, with his great all'J''strong sword shall 'Jlunis'h 
leviathan the piercing se'Yent ; an.d he shall slay the 
dragon that is in the sea.' -Isaiah 27, -I. ,1-:;ai"h calls 
ppon the·peoplc to aing and rejoice when that day comes. 
In .t\p6-calyptic vi•.;ions John. saw a grea~ dragon whose 
'tail w~ drawn along a third of the stars of' the heavens. 
It stood. before a woman eager to devour her child as· 
SOQ.n as b6m, but the child was.cau{tht aw11y to God and 
to his throne; then a great voice of sonc was._ heard in 
~aven, bec~ause the a,dv~~sary was caat, down. These 
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refere~es ttJ 'the· Bible are given to illustrate the fact 
l~~at it ~ontains much that can, be understood only in the 
light of astroloty. 

Jove, Jupiter,•Jehc:wah, the saving one. In Medical 
Astrology, in the chart <Jf decumbiture, if Jupiter casts a 
favoring ray the~e is reason to believ'e the life of the 
aili~g one will be saved. 

• • 
Gemini might be considered as limited to tlfat which 

is within reach of the hands, while Sagittarius, being 
CQnnected with locomotive factors ~rovides an extension 
or variation, in expression a•d sensation, being' thus 
epabled to transport the body or traliel to relatively 
foreign places. It is identified with the reins, hips and 
thighs. Its zone includes the liver and it has much to 
do with the conditioft of the blood stream. It is notice
able that Sagittarians are susceptible to felons (paron
ychia,) or whitlow, abscesses, superations, septic inflam
mations, as well as injuries through horses and falls. As 
horses are di!;appearing we may expect the "winged 
Pegasus" to meet these experiences via air planes. It is 
noticeable that the first hero of aeronautics, "Lindy," 
has Sagittarius risinf. Bemg oppo!;ite to Gemini, the 
sign Sagittarius also is given to affections denoted by 
that siB"n, i.e., lung attd nerve troubles. • 

The bones ~dicated by this sig1l are: ilium, femur, 
coccygeal and sacral; muscles: iliopsoas, iliacus, pectin
zou_s, sartorius, rectus, extensor quadriceps, an4 Buttock 
glutli!US muscles; arteries are: ~ac~al, femorar and ex
ternal iliac ;• vein:;.: ili3f and verna sacWt. Diseas"e may 
manifest as entenc disorders,•sciatica, rheumatism, goul· 
~xalgia or dislocations oi hip joint, fi!Verish aiiments, 
blood <tisordera, cuts and wbund,s, lung, nerve and 'ioli
tional disturbances. •On the front cover of old almanacs 
will be.se~a St. George on a powerful horse, slayin~ a 
dragon with a wear, symbolizing the CjUrative proJ>erbes 
of medicine .in overcoming -disease. • 

This Jign gives t~dency to over activity: "t~ many 
irons in the fire" is frequent)~ one of their fa iii~~ •. thore
fore moderation and deliberate action are essenttal when 
ailing. The "rreat wide op~~ sgaces" is tlleir aphe~;. 
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the out-of-doors with sports, physi~al ,,eferdses and 
hiking. , 

Words describing •.:haracteristit.s fayor~ble for further 
development are: sincere, honest, fr.lnlf, just, generous, 
foresight, prophetic, perseveriqg, 'dependable, buoyant, 
genial, jovial, ho"eful, logical, charitabl.!. Words describ,7 
ing characteristics for correction are: boisterous, over 
confident, rash, changeable, blunt, bru!\(lue, aggres!!live, 
defiant, uncompromising, prodigal, intl~pendent, specula-< 
tive, sportive. 

Familiar sayings: "A sure shot,'' "A ~d sport,'' 
"Straight as an arrow," "Swift as an arrow,'' "A horse, 
a horse, my kingdom for a horse!" "Riding rou,.h shod:" 
"Kicking over the traces," "A white elephant,'' 'For he's 
a jolly good fellow," "Hail, fellow well met,'' "Only one 
string to his bow," "Taking a sporting chance,'' "Up t(\ 
the mark," "Hitting the hull's eye," "0! many a shaft, at 
random sent, finds mark the archer little meant." 

,, 
Words associated with Sagittarius are: Jove, Jehovah, 

Centaur, Centaurion, Pimpernal (herb,) Zephaniah (pro- . 
phet,) Adnachiel (angel of this angle,) Vega, Tf:rebel
lum, Archer, Bowman, Piercer, Chieron or Cheiroh, St. 
George, Swift, Orpheus, horsemalJ, victory, obelisk, AI 
Mugamra, Ara, CEdipus, Mara, Draco, Leviathll.n, AI 
Waid, TIJJiban, AI Dib, Rastaban, Etanit., Grumian, El 
Athik, El Asieh, Gi<1nser, Cadmus, Victor . 

• 
· Places•' representel b:f Sagittarius: highest placr.s in 

the lafld, hills, vround that risell higher dian the sur
rounding country, the topmost room tn a house, places 
near 'fire or where it has been. stables for war horses C\t" 
racers; also long, slim, pointed things as t.rrows, spears, 
S\'I'Ords, needles, obelisks, poles, .sticks, canes, rope, 
chisels, crowbars, drills, tooth picks, hat. pi:fs; lncense 
1;\urne~, harps,' ra~e horses. 
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CAPRICORN 

tapricoJll is ~ailed cardinal, movao1e, Jrop!cal, solsti
tial, earthly, feminiqe, 'cold, dry, nfelancnoly, southern, 
quadrupedal, ser,.ing, pegative, of short ascension. 

• The Sun appar1mtly transits Capricmn between De
cember 22nd and January 19th. It is ruled by Saturn, 
is th"e exaltationo0f Mars, the detriment of the ¥oon and 
\he fall of Jupiter." Capricorn in modern ast1oloP" is 
symbolized by a goat, but in ancient uranograph1es it 
Wi-S portrayed as half goat with th~ tail of a fish. 

Jn early religious history the goat "lfas a sacrificial 
animal, and to this day popular sayings like "He was the 
goat," and "the scape-goat," carry out the same idea of 
sacrifice. God comtflanded the children of Israel in 

1 Leviticus 9, 3: "Take ye a kid of the goat for a sin offer
ing." The goat was pictured as falling down, in the 
attitude o~ dying; one leg is doubled under the body, the 
head is droopiftg, but the body of the dying goat termin
ates in the body and tail of a vigorous fish. It is often 

·referred to as the fish-goat. It is interesting to r~call 
that the word Jesus means fish. This goat-fish symbol 
is associated with va,.ious biblical references: "Thus it 
is • written, and thus it behoved Christ fo suffer, and to 
rise from tbe dead the third day,Jhat repentance and 
remission of silts might be preache in His name among 
all nations."-Luke 24, 46-47. It is typical of goin' down 
and coming up,-resurrection. 

Pagan mythology teU.s the story that..Pan or Bllcchus, 
a divine personage, was feasring with other gods on the 
bank qf a river, when the fearful Typhon came 'upon 
them sudden!~ compelling lhem,to assume other shapes 
in order tq escape hitn. Bacchus took the form of a goat 
and pl\lnge~ into the stream, that part of his body wbich 
was under wattr assuming the form of a"fish. To com• 
mcmorate the event before 411 nations, 'Jupiter pla~d h~Il\ 

,in the heavens (zodiac) in his metamorph_osed _!lhape. 

The Philistines conneCted Dagon, the half-fish-g'od, 
with Cadricornus, and embodied it with the original idea. 
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~ . . 
Dagon means fruitfulness, fulfillment. Eusebius said 
that D~gon was the god of husbandry, tfJe' god:of see4s 
and harvest. Dagof• has been likened to Horus, a mc!ek 
and silent sufft:rer h:om whom Climes th~ horn of plenty, 
the cornucopia. Divide that word i'n'the middle, reverse 
the two parts and note how it. resembles Capricorn. 

The Babylonians connected the half-fish-god, Oannes, 
with Capricorn us. Berosus mentions Oannes as • half 
man an<\•half fish. In some of the a11cient pictures Oan .. 
!'les was a tall, dignified man standing inside a gt;eat fish 
with one hand upli,ted and the other holding a basket 
filled with treasure, fabled as arising out of the sea 'to 
teach the secrets of wistwm, especially thl! elements of 
civilization, culture and law, organizing them into a pros
perous commonwealth. 

This sign of the sea goat plainly represents the death 
of the lower mind and the birth of the spiritual. The • 
planet ruling Capricorn is the much. maligned Saturn, 
whose period of labor or revolution is thirty years, repre
senting Otle, who if he has received illur;ni~ation through 
experience, "commences his (Father's) work" under
standingly or seriously. . · 

In what was then the first deca8. of Capricorn i~ Sag
itta, a heavenly' arrow speeding to its aim. Its shooter 
is not visible but th& execution of which it is capable is 
shown by the dying goat. It has felled ethe goat but it 
speed~ on past as an agent of divine justice which kills 
out the wickedness of ignorance from the redeemed soul 
of- marr.' · .. 

The second decan shows•Aquila, the pierced and falling 
eagle!. Its principal star is ALTair meaning "the wounl
ed.'' The other three stars Jllad names wtfich;meant ·~the 
ttlorn," "the wounded ·heel," "the ~overed with blood." 
All these seem to be associated with· tl:te plomised 
Saviour's deat'n. "As an eagle stirretl- up her nest, 
flutterEth over he'r young, spreadeth abroa-:1 her wings, 

'taketh •them, beareth them on her wings, so the Lord, 
alone dill )ead him."-Deut. 32, II., "Ye h~•,.e seo~r\ what 
I did unto the Egyptians, and how I bare you on 'eagles' 
wings and brought you unto myself."...:....Exodu!; 19, 4. 
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The •lilrd dec;an "to this sign was a beautiful cluster of 
stars nltJlled ·.Delphinus or Dolphin, a vigoro.us fish 
aplringing upwil{d. The Dolphin was considered most 
sacred; its name was a~ociated wit!l Apdllo, because in 
the form of a dolp,hi'n" he showed the Creton colonists the 
way to Delphi, the celebrtted place in the Grecian world 
which was the s.~at of the famous oracle, hence the 
"!)elphian Oracles." When the physical or carnal mind 
is overcome, trl\nscended or transmuted, the spiritual 
mind springs up. 

From• an astronomical standpoin~ the Sun is seen to 
come yearly to the lower part of the great cross Clhthe 

$• 
T-1-o. 

wmter solstice in Capricorn \1 reaching its lowest point 
in southern declinati9n (23"27'), called "the grave," on 
December 22nd, remaining in that degree for three days, 
after which on December 25th it ascends out of "the 
grave," like a new birth or a resurrection. This coincides 
with the won:ls of Matthew in 12, 38: "Certain of the 
Scribes and oi the Pharisees answered, saying, Master, 
we would see a sign from thee." (12, 39) "But He,. an
"swered and said unto them, An evil and adulterous gen
eration" seeketh after# sign; and there shall be no sign 
given to it, but the sign of the prophet 1onas." (12, 40) 
"For :u; Jonas was th'ree days and three nights in the 
whale's belly, sp shall the Son of M~n be three days and 
three nights in the heart of the earth." (Cap'ricorn, an 
earthly sign.) Thus it is seen that the movem•nts of 
Osiris, the Sun, coincide with tl;je ~ory of the~death of 
Chris't and *he resurrection. At the birth of Ch!>ist on 
December 25th tlte Su-b. is in Capricon1, "the manger," 
the place where ~oats are kept, while at midnight the 
fi"'-st d<!gree of. Ltbra rise~ .on the eastern angle over
shadowed by the constellation Virgo, the virgin ; hence 
the Sun anQ, Christ are both said to be "born of a virgiri'." .. . 

Here are some other interesting items relating to thi:s 
sign, as food•for thought ana further research : Tll'e eros~ 
,was set up in Calvary (meaning place of ·a. skull,, grave 
yard (~.) The veihof the temple (zodiac) "\\aS rent in 
twain from tcip to bottom, from § to \1, so the + is 'set 
up; the ~ carried the cross to Golgotha (\1.) Lots were 
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cast and the garments divided into four p,arts. T-he robe 
withou~ a seam is the zodinc. "The eiutli did q,_;ake al)d 
the graves were opebed."-Matthew 27, ;t•52. ":F"or the 
angel (angle) •of the Lord desce-nded from heaven and 
rolled back the atone."-Matthew 28: 21 Capricorn rules 
stone, rock, primitive earth.,. lf10nasteries, convents, 
churches, also gates and hinged thin!JS, while the gre't 
south declination (23"27' S) was referred to as the great 
pit, lake of brim-atone or hell. Matthelt' 16, 18: "Thou 
are Pete( (petre or rock salt,) and upon this rock I wilt 
build my church; and the gates of hell shall not, prevail 
against it." Mark L6, 5: "And entering into the sepul
chre they saw a young man .... clothed in a long white 
JfclTment." The 0 entc!ring Vj marks the beginning 
(young) winter'season with its garments of white, cloth
inJ the rocks, stones or boulders, caves and other earthly 
thmgs with shiny, glistening garments so bright as to 
almost blind the eyes, as that angle (Vj) appears. Dark; 
ness spreads over the earth from December 22nd to 25th, ' 
as these are the shortest days of the year; in other words, 
the nights (darkness) predominate. 

V,Cords associated with this sign or its ruler: Messiah,. 
mediator, atoner, sexton, set, stone, priest, Winters, Cat
vary, Golgotha, St. Peter, Simon ,Peter, Petre, Church, 
Vatican, religio(l, cross, Gates, Groves, Graves, Golltt:s, 
Jan. Janus, Nahum, (prophet,) Naphtali (son of Jacob,) 
dock (herb,) AI Ttiir, Gedi, Gedi-Kidc (stape goat,) 
Dabih, Pa'n, Bacchus, Father Time, King Winter, Jack 
Frost, r cornucopia, Charon, Dionysius, Caper, Dolph, 
Adolph ..• • 

The•two word<>, catabolism a11,i m!iamorphosis, ade
quately describe decay, death and rebtrth, attributes of 
Caprit:orn, whiclt also signifies contraction, limitatio.,;, 
dry epidermis, nucleolatjon, l'nduration. 11he joints come 
under Capricorn's influence, parti~larly thQse of the 
knee and the patella bone, as well as the body sr.·ucture 
or skeleton gerlerally, as indicated by Saturn. Muscles 
jpdicitc!d are the patellar liga'ment and popl~eus. Nerve: 
tntemal•po_plit!'!al. .Artery: popliteal and a portion of the. 
external "iijac. Vems: external or short saphentms and 
theepopliteal. As Capricorn 'R-overns the epidermis, mor
bid action registers in skin diseases such as eczema, im-
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• petiJo. J'ruritqs,. uri;;caria ; falls. bruises and dislocations 
are md\Cllted, also hysteria, rheumatism and cold'\. Be
cau!ie of the fenpency of this sign wward depression, 
melancholia, desponpem.'Y, discontent, wo"rry and ner
vousness, special attention should be given to tragscend
ing these tendencies. Clieetful comr.ny and comfortable, 
CqJlfenial surroundings are helpfu . H~ting and stim
ulatmg foods are usually required as wdl.as those which 
are lll'Xative. A f•ir amount of physical exercise is bene-
ftt:ial. . 

Words describing characteristics ~r further develop
ment: dignity, prudence, cautiQn, reverence, prac~cal. 
thoughtful, particular, diplomatic, profound, positive, 
magnetic, ambitious, organizing, concentration, service. 
Words describing characteristics for correction: nervous, 
limited, conceited, jealous, selfish, discontented, capri
c\6us, suspicious, authoritative, Saturnine, gloomy, de

"pressed, avaricious, impatient. 

Familiar sa:rings: "Watching and waiting," "A 
watched pot never boils," "In a brown study," "They 
also serve who only stand and wait," "Procrastination 
is the tltief of time," "What is worth doing is worth do
ing ~ell," "It is alwaJIS darkest just before dawn," "No 
res\ for the wicked," "Y,etting his goat," ~·weak-kneed," 
"Of the'earth, earthly,' "From top to bottom," "The ini-
tiate must ri<te the goat." . 

Capricorn signifies such places as jails, cells, \'&ults, 
sepuh;hres, tombs, cemeteries, mcrguts, mortuar'ks, man
gers, goat-pins, corrals 1or barns where cattle arc, kept, 
barren and thorny• grou'hd, cellars, deep pits, dark holes, 
fr4)zen places, fallow groupd, dungeonf', conventst old 
churches, cave£t thick, darlC forests . . 

Things aoqle4 by Capricorn: ic~ chests; leather fdr 
harness, belts and shoes; logs, old. trees, .lumber, gates, 
hinges, door-kndckers, coffil\5, ashes, stones, tile, ~ment; 
lime, brick, mortar, plaster, tomb-stones, dirt, ice,~ snow, .. 
'frost, w)ndinJ sheets or grave clothes, brimstone, rock 
salt, goats, bon~s. slleletons,· knees, horns, quihce, hqn
lock, doc~. 
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= AQUARIUS 

' ' 

Aquarius i~:;; call«;d fixed, airy1 moist, ·sanguine, mascu-
line, human, scientific, electric,' se>ving, eloquent, intui
tive, of short ascension. 

The Sun ap~ars to transit through this sign between 
January 20th and February 18th. Aquarius is ruled by 
Uranus and is the detriment of the ~un. It is symbolize1 
by the fnan emptying a waterpot. (It is noticeable that 
in some of the zodjacs he holds a rod, branch 'or wand 
in one uplifted hand.) In some of the older zodiacs 
Aqu\rius is pictured as ·:t woman. This is interesting in 
connection wi~ the prevailin~ thought that this is the 
"woman's age" or era, associatmg the idea of the ascend
ancy of woman with the dawn of _a new era. The solar 
system is now at about the tenth degree of Pisces, !>y 
precession of the equinoxes, is receding toward the first 
degree of Pisces and, consequently, to the thirtieth de
gree of Aquarius, which, at the rate o( one degree in 
seventy-two years, it should actually contact in 10 x 72 
or 720 years. The interim is the "dawn" or the period 
of gestation, the birth taking place at about 720 + 1928 
or the year 2648. If we allow th«;. usual orb of inf!uence 
(12 degrees for the Sun,) then the influence began. to 
operate about fwo degrees ago, i.' e., 2 x 72 or 144 years 
ago,-at about the pme of our Declaratif')n Jf Independ
ence (freedom of a nation,) an epoch making event. It 
is recllled that in America Edison developed the incan
descent light and the practical use of electricity; Ford 
developed the automobile and tractor; . the Wright 
brothhs develOJ:ed the ai~lane1 For<est perfected the 
features which made posk1ble a radio in every home. 
Eacli of these innovations 11Jlt.d by Uranus are h«alds of 
the airy, Aquarian age which will have- a duration of 
about 2,160 years. 

· Alw~ys assocult.e<l With Aquarius is 'lhe urn, or the 
~upbearer. The Hebrew name for Aquariu~ was Delphi, 
or "waler urn,v signifying a pouring out or baptism, re-· 
Ia ted to' z.tonement, the risen, Suril or Soh, thtl living 
wa'ter, spirit. Ganymedes of the Greeks was carried off 
t'? Olympus by an eagle to be a cupbear~r. Olympus is 
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.the hea,.t~ns w ~>tci. where dwelt twelve of the higher 
gods. 'l'JI.is means that he wa! to be the di1tribqtor of 
wad:rs between ly:aven and earth; hence the connection 
with the myth of Mty Olympus in Tbessal], Greece. In 
Biochemistry AquJnUs is the distributor of water and 
gases throughout the micrpc:osmic man. Aquarius is an 
ai5-water sign, the• waters on the earth being lifted in 
vapor to the air. This work is the office of Aquarius, 
providing the liqujd in air which we breathe and in which 
t~e lungs are bathetl (baptised,) thereby prov'1.11g our 
salvation for otherwise they would Quickly dry and burn 
up .• 

':('his is one of four fixed signs constituting the Cher
ubim mentioned in the scriptures, i. e., tS'b\. 111. =. It is 
believed that it corresponds with Jacob's son, Reuben, 
whom be calls his first- burn, as Aquarius is the first sign 
enl:ountered after the resurrection, signified by Capricorn. 
''Unstable as water, thou shalt not excel; because thou 
went est up to thy father's ("') bed; then defiledst thou 
it; he went up t" my couch."-Genesis 49, 4. This refers 
to the January thaw; Capricorn is the father just as 
Saturn is referred to as "Father Time;" the couch is the 
bed of .snow. When the Sun goes into Aquarius the 
thaw turns (defiles) ~e snowy bed into rivulets (=.) 
Aquarius is also associited with the Greek 1 ean Baptiste 
(water gate,) or John, the Baptist. In a Hindu zodiac: 
Aquarius is pic:wred with a head set• on a sort ,of couch. 

The waters poured by •the heavenly man are the 
"watt'IS of life;" the beneficence oi. fr,sh, sparkli!1g water 
to parched ~an kind on .earth is beyond compare; 4ying 
life recovers, stretfgth feturns. perishing' Nature revives 
a~td nevr delights are awak;:ned.. "If anx man thirst, let 
him come unto,Me, and drmk:."-John 7, 37. In the star 
map we see a large st.ream flowing from the urn; it flows 
eastwar4 al\..t westward and enlarges as it proceeds, whiYe 
a large fish, (fisiJ representing multitudes) .Pisc:is Austral
is or Austrinus, eagerly drinks. The symbol~~ of 
Aquarius is, therefore, very beautiful in both its ssoteric• 
"and ex~eric{sense, iJ!dic:ating air-water as• necessary to · 
the needs o •physical man: and assurance ol spintpal 
supply teo regenerate man. 
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'" 
In the first dccan was The Southern Fich, Piseis Aus-. 

tralis ,or Austrinus. In •the second dee~n, Pegasus, a 
great horse rushing forward with h11ge· wings at' his 
shoulders. Ih the 'Noetic, Peg£ means chief; sus means 
swift as a horse coming or returping.• It was sometimes 
referred to as "the horse of the gushing fountain." The 
associated idea, was a chief coming Mrth in victory with 
good tidings, with blessings ; hence we find Aquarians 
very humane. The stars in this constdlation are Mark
ab, "th' returning;" Scheat, "he w&o goeth and returti
eth ;" En if, "the branch;" AI Genib, "who carr~es; Ho
man, "the waten ;"'-Matar, "who causeth plenteous 0\'er
ftow." The third decan i: that of a beautiful swan, which, 
though injured, circles and mounts the' Milky Way.; it 
lies in the midst of the great Galactic Stream of nebulous 
stars. The principal stars in it form a beautiful cross. 
The swan was a sacred creatur~· of matchless beauty. 
purity, dignity and grace, bearing aloft a cross and cir-, 
cling over "the waters of life" (= ;) hence, our modern 
though sad, "The Song of the Dying Swan." Its bright
est stars are Deneb, "the Lord Judge ttJ come;" Azel, 
"who goes and returns;" Fafoge, "glorious, shining 
forth;" Sadr, "who returns in a circle;" Adige, "flying 
swiftly;" Arided, "he shall come down." 

Words assooiated with Aquarius are The Cup, urn, 
water ewer, water pot, Delee, the Water Bllcket: Gany
medes, Waterman, }'ean Baptiste, John t~ Baptist, swan, 
Ganesha, 'Pegasus, fountain, Bellerophon, Pega, Pacha, 
chief, •Cygnus, Cygni, Habakkuk (prophet,) Matthew 
(apostle;,.) Reuben (.-on-of Jacob,) Cambiel 'angel ~f the 
angle~ The curative plant is c\lled pragonwort. An
thon, interpreting Ganymedes (Aquarius) of the Greeks, 
says,. "His beini the cup bearer means that he 'lfaS the 
distributor of the waters between the heilven and earth, 
and consequently, a distinct persontfication of that attri
bute of Jehovah which is signified by dtoa tpitl!et Plu
vius." 
• • • • • • • Aquarius rules the calves and ankles; tib1a and fibula. 
Soleus, tastrocnemius, tendo Achillis, tibialis anti,.cus and • 
personaeus. tertius are the .mqscld involved, also the 
tibi\1 artery and the internal saphenous vein. Aquarius 
inclines to falls, sprained, broken or s~ollen ankles, 
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anzmia,. ~asmodic' and nervous diseases, blood poison-
•ing, hay ~ever',, i\eart weakness. cramps. 

. As Aquariu; ~tas muCjh to do with the>, water in the 
blood stream, the bl~od should be kept in good condition 
and any sign of i~purlty given prompt remedial atten
tion. Fresh air, good water, with plenty of vegetables 
arfd fruit are neceslary, as well as music 'tlnd harmonious 
surroundings. Brain and blood building foods are re
q,uireCl, but stimutan~s and fat or greasy foods should be 
avoided. The eyes should be given proper care~ 

• 
F.amiliar sayings: "I love not man \he less, but Nature 

more." -Byrol} ; "A stran~er i11 a strange land ;'"• "It 
ne"er rains, but it pours;' "On the water wagon." It 
was no doubt Aquarians to whom the following verses 
refer: 

, "The proper science and subject for man's contempla
"tion is man himself."-Charron. 

"Man is his I}Wn star, and the soul that can render an 
honest and a perfect man, commands all light."-John 
Fletcher . . 

"Wt: -are coming we, the young men, 
Strong of heart and millions strong; 
We shall work where you have triflc!d, 
Cleanse the temple, right the wrqng, 
Till the land' our fathers visioned 
Shall be spread before our ken, 
We are through with politicians; 
GiTe us A<~AN! Give u~ MEN f" ...!.Arthur Guiterman. 

"Man is all sy1n~etri!, 
• Full of proportions, one Jimb to anotl:>.er, 

And "to all tlte world besr<ies; 
Each part may can the farthe~t. brother; 
For )jea4.with foot hath private amitie, 
And both with moon and tides." --Herbert. . . . 

"I,.imited itr his nature, infinite in his desires, Man is• 
a fallen god who remembers the heavens/'.-La~artine. , 

"Before man made us t'ltu!ens, . • 
Great Nature made us men.'' -Lowell. 
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• 
"God gave us an upright countenance to s.:~rvey the 

heaven;;, and to look upwi).rd to the star~.';'-O~id. 

"Men at sone tirqe are masteljS of their fates: 
The fault, dear Brutus, is not iu·our stars, 
But in ourselves, that we are undt"rlings." 

~-Shakespeare. 

"His life was gentle, and the elements 
So m4xed in him that Nature might' stand up, 
And' say to all the world, This was a man!" 

-Shakespeare. 

Words describing cha•acteristics for fu.-ther develop
ment: leader, ·truth seeker, scientist, sincere, earnest, 
refined, humane, co-operative, sociable, service, consider
ate, unbiased, patient, steady, in;!.'entive, philosophical, 
intuitive, pleasant, progressive, cosmopolitan. Wor<is 
describing characteristics for correction: radical, scat
tered, irrational, skeptical, anxious, agnostic, sentimental, 
gullible, easily imposed upon with "har4 luck" stories. 

P.laces indicat~ by Aquarius and Uranus: hilly and 
uneven places wliere rivulets run, near springs or con
duits, vineyards, roofs of houses, e;.ves, highways. Things 
indicated are ,cups, vases, buckets, pitchers, smoke, 
~team, vapor, rain, liquid air, ferries, bridges (especially 
suspension,) railw:ws, roundhouses (raiJro<.d,) automo
biles, sprinkling wagons, buses, airplanes, airships, air
ports.,. hangars, gas, gasoline or electric motors, dyna
mos, ·teh::phone ce~tra}s, telegraph offices, radio sets, 
broadr.asting stations, electric pqwer houser.., hydni-elec
tric power hou:!es, garages, bat.:eries~ sleds, steps. lad
ders,, stairways, fibrous things, wool, fleece, hair. 
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' * · PISCE!) * 
Pisces is called' fle;v:ed, •common, w.1tery,- cold, moist, 

fruitful, lymphatic, .jeminine, negative, psychic, emotion
al, inspirational, bicorporal, of short ascension, servin~, 
soljJ:hern, (i. e., Sun•is in south declinatioe when in thts 
sign, in fact, it is south from Libra around to Aries as 
can be•seen by trac~ng its declination through an ~phem
eris from month to mtmth.) 

• The Sun appears to transit Pisces lletween February 
19th "and March 20th, annually. \t is ruled by Neptuhe, 
is the exaltation of Venus (Neptune's octa,ve,) and the 
detriment of Mercury. (Read chapter on "Octaves" in 
preceding pages of Part V.) 

Risces is pictured by two fishes, one headed toward 
t~e north, the other parallel with the path of the Sun. 
They are some distance apart but bound together with 
an undulating ba'hd which falls upon the neck of Cetus 
and under the leg of the Lamb. In Arabic, Greek, He
brtw, Latin and English the name of this sign means 
fishes. In Syriac it is Nuno, "the prolonged or lengthen
ed fishes." This is int~esting in connection with the 
scriplures where Jesus fe .. the multitude with five loaves 
and two fi~shes., and twelve basketfuls ~ere left. (Mark 
6, 38-41-43) It is 'noticeable that all miracles of '!supply 
relate to water and fish. (See John 2, 1-11; Luke 5.,4; 
Matthew 15, 33; Matthew 18, Z7; John 21, 6. ihese 
refer to water c~nverted into wine; ~ete\-'s net filled wjth 
an immense draught.of fi5j.1; five thousand·•men besides 
women and children fed with l<t.lves and two fishes; ,a 
fish 'urnis~ing tribute money I' a great haul tof fish. Man 
is born in water Jnd after birtFI is dependent upon the 
water in the air to prolong his life. The two lungs, like 
fish, must •be: tot•stantly bathed in water; .air carries 
water to the lunas. In the Hebrew l<inguage Je~us 
means fish. • • 

'fhe relation of Venu~ and Nf:ptune has alread:r been 
1 

noted in the chapl:er on "Octaves" and in mythology we 
fiRd them rel'ated. It is said that one day when Venus 
and. Cupid were playing on the OO,Ok! of the Eflphr#es 
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they were surpri~ed by the giant Ty~hon. '!."'! ~void the 
monster, they plunged into the river ane,l, 'Y''ere saved (by 
water~ by being transf'vrmed into fish.!s, vi'h~reupon 
Minerva, the goddess of wisdom id!'ntlfied with the 
Greek Athena, pat'roness of ares w'10se attributes were 
the serpent, owl and egis (.egis\ shie1d) placed the two 
fishes among the stars (zodia-:.) Cupid is not Neptune, 
but was the g';'d of love, an attributt. of Venus, and t"te 
connectionism the idea that Venus (ordinary love) was 
saved, transformed, transcended thro·Jgh the elements 
of Neptune,-water. Neptune rep'l'esents spiritual lo"e 
and higher art. 

'L'he first decan is the constellation named, "the band," 
the ancient name being"'AI Risha, the ban'a or bridle. By 
this band, and the fish being bound together, they c;)in· 
cided with the idea of limitation or restriction, indicated 
by Pisces as the twelfth sign. 'The band is in contact 
with Cetus, referred to as Leviathan, Dragon, Serpe'nt, 
Satan, Devil. (See "Twelfth House" pages 34 and 395.) 
The band is also in contact with the Lamb who is above 
Cetus. (See star map.) Tn scriptures the Lamb is the 
Redeemer or Saviour. 

• 
The second decan i;; the constellation Cepheus, the 

figure of a king seated in repose i.n the attitude of'power 
with one foot,.on the pole star; as in one hand he h~Jids 
aloft a sceptre or branch, in the other he gmsps the 
ribbons, thereby •showing its relat;~1'lship to Pisces 
through' the bands or ribbons. On his head is set a 
crown of seven stars. The star in the right shoulder is 
AI J;)eQ!min meanjJig ;·quickly returning." In the girdle 
is 1\.l Phirk meaning "the Redeemer." ln. the lett knee 
is another whose name mear\s "the Shepherd." The 
Egyptian name for this royal figure was Pekuhor, "the 
Ruler that cometh." Cepi)eus means "~1-Je royal Branch. 
the King." 

The north fish reaches right over into tli~ th'trd decan 
.:,, constellattol'! Andromeda, a wotnan in chains, but the 
chait1s broken. The name means "man-ruler," coinciding 
with .the idea that wom'an will break all bo •• ds of pa!i't 
limitafiqns and take over the reim of govt.rnm-.:nt. Man 
""as the first ruler, woman will be the last; "The first 
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•• . - . 
shall be ta~t a~d ~he Jast shall'be first." (This fish is go

"ing to tlfe lap of the unbout!d woman.) Fish~ are 
associated witH JiUltitudes, as schoofs of ~sh, hosts of 
people. In mytlio!OID' !\ndromed~ 'was promised to 
Phineus it'l marria,ge, much to her dislike. Neptune, 
resentful ~t Cassiopeia~ <'}ndromeda's mother, at the 
imj,tance of Juno (jupiter's consort) sent. a flood and a 
sea monster (Cetus) to ravage the country; the god 
would- be appease!~~ only when Andromeda was 4ihained 
toea rock near Joppa tn Palestine and exposed to )be sea 
monster, ~ut Perseus, returning from victorious conquest 
of the Gorgon!>, rescued her and mad~ her his bride. . . 

Knowing thit Pisces represents a body .of water, we 
now" follow the idea that Capricorn represents death, 
Aquarius a ferry, Pisces the waters of Styx, Saturn 
(Charon) ferrying the dead over to Aries, the region of 
wa.rmth, light, resurrection,-the exaltation of the Sun. 
'l'he elephant (U) mask worn by Charon indicates ben
evolent malevolence, that is, good in the ultimate, or 
whatever IS is right, "is" being used in its cosmic sense, 
as through darkness we comprehend life, through death 
Wf. are born into light; all wonderful promises engrossetl 
in the sky. In this sign Christ is' biblically represented 
as goin~ over the wate~ to rising ground or mount-ains 
(T,)• to supply (feed) tJv: multitude on twtl fishes, after 
which there still remained twelve (signs) basketfuls. - -

The followtng verse IS assoc1atea w1tn tne spmtual 
meaning of Pisces: "Ye which have followed me, in•the 
regeneration when the Son of man cha~ sit in the ""rone 
of his ff.ory,. y1 also shall sit upon twelve thrones, judg
ing the twelve trib~ of 1srael.'~-Matthew 19, 28. See 
CeP.heus in the star map seated in the cen1er (gtory)•of 
the hlestial circlr,surrounded'by twelve thrones orsjgns 
Two thousand years ago the solar sJstem was just entet,· • 
ing the si$n,•fi!ices, having precessed or crossed l +) 
from Aries, thf burnt offering sign, and coiAcidently ~ 
have Jesus (fish,, Christ (c5ossed,) h~elve fisher!ntn 
(of men) apos(Jes, and many beautiful an4 signi~cant 
reierences which seem aptly to bear out the '\vise state-
ment. "As"'abo~~. so bllow.~ • 
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The feet and toes come under th'e domain· '.y Pisces 
which is also said to be a,.plastic, lymphatic, h1N11id, tor
pid and cold-blooa~d (fish-like) sign. It- is pro'ductive 
of much muws an.(i phlegm and h~s a' softening or re
laxing effect upon the tissues. It~ 'principal tones are: 
tarsus, metatarsus and phalange!.. Muscles at'! the ab
ductors, extensors and flexors of the. toes. Arteries in
dicated are t ti sal, metatarsal and the plantars. The 
veins are those of the feet. Physical disturbances mani
fest through deformities of feet and toes, bunions, gou•, 
colds contracted because of wet or chilled feet, mucus 
discharges, dropsy, glandular softening, defluxion of 
hu111,ors, lung trouble, bowel troubles; danger through 
contagious diseases and through the use uf drugs . 

• 
As the recuperative power may be weak, attention to 

the rules of hygiene, diet and sanitation is necessary. 
There may be a tendency to take tt>o much liquid; stim
ulating beverages should be avoided. It is said that tne 
dandelion is very beneficial because of its tonic effect. 

Words describing desirable charactcri!.tics for further 
cultivation: inspiration, idealism, concentration, hospit
alr.y, service, peace, re~nement, purity, perception, psy· 
chometry, order, method. 

•' 
Words describing undesirable characteristics for cor

rection: negative, diffident, drea'my, lethargic, eareless, 
indolent, indecisivo-: easy-going, improv~4en't, apologetic, 
submissi've, variable, self-depreciation, inferiority com
plex,,timidity, sensitiveness. self-pity, loyalty, critical of 
the ~hG#t-comings (lr 9eficiencies of others. 

' Familiar say.i.ngs associated "\lith ~isces are "Follow 
me and I will make you fr:;hers of men," "Like a fish out 
of water," "O~·er the bounding main," "A daur.hter 'o)f 
Neptune," "Poor Fish)" "li. fish story," '~Ships that pass 
;n the night," "Men that go down to the sc;a in ships," 
"Twenty-thousand leagues under the sea·." '· '· 

'-
"One ship sails east, another sails.west 
With the self-same winds that blow; 
'Tis not the gale, but the set of tile sa,il 
'.Vhich determines the way they go." ' 

-Ella Wheeler Wilcox 
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• Word~ 'ass~cieted with Pisces are Fish, Barchiel 
(angel of•the atlgle,) Ephraim Cson of. Israel,) Jeol" (pro
phet) the yourigt~tr James (apostle,) Nuno,.Picot, Okda, 
AI Samac~ Sethites,•Shefnites, Cephe~s. AI Deramin, AI 
Phirk, PeHuhor, AadroJVeda, Piscina: holy water usually 
found in ithe vestibules t~f Roman Catholic churches 
wijose adherents ~bserve fish day-Friday, ruled by 
Venus, octave of Neptune-as a holy day. Aphrodite, 
identified with thtt Phrenician "Astarte" and the .Roman 
"Venus" was fabled "as being born of the foam •of the 
sea; Robinson Crusoe and his man "FJiday." (Friday is 
rulesJ by Venus.) 

PJaces indic;ted by Pisces and Neptune' oceans, fish
ing places, fish ponds, fish canneries, grounds overflowed 
with water especially water from the sea or a lake; 
damp, wet, boggy plales; places formerly under water 
buf made into new land by filling; oil fields, oil tanks, 
~piritualistic churches, seances and "materializing cir
cles." It indicates such things as fish, fish nets, fishing 
boats, aquarium!;, submarines, deep sea divers; the feet 
and toes. 
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UNIVERSE MA~ER~ , 

Copemleus (Dr Koppernigk), Nicolaus: bofn on FebruarJr'l9tb, 
1473, at 'l'horli (thea In Poland.)" Attrnded the •Jnlveralty of 
Cracow, studying mathematical science and devotln#' spare time 
to painting. At the age of twenty·th•ee be' proceeded\;to Bologna, 
attending the lectures of Domlnleo Marla Novarra, professor of 
aatronomy. He ~l~o spent some years at I'adua where he applied 
hliiJIIelf to the study of medicine, taking the degree of doctor In 
1499. In the year 1500, at Rome, be enJofed the frlendl;blp of 
Reglomootanus (Johann Mullt'r;), a greet. astrologer who was of!\'n
cated af Leipzig, studied mathematics at VIenna ntld- accompa ed 
Cardinal Bessarlon to Rome, where Beza gave him turO.er lnstr\Je
tloos to Greek llteraf.Jre, which enabled him to complete a, new 
abrl1lgment In Latin of the "Almagest" of Ptolemy. Reglomoo· 
tanua returned to Rome al the Invitation of Slxtua IV, who em· 
ployed him In the reformation of the calendar 

Ria wide researches gave Copernicus the material Jor comptll(o6 
a logical treatise entitled. "De Orbluw Callestlum Revolutlonlbua 
Llbrl VI.," a work which occupied him between 1507 and 1530, 
and which It, will be seen, embraces the malo theory of Pythal!\>r,
ean astrologers, although all works of preceding masters contrib
uted valuable matter which he skillfully chose or discarded aa 
needed· to conform with hla own Ideas of a ,rational, workable 
sptem . 

.Uowever, It was not until just before he died on May 24, 154,'4, 
(at the age of seventy) tlrat he saw the fruita of hie labors In 
published form. In those days It tool!: brave men to lfromulpte 
a new Idea. Att!lr finishing his trea'i:lae In 1530 he delay~ Its 
publication near\:r thirteen :rears bel-"g content to deter the pop
alar outcry wblch Inevitably would occur against lllm(wblch, aa 
sponsor of troths hltl•-~rto unknown to sclence~nc:r- as an asaallant 
ot tlm&-hboored dogmatism, he moat endure. He waa not excom
municated on account of It! In tact, his work became the l)aala 
ot thl! p~esent da:r system of astronomy, just as the Tetrablbloa of 
Ptol~1" became the llasls of present day astrology. 0cc'l8'onall:r 
we Itect someone not very well Informed on theo hlstor:r and de
velopment ot astrology and the chkracte• ot Ita sponsors, who 
claims with a loud voice thllt the Copernican theory "exploded 
aatr'olog:r," whtct\ shows they dq, not understand that the tua:!a· 
mentala of aatrology are baaed upon the lnll..-e ot the planets 
and are not dependent upon a theory pf whether the planets go 

•around the Sun or the Sun around the plnnets. ChQilglng of man's 
theory does no1 change the established lnftumee • ot the planets. 

, and nativities are calculated In nccordanq! with present-da:r 
aat•odomlcal rules. • The ao-call&d "erploalon" ob~lterati!(J the then 
prevaiJ.!ng theory ot aatronomy,-not astrology. 
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tiME FACTORS 

The following' expla nptions will r,ive ..-J idea of the 
time-meatre distinhions and define why one sort of 
time, rat er than '!mother, is used in astrology, in order 
that calc lations m;.Y be U'tilized which synchronize with 
Nillture's movements. 

' • There are four'kiqds of time: astronomical, arvparent, 
mean and sidereal, (Standard time is treated separately.) 
but thet~ are only two measures of,time and these are 
called the Mean Scale and the Sidereal Scale. 

Astronomical Time is measured from midnight to mid
night since January 1st, 1925. Prior to that the astro
nomical day began at noon. The astronomical day is 
reckoned as 24 hours continuously, therefore no A. M. or 

.P. M. is mentioned. For instance when a civil clock 
shows II p. m. the astronomical time is 23 o'clock. This 
time is measured on the mean time scale. However, it 
is not employed in the erection of horoscopes. 

Apparent Time or apparent Solar time: (The word 
appartJft is here undqstood to mean clearly perceived 
or perceivable, evident, obvious, manifest.) At the middle 
of ever!> day at every place on earth the Sun will reach 
its meridian.• T)le moment of this c1t!mination is known 
as apparent no~n. The interval of time beh~een two 
successive apparent noons is an apparent Solar day, The 
Sun moves daily at a rate varyipg between s,.: 10" to 
I" 1' t I". Although the apparent Sobr day is a n'ltural 
day, its varying dalraticn renders it uns11itable for civil 
purposes, hence it is not used for clock time. As ,it is 
al\vays \anger than a sidereal day it is not' used for erect-
ing horoscopes. 1 ' 

Mean • Ti~e, • mean Solar time, civil ti\lle, true local 
time: Because, as seen by the foregoipg paragra9h, an • 
apparent Sol<lr day is not of uniform duration, the Mea • 
has been conceived of using an imaginll'ry me<111 Sun 
which i!¥'assumed to mov~ at the uniform rate .ot 59' 8", 
this being the average mohon of the apparent Sun. Wh~n 
this meiln' Sun reaches the meridian of any place it i~ 
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mean ~10on. The interval between any twn s.uccessive 
mean noons is always the same and !s kpqwn ·a:: a mean 
Solar day. In other WG>rds, it is 'simply ail' ;tverage 
apparent day, but ·because of its unifol'nity is suitable 
for civil time Meastlrement. It i<:; nothing but dock time, 
that is, Mean local clock time. It has,become \mown by 
various names: A mean Solar da:9, mean time, Ci,ivil time, 
mean local time. Its duration is uniformly 23 hrs. ~9 
mins. 60 sec. or 24 hours, and constitutes the civil day 
beginning at midnight. The 12 hour~ before noott are 
called A: M. (antemeridian), and the 12 hours after meal1 
noon are P. M. or postmeridian. (Note: Wheq: Stand
ard time is used, as ~n the U. S., it is necessary to redpce 
the Standard time to terms of the Mean local time for 
place of birth in horoscope work.) As tlie mean Sqlar 
day is always Iunger than a sidereal day by approximate
ly 3 minutes 55.91 seconds, the Mean local time of birth 
is always changed to terms of Sidueal time for erecting 
horoscopes. 

Sidereal Time 

Sidereal Time: Expressed in hours, minutes and 
seconds at any moment is the angular distance of the 
first point of Aries from the meridian of any place. Right' 
Ascension of the Meridian (R. A.,M.) is practica1ly the 
same thing but is expressed in oegrees and minutes, 
instead of hour~·. minutes and seconds. Sidereal ·time is 
that shown by an .11stronomical clock ~hich indicates 
twenty-four hours in 23 hours 56 minutes 4.090 seconds 
of Mean Solar time ~hich is civil or ordinary clock time, 
regard'lesi of Standard time. Sidereal time therefore 
increases over Mean time at the rate of approximately 
3' 55.91" seconds· per day and is c'·untel straight through 
from 0 hr. 0 min. to 24 hr!;. 0 min. without considering 
A. M: or P. M. ·as with civil Uocks. The;_ Sidereal time 
at noon for any place i.s shown daily in the ephemeris. 
From the fact that Sidereal time is' the mea~l'rement of 
the angular di:;tance of Aries 0" from the meriCtian of 
o.ny pl<!fe, it is rea(lily seen th~t Sidereal t:me is in reality 
pstroiogical time; hence the mean, mean Solar, civil or 
ordinar:r clock· time of birth is always converted into · 
terms of Sidereal time for horoscopal purposes. ' 
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CoP.:ection to Sidereal Time 
• 

BeoaUse, $ before stated,- Sider~al time advances or 
increases at the rate of approximately fgur minutes per 
day, (~fer to SiC:orea1 time in an" ephemeris and note 
how it vances trom noon on one day after another until 
in 365 ys it has gone ~uough the 24 hours and begins 
at 0 hours again ·on or about March 2-tst each year.) a 
correction to it should be made at the rate of 10 seconds 
to 6e added for •evlj.ry hour that birth occurs after noon; 

·subtracted from it tf born before noon. If a "l'llidnight" 
type of Ephemeris is used the ._orrection is for the 
amount of time birth occurred after midnight. • 

Correction to Sidereal Time for :Longitude 

Another factor n"cessary to consider in an effort 
towards accuracy is a correction to S. T. for the long
Itude of any place in question. 

Change the.longitude into time by multiplying it by 
4 minutes, and divide the product by 60 minutes (to get 
hours and minutes) or 60 seconds if less than 15 de!fofees 

'from Greenwich, and get minutes and seconds: the an
swer is the time dis~nce from Greenwich. For every 
heur of this time allow 10 seconds, ana. for parts of an 
hour in proportion. • 

See "Table ot Correction to Sidereal Time," page 64. 

If the longitude of the place cis ust, (of Greenwich) 
subtract IO•seconds for: every hour eastJ from the S. T. 
at noon. 

' • • If the place \s west longttude, add 10 seconds for every 
hour west, to the S .• T. · 

:This-correction applies in the same l-)ay to SidereaJ
Time in a "f<4idnight" ephemeris. 

, . 
A sp~cial s:olumn Js devoted to Sidereal' time- at noon 

daily it1 all ephemerides (pronounced ef' i ~er' i doez) 
except the midnight ephemeris, in hours and minutes of 
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.. 
the Mean time scale. Cln some of tile v.uy old ephem
erides t;he Sidereal time was given in a%'paront, time, 
consequently an "eql!ation of time" was ~hen necessary.) 

The foregoing explanatory remarks ."tre give\ for the 
benefit of those students who .are desirous of i=nowing 
the different kinps of time in use, an~ which kinds ar~ 
used in astrology. Mean time and Sidereal time are the 
principal factors. However, if at this moment the 'stu
dent feelf" he does not entirely comprehend these various" 
times he need feel no concern about the matte111 as the 
remarks are explanaflory only. The instructions for us
ing Sidereal ti.ne and M~an time (local clqck time) are 
simple and are 1ppropriately applied in various previons 
chapters and examples. 

Standard Time 

However there is a factor which must be considered 
for all horoscope work and that is the difference between 
Standard time and Mean local time. In !>".:>me cases the 
difference between these two amounts to half an hour. 
Unless Standard time is ~onverted into Mean local time, · 
(the time used astrologically) errors will occur -iG the 
signs and degrees occupying the twHve houses in a harp
scope. As you ltave already learn6d that a degree. of the. 
zodiac crosses the midheaven every four min.utes, in the 
half hour Jll.entioned !bove the discrepanc.f'would amount 
to seven and one-half degrees error which might cause 
the ~n~ sign to be placed on the ascendant and make 
the chart misleading! I\ would be well forJhe student 
to spend all the \ime necessary to, understan the princi
ples of the use of Standard time and how to convert it 
into Mean local t:ime for astrological uses. StandaQi time" 
is the common clock time in 'use in the U.tS. Except in 
thpse places which are right on the ·center of ~ standard 
time zone, where clock time and Mean loc~l 'ttme"· corre
spond, all other"places will need a correction from their 
clock•titne ta Mean local time!. That is, Vl-hl!n a birth is 
s\ated iq clock time that clock time must be_ignored and . 
the equi~lent' Mean local time used in the •calc6lations 
for erecting the horoscope. ' · -
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Summary 

For a"strological purposes the ent1re matter concerning 
the kin~s and ihe.measures of tim~ rna)"' be summarized 
as follo.rs: 

Stan~ard Time as us~d in the United States, Canada 
•and Mexico, is the term employed to 'llesignate that all 
thtlo clocks in e~ch time zone register the same time, re-

egardless of whether a place is east or west of ~he center 
of a zone. Standard time is therefore an artificial method 
of tim~ and for horoscopal work thtt standard time should 
a1ways be changed to Mean time, sometimes calle4 local 
mean time, 'mean Solar time~ civil time, or true local 
dme; all of which titles are intended \o designate the 
real time of a place as distinguished from its standard or 
artificial clock time. • The birth time given for horoscope 
work should always be reduced to this mean time which 

"is then changed into Sidereal Time to determine the S. T. 
at birth. See page 67 for rule converting Standard time 
into mean ti~e; pages 63, 64 for making corrections to 
Sidereal time. 
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SIDEREAL TIME 

anl:l the 

Midnight Ep~tem-:ris 

A civil day is measured from midnight to nc!-.'d mid
night by two rellolutions on our comtnon clocks of 12 
hours. · 

An astronomical day was formeriy measured from· 
noon to noon by an astronomical clock having 24 hours 
marked on its dial, eo register one complete revolutiQ.fl 
of the- Earth on its axis. 

This Sidereal •Time clock was set at the moment a 
Vernal Equinox, that is, when the Sun reaches the zodia
cal sign Aries, o• 00' 00", the hands of the clock are set 
at 0 H 0 M 0 S noon. When the sun arrives at mid
heaven next day, due to Earth's revolution, the hands 
of the clock have traversed over the entire 24 hours, but 
as the Sun has traveled one degree, app<~.rently, in its 
orbit, the Earth must turn one degree more before Sun 
is actually on midheaven again. This turn requires ap
proximately 4 minutes, cotisequently the clock sho~s 0 H 
04 M, or 4 minutes more than 24 ,hours for the Sun's 
culmination. 0Q the following day it registers 0 H, 8 M 
at Sun's culmination, and so ·on each day the cloc;c reg
isters approximately <: minutes later until t.he "next entry 
of Sun into'' Aries one year later. 

Thus' at. this rate each month during the year the 
clock's hands register'2 h'ours more past o•.()Q: :00" noon, 
when the Sun culminates at civil 1100n .• Referring to an 
Ephemeris, which gives S. T. for every day in the year, 
we fin(!, for instt..nce, that on•September 1st, 19JO, at' 
civil noon anywhere, S. T.., as ~hown !>Y the1'astronomical 

' • Beginning with January 1st, In the 1925 Issue; th'e Al!.erlcan 
NII,Utlcal Alman!lc, Issued by the Government, he",n to quote S. T. 
tor mld,pl~ht, Instead or noon as fnrmerly. Since tt>en an astro
nd.nleal day Is rE"Ckoned from midnight to midnight a11 Is the clYII 
dsy. 

Soll)e ot th~ newer Ephemerides' QU\lte S. T. tor ·midnight, but 
mainly It Is quoted tor noon and because ot almpllclty t-utbooka 
use It tor nooD. 
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clock, ,s•l(j l,I, 39M, OS Sat which time it is shown that 
the Sul?,is in. Virgo 8" 09' 15,". Reference to ar>y T. of 
H. w(ll soow V.:irgo 8" on the Midh'eaven at that S. T. 

~ • 'j 

• J 

!How Ta tTse Midnight Sidereal Time 
' . , 

To e11ect a chart by an Ephemeris wl}ich quotes S. T 
and planets' places at midnight: 

Simply change tl!e midnight S. T. to noon by adding 
12 H, flus 2 M (or 120 S) correction for the 12 hours 
el;tpsed, and append the correcti~ for distance from 
Greenwich apd the correctionJor amount of timerborn 
bc;fote or after noon. When thus pro_vided with the 
cdrrected S. T. at noon add or subtract the amount of 
time born after or before noon and you then have the 
S. T. at birth with ~hich to enter a T. of H. for the 
appropriate Ia titude to insert the house cusps as usual. 

How to Correct Planets' Places In a Midnight Ephemeris 

Simply change the midnight recorded places of the 
• planets to noon• and then cm;rect the places to l:lirth 
time.in the usual way for the amount of time born be
fo,re or after noon nftlrk. 

• Note' the .recorded places at midnight (0 H 00 M 00 S 
a.m.) of the d~e desired, and their ~aces next. midnight. 
One half their distance between is their place at_ noon. 
Most of this is easily done by mental equation. Some of 
t~e '\rnidnigpt" Ephemerides alsd q~te the Moo"n'~ posi
tiOn for noon. 

. ~ 

Sine~ the N•utical Almarmc and Ephemeris, issued by 
the Government of sl!!veral countries, changed their 'lstr&
nomica'l figures to read for midnight instead of noon, the 
makers of astrological Ephemerides fin~ it easier t't quot~ 
for- midnight because nearly all their calculati~ns ar€ 

'transpq5ition,s from ,the governmental obServ,atory rec
orlis quoted In such works' as the "American Nautical 
Almanac~" 
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Although the midnight astrological Ephemeris i~ 'easier 
for the compilers, it compli~:ates matters for stu<f~nts of 
horoscopy. For inst.mce, for births in places west of 
Greenwich the t:me e!]uivalent to \nidPight is inJ the day 
previous, because Greenwich time is in a,dvanee '\'places 
in west longitude. 

To illustrate: A' birth in Los Angeles en January 1st, 
1935, (or any year since the beginning of 1925) at 9.30 
p.m. 

Los Angeles being ~118• west longitude, or 7 H 52 M 
earlier, than Greenwich time, the time equivalent to 
Greenwich midnight (0 H 00 M 00 S on January 1st,. 
1935) is 4:08 p. til. on December 31st, 1934. The differ'
ence between 4 :08 p. m. on one day and 9:30 p. m. on 
next day being 29 H 22M makes it olvious that although 
birth occurred on January 1st it is necessary to use the 
Ephemeris for January 2nd. 

Therefore, we discard the foregoing and p-oceed to use 
the planets' places as recorded in the ephemeris for.Jan. 
2nd. ~The time equivalent being 4:08 p. m. on January 
1st and birth at 9:30 p. rft., Jan. 1st, it is evident. that 
birth occurred 5 H 22 M after the :ime for which the 
planets are recordt"d in Ephemeris on January 2nd, 
which it should be understood is midnight of January 
1st or 0.00:00 a. m. d January 2nd. Th~ p\anets are 
therefore corrected for their motions in 5 H 22M be
yond th,ir places shown as of January 2nd. 

I 
4 ' \t ... 

When lfSing a midnight epl1emeris remember that 'time equiv
alent is really the miiJnight mark tor an) place' other than Green
wic;h. T~e midnight mark for I.oS Angeles is approximately 4 :08 
p. m. It Is the time <"Quivaient to th&next midnight for ali ))lrths 
which occur after 4 :08 p. m. ; or ror the prevlouL> midnight for 
births which occur before oi:08 p. m. in Lc3 Angeles. On pages 
78-7!ll Is a tllbie of NOON marks; by adding 12 l>,oup" to .• them 
you acquire the mlfnlght· mark. 

~omver, students working with the ''midmght" 
Ephemerif for }Vest longitude charts can eliminate th,. 
complicatioru; by simply chaQging t;," S. T. anci. the 
planels' places to noon, as show~ in tl\e rufe giyen on 

"page 669. 
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COUI.'i'!:R'IES AND CITIES ARE INFLUENCED 

'sy THE •SIGN,.S 

Suppose I that au 1&d1vldual sutrerlng -severe amlctlons were 
tGid to gi· "way foa hla ~ealth. That person could be correctly 
advised t 1 go to sGme place lJhlch was under the benign Influence 
Gf Juplt , whereas-otherwise, he might unfortunately go to a 
!fiace un er the lnlluence of Mors or Saturn," and become worse 
otr than before. This, providing the Sign Rulerahlp of placea waa 
deftn1tely known. "l'he entire subject of Sign Rulershi,p calla fGr 
~rloua reaeo.rch and dl\icusslon. • 

In Ahfn Leo's manual aevoted to tb.e aubject of Mundane 
A!llrology we ftnd the following list, but -le question a few of the 
asalgnments and believe they nre iP'!n to further lnvPStilatlon. 
For instance, chicago is glvt>n under 1..!'0, but we believe It should 
be: further investigated, as some student& belfeve that It comes 
under the dominion of the sign Cancer. 

Again, the people Gf 'Wales do not look or act like Gemini ; 
tkey much more resemble Taurus. Detroit, the home of that 
Great Aquar!an, Henry Ford, probably comes under the Influence 
of Aquarlua; during the transit of Uranus io Aquarius Detroit 
became the recognized center of the automobile lnduatry. (Be
tween 1912 and 1919.) 

Portland, Oregoo, Is divided In two by the Wlllamette river . 
• The eaat side for many blocks back ,trom the river WD.s forrllerly 
awampy, or boggy, (now nicely ftlled) the location of many rna· 
chlne'llhopa and lumber '-'lla ruled by Mars. (Mara rules Scorpio.) 
The Influence of Scorpio Is seen on the west 0 bank of the river 
also, ex~ndlng along Fro.llt Street particularly, where we aee the 
junk dealers rnd the machinery hGuses r!!led by Mara. 

The remainder ~f the Weat Side Is evidently governi!<J lly l!agtt· 
tarlua, judging by the topography, aa It rises ateadlly lq.to high 
hills, where the majority of the wealthieat people h&ve located 
and tvJllt fine residences. (Jupiter, ~lereGf Saglttarlu11.) 

• • When Uranus tra,pslted ,through the aign Sagittarius, the old 
cable car on the "Helghta" wars discarded and the electric 
(JJranua) system Installed ove- a new route. 6-lso, the work was 
p1anned •and beqn of alolclng rtf the top of Wlllamette Helghta 
for the purpose i!.t locatjog Westover ll'errace, the present alte of 
the most miiJDiflcent hGines (Jupiter). (Continued on next pag~) 

• • • • 
• 'i'hose whG wlsl to malta a 8\Ddy of thla object will ftne\ helP. 
ful suggestio~ In Raphael's "Mundane Astrology" or Leo'e 
"Mundane or National Astrology:" lllso "Geopaphlc ~trology," 

'by Paul ,.Counllfl; "The.Stars, How and Where The:r: Influence," 
"Ruling 'Degrel',ll of Cities,", by• L. E. JohndrG, anil "MunU.oe 
Aatrology,'~ by C. C. Zaln. 
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Some :rears ago when Mars was trausltiJli tbn 11\gn Scorpio, a 
huge wat~ main on the East fide burst and lnu:~datect a, large 
portion of that district-a Martian manifestation. ':'hua, when we 
refer to Portland'!' sign we need to dPSigoate ;!he East Side as 
Scorpio, and the West Side (west of Front .Sheet) as S• ctttarlus. 

Countries and Cities 

According to Their Sign Rulershipa 

(Subject to revision.,) 

The following list is useful in connection wi;h In
gresses, Eclipses and lqew Moons in relation to Mundan.! 
charts,' helping to determin.e where the influences will be 
operative. 

Aries 

Countries: Burgundy, England, Denmark, Germany, 
Palestine, Syria. 

Towns: Birmingham, Blackburn, Oldham, Leicester, 
Brunswick, Capua, Cracow, Florence, Marsc-illes, Naples, 
Saragossa, Verona. 

T;lUrus 

Countries: Asia Minor, Caucasm,, Cyprus, Georgia. 
Grecian Archipel.igo, Ireland,. PeJ<sia, Poland, White 
Russia. 

Towns: i\shton-under-Lyne, Dublin, :Leipsic, Man
tua, Parpa, Palermo, Rhodes, St. Louis. 

Gemini 

Countries: Northeast Coa~t of Africa, Armenia, Bel
gium, Brabant, Lower Egypt, Flanders, Lomb;udy, 
Sardinia, Tripoli, Wales, Western part of England. 

T"owns: London (t7• 54',) Plymouth, Weli.nesbury, 
Wolverhampton, ~Melbourne, San Francisco, Bruges, 
Cordovil,•Louvaine, Metz, Nuremburg, Versailles. 

Cancer 

Countries: Africa North and West, Holland, .tsle of 
Mauritius, Paraguay, Scotland, New Zealand. 

I ~ • _ t. t 
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Towl'ls~ St. j\ndrews, Deptford, Manchester, Roch
dale, Y ~trk, "N"ew 'York, AljJiers, Amsterdam,. Berne, 
Cadiz,' Cans~nJinople, Genoa, Lf:Jbeck, Magdeburg, 
Milan, St6Jckholm, ;fun~, Venice. 

Leo 

• Coun~·ies: AlpS, Apulia, Boiemia, @haldea, France, 
Italy., Ancient Phoenicia near Tyre and Sidon, Northern 
~oumania, Sicill _ 

Townj; Bath, Blackpool, Bristol, Portsmouth, Taun
toq, Philadelphia, Bombay, Damasc~. Prague, Ravenna, 
Rome. (Chic~tgo and Los AngQ!es are believed by dlany 
to pave Leo ascending.) 

• 
Virgo 

.Countries: Assyria,- Babylonia, Brazil, Crete, Turkey, 
,Thessaly, Crotia, Greece, The Morea, Mesopotamia from 
the Tigris to the Euphrates, Silesia, Switzerland, Vir
ginia, West In~ies. 

Towns: Bury, Cheltenham, Maidstone, Norwich, 
Reading, Todmorden, Boston, Brindisi, Corinth, Heidel
berg, • Jerusalem, Lyons, Paris, Strasburg, Toulouse, 
Lo~ Angeles, inaugurated when Sun was in Virgo. 

Libra 

Countries: Au.str?a, Argentina, Bu~ma, the borders of 
the Caspian, China, especially the northern provinces, 
parts of India near China, Upper .Eg:vpt, Japan, "J.ivonia, 
Thibef, SavoJ. 

Towns: Leeds,- Middleton,• Nottingham, Anhyerp, 
Cltarleston, Copenhagen, i"rankfort, Frtbourg, Gaeta, 
Johannesburg, !.isbon.~ Placeflza, Spires, Vienna. 

Scorpio 

Countries: Al'geria, Barbary, Bav;n-ia, Cappatlqcia, 
Catalonia, Judea, Jutiand, Morocco, Nor~ay, Q_ueens· 
land, Sy~ia, Transvaa~ 

Towns; Dover, East tiri~stead, Glossop, Halifa~, 
·Hull, Livel-pool, Newcastle, Stockport, Worthing, Balti: 
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more, Cincinnati, Fez, Frankfort oq Oflet, Milwaukee, 
Messim, New Orl~ans, Stt:. John's, Newfoundl:in!l, Val
entia, Washirwton, Portland, Oregon, ~ast Side.) .. ,. 

Sagittariu~ 
I ' 

Countries: Arabia Felix, Australia: Dalmati<\, Franre 
between the Seine and the Garonne to Cape Finisterre, 
Hungary, !stria, Madagascar, Moravia., Provence, •Scla
vonia, Spain, Tuscany. 

Towns: Bradfo10d, West 'Bromwich, N cttingham, 
Sheffield, Sunderland, Avignon, Buda, Cologne, Nar
bonne, Rotenburg, Stutt~art, Toronto, Totedo, Portland, 
Oregon, (Wes't Side). · 

Capricorn, 

Countries: Albania, Bosnia, Bulgaria, Macedon"ia,, 
Illyria, Styria, Thrace, the Morea, parts of Persia about 
Circan and Maracan, Khorassan, India the Punjab, 
Afghani5tan, Hesse, Mecklenburg, Southwestern Saxony, 
Romandiola in Italy, Mexico, The Orkney Islands . • 

Towns: Oxford, Safisbury, Keighley, Branqenburg, 
3russels, Port Said, Prato in Tt.scany, Constani, Fay
~nce in Prover1ce, Tortona. 

Aquarius 

CQUntries: Abyssinia, Arabia Petrea, Circassia, Lithu
ania, ~i'edmont, part o/ Poland, Prussia, Russia, Sweden, 
Tart;uy, Wallachia, Westphalia. 

c • 
Towns: Brighton, Salisbury,' Bremen, Hamburg, In

go!~ tad, Salzbtug, Trent. 

Pisces 

Countries: • Calabria, Galicia 
~.·11.1)>~•. Portugal! 

• t.- q 

in Spain, Norma11dy, 

Tow•ns: ~-ournemouth, Christchurch, Cowes, FarQ
ham, Gtimsby, Lancaster, .King's •Lynn, Frestc.n, South
T>•ort, Alexandria, Compostefia, Ratisboh, Regensourg, 
Seville. Worms. Chical!:o.-have Sun in Piscd. 
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DATR. AtCn1 TIME OF .PARTILING ASPECTS 

\N UOROSCOP.ES 

• 
In c~nection with• tqe aspects that may be formed 

1mong lanets ir::•a Progressed Chart, ~ aspects of pro
gresse planets to radix planets, it may be of interest to 
students to hav«: a simple rule illustrating th~ method 
~f calculating the •date and time when the <influence 
reaches. its maximum or peak, or in other words, the 
d'\te and' time an aspect becomes p\rtile. 

TIME KEY or MEASURE OF TIME 

24 hours = 1 d~y, or 1 year by progression 
2 hours motion = 1 month (30 days) 
1 hour motion = 34 month (15 days} 
4 minutes motion = one day (24 hours} 
1 minutt.- motion = 6 hours 04 day) 

10 seconds motion = 1 hour of time 
1 second motion =- 6 mii!Jltes of time. 

Us! 'the above table to determine date and time for 
suth calculations as are shown in following examples . • 

Note; Tbe resultant time of day perived through use 
of the followint methods must be approximatt!, and not 
exact, due to various technical factors involving :;light 
irregularity in motion of the pla11ets• etc., whick.for the 
sake ef simnjicity are omitted. However, the vaJ"\ation 
is slight and so will ra(ely cause your answer to vary 
more than a few minutes in time and therefore for prac· 
tital pur,poses ll!ay be consifl~red correct. • 

To Calculate the Timt: Required for a Progressed Aspect 
"to lsecbme Partile with a Natal i}anet • 

Example 

Birth on Oct. 11, 1937; 4 a.m., Los Angeles, Cllif. .. . . . 
Suppose: a. Datum for cflar't is Nov. 10, 1937, reple-

• senting the 30th progressed birthday, at 4 
a. m., Los Angel~. - • 

• 



b. Progressed Mpon 7"27' lc" ::!' jl'c bi~~h time 
( 4 a. m~) , • • 

c. N<ttal S1Jn 17"45'09" .P: at,birOI time (4 a.m.) 
d. Progressed Moon mottvn is 12"2%'40" per 

day (year) 

Question 

When .will ll reach the b. 0 radix? 
t • 

0 17" 45'09" ,c, in radix , 
- P. ll 7 27 16 :t on prog. birth date 

10 17 ~3 = dis•tance from b., =='log .. 3674 
Prog. ll motion 12"24'40" (12"25') = log .. 2862: 

.. 0812 
(Note: The5e two logs. always to be subtracted.) 

Logarithm .0812 = 19h 53m. 
19h 53m after birth time i~ required for ll to b. 0 radix. 

1 month = 2h) 19h 
9~ mQ.nths = 9 mos. 15 days + Oct, 

11th = ] uly 26th, 1938. 
1 day = 4m ) 53m '' 

1'3!4 = 13 days 6 ~wurs + July ?6th = 
, August 8th + 6h , 

Born .;t 4 a. m. + 6h = 10 a. m. Aughst 8, 1938. 
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'b. Prog\essed M<>On 16" 55'16" "" at birth time 
' t~ a.' rn.) nn N,r,vember 28th, 1937. 

c. :Progressed Mercury 2!!'09' J at hrrth time 
(4 a,m.)0 on Nov.:m~er 2?Ah, 1937. 

d. Prog.-e-~sed Motion of Moon is 12.11'15" 
e. Pro!,rress~d l\1 otion of Mercury is 1"28'00" 

• 
Question 

\N~cn will pro~re-~ed M•;nn xeach th<· :t· >;s progr.:ssed? 

~ 22"09'00" I 
_1J 1 • .55 16 ...... 

5 1.'\.14- ---- <ii'\.ii\Ct !l >'L<'.-1·, t•; {:"-"'log .. 66!4 

:)) motion 12'11'15" 
\1 m<)tion - -1 ~~ 00 

--- 3501 

.3113 
.31 Ll = ll h 43m pa<t lw t], tiP1t· when I' ll * 1' Q • 

• 
1 mont;. --- ?l: } ll h 

----)i·:, "-'- ~ mr,•,, .wtl 15 days I- Oct•. 11, 
1937 ' 0 i\Lmh 26th, 1932. 

1, day - 4m ) 43m ' 
~-· --~ . 

10!/;( ~ !0 days 18 hours + March 26 = 
April 5th. 1 ~8. 

Born 4 a. m + ll:<h -= 22h or 10 p. m., Ap"nl 5, 1938. 

Answc~ 
• 

P ll >k I' \1 Aj'ril S~h, 1938, at 10 p. Ill·· theref,,re: 

Native born October ll, 1937, at 4 a. m. in Los Aggeles. 
0 Nov~~mber 7,8, 1937 will"r;:pn·sent nat~ve's 48th to 49!h 
year, or + 4~ 
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Exaltation Degrees • . 
As shown by reference to Dignities and Debii'.tics on 

pages 46 to 50, rlanet;; are exalted, whc;n. in certain signs. 
The following list shows the degree wherein the! dignity 
is strongest. The points of ~rreatcst dUriment \ue the 
opposite degrees. 

T 
I:S 
II 

0 Is enlted In the 19th degree of T 
» Is exalted In the 3rd degree 'of lS 
~ Is exalted In the 15th degree of 1IR 
9 Is exalt't' In the 27th degree of )E 
& Is exalted In the 28th degree of ~ 
U Is exalted In the 15th degree of fD 
? Is l::xalted In the 21st degree of .o. 
Q Ia exalted in the 3rd degree of II 
t1 Is exalted In the Srd. d~!p'ee of I 

Critical Degrees 

Signs Degrees 
$ .0. ~ ···-······-·--··· o· ........ 1s • .. L . .26" 
&\. 11\. = ------··--··------- 9" ....... .21" 
II)! I * ---··············· 4" ........ 17" 

These sensitive or critical degree's were given co~si<J
erable importance by the ancients.. A planet's st.rength 
or power in the horoscope is believed to bf. increased 
when in ar.y of these degrees, or within t.n orb of 3" of 
the cri~ical degree. A planet dignified by sign or house, 
or strong.lr aspected, receives still greater power and one 
weaklY. placed or pooHy aspected receives help, from GUCh 
locatio~. Students may wish to ,pbser1re these critical
degree influences in horoscopes, as· well as in horary 
charts and planets br transit <i>ver them. For i11stance 
Mars in T 13" or 26 , 

Arabic Parts 

, A ehipter, listing the Arabic Parts, whl ,be found ~n 
page 70i~ 
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TIIE.PRE-NATAL EPOCH • • • 
• • 
A Review of Its Develllpment . -

The l<,w perta:.ting ,to the Pre-Natal Epoch is based 
upon tht observed relatiamship between the Moon and 
tohe asc<ftd,mt of :! horoscope. 

Si'nce Ptolem~• in the "Tetrabiblos" propounded the 
Ancient doctrine which has become known as '"fhe Ani
modar pf the Tetrabiblas," the subject has been dealt 
wi,th by such eminent authors as, Ooley, Gadbury, Wil
son and L. H. Weston. Hey~en treated the dot'trine 
un_det' the tit)e, "The Truitine of Henn_es." Sepharial 
an\1 E. H. Bailey have modernized the rules for present
day appijcation. Originally, its purpose was its use as 
a means of correcting given birth times; modern expon
e,hts apply it for that purpose and also for study of the 

• pre-natal chart, even going so far as to "progress" it. 
The entire subject is rich in interest and possibilities for 
research and ior that reason let us start back with 
Ptolemy and review the subject to its present day de
.velopment, as regards its value as a birth time corrector. 
It is fSpecially valuable in that respect for correcting the 
horoscope of infants flho are as yet too young to have 
ha'd any-sUikjpg event.s by which to rectify the time as 
shown 'by the chapter on "Rectification By Arcs of 
Events," in l>ar~ IV. • 

In the following excerpts from "Ptolemy's Tetrabiblos" 
it will be noticed that he makes oit :e point to stJOCss the 
impo;tance !Jf the value of the natal chart in these words 
particularly, "An<F, althtJugh the birth should in strict
bfss be called the secondary beginning, whilt! the 'con
ception omight ~e insisted ~~ as the prinhry beginning, 
it is still found to he equal to• the conception in its 
efficacy. anti, D)uch more complete." ' 

:Ptolemy l'ap P 

"The actual moment in which human g<!n.eratioJl com
mences i5, in ofact, by•nature .the moment of the concep
tion itself; btrt, in efficac!y with regard to subseque'ht 
events. it 'is the oarturition or birth. 
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"But, if the time of wnception <;~nnt)t, be 'pfecisely 
made out, that of tl\~ birth mu:-,t be receiv~·d at .the orig
inal date of generati•m; for it is virtually,.the most impor
tant and is in" no rt!>prct dcficilnt ,tfn com par( son with 
the primary origin by conception, except in ~-ne v1ew 
only; viz, th.1t the ,~rigin hy COJlCe'ption ;1ffords -~e infer
ence uf ot-cur·rt·qces which take effect• pre "ious • to th,<: 
birth, whereas the origin by birth c-an of conr:"', be 
available. only for ,.,uch as arise suL.;equcntly. J\nd, 
althougl\ 1 he birth ~hould in stric'cnes~ loc called thl: 
secondary beginning. whih: the ct>nccption r<jig·ht be 
insisterl nn 3S the plimat y beginning, it i~. ~till' f•mnd, w 
be e•{ual to the conception in ih effic.acy, at;~d mtl':lt rnnrc 
eomplek, althr~.ugh later in time. For the cnnd·ptjon 
may. in fa1. t, lJe said tn be t)w ;;r·nerati<><l nf nwr,_. hunlan 
:;eN!, but th~ IJ:rth tltat of n1an Hnt<flf; ,,:,,cc l,ht infant 
at its l>irth a,·,juire~ nutu<'•·ou:; quli'litiri> whi.:h it Wlluld 
nut pussc':.~ 'h·hilc in rltt \\'Otttb, an<l v" iJi,:h arc 1-.lrc.p~ ... ~ 
to hu:nan Jlature Jl(jfl('; !)Ur iJ, [r;r 1nstaru .. t', 35 th,- rart!c 4 

1 

ular a<:twn of the scn~es anrl the movt'Hleot uf ti•c hody 
and liml>s. Beside~, cve11 ;i the positi<'ll ,, f th<:: .-\ ·nhient, 
actually existing at the birth, cannot be con~i,len::tl to 
ass\st in forming and epgendc1 ing the particular >.hapt~ 
and qualities of the infant, it is n<:verthelf'>S still anl)iliary 
to thl! infant's entrance into the ~vorld: because uature, 
after completing tl1e formation ,in the womb, <Jlways 
effects the birth in immediate ubedient:e to sonlt( ~(·rt:1in 
position of the Ami5Ient, corresponding <V\d syrnpJ.thising 
with the primary position which operatt>d. the incipient 
form:hio,n. It is therefore J..>etfectly admissible, and. con
sistent 'with reason~· tlfat the configuration of the.stars, 
as it' exists at .the time of birth, alt!ymg-h 'it r.annot be 
said. to pos5ess any share of th'e creative cause, shoulq 
still be consid6r.• act in tignification, as fully as tre 
configuration at tl. ti~ne a: conception 1 because it has, 
of nece~sity, a pow· .orrespondinb to that configuration 
whic: actuallY. poss<·~sed the creative cau3e/ • 

"'if~ proceed methodic;~lly',1llo1 in due or~r, it is proper 
to com71encc;- by investigating such general events as ar~ 
ogen to a:msideration, and liagle t6 have happet.ed, or to 
happen, at thf' actual origin by birth; since, from that 
prigin, all things necrc;sary to be investigated may be 

( I I I 
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gathcrt!d'; a·s bj;iotc stated. Y ct, if a previous inquiry, 
by mca19,-; o( .tf1e p'rimary ori.sin by conception~ sl10uld 
nevertheless be dc~ired and undertal!:e11, O'.tJch an inquirv 
may ~till jn som~ dtgre" assist prog'iostic.!tion; :lltho•JglJ 
only ill r··gard to.propcrties and qualities di,pensed and 
iml>ihC'd, •t the time of '\:o~ceptiun." 

Irf a hot>k puhlt~hc·J in p,,rtland, Oreg-on, in l908, (long 
~inLt' L'llt of J•nnt \ ~ntitled, "Tl,e Astrolit<.'," lh~ author, 
L. 11. \Yc>•ton, quotes tltt: "Animodar" ac. follows, with 
··<Jillt' da;ifymg iuterpolatiom : . 

The Animodar of the Tetrahiblos 

"ln :\:.hman.J':; ttanslatiou of the Tetral,jl,los we hail«:' 
··rh.Jl is kt"lwn a;, T1tolemv's Animodar. r--iven in Book 
{11, Ch;tptn 3, nf that Wl;rk. It I.egms "\vith the title, 
Tb,~ !.Jegrt!<' •\sn.·nding, awl is verbatun a~ follows, 
t\ ,lmJ.tlltl's fuo.>tnot e.-; J,eing h<:t·e run tn betwt:en bt'!H:kets: 

• 
"There freY.IIt:ntly arise~ some u!H;ertain1y a~ tu the 

'prcci~·! time of birth and SOp1e a!Jprehcnsion le"t it 
shouJd· n"t he accur~tely noted. In most cases the actual 
m,inutt' of the hom at which the birth happeno. can only 
be aset;rt:.int'd Ly malcing a scientific o;,servation at the 
time with "• horoscopical astrolabe, (It is, perhaps, need
le~s to remark ~hat modern improve~ents in sc-ience have 
sulH:rcctled the use of this, and other ancient instruments 
here mentioned.) for all other instruments efTlplJyed in 
a~ce,taininr. the hour are alrno~t .!!ways falla~ious, al
thuLtgh useJ by, n1ani' lJl.r~ou~. w;th .HJ.La:l.l ca.•~ and 

• attention. The clepsydra (J'\ithough the clepsydra or 
tvater-~lock was common~ used among. the ancients for 
various purpo<les, it appear~frotl} Martian, a Latin writer 
who lived about A. D. 490, that there was also a cle.p-

• sydra 1n s"~eL'ial use as an astrological engine.) for in
st':lnce, is subj,.ct to error because the flow of water will, 
fro_m varibu~ causes, proc~ed irregularly; and tito su~-

' dial is often incorrectly placed, and its gnom~n often 
distort~ fmm the true meridian line. To ~l:iviate the 
dilriculty arllsing from the' inaccuracy of these iniftru
ments, if seems highly necessary to present some method 

• jo t I I • t 
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by whi~h the actually ascending Mgree or t!'.o zodiac 
may be easily ascertained, in a natural'' a\1d cpnsistent 
mannel': ' ' -

"And in order to attain this essent~·al point i!' is neces
sary first to set down the ordinar!f degree whic~, by the 
doctrine of ascensions ('The l!octrinc; of ascen ions,' is 
allusion to the t11ethod of calculating the actual 'positidi1 
of the ecliptic.) is found near the ascendant at the,,pre• 
surned hour. After this has been dpne', the new or fuiJ 
Moon, whichever it may be, that may take place next 
before the time of pqrturition, must be observed~ and if a 
New, Moon it will be necessary to mark exactly the tle
gree of conjunction of t11e two luminaries; but if "· Full 
Moon the degn!e of that luminary only which may :be 
above the earth during the parturition. (Note by Weston 
-This means that whichever luminary was a:bove the 
earth at the Full Moon in the longitude of birthplace is 
to be taken. This passage is unintelligible under any • 
other construction, ior about one-half the people are born 
with both the Sun and Moon either above or below the 
horizon.) ' 

"After this it must be observed which planets have' 
dominion over the said degree; a~d their dominlou de
pends always oq the five following prerogatives, namely, 
on triplicity, house, exaltation, terms, and phase ·or con
figuration ('Phase , or configuration,' or ·holding ar. 
authorized aspect to the degree in question.) that is to 
say, a, planet, eligible to dominion, must be connected 
with tQil •degree in tlueftion either by one, or more, or 
all of these prerogatives . 

• 
"If,. therefore, there may be found any one planet· 

properly qualifiM in all or n\ost of these prerogativeS, 
the exact degree which ·it oc~upies in tha{ sign in which 
it•may be posited during the parturition is to he remark
ed, and it is then to be inferred that a degree 'of ttie same' 
dumerical denomination was, actually a!J.:ending at the 
,_recise time of birth, in that sign which appears by .the 
doctrinec.of at~ensions to be near~st to the a~cendant • 
(or,on the•ascendant). 
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"But ~e1t two pfanets or more may be equally qual
ified in the man11er prescribed, it must be seen which of 
them maftran$it, during the pa'huriti9n, a degree dearest 
in number to theoordinar1 degree shown b:t the doctrine 
of ascensi<Jns to be tlu:n ascending; a~d that said degree, 
nearest in number, is tp be considered as pointing out 

"the numr1rical denominati•n of the degree actually as
cooding.JAnd·whe; the degrees of two p'anets, or more, 
may closely and equally approximate in numerical de
nomination to the•ordinary degree found by the doctrine 
of ascensions, the degree of that planet which pcJssesses 
further c\a.ims, by connect'ion with the angles and by its 
own condition, is to regulate the nurdber of the actually 
ascend!ng degree. • . 

• 
"It must, however, be observed that if the actual dis-

tance of the degree, iJ~ which the ruling planet may be 
posited, from the ordinary degree ascending, be found to 
eJCceed its distance from the ordinary degree of the mid
heaven, the numerical denomination, found in the way 
above mentioned, is then to be considered as applicable 
to the actual degreo:: in culmination, and the other angles 
are to be arranged in conformity therewith. (The Pte
c"epts delivered in this chapter han obtained the name of 
Ptolemy's Animodar. The term is probably Arabic, if 
it i6 not a corruption' of the Latin won~s ·animum, or 
animam,.dare, 'giving a"nimation or life;' yet this mean
ing seems scz.rceiJ close enough.)" 

In the same book (The Astrol~e) ,Mr. Westdn gives 
what i'S belie·.-ed to be the most succinct descriptiM of 
the ancient "Truititle of Hermc;s" as follows: 

'jhe Truitin1:,o£ ~ermes 

"The ;:nr:!Jsl) astrologer Heydon, who flourished in' 
~on.don during the 18th century,, is kn!>wn to have 
taught a sy,stlfm' of rectifying the estimated time• qf a 
birth· by a prenatal epoch plan which h.e called The 
Truitine ~f Hrrmes. Whether or not Heydon's ~!an is 
the £eat Truiti11e of flermts trrismagestis, the mythical 
Greek philosopher, cannot at this time be determined, 
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but it is quite cert~in, nevertheles~. that' m&SI': of the 
moder,n prenat.1l method~ for corre~tiori p£ the birth are 
based on Heydon'3 rules, and so far as •We cari gather 
that teacher really ;lid :;ecure tbcn~ fro{n anci1nt sources. 

"A full history of this prenata.l rec~fication system of 
Heydon h;1s never bet>n writte:n and i,ts 1·eal orit:~in is lost 
in the night o[· am;ient times. Comparativelyf1 recent<·y, 
however, :J wute1 under the pseudonym of Sep,harial 
broug-ht forward this very ancicnt,pla'n under a slighVy 
change\! form. 

"In 1891 an En't~li~h maga7ine printed some of, the 
ruh:.s of tl->i~ system, an@ previou•; to that time they had 
been printed J"aore or less completdy 111 other publica
tions. Again in 1907 The Astrologer's Mag-azine prii1ted 
theo;e same old rylc-;, and tl1us they have been reprinted 
in varie>u,; pnblications from time'to tinw. _ 

"The Truitine. a::; we tim·, havt' it, is l•ased upon tht 
proposition that the true hour of birth is already cer
tainly known t(J very nearly the exact m;nute, for in any 
case when:- the hour cannot at all be estimated to almost 
exactly the truth this Truitint~ plan i~ manifestly useless. 
Indeed, the very first article of the rule i~ that an estimate 
figuu must b•! erected and used 3'i a basis of the· ~alcula
tion, hence whencvc:r this e!'.timate is impos~ible •the 
whole plan is abo impossible. IT in the estimated figure 
you change the v.:lues a few degrees .it '-"'ill produce a 
change in your results, hence we sec that it is the esti
mate: which actually decides the result, and the rectitica
tion·is thus manifqstl!· a mere result of the estimate and 
not of anythi~g else whatsoever. 

"But since the Truitine real'ly pr~serves a concealed 
truth, and als~ because it ha~ long been the pret;~atal C0r
rection method, I here give the ancient f ules: 

'fhe Eight Rules of the Truitin; 
~ ~ 

t. Erect an estimate map of the nativhy. 

2. Comptft~ the oblique ascen.~ion of ascerdant and 
oi!lique ~escension of 7th ;'also Moon's ot-lique ascer.sion 
or descension, under latitude of birth place. 
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3. If th.~ Moe«1 is ,under the earth take ob. asc. of as
cendant tt•om lrer ob. asc. or ob~ dec., the remaindei being 
Moon's distance .lro,p1 the ascendant.' If Moon is above 
the earth .'hen ~ubtfi'l.,~t tAe ob. dec. of• the 7th for Moon's 
distance from 7th ... . 
• 4. Wi1fn value ofodistante so obtained enter the follow

ing table and take out the number of 'Jays answering 
then!to, taking fwm the column above or below earth, 
~cording as the MCQn is above or below. 

---:~ Dl:~ant I Under I Ab;e II Dl~ant, Uni!Pr I Above I 
o· . 273 d -258(1-~- --;oo.----281 d 266 d • 

• • 1!! 274 259 lOS 282 267 
24 275 260 120 2&'!

0 

268 
36 276 261 132 284 269 

• 48 277 262 144 285 270 
60 278 26.1 156 286 271 
72 279 264 168 287 272 
84 280 26.') 180 288 273 __ ____,__..::.;::._.!......':. 

5. Count ba~wards from the date of birth the number 
of days thus iound and it will bring you to the approxi
.mate day of conception, on which day if you find that the 
Moon is in the same or opposit<! sign to that which was 
ascerid;ng at the estHtlate time of birth, choose it as the 
date of conception, or choose the neares~ date to it upon 
which the Moon really is in either the ascending or de
scending si~n 9f the estimate char}. The time of the 
rising, on this day of conception, of that degi-ee of the 
ecliptic occupied by the Moon in the estimate fi&ure is 
also ,the time of day of the cwnc~ption, contnuted as 
follows: • 

• 6. Subtract 90' from the oblique ascension of the Moon 
!s in tqe estimate figure a11d from the remainder subtract 
the Sun's right ascension 01t the .day of conception. This, 
converted \nto time, is the hour and minute of conceptiop. 

• • • 
:J. For the date and time of conception•thus fovnd cal-

culate the tMvoft's longitude, and it is the longitude ()f the 
ascendant or the 7th cusp at birth . 

.8. Bf the'tables !lf h9us.es find the cusps.of all the · 
other h~uses by this ascendant, and also the houl of 
birth." 
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Mr. Weston sums it up thus: 
' 

Reniew 9f These Anr-ient• M'tthods1 
' 

"Here, then, we have the famotts Antmodar of Ptolemy 
and the celebrated Truitine o~ Herm'!s both 1~pendi11g 
entirely upon au estimated map of the horoscoife and an 
estimated degree that is presumed to hjive possibly·been 
on the ascendant at a birth-time vrhich is in questior., 
using w'hat is almost certainly, an erroneous map and a 
false ascendant. Tbey both propose to rectifY an esti
mat.;~ ascendant to the true degree by shifting its posi
tion from an inexact asfiect to one that is exact,. for if 
the estimate had accidentally fallen at the exact asp\!ct 
no shift and no correction would be necessary. They 
make an estimate ascendant to shat to an exact aspect 
with some Promittor which they elect by a set of rult!s 
presumed to be competent to give such election. 

"The Truitine takes the Moon's longit~tde at the mo
ment it is on the rising horizon first previous to a pre
natpl epoch, and elects that degree of longitude as the 
Promittor to which the 'ascendant must be shifted. 

"The Animo<!ar, by means of certain rules, elects the 
longitude of some planet as a Promittor to wlfich the 
ascendant must be aspected in terms of !luoi:lecimal seg
ments. ' 

( 

"The .6'ne suprem,e p.-inciple which renders the, Ani
modaf. at all possible is the shift to an autherized aspect 
(the authorized' aspects arr- the duodeCimal divisions of 
a cirole, being 30, 60, 90, 120, 150 and 180 degrees) an!!' 
if there is any {ruth at all iu 'this famou~ plan it surely 
must be the truth that tlie duoder.imal divisions of a 
circle of Life Rays are eternal points of !ipec.ific. energy 
~r efficacy. ' , ' 

L ( • r 

· ' "If any truth at all is in the Truitine it is that a pre
natal e{lQch is- useful for_ finding the,.rising <legre~ at any ' 
birtJ! and ~hat it is the Moon which brings on the effect. 
Upon these ancient authorities and with thece broad 
hints, let us take one step forward toward- the light." 
'' c { ' ' 
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• , M<?DERN VERSION 

OF: 'J;HE PRE-NATAL• EPOCH 

-

• 
Elemeqts For Rectifying 

A ;•liven Bir\11 Timi By The Pre-natal Epoch 
t 

Make a horos{:ope for the given birth time and note 
...-hich of the folfowing elements apply: 

Elem~1U No. 1: 
• 
A .• When the Moon at birth •is increasing in light and 

abOve the hodzon the period is less 'than ten lunar 
months . . 
. B. When the Moon at birth is decreasing in light and 

below the horizon the period is less than ten lunar 
months. 

C. When the moon at b1rth is increasing in light and 
below the horizon the period is more than ten lunar 

,months. 

D.• When the Mouq at birth is decreasing in light and 
above the horizon tfie period is more than ten lunar 
month~. • 

Element No. '2: 

A. When the Moon is intteQin~ at birth, it, ;ill be 
founa on tlte epoch day in the sign which is ri.Sng at 
birth, i. e., the ea!tern }torizoq or cusp df the first house . 

• • B. When the Moon is 6iecreasing at birth, it will be 
found on the .epoch day in•the !iign which is setting at 
birth. • 

-Element No.13: 
• • 

, That day approximately ten lunar months previo"us t~ 
birthda,- on "which 'Jhe Moon transits the' elrjlc1 degree 
of"the ascendant at birth'(o'r its opposite), is the daJ of 
the Pre-Natal Epoch. 
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A. If the Moon is increasing at birth, its plac.. ~t birth 
will be rising at the time .of the epoch on epocr day. 

B. If the Mn(_.n is decreasing at birSh, :ts place at birth 
will he setting 'at the time of epoch on epoch duy. 

To Find The Day Of Epoch' 
' 

Count ten lunar months or 273 days backward from 
the date of birth and note the date on •which the Moon 
is in tho· sign it held at birth, or the sign opposite, a~ 
may be required by the foregoing elements. (If the birth 
tonk place earlier than September, it will be 'necess,.ry 
to procure an cphemeris.-for the year preceding that of 
birth.) Having: found the lunar place, count forw:ird-or 
backward, as the case may require, until you come to the 
day when the Moon is in the sign ascending at- birth, or 
descending at birth, according to the rules. Tak<. that 
day on which it transits the exact degree on the horizo:-1 
at birth. Call this the Epoch Day. 

To Find The Time Of Eponh 

1. Ascertain where the mother of the native was re
siding on the day of ep·och, and refer to the Tables of 
Houses for the latitude of that pl<>-::e. · 

2. In that Table of Houses bring the Moon':~ longi
tude at birth to the :~scendant or descendant, as the case 
requires, and note the Sidereal Time in"hours, minutes 
and seconds. This will be the Sidereal Time at Epoch. 

3. :From the epheinerls take the Sidereal T.ime at·noon 
on the' day of er>och. The differe-nce b.~tween the Sider
eal Time at noon, and the ~- T. at the epoch will give the 
correct time briore or after 7100n at which the epoc;t 
occurred; therefore subtract the S. T. at noon from the 
& T. of the epoch. If the answer 'is less thap 12 hours 
it is in P. M.; if the answer is morl' than'12' hoUrs sub
tract 1;<! from it apd the answer is A. M time of epoch. 
/Note: A chart made for the time thus four.d is the Pre
Natal hp_roscQpe.) 

' ~ Find the Moon's longitudt! for this. derived time 'on 
the day of epoch, and it will represent the degtee to be 
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~:q~~:;a~cenfJ.avt or,descendant at birth, as the case may 

To' Fine\ The_ True Time 'or Bjrth 

When the ascepding degree has been found, find that 
degree ascending in a "'T~ble of Houses for the latitude 
9,f the p~ace of birt41. Note the S. T. given for that degree; 
from it subtract the S. T. at noon on the birthday. The 
resu1t will be th11 time of birth. Should these figures be 
~ss than 12.00:00 it• is P. M. time of birth; if m»re than 
12.00:001 subtract 12 hours from it and the remainder is 
th~ time Of birth in A. M. · . 

The foregoing is a brief revi~w of the main rules for 
finaing the Epoch Day, and the corrected time of birth, 
as given by Sepharial in "The Manual of Astrology." 
The text' goes on giving sex degrees, etc. E. H. Bailey 
has published an excellent volume treating the entire 

• subject entitled, "The Pre-Natal Epoch." It presents 
the philosophy, theory and practice, the complete modern 
doctrine in int,resting form, including examples of var
ious variations from normal to "irregular" epochs. 

' My own application of the preceding rules in many 
year~ of practice has b;en quite satisfactory. In addition 
to .using them for the correction of birth time for infants, 
I often used them to ci'Jeck the time deri~ed by the "Arc 
of Events" method, and, when they,differed siightly, I 
preferred the tit\Je derived by the A. of E. meehod. The 
following examples from my note-book should ajd in 
illustrating the method of using tl}e pre-natal epoc!J rules. - . 

An Example 114Jstrattng the Manner 01: .tstrtn Ttme 
' . 

Rectification by the P_re-Natal Epoch Method· 

The object o~this method ,s not to find unknown birth 
times, but tp rectify 6irth times that have been recorded 
with so\ne ~egree of. certainty so as to be able to erect 
a ~liable chart,, instead of o,therwise u~ing one wh.ich is • 
only: appro~irllately correct. • 

. This il a method o' rectifi<;ation resorted to tspecially 
10 fhe case or children, when as yet no events have d'c
curred in \heir lives by which thetr true birth time could 
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be derived by the other process mea~uring troit'l' arc of 
eventse ' j ' 

'Data ~or The Rectific~tio~ 

Male, born February 16, 192i, at a giVen time of 
approximately 5 ;56 p.m., 42" N. Latitude; 86" "'f. Long· 
itude; Noon Mark 6 :l6 ·a. m. An estimate chart npde 
for this data shows 1IJ! 2" 26' ascending ~approximately). 
0 27" 481 = in 6th hou<;e. Moon 13"12' II in lOth house:· .. 

Element No. I, A: Moon increasing and ab~ve the 
earth'= less than i 0 Lun.o.r months. 

Element No. '2, A: Moon increasing at birth = Mo~n 
to be on Epoch Day in the sign that was rising at birth 
= 1IJ! 2· 26'. " 

Element No. 3, A: Moon increasing at birth (in II 13" 
12') t6l be rising at time of Epoch on Epoch Day. 

IJ 

NOTE 

If the S. T. at noon 4.07 :6'1 (page 694) were corrected for 86" 
W. Long. = 57" plus-; an<l also corrected. for 5.12:48 a. m., which 
Ia 6.47 :12 before noon = 68" minus, these corrections wou;d 
change the derived' epoch time from 5.12·:48 a. m. to 5.12 :.')9 a. m. 

If the S. T. at noon '21.43 :44 (page 696) were to be corrected 
for 86' W. '•Longitude = 57" pius; and also corrected for 5:30 
p. m. ~55" phis, these corrections would change the dt'rived time 
of blrtli frrm 5.30 :11 p. m. to 5.28:19 p. m. 

• , '- I 

It th.~ S. T. at noon on epoch <lay (page 698) w~re to be cor
rected for Sfl' W. Long. = 57" pius; end alst. corrected for 8:07 
p. m. =;:: 81" plus, these corrections would change the derived time 
ot epoch from 8.07,:14 p. m. to 8.04-:M p. m. • 

., . 
It the S. T. at noon 21.41! :44 (page 700) were to be corrected 

flit 86" W. Longitude = 57" plus; and also correcte<t for 6.12 :54 
p. m. = 62" pius, ,these corrections would chan&~ the' derived time ' 
of birth from 6.12 :64. p. m. to 6.10 :~ p. m. , · 
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_P~O~SS POR "RE~ULAR" EPOCH_ 
• 

To tacllltate tile work of C<fntlng back to llnd the Epoch Da;r, 
a table of the number of days between two dates Ia given on 
1'811owlng jlages, by which we can gee that : 

F~ruary 16th,ol921, is 412 days in table of dates. 
Subtract 273 days = 10 Lunar 1111onths. 

• 139th day.• In the table dates 
this is May 19th, 1920, but El«;p1ent No. 1, A says•the 
perjo<t is to be less than 273 days; howevq, refer to this 
dat'e in 1920 ephemeris. There we find the Moon in 
Gemini, ~ut according to Element No. 2, A we want it 
in the sian that was ;fscending at birth, Virgo, approxi
n;~Mely 2 26' and, in looking down the column, every 

"day making the period less, we see that the Moon will 
cross over 2"·26' Virgo on May 24th. This date is there
fore the Epoch- Day and it makes the period less than 
273 days as required by Element No. 1, A. 

Call the birth day the 412th d.ty. 
Calt the Epoch Day .-!44th day (See Date Tables) 

• 268 Jays period of gestation. 

Element No. ~. A: Refer to Tab,es of Houses for 
the Latitude of Mother's residence on Epoch Day, which 
in this case is Latitude 42" N.; find IT 13" 12' or. th~ as
cendaat, as t'-at was the Moon's sif:-n !nd degree at birth. 
(See No.2 StmpH~d Tables of Houses, page 37). • 

t • 

• T. H. show II 13"40' ascending as nearest our destred • rr. 13 12 • • 

• 0"28' too much lon!t. Therefore, the
Sid~real Tune in T. 'fL shown for 13 40' will also be 
excessive ali a;nbunt corresponding to 28' of long~ude. 
In the "Table of Relation of Longitude to ~idereal Time 
tappendeD to this ch<w>ter) it is seen that 28' ofetongi
tud6 is equiv~ent to lm li2s of Sidereal Tim~. whicn 
amount must be 'deducted from the excessive Sidereal 
Time given in tl}e Table of H~use~. 
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TABLE OF DAYS BETWEEN TY'J'P bATES 
(Sfe examples on pages 167·169 for using th~e tat.l~) 

' ' 
A. Tabl!; of the Num.ber d !Jays , 

Between Any Two Dates Within One Year 

., 
,.c; ..... 

,.c; • 
'u 

·& 
11.1 ·-0! ..... 
0! z 
' 11.1 

0: 
a. ,·-

~ ,. ~ - ,, . . I II 
~ ~.g_:i_:§-a-~i'<l ~151 
~ ...., r.. .. -< .. ...., ...., -< .rn 0 Z Cl 1 

11 11 321 601 91l121l152l182l213l244l274l305l335 
21 21 33l 611 92l122l15ai183I2HI245I275I301IJ36 
31 31 341 621 93l123l154l184l215l246l276l307l337 
41 41 351 631 !)";l124l155l185l216l247l277l308l338 
51 . 51 361 641 95l125l156l186l217l248l278l309l339 

61 61 371 651 96l126l157l187l218l249l279l3tOI340 
7 I 71 381 661 97l127l158lt&j219I250I2BOI311I341 
8 81 391 671 98I128I159I189I220I251l281l312l342 
9 91 401 681 99ll29I160I190I221I252l282l313l343 

10 101 411 69I100I130I161l191I222I25SI283I314l344 

11 111 421 70I101I131I162I192I223l254'J284I315I345 
12 121 431 7lll02l132l163l193l224l255l285l316l346 
13 131 441 72ll!.l3l133l164l194l225l2..'i6I286I317IS47 
14 141 451 7SI104Il34ll65l195l226l257l287l318l3<.:8 
15 151 461 74l105l135l166l11l'rll227l258l288l319l349 

16 161 471 75I10GI136I167Itfr71228l259I289I320I350 
17 171 4Bt 76l107I137I168I198I229I260I29(,i32ll351 
18 181 491 77I10SI138I169I199I2SOI26il29ti322IS52 
19 191 501 78l109l139lt70I200I231I262I292IS23I353 
20 201 51l 79I110I140f17ll201l2.12j263j293j324j354 

211 211 521 SOI111I141I172j20212&1J2MI294I325I355 
221 221 531 81l112l!42lt73I~0.1J234l265l295l326l356 
2:-!l ~~I 541 82l113l143l2.74j204l2.15l268l296!327l357 
241 241 551 8.11114114~ l175l205l236l267:297l328lll58 
251 251 561 84l115l145l176j20fr,237l268l298l329l359 

261 :ZOI 571 85l116j146j177J207I:tS8!269I299iSSOI36o 
211 211 ,~81 86l117l147l178l208l239j271'1300l331IS61 
28] 281 591 87I118I14Sit79I209I240I211ISIJ1ISS21362 
29,1 291 : 88I119I149I186I210I241I212I302I338I363 
so I SOl I 89jt20I15PI181I211\242j213l3tJSI334I:-.64 
311 311 I OOI 11511 !21212431 ISU41 ISMJ 
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TA:dL\: .QF. DAYS BETWEEN TWO DATES 
(See•exam"les on pages 167-11!9 tor Ulllng these tnbl~s.) 

A Table.of the Number bf Days 
Between Any T""o Dates Within Two Years 

• 
0 

,. 
I 

:::;! • ~r ... - ., .... c .d i \ 
.... = .... '"' a ~r~ rrl "' "' 

., "' "' ;; "' ., ... 0 
Q .... r;.. :::;! .... .... < UJ 0 z Q 

1 l366l397l425l456l486l5:ni547I57SI609I639I670I700 
2 IM7I39SI426I457I487I51SI54SI579I61o~oi671I701 
3 I368I3!J!!I421I45SI488I519I549I5iOI611I64tl67:>l702 

• 4 I369I400I42SI459I489I520iu50I581I612I642I67:'tl703 
5I370I40li429I460I490I52ll55ll582l613l643l674l704 

6l:lli'ti402I430I46tl~tl522l552lu83l614l644l675l705 
7l372l403l43ll462l492l523lu53l584l6t5l645l676l706 
Bl373j404j432j463j493lu24luMI58.')j616j646j677l707 
9l374l405l433l464l494l525l;;u5l586l617I647Ja7sl708 

10 J375J406l~34l465l495l526l556lu87l6l~I64SI679J709 

tli376I407I435I466I400I527!557I588I619l649!680!710 
12l377l408l436J467I497I52BI558I5S9!620I650I68tl7tt 
13I378I409I437I468I49BI529I559I590I621l651l682l7t2 

"'t4J37!1l410I438j469l4i9I530I560l591J622I652I683!713 
15j380j41li439J470I5(Jili531J561l592l623l653l61i41714 

16 fas114}-2l440I411l501I532J.J62I593l624l654l68517li 
17 j382j413IH1j472j502lu33l563ju94l625l~5l686l716 
18l383l414l442J473J503lu34l564I595I626J656l687J7t7 
19l384J4tuJ443l474J504l535Ju65J596L627J657J68817tsl 
~ J385J4t6J444j475j505l536j566j5971'l28ltu8J689I719 

-i.i J386j417j445jt76J506~37I567I£198l629l659J611ol720 
22 J387J418J446l47Tl507I538J568l599l630J660J69tl721 
23 ~88l419l447l478l:WSI539~9I600l&'nl~tl~l722 
24 j389l420i4\SJ479l~I5401510!60tl632l~93l72"d 
25j390J~f1lt49J4~J510j541j571J602J633l663J694J724 

26 J391j422l450I4S1J?;tll542l572l603l634l664I6!K>,725 
21 J3921'2.~l~tJ482J5t2I543J5'1'3l604l635l66516ool726 
2SI393J424J452I483Iut3l544l574l6051636l666I697J727 
29l394l J453l484l~41545l575laOOI637I667I69817~ 
so Jaool J454I485I515I540J57tJI607!63SI668l699l729 
SliSOOI 14551 J516l 157716681 16691 1730 
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21.2i :47 is S. T. @) L: 13• 40' ascet.ding in TJ f.l.; 
change it to 21.20:107 . • · 

• Minus 1 :, 52 the excess S. T. (corrd:tion for 
, 

1
, , 28m.) 

21.19'.55 = S. T. whc,t the desil'~d 13• 12' 
n is on the ascendant, and this js thn Sidereal Time at 
Epoch. , ' 

Tfil Find The Time of Epoch 

Take from Raphael's Ephemeris* tbe Sidereal 'rime 
on the, Day of Epoch. The differo::nce between it an:i 
the S. T. at Epoch will give tlle time of the Epoch. In 
other words, when ·~he S. T. of the desired aseendant of 
Epo.ch is found, as above, from it always subtract the 
S. T. at noon on Epoch flay as given in epHemeris. Thus: 

' ' 

21.19:55 S. T. when II 13" 12' is ascending. 
- 4.07:07 S. T. noon May 24, 192p, the Epoch Day. 

17.12:48 When this result is over 12.00:00, then 12, 
hours must be subtracted from it, the remain
•der being the time in A. M. 

-12.00:00 .. 

f 5.12 :48 A. M. is the time of Epoch. The Moon'!> 
place at this time will represent the degree ascending at 
BIRTH. '·' 

How To Find Moon's Place ;t Moment,.of Epoch , 
The n~xt problem is "how much bef~re or after Noon 

Marl: did Epoch occur, and where was the Moon at that 
momer.f?" .. 
• Raphael's Eph~~erla was used In t~ha exa:nple because It quote~~ 
the lleconds ot Sidereal Time as well aa the seconds ot Moov'a 
Loogltode. 'l'he 'Simplified Ephemeris does the aame eo;nmeuclng 
1937. '1 14 

., 
t It we had desired to study the horoscope ot the Ptl;-Na t'll Epoch. 
the t1111e just d•.rlved would be the npp~oxlmate time to use tor 
Ita ell'!Ctloo, subject: to a slight adjustment •Jiue to the Moon's 
chJtnged place cnuaed by the eorreeted time of· birth. In thla 
example we have oo need for auch horoscope and we nae thl' 
derived time boly for the purpose of tlr,dlng the.lloolip plaee at 
tht mombnt, because It Ia the decree to place on tbe IIHeadao& of 
lhe bb1b dlar&. . . . 
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6:16 "· 'M. is koon Mark f~r 86" West Longitude, 
(presu~ing 'I:Jtlt th~ mother )VaS there 10 lunar months 
befort! birth), c~ll it • 

6.15 :t:h A.M. noon mark. 
- 5.12:48 ti~e ~f Ep9ch. 

• 1.03 ·12 = Amount of time Epoch oocurred before the 
NoQn Mark. Omit the 12 seconds, call it lh 3m and tum 
it into logarithm q590. 

Now .find motion of Moon on Epoch Day: • 
l>' 11]! 11"38'54w on May 25, 1920; change it to 
l> • 41"38'51Jw then subtract ~osition on May 24 
~ss 28"11'46w 1>1. on May 24 ' 

13•27'08" = Moon's motion = logarithm .2515. 

'To this log. always add the previously found log . 

. 2515 
1.3590 

1.6105 = o· 35'. This amoun~ is minus because in-this 
exaVJ.ple Epoch occurred before the Noon Mark, there
fqre subtract the amoflnt from Moon's place in Ephemeris 
o~. Epqch Day, May 24, 1920. 

l> 28"1l~w in Leo on Epoc!P Day. 
minus 0"35'0Y 

• 27"36'46w l> in 1>1. at ti1Ple <tf Epoch. "this posi-
tion of the Moon at time of Epoch repre~ents the degree, 
minute and seco~d to "ut on. the ascendant of the birth 
,~:hart. In other words, i~ is tile corrected ascendlmt of 
the nativity. 

But .we 91eq:eive that it will not do in this case, as U\e 
·given time of birth :9upposed to have beer, observed fairl:r 
correctir •• as. itJdicat~d in .the estimate chart, calls for 
11]! 2' 26 (approximately) as being the degree asceddin!f. 
But let,us proceed ~th the example and lind ths time of 
da.y wlien 1>1.'27' 36' 46w is ascending, which i! inten.fed, 
ordinaril.y, to be' the rectified time of birth. 



Refe; to No. 2 'sim~l~fied Tables of Houses, /)a-ge 28, 
gives St 27' 41' ascending in latitude 42' •N,, which is S' 
of longitude in exCe/IS of what is desired (2:7' 36').· The 
table of "Rela~on of Longitude to Sif'ert:al Time," page 
697, shows 5' of longhude in excess ,would be e~uivalent 
to 20 sec. of S. T. in excess. The ,Tab)( of ,Houses show 

S. T. 3.14:15 when St 27" 41'- ascenf!s 
minus :20 ' 

~.13 :55 = S. T. when t"1. 27' r36' ascends. u 

For convenience ckange S. T. '3.13 :55 to be suitfible fqr 
subtraction by adding the circle of 24 hours and trans-
posing the minl!tes. ' 

S. T. 3.13 :55 transposed is 26.73 :55 
minus 21.43 :44=S.T. noon 'on birth 

--- day, Feb. 16, 1921.. 
5.30:11 P. M. should repre

sent the corrected time of birth. 

5.55:60 P. M. = observed birth time. ' 
- 5.30: II = time of birth as calculated. 

0.25 :49 difference. This discrep'l-ncy is too great, :tnd, 
furthermore it places the wrong sign on the birth ascenG
ant, i. e., St instead of 11J!. The· difference is furthi'r 
increased by the fact that in places at 86' West Longi
tude the c.locks are' 16 minutes slow. Fience, when a 
given or observed birth time is stated as 5 :56 1). m. it 
must Be a.djusted to 5 :5~ -

0 ' + ](> 

6:12 p~ m. a~ the mean local given 
time. Consequootly the pre-r.atal calculations ~hould' 
derive a time close to this figc.re. In, this case the differ
ence is 6.12 

-5.30 

, •. '0.42 minut~s difference. The pre~nat~l calcula
tions should always provide a corrected birth time close 
to the estili;lated mean local timf- O'therwise (as "in this 
case) they show that it is not a ' regular" ;:poch and must 



be disondetl and ~ew calculati~ns m~de invol;ing an 
"irregulll[" ~oth. ·The operations are similar. except 
that tHe Moon~s sign at birth ~n in ttlis case) shlluld be 
reversed rnd tlk "PPOiite sign (I) us't(i instead, as 
shown in the exa'!lple on next page." 

Table of The -\ppr~xiPnate Relation of Longitude 

To Sidereal Time 

1' of Lon"g. = 4 S of S. T. 
2' of Long. =- 8 S of S. T. 

• 3' of Long. = 12 5 of ~. T. 
4' pf Long. = 16 ~of 5. T. 
5' of Long. = 20 5 of 5. T .• 
6' of Long. = 245 of S. T. 
7' of Lon~. = 28 5 of S. T. 
8' of Lon . = 32 S of S. T. 
9' of Long. = 36 5 of S. T. 

10' of Long. = 405 of S. T. 
11' of Long. = 445 of S. T. 
12' of Long. = 48 S of S. T. 
13' of Long. = 52 S of S. T. 
14' of Long. - 56 5,of S. T. 
15' of Long. = 60 5 or I M of 5. T. 
16' of Long! = 64 5 or 1M 4S of S. T. 
17' of Long .• = 68 5 or 1 M • 8 S of 5. T. 
~~~ of Long. = 72 5 or 1 M 12 S cf 5. T. 
19 of• Long. = 76 S or l' M 16 S tof S. T. 
20' of Long. = 80 5 or 1 M 20 S of S. T. 

'30' of Long. = 120 S or 2M o~ s~ T. 
45' of Long. = 1805 t>r 8 M of S. T. 
60• of J,ong. = 240 S or 4 M • of 5.•T. 

• • 
• Note: The example on page 695 for ftndlni motion or Moon 
on Epocfl Day, ~ould more pr.pperly have used May 23rd and 
24th, because epoch time. (5.12 :48) oeeOrred before the Noon Mark 
(6 :16 s. m.).o ., . . 
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PROCESS FOR ~"IRREGULkR" E~OOH 

Use ~II the same•Eleme.nts as in the ~reviou~ e~ample 
and work al011g in -.he same m:t.mer1 except that we use 
the sign and degree opposite to th'e bjrth Moon for de
termining the time of Epoch. , 

• Male, born Fr.b. 16, 1921, Lat. 42" N., Long1 86" W. 
5:56 p. m. given (clock) time. Noon Mark is 6:16 1.. m . 

• 
Feb. IJj is 412th day 

-273 

. 139th day = May 19 but the P.eriod is to ·be 
less than 273 and on Ep'bch Day l> is to be in sign l'.S
cending at birth (TTJ! 2 26' approx.). On May 24' l> 
crosses l1J! 2" 26', so it is the Epoch Day. 

Element No. 3, A is to be reversed, that is, the l> sign 
at birth tiT) should be setting instead of rising, at time 
of Epoch, and the sign opposite l> at birth ( 1) will be 
risin1 at exact time. 

Element No. 3, A: This regularly calls for the in
creasing Moon's place at birth (IT 13" 12') to be rising• 
at time of Epoch. But tor an "irregular" Epoch us~: the 
sign and degree opposite (I 13" Izt) to be rising at ti~e 
of Epoch. Or, ir: other words, instr.ad of l> place jlt birth 
risin& at time of epoch, it will be setting. ·· 

Refer td' No. 2 T.• H., page 33, Latitude 42" and note 
that tQe nearest ascendant is given as I 13• 17' which is 
S minut~9'more than that required; hence the corresP.ond
ing S. T. 12.14:41 rlJust be reduced an equ(valent'to 5 
minut~s. The t<tble of "Relation ilf Lm'igitude To Sider
eal Time" (page 697) shows that Sm of longitude is equal · 
to 20s of S. T.; so ' 

12.14:41 S. T. in T. H. 
less 20 

12.14:il :::;;: S. T. when 1 13• 12' \s,ri~ing on 
Epoch day, May 24, 1920 

minu!t 4.07 ~07 = S. T. at noon o11. Epoch pay., 

8.07:14 P. M. = time of Epoch: 
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Th~~tl'lMn's plal!e on Epoch d\y cal~ulated to this time 
(8.07 :14 p. m.)' will. represent the degTee to be ascending 
at the corrected time of birth~ • • 

(Notet If a • ch\rt df the Pre-Natal ~och is desired 
for some other iJUr'pose, this is the approximate time, 
8.07:14 P. Mt, May 24: 1~, by which it should be made, 

_subject to a slight adjustment due to thi Moon's changed 
place c~used by the corrected time of birth.) 

• 
• The next pr~blqn is to find how much after Noon 
Mark is 8.07 :14? Noon Mark is 6.16 A. M., thence to 
noon isoiih 44m to whic~ is added ~e 8.07:14 p. m. 

11.60 =,noon . 
• -· 6.16 Noon Mark. 

5.<\4 to noon. 
+ 8.07 :14 time of Epoch. 

13.51 :14 = amount of time Epoch occurred after 
Noon Mark. Call it 13.51. The logarithm for which is 
.2388. 

Next, correct Moon's place in ephemeris on Epoch pay, 
May 24, 1920, for the amount of its motion in this length 
of t1nie . 

• ,l> 11" 39' 11R May as, 1920, add 30 detrees and 
can it 41"J9' 
minus 28"12' t\ on May 24, 1920. 

13.27 = logarithm .2515. Always add _tltis log. 
to tile one ~revi"usly found. • 

.2388 
• +.2515 

--&--

.4903 = '/"46' tG be ad~ed to Moon's place on Epoch 
Day 'ad~d. because Epoch occurred after the Noon 
~ark) . 

. l> 28"1~' t\. -on Epoch Day. 
+ 7"46' = l> motion in 13h 52m since .N. M.Jc. 
~ • (nR s·•s8' . . • 
35-58:! ( » place at time of Epoeh (8.07 :14 P. \r.) , 
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It is seen that the Mo'on has left S\. ·and ha~ gtJfle into 
1IJ! 5" 58' and this position 0f Moon represents tl:e recti
fied asc~ndant at bitth. 

It now remains to find the time of d<"y when 5" 58' Ill 
ascends, as that will be the corrected birth"time. T. H. 
No. 2, page 29, latitude 42" N. shows tl.'e nearest ascend-, 
ant as 5" 40' llJ!, which is 18 minutes less than rtquired. 
Consequently, the corresponding S. T. m·1st be advan'ced 
the equinlent of 18 minutes of longicude. The table of 
"Relation of Longitude to Sid'!real time" shows this 
equivalent as I m 12s; to be added to the given S. 'f. 

s: T. 3.55 :26 when 5J' 40' 11J! ascending. 
plus 1 :12 

3.56:38 = S. T. when 5" SB' 11J! ascends. 
S. T. 27.55 :98 is 3.56 :38 transposed for convenience. 

minus 21.43:44 = S. T. at noon on birth day, Feb. 
--- 16, 1921. 

6.12:54 P. M. = corrected me ... n local time 
at birth and is to be used for making the natal chart. 

R~collect that the given birth time was said to be ob
served as 5.56 I'. M. But clock time is 16m slow in long
itude 86" W. H!nce the observed time, 5.56 plus 16m 
would make 6.12 as the mean local time at the corrected 
observed or given tilhe. It will be noticerl. that the cor
rection by "irregular" Pre-Natal Epoch rules makes the 
actuaJ "imc as 6.12:54 P. M., or only 54 seconds iater. . ~ 

Rernr.1rks: I 1'Iave noticed many ti~es that when 
Uranus is near the ascendir:g or ..:escenaing dP.gree the 
Epoch 'is more apt to be "irrep;ular" than regular; this 
being another inleresting cas<: of that sort as 1,11 b in * 
5 .. that is, opposite the ascending degree at birth. If the 
period is known to he but 7 months (Solar me;;.sure) 
count back 212 days from birth day to locate Epoch Day, 
instead l>f 273 days normally. · -.• ' 

. In the l~reg6ing examples, properJ.;· the correcti.')ns to 
S1dereal T11'ne should have been employed, 1:-ut for sim
plicity of illustration they were here omitted. See p. 690. 
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In lcPual prfctice students will find there are several 
other. v'riatJCjns of' the "irre!Jular" epoch which., reverse 
or interchange .th«;. regular rules. ~ut the one adopted 
must be lthat wnicb at •Epoch rend11rs a ~X degree con
forming to the &ender of the native. This is a feature 
not within tae scope "of this review but is given treat

Jllent in the book:! previo~sly mentione<!_. 

It is hoped t)Jat this brief survey of the Pre-Natal 
tpoch will emphasize the value of this very in,teresting 
subjectand serve as an ~traduction to its application. 

, FOR TECHNICA .. STUDENTS 

OAa we have shown on page 696, given time M birth 5 :56 p. m. 
= 6:12 p. m. Mean local time. Estimate chart for this time (with 
correction. added for time and long.) shows 11)1 6' 6' ascending; 
)) II 13' 21'.6 lat. a• 3t' S. which Is equivalent to "R. A. Long."t 
li 13' 47'. This Is the accurate Descendant for the "Irregular'' 
'Epoch calculated on page 698; J 13' 47' ascending. This gives 
S. T. 12.17 :04. And 12.17 :04 minus S. T. Noon May 24th minus 
cor. for time and long. = 8.07 :40 p. m., accurate time of Epoch. 
The Moon's pla8e at the time 9f Epoch as shown on page 699 Is 
llJ1 5' 58' lat. 4' 56' S., which Is equlvalentt to llJ1 4" 1'.5, the 
accurate value for Rectified Ascendant of Birth. By using method 

'shown In thin article (and applying, cor. for time and long.f the 
rectijlell mean local time of birth Is easily found . 

• 
t 'Some lnvesllgatloP~ h11ve Indicated that thli exchange between 
th~ Moon and Horizon pi\nes takes plttce stril'tly on too basis of 
the Moon's "Right Ascensional Longitude''; that Is, the longitude 
of the point whe~ R. A. Plane, passing !~rough )) , latersects theo 
ecliptic. 'fhls "R. A. Long." Is found with facility by the use of 
Tables for Right Ascension with Lutitude. 'fhe method I•: Find 
the R. A. of ]) at Its actual latitude, ihen find Long. ol" t,pat point 
on tift! ecllptif (l.e.o with lat. O'l having 'the same R. A. (as the 
]) at Its actual latijude). This Long. of the point on the t!cllptlc 
Is the desired "R. A. Long.'• to be Ulled in alltt Epochal calculatl0111 

tn place of ]) 's Zod. l..ong. calculated from the ephemeriS. For 
llnstraijon R. A. II 13' 21'.6 'lat. 3' 31' S. Is !ound from Tables 

to be 72' 24'.2. !t Ia then founlf from, Tahles that 72' 24'.2 Is the 
R. A. of II 13' 41' lae 0'. Therefore II 13" 47' Is the "R .•. 
Long." ef th\ ')).In II 13' 21'.6 lat. 3' 31' S. 

tt'For detefmlnlag In what Bell area the ]) .lies rememhN.' to usi 
the .Zodlaca Illng. strictly. 
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THE ARABIC PARTS • 

'1!!le Several Par~" Proper to tbe Twelye Houser. of th~111oroscope 
A~oording to the Jilstorleal Recorda I'Jf &he Old works, 

Featured In "The Doetrlne of Nativities," II'; JoJin Gadbury.• 

Wo tch the progrfl'lsions and transits over these Polnt!j. the as~ 
pects givlog signlftcsnce of beneftt or anxiety concernmg such 
matters aignlfted by the nature of the aspecta,,whetber favorable 
or unfavorable. • 

' 
How tn tlnd the Ar"able Parts 

The .Port of Life is taken bv duy and night from the degree of 
the preceding conjunction or 'opposition of the Llghts unt<~ t!te 
Moon In the Natlv'lty, and accounting from the Ascendant, thur : 
Pari of Ufe Ascendant + ]) - New or J<'ull Moon nearest before 
birth. ("'By day" and "'by nlgllt"' has reference to thn time of 
birth, "'by day" meaning from sunrise to ~unset, "by night" from 
sunset to sunrise.) · 

Example: ln the Nativity following, n new Moon (conjunction) 
preceded It, In 16 degrees of Capricoro, according to Origannus. 
Tome II. 

Signs • 
}. sc. Is 111. 11" 01' which equals 7 11 01 
]) 's radical place Ia * HI" 52' • 11 10 52 a~d 

11/ 21 53 
Conjunction of lights 

preceding birth, In ~ 16" = 9 16 00 sub. 

9 r 53 

Therefore the Part of Ute Is In ~ 5" 53 
r 

THE :t.z ARABIC PAR7S 

Parts Proper to the Flnt Bouse 
~ ' 1. Part of Life Asc. + ]) - Ne"f. or full moon "'e&rest before 

birth · 
2.' Part of Undentanding Asc. + ~ - 1;1 
3. Part of Spirit J. sc. + 0 - ]) 

Parts hoper to the' Seeond Boa¥ 
4. Part o( Fortune Asc. + ]) - 0 , . 
5. .... rt of Goods Asc. + cusp of 2nd,- lord ot 2nd 

• This book Is out of print. 
' ' . 
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•• • 
,PI\rts P_roper to the 'l'hird H1N18e 

6. Pa~ of. Bretllren By day : Asc . ..f- 2! -; ? 
• By night: Asc. + ? - 2! 

7. Part of.Ute Lole <>"i Bredlren Asc. + .? - .!) 

Part"-PrG,er to the Fourth House 
8. Part of Ute tafller As;. -lr 0 - ? 
l!. Part of Fortune iA Husbandry Asc. + ? • ~ 

10. Part d Inheritances and Possessions Asc. -r- J) - ? 

Parts Propea· to the Fifth House 
t • 

11. Part o' Male Children Asc. + U - l> 
12. PartoJ.Female Children Asc. + ~- D 
13. ,Part ol Plays Asc. + 2 - ~ 

Parts Proper to thee8ixth House 
14. ,Part of Sickness Asc. + ~ - ? 

703 

15. Part of Slavery and Bondage Asc. + l> - Disposltor of J) 
16. Part of. Servants Asc. + J) - !;! 

t 

Parts Proper to the Seventh House 
"17. Part of Marriage Asc. + cusp of 7th - ~ 
18. Part of Discord and Controversy Asc. + U - ~ 

Purts Proper to the Eighth House 
19. Part of Death A~c. + cusp of 8th ·- l> 
20. Part of the Perilous and Most D1111gerous Year Asc. + ~d 

of 8th- 1;> ' . . 
Parts Prof>er to the Ninth House 

21. Part of Faith Asc. + ~ - l> 
22. l'art o'r Journeys by Water Asc. + 15" § - ? 
2.1. Part of Tnlnls,by Land Asc. + cusp ot 9th - lorg of 9th 

Parts Proper to the Tenth House 
24. Part of'Ute Mother Asc. + l> - ~ 
25. P&Jt of No"iity ,r.nd Honor By da:, Ak + 19• 'Y' -= 0 

By night, Asc. -t- s• 1:5 - ' 
26. Part of Sa.dden lfdvllllclntent A~c. + ffi - ? (It ? Is com

bust su!Sstltute U) 
2'i~ Part of Magistery and Prof~slon Asc. + J) t- ? 
28, Part o'f Merebaodlse ~sc. + e - ;Part of Spirit 

l!arts Proper ta the Eleventh House 
t • ' !11:1. Part of Frler~os Asc . ..t- Jl - ~ 

30. "Part of Ho110lJ11:ble a11d DIUftrlous Acqllll)ntance 
By day~ A'llc. + 0 - ffi 

·By nl&bt: Asc. + ffi - 0 
. •• r.rta l'ro~er' to the Twelfth u- ' 

<n. Part of ImprlsonmPnt, Sorrow: and eaPtlvlty Asc. + E9 - ·q.~ 
32. Part of 'Private Enemies Asc. + cusp of 12th - lord of 12th 
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RESEA~CH METI;IODS 

FOR ASTROLOGICAL STUDXNTS 

An Introduction to the P~ciples ·of <Statistical 

Analysis a~:>- Applied t:o Astrological Research 

Stude'hts of astrology are increasingly aware •f the 
need and value of tbe statistical method as an t-rganized 
treatment of whatever hranch of our science they .1re 
studying. · They realize t<1a t the future of astrology rests 
in our ability to demonstrate its validity with data wh;ch 
will withstand scientific tests of significance. More and 
more, astrologers are coming to, recognize that their 
science will he awarded the approval of universitatns 
just as soon as their claims are even partly proven cm
rect by methods acceptable to scientists. It will teach 
us much to review in our minds a brief history of mod
ern psychical research. 

The past few decades,have seen a complete turnabout
face on the question of psychical phenomena. But it was 
not the many independent test-condition experiments, 
the vast well-authenticated literat:.Jre on the subiect, nor 
the roll-call of famous personages and inteJtectt.ials con
vinced of its reality', which wrought this academic revol
ution. The respect of the erstwhile materialistic school 
of thoug~t was given only after many years of patient 
and· exhaustive resl:arch into extra-st>nsor.v perc(.ption 
proved the reality of transcendentals The results of 
this research were reported to the world in terms of 
statistics. Rigid statistics trsted for significance anJ 
proved significant are .the JYTOving-ground for -scientific 
acceptance 

, The subject of astrology is now aoout to undergo this 
sam~ sort of statu's reversal. ·The name Of >1stcology will 

'stand for all that is admirable and worthy of acceptance 
in Amefi~n education. The great ·t~opularity of ~he sub
jel!t, the roll-call of intellect'uais interested .in it, and the 
practicable worth of applied horoscopy to individuals, 
, .. 
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however, wDl not t:'ring about th~ recognition and atten
tion whi'h df;rOlotg" deserves, however. Only sys~ematic 
resear~h 'by sstabhshed, rigi;l stati~ical methods will 
win for qpr coslhi~ science the stat~on in•education we 
seek for it. -

Many statistical techniques are elaborate and rigorous 
flD appl¥- This fact has discouraged ;onany ambitious 
studc:nts of astrology who are willing to engage in order
!¥ research. Arioth~r deterrent to more wide-spread 
enthusiasm bas been the total lack of any availal)te, sim
ple set ~ instructions describing h'lw the less difficult 
methods of anal.rsis may be adapted and applie4 to 
astrolpgy in particular. Astrol-..gical research is subject 
to :numerous peculiarities of approach ,\ot shared by 
research in the other social sciences. Elementary text
books on-statistical a9alysis have confined their instruc
tipns and examples to social problems, economics and 

.biometry. And advanced textbooks are usually unintell
igible to the individual without a prerequisite mastery of 
higher algebra ,and the calculus. 

A~trological students are constantly aware of the po
tential contribution to scientific. progress that lies iJn
orgalliz~d in their files and notebooks for the reasons 
stafed. Even the beg"jnner often possesses a wealth of 
raw.information (birth -and inception data; historical and 
cas~ notes, de.) that he has compiled in the passing of 
time. If ~ollateJ and treated, this refined information 
may be of'~re_ at value to astrologers and astrology as 
well as the ;vorld as a whole. 

i;'ests of Significance 
> • 

• It is our 'aim in this article to introduce to stud~nts 
tlfe gene1"al nature of statistical analysis a:nd to present 
the more commdn and doubtless most valuable methods 
for determir.ir.y whether the dai.a one has collected is 
s'!gnificant from a scientific viewpoint. <1\ny analytic: 
method in rest:a<•ch is ordinarily called <a teat of llillnifi
c:anc:e. A teat of lligni&canc:e may be defined u a cfet'er
mination wheth~r or cJ1<1t a measure of unus~ i. 
greater than c:An ' reasonablY' be attributed td ehanu 
alone. In o;tanilarcllaboratory practice it is assumed that 

•• 



if the characteristic in question actually is foLn~ tn occur 
a certain number of times more than it3 probability of 
occurr~nce, it has a> corres'ponding- deg-ree qf unusualness 
'and is theref<V"e sigpificant. , 

In statistical terminology, the P.roba}>ility of its occur
rence is known as its theoreti,.al frequenc9' or its expec- · 
tation. The act,~Jal number of its occulrences is called it<i 
observed frequency or its incidence. 

For ~xample, in tossing a coin fQrty' times, the theor
etical frequency of its turnin~ up heads is 50% of the 
time, or twenty tinw!s. But suppose that actu<llr>observa
tion., by counting the number of heads and tails in the 
series of fort¥ tosses, ~hows that heads appear.ed 23 
times and tails only 17 times. The actual, observed t'!"e
quency, then, differed from what we might expect. It 
then behooves the coin-tosser to s'llbject this situation to 
a mathematical analysis, to learn whether 23 heads cou!d 
reasonably turn up by chance alone. The steps to take· 
are very simple. In our illustration here, it is found that 
there was nothing unusual about the hi£"her percentage 
of heads, because, according to probability theory, it is 
nQt unusual when between 14 and 26 items occur out of 
40 if their probability 'Of occurrence is 50%. We wiil 
learn shortly how to reckon these margins of allowance 
for chance-oCC\1rrence. 

How might thi~ scientihc theory ot prol>atHIJtles De 
applied to astrological research? Let tis take sign-posi
tion~ of the Moon as an example. The pro~ability of 
any .eytmt or individu1\l's birth with the Moon in a given 
sign. is ljl2th of the time, or 8.333%<·of tbe time. For 
mathematical 'teasons we statt; that • the probability is 
.083J3, or, writing it, we' say, P = .08333. 'Suppose we 
collected, one •·hundred birt11.::harts of persons ,sufferiilg 
from a· specific disease or possess,ed of "ll common trait. 

• And that twenty, rather than eight, of ,tltese persons 
were born w\~h the Moon in one sign, while onl'y two of 
the llundred haw: their nata.! Moons in ~.not?,er sign. •we 
refer to the tally of I 00 Lunar positions as a frequency 
diatrih~tion.. · , . , , ,. ~ ~ 

• It is Apparent, then, that the observe!~' freqdency for 
one ·sign is 20% while we should expect only.K333% of 
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the c!hArts ~o ,.sho": the Moon so situat.ed. And that only 
2% .oi. t~e .cltarts show t_J~ Moon m the oWter sign, 
whereas, tf th-rt;. was nothmg to t~e astrological theory, 
we should anticipate 'the birthdates in ~uestion to have 
the Moon fairlr evenly distributed among the zodiacal 
sectors. It .behooves" U§, however, to test the signifiance 
of the observed .frequencies before we can be justified in 
assuming that the uneven distribution'found did not oc
ctrr by chance .• 

In making this test, it is important that we proceed 
on th~ypothesis that" the absented distribution of the 
Moon among the signs actually did take place by chance 
al01ae and that there are no •grounds for a behef in an 
l.strological explanation of the deviations. In other 
words, we must try to disprove astrology, rather than 
nurture! any bias inefavor of an astrological tenet. Every 
test of significance is made in an effort to prove that 
chance and nothing else accounts for the discrepancies. 
In standard statistical practice, we call this negative 
approach a npll hypothesis. Then, if the data under con· 
sideration passes the test of significance, we will be forced 
to reject the null h}pothesis and concede that there ac· 
tually is an influence or ce1nditioning factor in the 
M"'"d's position whif.h accounts for the variations noted . 

• Statistical lndllction: The Sampling Theory 

Let us ;ow !earn the rudiments ;f the metl\od by first 
considering the scientific theory underlying probability, 
and give the reader simple dirtcti~ns how to"111ake the 
test• of si8lf'lificance in sign-positions of faster-qtoving 
celestial bodies, ~nd o~er i~ortant astrological factors. 
The basiC' principle involved ts universally known ·as the 

1118111plipc theory. A simf>le comprehen8ion of the sam· 
piing theory ft; esseptial fc1r proficiency in any handling 
of data bl' Mtatistical techniques. In order to give tlJe 
reade/ an "apprecia\ion and adequate de~&cription of the 
sllmpling the.-ry, let us. dramatize- its purpase an(! 

• I • • e practice. 

rt· wpuld surely t:A! an impossible task to ootflpile the 
bittbdata of.every victim of a given disease. The n\ass 
of data 1vould 6e too great to handle in its entirety even 
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if it were possible to ob'tain. Should\ an entbm)l~gist 
wish to lJCCurately determinF the wing-spafi d'f the: adult 
gall wasp, it would be foohsh for him to e~en atte'mpt 
the capture and oiom~try of every.adult g!J.II wasp in the 
world. The average of his measurements of the wing 
spreads of several thousand specimens~·· gJcaned from 
their habitats everywhere, howe~er, wo111d be nearly or 
exactly the same' as the average spread of every gall 
wasp in th world. In preparing his scientific report, ."te 
could coqfidently state .the wing-span of mature gall 
wasps. Or should a botanist wish to mention in his 
textbook the structural characteristics of a p:P<~ticular 
speciei of swamp fern, he would undertake the careful 
study of a large number •of representative· specimens. 
Averaging the measurements of their fronds, the size ot 
stomata and other constitutional features, he could 
authoritatively describe the char;lcteristics elf that 
species of fern. In other words, definite information 
about an entire species can be arrived at through statis
tical analysis of a sample number of representative 
items. 

The entire mass of data relating to one characteristic 
is called a universe, inasmuch as it represents the total 
population of the data concerned. The attribute of the 
population which is being estimateti from the study i:; 
termed a parameter. The items selected from tha,t pop
ulation as representative of its whoJ..: are J;eferred t'o 
collectively· as the safuple. Finally, the :-es1tlts from study 
of the sample are expressed mathematically and are 
called 'sta&istics. It is important that the student learn 
the meaning of these' te;ms and to use ~hem in praatice 
if he Is intent UflOn appreciating and qecom~ng deft in 
statistical procedures. 

The term "population" has ;t' special and frequont use' 
in statistical analysis. W-e speak of a. "popUlation" when
ever we are referring to an aggregate. T,b~ ragg,regate 
1pay be of perstJns, things, individual measures, or sim
ply an1' class of objects or subjects which· qav.e in com
fnon •certain characteristics or causes. The word may 
be u5ed tvhere we mean the-paren~ W'PUlation of yvhi.ch a 
given samt>Ie is held to be ·representative.' Or It may 
designate a purely hypothetical population' fro171 which 
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the sa~ple r.eay oz- may not have been taken. Hence, in 
statist'kal literature, we read of a. population oof pump
kins, a populatien of deaf mutes, a po"ulation of CQiTI• 

modity'prices, ad infi~itum. 

We undet'sfand no\v _that a sample of the total popula
tion of anythin~. a cross-section of its universe, enables 
us to•geneJalize concerning the univctse from which the 
sample is drawn. The sampling process is itself a 
special problem, As it becomes the duty of *e investi
gator to see to it tha.t the variates (individual cases) 
,comp~~ing his cross-section are. s~lected at random and 
are therefore truly represe11tat1ve of the whola The 
,process of 'random sampling in some fases has become 
"itself an art within science. 

In astrological nsearch, howe\(er, we arc seldom con
fronted with this problem of random sampling, !Jy virtue 
of the fact that the human race is so immense numerical
ly and births are nearly continuous (one baby born every 
thirteen seci!nds in the United States alone), that any 
ordinary compilation of birthcharts will meet the re~ 
quirements of true randomness of selection. Nev~rthe· 
less, even in a sample array C1f bir-thcharts, break-dowru 
a~ often necessary. A break-down is a further arrange
'tllent of the items in the array by naqual classifications 
inherent in the sample itself. For instance, in any fine 
analysis, the ~;harts of males and ftmales should be dealt 
with separately at first, then combined in th~ final inter
pretation. Age, occupation, social class, ed~¥:ational 
level, marital status, nationali,y, .pnd even r~ljgion, are 
cu6tomar:>- br~k-downs. Why such stratificatipns are 
desirable and !Jften qecess3[y in an a~trological project 
should be obvious even to the layman. 

In "order io make as a:omp.rehensive an analysis as 
possible, t~e numbh of variates in the sample should.be 
as htrge ~s "possible without its becoming too bulky to 
llandle convepientfy. Furthermore, thi~ sample .must be • 
a selecti'bn• without bias' or prejudice for precQ!ll:eivtd 
ideas or notions. A,strological workef'5 ,should not be 
g;Uih.)l' of rejecting from their sample cases whtch on the 
surface appear, to be contrary to tlieir beliefs, or of ~sing • 
only c:/ses which they believe will corroborate their con· 
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cept. It will harm more tlhn help the j:aust; o( ast~oiogy 
if the sample is deliberate!J' misrepresented. Oa, the 
oth.er hand, it is wise \o reject cases whjcl\ are question
abfe in authentiWy oc whose inc1usion will bring ad
verse criticism for slip-shoddiness by ,-;dentists who 
doubtless will check the validit:y and aci:utacy of the 
data used after it has been published. APrecent problem 
of this nature pre~ented itself in an analysis of t;tock
market fluctuations during a fifty-year period for which 
daily reco~;ds are available. It was d<=cided to exclude 
from the project any items which represented ma~et ac
tivity during the first ~w months after expiration 'of the. 
bank moratorium of 1933. • Rates of increa~e in stock 
prices were so h~tic and rapid, inclusion of that action. 
in a market analysis would so distort arithmetic means,' 
et cetera, it would be foolishness, even a scientific 
"boner," to do so. 

According to theory, a random sample of thirty or more 
cases will serve to give reasonably accurate results from 
a study of frequency of distribution. Bec,"iuse of the 
great number of variables comprising an astrological dis
tribution (12 in the case of signs, 36 in the case of decan
ates, 4 in the case of Lunaor quarters, 144 in the case of 
dual sign Combinations, etc.), it is Wilje to establish min
imum sample sizes in accordance with the number of 
variables in questi~n. A sample of •100 cases wou~d be. 
a confident minimum tfor truly valid results fur a sign 
analysis; 300 should be quite adequate for' decanate an
alysis. }Vhere Lunar quarters are entailed, 36 are suffi
cient. Tqt!" size of thJ! a(lequate sample obviously ~e
pends upon the numbt>r of variables and~upot. the stze 
of the universe. For instan<;e, an ;-nalysrs of factors in 
the chuts of Amt>rican Presidents will be mad·e of the 
total population a£ Presidents tli date, and the isslte of 
sample size does not enter-the problem. But ~f the Lunar 
positions of 'infantile paralysis victims are ,te •be ~'lbu
lated, no less tha01 one hundred cases •:should be consid~ 
ered with confidence, 

Probability and the Standard Deviation 

This is not the place to engage in a len~hy discourse 
'on the technical phases of probability theory, but ·we are 
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obligatetl to. naake .mention of certain facts which the 
studeat•ahouttJ always bear i!l mind,. The- mechanics of 
pr!>bability a_re ora~~r ;imple, as was ~u;gested by tht 
com-tossfng Illustration. The mathematics, however, are 
quite complicate61, which limits the average student to 
the lone res~onsibility 9f becoming familiar with the 
~se of tables an'll the elementary ari,thmetic required 
for their use. The purpose of this art1cle is purely to 
introduce the subject and instruct in the use of the 
~implest tests of significance. We wish to s)low you 
how to Q'etermine whether an observed incidence of an 
astrological factor varies enough fr~m evenness to have 
a si~ificant ,degree of qnusuNness. · 

;The expected frequency of a Lunar siffn transit in any 
birthchart or given moment of time is lj12th of the time, 
or 8.333%, as we han stated. But we also learned that 

_it is not unusual to find more or less than .08333 of birth
charts in a sample to have the Moon in any given divi
sion of the ecliptic. In other words, there is a definite 
"margin for eJTor" around the exact figure of the theor
etical frequency, in which a factor might fall and con
tinue to be classed as normal. The standard deviation 
is a mathematical device which•defines the limits of this 
alld'wance. The vah-.e for the standard deviation of any 
sampling distribution depends upon th.e probability of 
oocurrence of the parameter, the probability of its not 
occurring, 'and. the numerical size ilf the sample itself. 
For instance, t'Le standard deviation of a sample of 100, 
where tile probability of an occurrence is .08333, i!'.2.764. 
This tells us that we can alway!) a'\ticipate the'observed 
number of lrials~n a series of 100 to lie within 8.~ plus 
and minus 2.764,•or 5.569 and.11.097. In actual practice, 
,this means that it is normal, that, OUt of 100 Items, 8 
items will have a particufar characteristk, and we may 
reasonably suppose. that do significance shopld be at
tache<! to )be $eries if between 5 or 11 actually are foun'd 
pqssessed of it. 

',['he od3s 1lr"e even ("S0!50") that tbe distribu~op oc., 
curr!=d by chance alone when the -observecJ frequency is 
0.~745 -the aihount ell the s~andard deviation. • If the in
cidence is e~ual to the' standard"' deviation, the o1ids 
against the disproportion occurring by chance al?ne a!e 
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2.15 to l. If the incideJce is twice t)le sire pf tlte ·stand
ard dev~ation, the odds arf' 21 to 1 against• this.'happen
ipg by chance alone~ \\Then the incidpnfe is 3 times the 
standard devia•.ion, t.~e odds amdunt to 369 to l· that the 
deviation found existing might have tal(en place by pure 
coincidence. - · 

TABLE I 

Significant Levels of the Normal Elistribution 
•· In Ratios to the Standard Deviation 

! Ratio of Devlatloo 
I"' ~---:--, 

Probability ot Odds Against Chance 

I the Rlttlo Itself Occurreilce of Ratio I to Standard Devla,tlon 
, I 

I 

163185 .10 10 • to 1 

1.95996 .05 20 to 1 

2.05375 .04 25 to 1 

2.17009 .03 33.3 to 1 

2.32635 .02 50 to 1 
• 

2.575&'1 .01 100 to 1-

3.29053 .001 1.000 to 1 

3.89059 ,. .000,1 10,0W to 1 
' • 

4.41717 .OOO.Ql 100,000 to 1 
L . 

. 48\1164 t .000,001 1,000,000 to ~ .. ( 

• 5.32672 .000,000,1 1P.,OOO,OOO to 1 . I 

5.73073 • 000,000,0,1 100,000,000 to 1 
• 

6.101141 .OOO,()()(f,OOl • 1,ooo,obo,ooo to 1 

• 
• Tablr I acc;mpanying this articfe shrws what a~·e 

•he cvids for various ratios of the observed' deviation to 
the standard .duiation. This tab.\e is one of the rqost 
imP,ortant instruments a research wbrker in'cludes in his 
simple regalia. Its use, howev'er, is a later ·steP. to ven
ture, for one must learn how to figure this rat~o. The 

' 
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student ~auld Jirst s:Ietermine w'hat the standard devia
tion oL llis pa~ameter is, eithe• by ca,lculation or .by ref
erence to a talilee 'l"able II tabulates the standard devia• 
tion for tll.e expectation~ in samples oof -

TABLE II 
• 

.Expected Freque"ncy and Standard ~viation Under 
• LJn.ar Transit for Samples of Various Size . 

• 
(Probab~lity = .08333 = l/12.) 

Sample Expected Standard Sample Expected Stanqard 
Sl"j,e Freq.uency Deviation .illze Frequency Devla!lon . • -

LOO 8.333 2.764 1000 83.333 8.740 
200 16.667 <03.909 2000. 166.667 12.360 
300 25.()()(l 4.787 3000 250.000 15.138 
400 33.333 5.528 4000 ;{33.333 17.480 
500 41.667 6.180 5000 416.667 19.543 

600 50.000 6.700 6000 500.000 21.409 
700 58.3.33 7.313 7000 583.333 23.124 
800 66.667 7.817 8000 666.667 24.721 

IL 
900 75.000 8.292 I!POO 750.000 26.22\1 

va'rious sizes for which the probability i~ exactly ljlZth. 
It&· use ·is readily mastered. The first column lists the 
sample size~ The second column sl>pws what 1/lZth of 
this number is:• 'l'he third column gives the' standard 
deviation for the theoretical frequency shown in cr;~lumn 
two. Table II applies, in precis:on }'Vork, only tq Lunar 
sign-positiotts, ol to elements where the hypotl!,etical 
frequency js a tw'elfth 9f the time. · 

The values listed in th~ first column .of Table I are 
USUally' referrL.U to as leva)s Of significance, for they 
represent qefinite, drscrete probabilities so small as to 

•immedfatelJ r~veal a., measure of unusualness. Unusual
ness may be s;Ud to bl!gin where the o!J.ds'are 10 Of mow 
to l again!;t 'Chance occurrence for the noted devia,tion. 

, In lJl!>St scientific worlr, the .05 level (ratio,= 1.96, odds 
20 to 1r is gt"!nerally"consid~red to be the line.01' demar
cation b tween ,normalcy' and abnormalcy. Where "as
trologicaf projects are concerned, unusualness . shou!d 
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begin at the .10 level,' due to the .myrir.dt of 
1 v~riables 

which ore the component! of every birthc!tart.. •In other 
,words, one's attentiOn should be arre!'ted by the unusual
ness of any si\uatioft in an astro\ogical array o\ adequate 
size where the ratio exceeds 1.64. APy scientist would 
agree to our establishing the, boundary df normalcy at · 
this point. Whrnever a ratio exceeds'l.64, we state that 
the statistic lies in the region of rejection. The term 
rejection here means that we have a va)ue which departs' 
sufficieRtly from the norm (or, mean) of expectation that 
we are behooved to reject the •.ull hypothesis ~e started 
with, as discussed larlier. . •. 

~ . 
Use of Table II may be illustrated for the benefit·. of 

the reader. Let us say that we have on hand a sample 
of 200 birthcharts of ence halitis-patients, and that 27 of 
these are found with the Moon in' Sign X. Normal eJ:C
pectation has it that 16.667 of ·these should have the, 
Moon so posited by sign. The standard deviation for 
this size sample is 3.909. The difference between ex
pectancy and incidence is 10.333, the _ratio of which to 
3.909 is 2.64. Entering Table I with this ratio, we see 
that it is greater than ~.58 which marks the .01 level of 
significance. This tells us that the odds are greater ,than 
100 to I that the incidence should' so greatly exceed ~he 
expectation by •chance alone. Tlle ratio found ,lies. far 
into the region of rejection, so we must de!i,ert the riull 
hypothesio and con£ede that Lunar occupancy of Sign X 
is associated with the disease in question. 

Tfie 'simplest test or' significance, t~.at which w~ are 
desctibing, is u,o:;ually called the u-teat to distinguish it 
from other tests. In ordet to ou'Hine the subject for the. 
reader, let us 'llakc use of abbreviations which come it. 
handr in actual fieldwork. Let P stand for the Jfrobabil
i.ty o a given event occurring, and 'Q for the probability 
that the event will not occur. Q is always' (•\-P)~ or the • 
• difference between the decimal P aftd un\ty ( 1.0000 .. ~ ) . 
"Thep N will be tne number bf items (variate!., cases) in 
the sample. M is the number 9f items in the sample, 
which 'f,tilJ sflare in this event (att\ ibute, r-ositioo, ·char
acteristic, nature, etc.) if the l.tistribution is normal. · M 
therefore is the theoreticalirequency, or expectation. 
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ExpressPng- p liS a decimal at alf times, multiply N by 
P to find Jl., i.e.,~ __: NP. Thoen multipl.I M by Q, or, 
expressing it otheiWise, N times P times Q. The stand
ard deviati&n ia the 1quale root of NPQ. ~one of this 
procedure is at all.difficult, for simple multiplication is 
all that is necetssAry up"tq, the point where one wishes 
to. derive the squar~ root of NPQ. The square root is 
most easily found in a table of square ro'bts, familiar to 
everybody. Where no such table is available, logarithms 
ant handies,l. five-pla-ce Jo~arithms sufficing in, every 
case. In fact, logarithms 't"lll shorten the process of the 
earlier mu'l\iplication itself. 

1 

In order to figure the ratio of the observed deviation 
to Wte standard deviation as computed, simply find the 
difference between the incidence and the expectation. 
Incidence may be sy111bolized by th.e letter F, and the 
stfndard deviation by the letter S. The difference be
tween F and M may be abbreviated as X. The all-im· 
portant ratio is therefore: (F-M) divided by S, or, better, 
X divided by S,, There is nothing in any of these steps 
that is formidable or rigorous from the viewpoint of 
w.ork. The u-test is the easiest, as well as the most pro
lific, test of significance at the ..:ommand of an astrol
oger."' · . 

Aatrolouical Probabilitiea • 

Table II vias nresented as a proba:,ility table for the 
Moon's position amo'ng the signs, for samples of various 
size. That is, the theoretical frequencies (M) and smnd
ard de,viations (S) for different ~ai'Qples have ·'already 
been computdi fo~ convenience. The othe{ planets, how
ever, do not have 'probabilitie~. of exactly ljl2th. The 
Svn's sign-pOsitions vary because the earth, revolving in 
its elliptical or 'lit, attains • ,perihelion in'' January and 
aphelion in July, causing the Sun to apparent!¥ transit, 
the "sutpme::o ~~s" in greater lengths of time than it 
o"'ccqpies the '"wmter ~igns." The other pi-nets, in rela
tion to the oortl-.~ under similar variatioils in the ld~ths 
of time spent in each ("tropical") sign. 'tables III, IV 
tnd Y gj.ve tht: sign-r-r<fbabilities of the Suh, l\{ercury, 
and Mars, resP.ectively, ana at"e offered for their servi~
ability to 6tudent11 who migh~ like to try their band at 
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TABLE III. TABLE IV., • , TA\iLE V. 
Norll¥'1 Frequen~y : Nonqal Frequeney: 

Sellar Transit • Mercury Transl$, 
Nannal, •F~ueney: 

' Mars ranslt 
Sign! p I• PQ Sign! P •I PQ Slgnj• P I PQ 

'J' .08348 .07651 'T' .07881 .07260 'T' .07175 .06660 
~ .08485 .07782 ~ .07632 ·07049 I ~ .07925 .07297; 
II .08582 .07846 II .075'JO .06997 .08784 .08013 
§ .08612 -~870 § .07713 .onut § .09523 .086l.6 
st .08564 .0 831 st .080'22 .07379 st .09943 .08954 
liJI .08454 .07739 1lJI .08415 .07707 T1J! .09931 .08945 

""' .08313 .07622 ~ .08785 .08Q13 ""' .09492 .osr-!n 
111. !\)8179 .07510 111. .09035 .08219 111. .08742 .07978 
I .08088 .07426 I .09()W .08269 I ·8i883 .07261 
Vj .08061 .07411 Vj .08954 .08152 Vj . 1144 .Ofl634 
~ .08105 .07448 ::: .08645 .07897 .06724 .06272 

* .08209 .07535 *" .08252 .07571 ~E .06735 .06282 
-

actual experimental work along analytical lines. Notice 
the surprising rang-e of differenGe between Mars' posi
tions in various parts of the zodiac, being found in I eo, 
for instance, nearly one-tenth of the time. Similar tabl'er. 
for Venus cannot be computed, due to pecularities in its 
cycle. For measuring significance of Venus' sign-posi
i.iu.~s, one must balance the observed f:equency against 
the percentage of time that planet is found in each space 
dbring the'period cov6red by the birthdata one is work-
ing with. · 

• 
TABLE VL 

FrequeJWy Under l'etrogradation 
Uf Any One Planet 

PlAnet Dlr. Retro. PQ . • 
•!I 0.802il7 0.19763 0.15857 
9 0.92781 0.07219 0.066911 
g 0.90675 0.09325 0.08456 
2' . 0.691158 0.30252 0.2'1096 ., 
I;> 0.6.'3606 0.36394 0.23149 
Jtl 0.58937 0.41063 0.24201 
w 0.5687!1 0.43125 0.24527 
ij 0.55!184. 0.44116 0~4654 

• 

• Almost ever:y' as
trologic;al ele m'e n t 

.l}a!i· its distinct prob
ability of occurrence; 
the Luna\' quarters 
hfve e a c h ~ P of 
0~5 add a Q of 0.75, 
w i t h :PQ togeth«:r 
equal to 0.1875. EV\~n 
t h & mean• amounts 
of time when planets 
are {otlnd in retr9-
grade motion, .a r e 
con~U.nt' values (see 

• .. Table V 1). T h s: 
probahility 'of finding two celestill bodies within. orb of 
a'!;pects (for the ofbs of varibus sizes) ha.ve been calcu-
lated. • • 
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"TABLE Vll 

Pr"~~bilitiea That Two PIJmeta 
Ma¥ Be Wit~n ~arious Orbs_ of Atpect. 

I· Sltuadolll 

Normal F"reqneney Under 
a _.Conjunction or arf 
Opposition 

Normal Frequency Under 
a Sqoa.re, a Serttle, or a 
TriPe 

~ ···-· . .;...~, ""'" ~~<xtlle and Trine, or a 
quare and Opposition 

Normal Frequen~ Under 
Conjunction, Sextlle and 
'J'rlne, or Conj., Square 
and Opposition 

I 
I 
I 

p Q PQ 

5 0.027781 0.97222 0.02701 
10 O.OMM 0.94444 O.M247 
15 0.08383 0.91667 0!07639 

5 O.OMM ...... , ....... 
10 ~.11111 0.88889 0.09877 
15 0.16667 0.!3333 0.13889 

5 0.08383 0.91667 0.07639 
10 0.16667 0.83333 0.13889 
15 0.25000 0.75000 0.18750 

5 0.11111 0.88889 0.09877 
10 0.22222 0.77778 0.17284 
15 0.33333 0.66667 0.2222?. 

• 

Thble VII gives thes' values for orbs pf 5°, 10° and 
l5°,ofor the major aspects separately and in combination. 
Ambitious sfudepts • may perform a• great sez:vice to 
themselves and their colleagues by undertaking the com
putation of various unavailable probability tables• for 
specifict conditions which may be•me.t in genera1.horo
scopy. Wherf worl<ers have the proper t~ls, true tJro
g;ress is ma4e. In the fneantifne, little can be accom
plfsh~d bf careless method~ as unscientifit reports can
not be accepted 'by tho editot'!> of scientific jourttals. In 
e!'eryda,_ lif~:tnd in the regular application of astrology 
to d•ily affairs, we are•urone to overlook thl! fact that we 
are i~ a po!itib~ to give th"e world something of.ttue 
'1{0rtbw. something which. will solve many thprny social 
problems:" and ;omethi~g wttich may ope day be regarde4 
as the salvation ofo man from his own undoing. 
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Resear.:b Work IJlustrated -. 
Sunc-Sign and V,ocatio1tal Aptitude: . .o\'n exc"el!ent way 

to excite interest in the statistical s{de of astrological 
work is to show a l>ona fide example of some sort in which 
the u-test is used with highly ~atisf;.,<"'tory results. For 
our illustration, our two arT£YB consist of the tabulatea 
sign-positions _,"\t the birthdates of Z492 eminent cler~<y
men, and of 621 notable male artists. Our sampl,es are 
made up of every individual in these two catego~ies 
whose' full birth date is given iri the 14th edition- of 
WHO'S WHO Illf AMERICA. We could h3lr,e selected, 
say, 400 of each profession by random sampling in -that 
source-volume and obtrined similar if n')t nearly iden
tical results. · As preliminary steps, we computed the 
theoretical frequencies and standard deviations in the 
manner prescribed for our two samples (d differing 
size), the probabilities being the same. Our aim was to 
determine whether there was anything unusual about tnP 
distribution of the Sun's position through the signs at 
the births of men in these two somewhat divergent fields 
of activity and thought. Our arrays and primary data 
took shape as follows: 

Clergymen Artiste 

Sun in Sip: F M s F M s 
Arlee 192 208.02 13.81 60 11£.84 6.89 
Taurus 188 -~11.44 13.91 M· 152.69 6.94 
Gemini ' 196 213.87 13.98 . 49 153.30 6.98 

CODOI!r 175 214.61 14.01 159 58.48 6.99 
Leo • 236 21M2 13.97 60 153.18 6.97 
Virgo • 230 !:.10.67 18.89 46 152.$' 6.93 ., 
Libra 233 207.115 13.78. 116 51.62 6.88 
Scorpio 200 203.83 18.68 27 • 150.79 6.63 
SaglttariW! 11l9 201.116 1&61 43 ~.23 6.79 

capricorn. 200 200.68 13.159 86 150.06 6.78 
Aquarius 236 201.97 18.62 tiJ 150.33 6.80 
Places 21K 204.116 13.70 <> 50.98 6.C4 

To&.AI 2492 ' 2492.00 02l ·;621.00 

By i\nding 'the differences betSv-ten the .talliec;l nu.nbers 
o! cler~men and •artists bom with the .Sun located in 
the vanous signs, it becomes apparent that a <;neasure of 
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unusua~es~.is actd!llly exhibited in the array-an un
usualttess• whlcl\ exceeds the .05 'level of significance in 
five im;ta'Qces, •two among clePics, an,!l three among ar
tists. Five factors•in the arrays are found with u-test. 
ratios in t!te region of rejection beyottd th~ point where 
the odds against ooance explanation are 20 to 1 or more. 

•You will recall'"t~at it is cvstomary and rational in scien-
tific proc~dure to Peject null hypotheses, when the ratio 
of the s!andard deviation and departure from true nor
malcy exceeds 1.%. When the ratio exceeds 2.58, the 
oMs are fll6)re than roo to 1, and there is little ptobabil
ity that !Jte variation m:ty reasonai:!Jy be relegated to 
"cQincide~ce." 

It is notice:lble from the out!et that the Sun prefers 
to 6void the sign Cancer at clergymen's bihhdates, while 
epjoying a distinct preference for Aquarius. As in
structed, we computet~ the ratio of X to S, and have the 
fpllowing to report: 

Sun in Cancer: X/S = -2.83 ; Odds 215 to I. 
Sun in Aquarius: X/S = 2.50 ; Odds 81 to I. • 
Why should the Sun in Cancer be so scarce a com-

ponent in the birthcharts of eminent clergymen? A11d 
why shpuld it be found an occupant of the sign Aquarius 
so f~quently? Sure1}1 one cannot read the delineations 
for• Sun in Cancer aptl Aquarius givere in Llewellyn 
GeGtge's• masterly "A to Z Horoscope Maker and Delin
eator" without i}eing impressed by the deliber.ate men
tion of traits and general qualities associated with these 
positions "as parts of the psychological apparatu.-; df in
divid~als with strong religious iflclil!ations, or lack of 
them. Everf sti:u1ent of astrology is well aware o~ the 
spiritual prowess •and metaphysical inclinations of na-
l.ves with the Sun in Aqu\rius. _ 

Three • factorlf in t~e arr~ of ·artists' Sun JlOSitions 
stand out with significant ratios. These are the jlrefer-' 
entia! ot Sor in Aqu~rius, and its avoidat"&e of Scoroio 
and' Capric9rn. , The ratios .read: 

Suri in Scorpio: X/~ = -3.48 ; Odds.2000 to•l. · 
Sun• 'in.• Capricorn : X/S = -2.07 ; Odds .2& to 1. 
Sutl in Aauarius: X/S '= · 2.45 •; Odds 70 to f. 
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According to astrol(•gy, Scorpio and C .. pr~crrn are 
essentially "coarse" signs, falling, ~s th:y do under the 
rulerslfips of Mars. and S'aturn, respectivdy. •'Hence it 
"s no surprisr. that these sign!\ regi.,ter lowest as pro
ducers of artistically inclined individuals. Aquarius, the 
introvert, the harmony-lover, with Pre>1tJ.ethean farsight
edness and Uranian appreciati(l.n of suptilities, stands out 
with both arti!j•S and clergymen, corroborating the a!t· 
trological theory. Simple httle research projects wove 
astrology, vindicate the wisdom of i!s s~.holars, and serve 
to enrich the fund of our knowledge. 

Mars and Major' Marine Disasters: MakiNg use, of 
the ·Mars sign-probabilitv table, we tabulated the posi
tions of that phnet for tl:ie dates of the 339' major r11arine 
disasters since 1833 catalogued in the 1947 World Alm;;.n
ac and Book of Facts. More than 82,000 persons lo~t 
their lives in these t.·agedies on tht: high seas. No posi
tive ratios found in the array exceeded the .OS point, but 
two negative ratios are SO to 1 that the abnormalcy can 
be accounted for by chance. Mars avoids the signs Cap
ricorn and Pisces so frequently at the eventuality of 
marine risasters, that the odds are 63 and 6S to I, re
sp~ctively, that the observed frequencies are so sparsf' 
by chance. That Mars in Capricorn should be a n,~gati·ve 
factor is understandable, for tha~ position is a sort of 
damper on the ~rouble-making influence associated with 
that planet. Why Mars in Pisces is the rarest comp.:m
ent is not quite ck:ar to the writer; theories advanced 
by thoughtful students will probably prove enlightening 
as wdl as interesting. In passing, it is well t1f- mention 
that the frequency o.f Mars in airy signs for these marine 
disa!tters is significant. This is fascirtating in the light 
of the mundane astrologic"ll viewpoint'which relates airy 
signs to the earth's atmosphere. With Mars as the di~_. 
turbing factor," little wonder Is it that t~e vast .:najority 
of marinf' disasters, quite riaturallJ, are the dismal re
sults of storms and other bad atmospheric Cl.Jndi:tions. 

" 
' Co~tlmine Disasters and Sun-square-)fars: The U. 
S. ~ureau of Mines published a list of the dates, locali
ties and casvalty tolls of the 143.. worst mine disast.e.rs in, 
Al,11eriaw history (in which 20 or diore meh wert. kill~d). 
We decided to tabulate the longitudin<'ol Jiffeli,ences be· 
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tween the
9 

Sun crnd Mars for these dates, to determine 
whether fmfav6rable aspects Were m.1)re fr.equent' than 
might rea~nablylb~ascrij)ed to coinc\dencet We learned 
that 34 of these 143 infamous days found the Sun and 
Mars within 1S.,0 d a S'{Uare aspect, of which 24 quad
l"atures were w1thiq an orb of 10°. Making use of the 
values given in Table VII, we discovereli that this ex
cess Qf sl\uare aspects over the expected mean was too 
si~ificant to ,11e sneer, coincidence. The u-test rafio for 
the 15° orb squares was 2.24, for which the odds arc 40 
to 1· agail'l_;:t chance. The b-test ratio ,for the closer 10° 
orb -square aspects was 2.16, for which the odds amoul}t
ed to 3? against 1. Suretr. astroiogers for ages have not 
beev mistaken in their mterpretation of the changing 
relationships between the heavenly bodies as viewed 
geocentrically. 

The Chi-Square Test of Significance 
It matters very little to the scientist and statistician 

whether the od<\s against chance-occurrence are 100 to 
1 or 1000 to 1, so mastery and use of probabilit:v calcula
tion is not essential to skill in statistical an .. i. ·sis. II} 
pl'actical worth, to demonstrate that a deviativn has a 
me-aSI}T'e ·of unusualness., beyond the .10, .05 or .m levels 
of significance is all that is required under,most circum-
stanc~s. · 

A simple, y'et e"'ttrf'.mely useful, test !easily ada.pted to 
the analysis of arrays in astrological research is common
ly known a'S the chi-square test. It is so named b~ca'hse 
the critjcal factor used in making t'he ~st is convention
ally abbreviatc!d by;' the small Greek letter. chi, with "an 
exponent of ?. mea~ing that the•value of chi is squared. 
C!ij-equare is a measure of difCrepancy betw,een observa
tion and '!aypot~a. The vaJue chi-square reveals the 
magnitude of departure"between numbers in an observed 
fr~quenc~ disc)"n:;ution and what these numbers actually 
sliou)Ji be if the distribbtion were normal. The hypQth
esis, as alwats in' such tests 'bf significance, stat~ tb§.t 
the distribution is norma] and that any deviations ob
s~ed•ar~·the product ·ef chan_ce cond~tions. • 

To ~very.vah1e of chi-square there is a corresponding 
probability rating.. When any · ~omputed value of ,:hi-
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square equals or exce~ds the .05 !~vel, ,we, are' behooved 
to.attr.ch significance to the data under 'test. ,N<\turally, 
when the computed chi-square equals pr "exceeds the .05 
point, the d\stribution under 'inspection ob-< iously de
parts far enough from normalcy to deserve further at
tention. The significance of ~a' calculate<J chi-square is 
evaluated by it.s size as compared with what the val\!e 
should be if tY.~ distribution in each category were nor
mal, or within reasonable proximity to normalcy.'This 
evalua~ion is made by reference td a table of chi-squ;~..re 
values for the various levels ,'lf significance at different 
class intervals. 'I'ne class intervals used mo's'c often in 
ast•rological research an;: the twelve zodiacal signs (n = 
12), the luna~ quarters or sign-triplicities (n = 4), ,and 
fourfold groupings of the signs (n = 3). The let'cer
symbol n is used to distinguish this factor, an4 is usually 
called the number of degrees of rreedom, for it tells in 
how many ways an item may vary in the series un<\~r 
scrutiny, i.e., the number of classes it can fall into. 

Chi-square may technically be define-! as the sum r f 
the squares of observed deviations from an expecte, 
~ean or means. It is readily apparent from this defip
ition that the chi-squa'•c analysis is but another form cf 
the simple u-test already treat,d with one impvrtant 
difference. T,his difference is that the u-tcst treats• the 
class intervals. singularly in the' search for significance, 
while the chi-squ:t•c test deals with the dis•i.ribution as a 
whole. ' '· . 

• • ln ptactice we wish,. to know whether the class mtervaJ 
po!iitJOns of a plart'et in the cases ma!.:ing ."tp our ';;ample 
vary significafttly from that of. a nor<.nal distribution. If 
our calculated chi-square exceed.s the chi-square value i·:1 
the table at sdected levels, tohen we must reject the ,orig
inal null hypothesis and concede, that the observed dis
tribution of the planet among the signs ,i~. such that it 
cannot be ra,.tionally imputed to c:;J,ance alone. ~ • 

'rtble VIII gives the C\>rrespondink •values for' chi· 
square at three levels of significance for numbers Of de
grees•of freedom most often eflc~Uuntered. in a~;trologic!tl 
l·esearch. Its use' will be' e:kplained shor.tly, if it is not 
already apparent to the r~ader. ' 
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'TABLE .VIII 

Table oj. Chi-~qdare f9r Numbers pf Class Intervals 

The column hplding~ are selected levels of signifi
cance. Figtues in the• table are chi-square values 
at thes~ levels. • The stub of the tabl~ gives n, the 
nqmb~r of degrees of freedom (class intervals). 

' 
' • 

D . 05 Level • .02 Level .01 Level 
•• • 
1 3.481 tl.412 6.635 . • 
2 5.991 7.824 9.210 

~ 7.8141 9.837 • 11.341 

4 9.488 11.668 13.277 

5 11.070 13.388 15.086 

6 12.592 15.033 16.812 

7 14.067 16.622 18.475 • 
8 15.507. 18.168 20.090 

9 16.919. 19.679 21.666 . 
10 ,18.307 21.161 23.2011, .. 
u. 19.675 22.618 24.725 

12 . 2J.026 24.(1()\ 26.217 ' 
(• 

18 :$.581 119-99:1 '38.499 . 
24 8M15 40.270 ll2.980 .. • 
80 43.77/t 47.9112 60.892• . ' 

• • 
I~pectiol\ ot lhe table show!J that, ia order to IJe of 

any true significance w_ hatsoev~r wlltn dealing with pro
jects w.here n = 12, th; ~omp~~d:~-square•mus\ be at 
least ,21.026. When the cla1s .ant~fYa,la are four "in JWP.l
ber (as wilh projrcts analyzinl. t~oesible significan,...-a 
variations under ~he four Lunar quarters, quadrants, or. 
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signs ~rouped by fours), the computed ::hi'-squ'are must 
equal or exceed 9.<!-88 in order to have m;anini .• 
~ . ' . 

Handled sy~tematically, ca!cu'lation of the ~hi-square 
for an array of data is rather sim,ple amt should offer no 
difficulties if the directions are followed laithfully. In ' 
ordinary problc;.,ms, such as testing Sign-positions of ·~> 
planet, the work is arranged into steps thro'tlgh, six 
columns. • 

• 
Step 1. Let columf\ (l) be a !sting of class iq~~rvalr. 

Step. 2. Tabulate the incidence figures in column (2);or 
the nu]Yiber of times the planet irt questian oc-
cupies the class interval in each row. ; 

Step 3. Column (3) should be a li(;ting of the· expected 
number of times the planet occupies each r~
spective class. This step is undertaken by mul--. 
tiplying the probability of the position and the 
number of variates in your sample. (The num
ber of variates is N, the number Of cases in your 
sample, and is not to be confused with n which 
is the number qf class intervals.) Under ordin•· 
ary circumstances, give the figures of theor~tical 
freque~cy to hundredths, 'or two decimal pla-;es. 

Step 4. Column ( 4) is a tabulati~n of the diffetcncer in 
(',;lch row o:>f the observed jlnd. tht!oretical fre
quencies. Succe,sivdy subtract the values given 
in column (3) from the values given m column 

'(2), enterillg rl1em in (4). 

Step 5. Square'· the values in _column (4) and enter 
them in (5). 

c- ., . 
Step 6. Column (6) is a se~;ies of values, derive«! by ·suc

cessively dividing the vallles in column (5) by 
the values in column (3). .. · . . 

· Stepc7. Total the values in column (~ ... 'fbi• sum is 
· dU-1(\uare. 

~Knowl'ng the chi-square ~ue" of the ·array, cottsult 
Table VIII, entering the column giving tke V'llue of ehi
:;quare a.t the .05 level for· the number of class il'lterva.ls 

, , -' ' 
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'THE ·cHI-SQUAfiE TEST: 
• 

Zctdiacal Distribution of the Sun 
At ~rt'hdata~ of 2492 CJergylflen 

1 (1) J (2/' t ·. (3) • ~ (4) (5) (6) 

• .. 
• 'J' 192 • 208.02 - 16.02 256.64 1.234 

l:S 188 21i.44 -23.44 549.43 -2.599 . :. 
II • 196 213.87 - 17.87 • 319.34 1.493 

• 
~ 175 214.61 - 311.61 1568.95 7.311 

• 
~ 236 213.42 22.58 509.86 2.389 

11)! 230 210.417 19.3.'l 373.65 1.774 

~ 233 201.15 25.85 868.22 3.226 

Ill 203 203.83 - 0.83 0.69 O.OO.'l 
• J 199 201.56 - 2.56 6.55 0.032 

'tj 200 200.88 - O.fl8 0.77 0.004 . 
tl = 236 201.pg 34.03 1J58.04 5.734 . 

ft.31 *· 204 204.51} - 0.56 0.001 ,. 
• 

12 t2492 I" 2-192.00 1 
• 

Chi-Squarb = 25.800 

• • . . 
If the· tabular val4e is greater than the c.omputed v&lue, 
then the nqll hypothesis must• be accepted and we con
clude that the observed dev.ations do not "ary sufficient
ly ftom aormal '0. have signi~cance. If the tabular value 
is smaller than the cdmputea value, the null hypothesis. 
rpust beorej¢tUJ m favor Qf some other explanatiOn than 
chapce, for the odds <Ire too great that the lliscrepancy is 
coincidental! · • • 

• If the ~hi-square te~t•is passed and we· a~e obligated 
to append genuine signifioam:e to the uneven •distrib!
tion; we are further obligated ~o seek a possible explana-
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tion f~r the discrepancv elsewhere tnan in :mr primary 
data. In other words, we are still -unju~tified t~ assum
ing thr.t astrological inA~ences account .{or th'e devia
dons. We 111ust first demonstr<tte tl;at factor!j intrinsic 
to our primary data are not to blame for the apparent 
abnormalcy. However, this condition. applies mostly 
to tests of significance in Solar·positions, and seldom will 
we have to m<).ke extra demonstratibns in silpport c( 
astrology when· our analysis treats of other thAn ~olar 
factors. Deviations found in arrays of Solar data might 
be othel wise accounted for in normal seasonal variations. 

To show our rea~ers what the worksheet for· an a;er
age • chi-square test looks like, following the directions 
just given, w~ present herewith a chi-square table. of 
six columns for the Solar distribution among signs at the 
birthdates of 2492 eminent clergymen (the sa,me array 
dealt with earlier fn~m the u-test &'ngle). The chi-square 
is most valuable, probably, for the reason that it reveal,:; 
whether the departures from normalcy in the individual • 
class intervals, as shown by the u-test ratios, are com
pensated for in the over-all distribution. Jn other words, 
a significant ratio from the u-test is "cinched" as scien
tiilcally valid if the chi-square test shows the over-alJ 
distribution sufficiently· disrupted by normalcy in any of 
its class intervals. In preparing -:a conclusive sciei':tific 
report on any i'Strological research project, it is a scho
lastic obligation to state the chi-square value- for- .the 
whole di!>tribution·-whencver an arr~y i.:; u-tested. 

, In our summation of the 2492 clergymeq's natal Sun 
positiorr.>, the calculate.[i chi-square is found to 'be 25.800, 
which' exceeds botlf 21.026 at the .05 Level.;md 24.954 at 
the :02 level. lienee, we must reject ""-e null hypothesis 
and admit that the placements of the Sun in ·the array b 
sufficiently ab-normal to be "ln influential factor in tire 
psychic make-up of religiou~ leaders. T~te non!1miform
ity found demands another hypothesis t",e;cplain itself. 
The logical lipe of reasoning leads, direcf1y ~o tHe astro
logiq•l theory w{lich claims, evidently w)th good reason, 
tha,~ the Sun is the primary' differentiator' of personality 
types. In tum, individual diffPrences of tempera,ment 
and be-havior-patterns are inf;luen(ial in vocatio;aal !kPti
tude or selection. 
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Hem!e,ewl see fr;m the forego~~ outline example the 
lines of iroceclu•re an'd though~· wh1ch every astrq,logical 
student and re~e~r~ worker must foll.bw in order to test 
his data and evaluate hils findings. ;fhe ctti-square test• 
is a method rich in opportunities for establishing as 
scientific fact w;~<tri'y of the tenets and theories we ordin
a_rily takt>o for graBted. -

Correlation of Attributes, 

,The analysis of" degrees of correlation between iny two 
sets of items or information is one of the more elaborate 
brahches.oof statistical ~ethod. Ht~wever, one doing 
astrological research will not have frequent need for find
ing cq,rrelation coefficients of tl~ complex sort taught in 
tht;' textbooks, except in certain instance\. There is a 
simple test of significance, though, which makes use of 
the chi-square principle in order to prove or disprove the 
eJ<istence of any correlation between two sets. This 
.s~stem makes use of what is known as a 2-by-2 classifica-
tion, in the form of a fourfold table, for which reason it 
is often called _the fourfold teat. Its technical name is 
generally termed the correlation of attributes. 
, This test finds a wide variety of applications in astro

logical ,work. Because it is but' another adaptation of 
the thi-square analysisy it is easily comprehended by stu
dedts who have assiJ"Qilated the fundamentals of the 
common • tests already discussed. Again, simple arith
metic is all that js required, and thos<J processei may be 
greatly simplified by the use of logarithms in perform
ing every ostep but the preliminary addition. The ac!om.!' 
panyillg figu_re is. a standardized. b~-diagram w~th its 
vanous portlvns· al!tbelled by letters. St11dy the fiKUre 
briefly and ,YOU ~II qui£kly arorive at an understanding 
of the entire procedure. The data used in every fourfold 
test'lllus•. be put,. into a forrrr in which two groups of data 
are possessed oi common atlributl!s in differen\ propor
tions. 1'hatt t~ speaking conveniently, Category A is 
possessed by Conditi<~ns X and Y, and Category B also 
share in X tmd If. However, the prop~rtions of Rand 
Y in· either Category are different. The fqurfold test is 
devised )'> lea~;n how ,a~tually different, frofn She "sig
nificant" ·poin\ of view, are• these prol:'ortions in the t"'b 
sets. 
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THE FQURFOLD 'iABLE· 

Stan~ardize.-;1 Workilig Fo~" 
J!or Correlation of Attlib.ates 

AUrlbutee 
~ 

category A 

C&t~ry B . 

Total •• . . .. . . 

TABLE IX 

Slsm&aotValllfll 
of 011-Bquan 

Level Cbi-Sqlllll'tl 

.10 2.706 

.05 a.fkl 

.O'.l ' 
5.412 r 

.p.l ,. 6.635 

Coadi&loa · Coadf&:.oo Total 
X • 'f ' ' 

a b a+ ·b 
" 

e 
" 

d c +d. 
-. 

' 
a •+- c b + d ' q, 

Solution ,of the foutfold test 
nets a value of chi-square for the 
data. Table IX shows the chl- . 
square values for various levels 
of significance. I\1 working with 
a fourfold table, any resulting 
value must be in excess of 3.841 
in order to be in the region of 
rejection beyond the .OS· Mint. 
(Remembe~. all tests of sign.i.fi· 
cance used in statistics are n;ap.de 
under a null hypothesis which 
claims that varii.tions from nor
malcy a r e chance p4,enomena. 

.The tests merely reveal how 
great are the ocMs tflat the devia-

,, tions observed• are coincidental. 
When the odds are high" enouih to one, it ois assumed· 
that the devia.tions are genui01e events and ther~fore. th'e 
hypothesis must be wrong.) .. 

In actual fieldwork, Categories, or <:dr:d~tion~ under 
consi,deration' ar~ interchan~reable. For, instance, either 
Ca~egories or Conditions may be: retrograde' and direct, 
masculine ~nd feminine signs, r northern and SOI,l\hern, 
dedinatii'n, two zodiacal elements, fertlte anit barren 
factors, waxing arld waning' moon, or just two sl2ns 
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alone.. Nolt-astrol!)gical factors which might be" chosen 
to mak~ up. either .Categories dr Conditions might be: 
male .arM fentale, Catholic anti Prot105tant, scientists and 
clergymen, whiote'o or colored, or what-have-you. Tille 
adaptability of the fourfold test is its "most valuable 
asset for research work. Another advantage of pat 
worth is the-tact that" i~ subjects to testing many cate-

.gories ot conditi&ns which cannot be a,~;tually measured. 
Theref&re, the attributes used may be: ~thletic and non
atb,etic, urban nnd rural, introvert and extrovert, short 
lnd tall, light and heavy, ad infinitum. 

'In tbl! working form ~hown, a, II, c and d are under
stood to be the actual, counted numbers of items \n the 
varit>us catekories, while the ~urpose of the column and 
row headed "total" is self-evident. To solve the problem 

.of the fourfold table, the following steps should be heed
ed: 

.step 1. Multiply a and d together, and b and c together. 
Find the difference between these products by 
subtracting be from ad. Square the value of this 
diffe~nce. 

, Step 2. Multiply the result in Step (1) by n (the gr;and 
total found in the lowet right-hand corner of the 
box) . 

• 
St~ 3, Multiply all ofour sums in botfl Categories and 
•' Cqnditions together. 

• • • Step 4. Divide tb"e result in Step (2) 'by the result in 
•Step (3). This quotient is the sought-f6lr chi-
square value. • 

0 .• 

The foregoin&- instrl;!Ctions may be catlified as fo'Uows: 

Chi-sq~are = • 
(lid-be) (ad..-bc) (n) + (a+b) (a+c1 (b+d) (b+c). • • • 

Ha~ingotilps found chi-square, .dete~mine whether br 
not it is sif:"nificant lly the values ewen •n.the small Table 
IX for se.lec:t ~evels. 

To depict and dramatize the utility of th~ fourfol3 test, 
let' us-•emple.y imafinary situations. Supp~eo that we 
wished _to determine wh~tlier the t\me of adolescenc"e in 
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boys of' a particul~r soc,ial class is h~stened •or rddayed 
by the fact that they were born under two different as
trological:- categorie~. These categories aould•'be the 
\Wlxing and waping periods of th~ Moo'n,' or othvr break
down of the birthdat'a. The astrological components of 
the situation we shall designate a& Catl!g:ories A and B. 
Knowing that the mean time of adolesj:ence for the en
tire population of. boys in the social class conc~rned is ' 
13.7 years of age~ we list the number (262 in all) lccord
ing to Category and under Condition~ X'and Y. X wil~ 
stand for•earlier adolescence than the mean, and Y, later 
adolescence than theraverage for- the populatiolk,. • 

FOURFOLD TABLE 
• 

Time of Adolescence and Birth Factors 

A&irlbute • Ado~~ I Ado~~ I Total' 
I 

Category A ....... I 74 112 126 
• 

Category B .... . . .. I 59 77 136 

• I· I·~ I Total ........... 133 129 
I ~ 

Solving for chi-square, in accordance with in~tru~tio~s, 
we find Chi-square ~ 6.164 = (2630) .(2630) (262) -:
(133) (129) (126) (136). . .. 

Becau!;e• 6.164 is in ,thee region of rejection beyond .the 
.02 poV1t, our derived value for chi-squaf e· is 'ilighly sig
nificant. The odcfs are mor~ than )0 to f that the differ
ence in the proportions of the two attributes in 'our sam
ple of 262 boys 'tould have be~n so unusqal by eoincl
dence. Out conclusion is na'turally• to retect the null 
hy'pothesis and accept the evidence that .Bifth ~~:nder 
either Category .tested is a factor witl1 very real prope~
ties exe•cising an influence on the psychosetxttal• develop-
ntent of males iJ1 a special class. · 

A9othef illu~tration might lie ~elpful. Let us iDtagine 
that we have measureil the phystque inde~es 'Of 1.16 men 
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who ..,ere horn under either of two astrological cate
gories, s!gnifiell by A and B. 'fhe physique index used 
is the·r!C\io of:the shoulder-breadth tl,l the pelvis-breadth. 
The meap of the flopulation is known to J;>e 128, i.e., the 
average ratio of shoulder to pelvi~ widths is 128%, or 
1.28 for Americ;.an adl,!lt males. (It is also established 

· that this rati~ is correla~d with male virility, as shown 
,ih a Hal·vard Un"iversity report.) Co11.dition X will be 
called ·•rectangular" and includes all th"1lse whose ratios 
are "less than 128.00, while Y is the "triangular" group of 
t1tose individuals wi'l:h an index higher than the"'average . 

• • FOURFOLD TABLE: 
Male Physique Indexe: and Birtb Factors 

Attribute • RectanguJ&r I Triangular I To&all 

I 
Category A . . . . . . I 36 Z1 68 

Category B ·•· . . . . . • I 20 33 53 

I 
~1 .......... ·I ~ 60 116 

"wor)sing out chi-sq'\lare, we find it to"be 4.342, a truly 
significant ¥alue, inasmuch as it exceeds 3.841 (Cf. Table 
IX). It must 'haw be admitted th!t h~ving•been born 
under either of the two Categories has a bearin~ upiln 
one's bodily build. Birth und«i' Category A •conduces 
toward a ~ore 1ectangular physi~l type, whife Cate
gory B has a d~ided inclination towaro. broader ~boul
ders and .more narro~ hipS'. This illustration serves 

ewell to indicate the sort (jf valuable and.beneficial work 
wllich fnight 8e accomplisiled by a progressive student . -of as trolog'j, . - -

All scielke\ •and studies," it is plain, "have receiv~<l ne~ 
and modern interpret¥ions in this Twentieth Century, 
in 'k'e~ing 1vith tift: intettectual temper o' the clay. 
AstroloO" is npw restat~ng · its fuhdamentals in terms 
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understandable to modern scholarship and i!l stjlbf,lizing 
the stand it is now making by doing so . ., 'Phe P.ast "two 
decades •have seen the gre~test revival of public 'imerest 
iQ astrology iq. the history of tqe stah)' scienre. It is 
fast engaging tbe att'ention of more and more intelligent 
seekers after knowledge found wanting ,elsewhere. Its 
followers are in every walk of -life an4 its' students are 
legion. The ultimate recognition of astrology a5 a valid• 
science by our educators is inevitable, for the pu~·suit of 
facts is fast carrying them to its po~tals': 

~ . . 
It will not be long before Wl! will have reached that 

rainbow's end. Eacr. and every student of ast?vlogy .is 
spiritually obliged to contribute his intellectual efforts 
toward that end. Man w~l finally lift his eyes heaven
ward, knowing at last what the stars mean to him and 
his-and why. 
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PICKING WINNERS 

J\ -fest of. Astrologic<!l SkiP 

The.Prin~ipl~ and :Practice of Contest Analysis 

• In spite of certaia philosophical objections to. the use 
of astrology as a helpmeet in speculation, training in the 
techniq11t of predicting the outcome of contests is part 
add parcel of every astrological curriculum. It must be 
conceded by'all that our scie"ce stands or falls with its 
capacity for describing trends or indicalin~ qualities at 
particular points on a time scale. This bemg so, it fol
lows tha\ the outcollle of a competition, all entries being 
equal naturally or by handicap, is predictable with the 

"same degree of certainty to be relied upon in any other 
type of astrolo!<ical judg-ment. 

Contest ana1ys1s 1s an art emorace<l oy that !>ranch ot , 
our study known as horary astrology, but calls into con-

. sideration all of the informatiDn and artifices gleaned 
fr(#m 'a mastery of ~oth natal and horary techniques. 
Hence, more than a cursory knowledg_e of astrology is 
nc;~cssa.ry for proficieflcy in genuine corltest analysis, for 
familiarity.with astrology as a who~e is an absolute pre
requisite. Real'ler~ delving into this article, attracted by 
its title. and in high hopes for a sure-fire formyla "'r 
riches, should therefore be discQuraged at thisooulset of 
our tliscussion.. -

Contest-analysis was an im~ortant share of profession- , 
'al,astrology in the sevenaeenth and eighteenth centuries 
of our era, ju~ing ~ the aumerous elaborate techniques· 
and divinalC¥Y methods which were in VOJUe lnd treat~d 
upon 1t leAgth in t~e literature of those ~1mes. Then, in 
tift: ninet .. entq century, wjth the adv,ent of new,canoll'S 
of .spiritual thought, astrological literature lost its.cryl)
tic,. kabbalistic savoua The new trend, .which carried 
ov~ m\o the"early ~d~s.of the twentieth century, 71as 
charad:~ed b7 a Victorian dogmatism str&!lgely m1xed 
with occult precepts of Oriental origin. The lead.ins 

- • 0 
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astrological authors bre~thed new Ji(e in tv .. the s!ella~ art 
and maintained a hi.gh degree of consisten.:y despl'te the 
<¥uious viewpqints which crept !nto e'very text':>ook and 
thesis. The new attitude, however, was more religious 
than scientific, and it became a h~resy t> ipsist upon an 
astrology divorced from mystiC.sm. It was heir! that to 
use astrology as,;t means toward profit was a perversion 
of the divine sci'ence. • 

The s:;.me attitude gained grounn among astrologers 
in the United States, but Ame-ican astrology ,was d~s
tined to become scie•1tific and practical. A few '1emine'1t 
astrologers freed themselyes from the ste.reotype of a 
mystical basis fpr their subject and produced a wortlrv 
literature which reduced astrology to its workable essen
tials. Countless individuals now benefit daily from a 
practical application of astrological information. Our 
literature now has a minimum of metaphysical conjec
ture. In the place of literary abstractions rising as a 
morbid derivative of astrolatry, we now read the phil
osophy of astrology. That philosophy i.; the natural 

'philosophy of modern man in quest for security, discov
ery .and peace o£ mind. 

There are a number of excellent l-ooks on the rules 'or 
analyzing horary charts of the usual kind, i.e., the simp:e 
inquiry concerning decisions or ventures, or the :equ'!st 
for information not t>vident on the surface of .t situation. 
Every student should attempt to perfec..t himself in sim
plt" horary techniques, with the old texts as guidance 
material -.1nd actual exrerience as the final authority. 
Restricting oneself to genethliacs alwa;s p~ aves to be 
a dete'rrent to fua appreciation of astrobgical inference. 
Horary astrology is the n·.ttural complement or expan
sion of natal te(hniques, for tl.rough horary procedures 
one becomes adept at recognizing thr expression of plan
emry influences in "the little things'' of life,:which ,ordin· 
arily escape attrntion. ' 

:This 'thesis is confined to a generalization 'of horary 
procdlures as, tkey relate to cont(st analysis. Proc.e.ed
ing on the ,1ssumptio~ that it i~ possible td predt~t cc;>r
rectly the results of a: contest vta horary methoqs, let us 
devote our consideration to the sufficiencies and limita-
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tions ·oreco~es,t; analysis, outlin~ the traditional rules for 
maki~g-judgments, and relay. to our readers what exper
ience has taught us to be valid in t~e way of interpre~
tion. 

• The traditi.orl'al rul~ for making sound judgments ap· 
pear to obe simp~ when" we integrate in our minds the 

•scatterrd directions for delineations gwen in the text
bo~ks. Actual. fieldwork, nevertheless, always proves 
wmch more comp!iCI!Ited than expected due to th.e endless 
stream of contradictina factors, modifying conditions 
and oveltones of influence that onc•de'3pairingly finds in 
almost every horary chart. Even more discourag~g to 
tQ.e novice is the seeming irr~tionality 9f the theory it
~1£. it being replete with loopholes often irreconcilable 

.with a logical view of the matter. By this we mean that 
the customary rule" for delineatinn arc often such far-

• flung departures from seeming cummnn sense that the 
intelligent student is destitute of any self-confidence. 
Confidence in one's ahility to arri"c at a stable conclu
sion is a requirement for all successful application of 
astrology. It is our purpose in this paper to integrate' 

• the time-proven but ill-preserved precepts regarding ,this 
probl~m, and restate them in' modern and applicable 
turns for the bcncft of students who realize that this 
r~formulation is desi~able. 

'~he' acme of contest analysis would naturally be a 
system in whic.il tT.e prediction i~ b:scd.upon 'an exhaus
tive exl\,mination of the birthcharts of all the cont~starits 
involved. Such action, however. is well nigh .imrrobable 
in rPlost ci.,.:um~ances and imposs,ble in many, due to 
the difficulties ene would face in corl'lpiling the" data, 
erecting a.nd rectifying the di'arts, and making an assem-

•bly-line study of each byoprogression and transits, etc. 
• • If this caul~ be d<}ne, th~ugh, the elements ~o watch in 

every•chat.t "Would be the vitality, alertness and momen-
' t¥Y temperament CJf the players, individeally and in th~ 
aggregat~ 'Pbe reason f"r isolating'these four "factorf 
should be obvious to even the layman, inasmuch all they 
ar~ th1 chiei ingredieftts in the recipe fat ~chJevement 
through ardor. A point--.ah.te system offers die best pro· 
cedure for evatuating these. factors in a long series of 
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charts. Vitality is relegc&ted to the Sun, Moc.n aa1d Mars. 
Alertness is usually, determined by Mercun> and 'U:-anus. 
'fhe psychological index (whether o1}tt.nistic or pessi
mistic, ebullient or depressive) is a powerful determin
ant in the outcome of a contest. This •index of the im
mediate temperament of the r.ontestants''is estimated 
from Venus, Jupiter, Saturn and Neptune. ' 

Certain types~ of competitions are in all prooabiaity 
immune to the indications of the or:linary sort encoun 
tered in contest analysis, and must receive special con
sideration. We ref or to contests often desd-:bed as 
"batt]es of wits," where preparation rather than luck de
cides the outcome. This would include inform1.tion 
quizzes, certain 'card games, and chess games. The ou~
come of a chess contest is probably dependent upon 
individual nativities ol the opponentu, although the usual 
contest chart 5et for the commencement of the game 
would naturally be examined in the light of the birth
charts involved. 

The How and Why 

A. horary chart for the time and place of the occasion 
-be it a football, base'ball, basketball or ice hiJckey 
game, boxing or tennis match-w~l1 usually suffice to 
reveal the winner~ independently of.the personal fortunes 
of the players. The skeptic may well ask, "Why, a-r.d 
in what manner, does such a horoscop.e indicate the 
winner of 'an as.-yet-unplayed game?'" Let us answer 
thlt cwes;ion. .. 

It is 'bur firm corfviction, based upqrt. the comb;ned 
princiflles of astfology and social psyckology, that the 
outcomes of competitive sp6rts ev~nts, publiciY'attended, 
are surely more ,pmenable to acc:urate prediction than a,re 
individual affairs. This is trwe beca,.use, p<sycholOgically 
speaking, the "collective mind" is far moze._, ::usceptible 
to planetary influences (indeed, to al! exterr~&t stimuli in 
goenera~ than tf.e ~ingular mi11d of an individ~al. · 

c Thfs is true also because the stu~ent's mind is focussed 
on one afftlir' and its specific outc.ome. The ai!air'' is 
restricted to a knowtf set of "variables" and prot?er allo
cation of planetary and zodiacal "rulersh'ips' is elemen-
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tary .. · ~ye c8VJp,frisof!, it is diffk-\llt. to make a specific 
predtCtJo•. about the actual Jlleans through w\ich a 
transit or aspeCt ,il'l an individual radix will work itself,, 
out. A bllnsit of Mars ~ver natal W...ercury may have a 
multitude of expr,~ssions ranging all the way from fire 
.in one's wastettaPer ba~~:,t to nervous inflammation. 

• The individual psyche possesses a hig!o. degree of re
sistance to outsid~ influences, a resistance rooted in what 
is., commonly mts-called "free will." The collective 
psyche is far less differen~iated than the individual and 
is therefcpe more vulnerable to on-tt.l:!-spur reactions to 
out'er stimuli. 

¥odcrn scientific research· has proven that mass psy
chology, pendulum-like, oscillates from one end of the 
einotional·spectrum t(\ the other, between optimism and 
pe,ssimism, laxity and tension, mania 'and depression, etc. 
,This oscillation is traceable to causes variously known as 
''extra-terrestrial influences," "sidereal radiation," "the 
diurnal bio-ele~tric potential"-all roses by another 
name, the mother flower being astrology, pure and sim
ple. Modern astrological research corroborates these 
fihdings and, furthermore, posse!':,Ses the key to predic
tion of· sociological trends (as witness, for example, 
stor,1c-market activity a~ related to long-term and middle
term infl\lences of the planetary aspects).' 

•• 
Developing on th}'i theme, we might' even go so far as 

to suggest that the reason why the planetary configura-., 
tions at the time are such strong determining fao;toi~ in 
the ga,ne's progress may lie far d~ep·'lr than sheer •influ
ence on the feam' themselves. Perhaps ,the public•at
tendance of fans, team-like opp~~tsed between themselves, 
is.a major d"eterminant. An,d th~t what th} chart shows 
is tlte psycholo&Jcal index of the vast throngs of people 
gathered togetq,er witft a cofn.mon focus of thetr atten
tt' ons-oo thC: ~1ttcome of t.he game. The chart discloses, 
i thjs is true, which "!ide" will be on the u!'lswing o£ the 
psychologic~! ~ndulum. l~ychologist~ tell us •that 
sport~ events, particularly of the rough or combat<fnt 
loct, are 1ivilization's !Jelt by-paths for vicariou~ aggres
sion.· Aggression is a natut."al"instinct•but we must curS 
our aggre!l!live'ne~ in order to. survive in society. This 
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instinct is therefore "repressed" into the !>ubr.m.scious, 
and seeks outlets in our activities which' Will relieve the 
pent-u~ pressute :ret nof' tarnish our co.'lscie.-ice': The 
•human being -'.here fore finds in ~ports 'aftractio"'s a splen
did vicarious outlet. That is why audiences project 
themselves so intensely, almost as tlic>ur,-h hypnotized, 
into the course 'of a prize-figHt or other contest. This 
psychic project~<>n is spoken of as a "cartharsis"-an e>~.
perience intimately felt by proxy. The results of, this 
cartharsis by rooters of either side ~s doubtless what t.he 
chart indicates. Such an explanation is in keeping with 
both the astrologi<;;1l and psychological theor·:7;s uni:ler
lying our subject. 

Charti'ng ':he Game 

Where analysis of the actual event is concerned, a 
chart for the time ;>nd place of Hce game's inception is 
expedient. In football, this would be kick-off time at 
the stadium, while a race should be charted for its post• 
time. A prizefight chart should be calculated for the 
beginning of the first round. The inception of any com
petitive or combatant athletic event is the critical mo
ment. In most cases, this moment is predetermined by 
schedule; a slight dela}• of a few minutes at actual game 
time should make little or no difterence in the ana~vsis 
if the chart is "[adical." 

In agreement with the horary tradition, a, chart for" an 
inquiry an to the d\.ttcome of a game .of.ten identifies the 
lYinner. We discourage this practice, however, except 
whefe t..he quercnt has only a temporary and 'relatively 
inten~l. interest in the 'particular event, for all qutt3tions 
ame\1able to ha:-ary analysis should st~m di'rectly from a 
"personal equation." Win this \s so should pe apparen~ 
to all student~ of astrology. • Unless a personal stake i.; 
involved, it would be rat he{ unreasonab!.e to e:!-..pect' the 
,horoscop~ of an individual's' passing cur;psity to reflect 
the fortunes of two opponents or teams, 2>s ~ovell •as their 

. emotional imf-acts on two vast thr'vngs of fans. A hor
ary ti"gure, to be'valid, must be based oli'thf signific«Qt 

· motnent of a .crisis in experien~'l=· · 
\ ~ .. 4.. 

,Appi'V:Rimately one out of ~very ten charts is"•not.rad
ical. The best way to decide whethe~ the cbart of an 
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inquiry i!l raliic~l is to determin~ if the chart describes 
the qu.ert-.nt's 'focus of attention on .the matter• asked 
about. Then, if lt!te chart has connotatiory; of a sports 
event, it "'ill be safe to tt'eat it as an index of the contest 
itself, the ascenda11t identifying the team favored by the 
oquerent who h"-s"the afOr'&mentioned personal or impor
yht connection with the issue. 

•• 
AP boltom, th' rules for horary analysis of a contest 

ar~ quite simple, theorub of the matter lying in Ute fre
quent contradictions one y.-ill find in the average chart. 
The' cont~dictions are to be eliminattd by careful study 
and evaluation. Only astrological skill can accomplish 
this, which is •why we stated e".trlier that proficiency in 
as4ii-ology as a whole is necessary for successful use of 
tl).e science in contest prediction. 

The fir;t step in a~alysis is to cdnsign the teams in 
qtiestion to their correct houses and planets, a not-too

"difficult task if certain circumstances are observed. The 
home team (playing at its own stadium) is allocated to 
the first house, 'the ascendant. The visiting team is de
scribed by the seventh house, or descendant. In boxing 
ar tennis matches, or similar sports in which a rival chai
lenges 'he title-holder, the defendant or champion is sig
nifil!d by the ascendaftt, while his opponent, the chal-
lenger is ascribed to the descendant. • . . . 

Needless t'l:l msntion, exhibition ml!lches of any kind 
should never be subJected to analysis, ina!ftlluch" as there 
is no stake involved in the outcome. A special sflt of• 
circumstances arso surrounds th~~: astro-analysi~, of a 
touma'Ment or •• t1111.ck-meet, the ordi,rary rules of mc;ep
tion and interpreation pot applying to \uch an inter-
~king serits of contests. • 

FOr COfiVenieJace in inst~ction, let us all the team 
represented b:f Jhe as~endanf as Alpha and that by t.he 
~scendant 41tmega. All planets and elements descnp
tiv.e.,of the Alpha teanr may also be called A~pha for sim
plicity. In 'ct!J!I practice ofle substitu~s the nam~s of 
th~ teams. for these . te"»s• although personal bias ~y 
fa:mt "thennterpretatJOltS through that remar'ka~l~ tnck 
ci( tht mind Clllled wishful tbi'nking, if• one thinks repett 
tiously of "the teltms in thems~:lves and apart from the 
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chart. {Favoritism isr the professional N e'.'ne:=;is' Qf the 
statistician, the judge, and ofttimes, the"a.strolqger.) 

_ The twelv~. houses ot a cont~st cha\"t are ~llotted to 
the two teams by trte following connotations: 

FIRST: 
SECOND,: 
THIRD:· 
F{FTH: 
TENTl,I: 
TWELFTH:'' 
SEVENTH: 
EIGHTH: 
NINTH: 
ELEVENTH:. 
FOURTH: 
SIXTH: 

' The Alplia Team'' 
Alpha's Fans ~nd Odds 
Alpha's Coach or Captain 
Alpha's Game 
Alpha'!l Score 
Alpha's Penalties 
T.'le Omega Team . 
Omega's Fans and Odds 
Omega's Coach or Captain 
Omega's Game ' 
Omega's Score 
Omega's Penalties 

We relegate "fans and odds" to the re!;pective second 
houses of the two groups because these sectors of a chart 
show the support and assets of the teams and the box 
office intake which in' some instances determit~es the 
odds. The third houses represem the coach or captain 
through whom, the progress of the event is directed' by 
means of pep talks, messages and signals. The •fifth 
houses s!Jow the actual operations, th~ per'formance of 
the team in attion, and the morale' or "fitness" of the 
{~layers. The tenth houses naturally indicat~ scorin~, 
inasm1,1ch as points ~re'rredits and honors, while th,e ultt
matr. score mir1ors the comparative :fchie~ement. The 
twelfth houses arc the <!bstacler conffontin~ the teams. 
from the ''ery outset ani:! throughout the event, so am 
taken to reprdent the disadd'ntages, setq,acks a11d pettal· 
ties suffGI"ed. A truly "cldn gam~" has a minimum o£ 
'twelfth-house overtones; there are few fOt.l~ an~ error!i 
in such instances. . . . 

· T.he houses have further significance in that they 
often though' not always, des~ri.be the stagef uf, the• 
game'. •If, football,.for instanr.e, the first 'four houses of 
the wheel describe Alpha's performance: an'd taends dur· 
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ing the ft>ur •sua:cessi¥e quarters • of the game. By the 
same ,tol&n, t11~ seventh, eight<ft, nintli and tenth 'houses 
suggest tue circiAn'stanc'as to be experienc,d by Omegao 
as the game proceeds. In boxing matches, the rounds of 
the bout run froip•the fi[st house onward for the defend
~r, and from tlfe seventh house around the wheel for the 
Glfallengd'. Innings in baseball, sets in jennis and sim
ilar ,peri!>ds of every contest follow this" same scheme. 
Too great signifitance should never be attached to this 
sclleme, however, un,ess the trends in each pe~od arc 
con5istent!lfor both teams.• That is, t~e second period of 
a ~me nf1ght have favorable indices for both teams, in 
which case the indications are .invalid. But should the 
Sef!>nd period have excellent portents for•one team and 
adverse indications for the opposite, then confi<ience may 
be placed. in the fulfillment of this condition. • • 

J:t is quite noteworthy that games of standard length 
ousually have a specific number of periods, which when 
imposed on the chart in this way, brings the ending of 
the game or bot~t to significant points in the chart. To 
illustrate: The four quarters in official football bring the 
"game" to the fifth and eleventh cusps, while the nine 
innings in baseball bring both dubs to the tenth and 
four,th cusps. The fif,een rounds in a standard-length 
bo:101ng match, counted around the chart Jrom their two 
star.ting points, finish a"t astrologically significant points 
-the fourth•and .ten_th cusps. 

There are ten ali-important circumstances to be con-. 
sidered in"every chart as indices oj the "gain. or loss•• of 
both t£ams. The chart should be carefully scrutinized 
in search for ihest"! indices. The team with the greatest 
vumber of (avorable ind1ces is ~Ia ted to win; few mod
if¥ing elements can alter, Of even modify, J.or that mat
ter, these• indications. 

fhe Alpha Team Will Win If: - . 
1. Alpha's .,plwt is ~n the .midheaven,. unaffiicted.and 

direct. 
•2. T.he ¥oon jlpplies Jlifllorably to Alpha. 
3. T.he ldoon applies adv~rsely to Gmega. 
4. The :r.ft>on' separates favora.bly from Omega. 
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S. The Moon separa~s adversely from Atph;l.' 
6. T\le Sun applies favorably to Alpha. . ' ' 7. The Sun apphes adversely to Orhega 

r , • 
8. The Sun separates favorably from Omega. 
9. The Sun separates adversely from ,Alpha. 

• • 10. The fifth house is better 'llnd strf!nger thlJn the 
eleventh. • 

The Omega Team Will W\n If: 
I 0 

1. qmega's planet is in the ptidheaven, unaffiicted, and 
d1rect. 

2.•The Moon applies f:tyorably to Omeg;a. 
3. The Moon applies adversely to Alpha. 
4. The Moon separates favorably from Alpha. 
S. The Moon sepa.rates adverselJ( from Omega. 
6. The Sun applies favorably to Omega. 
7. The Sun applies adversely to Alpha. 
8. The Sun separates favorably from Alpha. 
9. The Sun separates adversely from d"mega. 

10. The eleventh house is better and stronger than the 
• fifth. . . 
A "void chart" is one in whicht the last three degree: 

or first three flegrees of any sign are found on the' as
cendant. A "void-of-course Moon" means that' oul" sat
ellite is ,within tm last three degrfeS ,of any sign and 
makes no further ji.Spects before its egress from that 
'sigrw :fither of these conditions often has a' complete 
nullifying or rever~t effect on the remaining chj!.rt in
dications, so \hat the least-favored team '·wins or the 
game is tied at its finis~. Hence, i{ is never wise to 
work with such a chart, 'for \t is, to use a familiar astrQ.~ 
logical phrase~ "not fit to b«:_ JUdged." • 

• Although infrequently encountered, on\ ,-q.ay find that, 
because the ¥oon is within a few jYlinutes df arc of pa~ 

' tile i\spect, mte,rpretation Qf the proPf-~ cJrcumstll.nce 
. (nllmbers 2 through 5 in the above list of testimonial cir

cumstances} is .debatal:lle. Lu~ta{ parallax ma..v dr.ftec:t. 
the ap~atent longitude of the ,Moc;m past the partite point 
and hence change the interpretation: frpm 1'applying" to 
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"separati'llg.". This !?roblem callt; for a further calcula
tion tq learn wliich is the cas~. In most cases, ~alcula
tion is uimece'ssj.ry, as the hemisph~rical placement of 
the Moort in the chart ~ill tell at a,glanct whether th~ 
displacement is ~ckward or forward in longitude, and 

.approximately. ~w grl!at_ this deflectioo is. 

• 'Too gieat stock should never be lai~ on the impor
tanc;,e of the slower-moving planets (Jupiter, Saturn, 
Uranus, Neptun~ a11d Pluto), especially in connection 
whh periodically recurring events, such as a teason's 
regalar S!ihedule. Their aouse positi"ns will be repeated 
toe ofte~ during a season's series; but their aspects, 
involying rapidly moving bodies, particularly the 'Moon, 
ar;t all important. The Moon's Nodes aJ!d Part of For
tune are not of sufficient weight to have an impact on 
tbe charr, and, therefjOlre, it is ambig!JOUS to include them 
il) most cases. The Nodes sometirhes, however, repre
~ent a sort of catalysis on the final conclusion, especially 
if their alignment is near an angular axis of the chart 
(meridian or h.orizon) 

The "strength" of the significators is often modified 
or enhanced by their sign positions; so the traditional 
doctril}e about "debilities and diR-nities" should be borne 
in .mind and brought Ito bear on the analysis, especially 
if 'there is any uncertJiinty about makivg a conclusion. 

~cori~g ·~ hard to reckon, almos,t impossible under 
ordinary conditi'bmr. But the genera1 m,;lgnitede of the 
scoring, y.'hether high or low, is often discerni.ble in. com
paring the tenth and fourth h~uses for Alpha's and 
Ome!a's pli()babj,lities, respective!~ A very '·'active" 
chart (one in whach there are a host of "'tlaturing ot ap

·proaching .• aspects, esp'l:cially•.by the Moon) indicates 
~ittter extremely fast and• high scoring pr a neck-and- · 
neck ral!e for points .• 

Bec114Jse -.t~collective psyche seemingly does not re! 
"spond so readilv to.the more subtle vib,-ations of the 
"outer pla•et!l'e -(Uranus, Neptune and• Pluto), it is cus-· 
tomary to consider Saturn the ruler of Aquarius, Jupiter• 
of Piscos, an!J Mars erA Scorpio. This preblem of co
rulersliip ha.s caused muGh grief to, young students •of 
astrolog}"' to 'whop1 this admonition was not made. 
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Annual event~, such as holiday game~ whj;h are 
played year after year rat the same. hour>, avpr6ximate if 
not sa111e date and,locality, will usually be' fount! tv have 
the same plapetary rulers every tim~ With a ,~imilarity 
m house cusps and placement of the Sun and slow
motion planets. Greater weight shour:9 be attached to 
the Moon and transient planets as was jll'st pointed out' 
as advisable in all instances. '' •· ' 

•• 
The Current Aspects., 

Someo.imes the current aspects a:1one, as given in an 
aspectarian, suffice, to indicate' the outcome of •il:n ev'ent. 
This is notably true in the case of championship pri2.e
fighls, which seem to be the most vulnerable of all con
tests to the inf!uences prevailing during the fight its~f. 
Very rarely will the outcome of a boxing match (exclud
ing exhibition bouts) run counter ,to the indiC'Iltions of 
the aspects in opera'don at the time. If the aspects are 
distinct in their connotations, no chart is really neces! 
sary, although, for obvious reasons, it is desirable that 
a chart be drawn up for every event, despite one's con
fidence that the aspects point firmly to a• conclusion. 

In brief, the following are basic interpretations as they. 
apply to all sports ever.ts in general and those ~;omba
tive in nature particularly. We. have taken liten·ry 
license in "nut-~pelling" them for ,.convenience. ' 

Favorable Sun: The champ maintain.~ his title . 
., The team favored by public and 

experts wins ~s expecte9. Good 
~portsmanship and succe s s f u I 
showmanship. 

Affli_Cted Sun: • The champ losa; his title. Poor 
sp~'i'tsman'ship, while •the event 
itself is a flop as a spectacle. . " 

Favorabl~ Moon: The public • is sa'tisfied.' Event 
has great audienc~ "'P.Peal, , 

Affli~ted Moo~t: Dissenting pub I i c opinion. ,,A 
restlesa audience. r • •• 

'Faverable Mers:ury: Game fast with high scoring. 
Clever plly.;. Mu.ch· d'itxfe'i-ity 
and nirt.bleness displaye~. · · 
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Afflicteq IVl~rc~ry: 

Favorabfe Venus : 

Afilictc!d Venus: • 

Fa~oralle Mars: • . 
J\ffiicted Mars: 

"Favorable Jupiter: 

Afflicted Jupiter : 

Flvorable Saturn: 

. d s • ' Affhcte a turn: ' 

Favorable 0 raiufs: 

Affiicte~ U raws : 

Favorable.Nwum 

Game etratic with unbalanced 
scorin~. Penal t i e s a p.l e n t y. 
Spectacular phys. Speed. 
·"rhe younget win;, Fairest pig
ment is favored. Good sports-

• manship. Colotful, fraternal at
mosphere. 
The younger loses. Fairest pig
ment disfavored. Poor, sports
manship. Jealousies evident. • 
Action galo?e. Game fast and 
vigoro\ls . 
Action galore. Game fast and 
reckless. Injuries to players. Bad 
sportsmanship. Unruly audiences. 
Bully tactic5 employed. 
Justified optimism. Good· sports
manship. Show of fair play. High 
scoring. 
Undue optimism. Poor team
work, co-ordination. Foul play. 

'Numerous penalties imposed. 
• The elder is favored. Game slow 
• and steady. Titles maintained. 

Energy econ<lmized. 
• The elder at ~ disadvantal\e. 

Game slow, 'delayed. lnhuies, up-
sets, revt:tsa!,s. ,, 
Possible change • in title (hbuses 

'PermittJng). Exciting plays. Sur
pr;.;es. New tac*s employed. 

, The.champ loses. Eccentric scor
ing and spectacular pfays. Dis
putes among judg_fs. 

' Smgoth-runnin;g game. M u c 11 
superficiality. -

• 'Confusion. Possibl~ injustice or· 
fra.ud. Unfair adva~tlges 'or 
penal~ies. 
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Favorable Pluto: Excitement p,revaiJs. ,.'HiJ"hiy co
ordjz!ated teamwor~; or.• s~ iII. 
Public pleased w~h outcome. . •· 

AJmcted Pluto': • Players and audience restless. 
Disorganizfd telilli'York. Lack of 
skill butqnuch ~'>rce. 

Exalnplea of Contest Analysis 
• 

Now ffmiliar with the broad background of our sub-
ject, let us observe the principlqs discussed in real prl!-c
tice. We have chosi.t three typical rather than 'strikiny
ly ob,·ious cases to illustrate the analyses of their events. 
The first of thesv is a competitive sport; the 'others, tom
batant matches. The cases are representative of the o(~ 
dinary problems an astrological student may fa,ce if he 
shot.ld chcose the fascinating practi~ of contest analysis 
as a favorite diversion. The astrologer often finds con~ 
test analysis to be a welcome and refreshing pasttime; 
it is an intellectual thrill to have "called the turn" before
hand. 

The Rose Bowl Classic football game of New Year's 
Da)', 1947, offers an instance where the entire course of 
the game fell under the aegis of a void-of-course Moon, 
separating from a trine with Mercu~y. the Alpha plank 
Alpha in this gridiron attraction wits the Bruins, t.~am qf 
the University of California at Los Angel-es. w'1th 
Gemini risiug anti "'rgo on the fifth aus~. Mercury was 
thf significator of the• Southland team. Omega ,vas the 
Illini, .'team of the U ni'iersity of Illinois, who had re
ceived a~d accepted .._he traditional W~st-E:j_St bid •and 
challeftge from the Uclans. Jupiter wa~t1 the significator 
of·the mid-western team, ~hat wifu Sagittarius.descend
ing and Pisces 0{1 the eleventh cusp. 

Neptune~ severely aspected tiy a clbse an~ approaching 
square with the Sun, occupied the fifth hauls(. der.oting 
J\lpha's "game.V. The Sun may also be taken to repr~
sent tilt: favored ~am of UGLA which uents proved 
h\d become ov~rly confident of success. The Sun was 
also overtakirtg Mars, which auf~,red trouble tpr· the 
Callforni: 'boys. Mars in tur.1 was separating f~m 
quadrature with Neptune w~ich is associ.ated 'with Pisces 
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•Tl'IE 1?47 ROSE B(\WL CLASSIC 
.JanU.r'y 1, 1'947- Ppsadena, California. 

Tim&: 2.22:24 p. m., L~ M. T. . . . 

as. an overtone-index 'Of the Illini "game." The chief in
di't:ation in the chart, ,;J.s we said, was tbe Lunar separat
ing.trin'e with Mercury. Even one inexperienced in delin
eation can· proVJ.g~y see that the V(anetary ,pdds were 
stacked up ponderously against the Sotlthlanders. T~e 
Bruins, ~Iercury-lubricated, did put on quite ~ ~cord
sma~hing show of speed and IJng. runs; but the boys 
from lllino~ pil&l up score upon score. with ridic~lous 
ease, to win the game at 45 tQ 14. The stars were with 

'.the lllini 'all the way. TJ:le Iflini twelfth house, or the 
chart sixth, ¥1d both Venus and Jup'iter free from 
afflictions, whJch inliicated" that any disadva1•tages en.
dured Qy tlfa'l:oteam would become assets in the long run. 

'On the other hand, ~he Uclan twelfth h<tuse was occu ... 
pied by tlte ,<lid-of-course" Moon. · • 

lpcidsntally .. beca~~ the Rose Bowl Clallsic is pl~yed 
every tear at the same tir.ne and plafe, the cu~p~ remain 
the sam• for th.e_ annual inception of the game. It will 
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teach the student a grea.t deal through v~ry,'tittJe 'efforr 
to checlf with his ephemelis for years b<ack wit~ the 
history of the game~ playeCI yearly in dlf. Rose 'Bowl at 
P'<lsadena. Tht: outC[lme of every game invarictoly con
curs with the indications of the planets lfhich are placed 
in this permanent-cusps chart. Mercuty • signifies the 
western team and Jupiter the in'Vited eastern team every 
year. 

Our fifst combatant example is the chart for the Jo~ 
Louis versus Tami1 Mauriello~ championship .light •of 
September 18th, 1946, which lasted but one rodnd. Ia 
this chart, Uranus is fOUJ{d in the ascend~nt, witq no 
planets above tbe horizon. The above-horizon housl!l 
represent Mauriello's first six rounds, which didn t 
materialize. 

I 
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' LOUIS venus MAURIELLO 
• •. H;~weight Cha.lllJlionship Prizefight. 
Se51tembu ts, 1946 - New York, rtew York. 

T
. • 
tme: 9.06:30 p. m., L. M. T. 

749 

That the inc..,mparable "Bomber"•was to 111aintain his 
title as Heavyw~ight Champion <.£ tht! World is pl'\in 
througlfout the chart, what with his ruler,, Mhcury 
(GeJllini rising, Virgo on fifth" cUi:'p), dignified in the 
fifth. The•sun~lso resided in the fifth and was ~epar· 
ating from a square with Uranus. Mauriello's patron, 

•Jupiter, "'as being closec1 in upm• by Mars in the sixth 
h"use, odenotiltg overwhelming defeat. • Venus in the 
sixth was clo~ely square I'luto, and this also ow as a di$• 
tinct iiabilft~~ Mauriello's performance is shown by the 
etppty eleventh, ru+ed by Neptune whit.~ occupied the 
fifth and ..-agoelosely squared by the Moon. (The \!oon't 
Nodes, with the north..rising and south setting, w6"e an 
additiQnal testimon~ I! though they are seld(\11\ of suffi
cient power to offer any- strictly safe indication.) 'the 
bout wd'rked out as pre-described by this chart. 
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LOUIS vtrsus WAL,:OTT 
•Heavyweig\tt Cha:EJpionship PrinJight . 

June 2~ 1948 - New Yprk, Ne\v York 
Time:'9:19 p.m., L. M. T . . -

The event which will probably be. remembered by rr.1g 
fans as the .outstandt.lg prizefight of a~l time was fought 
between Joe Lot\is a\'d "Jersey Joe" Walcott on June 
25lh, 10481 This fight was a re-match by public liemand 
for a iedinical settlemel!t of a dispute risin~ over, the 
fairnets of the jutlge's decision after th~ fifteen-rounder 
of these boxers on Decemb~r 5th,•l947. This "battle of 
the century" was necessary in,'order to appea~e a vast 
proportion of tl'le public who contended ,,hat V!alcott 
s~ould rigktfully have been Accorded the .coveted title 
held so long by the great Bomber. 

• The ~oon was rising in Aquarius when t,his fight gt.t 
underway. ShowinJ. an intense public catftarsfs as well, 
the Moon bert; sign1fied the champion Louis (born with 
Canr-er ar«nding, incidentally). 'tne immediately on· 
coming aspect was a Lunar tnne with fift~-house,Urari_us 
which also ruled the ascendant. The "ret\lrn match" was 
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aptly•descr+bed by conjoining M;ercury and Venus, both 
retrogra!le, 1n !he fifth house. Because Leo was setting, 
Wak'oti• was .. Sigliified by the! Sun, .tlso in the fifth and 
heavily afflicte~ by S<!>turn and Neptum. Saturn a1ld 
Pluto in Leo suitably described the disgruntled Walcott 

.who claimed.tlJt the.public, or masses, recognized him 
~s the 1rue titlt'k-holder~ dubbing himself for publicity 

•purposes as "the People's Champ." '!'{alcott's "game" 
is iho\fn by the Sagittarian eleventh hotse, occupied by 
retrograde Jupi\er ~hich was being squared by Mars. 
~very testimony in the chart spoke favorably £or Louis. 
T~ fight ended suddenly (Moon t1ine Uranus, Uranus 
nling a~cendant and in fifth) in the eleventh round, by a 
kno~out of •Walcott. The e~venth house in this chart 
Jiought the fight to a climax under th~ pivot of Mars
square-Jupiter in Louis' series, while the eleventh sector 
'around the wheel fl)om the seventh in Walcott's series 
carried the fight to a rapid finio;h 'under the four fifth-

'house planets which included Walcott's afflicted signifi
cator. Hence we see how completely faithful the chart 
indications proved in subsequent ,events. Astrology 
pointed out tile winner. Cosmic tides in the affairs of 
human beings are as constant and inviolable as the ocean 

'tides which obey no Canute or )'Vould-be gods. ·• 
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ABOUT '1-IORSERACINO 

• Having covned the gamut of publis"hed an j quasi
bonded "systems" for playing the ponies star-wise, we 
have Come to the conclusion that ~hey ar~ ,'IS gTOUndJess 
as their originators are poundlcss. W-: have fnund no 
foundation in st~tistical fact for the persistent belief in· 
a numerological' system. We have failed to find any
thing significant in the (pseudo-PytJ-.agorean) numericl!l 
values of the horses' names. their post positions, handi
cap numbers or dat~<; of triumph, singularly or in com
bination, to provide reason for any belief in a numerv
logical system. Evidently> the equine species does not 
believe in, or is 'not beholden 'to, modern numerology .. 

On the other hand,. the so-called "kabbalistic" scheme 
of numerical values and phonetics (rather than letters of 
the alphabet) is promising, although we have not tested 
it thoroughly enough to be emphatic. This system, al
most unknown and.widely divergent from ~;rdinary num-

' erology-, is based upon assigned values to the nuances of 
the vo1ce. In other words, the sounds rather than letters 
of a' name are used. Thtre is a definite astrological tie
up in this method, which is often fr>scinating along cer
tain lines of interpretation. . ' 

The kabbalistic tlaeory is a derivative of Tarot phii
osophy. It• claims to identify every thlug' and subject in 
existei).Ce by classification in one or more of twe::1ty-two 
categori~~ termed Arcam .. by its exponents. The twenty
two bjisic nuances of {he voice are also d'strib<Jted appro
priatefy in these' categories whicb are qualitatively de
fined by association with z.~ astrological factor (sign or. 
planet). ExposiSon of this scheme would require a com
plete articl~! in itself, if not a t:olume•, so we shall forego 
ali but the rudiments of the theory ·: ·, 

c ' 
' For ~e benefit o( readers wl:o like to pU:I!Ue· such doc

dines.. for either intellectual edification or simply as di
version, we gi•.re the following tatf~htion of the t·,ven!y
two' categ"olies with their suppo;;ed allocations to sounds 
and astrological correlation. ' • 



N.utnb&r 

1, 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

.7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
'13" 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
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Sounds: 

-i- Ah- Aa 

G 
D 
,E- Iih- Ay 
U-V-W-Oo 
z 
H -Ch 
T~ 
I-Y'-]- Ee, 
C-K-Ck 
L 
M 
N 
x. 
0-vn 
F- P- Ph 
Sh- Ts -- Tz 
Q 
R 
s 
T 

Quality: 

Mercur' 
Virgo 
Libra 
Scorpio 
Jupiter 
Venus 
-Sagittarius 
Capricorn 
Aqua rifts 
Uranus 
Neptune 
Pisces 
~ries 
Taurus 
Saturn 
Mars 
Gemini 
Cancer 
Leo 
Moon 
Sun 
Pluto I Eart11 

The simple arithme,ical total is said to give the "vibra
tio"n" or qualitative ccmtent of the word' which is "kab
baliAed.'' Totals exceeding 22 are added cross-wise to 
reduce the ~nala•a)11e to a term belm_, 22. ·w~offer this 
tally, not as a criterion of truth, but oi'lnly 'tor what it rna¥ 
!Je wortlf to readers who feel thjt there must .l>e ~orne 
ratioQal basis for the age-old companion of astroiogy
the belief express/d in the ancient adage.-Omnia in lfum· 
eris sita sunt, "Evervthtng lie!f veiled in number." Per
'~.onally, w~ are convinced,of tte value 0~ this doctrine, 
by Virtu• of its1 harmonics, its origin in antiquity, and its 
seeming corr~l-tion with m~dern scien·tific taxonomy. 

Returmng' to stnc~y astrological essentiels, we might 
ma~e menkonof)f the inte~sting rules- given us ~ the 
old horary texts respc~~ing "probable nam~s signified. by 

•the planets." WhethtV"~uch rules are valid for the flam
boyant monikers of racehsrses is so,nething to t:onjufe 
with. TJo.e !Sun, Mars and Jupiter are said to denote . . 
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short flames, whife Venus and Saturn denote, long rames. 
The Sun by itself sug~sts a name d-eriyed, fro"'ll n:1ture 
or roya)ty, but Jupiter m1y also signify :t roy,Lii~tic or 
Biblical name. M!":rcurial names are 1 common, cohven
t\onal names, While the Moon ha'.:; rule over family names 
of the more rural variety, suggesting !;;mplicity, domes
ticity or collecti"ism. Venusi~n 'names 'a1~ the euphon~ 
ious, musical or ornate names pleasaht to th€. ears cr: 
suggestive of gl:rmour. Martian names are concisf., blunt, 
militant names popular among fiction writers as typ1cal 
names Q{ heroes. Saturnian names rare those suggesti·•·e 
of dignity, tradition, or history.,.. LTranus seems to ipdi
cate unusual, start:ing names either ultra-m',,dern or 
archnic, while Neptunian names are those which lend' a 
note of mystery to the in'iagjnation. Pluto's name\; '!re 
those associated with the underworld -or politics. • ~o 
hard and fast rule can be offered concerning this, questi;:.:J 
of planetary name-cues. " 

By far the best "system" we can proffer at this time h. 
in reality no "system" at all-just simple astrologic:.! 
correspondence "{hich works out suffictently well by 
percentage to warrant attention and our pointing it out 
to others. Put briefly, we have noticed that the current 
as(lects in operation, or ,angular placements of the plan
ets, at the track during post time 9.ften give a clu~ as to 
the. name-content of the winning or runner-up horse'~:. . ' -

Hence, it is not surprising that "More Wine" won -!lll.r-
ing an opposition ~f the Moon and ~e~~une: Neptune, 
as even the m5vice. knows, is associated with wines, 
li'tJuor.;, intoxication, etc. Even plainer is th!! win of 
longsbr.>t" "Wheatfie~" \vh~n the highlighted Mool'\o was 
in V4rgo, traditional sign-ruler of whhtfietds, the har
vest, and so forth. Tha~ "Cut, Up" 'should win and 
"Fiery Shower" should sl'low jn the same race' is not as. 
tonishing, becluse Mars in Cancer was ,r..xactl)l on the 
descendant at post time (1\ft.rs bei'hg fie~v and cutting, 
and Cancer, watery). When the- Moon wis~ within one 
degree of the aadir, we looked for domestic connotati9ns 
~n the-names of the horses el'ltered ib th• •ra~. "Curds 
•n Whey" impt;essed us as·the hor. with suitable conno
tations. A l&ngshot, he romped \'a. win, amd we "fOmped 
fof joy.• "Iron Hea.rt," also a· longshot, w<;m when •the 
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MooA apd ~ars were in square aspect, with Mars on the 
seventq cusn, 

• • • 

One lfternoon (Sepfember 19th,·1947,'Del Mar, Cal· 
ifornia), the Suv was square Uranus, pointing to a long· 

·shot winner,• tPle typft:al"surprise, rEWersal" manifesta· 
tion of this aspett (which also showed that favorites or 

'"champions" were not favored). TM.Moon was also 
se~tile Venus 11ithin the hour of the race under consid
&ration (the second), which suggested amoroas con no· 
tations in the winner's ~me. Mars was on the dt:scend· 
ant agaft, maturing a trine aspeet t~ Jupiter in the tenth 
h'ouse. Such a circumstance, implied that the loftkshot 
"'inrter wourd have both Venusian and .Martian charac
~ristics in his name. 

• • A glance at the program re\'ealed that "Love's 
, i\rrow" fitted the circumstances. "Love's Arrow" gal
loped to win with little effort, despite high odds. (For 
our kabbalistically minded readers, it will interest them 
to know that' the numerical value ot the day was 13, , 
which resolves into a 4, the number of Scorpio, which 

.sign was on the midheaven. The name of the hOrse 
phonetically resolves itself inte- a 13 and then a 4 also. 
I!Ai post position wa! #5, the number of Jupiter, which 
w'as in Scorpio and the tenth house.) 

' 
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FOURTH RACJF. - DEL MAR TURF 
September 6, 1947 -Del Mar, California, 

'· Time~ 3:37p.m., L. M.<T.' .. " 

N 

A• favorite instanc& in fUpport of this method was the· 
very profitable selection of "George McManus" td win, 
even though his odds were 26 to I In the mutuels. T fe 
reason for such a· choice and confidence was the knprejj
sive connection between a chart cast for post time at the 
Del Mar Track a1;1d the name of the hc.r;;e; Mercury was 
seutile Jupiter that af-ternoon, with the Greater ,Benefic 
in the' M)dheaven. Ura·JU~ was in the fifth, indicating 
that a lcingshot could easily take the raljf! (al~hough this 
sort o't' indication' cannot be safely rcgarled as sure, un
less other circumstances i.{t the chart permit ,_<juch cer
tainty). Exambation of the tracing program showed· 
that the only horse with prQper Mercur}-]upiter mid
heaven cohnotations was "George Mc_M..,,n.\.1;;." ~amed 
after the famed cartooni~t. Cartooning is a· profession 
n.ost ctertainly' unper the jur~sdiction of _ ¥et.cury aJJd 
J•1piter (commercial artwork lacking Venusian esthetic 
harmony). T!le cu.e and clue for tbe selection wa~ t~I!;en 
frorp. this,.cl:arted circumstance-and "George McManus" 
took the race. ' 
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. -
Ltst we mi!iguiile our reader!, let us point out quite 

impli~itiy t~t this "aspect-associ;ltion" sys~m has 
many lojipholes•:tnd is not sufficiently trustworthy tllflt 
one should place faith~ in its workability to any great 
extent. It stands merely as an attestation to the astro-

."Jogical truis~ that te:rejltrial things have a correlation, 
~however-subtle, ~ith things celestial. Nothing less than 
sheer rractice-made-keener skill is netMed to make the 
proper associations. 

1 
It may be farfetched to rationalize the associ:ttion sys

tem in tl!is manner: The! planetary .,.,ibrations conducive 
tG a particular thought pattern are stimulating to S!Very 
rele'lant subject within the ratlge of that pattern. There
f~re, when the same vibrations said to "fule" cartoonists 
are especially predominant, it is quite natural that a 
stimuJug should be ,directed toward an object (a horse 
i.n this case) whose name or natur~ when contemplated 

•produces a similar thought pattern. The mental asso
ciations in our example run somewhat like: George Mc-
Manus .... th(j comic artist .... Mqcury- Jupiter .... 
cartoon - evokmg vibration .... racehorse .... "George 
McManus" .... the man's equine namesake. 

• The name of anything calls tG mind, by the process of 
S(\ggestion, a series SJf mental associations. The name 
"Wheatfield" therefore stimulates typicill Virgo thought 
pat~ern!!, while "Iron lieart" stirs up characteristic Mars
like imagery. "Love's Arrow" conljuces toward Venu
sian association\ ·~ith Martian overtones: lo\-e and the 
arrow. .Because of the current plafletary configur~tiorrs, 
there is a strong disposition ilf the "air" totv11rd the 
formation d these impressions. It" is another fac~or in 
the wondrous mjstery of mass psychology not even ade

.9uately explained by tJccultis•;s, let alone those trained 
m.the "':orkinf\s of the grdup psyche. • 

From an ortJlodox·astroldgical point of view, it is wis~ 
,to point o~f 'that a lforary question answerable by a 
siqtple negative or _.affirmative is the Oltly dependabl~; 
gu•de to !>1Jeculation like betting on Horses. Th~ ques-. 
tiori, for safety's sake, should be phrased somewhat on 
the•o·rcter of, ~·wm tltii particular horse win the race in 
question?!' Better still, ~rhaps, "Will I profit ~y plly
ing the lforses top1orrow ?" . 
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. -
A question should no~ be charted qnless tt is unpre

meditated and intercel?ts on~'s thin~ing pro~ess quite in
advertan'i:ly or under 1mper\.ment ClrcutPstG.nces. All the 
str.ndard rule~ of horary int<;'t'pretatibn sh"'uld be 
brought to bear in analyzing the chart. If the question 
was not framed about a specific horse, 'li."ld the chart is 
encouraging to gaih, selection ci the hflrse' or horses is 
a matter for one's own good judgment or intuition 
("hunch"), or bt!~t. by aspect-association in the manr.er 
just roughly outlined. · 

( 

The best and most important.tip for the bettor is the 
exhortation never tct gamble unless the birthch'..lrt per
mits of it, i.e., if the radix is eminently favored at the 
time. If we wer,~ asked for ou,r most effective "system," 
our reply would always be: play your luck aspects. Tht: 
best transient luck-factor in the horoscope wou.ld be a 
transit of Venus over, radical Jupiter, with the Moon on 
an auspicious point in the birthchart. But nothing 
should be overlooked in evaluating the current luck fac
tors in the horoscope-not even one's progressed map, 
in which a lunar as'iJect in maturation can tuake or break 

·the indications of every transitive factor. (The very fact 
that, one is mo:nentarily incited toward speculation might 
be his personal response•to influences conducive to ex
travagance, and thence to waste or .'oss.) 

A wise use of astrology may be l.ighly profitable, but 
other than thorough-,going and masterful study of every 
relevant ele.."tlent )s flever wise where -doilars and cents 
ar~ at stake. Astrology as an instrument for spec~lation, 
too, is'!ircited by the laws of probability and avera~es. 
But if used skillfully,• astrology portend~ that, one's >Or
tune ih all probahility will be far above ,;lverage. 
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T~ER~ ARE NO E~L PLANETS 
• • • "T'o h1m tlfat cr.rercometh \till I gi\-e to eat of the 

tree !lf life, ~hich isain the midst of the paradise 
of God." " -Rev. 2, 7. 

, • During the ope•ration of so-called adverse aspects Wf 

are more apt to see and feel the necesllllty for action t< 
<;>ve'rcome difficulties and obstacles in the path of our pro· 
gtess; apt to feel th~ urge so strongly that a rea~ anxiety 
dev~lops to be up and di>ing to safeguard our interests 
a'ld over-lome the threatened trooole~. The feeling with
in often becomes ncrvousness.and worry, a form o( ex
pres~ion or manifestation '4'hich should ~e cast aside at 
ohce as it is a woeful waste of force, causing loss of 
power, a.nd leaves us less able to be up and doing those 
t~ings which will offset the undesimble conditions. 

, • Therefore, the first essential necessary to transcend 
adverse vibrations is to calm the mind through affirma
tions of a hoprful and positive natur{); in other words, 
self-treatment. Remember that the Kingdom of Heaven 
is within ourselves and out of heaven all good things 
come forth. The way, the avei!Ue of their coming,' is 
throug'h harmony within ourselves. The price of suc
cds is harmony, hope, cheer and honest-to-goodness 
fatth in,yourself. . . 

The und~s1ra~le mental effects of .any au verse aspect 
can be transcende'd' by this metaph_vsica4 metltod. 

Do not sentence yourself to d~om by saying, "r can
not do it." . Yo!l can. Every norma.i being is bol'n with 
that power mort( or Jess latent and it!l> expression" can 

, be developed. The development of harmony, hope, 
111heer and' faith in yours~lf m'eans the qevelopment of 
your suecess, progre§S, health and attainment. 

Adv;rse i)la,tleta(y <\Spects, viewed from tlte stand• 
•point of tMse who ire consciously makil'jf this delig}Jt
ful•effort, ~re Jgoked upon iiS helpful fQI'ces becaus• th~ir' 
frequent occurrence produces an added urge ·to preSJI pnit 

• har~er, .faster, towar~•the goal of achievement. : 
• • a • Well organized concerds employ. a gang of men to 

tear dowh old bujldings and .remove the debris to make 
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·way for new structures. When this seemi~~;g "deotruc
tion" is finished, constrftction begins on the•ne1>' edifice. 
So, in ~e human tnind a~rd body the, ad,1ervsc' aspects 
trar down the tissues and changr or destroy mtt"ltal con
ceptions. The' purpose is to make way for new material. 
The disturbance (inharmony) wh\ch the.adverse aspects. 
create within us io:; due to our imprope'< re~ponses to the 
stimulative vibrations; we misinterpret their 'meaning. 
and "sin" accorll.ngly (fall short, exhibit our shortcom
ings) by expressing worry, anxiet~ impatience, ang~r· 
or melarr.:holy. Whereas, we should oe glad that changes 
are taking place th!'.,t make poS16ible the repair,~renewal 
and perpetuation of th~ body. In other words, the dc
struct.ive activities (adver!i,'! aspects) are just as m;ces
sary to our W(!ll-being as are constructive activities 
(good aspects). Disease is largely due to lack of nnder._ 
standing of Nature's laws or our conscious and uncon-' 
scious violation of tiJem and the way we misconstrue, 
the real purport and purpose of every inner urge. 

Astrology, the Solvent 
" As we feel so we think; as we think so we act. The 

underlying cause is mainly planetary influence. We feel . 
strdng or we feel weak,, brave or fearful, ambitious or 
content; and we act accordingly witp results correspond
ing to the nature, influence and time of the act. Tlie 
quality of results'may be improved'by knowing the best 
times to act, just as,.the farmer produces best c-esults'by 
planting at•proper seasons . 

• Study of Astrology, and of oneself, opens the v'ision to 
wisdom. in thought .,_ncf action despite, or i.n keeping 
with, the feelings, as influenced by planefjry aspects. 

Of course we may experience su'rprising evettts du~ to ~ 
no apparent cause of our own, "but a study of the butb 
chart reveals the nature of thtse evcmt!>, whether' favor
altle or otherwise, while the progr~ssei:l ch:tTt .desig;Tiates 
the time of their occurrence . 
• 

Begidners in A!trology sometimes strMs "adverse" 
al§pects and anticipate them in the~rogressed horos~;ope 
with unnecr,sslry alarm. One beg1m1er wrctte to 1M; tliat 
astt'blogl is "just one d ........ • aspect after. aqother'!" 
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FQI'thwith• he ga11e away all his books. Later he came 
across. \he" ,:flapter in "How Planets Affect You" en
titltd, "'Effetti eof Planeta~ Asp&ts Upon !find and 
Body,',.changed his v~wpoint, began al• over again lind 
made rapid prq,gress in his studies. 

, Just .as arlve!ilie asp~ts (so-called "for want of better 
terminology) should not be emphasi?l,d, neither should 
tlaey be underestimated. Rightly unacrstood, adverse 

· aspects are tl1e vjbrations that direct the catabolistic 
"activities of the body and are therefore just as•necessary 
and as1. important to o!Jr well-bei•g as the "good" as
pects rhat direct the anabolisiic processes. ThJ: pro
ces,ses evolred by "good" aspects result in pacifying the 
Jnind, while the "adverse"' aspects pro\roke reactions of 
a disturbing nature. 

It is not the aspect which is "bad," but our reactions 
·or manifestations of their inHuence which are imperfect, 
hence produce disturbed states of mind. This is largely 
due to the fact that our educational \nstitutions omit the 
highly impoltant instructions concerning planetary vi-. 
brations and their effect upon the human body and mind . . 

Adverse aspects suggest caution, moderation, discrim
ijlation and deliberation in all affairs during the period of 
~heir operation, and also that we bri~g to the fore our 
po_wers of 'poise from the treasure-house within, should 
we notice ourselves giving way to.,distress. , . , . .. 

Adverse aspects, aside from thGir physiological action 
in so f'ar as they disturb the 11\ind, may be lcoke"d upon 
as uoss-eliam.inations, tests of fait!\, knowledge,'strength 
and ability. E~ch "examination" succ.!ssfully pas~ed en
dows U§ with added capc'l<ity for achieving greater 
c,onquests. 

• H<?'li to o"vercori\e "Adverse" Aspeets. 

The w1v of att~ining the necessary~knowledge and 
power tq gljip strength 1-nd to surmount obstades arid 
unfavorable tendencies is twofold: within and wi,thol.i't. 
lq thf, silen~,;e withipJwe need to develop •genuine good
will lnd be able to speak a benediction '\:o all. oWe 
shouldtlearn ty say truthfully every day, "Good morning ' 
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everybody. I love you aiJo." Evt'n as tl'le Sunr shf!ds its 
rays beneqcently upop all, sp should we ca,U by. •name 
those who have wronged us and vibrafet the tl)pugnt, 
"I l~ve you and"forgiv.e you. I p•ray that you may be 
blessed and enjoy all and more than I desire for myself." 

• • • 
Forgiving one's e~emies, slanderers, or'those who are 

disloyal, who speal.<;,well to your face and try to discredit 
you behind your l>ack, and those who "qmdemn wit!\ 
faint prais,_,'' is not an easy undertaking, but it is the 
injunction of the Master, "Love .one another." Those 
who do such unlovel:1 t}J.ings do not really harftl t.ne 
whose \houghts are turned toward the Lord, but they 
do hurt themselves immeasufably. Therefore: when we. 
can silently "speak the word" of love, forgiveness and 
benediction to those who try to harm us, and can pray 
for them as earnestly a,s for ourselves: without reserva
tion, we shall have won a great spiritual victory and at
tained much power in the way of improving our reac
tions to "adverse" aspects of all kinds. 

, Demonstration of this attainment comes through the 
practical experiences in life. It is in the activity of 
every6ay affairs that this, strength and attainment is 
won. The changing planetary confi"urations bring' us 

' opportunities for expression in the various daily exper-' 
iences. If we rema~n ignorant of the•beauties of silence 
and meditation, if we remain ignorant of the working!; 
of planetary wbrati,pns'; we are apt to think 'life treats us 
vilely or that we are a "iailure." The truth is that Oivine 
Love an6 \Visdom are aw~iting our awakening and rec
ognition. if we are to t..ecome truly:- happx,. pear.,eful alfd 
serviceable we need. to lift our eyes, turn.,our thoughts 
starward, raise our consciou~uess td Spirit, Reali$y and 
Truth so that out;. reactions to all conditions are a re
flection of the "kingdom of heayen within" •and at'l ex
pres:;ion of true nobility. Astro,ogy is intend~q to help 
us attain that consciousness. • ' ' 

' The di§harmonies, • discomfort~ and trials• fJ£ fife are. 
largely due to incorrect interpretatio).l and lowly expres- · 
sion of planetary vibrations. The hf.nd, th(:: imagina-' 
tion, i~ dist5rted and warped. B)' not realizing the true' 
dnd higher purport of every aspect (especip.Ry the "'evil" 
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om:s1, we •'miss the mark" ancl fall short of perfection. 
If, however, *e learn to know' and realize that life is 
goo!,\" a~'li that it wows bettet and bt-ighter as our under
standin@.' broadens and our applicatior> ·of Truth ln
creases, we aim more zealously to bring our life into 

. alignment wjtla~ the true indications of planetary con-
pguratigns. • ' 

Serio~}& Responsibility of Asfrologers 

• The fine, spiritual significance of Astrology>is defiled 
by. thos~ who make a bugbear of ·~,adverse" aspects and 
'!evil" tflanets, for in reality "t!iere is no evil but. think
ing. makes it so." Those i<~terpreters who lay undue 
s'tress on the so-called "adverse aspects'~ not only pervert 
fhe purpose and value of Astrology but often do actual 
harm tG the one who receives such a horoscope by arous
ing unnecessary fear and thus reducing the moral stam
ina through dreadful anticipation. Long before the 
aspects actually culminate the native is bereft of the 
resistance and resourceful power ner~ssary to meet and 
handle the situation successfully. Usually when the ad-. 
verse conditions actually manifest they are not so "bad" 
as predicted nor so dreadful as the native anticipilted, 
therelore the client is worse off' than before the "reading" 
~cause he was not properly informed. 
. ' ' 
• ';fime and again I have received letters from those 

who had ·beenJ given horoscope re.tdings w,hich struck 
terror in their mi~ds, asking if l tl}ougi'lt it was going to 
be as •:bad" as predicted. Their "reading" )Vas.• do{ng 
more harm than good. A beau'tif1\l opportunity to ren
der~ uplifting Setvice through Astrolo.gy had beat lost 
because the prlncip)fVS of <>,Stro-science had not been 

. properly ·interpreted. 

In re'ading the dei:ineations of planetary as~ects, natal, 
p10gr,~ssed, .,,; transit(\ry, it should always be rememb~r
ed that they refer to "tendencies" in the, native to rea~t 
irr the m:~,~mP,~ described .• The expre1sion of a t~ndenc'y 
is· its reaction to circumstances, and the reactio~ ·will 
be, of ¥alue accordi9e: to our knowledge ·of controlling 
and directing ourselves .wi!c'~ly. ·:An thing's -work• to
gether for coo~ to those who love the Lord." 
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Adverse Aspects aae Blessings in Djsgl;i.,_ 

Therefo~e Astrolog"j teacl1"es that adverse-' aspc!~'ts' ,are 
good to spur us,to extra effort toovard spiritual t,rrowth 
and attainment through self-control, meditation and 
prayer and the "stepping up" of any advlasE;. tendencies. 
It is through neglect of these ~Torts, li"'rough ~utting 
"trust in chariots and in horses" (Ps. 20, 7) that is, 
through trusting ·~ersonal finite powers and apparent 
knowledge that man puts himself, in q>ns~iousness, out-, 
side the re'Cipience of God's love and protection, leaving 
himself receptive to tl\~ play of ufttransmuted infl\lence!>. 
Only when man thus puts himself outside the region of• 
all thai could help and ble!J.; him, are adverse aspects 
evil. Life apart from the consciousness of God's love', 
and power is a frightful strain. Nothing is obtained 
except by great effort, struggle and o.ombat, and even 
what is achieved may tie likened to life in a desert where 
no nourishment abounds. Leaving God out of the calcu
lations when embarking upon new enterprises is the 
s'ame as refusing a l'lessing. Suffering an<J. disorder in 
life are multiplied immeasurably if experiences (plane
tary aspects) are met without understanding of their 
meanlng and importance. . 

Some times it is long before the les;on is learned that. 
things are not alw~s what they seetn; that the easy or' 
pleasant periods denoted by "good" aspects arl n'it' 
necessarily a~ good as.they appear to be, arv{ thlll appar
ently "bad" limes• denoted by "adverse"' aspects may 
aftef all ,.prove to be not evil, but a form of good,_.J. per
iod of awak~ning to nef/ 'Pruths. 

Then~ is much fe.od for thought in Ro~ans 6, 13-14: 
" .•.. yield yourselves unto (Jod, as' those that a.te alive 
from the dead ,(awakened}, a1d your members, 
(thoughts) as instruments of 'ighteWlsnes!F unto'God. 
Por.sin (fallibg short) shall not have dotniniiJfl.QVer xou: 
for (then) ye are not under the law, but under g~ace 

· (love, blysmgs, &spjration)." • 

All 'e;tperiences. or aspects are good or adverse to us 
according to She'manner in which wcPll.leet and use ttte~ 
If met in a -spirit of coQrage, good-will, co-operation and 
tlesire to learn, they beco~e . stepping-stpaes 'to 'better 
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thin5s. B-..1t if met in the wrong attitude of fear, resent· 
ment, c..pposition and rebellion, they are apt to develop 
into' serious hurdens. Shakespeare, wrote: "Ti•e fault is 
not in aur stars, but in-ourselves that we,are underlin;;s." 

· Every Effort Counts. 
I 

Jesu!i taught:. "Avenge not yourselves .... Bless them 
that persecute you: bless, and curse npt. ... Be not over-
come of evil, but overcome evil with good." Read St. 
Paul's Epistle "to t.he Romans, Chapter 12, verses 14-21. -Jt requires more thawjust a sudden resolution to trans
Jllute ('sublimate) adverse asp.;cts. It calls for under
standing, effort and courag;o;; the courage to arise and 
try' again bravely after every appare:1t failure or set
back, for it is in the trying, the effort, that strength and 
wisdom are acquired. So do not be dismayed when an 
"aspect" gets you t' Remember H.at evil happenings are 

·but teachers of life, awakening us to better things. Arise 
always, with courage renewed and say with David of 
old, "With Elohim God I shall do valiantly." David 
knew and pr .. cticed Astrology, as did all the inspired wist;, 
men of old. His 19th Psalm proclaims the value of 
Astrology, but he also knew the value of mortal alcl:emy, 
the !iUblimation of gross tendencies into spiritual expres
rion. He knew tha~ many of the influences were beyond 
nis skill and strength and therelore 'IVisely called upon 
!h'! Lord in the "kingdom of heaven within" for aid and 
protection_ PJaci.ng himself and h:s affairs ."lovingly in 
the hands of the Father," he aro.se frnm a lowly sheep 
herder·to the kingship of a nation. He became :!1 m'eta
physi.cian. Turning to Jehov!ih \or counsel: guidance, 
assistance-:" subutance and protertion i,fl all the pJO>blems 
of life, failing again and aga'n when acting upon his own 
purely hbman impulses, but 'Ill ways retrieved by return
iog to the kingdom within, for "God's' mercy endureth 
foreve~," he 'was i·nspirell to leave for posterity those 
potent pra<ycrs whic;:h for thirty centuries have been 
sacred affirmation~ among the wise. Ontt of his greate~t, 
most coapr~ensive and. potent psalms is the I -21st and 
it; too, has important astrological si~ificance, es' will 
be setn by tjle folk.)\~ng liberal translation: . . . 
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For Guidal}l:e and Inspirati~n 

1 "I will lift up mine ll!yes unto th.e tills, f'l"olf•. 
whence.cometh my help.. •· ~ 

2 "My help cometh from the Lordi. who made 
heaven and earth. . · •· • 

3 "He will ~ot suffer my' foot tc:· be mo~ed; 
he that ~ftt'peth me will not slumber. 

4 "Behold, He that keepeth .Israel doth neither 
slvmber nor sleep. 

5 "Jehovah is my protecta.r; He is the shade 
upon my right h:.nd. ~ 

6 • "The SUN shall nollt SMITE me by day, nor. 
the MOON by night. ' 

7 "The Lord doth preserve me from ALL evil; 
He doth pres~rve my soul. • 

8 "The Lord shall preserve (guard) my going 
out and my coming in from this time forth, 
and even for evermore." 

• In the first four verses David affirms and acknowl
edges the immanent presence of God, His power and pro
tectir~n. In the remaining;, four verses he voices his need 
of that protection from adverse planetary influences, so 
that the Sun and Moon shall not SMITE him; that hi: 
may be preserved~from all evil asp~cts, that is, b_e abl~ 
to transmute and transcend them successfully. J'o de~g
nate clearly -.that he ~s referring to astrolegical matters, 
Da¥id first specifically. refers to the heavens (planetary 
system'- ayd the earth. ,.This 12lst Psalm is therefore 
especially intended foJO the use of those earne!?~ stude-nts 
who ape seeking 1;o interpret Astrology·.in its true and 
spiritual sense, and live by •its pre-cepts. It is, a psalm 
(or daily use, gu~dance and ~nspiration. · · 

David's b;autifully significant and "p,oten{ prayer may 
be •ours also. Therefore, repeat this psalm• f'evertntly 
and sacredly un\jl its deepest spirituaL meaning becomes 
im"pressed both upol! your mort:tl and your • ..ube-onscious 
mtnd; until its outworkings bring continual blessings of 
harmony, happiness, progress and ~ltievem«".nt intG. yosr 
daily-life, s~ you learn to discud the dross and realize 

"the good to be found in every aspect. • • ' ~ 
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niCTIONARf OF ASTROLO"GICAL TERMS 

~fflittion:._Aeverse aspet:ts between planlts or be-
tween t8 planet and aehouse cusp. A debility. •l • 

Alpheta-Gie'er of life. The alphetical places are the 
same as the ~laces M jlyleg. The uylegical place of a 

• planetr particul'arly the Sun or Moon, is the same as 
Hyleg hence the two terms are used f.pterchangeably . 
• Anareta-N term applied to that planet which is be-

•lieved to terminat~ the life, i. e., that afflicting' and male
fi~: plaget which may bt in coniunc.tion or adverse asnect 

.to the eflyleg. 
• Angles-'The four angul<tr positions of a chart, viz., 

• First, Tenth, Seventh and Fourth Hou~es. They are the 
most important houses of a horoscope: Ascendant, Mid
heaved, Descendaat, Nadir. 

Animoder of the Tetrabibws-A method of birth time 
rectification presented by Ptolemy (now obsolete), some
times referred to as the "Sun-rise method." 
Antipathy~lnharmonious relation 01 planets. rwer-, 

sions between people are caused by antipathies in their 
nativities. • 
• Antiscian-See ¥ undane Parallel, also Parallel, Zo
-diacal. 

~ 

' •Aphelipn-The place in a planet's orbit which is farth-
est from the Sup. See Perihelion. • • 

Ap~ee-That part in the orbit of a planet w!)erein it 
is at its greatest distance from~he Earth. Se~ ,Perigee. 

• • 
Apparefl.t M,ion-The Earth appa~ently rotat\Js from 

east to west; its real tnotion.is the reverse. The celestial 
bodies apparently trav~ froth east over the meridian to 
west ;.their ~j,eal m~tion IS west to east. ''The signs of the 
zodiac appa~ntl)l rise at the Ascendant, pass over the 
meridian,lPill set in tl\e west; in reality they do not move, 
but the axial rotr.tion of the Earth fr~m west to east 
c~uses the :!igns to appelu to ascend, culminate•an~ sst. 

~pplication-The .Jpproach of one planet to atlother, 
t& the degre'e consdtutil}g an aspect, or to th«:, cusp• of a 
house.,. · 
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Are-Distance as mea~ured along a drcle. · 

Aaeend.mt-The £ign anj degree or cusp c.t First 
Hause. Any p}anet between 12 degrees' above and 20 
degrees below the ascending degree is read as influencing 
the first house. A planet is ascerading '"vhen between 
Fourth and Tenth CC:usps. See Descend:ng. 

Aseension-(Signs of long and short ascension.) See 
Long and Short. 

( 

Aspect-Certain angular distarces between planets or 
between planets and .,,ouse cusps. The conjunctt'')n and 
parall61 are included in the term for convenience. See 
Zodiacal Aspects .. · 

Asteroids-Numerous planetoids whose orbits lie be
tween those of Mars and Jupiter. Not .1sed in horoscopes. 

Barren Signs-Gemini, Leo and Virgo. If on the 5th 
or lith cusp they tend to reduce the number of offspring 
of the native. Unfa"orable for planting; good for tilling. 

' Benefics-Jupiter and Venus. 

Bicorporal Signs-Gemini, Sagittarius and Pisces. 
Double bodied. They denote dual experiences. Twins, etc. 

Birth Time--E:!C1.1Ct moment of first breath; ver:v im
portant for erecting a correct nativity. 

Bi-quintile'.:..Ona of Kepler's minor good aspects, 144 
deg\·ee". • •· 

c ., 

Cadent'-The houset which follow "fixed" houses -of 
a charJ, viz., the third, sixth, ninth and Atwelfth houses 
are cadent and planets posi~ed the• cin are wea)j:er than 
if in other housGS, except ''thos.~ which naturaily rule 
those houses, as Mercury in 3rd or 6•h; Ju,)iter it, 9th; 
Neptune in '12th. · 

~ardinal SignrAries, Cancer, Lib,ra and Capric.~rn; 
so called because of the chang'! of the se3.t>.::>ns. therein 
dtk to Sun's apparent change of declination, or in reality, 
to the 'obliquity of the Earth and ·:~., location in 'lrbit. 
Cardrnal sig\'ls on the angles of a chart tend to grea.t 

"activity, publicity, fame or notoriety. 
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Collectitn t>£ :L.iglit-When a pllnet receives aspects of 
any two~ther!,. w~ich are of t}jemsclv~s not in aspect. 

• • Combult-Within 8 ~grees 30 minute? of the Sun;· 
a detrimental conJiguration. 

Common Sif!n;-.Gemin-. Virgo, Sagit'tarius, Pisces. 

"Conjun~tion-When planets, or the C!)SP of a house 
and.a planet, occupy the same degree of rongitude they 
are in conjunction. • • 

Constellations-A circle, outside or beyond the zodiac 
havir1g se~ions bearing the same names as the signs, also 
co~taining groups of fixed star;; suitably named, yet· all 
!ten.er~lly refehed to as "s:onstellations.~· In ancient 
asirology there were originally forty-eight constellations 
but modern astronomy has added many more for conven
ience in locating and !'laming stars. Planets, only, travel 

, in· the zodiac; the fixed stars occupy the constellations. 
efhere are no fixed stars in that portion of the heavens 
called the zodiac. See Precession. 

Converse-IJtplies a motion contrary to the natural 
course of the planets through the signs Aries to Taurus, 
etc. The signs are naturally turned from east to we!l't 
over tht M. C., but converse is th~ reverse. A system of 
"Dil"ections" employs these converse features. 

c:o-sig~toificator--Any"planet which is ~aturaliy asso
ciatect with .another in the rulership of some faculty or 
matter under ctJ~tdcration. The plantt ru1ing the 
ascending,sign is significator of the c"art. Any plant'_t in·' 
the ascendant (1st house) is a co-~ignificator, ash, like
wise tile platiet ftWng the sign occu~ed by the Sun, at 
birth. Because ofethe Moon's ~reat influ"ence it, too, is 
iermed a siilJificator, of ~1fluenc,. by sign and house. The 
p'~q,et ruling the sign occu~ied by the Sun• is the birth
month rul'lng pl~et. ()( the fiind Mercury is sig14ificator, 
Uranus, co-s~cat~r ~~ that it rules the higher attri- ' 
!Jutes of the 'ltlind, intuitlon and telepathy.~ In the sub
ject •of mar&ia&e the •Moon. is signific:ator (in a A:Ja)e 
natus) and Venu~ is co-significator. 

• Criticajo Degree-See.f,tge 678. 
Culmiria_le-.(a) Culminatron of a pl:tnet: To ar~ive a; 

cusp of MtoheavetJo(M. C.) cusp of tenth house. (b) Cui-
• 0 , 
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mination of an aspect. The time of the r.omplrtion·of an 
aspect• is comm01'IY tenped its culmina.tion, .,reg;ardless 

.. ?f theM. C., 
Cusp-The beginning or edge of a ,house in a chart. 

The sign on the, cusp of any hot.:se and tre planet rutin~ 
the sign are the rulers of that house. Planet~ near the 
cusp are mor~ ,important than otherwise. ' 

Debility-The power of a planet loc:.ated in a sign <>f 
dissimilar nature is said to be weakened, viz., Mari:., a 
fiery planet in Tj~,urus, an e..1rthly sign. See tahle of 
"Dignities of Planets'·\ in Part I. ' 

Decan or Decanate-F-ertaining to the division vf the 
signs into three equal parts of 10 degrees each. See pa6es 
572-576. 

Decile-A minor favorable aspect of 36". Sometimes 
called semi-quintile. 

Declination-The distance of any planet from the 
equator, either riorth or south. Thus: Every part of the 
ecliptic, except the beginning of Aries and Libra, •,as 
declination because the plane of the ecliptic is not pa'"
allel with that of the e<4uator and they meet at those two 
points. The Sun is never more t'1an 23 degrees '28 fl'lin
utes in declina•ion, which it reaches in the signs Cancer 
(North Dec.) and Capricorn (South Dec.) due t0 tl:t:. 
earth's inclinatiom in orbit. See Parallel. 

\ "·· . 
' Decreasing in Li~ht-When a planet, particularly the 
Moon, •has passed thee opposition of the Sun it is weaker 
in power comparcfi with when it was incre,.sing ifl light. 
Th'e Moon dec•eases from Full to Ne'-v, i. e., during 3rd 
and 4th quarter. 

" 
Degree-The zodiac is divided into twelve ~gns cf 30 

degrees. each, the whole co.1stituting a circle of 360 de
' grees. A degree contains 60 minutes ~n.! eacr minute 

60 seconds oe longitude. ·• . ' 
, Descendant-The seventh cusp or house space between 
th~ seventb and eighth cusps. , _ . . 

f.' ' . ' 

' Destending-0~ account of the Earth's axiaf rotation, 
the planets appear to b~ descendiny .between cusp of 
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tenth. he.iise, "ia 'he de!.cend<ent, to oosp of fourth, after 
whidt t~ey ast!end. <;ompared with e~h other, tile 
latter positions arc considered stron'ger than the former . 

• 
• Detrirnent-e-/t plane\ ij; in its detrin1ent when found 
I~;~ the si!Jn opposTte the one which it rules, for instance, 
•venus in Aries and Scorpio. See "Digt1hoies of Planets" 
in Fart I. 
0 

bexter Aspect-When ;he aspecting planet is moving 
from the~lanet being aspected in ,p <!hart. See Sinister: 
meJving toward a planet. 
• • • Dignities, Essential and Accidental-Certain locations 
wfterein planets are said to acquire strength, either for 
good or evil, accordireg to their n-atur,.e. "Accidental dig
ni.ty" has reference to a planet's position by house, as 
angular, succedent or cadent. Other conditions are also 

• considered such as-well aspected, unafflicted, swift in 
motion, increa~ng in light, diurnal, etd The reverse of 
dignities are debilities. "Essential dignity" has reference 
to a planet's location bx sign, as-home sign, exaltatioo, 
11r triplicity. Accidental is the raore important dignity. 
A maltrfic is usually ~etter disposed when in dignities 
tha~ otherwise, yet in a contest betw~n Saturn and 
] up1ter, (or instance, ifl a natal or directional figure, if 
Sat!utJ wer~ dignified above Jupiter tie evil threatened 
by Saturn would •p&edominate. But, generally T;peaking, 
dignities ~ring out the better attribu'tes. ' 

Dirc;,ct in Motion-Proceeding in -th01order of the si(ns, 
from Aries t~watc!•Taurus, etc. 

, Direction..-The asps~ts beh.een planets in a pro
gt~ssed horoscope, als~ thel'r aspects to. tho~e of the na
tivity, mei!sured•for th~ purP'lse of finding when-certain • 
influences wiiJ.e~ratl an!J produce corresponding results. 
P.tolemarc anod. Placidian systems of direotions based 
their.time m,asyremen'l:s on a degree for•a year. Mo3ern 
Progr.essive direi!tional charts are based up9n a day f~r 
a. year system, as taught_in this volume. (See 'q~tations 
on pa~es •!57 anc1 223.) • • • 

Disposit6r-i\ pla.net is disposed of by another when it. 
o~cupies that planet's sign; thus !V!nus in Sagittari~~ is ' 
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disposefl of by Jupiter, tl;le ruler of tha't.s"igf. ;.Jupiter 
then being termed the dispositor. Disf.qsition l:iy a:bene
fic is very fav'orable• and the m6re so if the di~positor is 
elevated, i. e., in the lOth house or higher than the dis
posited. This often has bear~ng'' in nativities and pro, 
gressions but always has in Horary questions., • ' ,. ' 

Diurnal-Above the horizon, between cusp of first,and 
seventhucusps, as distinguished from nocturnal or bei?W 
the horizon between first and"seventh cusps. · 

(• 

Qomal dignity-A I)lanet in its own sign. 

Double-bodied signs-Gel'\1ini, Sagittarius and Fisces: 
Each sign is pictured as of two dist:nct parts; Gemi.'ni, 
twins; Sagittarius, horse and archer; Pisces, two fishe~. 
They incline to duality. ' 

Dragon's Head-Caput Draconis, or Moon's North 
Node. Its place is the sign and degree occupied by the 
Moon when she •:rosses the ecliptic frorn south to north 
latitude. Considered a beneficent degree." The Dragon's 
T,;lil (Cauda Draconis) is the opposite point and consid
ered malefic. .. 

Earth-Sometimes called Terra: It is a planel whose 
orbit lies between that of Venu\' and Mars. It ha~ an 
axial rotation complete in 24 hours P.roducing di-urnal ,and 
nocturna~ phenoffi'ena. This rotation from west to east 

,gives the appe'aranre of the Sun, M6on and stars rising 
in the .,east and setting in the west, while aotually the 
rev'er3e is true as \he~ in reality proceed in the direction 
of the order of,.the signs, from Aries t.? Tau~us, etc!. The 
earth's passage through,the zoJliac in' which it revolves 
around the Sun in appi"Jximatel_v 365% da~ causes tl;le 
Sun to appea'r to ,be transitin'g thr9ugh the opposite !i~gns 
to those through which the,earth courses, henee the term 
Sun in Aries, Sun in Taurus, et,c. 'Wht!'t~<·the S?n seems 
to be in Aries between March 21st and !tpril 19th tke 
eart'n is in the opposite sign, Lib'ra, but, thr. astrol<rgical 
~nJiuence an<t position is designated as 6£ Sun in Aries. 

• EarJ:ffiy 'signs-Taurus, Yirg6, Capricorn. _ 

Earthly Tripli;ity or Trigon-Taurus.- Vi:go, 'Capr• 
•corn. · - ' 
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Eater-:* f AS. eastre, pl. eistron (akin to German 
ostern,). .h-om ~arne of old Teut. goddess of spQng, AS. 
Eastr~; akin ttl ~li, usra dawrf, and 1?. east.) I. An annual 
church d:lebration coml'tlemorating .Christ"s resurrectio~. 
The early churcjJ was divided as to tl1e nature and the 

•time of this ~ltbratioJIJ. Some commu!],ions (see Quarto
'deciman) were il!ftuenceli by the coincidence of Christ's 

• death with the Jewish Passover; othvs, especially in 
Gaul, placed Ei-ster always on the 25th" of March, the 
\o~nal equinox (in the Julian calendar,) the d,.y of the 
resurrection of the vegetition god Attis. Uniformity was 
establis!.:d by the first N1cene Coundil, which determined 
that Easler is always the first Sunday after the first full 
·~oo after the vernal equind'A: (March ~1st in the Gre
~rian calendar.) (Note by L. G.: If the full moon hap
pens on Sunday then Easter is the Sunday after.) The 
date of the full moOfl is ascertained. according to certain 
calendar rules, and may differ from that of the actual 

•(astronomical) full moon. These rules include as pre-
liminaries the finding of the golden number, epact, and 
dominical lett&r. These data, and tl:Je dates of Easter 
from 1943 to 1953 are: 

Year 
1 Golden I 
Number Epact 

Dominlcall Ash I 
Letter • Wednesday Easter 

)943 I 6 I 24• c I Mar. 10 25 April 
!944 I 1 I 5 B, A I Feb.~3 9 April 

~:fa 
8 I 16 c I Feb. 14 I April 

'9 I 27 F I ~r. 6 (1 April 
1947 ro ·'s E I I•'eb. '19 6 April 
1948 11 19 D,C I ~eb. 11 28 MI¥"Ch 
1949 12 0 B 'I Mar. 2 17" ..\prll 

195fj lll 11 A I feb. 22 9 Aps,jl 
19111 14 22 G I Feb.•7 25 March 

• 1952 .•15 ~I F.Eo I Feb. 27 13 April 
1.003 16 141- I • D I Feb. liP 5 April 

1'he dates c.!_f, ~er JDovahle feasta depend on that dt Easter. • 

Eclipae?Solar a~ Lunar eclipses aree important in-. 
dices. Sotar ~lipses are othe more ifnportant a~ their• 
effects are more noticeable and of longer .duration. ,The 
aspects,oin operation ac.-the time of an eclip~e, JlS well as . . 
• From Webster's. Ne-w International Dictionary. 
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the signs and degrees in which the e,clipse '.:>ccur~. are 
an important factor in rf1aking the judgme;nt! They 'are 
particula'l·ly used fon judginr; world evcn~s and condi'tions 
bvt when an erlipse is referred to a natal or pn..gressed 
horoscope the eclipsea luminaries must form some aspect 
therein to be significant . . 

Ecliptic-The Sun's apparent. path iri' the orbtt of the! 
Earth, but in rfality it is the path of the Earth around 
the Sun. Its name is derived from the fact that eclipses. 
occur the:ein. The belt of zodiacal !ligns through whi<!lt 
the Sun appears to make a complete circuit once a Yt:ar. 
Measurement on th"e ~liptic is by lon~itude, t e., by 
signs•and degrees. . . 

Election-Pertaining to the selection of ausplCIOU!. 
times for particular purposes, such as turning first sod,. 
laying a cornerstone .. time of marrit.ge, entering a new 
house, etc., according to the rules of Horary Astrology; 

Elevated-A planet posited above another in a chart. 
The most elevated_ position is at the cusg of the tenth 
house. The higher the elevation, the more power or 
str~ngth to the planet, especially when ascending. 

Elongation-The distance of a planet from the Sun. 
Mercury cannot acquire greater ~longation than 2lf, 
Venus 48". It iso!lelpful to remember this when fj,guring 
their aspects to the Sun in natal charts. In a erogre!t.;e"d 
chart, as 'the nativt! grows older, Mr.rc1·ry and Venus 
IIWY progress to' gre&ter distances from the radical Sun 
and fllrll\ larger aspects, such as sextile, square or trine. 
By transit, in commQn ~ith the other planets they may 
formcall aspects to the natal Sun. But ~trict~ speaking, 
elongation has reference .to the., greatest distance in 
zodiac (and consequently i\1 nat,_ivit~~s) which tfre inferior• 
planets may travel .from the Sun. · 

• Emersion-A planet comi~g (rom" unlko:r the ,_sun's 
beams so as tq, be seen. A term us~d chiefly''in connec
tion wi.th eclipses ollnd occultations. See Il.llmHsion. • 

' Ephemeris-An almanac of the olanets' places for a·ny 
cer,tain yeu;' necessary to ascert~ih their 1ocatiO!IS and 
position~ for a horos-::ope. The astrological c;ph~merides 
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are cbmpi~d•m<astly from the "Na'utical Almanac" issued 
by the•Obvernblen,t. . . .. 

Equato!-The celestial' equator is ~he pnJjection of the 
Earth's equator UJlon the celestial sphere. Measurement 
along the celesti8.1 equator is by the 360 degrees only and 
is.called ~ight Asc.~nsion. • A planet north or south of the 
t:quator is said to be in so much "Declin•tion." Two or 
more planets with the same amount of declination are 
p"a'iflllel-a position liqual in power to the conj•nction. 
The terrestrial equator is :j. circle or belt around the earth 
midway ltetween the north and s~mt'tl poles and which 
di.,.ides it ~nto the north and south hemispheres. 

• Kquinox-Equal night. .:fhat time, of place, in the 
ecfiptic where the days and nights are of equal 1-.:ngth 
which happens twice,yearly when the Sun enters Aries 
(Vernal equinox) and Libra (auturrl'nal equinox), from 
whence these signs derive the term, equinoctial signs . 

Exaltation-An essential dignity of a planet next in 
power to beingain its own home sign. 'See p,age 678. 

Face-Faces are one-sixth divisions of a sign, thus: 
I•" to 5', 6 to 10, 11 to 15, 16 to 2Q, 21 to 25, 26 to 30. It 
is said .that the face rising in a nativity affec_ts the dis
position according to "its nature. However, as various 
different~descriptions h!lve been assigned "to the faces the 
sub'j~t is ~onfusing, especially since the discovery of 
Ur<l'l!us, Neptun~apd Pluto, therefore "£aces" a're almost 
entirely i&"norcd by modern practitimH~• _ , • 

Fall-A planet is in its fall whe'l! iv the sign o'pposite 
to the'sign ot its etealtation. , • 

• 
• Familiari\}'_:_Any kine) of asp~t::ts or reception betweer• 
t~ .planets.' · 

Fiery s;ghs_:~rie!j, 'Leo, !iagittarius. 
• •• • .. 0 

, Figure-A•chart, h~mscope, stheme, nati_,vity or map , 

Fixed Hobseb--2nd, 5th, 3th, 11th hottses. 

Fi~Fd Signa----.TauruF,•Leo, Scorpio, Aqual'iu!i. 

Fill!ed "stars-So called because tfxoy do not ttaverse 
the eclipti~ as do. aJanets. Those $tars near the eclipti<:_ 
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and of large magnitw.:Ie have considerabfe influence. 
Fixed ~tars are not within the confines Clf tl!e. zpdiac; 
they ~re all out beyond it,'·in the const~ija'l:ions.' P,lanets 
&'nly transit drbits i.n the zodiat. Next to the' Sun the 
nearest fixed star is Alpha (a) Centauri, (Bungula) 0-1 
ma~itude, Right Ascension (1936) 14h .. 3fm. 12s. (R.A.; 
218 48'), Declination 60"34' S.,'Latitude 42"43' S., Long-, 
itude 28"44' Scoljpio, distance 473 light-years, or about 25' 
trillion miles.' (The Sun's distance frf,lm the earth is 
approxif!lately 93 million miles or light-distance 8 mj.,n~ 
utes.) 

Fortunes-] uP. ite-r a!ld Venus, also the Sun ind Moon 
when free from affliction .• Mercury and N.eptune, l;leing. 
of neutral nafa~·e, are also fortunate when without afflk-
tion and in good aspect to Jupiter or Venus. '· 

Fruitful Signs--C'incer, Scorpio, •Pisces. 

Frustration-A term used in Horary Astrology. When' 
a planet is applying to another by aspect, but a third 
interposes before, the aspect is complete, ,thus deflecting 
the influence of the aspecting planet . 

.Geneth1iacs--(jen-eth 1i aks-noun) Pertaining to na, 
tivities or their calculat~on; showing position of s,tars at 
one's birth. Genethliacal, adj.-(j,•n eth 1i a kal) 

Geniture-Th~ birth chart is so~netimes rcfcmed to as 
the geniture or Genesis. Also natus, nativity, radi):. · , . 

Geocentrlc-C>eo, ,earth; centric, cent~~; the Earth. as a cet1ter of observation and influence. All astrological 
asvects 'are geocentr.ic 'as they relate to the Earth ... 

mliocentric-'-Having the SunJor a ~rnter'and viewing 
the planets from that standpoi.lt, which n}akes their 
positions appfar different thrn i;hen viewed' from ~h'.!' 
Earth. A method not used by nhdern •.IStroh;gers tor 

.nativitie!l. · 
Henchel-;fhe planet Uranu; is often referred to as' 

• Hersehel in honor of its mod'!rn di'scove~<~r, 5iir William 
1 H~rschel. Uranus was discovered Mardi 13, 1781, when 

it was in the '25th degree of tht .. <c;ign G~mini, whic,h is 
tl\e A<nta'rius decanate of that. sign. It was also' at .first 
called Georgium siclqs. 
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Horary ;Astrowgy--One of .the branches of astro
scienc~ Hfst;<ffor answering questions pertaining to any 
imp~rtaht m~t~ through a• chart ~rected for •the time 
when t"e querent's miRd is seriou!ilY agi4'ated about fbe 
impending mat~er or the result of an undertaking. , . . 

House--The ttne-twel!fth division dr segment of the 
lteavens• as viewed from the Earth. From the outer field 
of. the zodiac the houses converge, fuftRel-shaped, until 

• their points fo~us qn the earth. The twelve seaces of a 
ctart; each has affinity for or "rules" certain things or 
affairs. . -

ljyleg-T.he planet or pia~ which is giver of I if!. The 
3un or Moon is hyleg if -either is in Hie Ascendant be
tween the 5th degree above to the 25th degree below 

· the risi.ng degree, or in the place opposite as related to 
the seventh house ;• or between the• 5th degree below the 

'ninth cusp (through and including the tenth house) to 
25 degrees below the eleventh cusp. If neither luminary 
is in one of these hylegical places, fhen the ascending 
degree is thl hyleg. When the hyleg' becomes afflicted. 
there is danger to life accordingly. Sometimes called 
the Alpheta. 

• 
• Immcrsion-lmpijes the entering of Sun or Moon into 
t-,::lipse, or the beginning of an occultaJion. Emersion is 
~h, opposite, the conling out or leaving. 

• Impedi'ted-•A. ~Janet is impeded ~n its natural action 
when adversely aspected by others, especially by 'he 
malefiC"s, Mars, Saturn, Uranus.and perhaps P.luttl. 

fmum Obeli; r. C.-The lower heave'l or cusp of Jourth 
house. The N'-dir o~ north.angle in astrology. 

' Inconj~nct-A te.Jn meani~g a planet having no aspect 
~r par.tllel ~th anA'thcr. 

• • • Inwreasi!i"g"in Light-A planet increases in light when 
it clears the Sun'sebeams until reachingt the oppositiOll, 
atter whtch "4:s light decteases. A ~rm used mainly ln 
relation to the 'Moon. • 
• • • • • • 
• Inc!reasing in. Motion..-A plane! moving "lister than 

on theci'a)' pr~v10us. 
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Inferior Planets-Thos! whose orbit~ ar,:: bd:'f.een the 
earth and.,the Sun, ntmely, yenus, Men;,ury•and Yulcan. 

. " 

lnfortunes-l.lranus, Saturn ani:! Mars. Also the neu
tral planets, Mercury' and Neptune if wholly afflicted. 
Pluto is believed tp be an infortuni: also.· 

' . 
Ingress-The entrance of a planet into a sign: Refers 

mostly to Sun's. {.nnual ingress into the four cardinlll 
signs dividing the seasons. " 

r 
Intercepted-A sign is intercepted when it lies betwc:en 

two cusps without t~uching eitller, an appeara1-ce due 
partly ,to the inequality"in the shape of the Earth and 
most noticeable as one proct:eds either north' or south of 
the equator. An 'appearance which occurs only in charts. 
There are never any intercepted signs in the zodiiJC. 

Joys-Certain place's in the zodiac" where the planets . 
are harmoniously located and therefore have some dig
nity therein. Seldom used by moderns. 

Latitude, Celestial-The measurement of distance of 
Qny planet or star north or south of the ecliptic. The 
Sun never has any latitude as it is never out of the 
ecliptic. The greatest latit<.Jde of the J> is 5° 18'. 

Latitude, Terrestrial or Geographical-The degree ~ 
distance of any place north or sduth of the earth's. 
equator. A degree of geographical latitude is e{juivale'ht 
to 68.704 statute rpil.!s at the equator, und'69.407 at the 
pol,s. Latitude is termed north or south as th~ place 
may b_e' in 110rth or south,.hemisphere. 

Ligq.ts.:_Sun an9 ~on. Also called J,u'mirfaries. 
Logarithms, Proportional"-Tahiti;; by which, when a 

planet's motion i!i known its' position ,,t a given tiine may, " 
be easily ascertained.• \ . 

' Long As~ension, ·signs-Cancer,. Leo, Vtl"g:>, Ubra, 
Scorpio and Sa~ittarius; so called because· they take 
lot.ger ti.lne to ascef\11 than others and ofteJ\,tDCoupy twO 
cuJpii in a chart, w~ich is due to mundar;e rather than 
zodiacal causes, · · 

Lo\tgituce: Celestiai,-Measurlment along the Cj,Ciipdc 
'in terms of signs and degrees. from __ the_ fitst point ~f the 
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zodia•c, 'Y' 0" 0' 0" .• The longitudi of a planet in the 95th 
degre.e pftt~e.zt>diac is $ s·. 

Lobgitude, Tl!rrestriliol or Geogra_phicalr-The dista~e 
of any place east or west of Greenwich (England). It 

, is measured in. teogr~phy in degrees, minutes and sec
·onds; bl astron~mers A'lostly by ho"urs, minutes and 
seconds, thus: Washington, D. C., Sh 08m 15s W. Long . 

•• 
• Lunation-A•lunar period. The period of time when 
tlfe Moon separates"from a given point until slre arrives 
there again, requiring 2:i days, 7 h~urs, 43 minutes. A 
t~rm al~ used to signify the different aspects of Moon 

, to the Sun .wherein her p~ses change. A syntldical 
htnition (aiso called an embolismic lunation) is from 
the time Luna quits the Sun until she overtakes him 

·again, requiring 29 days, 12 hours, 44 minutes. A chart 
made for the mome~t when the Moon conjuncts the Sun 

, Is often referred to as the Lunation or New Moon Chart. 

Male&cs-Same as infortunes: Mars, Saturn, Uranus . 
• 

Masculine f.lanets-Uranus, Saturn, Jupiter, Mars and 
Sun. Feminine: N eptu"he, Venus and Moon. Mercury 

'is convertible; masculine wheq with masculine pladets 
and feminine wher. with those of the opposite sex. When 
tl\laspected its sex i~ determined by the sign in which 
it is lo~ated. Mascu.ine and feminine -may also be con
sld~ed as referring respectively to: active and passive, 
pesitive a~d noga,t~ve, dry and moist. 13Y th•s it is seen 
that the terms do not relate excluaively to gender. a 

• • 
Masculine Signs-Aries, Gemif!i, J.-eo, Libra: Sagittar-

ius, •Aquaritls; the others are femimne. • • 
• Matutiqe-The star! or phlnets which rise before the 

<Sun in tM: morning aj_e c:.lled katutine. See Vespertine. 

• Mean" ol; Alerau .Daily •Motion of Planets--Neptune, 
24"; Wran~ ~2·; Satwrn, 2'; Jupiter, 4' 59"; Mars, 33' 
28"; Sun, "59' 08"; • Venus, 59 08"; Mncury, 59' 08".; 
Mbon, 13 .. 10'·~6" per day.• When tra"eling less tFtey ars 
"slow in motiol1"; when traveling more, .they are ",:;wift 
in motjon." _ • 

lGiean .. Time, _True Locai Time-SI::e pages 66~ ~-
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Medium Coeli-Midheaven or merid;an. M. C. The 

meridonial or southern point of a chart. 
~eridi~n Distance-~easurement alo:.g" the cel~stial 

equator betweell any pomt and trle upper or lower mer
idian. It is usually expressed in degreer. of time. It is 
a portion of the se'lli-arc. 

Metonic Cycle-Meton of Athens, is creditM with 
discovering the • H year cycle at the end of which the 
conjunctions of the Sun and Moon begin to occur suc
cessively' in the same places in the zodiac as during 
previous cycle. " 

Mil\heaven-Cusp of tenth house. Meridian, ~r M. C. 
Midnight Marh-The time :Jt any place that is equh,

alent to midnight at Greenwich, England. 
Movable Signs-Ades, Cancer, Lit>ra, Capricorn. 
Mundane Astrology-That branch which deals with 

tpe effects of lngressi'S, Lunations, Eclipses, Great Con
junctions or Comets as indicative of conditions affecting 
nations, states or communities. 

Mundane Parallel-Equal dista11ce of two planets from 
any•angle. A planet on cusp of ninth is in mundane 
par:!.llel with another on cusp of eleventh, being at -:qual 
distance from the meridian. (The~e are not zodiacal 
parallels.) .. ' 

Mutable Signs-Gemini, Virgo, Sagittarius,. Pi~ce~. 
Mutual Receptiun.:_See Reception. • • · 
Nadlr-.Cusp of fou;th,,house, Lower Meridian; I. C. 
Nativity-The instdnt of drawing 11,rst b:eat~; •the 

chart made for mumet of birth. (Genito:re, Natus) 
Neomenium-The chan~ of the~ \'loon to Ne:N Moon,, 

especially that whic!t occurs ne~'\res'( Vern~! Ingress. · 
,Noctumlll Arc-The distant'e or sp&Ct" though which 

the Sun or a planet passes through the night.". Alstl the 
time it takes in'passing under the h<J.·izon. • 
lNodes-The point of the zod{ac where a tJ1an~t crosses 

out oil south into north latitude is ,,ned the Nort~ Node 
and< vice vl::rsa. The motion Df tl1e Moon's NC!de 'is 
retrograd~. about 3' per day. See Dragon_'s Head. The 
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north n~d~ ie. called the ascer..Oing, the south, the de
scenditl~ node .• The Sun, nt•.ver cro~sing the ecaliptic, has 
no }'lode; like.,.ise thf Earth which is considered as 
moving in the same plane as the Sun. 'the nodes of.the 
planets increa~e in longitude. The nodes of the planets 
are approxid!ati'Jy: ' _ 

• Mflllll I.GagUudfe of the Planetar:Y Nodea (1946-1950): 
1946 1950 

.. Planet f~h January lsi, Greenwlrh Mean Nooo 
!;! Mereory • . 17" 41' 28.2" tl 17" 44' 18.9" tl 
~ 'Venu! . . . 16° "it' 37.1" n 16" 13' 46.8" n 

="•t:-:M'=a;::r.::cs'!>'!'>· • ..:..-=-. .:... ---'1;,;9:,; • ...;08~' -:;2:::-7.:;:9.,."...:;-ti;;:.- 19" 10' 18.9" tl 
)£ Jupiter .. •. 9" M' "141.4" § 9" 56' 36.b" § 

.~?~S:=a.;:;tu:.::.r::.:n'"".:...:... . .:... ----;23~"-;l,;:r'~06';;'.'-i:9"'" ..;§;:.. 23" 13' 12.6" § 

J&l Ursnus . . . 13" 43' 11.7" IT 13" 44' 12.7" IT 
W Nept'bne . . 11" 11' 04.0" !;\. 11" 13' 42.3" !;\. 

e Pluto .... 19° 34' 45.8" $ 19" 38' 01.4" § 

Noon Mark-(N. MK.) Mean local time at birth-place 
when it is noon at Greenwich, England. (See page 75.) • • 

Northern Signs-Ac_ies to Virgo are signs in which 
the Sun has N. dec. from March 21 to Sept. 23. 

Occidental and Oriental-From cusp of tenth h"ouse, 
.westward to fourtlt is occidental. The opposite half is 
Uriental. Planets ar.e sometimes refer,red to as being ori
'e~ttal "or occidental of the Sun. A planet is oriental when 
.rising af\er tbe Sun; occidental w~en setting before the 
Sun. If a horo~cope is turned so as l!o place the Sun on 
the M. C., it is readily seen whTch planets are ,pric!'ntal 
an.d occidental. There may b~ some occult ~ignificance 
between 'the ·e~ostern and western• positions, just as the 
influence of tlk Sun during its ascenSion in the ~orning 

. is diffestnt from th," afterno.;ln during its descension; or 
.the difference in it:finflflence during Spring and Summer 
to that tlurTng Fafl and )Vinter. Ptolemy says, "When 
orie~~tal, <toll.; inffuerv:e is masculine; when occiderttal, 
feminine~" The gifference is ·too va-:ue to be given 
definite clist.Utction in nativities. -

· 9ccultation-During their transit . in orbit J>1ariets 
dccalionallf obscurf other planets or stft.r!'. tempo~arily. 
:rhe J'4oon transiting a variable o~bit frequer1tly does s~ 
This phenomeJlon is termed occultation by way of dis-
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tinction from eclipses. 'They may be c6nsi~e;~d a-s a 
powerful•total or pertile c«njunction. •fi'tl be 'actually 
partite these bodies should at tire time have tl.e same 
degree of latitude and longitude.) Occultations are 
symbolized as ' in the Time Table of Plant>tary Aspects 
in the "Astrologica.l Bullctina A.1nual."• 

Opposition-J?i.:~metrically opposite or 180 degre.t::s 
apart; an adverse aspect. · . 

Orb-The distance in longitude within which the in
fluence of a planet a; aspect operates, usually j'ithih 8 
degrees. '· . ( 

Oriental-See Occidental. 

Parallel, zodiacal-Equal distance from the e11uator. 
Planets having the ;;arne declinatie1.1 either north or 
south, are parallel. Bears an influence similar to that of· 
conjunction. The parallel is stronger when l:.oth planets 
are on the same side of the equator, i. e., both N. or both 
S. Declination. · 

' Pars Fortun1e-The Part of F"ortune. The zodiacal 
pain! which is equally distant from the Ascendant as the 
Moon is from the Sun in longitude. Benefits the h"ouse 
in which it may be located at birth. • :· 

Partile-An asp~ct is partite when' it falls in the"exa:t
degree and minute CQ.'lstituting the aspect, 

t· •• 

Pr-rigee-The p;rt of. a planet's orbit where it i!t near, 
est the £arJ;h. See Apogte. 

Pere~~e-A plrnd is peregrine whett located wh;~e 
it is void of essential dignities. Np plan"et is reckoned 
peregrine if it be in mutual .. -ecea.tio~with anotHer. • 

• • 
Perihelion-That pbint of its ellips or ol"uit •Nllere a 

phwet is ne~rest to the Sun. See Apl*lion\ -
• 

flanetary Hoqra-The hours of the,days are "ruled b_x 
flanets if! their ord~· from Satu\·n inward t.O' th~ Moon. 
'The •Improved f!lanetary Hour Book" gives tables and 
instructions for-their use. · · • 
., Pla~c-Wide. An aspect not "exact as to th.e dearree. 
but yet within the orb of influence. 
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Polar Elevaport-A body in tlae heavens a certain ele
vation •t'"om·.th' meridian toward!i, the horiaon. The 
latit'.'de.for whi.:n chart is clst. 

Polarity-Pole of the horoscope 'is the latitude of the 
• place for whiclll• chartois cast. . . . . -

, • Pondl!rous Planets-Pluto, Neptune, Uranus, Saturn, 
Ju,piter and Mars. So called mainly bati1use their orbits 

.are beyond tke earth's orbit, and therefore require 
~eater lengths of tfme to circuit the zodiac. 

Pt-ece5sion or Precession of the Etfuinoxes-The move
t!Jent of•the equinoctial point ('I' 0") which caus•s the 

' ZQdoiac to pa~s backward in l'l:s relation jo the constella-
l;ions at the rate of approximately SO" per year. Due to 

. the pole of the equator revolving around the pole of the 
ecliptic~ The pres.:nt position of, the vernal equinox 
{'l' 0') is approximately the lOth degree of the constella-

• tion Pisces. ~In 3rd deg. accoPding to Hindu astrology.) 
It makes a complete revolution passing the twelve con
stellations ina'! grand cycle of 25,920~ears or 2160 year 
through one constellati9n. 

• Prenatal Epoch-The astrological moment of conl.oep
tion, about nine months before birth, but not necessarily 
~inciding with the -actual time of physical conception. 
The Moon's place, or.its opposite, on ejtoch day becomes 
ert~r !he ascending or descending sign and degree at 
b~rth. Se~ ch~ter on this subject, ifage 679. · 

o I I 

Primary Directions-A system of directing base<\ upen 
the calc

1

ulation of a degree for ?• year. • 
Ftogresi!Cd HOfoscope-A chart c!JmQuted for ~s ptany 

days after birth ~s the native is years ot age from which 
deductioq& are made/by the

1
,positions of planets .and 

',_;jpects as related thlreirf and also their ·telations to the 
natal cl:!ant. 

Promittor• if>romiss()r. That which signifies certain 
events, as "in a hortVY question of marriltge the lord of 
th~ seven~ isvhe promitt~r. • 

Prpr~cator-;-'rhe aliheta; planet which Jlphotds me. 
lt.roPer Motion-The direct motiott through 

1 
t;.e zod'iac 

in ordereof.the_ signs, (from .west over M.C. to east, so 
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called in contradistinctio.1 to the planet::.' al')pa:·ent diurnal 
motion f:om east tp west,, over the ~.C,) de~' to the 
eatth's axial rotation. ~ 

•• ( l 

Quadrants-The four quarters in a chart or the four 
seasons of the yelj_r or zodiac. 

Quadrate, or Quartile-The adverse square a5pect o. 
ninety degrees .• " 

Quadratures-Moon's dichotomes: changes, phases 'lr 
quarters. Frequently referred to as the square aspect. 

Qujncunx or Quadn.sextile-A~ aspect five 1sign~ cr 
150 degrees apart. SlightlJ· adverse in natal astrology. 
It has a sort of sixth house efiect. 

Quindecile-Another of Kepler's minor aspects; 24 
degrees, slightly good. 

Quintile-A slightly favorable aspect Qf 72". One 
fifth of the circle. Its influence is associated with, or 
similar to, 5th ho11.se matters. 

Radix, Radical-Root. Havino{ reference to the natal 
ch<fl't. In Horary Astrology it implies that certain 
requirements prevail wliich make the chart fit to be 
judged. 

Rapt Motion-The apparent dim nal motion fr0m east 
to ~est caused by tpe earth's rotation the oth,.r way'-~ 

Rapt Pa~allels-Eoual distances from the meridian 
fo~me<J by rapt motion or the motion of the Earth on its 
axis.· (Not zodiacal.) ' 

Rats-Beams or aspects. 
Reception-Planets whifh may·;,e in each other's dig

nities act as the.ugh in good asi~ect "h each othe~. Planets 
in each other's debiiities act ap though in <idvers~ aspect 
tb each other, unfriendly or hostile. This ~?tter ~hould 
be carefully n~ted when Comparing the hOI".)SCOpes of 
two p«sons. , , •· , , . 
f_' ( ~ 

Rectification-. The process of correc•ing the given 
birth' time ;o 'rue time by compari.:z the nature and· dlte 
of 'strikieg events \Vith aspetts which signified sa-"Tie. 
Also by means of Pre-Nata~ Epoch rules. · <> 
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Refrqapon;-•If two planets ar~ ap2lying to as aspect 
of each other lmtone turns r~rograde before the aspetJ 
is conlplc!te, it is said to f'efrain, signifying !hat the effect 
indicated by the fpproaching aspect will not materialize. 

·• RetroP-:ad?A •backw~a motion wf:tich the planets 
'Sometime\ appear to have, mainly in consequence of the 
rela:ive position and motion 01 the Earth'. ' It is denoted 
~ R next to ea~h s11ch planet in the Ephemeri~ When 
dtr!ct again it is denoted by D_ The Sun and Moon are 
never. ret,ograde. -

kevolut1on, Solar Revolutiolltor Solar Return-A chart 
fnad~ for the Sun's return to the exact sig:t, degree, min
uk and second of longitude that it occupied at birth. 

· Right Ascension-Measurement alf}ng the equator, by 
d(grees only, from the first point of Aries. The longitude 
.~nd latitude Qeing taken, the Right Ascension will be 
found in the common angle. Astronomically a position 
in right ascens~n is usually expressed in. time at rate of 
24 hours to the circle of 360 degrees, which is four min
utes for each degree. Ttle R. A. of a planet which has 
s'bme N. or S. latitude will differ <slightly from the R. A. 
of its l!lngitude. TabJ;s of R. A. with latitude are used 
to '-ietermine this. 

• 
Ri!¥ng"Sign or Ascendant-That sign which occupies 

the.cusp of first ~ou~e on the eastern hurizon at. the time 
and place for which' a horoscope is e~cted. . ' 

Satellite-An attendant body, re~olving about a' larger 
one, its primf.ry.. ;fhe Moon is a satellite of the Eao;th 
but because of it. powerful influence it' is classed or 
termed a pl~net for con~nience',jn astrology. Astrolog
i~~l,!y, the Sun also is t/rmetl a planet. In 1~ality all the 
planets are j;atetlites of the ~un. Q 

• • 
Satell+tium~tt group • of planets. In nativities it 

C~Uses stirring event,;,according to the COiltbinatiO'jl of ' 
influences. Alsc:. termed stel'lium. ' . . 
• SecoAdf.ry Di,eetion~e;So called to disting>ui~h theht_ 
from i sjstem named Prima")' Directing. The Sec~dary 
Directiona~ chart is now referred to as the Progressed 
Horoscope and it. ~mbraces mllt:Y more elements t.!Jar" , 
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formerly, making it the most complete tnei!tod of fore
casting<based upol\.the na~ivity. It is the.sysH!,m taught 
iv the "A to Z Horoscope Maker and ~elineatpr.~' Be
cause the method of using "a· day for a year" was first 
illustrated in ancient Arabian works,. it is frequently 
referred to as "1/he Arabian S,ystem." 'l'lte Arabs were;· 
considered the best prognosticators. ' · , 

Semi-decile-LA minor' aspect of 18 de~rrees of longittJde, 
slightly .good. Also termed Viginti~. ' .. 

Semi-quintile-Dt-cile. 36 d~grees. One of Kepler's 
aspects. A minor or ~eak, good aspect. ,r " 

• 
Separatior ~;Moving aw\y from the parl'ile; a dimi!;'u

tion of in flu. nee because of d~ssolution of the aspect. Yr. 
Horary Astrology it indicates events just past, or that 
the matter inquired,after will not oecur. • 

Seaquiquadrate-A minor adverse aspect of 135 d~-· 
grees of longitudinal distance. ' ' 

Semi-aquare, S~mi-quadrate-45 degree$. One of Kep
ler's aspects. Slightly adverse. 

'Semi-sextile-A wealf or minor benefic aspect of 30 
degrees of longitude. •· 

Short Aacensipn Signs-Capricorn, Aquarius, Pistes, 
Aries, Taurus and Gemini; they 'are often fout•d iprer
cepted in )loroscores. Interception is neither a digqity 
nor a debility. • For places in the s'outhern hemisphere 
the ligns long and sflort must be reversed. . ~ 

Si(h!real Time-Right ascension of the meridi?n at 
me<fh noon. The angular distance oft', the hrst point of 
Aries, or the true vernal oequinfNquoted in hours, min-. 
utes and secopds. Birtlf timo. is · onverted into Sidere&l 
Time for referenca to a Table of ouses lor the latitnde 

,of the bi'tth place, in order t<J ascert.;lin tbe h"ouse cusps . 
... ~{ c 

, Significato~-In Natal Astro\o~, the planet which 
rules•the Ascendant. In H~rary 'Astrolpgy, the pilmet 
which rules the house that governs the.tf!atter or person 
inq<J.ired abeul:. • • • Sinister Aapcct""TWhen the!' swifter planet is approach-
ing a planet slower in mot.ion and app!ie,s to sdme aspect 
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it is, tocltled •i • sjnister aspect. Siniiter and Dexter are 
term~ t~ denote on which lide of a slower Dlanet the 
swiftoer body is when ~flaking an a11pect. 

. Slow in Coll~e-h plj.net moving slower than its 
'!}lean mption. St:e Mealr Motion . 

• 
Solar Revolution-A chart made for ftte moment when 

othe Sun returns exictly to the longitude it held in the 
nltivity. Because of irregularity in the Sun's apparent 
motiPn it seldom return~ to its radiK place at the same 
ttme as that of birth. A chart 111ade for the tim~ and 

• dat«: of Solai' return (using latitude of present residence 
fOr Table of Houses) is indicative of the burse of events 
d'uring the ensuing year. The position and aspects of 
"the plarrets are considered similar to their use in a nativ
it{, especially the aspects of or to tile Sun. The transits 

•o planets (including those of the Sun) over these posi 
tions are useCJ to time (date) the events indicated. The 
positions of planets in the solar return are compared with 
those in the 1-tativity to determine the aspects and to 
judge accordingly whether the succeeding year is indi
-cated as mainly good or advers::. and in what respec\s . 

• Sota'r System-The; Sun with the group of celestial 
bo'dies which revolv~ about it. This \rroup, so far as 
kno\Vn, •comprises 9 planets, attended by 26 satellites, 
and about 1200 ~steroids or planetoid! (which. revolve in 
an orbit between U1at of Mars and Jupiter) also come~ 
and mete:ors. 

Solstitial Signs.-Cancer and Capricorn, which in &on
tradistinction to tquinoctial signs, have lhe longest sum

•J!Ier days i'nd the longlst wintl"r nivhts. 
0 I 

Southa:n Signs-Libra, Scorpio, Sagittarius, Capri
corn, Aquarius.oPisoes. In these signs the Sun ftas south• 
"' I" .a.· ••" ~"ec tn•uton .• 

Speculunt-.\ table- relati'bg to a horo"scope whidi Cqp· a 
tains the principal data concerning the plaRets, etc., sileh 

•as ~e JonJitude, latitllfde, declination, righ\ · ascenstOi}, 
meri.tian dtstance, semi-arc!, ascensional difference, etc., 
to which the-student of matheq1atical astrology may have 
.recourse in calcUJ4ting various s'irections. 
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Speculum of Aspect&. -A table matle cto Ghow every 
d!!gree i~1 a horoscope thal may be in aspect '~ith the 
pbnets therei'\. Very useful for ascerta;;1ing at,'l glance 
the aspects formed by transiting(planets. • 

Square-A strong or major m~lefic a:..p~ct of 90 de
grees. Tetragonous Trimorion:-

Standard TiMt'-See page 66. 

Statior.ary-A planet in its staticn apparently stari
ing still between Retrograde an4 Direct; it is an appear
ance largely due t6 the Earth's' relative mo~ion and 
posit;on. Sun and Moon lJre never stationary as far as 
the Earth is concerned. See Retrograde. ' " 

Stellium-See Satellitium. 

Succedent-Those houses of ·a chart situated between 
the angles and cadents; second, fifth, eighth and eleventh 
houses are succedent. They correspond to 1ixed signs in 
strength and nature . .. 

Superior Planets--Pluto, Neptune, Uranus, Saturn, 
Jupiter, and Mars. So called because their orbits lie, 
beyond that of the Earth from the Sun. Ponderous 
planets. The orbits of the inferior planets, Vulcan, 
Mercury and Venus, are between the Earth and Sun.~ 

Swift in Motion-A planet moving faster than its rr.ean 
motion. · 

•S~.odical Lunatiolf'-The time consumed by the Moon 
after le!l~ing the Sun u,'ltil she joins it again in 29 days, 
12 hours, 44 minutes, 3 seconds. " . 

Syzyges--Refer to conjunction\ and opposi!ions. 

Table of Hoase~Tabl~s giving ~he signs an'd degreJ!S 
to be plared on cusps of hottses in a horoscope appr~ 
priate to the latitude of th~ biqh place, 'h acco•dance 
with the sider~al time at birth. · 
' " , Terma--Certain' degrees of signs in whiql;t planets have 
an ·essential dignity. Planets may be digtnfied in this 
or~e'r of ~otency: by sign, exalt~~ion, triplicity;·, teruns, 
faces. The table of .t.erms usea by the ancients ts thrown 
into discard by modern ~tudents siri~e. the a"dvent of 
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Pluto, NeJ1tun, and Uranus, wltich, of course, were not 
includ~' -

Tdtilbony-Refers lb configurations, ~ositions, efc., 
which indicate certain thinl?s. 

• Tetragonous=--Jhe squa'!-e aspect. 
• • 

Transit-The passage of a planet by fphemeral motion 
(see an Ephemrris) subsequent to birth over or in aspect 
"te~. the radical positions or cusps; or over and 4n aspect 
to the progressed chart.planetary ROsitions and cusps; 
or their .. urrent aspects to each othe't in the zodiac. 
• • • 

Ts-analatioa of Licht-Whl!n a planet separates from 
one that is slower than Itself and whi'le yet in platic 
a•spect forms a conjunction or aspect to another, thus 
'forming- a chain of.infiuence between the three. Used 
!pOStly in Horary Astrology. • 

Tredecile, ll'recile or Seaquiquintile-One of Kepler's 
aspects: 108 degrees. Slightly favorable. The minor 
aspects such t.s these are of little importance in Natal 
Astrology but in the prQgressed horoscope they must be 
,considered 

• Trirte-A major g~od aspect of 120 degrees. 
"lfriplicity, Trigon-An equilateral .triangle at t~e 

poi~s of which are stgns of the same nature, thus there 
ar~ lour tri.plicitie' which represent tme elem~nts of fire, 
earth, air and •w-ater. Fiery: Aries, l..eo, Sagittariu1. 
Earthly, Taurus, Virgo, Capricorn. •Airy: Gemi'li, &ibra, 
Aquarius. Watery: Cancer, Scor~io" P1sces. . -

Tropical !iicrist-Cancer and Capricorn. Sol + sis'tere, 
statum, to stand still. ;rhe point in the ecliptic at which 
t.he Sun ill farthest f10m. the ~quater, nprth or south, 
nlriTlely: .first ~oint of the signs Can~er and Capricorn, 
the former being ~e summer solstice, the bl.tter the. 
winter- solstfU, as seea in the northern latitudes. At 
these points the Sun .has reached its ~r~:eatt!st declipation• 
md' for th~e ~ys seems tb stand still in its northern pre 
;outhem declina'l:ion. This is readily seen by refer~nce 
to an· c;phemeris for t~ Sun's declination on •June aad 
December 22nd. The sulilmet and .winter ,;ea110ns are 
reversed 1n the SGuthern hemisphere. • • 
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,. 
Under the Sun's Beams-Within 17 degr~es of the 

Sun. A planet so situat\!d is weak but more·so if com
bust, i. e~~ within 8 -degree&. 30 minutes. '!''nest' -eire not 
giV"en particulac notic,e in natal a.'itrology'. • • 

Vespertine-A planet setting in the evening after 
Sun-set. See mat11tine. 

Verticle-The prime verticle or circle of observation' 
is the circle in- ~·hich an observer stands when facir.g 
south. This circle divided into 12 equal parts comprises 
the 12 houses through which the signs and planets seein 
to pass obliquely in ,~heir appari:nt. diurnal moti~n hom 
east tp west. due to the rotation of the earth fr.Jm west 
to easl. 

Vigintile, Semi-decile-One of Kepler's minor aspects, 
18 degrees, slightly good. · 

Void of Course-When a planet fo~ms no aspect dur-. 
ing the remainder of its course through the !iign wherein 
located. Refers chiefly to the Moon in Horary Astrology, 
wherein it shows ~o.hat nothing will come of the matter 
in question. A testimony that the horary chart is not 
radical. 

< 
Watery Signa-Cancer; Scorpio, Pisces. 

Zenith-Actuall.Y it is the point directly overheacf. 
Often incorrectly referred to as the midheaven.~ Note: 
that the Midheaven js south of this point at th~ ecliptic. 

~odiac-A bel{ or .ring around the' he~vens between 
15 ano 1& degrees wid«; divided into twelve signs each 
containing 30 degre~ o'f longitude, through which ,the 
planets transit, ea,ch in an orbit of its OW)'!.' " 

Zodiacal Aapeeta-Aspecis in tl1 ~ zodiac me;t)lured by 
sign and degreo. Major aspects are: conjunction, par:' 
allel, opposition, tri'ne, square and ~extile.'• T.he mmor 
aspects o( favorable quality are: vig1ntile: ,18 degrees; 
quindecile, 24 de~ree; semi:sextiie, 30 degrees; decile, 
3'6 deg[ees; qufnttl,e, 72 degre~; trejecile, ,I~, degrees; 
tl-cy.Jintile, 144 degrees. Minor aspects of ll$f'V"erse quality: 
semi-.square, 1&5' degrees; sesquiql!adrate, 135 dcgr.ees; 
qui:icunx! rso degrees: • • . • 
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'l;:ABLE OF CO!ITENTS 

Abbrev~. of AStrologlc')l Terms 
Accidents .. 
·Aid to Horoscope fteadlng,1 AddJtlooal 
• • • .,Ailments, t.ldlcatlons of 

... 
An&Jomy related to zodiacal alps _. .· I • I 

Aquarius, eleventh "slgo of the zodiac 
A'llcending In the horo\cope . · . 
Attributes of . . . ·• . 
BlbKcal .references to 1 . 

Classltlcatlon . • . . • . . 
ne..a,nates of .and their planetn.•y rulerahlps 
Features of . . • • 
Fixed sign, nature of 
Personality . . . . . 
Physical Aliments oat.ural to 
Ruling planet • 

Pare 
11-18 
148 
145 

146, 147 
39, 611 

• 25 
. 253 

611, 652 
652 

• 38 
1174 

. au 
40, 41 

2113 
~ 

88 
'Symbol of . . . . . . . 0 0 0 • • 26 
Tendencies b~towed upoo those born 

sign (see Signs) 
Triplicity . 1 • 

Vocations suited to 
W Grda related to 
Zodiacal personality 

Arable J>art.s 
~ of Event (A E) • 

.. 
,I 

when Suo Is In thla 

.• 243 
. . 38 

243, 2r,a, M6 
560, 654 

M9 
702 
509 

· Aries, ftr~~t slgo of the z!Miac 
Aslendlng In the horoscope 
~ttrlbutes •or ~ • 
Biblical refereDCea "t3 . 

. .. 
25 

. 245 
611, 612 

612 
iQ,4'l. 

38 
574 

• 
Cardloa' algo, nature of .• 
Classltlcatloo . • . . . . ~ . . 
Deqtontea of, aod their planetary rn~ersl~pa 
Features dP . · • • . . . • . . • 
Personality . ? . . . . . 
Physical .AJimeota natur,_ to . • . 

• Ruling pldoet • • . .a • •. • • .• 

•• 39 .• 

Symbol "f . ., . • • . . . . . •. 0 0 0 0 

245 
613 
38 
26-

TMttencfe!l" bes~~wed upoo thqjie boro when 
sV;n (seteSIJII&) • . . . . . . 

Triplicity • . . • • 
-Y.~atlons suited to a 
words rel~ed '"' . • • 
?.odlacnl pei'SnnaMty • . • . 

Suo Is !jl this 
238" 

~ • 88 
:rj8, 245. 

·. ~~~· 
•. 

''~ (See J'ln& i~Gl~e) . . . . . •. • . . • p 
A teneral description of the !nftueoce of the Zodlncni.Sign 

.ascelidlng at time of birth ' 244 



Aflll1"5lt8 deDOted t.;r .. • Aepecte to • , ., 
lmportaDee of • • " • • • • •. . • • 

147 
495 
28 
29 PereoqUty of .:.._.: • . . • • ., , • • •,! ·· 

~·~tela (~rmHB~ < 
'Suo lo. Iaftue>lee of . .(~ Fin& »-J ', 
~ Slpa, Iofloeoce of tbe twelve 

Arlee • ., 246 Libra • •• • 
Taurus • • • • 246 ' ~Scorpio •. . 
Oemlol . • • . 246 SalitteriDS . 
Cancer • . · . ~. 247 Capricorn . 
Leo • • . • •. • :NB AquariDS 
VIreo 1 . • • . Me ~ • 

.&.peeta • • • • • • '· 
Aoalyata aDd Pbll~by of • • 
"Advene" not alwaya 4etrlmeotal 
Ap~lylng . • • ". 
Calc:ulatlq tbe , • 
DellDed • • • • • 
Delineated (~ ~Oil) 
Dexter (IllUlltrated) . .. 

• 88 
.• ue, 419 

•. • 112 
.. '100 .. 

101 
8'3 

102. 
95 Example tor finding ,, • 

Importance of . • . . • 
IDflueiiCell, Comblaed, Modlfylog ·' . 

. 182. 
113, 116 

. 90 
105, 480 

93 

Judglog the effect of . • 
Luoar, 1>e1rees ~tutluc 
Ma,lor, Degrees coastltutlq 
Minor, 1>e1rees coDBtltutlag 
Mutual (Ioter-~aoeter;r) 
Piatel • 
Nature of . 

.. 
Orb of Inftueoce • ! 

. 93 
106,485, 
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92 
115 

Order aod Power, of . • . • • • 
P!llloaophy of "overcomlog'' adverae Upecte 

. lr2 
'· ,7119 

Progressed (See Procnased Boroeeope) 
Seperatlog, • 
Slolater . . 

'3ol.,.r • • . 
S;rm"'bolar of . • • ~. 
Tables of • . • ,. • • 
Ta~latloas of, qrderly • ·. 
Traosltlog (~ Tramlta) , 

Alpeeta, Delloeatfon of, 
Aaceadaot, to • • 1 CWips of HoDBeS, to 

, Jupiter • • 
Luoar (Moon) 
Mara . 1 
Merdlry • •· 

• I(Jdhea ven, to • • 
Mutual (Pro.lreaed) 
~a!al (Jl¥l:l) . . 
illeptu'"\ • . • , • 

•. 

.. 
,· 

. . . . ,, 
• f • 

160 
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...... 
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• f!f'. 

• 105, 476 
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... ·.·. -• ......... 
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:£... 4M 
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••• .. • . 451 
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1101 .... 

'· Q23 
480.'480 
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Pllfto · • • . • • • 
Progressed, (D.JrecUooal) 
P~led to, R!Jdlx 

f22, t'l'l 
475, t80 

" 506 

~ 
tal 
tOO 

Saturn . • • . 
Solfr tSon) • . 
Transiting 
Uranus .• . 

... 
.. 

Venus • .• ,. 1 .. 
.. t40 

• Astrolud 
De11ned; Ita various branches t 0 • 15 
ts It Science on. Religion ? . • . . • . . . . 535 

• _#he Science of Life'" Reactions to Planetary VlbralfODB • 21 

As&ro-Meteorol017 (Westher • Forecastlocl, (See As&rolOJ)') 
.....,;_pa&ology (Hedlcai Astrolog), .(See AstrolOI)') • 

• B!bUc:al, Relationships to Zodlacr..'l. Signs 
II;Jb1hday, Procresaed ; How t~ Find 

. .. 611 
169 

-Blrth·Tiqle. Important to record all births exactly; 
Approximate times, 1ectlfted . • ., • . . • . 509 
Determines the zodiacal sign and degree ascending lo the 

horosco{\1! • • • 2tt 
Rectlftcatlon of • . • 509 
Unknown Times, found •• 52'1' 

Bolly, parta of, •related to Zodiacal Signs 39 

Buslnel8, Plaoeta In 5'1'0 
'Calendar a-ce, Russian 

c.neer: fourth sign of \he zodiac 
• ,Ascending In the horoscope 

Attributes of • • •. 
•BIIbllclll references to . 

r 

• 
,Cardinal 'Bigo, nature of . • • 
Classlftcatlon ... • ~ • . • . • • • 
Decaoa.tes of aod tbelr planetary ruler&blps 
Festures of • . • • • • _. • • .. 

• 
'l't 

25 
• 241 

Penonall ty • • • . • • ... 
P~slcal .Uimeou_natural to • . • . , • 
Ruling planet ~ • • • • • • • • • • • 

611,623 
• ' 623 
40, tl 

38 
-. Cl'ft 

39 
24'1' 
624 
S8 
26 Symbol of • • • 1 . . • . . . • . . . 

• • Teodeoclf!!l bestowed upon \hose born when 1!\PD Is Ia this 
• sign, <Se;SIIDB). • •· • 2tO 
Triplicity.. • • • • ,. • , • • 88 
V OCI\J;Ions sui tiM to ' • • • • 240, 24'1 
Worlls ret"ted to • • • . : . 551), 6215 
Zodiacal penooallty • • • • •• • ., MSr . . ., . . 

~eom, tenth ISP of tbe socltac • • • ~ 
Ascending In thf horoecope • •· •• . • , 252 
Altrlbwtes of •· • • "'. • .. 611, 14'1' 
BlJllllaJ references to • .• • ~ • tlt'l' 
Cardinal sip. nature of • • tO, 4J 
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ClaaUlcatlon • . • • . . • . • . 
Decaoatell of and their pla6etary rulerahlps • 
Features ~f . • .. • • . • 
Psr110oallty . • . • • • . 
Pliyalcal Ailments oatonl to • . 

. . . . 
• 

• .38 
• • 574 
·'· •.• 39 

• ••• 252 
. .• 650 

38 Ruling plauet . . • . • • • • • 
Symbol of • • . . . . • , • ! , 1 • . 
Teodeocles bestowed upon those ltuJo when ~un Is In this 

26 

sign, (See SIPII) • . 242 • 
Triplicity . . • . . 38 
VocatloDB aulted•to · 242, 232 
Words related to . ., M91 650 1 

Zodiacal f,eraooallty u.; 
• Ceakal Standard Time ~orrectlooa •. 

OdldreD • 
Olart, (See Horoseope) 

Clnle, The, Symbology o! 

Clock Time. How to change to true Sun time 

Comparisons and Considerations of Parallels 

ConJunetlons, degrees 3f, favorable or uofavorable' 

Olnstellatlons •. 
Co~cus, Biographical sketc/1 of 

Corrections, necessary In horoscopes. 
Clock time . . , . 
Longitude, (Terrestrial) 1

' 

Sidereal 'l'lme • . • . . . . . . 
"'-·- ICI • .. ........ trtea and ties •!ntlueoced by the siCDB 1 

•. 

• • Crltleai,•Deq-
Crou, The, Symbology ot 

•· . 
Cusps of houaes, bow found 

Aspects to . 
Declloatlon of • 

Day, The various kinds • 
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·,• .• 67 
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109, 421 

. .,579 

662 . 
68 .. ,64. 
63 
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671 

678 
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37, 59, 145 
••• . 164 192 • . 

• 
Daylldtt Saving Time . • . .. . ·~ .. 532 

." 70 

148 

572 

Dalth, Nature of, ~ndl~~ by horosp>pe •·. ,. 
• • Deeuts, Defined, Inllueoce explained, ProgreBBioD" of 

Deel...:Uon. llar:llels of ., , . t.: ~. 1(/f 
1 
DeiiMatlonlfor Horoseolles, (See Part 1II, P&lt! 229) 
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Dexta' ll.IJM!t:lu • • • • • • 

o&reeu-, (Aee 7roir-ed Do~> . , ' ~ 
DlpUles lincl DebQ;tJea of the plabets . . .. , 
Dleetillbs, (See Prop-eued Horoseope) •. , 

Another method Cor bringing out 
• Prlma.ry and cf!EcondarY" . "' 

• II' ' 
• DinlmliAIII&y of Twins 
Do\ The, Symbolou of 

. . . 
• J ., 

102 

47 to ,MJ 

228 
226 

1100 
1142 

Sartlt, the . ' 

EU'ter dates . . 
EutePn Standard Time (,'orrectlons 

27 ,to 31, 11611 
773 

67 
• • • 

,EeUpses, In rel~~otlon to oa tal and "\\'Ogressed charts . 
~....... . I!<UUCiltion, as shown In the hol'oscope . . . . 

' Eighth House 
· Illustrated • • . 

1\lutters related to . . . . . . . • . 
· Plunets' lnftueoce when posited In eighth bouse of a 

horoscop-
Sun . 373 Saturn 
Moon . , . 372 Uranu& 
Mercury 372 Neptune . . 
Venus 37:?• Pluto (See Plu&o) 

,Mars • 374 M'ooo's North Node 
Jupiter . . . . 374 ,Pars Fortunae . 

Ituler' of, Its Influence when posited In other houses . 
a:ransltlog Moon In . • . . . . • • . . • 
' Eleventh pOUBe 
ruaatrated . . 

" • 
){nttera r.,.ated J:o ; . . . . . •. . . • . 
Planets' lnllueoce .tllenpo sited In the elevent'b bouse of a 

horQscope- • 
Sun 389 Ollturn 
Mo~ • • 388 Ural.9ua • 
Me•·cury ~ . 388 Neptune • . . 
Venus 1 388 l"'uto (See Plu&o) 
1\llu-s . . ,, . 1'1!9 lllooo's North Node 

'Suplter . . . . 889 • .. l'urs Fortoone . 
oftuler o(, Its !Pftuence, when posited In ol!ler houses • 
Transiting' llfoqp-tn • . . • . . . . . . •. 

.. 

87 
88 

374 
87G 
8711 

•17 
417 
406 
478 

8T 
84 

• 
390 
390 

.• 391 

418 
418 
410 
4'13 

1
Ephemi0s, ~J'IIned . . • . l • • • • • • 

How to use . . . ~-~ . . . • • . • • . 1• 
S@e lllustr.atloos tor speclme11s ot ephemerl1lea used In 

118 
lilt 

conneetlon whlJ Instructions • 
Mldi)Ig~t Ephe~erla, hoi' to use 

Exal!atlfm of planets . . . • . 
.. 



• 188. ~IACAL ASTR~LooY 

Fannllle Da;rs 
Bow to find and use • . . 
In relatltfn to your hiJrCJKOpe , • . ..· .. 

l'l&r . 
In relation to fourth· and tenth houses • 

l'eMunlll of the zodiacal &IIIII. (Se~ Plf)'!Jio~) 
Of the horoscope 1 

ftfCb Houae 

"· ... 
• • • 

.. 
Illustrated . . . . • • • . . • • • 
Mattera ;elated to . . . • • . 1 • • • • 

Planets' fnfluence when posited In tbe fifth house of a 

2111 
2111 

34 

39. 
123o 

horoscope- 1 • 
Sun . 3118 Satliru . . . . 1~ 
.Moo... . 967 Uranus . . . . :·~ 
Mercury .; 857 1 Neptune . . •. • 
Venus . 858 • Pluto (See Pluto) 
Mars . 3118 Moon's Nodes . • 
Jupiter . . . • • 859 Pare Fortunae . .• 
Ruler of, Ita Influence ,when posited In other houses 
Tranaltlng Moon In 

~ 

41~ 
4111 
402 
472 • .,...._ • • 1211, 127. 129 

ftnt Houae (The Ascendant) 
llluatrated • • • •· 

• Mattera related to • • . . . . . . • • 
Planets' Influence when posited In -die first house of a 

• horoscope--
Sun • . • • • • 339 Saturn • • • • 
.Mercury 337 Uranv' . . • • 
Moon • . 337 Neptune • • • • 
Venus • . • . • 1 • 338 Pluto (See Pluto) 
Mars . • • . . . . 339 Moon's Nodes • • 
Jupiter . . . . . c. 340 Pars Fortunae • ~ 
Ruler of, ltl lnfluaoce when posited In oth91" f10uaes 
n-nDBJtlng Moon In . • • .. 

lhed Starl . • • 

37 
33 

'340 
341 
341 
(14 
41f 
897 
472 

580 

Feodl ;pproprlate to,eact sign •• • 
• • 612 to'661 

14 Fonlp Coun&rlea, time atandar,jla In .;. 
Fourth House, lm'm C<ell or Nadir 1 

Illustrated . . , . • . ,. " • 311 
In relatloo., to father and mother 

1 
• •. • 34 

Mattera related to . • . • . . •. • '• •• • • 33 
Planete' Influence when posited' In tlfe fourth hnulll! of a 
, ho~scope-• 
IUD • • • • .• 
~:o&o. : 
Merqury •••• 
Vettus . • 1, 

Mare • 1 •• 
Jnplter . • • 

854 
852 
3112 
353 

• 854 
3M 

• • ft. 'Saturn • • l· . . . .,.,5 
Uranus • a • • • • 3115 
Nel>.lune . .d • • . • • · S1i6 
J'lut~ (See rtuto) • • 
"Moon'a North Node " • 115 
Pllra Fortunae •• • • flll 

• • 



Ruler of, olts lnft11ence when poalt'\d In other h~ 
Tranf!.ltlng Moon In • . . • . . . • • 

• ,.~"'' "'• '' I I 

Frac:UOIIIII Dqrew of Latitude, (See lAtitude) 
,:;; - ' t 

Friends 
" Fu&ure A& a OIW!ce ( co11dltll}llll) . . . .. 

ualllel, Llographleal sketch of 

127 
20S 

800 

Gcmllll, third algn of the zodiac ' • 25 
Ascending In tile horoscope • 246 
!Utrlbutes of . . ' 611, 619 
Biblical references to . , . 619 
Cio.sslt:~ation • . • • 88 
Common aign, nature of . . • , • • , 40, f1 
l>l!eanates oL and their plane•ary rnierahlpa 5Tf 
Features of . • • • 88 

• Personality . • • . 246 
Ph ysleal All ments natural to 621 
Rullnl planet . .. ~ 88 
Symbol of . . . . • • • • • . • • 28 
Tendencies bestowed upon thoae born when Sun Ia In thla 

algn ( S@e Signal 239 
Triplicity • • . • . . . • 88 
Vocations aulted to • • • • • .• 239, 246 
Words rela tea tt> . . • • • . 551, 622 
Zodiacal personality • 1 . • • M9 

· Genethllaeal Astrology, deftned • " 1T 

Geoeefttrie astrology .- . . 
',Geocentric motion of planets . • 
Geocentric IM!riod of planetary tranalts 

Haft.ar"eler The, Symbology of • • • , 
• •• I 

Heald! ' 

Kerbs appropriate to each sign 

Herd&, afrjcte4 by the atara • Wppoeratee, BlogMphlcal aketch of 

... 
• 

.• 

Jlome ut,. . •. '., 
• • R-..s . • . , . • . . • • . 

Hoi'U'J Astroioav, deOned, llltMtratlon of Its uae ._ ...... 
Horoeeope, •etlned • • • • 

Condeuae4 readlq o.tt • • 
fieilneatell ~ • • • • 
111111trated • 1 • • • • • • 

,· 

NataJ.(radlx)Teaatlq~a chart . • 
Orde~ of malt q • • .• • • : 

. . . • 
i>torretltled . • • • • • • • 
Readlnt How _to_ prepare It , . . 

1165 
f8 
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126, 145, ,11 
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• 5118 
640 
128 
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'lT, 589, 829 
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a-eopea, Five nample ~arts (See m-~-)' 12 

RCIUIHIII of~the boroacotle (twel10a) •. 
. .. 

Gomblned lnfl~nces of house, aip, vlanet and aspect• ~ 
Description of . 

116 
32 
2'l Dlft'erent from signs . . . . . . • • . • 

For Planets' lnflu-:pces In each .;>f tbe tw~n i10U11es, aee 
Jl'lnt Rouse. SeeOiid BOOM, etc. • , 
House Rnlers, when poalted In another bouse . . 396 
Illustrated . , ,37 
Mattera related" to 33. 
Rulen ". . . . • . . . 11116 
Tranaltlng Moon In relation to the 217, 472 
Trigonal description C: ' ., . • 1582 

IDdlric!uallt.y, deftned . ..... . . . . . . . :· 29, 12f 
Variations of, produced by orbltal revolution of earth . •5(14 · 

ID&ereeption ' · 62, 77, ~ 
ln&er·Colonlal Standard Time Correctlona 6'7 
lnter·PI-taey aspects ~mutual) 106 

Imum full (See Nadir or Fourth Rouse) 
.Join& Influences of houaes, planets and aspects 
.Joumeya -. ... 

'Judleial Astrology (State or Mundanel, deftned 
.Jupleer, ruler of the zodiacal alcn Saglttarlu 

Ailments of . . . • • 
Aapects of (degrees) . ,. 
Aspects dellnea ted . . • . • • . . 
Charaeterlatlca of, •nature and eorreep~ndenee 
ConJunctions and Parallels of 
Dignity and Debility .ot • ._ 
Health related to ~.~ . . . . . . ~ .., . • 
Rouse occupied In chan (See Bousee) 
Lunaf Al!lM!Cts to (See Ae_"'C!ets) 
Occupations of (Joptter a1 rullq planet) 
Orb gf Influence . . . . . . 
Progressed Aspectt of (See Dlredl-) 

.. . 

116 
33, 36, 12tl 
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•• 645 
93 

4116 
0 44, 112 

0 ° • 4109 
• 47, 48. 5I) 

145 

149. 242,,642 
.w 0 • ll5 

Symbol of, Symbology . . • , • 
Thlnge ruled by . . . " • .• •• 
Worda related t& (v~abulary) . • • . ~ . . 
Zodiacal •11111· lnftnence of Jupiter In {See Sl ) - ~ 
• • Kepler, Blocraphlcal eketcb ot • . • • • • .- • • • GOO 

• Jh¥ Wori'J to ZOtfoiaeal aigns • .,. . • .; 
ld&\6, terrtllltrlal • " • .: 

Correcting It fol" traction ot d811'88 ot birth place to thll 
<tt llerree Biv\D In T. Qf H. . • ,.. • • • . . ·- GTl7 

'" Natal chart, of • • · •:59 
Prorresaetl charts. of . . • 188 
South, How to erect a chart tor . • • • • 61 
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1.-~ ~rcn017 Is not 

Ll.1f', fa!w tie 'fliW .•. 
Lepllel • • 

• 

• T80• 

• 

115 
1188 

33, 128 

Leo, the fifth alp of ~e zodiac 25 
Ascending !II 'l:h$ horoacT- . •· . 248 
Attri~Wtes of . . 611, 628 
Biblical retereuces to . 628 
Classlftcatlon • . . • • . . •. • . 38 
Decanatea of and their planetary rulerahlpa C!T4 
Features of • .• . • • • . 89 
Fl%ed algn, nature of .. . • 40, 41 
Pw-so11allty • • • . . . • 248 
Phyall!•l Ailments natural to . .. . 62'1 
Ruling plaQet . • . · • • 88 
Symbol of • . . . • . . . . • . . . . 28 
Tendencies bestowed upon those born when Sun Ia In thla 

algn, (See Sip) 240 
l'rlpl~lty • • ~ . 88 
Vocatlona suited to ... 240, 248 
Words related to liM, 62'1 
Zodiacal personality 549 

Ubra, the seventh sign of the zodiac • • • 25 
Ascending I• the horoscope • 250 
Attributes of • . 611, 684 • 
Blhllcal references to • · · " • 684 
Cardinal sign, nature of ; 4!1, 41 
Claplftcatlon • • . . . . • . 88 
Decanatea of and tllelr planetary rulerahlps C!T4 
Features of • . . . • . • 89 
Peraopallty • • •. . . . . 250 
•hysfcal Aliments natural to • . . 636 
Rollog til a net •· . . . . . . 11 • • • • • • 88 
Symbol ot . •. • . . . . . . • . . . . 26 
Tend~!~Jclea hestowed upon those bort! when Sun Ia In SJila • 

algn, (See SilOS)· • • 241 
'triplicity . · • . . • . 88 
V"ocatlons-sultl!deto • • au, 250 
Words related to . 5118, 6ST 
7..odlacal personality • • 549 - .. . . . 

IJfe Ia what we make Lt ·• 
Loea&len. -,ou: j)eat • • , 

How to !Ill! 1\ • . ., • • . 
• 

• r ... all&y au...t (Chana of Resldeneel • • ~ -.-- . . . 
Lo..,t~ .• . . . . . . . . . . •• 82 

Correct1111 the ,laueta to their true plaee~ at t1p1e ot b!J1.b • 112 
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Natal chart, of, how to ftl..d . . . . ... . • 176 
Neareat :.1lnutea of, t'> find, for correcting A"'Ct!nJant 1126 
Progresaed chart of 186 
' ~ . 

._ (See ala.) ...... _ 
Bow they a1rect lnalvlduale 

llaJor upeet. 

llarrlace . . . . . . 
Dellcrlptlun of marriage partner 

218 
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•' 

126, 151 
1'MI 

Man, ruler of the zodl' cal siiiDS Ar1es 'lDd Scorpio. , 
Aliments of . . 282: · 613, 64C 
Aspet.-ta of (degrees) 93 
Alpects dellneatl!fl . . . . . . . . 4M 
Characteristics of, nature and correspondence 44, Ill 
CQnJunctlons and Parallels of . 109 
Dignity and Debility of 47, 48, 00 
Health rei a ted to . ' . . . . 1411 
Holl8e occupied In chart (See Houaea) 
Lunar Aspects to (See Aspects) 
Occupations of (Mara as ruling planet) 
Orb of Influence , . . . . . 
Progressed Aspects of (See Dlredi-) 

149, 239, 612, 638 
IJii 

Symbol of, Symbology 
Things ruled by . . . . 
Wbrds related to (vocabulary) . . • • 
Zodiacal algna, lnftuence of 'Mars In (See SIIJIB) 

,• 

llleao Time 

Measure of Time, tbe key to 

Mil, M8 
282 
11116 

Medical Astrol")g)' (Aati'o-Pathology), 

Malllll\ CcBU. ( See Midhea.veo) 
lllsnorailda.~ Importance of,"'ln preparation tor reading the 

hOt"OBCOpe .. 

Meotad'ty 
'124 

1211 
. . . 

Mereu17, ruler of the zodiacal signs Getlllnl and Vlrac>, 

~tso~f(de~ee:a) .; . . ~. • • • • . . '· •. -62~, ~ 
,o\apects delineated . • . r . . , . 4111 
Characterlatlca of, nature and ('(•iie&(IODMIJ llll ..,_ 61 
£on.1unctlons an~ Parallels of . 108 
vlgnlt~aod Deb,llty ... of . . \,. . c. fT. 41. 10 
<.Xeelth related to . . . . . . . • •. • • 146 
Bouse occupied In chart (See a-J ' 
LnJJ$" ABPI!Ijts"to (See~~ "- ' • .. 0 
Ocl!apatlons of (Mercury aa rull~ jjlallllt) . 1•~ ...._ 811. no 
Orb of la\luence • II 
Procreaaed Aapects of "<aee Direcil.il • , ,. 


